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AFFIDAVIT NO. 1 of ROBERT KROEKER

I, ROBERT KROEKER, of the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, hereby make
oath and say as follows:
1.

I affirm this affidavit to provide evidence to the Commission pursuant to a summons

issued to me under the Public Inquiry Act, S.B.C. 2007, c. 9.
2.

I have personal knowledge of the facts and matters in this affidavit. Where I make

statements in this affidavit that are not within my personal knowledge, I have identified the
source of that information and belief. I believe that all of the information in this affidavit is true.
Overview of Background
3.

I started my career in policing. From 1986 to 1993, I was a member of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (“RCMP”). From 1993 to 1998, I was a member of the Saanich Municipal Police.
4.

While on leave from policing, I attended law school and articled with the Attorney

General. After becoming a lawyer, I spent a few years in policing and then accepted a
management position at the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia.
5.

After holding different positions including within the Ministry of Public Safety and

Solicitor General, I led the creation and subsequent operation of the BC Civil Forfeiture Office
(“CFO”) as its Executive Director from 2006 until 2012.
6.

In 2011, while with the CFO, I was engaged by the BC government to conduct a summary

review of the anti-money laundering (“AML”) controls that had been implemented in casinos by
the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (“BCLC”) as well as the role the Gaming Policy and
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Enforcement Branch (“GPEB”) played in relation to those controls. I provided a summary report
to the BC government in February 2011. That summary report found at Appendix E of Exhibit 73
of the Commission’s exhibits.
7.

Following my work with the CFO, I joined the Great Canadian Gaming Corporation

(“GCGC”) as Vice President, Compliance and Legal. I was in this position from November 2012 to
September 2015.
8.

From September 2015 to July 2019, I was Vice President of Legal, Compliance and

Security, and Chief Compliance Officer at BCLC.
BC Civil Forfeiture Office (2006 to 2012)
9.

As BC’s first Director of Civil Forfeiture, I took the agency from inception, to start-up, and

through to operations.
10.

In this role, I worked extensively on money laundering and proceeds of crime matters

with police and other enforcement agencies across BC as well as officials from the United States
who collaborated with BC law enforcement. I was responsible for the conduct of more than 1,200
money laundering, proceeds of crime, and instruments of crime civil cases, resulting in the
recovery of over $30 million in laundered proceeds.
11.

Throughout my tenure at the CFO, the file selection process involved a three-part test: (1)

civil forfeiture had to be in the public interest; (2) there had to be sufficient evidence; and (3) it
had to make economic sense to pursue forfeiture. Some exceptions were made to the third
criterion.
12.

These criteria generally led the CFO to pursue large cases. The primary focus of the CFO

was organized crime.
13.

The CFO operated on a cost recovery basis; meaning that on an annual basis, it was

expected to recover proceeds of crime that equaled its operating costs. After noticing that there
were a number of cases with lower dollar value—rendering cost recovery almost impossible—
the CFO developed and proposed to government the administrative forfeiture process. The
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resulting legislative changes reduced the cost of pursuing forfeiture and allowed the CFO to
pursue mid-level forfeiture files in parallel with larger ones.
14.

During my tenure, the CFO also developed an understanding with the City of Vancouver

that as police executed search warrants at grow-ops, files would always first be considered for
criminal prosecution, but where no individuals were found in the grow-op at the time of the
search, or where residency in the building which housed the grow-op could not be established,
those files would be streamed to the CFO. This had a significant impact for the City of Vancouver.
I was advised by members of the Vancouver Police Department’s Green team at the time, which
included but was not limited to Mr. Brad Desmarais, that after 24 months of this operation, the
number of grow-op investigations conducted annually dropped from more than 400 to less than
50. This allowed a number of police resources that had been dedicated by the City to grow-op
offences to be redeployed. While this program appeared to be successful for the City of
Vancouver, I believe part of that success may have resulted from some of the of problem being
displaced to outlying communities. My belief in this regard is based on my general observations
of grow operation cases referred to the CFO. Despite these results, the number of grow-ops
overall did not decrease and appeared to increase in outlying areas. I have no data analysis
however supporting this perception.
15.

The CFO did not have criminal investigative capacity by design and relied on police and

other enforcement agencies to identify proceeds and instruments of unlawful activity that may
be subject to forfeiture. As a result, the CFO was generally limited to the civil processes available
to further “follow the money” and to identify additional assets for forfeiture once a file had been
referred by the police. That said, bank records, including cashed cheques where those existed,
were invaluable in allowing the CFO to follow the ownership of funds and to identify unexplained
wealth. Throughout my tenure, police investigations into proceeds and crime and money
laundering often relied on audit trails in the financial sector. It was my experience that traceable
instruments provided a tangible benefit to proceeds of crime and money laundering
investigations, as well as civil forfeiture proceedings.
16.

Due to information sharing restrictions in FinTRAC’s enabling statute, the CFO did not

receive information from FinTRAC.
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17.

While working for the CFO, there was no law enforcement agency or unit that was

dedicated solely to address money laundering. It was my experience that the extent to which
money laundering investigations were undertaken and concluded successfully depended, to an
extent, on the professionalism, interest, expertise and experience of individual officers.
18.

Following the advent of the Federal Serious Organized Crime (“FSOC”) model within the

RCMP, my experience was that the number and complexity of cases referred to the CFO from the
federal level decreased.

Summary Review: Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC Gaming Facilities (2011)
19.

While I was the Director of the Civil Forfeiture Office, I received a call from Deputy

Minister Ms. Lori Wanamaker regarding concerns about the relationship between BCLC and the
provincial gambling regulator, GPEB, and about whether BCLC had implemented money
laundering controls that were compliant with federal legislation.
20.

In January 2011, I was engaged by Minister Coleman to review AML strategies employed

at BCLC’s gaming facilities. It was initially understood that I would provide my findings to the
Minister via a briefing supported by a briefing note. As my review completed, I was asked to set
out my findings in writing in a report.
21.

My report, Summary Review: Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC Gaming Facilities

was completed and submitted to the Minister in February 2011 (“2011 AML Review”).
22.

The 2011 AML Review was aimed at determining what AML policies, practices, and

strategies were in place, and to identify any immediate opportunities to strengthen the existing
AML regime. More specifically, I understood the review was initiated to assess the extent to
which BCLC met the requirements under the PCMLTFA, and not out of specific concern about the
characteristics of any particular transaction or class of transactions. It was my impression that
government officials put reliance on the federal anti-money laundering regime to the extent that
where BCLC was meeting its federal money laundering obligations, money laundering was being
properly addressed. To the best of my recollection, I had approximately two months to conduct
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the review. The review was conducted at a high-level and did not involve testing the existing
controls.
23.

As part of the review process, I examined the 2009 FinTRAC report entitled “Money

Laundering Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos” and the 2008 Financial Action Task Force
(“FATF”) report entitled “RBA Guidance for Casinos”. I understood these reports to be reflective
of the thinking and priorities of the relevant authorities around AML in casinos at the time and I
relied on them, in part, to inform my review. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 1 and 2 are the
FinTRAC and FATF reports, respectively.
24.

Both reports provide guidance to casinos on money laundering risks and controls and

advocate for a risk-based approach to AML. According to the FATF report at page 7, an objective
of this risk-based approach is creating barriers to abuse while ensuring that honest customers
can access gaming. Neither the FATF nor FinTRAC report recommended source of funds inquiries
for all patrons at that time. Instead, the FATF report commented that determining a patron’s
source of wealth or income was helpful to identify “disproportionate spenders”, where gambling
levels were inconsistent with stated occupation or business or where the patron engaged in
nominal or no play (page 24). The report recommends enhanced due diligence on high-risk
customers, particularly politically exposed persons, and due diligence to understand the
customer’s circumstances (pages 30–31). Likewise, the FinTRAC report emphasized the AML risks
involved where patrons engaged in nominal or no play, attempted to exchange small
denomination bills for larger ones, or structured their transactions to avoid reporting thresholds
(pages 9–12).
25.

Before finalizing my report, I provided a draft copy to GPEB and Mr. Larry Vander Graaf

provided his comments on the draft report. I had met with Mr. Vander Graaf in the course of my
review and recall his primary concern being GPEB’s status and mandate. Specifically, he believed
that GPEB Investigations ought to be separated from GPEB and be made into an independent
police department with a mandate to police casinos. Mr. Vander Graaf also suggested the need
for an independent regulatory agency on site in casinos and increasing GPEB Investigations’
resources to fulfil that role. I recall Mr. Vander Graaf also being specifically concerned about large
volumes of $20 bills entering casinos and suggesting that there be a limit on the use of $20 bills.
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I have no recollection of Mr. Vander Graaf asking me, whether in writing or orally, to recommend
a source of funds requirement, and do not believe that he made any such suggestion.
26.

In his comments on the draft report, Mr. Vander Graaf agreed with my recommendation

to develop cash alternatives, noting that they provide an audit trail and eliminate player safety
issues. He likewise agreed that gaming staff should understand that transactions must be
diligently scrutinized regardless if the patron is known, and that gaming losses do not necessarily
mean that the patron is not involved in money laundering or other related criminal activity. He
suggested including a recommendation for a Ministerial directive to limit $20 bills to $10,000 to
$20,000 per patron per day. Attached as Exhibit 3 to this affidavit is Mr. Vander Graaf’s
comments on my draft report (GPEB0083.0001).
27.

I took into consideration the comments and recommendations of all key officials with

whom I met in forming my conclusions and writing the Report. With specific respect to a ban on
$20 bills, it was my view that controls on proceeds should encompass bills of any denomination
being spent in casinos, not just $20 bills. Moreover, if only $20 bills were restricted, it was likely
that individuals would simply shift to using other denominations. I believed transitioning players
away from cash generally was preferable to limiting one denomination. That was the focus of my
recommendations regarding the cash issue. I believed that the recommendation to move
customers off of cash addressed risks surrounding cash more comprehensively than a singular
focus on bills of one denomination. I also recommended that follow up work be conducted to
properly understand the scope of the issue.
28.

I felt I was given complete independence in undertaking the review and received no

direction from, and had no communications with, Minister Coleman or anyone from his office on
the conduct of the review or in forming my findings and conclusions. In the process of finalizing
the written report, the Minister’s office did make some limited requests in regard to grammar,
style and phrasing, however at no time was I asked to make any substantive changes, additions
to or deletions from the report.
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29.

I concluded that BCLC and its operators, with the oversight and guidance of GPEB, utilized

standard and appropriate AML strategies aligned with the PCMLTFA. Nevertheless, I identified
several opportunities to further strengthen AML efforts.
30.

Following the 2011 AML Review, I told Minister Coleman that the reason there was a

problem with cash was that, at the time and as a result of direction from the provincial gambling
regulator, casinos were essentially cash-only businesses. Although player gaming fund (“PGF”)
accounts were permitted, the accounts had very recently been implemented and were difficult
to use. Only 69 had been set up, and only one was active.
31.

Some months after the AML Review was completed, I was asked to assist BCLC with

implementation of the recommendations related to cash alternatives flowing from it. From
approximately December 2011 to March 2012, I temporarily stepped back from the leadership
role at the CFO to assist BCLC with implementing recommendations within its purview on a fulltime basis. BCLC communicated to me that they adopted and wanted to implement all
recommendations directed to them as soon as was practicable. To that end, BCLC set up a
steering committee and prepared a plan to assess the feasibility of various cash alternatives and
monetary policies and oversee the overall direction of that project and its impact on the AML
regime. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 4 and 5 are the BCLC Casino Cash and Payment
Business Project Enhancements (BCLC0000405), and the Steering Committee Terms of Reference
(BCLC0011927).
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation (2012 to 2015)
32.

In December 2012, I joined GCGC as Vice President, Compliance and Legal, and began to

assess the AML controls that were in place. While BCLC consulted GCGC on those controls,
decisions as to what controls were implemented and how, rested with BCLC.
33.

Around this time, FinTRAC had completed its 2012 audit of BC casinos, including those

operated by GCGC. This audit, based on the reported findings, appeared to have gone well. The
FinTRAC report did not mention any money laundering transactions having been detected and
no major concerns were raised by FinTRAC. In addition, I was aware that BCLC had an
independent audit conducted of its AML program and, similar to the recent FinTRAC audit, no
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serious exceptions and no money laundering transactions had been noted. Further, I was aware
that both BCLC and GPEB conducted periodic reviews and audits of GCGC’s compliance with AML
requirements and the reports to which I was privy made no mention of any customer or
transaction having been the subject of enforcement or regulatory action involving money
laundering.
34.

This information, and my understanding of the effectiveness of the controls based on this

information, provided me with a certain level of initial assurance about the controls that were in
place as I settled into my new position. Nevertheless, I sought to update GCGC’s corporate level
compliance plan upon my arrival at GCGC.
(1)
35.

Large Cash Transactions

Although there were always concerns about the volume of cash entering casinos, it was

difficult to determine the nature and extent of the money laundering risk because GPEB
prohibited casinos from accepting anything but cash until 2012, with the exception of the
aforementioned limited use of patron gaming fund accounts. As this restriction predates my
tenure at BCLC, I do not have direct knowledge of how this requirement arose.
36.

At that time, no regulatory or enforcement agency alerted me, or to my knowledge GCGC,

to any particular customer, customer transaction or series of customer transactions involving
money laundering, nor was GCGC advised to cease conducting transactions with any particular
customer or category of customers. Although I was not seeing or being provided evidence of any
systemic money laundering through casinos (i.e. I did not see evidence that patrons were trying
to obscure ownership of their buy-in funds, or that the cash was being converted into another
form, such as cheques, for this purpose), I remained concerned that seemingly legitimate players
could be buying-in with large amounts of cash, and in particular that some of this cash may be
coming from illicit sources.
37.

The problem for casinos from an AML perspective was that it was difficult to assess which

players were playing with legitimate cash and which may be playing with illegitimate cash or a
combination thereof. Casinos were required to remain primarily cash-based businesses. As a
result, at least up until non-cash transactions were implemented in mid-2012, to play at high8

value tables, where betting limits were $5,000 per “spot” and, as of January 2014, $10,000 per
“spot” (with an aggregate table limit of $100,000), patrons would necessarily have to bring in,
and be paid out, large sums of cash. With a few exceptions, BCLC told GCGC that customer due
diligence (“CDD”) inquiries showed that the patrons buying in with large amounts of cash had
legitimate wealth consistent with their level of gambling. This information would have come from
members of BCLC’s compliance/AML team on a number of different occasions.
38.

Early in my tenure at GCGC, I became aware of an individual named Paul King Jin who had

been banned from casinos in BC for suspected loan sharking activity and suspected that he may
still be lending money to otherwise legitimate players to gamble. This information would have
come from being briefed by GCGC surveillance and compliance staff. I was not myself involved in
the compilation of reports. This issue was a cause for concern and GCGC took steps to notify
BCLC, regulators and law enforcement so that further and appropriate inquiries could be made
and enforcement action taken.
39.

When I started working for GCGC, there were large amounts of inflows and outflows of

cash—$5 to 8 billion annually across the casino sector in the province—and an increase in
suspicious transaction reports (“STRs”) being filed. Despite the fact that most high-level players
appeared to have legitimate sources of wealth, it was my view that further work had to be done
to move customers to non-cash forms of payment and, as the risk around cash transactions
persisted, to increase due diligence around the source of funds.
40.

I worked with BCLC and, in particular, Mr. Brad Desmarais who had recently assumed the

role of Vice President, Corporate Security and Compliance at BCLC, to enhance the existing AML
controls of our respective organizations. During this period, BCLC introduced new initiatives
including more robust CDD on players gambling large sums and set up a dedicated AML Unit.
41.

By 2013, I had set up our own monitoring of large cash transactions (“LCTs”) and the

individuals involved in those transactions at GCGC. I asked the compliance team at GCGC to start
tracking monthly table revenue rates as compared to STRs and to track cash buy-ins made
predominantly in $20 bills.
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42.

This monitoring showed that STR rates for GCGC properties were trending in parallel to

business levels for table games on a month-to-month basis. This trend suggested there was less
cause for concern than if STRs had been increasing while business was remaining flat or declining.
In other words, I believed that if money laundering was on the rise, the increase in cash would
not tend to correlate with business levels. This trending was not interpreted to mean that money
laundering did not exist, but rather provided further information and a data point on the money
laundering risk faced.
43.

I also recall that the number of LCTs involving mostly $20 bills was trending down until

December 2013, at which time there was an uptick. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 6 is a
table tracking the value and number of STRs and UFTs from January 2010 to November 2018
(BCLC0004279).
44.

During my tenure at GCGC, FinTRAC’s feedback on BCLC’s AML controls was also positive.

I recall Mr. Desmarais and Mr. Karlovcec, who kept me informed on issues with FinTRAC, told me
that FinTRAC told BCLC they were an “industry leader” in AML.
45.

Notwithstanding the above assessments, GCGC continually endeavored to improve its

controls. In some cases, GCGC controls went further than BCLC’s requirements. For example,
while BCLC allowed third party transactions in some limited circumstances at this time, GCGC did
not want to permit third party transactions. I emailed Mr. Karlovcec and Mr. Kevin Sweeney in
September 2014 asking for BCLC’s rationale in allowing them and requesting tighter controls.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 7 is this email correspondence (GCGC_PROD_0023224).
46.

I was increasingly dissatisfied that we did not have a clearer understanding around the

volume of large cash buy-ins. Between 2013 and 2014, casinos began accepting buy-ins with
debit, bank drafts, and electronic funds transfers (“EFTs”). Despite this, patrons appeared
resistant to moving away from cash, further increasing the concern around the use of large
amounts of cash. (By 2017, however, patrons were using bank drafts regularly, and BCLC
observed a 44% decrease in STRs from the same period in 2016. That drop was at least correlated
with bank draft use rather than cash. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 8 is BCLC’s Corporate
Security and Compliance Report from July 2017 outlining this trend, at page 6 (BCLC0015272).
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47.

Throughout 2013 and 2014, BCLC and GCGC, through the operation of the security and

surveillance measures at casinos, continued to identify individuals who were suspected of
providing cash to players. The origin of this cash was unknown. When identified by GCGC, these
individuals were reported to BCLC and GPEB. I also followed up to ensure the requisite reporting
was done in the expectation that GPEB or law enforcement would take investigative and
enforcement actions. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 9 is an example of my email
correspondence following up on the issue (GCGC_PROD_0005610).
48.

In addition to increased monitoring and analysis, GCGC continued to submit reports to

FinTRAC, BCLC, and GPEB. At the time, it was my understanding that BCLC was also monitoring
and analyzing the situation. This was in the 2013-2014 timeframe. It eventually banned
individuals from BC casinos and made efforts to get the police and GPEB to investigate. I was
aware of many of the steps BCLC was taking. Although GCGC regularly discussed issues with BCLC,
in my experience the GPEB Investigations and Audit divisions preferred to channel most
communications on compliance matters to BCLC.
49.

GCGC also conveyed its concerns about the rise in cash, and suspicious cash in particular,

to law enforcement as described below.
50.

During my tenure at GCGC, I am not aware of GCGC ever receiving a direction not to

accept cash transactions generally, or to do anything more than it was already doing with respect
to AML. Indeed, GCGC Compliance, under my lead, continued to press the issue as to why patrons
were still preferring cash, and the origin of that cash, despite a number of non-cash payment
methods being implemented at casinos.
51.

Throughout my time with GCGC, I never once received pressure or direction from the

GCGC Board of Directors or management to limit AML controls.
52.

BCLC’s AML program continued to evolve and they began interviewing and banning

patrons. Although GCGC could also ban players, and did, it could only ban players from its own
facilities. BCLC bans were preferable from an AML standpoint because they could be
implemented province wide, were statutorily authorized, and were enforceable under the
Gaming Control Act, whereas GCGC had to rely on civil trespass law to effect a ban. I therefore
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advocated for BCLC to ban players in as many circumstances as possible rather than GCGC doing
so alone. From the perspective of the general managers of GCGC’s casinos (and no doubt the
general manager of any casino) a provincial ban was preferable as this leveled the playing field
by preventing the casino from losing a customer to a competitor as a result of taking appropriate
action, and would also help stop preventative measures from being rendered ineffective by the
customer simply shifting to another nearby casino. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 10 is email
correspondence in which I suggested to BCLC that it proactively ban players (BCLC0004198, pp.
67 and 72).
(2) Attempts to Engage Law Enforcement
53.

Mr. Desmarais and I also sought to develop closer connections to the police and GPEB. I

met with a number of RCMP detachment commanders or police managers where GCGC operated
casinos. I do not have a specific recollection of which detachments I reached out to, other than
it certainly included the Richmond RCMP detachment. I also tried to set up periodic
communications with Mr. Larry Vander Graaf, who was the head of GPEB’s Investigation Division,
but was largely unsuccessful. This was either by phone or email, but I do not recall the specifics.
I was able to establish more routine contact, in the form of periodic telephone conferences, with
Mr. Bill McCrea, the Executive Director of GPEB who was responsible for risk management.
54.

During my time at GCGC, I had periodic meetings with the Richmond RCMP detachment,

specifically Detachment Commander Rennie Nesset and Inspector Eric Hall, where AML controls
and large cash transactions were discussed, amongst other things. During these meetings, I
relayed that any guidance or assistance the police could offer was welcome. Officials from the
Richmond RCMP detachment were receptive and attentive to the concerns raised. Despite this,
I was unable to detect any clear signs of enforcement being taken by the federal units responsible
for money laundering investigations.
55.

In 2012, GCGC surveillance identified Paul King Jin as likely engaging in what was then

thought to be loan sharking or providing loans to patrons. Mr. Jin was reported to both BCLC and
GPEB. BCLC banned Mr. Jin for one year, and upon further due diligence being conducted by
BCLC, one month later that ban was increased to five years. I understood that BCLC was also
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reporting Mr. Jin and his activities to police, GPEB and FinTRAC. This understanding came from
conversations with members of BCLC’s compliance/AML unit, though I do not recall who
specifically conveyed any given piece of information.
56.

In or around 2013, I learned from GCGC surveillance and compliance staff that Paul King

Jin, who had been banned in 2012, was being observed on the periphery of the River Rock casino.
I received reports that when Mr. Jin was seen on the property, he was escorted out.
57.

At the time, members of the BCLC AML Unit, including Mr. Desmarais, Mr. Daryl

Tottenham, and Mr. John Karlovcec, relayed to me that efforts had been taken and were being
taken to encourage GPEB and the police to conduct a criminal investigation. I understood from
conversations with BCLC compliance/AML staff, likely including Mr. Friesen, Mr. Karlovcec and
Mr. Desmarais, that BCLC was also reporting information it had obtained from player interviews
to law enforcement and GPEB along with their requests for investigations. The concerns were
related to the risk of proceeds of crime being brought into casinos to gamble. For some time,
based on my periodic discussions with Mr. Desmarais and my attendance at a June 2014 meeting
with the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit (“CFSEU”) where they indicated there would
be an investigation, I understood that BCLC believed there was a police investigation underway.
58.

In the general course of business communications with BCLC, I became aware that BCLC

informed the CFSEU and the Federal Serious Organized Crime Unit (“FSOC”) about Mr. Jin’s
activities. The steps BCLC was taking were eventually outlined in a letter from BCLC’s Board Chair,
Bud Smith, to Minister David Eby dated May 30, 2018, when I was at BCLC. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 11 is this letter (BCLC0008443).
59.

Throughout 2013 and in subsequent years, both GCGC and BCLC actively sought the

intervention and assistance of law enforcement. Attached to this affidavit collectively as Exhibit
12 are emails documenting some of the meetings between BCLC and law enforcement
(BCLC0003867 and BCLC0006819).
60.

Mr. Desmarais advised me of some of the interactions he was having with the RCMP,

including some of the RCMP’s highest-ranking members in BC. Based on this information, and the
fact that all STRs are reported to FinTRAC, GPEB, and police, I trusted that action necessary to
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identify money laundering or proceeds of crime was being taken by the RCMP and that an
investigation was likely underway.
61.

I continued to have periodic meetings with local RCMP, in particular the Richmond RCMP

detachment. In April 2014, I met with senior RCMP members Cmdr. Nesset and Insp. Hall. In this
meeting, I expressed concern about money laundering and the potential of illegal casinos
operating and the need for police assistance. In an email exchange on April 30, 2014, Insp. Hall
conveyed his view that the RCMP were “very satisfied” with River Rock’s procedures to prevent
money laundering. He opined that he did not believe that BC casinos could be used in large or
systemic money laundering operations because of the reporting regimes in place. He also added
that without extensive investigation by police, casinos would never be able to confirm the source
of all funds. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 13 is this email sent on April 30, 2014
(BCLC0004200). This served to confirm my understanding of what may be taking place and that
GCGC was fulfilling its obligations in the circumstances. GCGC needed assistance from police or
GPEB to better target and identify which individuals were in fact bringing proceeds of crime into
the casinos, so that evidence-based and principled action could be taken.
62.

In June 2014, in a further attempt to get confirmation that police were investigating or to

initiate an investigation if one had not yet commenced, Mr. Desmarais arranged to have the
CFSEU attend the River Rock. Present at the meeting were BCLC Compliance and GCGC
Compliance management, including myself. BCLC presented to CFSEU members their concerns
about a number of individuals identified by BCLC and GCGC around or near casinos who were
providing cash to otherwise seemingly legitimate customers, and their concerns regarding the
source of these funds. BCLC had also compiled a list of top 10 casino cash facilitator targets,
including Mr. Jin, which was provided to the CFSEU. This e-mail is attached to Exhibit 148 of the
Commission exhibits (Mr. Tottenham’s Affidavit #1 at Exhibit 27).
63.

The CFSEU members at the meeting were attentive and enthusiastic and all indications

were that the matter was being taken seriously and would be investigated. Both BCLC and GCGC
indicated that we would cooperate in whatever way was needed to support the investigation.
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64.

As timed passed, however, I became skeptical that there was an active investigation by

law enforcement. By late 2014, I had seen no activity that would suggest there was any
investigation into potential proceeds of crime or money laundering at the casinos.
65.

BCLC continued to monitor and assess play. Where players were observed to conduct

minimal play, no play, or otherwise had established connections with criminality, they were
banned. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 14 is a document outlining some player bans
(BCLC0005400). Another example is attached to Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Mr.
Tottenham’s Affidavit #1 at Exhibit 19).
66.

In early 2015, I met with Detachment Commander Nesset. I provided him with

information GCGC had received from patrons about “private casinos” in Richmond, and the
meetings that BCLC had been having with the CFSEU and federal RCMP in regard to proceeds of
crime and money laundering concerns. I expressed my concerns that I did not see any signs of an
investigation being underway.
67.

A few weeks later, I met with Detachment Commander Nesset again. He advised me that

he met with his superiors and was told words to the effect of “go back, run your detachment and
mind your own business”.
68.

I informed Mr. Desmarais of these conversations. Based on the foregoing, I believe that

no investigation began until Mr. Cal Chrustie, former RCMP Superintendent, became involved in
2015.
(3) The River Rock Chip Swap
69.

Casino chips are the property of BCLC. During my tenure at GCGC, when chips were taken

outside of a casino, the service provider had a “chip liability” because it must pay BCLC for any
outstanding chips at the end of each year. BCLC has changed how it manages chip liability
financially and this is no longer the case.
70.

Generally, the River Rock had approximately $1-2 million in chip liability at the end of

each year. In 2014, the Chief Financial Officer and I were monitoring River Rock’s chip liability,
which was becoming substantial. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 15, 16, and 17 is various
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email correspondence regarding the monitoring of chip liability and the issue of players arriving
or

leaving

with

casino

chips

(GCGC_PROD_0045931,

GCGC_PROD_0024979,

GCGC_PROD_0003010). Additional correspondence is attached as Appendix B to Exhibit 74 of the
Commission exhibits (BCLC0006460). Eventually, the chip liability grew to $4-5 million. At this
point, I reported the issue to Mr. Desmarais out of concern that chips were being used as stored
value instruments to facilitate criminal activity, or in underground banking or casinos.
71.

At one point, River Rock’s chip liability grew to $12 million.

72.

In response, I suggested a chip replacement plan or swap, where existing chips are

cancelled and new chips are issued. Under the plan, on short notice, customers could return their
existing chips to the casino before the date of cancellation. If there was no record of the individual
who sought to return the chips having purchased them, the chips would not be honoured and
the individual would not be paid for their chips. The chip swap renders valueless all chips not
returned by a specified date by legitimate customers. This would allow BCLC and GCGC to catch
people with large amounts of chips they could not explain and would help prevent any individual
with chips they had not obtained lawfully from recovering the value of those chips.
73.

Mr. Desmarais agreed with my plan, but the plan was slow to roll out as Mr. Desmarais

advised me Mr. Ross Alderson and Mr. Kevin Sweeney, Mr. Desmarais’ subordinates, did not see
it as having the same priority Mr. Desmarais did.
74.

The chip swap was eventually planned for September 2015. Notices to players went up

on short notice before the replacement date, to help prevent any individual with large of
amounts of illicitly acquired chips from being able to avoid the measures in place to detect and
intercept them.
75.

I was informed by a member of BCLC’s compliance department that the night before the

chip swap was to occur, GPEB suddenly directed BCLC not to proceed. I had just begun my
employment with BCLC in September 2015. On my first day at BCLC, Mr. Alderson briefed me
and provided to me a briefing document on priority money laundering matters. In that briefing
and in that record, dated September 8, 2015, Mr. Alderson stated that the chip swap was called
off due to concerns about an active police criminal investigation related to gaming. Attached to
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this affidavit as Exhibit 18 is a copy of the briefing document I received from Mr. Alderson
(BCLC0004727). Mr. Alderson subsequently briefed me that Inspector Mike Serr stated that he
would not have asked that the chip swap be suspended had he been fully informed of the reasons
for it.
76.

BCLC continued to monitor chip liability, encourage players to use cash alternatives, and

address the issue of chip liability. Various documents about River Rock’s chip liability are attached
to Exhibit 74 of Commission exhibits.
77.

The chip swap eventually took place in January 2016, but the delay in its implementation

gave illegitimate chip holders a very lengthy window of time to return their chips to the casino in
small increments and avoid detection. The BCLC Information Note regarding the chip swap is
attached to Exhibit 74 of the Commission exhibits as Appendix A (BCLC0003860). By the time the
chip swap occurred, the chip liability was back down to $5 million or less. The delay removed
BCLC’s ability to identify and interview individuals who appeared to have obtained chips
inappropriately and take measures against these individuals. From my perspective, it was a
missed opportunity.
(4) 2014 Bet Limit Increase
78.

While at GCGC, the bet limit for VIP table games increased to $10,000 per “spot”, with an

aggregate table limit of $100,000. GCGC was interested in increasing the bet limits though this
would have been initiated by GCGC’s business operations. This proposed change was of course
authorized by BCLC.
(5) Interactions with Walter Soo
79.

I never had any oversight over Walter Soo, who was responsible for player development.

Initially, I had some concern in regard to the vagueness of his job responsibilities and seemingly
close association with high-net-worth customers, but never observed or received information
about him doing anything inappropriate. Mr. Soo approached me on two occasions and
volunteered detailed intelligence on suspected illegal gaming houses in Richmond.
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80.

During my tenure at GCGC, GCGC marketed to Chinese players in BC but to my knowledge

did not work in China to recruit new customers. I believe that Mr. Soo travelled to China on
occasion for GCGC business but was not regularly travelling back and forth from China.
(6) The $50,000 Threshold
81.

During my time at GCGC, I had no knowledge of any practice apparently employed by

some staff at the River Rock casino of not screening large cash transactions under $50,000 for
indicators of suspicion of money laundering. The AML training provided to all GCGC staff had
always been that any
- transaction should be reported if there were indicators of suspicion,
irrespective of the value of the transaction.
82.

This practice would not have been obvious, given that large cash transaction reports

(“LCTRs”) were still being filed for any transaction of $10,000 or more, so the transactions and
required information was still being reported to BCLC and FinTRAC in accordance with
requirements for large cash transactions. Between 2010 when this practice apparently arose and
2015 when BCLC identified it, FinTRAC did two detailed audits, BCLC had two independent audits
completed, and GPEB did a number of audits and reviews of gaming operations at River Rock. In
these instances, LCTRs and STRs were specifically reviewed, and none of GPEB, FinTRAC, or the
independent auditors appear to have detected this non-compliant practice.
83.

Upon arriving at BCLC and the issue being discovered by Mr. Tottenham in the fall of 2015,

I directed that BCLC immediately make a self-disclosure of non-compliance to FinTRAC, which
had not been made at that point. In response, BCLC also immediately required staff at the River
Rock to have remedial AML training to ensure all policies and procedures were understood. BCLC
also reviewed all daily LCT records over a 14-month timeframe at River Rock, a total of 20,445
transactions, to identify transactions where indicators of suspicion were present and had not
been reported as an STR. The review found that 244 transactions, approximately 1.3% of all LCTs
for that time period, had indicators of suspicion that should have been reported. BCLC ensured
that suspicious transactions were filed to FinTRAC in each instance. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 19 is a document summarizing BCLC’s review (BCLC0004149, p. 3).
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84.

As an extra precaution, BCLC also conducted a review of several other lower mainland

casinos and found no similar non-compliant practices in their reporting.
85.

Although I discussed the issue, and my understanding of how this apparent misconception

by the River Rock arose, with Mr. Meilleur, I have no direct knowledge of how it came to be.
Based on the records available and inquiries conducted by Mr. Tottenham, it seemed to me that
there had been communications between BCLC, GPEB and the GCGC regarding s. 86 reporting to
GPEB, that may have left some River Rock surveillance staff with the erroneous understanding
that there was a $50,000 threshold in respect of FinTRAC reporting, despite BCLC’s AML training
to the contrary. I wanted to find out what happened for two reasons: first, so that BCLC could
fully report what happened to FinTRAC as required and, second, to ensure the issue was resolved
and there would be no misunderstandings in the future. My email communication with Mr.
Meilleur about this issue is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 20 (BCLC0008841).

BCLC, Vice President – Legal, Compliance and Security / Chief Compliance Officer (2015-2019)
(1) Relationship between GPEB and BCLC
86.

I started at BCLC on September 8, 2015. I understood the historical difficulties in the

relationship between BCLC and GPEB to be at the upper levels and mostly centered around the
investigations group, but I do not know any of the specifics. While at GCGC, I had a positive and
collaborative relationship with GPEB Registration but had only very limited interactions with
GPEB Investigations. My experience and perception were that GPEB Investigations preferred
their communication to be with and flow through BCLC, rather than communicating directly with
service providers.
87.

At least from my time at BCLC, there was a lot of effort put into trying to improve the

relationship and collaboration between the two entities. I made an effort in this respect with my
then-counterpart Mr. Len Meilleur, who had recently moved to the Executive Director of
Investigations position from GPEB Registration where, in my experience, he had been very
capable and productive to work with.
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88.

While our earlier exchanges were promising, I eventually became disappointed with what

appeared to be a reluctance on the part of GPEB to share information with BCLC that BCLC would
find important in addressing potential money laundering, proceeds of crime and safety concerns
in BC casinos and that would allow BCLC to act. For example, and as further described below,
GPEB did not respond to BCLC’s request for information about how money laundering was
occurring or who was allegedly engaged in it following a joint GPEB/Joint Illegal Investigation
Team (“JIGIT”) press conference in June 2017 announcing several arrests relating to serious
criminal activity said to be happening in BC casinos.
89.

GPEB also withheld some of their audits and reviews of BCLC’s Standards, Policies and

Procedures. For example, in 2016, GPEB conducted a review in which they concluded that staff
at River Rock knowingly accepted large cash transactions from provincially banned individuals.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 21 is this review (GPEB0873.0001). As far as I am aware, BCLC
was not advised of the terms of reference and scope of this audit, nor was it asked for
management comments on the findings as is common audit practice, nor was it provided a copy
of the audit at the time it was completed. My understanding from conversations with officials
from GPEB, although I cannot recall who specifically, is that GPEB did provide a copy of the audit
report to a journalist who published a story on it on October 16, 2017. This was the first time I
recall becoming aware of this review. In May 2017, Mr. Alderson received a copy of the review
from a member of the CFSEU, who had received the review from Mr. Ken Ackles of JIGIT. Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibit 22 is this email correspondence (BCLC0009255). To my knowledge,
BCLC never received a copy of this review directly from GPEB.
90.

As a result, BCLC was unable to correct at first instance inaccurate assumptions made in

the review that would have allowed GPEB to understand the situation more accurately. Critically,
GPEB assumed for the purpose of the audit that the cash drop offs were being live-monitored by
casino surveillance operators such that players were knowingly permitted to buy in with cash
obtained from known cash facilitators. Data from BCLC’s systems indicate this was not the case.
The incidents were identified by casino staff when video reviews were done after the fact and
were then acted upon at that time. BCLC in fact introduced policy changes in 2016 to require the
video reviews to be done prior to large cash transactions being completed so that transactions
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are refused when they were linked to a cash drop off. In addition, an entry must be made in iTrak
indicating that additional LCTs must be refused until the BCLC AML Unit interview the patron; if
the patron refuses to be interviewed, they would be banned pending investigation. Attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 23 is a copy of this directive for refusing cash buy ins (BCLC0015984).
91.

Upon learning of this erroneous assumption by GPEB, BCLC asked Ms. Anna Fitzgerald at

GPEB to review the data BCLC had showing transactions involving cash drop offs were not in fact
accepted with knowledge of the drop off, and to make the necessary corrections to the report.
Ms. Fitzgerald declined to consider the data. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 24 is the BCLC
Information Note addressing this review (BCLC0006815).
92.

In general, GPEB was also slow to respond to BCLC’s cash alternative proposals that BCLC

believed would improve its AML regime. A process emerged where BCLC would submit a
proposal, GPEB would respond with a series of questions, BCLC would answer the questions
which would then generate a further round of questions from GPEB. In the case of some
proposals, this cycle repeated over the course of a number of years. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 25 is a timeline of communications regarding some cash alternatives with GPEB
(BCLC0000066).
93.

For example, in my 2011 review, I recommended improvements to PGF accounts. In 2015,

when I joined BCLC, BCLC was still trying to get GPEB to approve the use of electronic funds
transfers (“EFTs”) and credit to fund PGF accounts. While GPEB eventually approved EFTs and
wire transfers, I gave up on the proposal for casinos to be permitted to accept credit despite my
view that credit would be an effective way to further move patrons away from cash and diminish
money laundering risks.
94.

BCLC had also asked GPEB to investigate suspected money laundering and proceeds of

crime cases given the policing authority its investigators had, but as far as I am aware, GPEB did
not commence any criminal investigation into any casino customer or transaction relating to
money laundering or proceeds of crime. Based on representations made to me by senior
investigation officials at GPEB, specifically Mr. Meilleur, Ms. Fitzgerald, Mr. Skrine and Mr. Ackles,
on their Special Provincial Constable status, and my knowledge of the Police Act (British
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Columbia), it was my understanding that GPEB investigators had the authority to investigate
money laundering as it related to casinos given their status as Special Provincial Constables.
95.

I recall Mr. Mazure, GPEB’s ADM, taking the position at a joint executive meeting that

GPEB could not investigate money laundering. Compliance personnel at BCLC, including myself,
were confused by GPEB’s position that GPEB did not have the authority to investigate money
laundering. At the same time, GPEB took issue with the increasing depth of BCLC’s due diligence
inquiries of casino customers and transactions in response to potential money laundering and
proceeds of crime concerns, for instance objecting to information gathered by BCLC investigators
by attending a money service business to verify the source of funds reported by a patron.
(2) Source of Funds Procedures – Enhanced Cash Condition Program and Player
Interviews
96.

While I was still with GCGC, BCLC had begun applying cash conditions (source of funds

requirements) to certain players buying in with large amounts of cash following interviews with
them about the source and origin of their funds. In other words, players were banned from future
use of cash unless they could first establish the legitimate source of the cash. Depending on the
individual circumstances, players were also banned from BC casinos entirely. To be effective,
these source of funds measures relied upon access to information that allowed for in-depth
customer due diligence and needed to be implemented province-wide, which is why they had to
come from BCLC or GPEB and not individual casino operators. As of December 2017, a total of
4,162 patrons were banned from BC Casinos. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 26 is an email
outlining the total bans as of this date (BCLC0006396). While the loss of a customer would not
be a positive development for most casino managers, they accepted the need for controls and I
observed no resistance from GCGC when these measures were introduced.
97.

I was briefed on the cash condition initiative by Mr. Alderson immediately upon starting

with BCLC and read some of the notes and summaries of some of the interviews. I had not been
made privy to the content of these interviews during my time at GCGC. I was also provided with
a timeline of BCLC’s development of its AML Program, which included specifics regarding BCLC’s
attempts to engage GPEB and law enforcement, which I had previously been made aware of in a
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more general manner. A copy of the briefing I received from Mr. Alderson is attached to this
affidavit (Exhibit 18) (BCLC0004727).
98.

I also learned from Mr. Alderson that the police, specifically Calvin Chrustie of the RCMP

FSOC, had recently provided BCLC with a list of 36 players who police said had received cash from
organized crime. This was the first time, to my knowledge, that BCLC had obtained confirmation
from the police that some of the cash entering the casinos was proceeds of crime and directly
linked to organized crime. I had not received any such information during my time at GCGC. This
information was novel, concerning and required immediate attention.
99.

Mr. Alderson sent a letter to service providers on September 11, 2015, outlining that

conditions would be placed on these 36 patrons and that BCLC was going to conduct interviews.
That letter is attached to Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham
at Exhibit 8).
100.

Mr. Alderson wanted to ban these players or place conditions on them. It was my view

that his proposed approach was reasonable in regard to the 36 identified players, however it was
not sufficient in regard to overall anti-money laundering controls. I told Mr. Alderson that, in
addition to immediately interviewing the 36 identified players and taking appropriate measures
including imposing no cash conditions or complete casino bans, the source of funds interviews
had to move beyond an ad hoc approach. The source of funds controls had to be formalized in
BCLC’s procedures and had to be extended to any player engaging in cash transactions where
there were any concerns at all over the source of the funds. If players could not explain the source
of the funds, they had to be placed on sourced cash conditions or banned as circumstances
dictated. Mr. Alderson worked diligently to put these procedures in place as soon as was
practicable.
101.

Accordingly, upon my arrival at BCLC in early September 2015, source of funds inquiries

and procedures were formalized and expanded. The procedures began being applied to a much
broader range of players. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 27 is the October 14, 2015 BCLC
Protocol outlining this process (BCLC0000289).
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102.

As of October 15, 2015, 105 players had been banned and 43 players were on sourced

cash and chip conditions. As of January 2016, the number of conditioned players grew to 48. By
November 2017, there were 274 patrons with public safety barrings, 173 players on conditions,
69 players on sourced cash conditions, and an additional 91 players flagged for profiling due to
their source of wealth. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 28, 29 and 30 are a BCLC AML and
Operational Analysis document from October 2015 (BCLC0000293), a BCLC Corporate Security
and Compliance Report from January 19, 2016 (BCLC0015266), and another document outlining
the conditions and extreme barring numbers from November 2017 (BCLC0000285).
103.

At this time, BCLC also directed the River Rock to conduct education sessions with players

to advise them that their buy-ins were being monitored, to encourage them to avoid buying in
with large volumes of cash and to instead use cash alternatives, and that if BCLC observed no
change in their behaviour, BCLC may place conditions on them and request an interview. The
River Rock was also directed to advise the patrons that if there was an escalation in suspicious
behaviour, BCLC would likely place them on conditions or suspend their play. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 31 is a letter from Mr. Alderson to Mr. Ennis dated November 27, 2015
(BCLC0004201).
104.

During the interviews, some of the players indicated that they had received the cash from

a money service business (“MSB”) or a friend. At least one player identified Paul King Jin as the
“friend” that provided the cash. Based on my review of the interviews, it was rare for anyone to
have a legitimate explanation for where they received large sums of cash in any denomination.
105.

We continued to impose bans and sourced cash conditions on these players. By this point,

and I believe as of late August 2015 when Insp. Chrustie provided the 36 player names to Mr.
Alderson, we knew that a police investigation had commenced as a result of BCLC’s formal
complaint and efforts to get law enforcement engaged.
106.

Anyone with a link to Mr. Jin was assessed and banned. Attached to this affidavit as

Exhibit 32 are the December 2016 STR Monthly Meeting minutes describing BCLC’s action with
respect to these players (BCLC0015624). In October 2016, BCLC also directed service providers
to refuse cash buy-ins where there are indicators of suspicion and to document the attempted
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buy-in in iTrak so the patron could not attend a different service provider and attempt the buyin. This directive is attached to Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl
Tottenham at Exhibit 4).
107.

There was an immediate and corresponding decline in the number and value of suspicious

transactions from the time that BCLC first started source of funds interviews in 2015. As the
process was formalized and enhanced after my arrival at BCLC, the marked decline in suspicious
transactions continued. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 33 and 34 are a BCLC Information
Note documenting this trend generally (BCLC0004839), and a PowerPoint presentation
documenting the decline in squeeze baccarat specifically (BCLC0004270, p. 5).
108.

When players began being barred from gaming facilities, BCLC experienced a substantial

decline in high bet limit table revenue. This decline was short-lived and BCLC’s revenue began to
rebound as legitimate players switched to cash alternatives. To my knowledge, there was no
resistance to BCLC’s bans by any service provider.
109.

By July of 2016, the number of STRs had declined by about 34% across all BC casinos and

the dollar value of those transactions had decreased by more than 80%. Revenue from high bet
limit tables had declined by $120 million. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 35 is an STR Report
from January 2015 to January 2019 showing this trend (BCLC0004716).
110.

From 2012 to 2017, the total value of individual large cash transactions of $20,000 or

more had declined by $162 million dollars or 66%, and the total value of large cash transactions
over $50,000 had declined by $130 million or 80%. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 36 and 37
are the HLT Advisory Report outlining these trends (BCLC0006509) and a graph showing this trend
with BCLC’s AML initiatives (BCLC0003870).
111.

By 2018, the number of suspicious transactions had decreased by 90%. From the peak of

STR filing in 2015 to the lowest value in 2018, there was a 98% drop in the dollar value of STRs.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 38 is a July 2018 BCLC memo outlining these trends
(BCLC0004272). From April 2015 to April 2018, 250 players were put on cash conditions. Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibit 39 is the list of these players and the dates on which they were placed
on cash conditions (BCLC0005401).
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112.

In some circumstances BCLC also notified other jurisdictions if a player was banned.

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 40 is an email chain between myself, Mr. Tottenham, Mr.
Sweeney, Ms. Bamra, and others at BCLC, dated October 2017, setting out one such example
(BCLC0004656).
113.

These analyses and data demonstrate that the vast majority of the decline in STRs and

LCTs was a result of BCLC’s 2015 cash condition program and related efforts, and occurred prior
to Mr. Peter German being engaged to conduct a review.
(3) Information Sharing Agreement with the RCMP
114.

In 2014, Mr. Desmarais at BCLC negotiated an information sharing agreement (“ISA”) with

the RCMP. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 41 is the ISA (BCLC0007644). The ISA was key to
BCLC’s AML efforts as it allowed BCLC to identify patrons with connections to organized crime
and proactively ban them. This enhanced BCLC’s ability to reliably identify casino patrons who
may be connected to criminal activity. The ISA was also of significant value to the RCMP as it
allowed BCLC to provide information to them without a production order. The importance of the
ISA is set out in a letter from Mr. Lightbody to Mr. Mazure dated May 12, 2017. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 42 is a copy of this letter (BCLC0000091).
115.

On October 27, 2015, I received an email from Mr. Alderson informing me that the ISA

with the RCMP had been suspended at the request of GPEB, and that GPEB had instructed the
RCMP to stop providing BCLC with information. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 43 is this
email (BCLC0004224). I also learned that GPEB had suggested that an information sharing
agreement should instead be implemented between GPEB and the RCMP. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 44 is an email from RCMP Superintendent Colasacco outlining his
understanding of why the ISA was cancelled (BCLC0004932).
116.

Upon learning about the ISA’s suspension, I had a telephone conversation with Mr.

Meilleur, GPEB’s Executive Director responsible for investigations, who stated that he believed
the agreement was unlawful and that BCLC should not be speaking directly to police. I told Mr.
Meilleur that cancelling the ISA would eliminate BCLC’s proactive banning program and adversely
impact BCLC’s ability to conduct due diligence checks. I responded to an email from Mr. Meilleur
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explaining these impacts and included the RCMP in the distribution as they had been included in
Mr. Meilleur’s original email. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 45 is a copy of this email
(BCLC0004922).
117.

The issue was ultimately resolved, I believe as a result of concerns raised independently

within the RCMP and the intervention of counsel from the Department of Justice who had drafted
the ISA. The ISA was re-instated in November 2015. In the interim, however, BCLC was unable to
obtain important information used proactively to ban players.
118.

In January 2018, in response to a reporter’s question, the provincial government

(“Province”) was asked to comment on why the ISA had been suspended. The Province, through
Ms. Megan Harris, suggested a response that included a statement to the effect that the ISA was
not suspended at GPEB’s request. BCLC was asked to review and sign off on the response to the
media. I considered this messaging misleading and factually inaccurate and was not prepared to
sign off on it in that form. Attached collectively to this affidavit as Exhibit 46 are two email
exchanges discussing the matter (BCLC0006601, BCLC0004933). Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 47 is the email exchange between Ms. Harris and BCLC about this messaging
(BCLC0004059).
(4) 2016 MNP Report
119.

In September 2015, GPEB engaged MNP LLP to audit select transactions at River Rock,

over the period of September 1, 2013 to August 31, 2015. As the work commenced, MNP asked
for a large number of corporate records, including hundreds of records containing the personal
information of casino customers to be downloaded from BCLC’s systems to a mass storage device
provided by MNP. In all prior audits with which I was familiar, including those conducted by
FinTRAC, the auditors worked directly in BCLC’s systems and within the security measures put in
place to protect the personal information of casino customers. I asked GPEB and MNP if the
required Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”) had been completed and whether MNP was
collecting the information under the protection of a non-disclosure and confidentiality
agreement (“NDA”).
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120.

GPEB advised that neither a PIA nor an NDA was in place, and that neither would be put

in place. I was further advised that under the terms of MNP’s engagement, the personal
information from BCLC’s systems would be sent to a number of MNP’s offices across Canada
where work would be carried out and that the personal information would be retained by MNP
in perpetuity. I was concerned about the lack of security and confidentiality measures around the
personal information that was about to be removed from BCLC’s systems.
121.

BCLC’s board decided that the information would not be provided unless standard

security and confidentiality measures were put in place or the Office of the Information and
Privacy Commissioner (“OIPC”) was consulted and absolved BCLC of responsibility should any
future privacy breach result. I wrote a letter to Mr. Meilleur outlining BCLC’s concerns. Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibit 48 is this letter (GPEB4202.0001). The matter was referred to the OIPC
who opined that the data transfer could proceed without a PIA or NDA. Attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit 49 is my email correspondence with Mr. Meilleur about this issue (GPEB4198.0001).
122.

The MNP Report is dated July 26, 2016. It is attached to Exhibit 73 of the Commission

exhibits at Appendix J. Based on information provided to me by BCLC’s information technology
department, I believe that when data was extracted from BCLC systems to MNP’s systems, the
data was corrupted and resulted in erroneous findings in the MNP report on the completeness
of prescribed reports provided to FinTRAC by BCLC. I set out the apparent problem with the MNP
report in an email to Mr. Lightbody in September 2017. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 50 is
a copy of this email (BCLC0004218, p. 2-3).
123.

BCLC asked MNP to check their findings against the original data in BCLC’s systems or to

submit the report numbers they found to be non-compliant to FinTRAC to have them verify
whether or not the reports were in fact complete and compliant. MNP declined BCLC’s request
and left their findings unchanged. Ultimately, FinTRAC received a copy of the MNP report,
including the finding that BCLC had submitted non-compliant reports to FinTRAC. BCLC provided
to FinTRAC the information it had on what it believed was a data corruption problem that arose
when files were transferred from BCLC to MNP. FinTRAC indicated to me that they would review
the matter. I did not hear further from FinTRAC, and I believe that had BCLC submitted hundreds
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of non-compliant prescribed reports to FinTRAC as alleged by MNP, at a minimum FinTRAC would
have directed that BCLC correct the reports forthwith.
124.

Despite the foregoing, BCLC responded to the MNP audit and took steps in response to

the report, including reviewing its risk assessment and customer due diligence processes;
developing proposals on new cash alternatives including international EFTs and credit; and
ensuring casino staff were adequately trained by updated training procedures. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 51 is BCLC’s response plan (PAR00000525). The MNP Report belonged to GPEB
but to my knowledge, it was never kept secret as later alleged and in fact was distributed to a
number of employees within GPEB and BCLC.
(5)
125.

2016 $150 000 Non-Cash Bet Limit Trial

In 2016, service providers proposed an increase to the table aggregate limits in high-limit

rooms to $250,000. BCLC offered service providers the opportunity to increase the limit to
$150,000. BCLC’s Compliance Division and I took the position that to manage the risk around this
initiative, buy-ins should not include cash transactions. My email correspondence in this regard
is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 52 (BCLC0008107).
(6)
126.

Slot Analyses and Controls

In 2015, money laundering concerns were raised after police located three verified win

cheques and cash relating to a casino patron by the name of Michael Mancini. Mr. Mancini was
a slot player. BCLC did a detailed analysis of all of Mr. Mancini’s play for a period of approximately
eight months. This analysis showed that cheques issued to him indeed represented casino
winnings. Moreover, the vast majority of Mr. Mancini’s casino disbursements were by way of
cash, not casino cheques. In total, over $1.8M of the $2.1M in total disbursements was paid out
to Mr. Mancini in cash. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 53 is a PowerPoint presentation
containing a summary of the gaming history and disbursements to Mr. Mancini (BCLC0000191,
pp. 14-22). I also recall a video showing Mr. Mancini and his wife winning multiple jackpots and
immediately putting the won bills back into slot play.
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127.

The CFO commenced proceedings seeking forfeiture of $70,600 and Mr. Mancini’s

vehicle, but he was ultimately granted relief from forfeiture for the casino cheques, which can
and does occur on the basis that the items are the rightful property of the person. I understand
this was the outcome from reviewing the court order, that BCLC obtained as part of its ongoing
due diligence on the matter.
128.

Despite this, and as a result of the concerns arising out of the Mancini case, I

commissioned a study to examine money laundering vulnerabilities surrounding slot machines.
This study showed that it would take at least eight continuous hours without breaks to feed
$100,000 into a slot machine. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 54 is a copy of this study
(BCLC0004663). There are controls on BCLC slot machines that limit the amount of money that
can be put into a slot machine at any one time, and alert when a player puts a specified amount
of money into a slot machine without play. Given the results of the study and the controls in
place at BC casinos, it would require substantial effort and exposure on the part of money
launderers to launder large amounts through slot machines without being detected. As a result,
I did not believe the risk of laundering money through slot machines to be in the very high or high
ranges.
129.

Nevertheless, I pursued new technology that would further enhance AML controls

including specific controls on slot machines. I authorized a request for proposals for a new AML
system to be put out in the spring of 2019 and was expected to require a capital investment of
approximately $10 million USD.
(7)
130.

Proactive Reporting to GPEB and Section 86 Requests

In the fall of 2016, an issue arose in regard to the proactive disclosure of personal

information to GPEB by BCLC. I understand that Mr. Alderson raised concerns, supported by legal
advice, that BCLC could be offside of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(British Columbia) by proactively disclosing players’ personal information to GPEB outside of the
regulatory reporting requirements. Mr. Alderson ultimately directed BCLC Investigators to stop
proactively disclosing STRs to GPEB. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 55 is this email
correspondence (BCLC0012999).
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131.

I discussed this with the Executive Director of Investigations at GPEB, Mr. Meilleur, to

clarify the matter. I emphasized to Mr. Meilleur that BCLC will at all times be compliant with the
GCA and to advise me if there had been instances of refusal to provide information requested by
GPEB under s. 86(1). Mr. Meilleur assured me that he was not concerned with specific instances
but was concerned that service providers had become conflicted about their obligation to
provide information to GPEB upon demand under s. 86(1). BCLC shared its legal opinion with
GPEB. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 56 and 57 is my email correspondence with Mr.
Meilleur on this issue (BCLC0012990, BCLC0012994).
132.

My recollection is that GPEB investigators working at JIGIT continued to receive all STR

reports proactively as a result of their position in JIGIT and the BCLC-RCMP ISA. GPEB
investigators not working at JIGIT had unrestricted access to STRs either by requesting the reports
from their colleagues at JIGIT or by making a demand of BCLC for STR information pursuant to
section 86(1) of the GCA and which BCLC, in virtually all instances, complied with within 24 hours.
(8)
133.

Enhanced Analytical Capability: the SAS System

BCLC also sought to increase its analytical AML capabilities by purchasing software used

by the banking industry for AML purposes. I joined BCLC while the SAS project was underway and
became responsible for management of the project.
134.

The SAS software was made up of two primary components: a general business analytics

program; and an AML analytics program. BCLC was familiar with the SAS business analytics
program prior to the project and used a licensed desktop version. In regard to this program, the
project resulted in moving from the desktop version to a more powerful server-based version. I
have been advised by BCLC’s technology group (likely one of the directors but I cannot recall who)
and the business analytics group (Ryan Persaud) that the implementation of the business
analytics program went smoothly and the program runs as expected. The leader of BCLC’s
business analytics group, Mr. Persaud, advised me that the SAS software is critical to their dayto-day functions and performs well.
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135.

Substantial difficulties were however encountered in adapting the SAS AML program,

which was implemented in a number of banks, to the casino sector. Ultimately, the project
concluded with the AML program delivering much less functionality than originally planned.
(9)
136.

Enhanced Controls on Chips

Following the chip swap in 2016, I also endeavored to tighten up the rules around chips

by leading changes to BCLC’s rules, making it clear that at all times chips remained the property
of BCLC, had no inherent value (chips merely represented a contract between the player and
BCLC) and that service providers had the authority and were to seize unsourced chips from
players and refer the player to BCLC. These enhanced controls on chips were intended to offer
further protection against chips being used for money laundering and other criminal purposes.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 58 are the rules respecting casino chips (BCLC0000046).
(10) 2017 BCLC/GPEB Investigations Protocol
137.

In 2017, BCLC and GPEB collaborated on the development of an Investigations Protocol

to provide greater clarity around the roles and responsibilities of each organization’s respective
compliance and investigations staff, to reduce any areas of overlap and to streamline operations
between them. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 59 is the Investigations Protocol
(BCLC0000287).
(11) Cash Alternatives
138.

Over time, BCLC repeatedly sought to introduce additional cash alternatives and facilitate

access to these alternatives in an ongoing effort to move players away from cash thereby
enhancing money laundering controls. BCLC and in particular the AML Unit (Mr. Karlovcec, Mr.
Alderson, Mr. Tottenham and Ms. Bamra) initially understood that GPEB needed to approve
these alternatives. Indeed, during the months I spent in 2011 and 2012 assisting BCLC with design
and implementation on non-cash payment options, I learned that GPEB authorized the first cash
alternatives that were implemented, including PGF accounts. BCLC’s AML Unit corresponded
back and forth with GPEB seeking its approval on various cash alternatives.
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(a) Enhanced convenience cheques, EFTs, and credit
139.

In 2015, BCLC sought to introduce three policy changes relating to cash alternatives: (1)

enhanced convenience cheques; (2) international EFTs; and (3) PGF overdraft (credit). Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibits 60, 61, 62 are the BCLC Decision Documents for these proposed
changes (BCLC0004471, BCLC0004472, and BCLC0004473).
140.

On November 13, 2015, I followed up with GPEB regarding the proposals. Attached to this

affidavit collectively as Exhibit 63 is this email and proposals attached to it (BCLC0004469,
BCLC0004470). See also Exhibits 60, 61, 62 of this affidavit (BCLC0004471, BCLC0004472, and
BCLC0004473). In the email to Mr. Meilleur and Ms. Michele Jaggi-Smith, I noted that the cash
alternatives had already been discussed extensively and asked for GPEB’s position on the
proposals before BCLC invested more time and resources to develop them.
141.

Throughout late 2015 and early 2016, BCLC was in discussions with GPEB regarding these

proposals. As a result, BCLC made several revisions and provided more information as requested
by GPEB. BCLC’s 2016 proposals to allow international EFTs, credit and the enhanced
convenience, as revised, are attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 64, 65 and 66 (BCLC0000409,
BCLC0006476, BCLC0000408).
142.

After a year of seeking approval from GPEB, John Mazure, the General Manager of GPEB,

eventually told BCLC that GPEB’s approval was not necessary. This ran contrary to GPEB’s earlier
position on the issue, and the year-long effort that had just been made to obtain GPEB approval.
After receiving this information, BCLC implemented policies for enhanced convenience cheques
and international EFTs as soon as practicable. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 67 is BCLC’s
October 31, 2016 letter to GCGC outlining the implementation of these cash alternatives
(BCLC0000325).
143.

In the meantime, the matter of credit was left unresolved. GPEB approval was still

required for this change, because under GPEB’s Public Interest Standards, service providers are
not permitted to extend credit or loan money to patrons. As I expressed in my email to Mr.
Meilleur, dated July 10, 2017, the compliance management team at BCLC was left with the
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impression that there was no real support for credit at GPEB. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit
68 is a copy of this email (BCLC0005105).
144.

Eventually, after years of feedback and questions from GPEB, I gave up on the proposal

for credit. Nevertheless, it remains my view that credit, properly implemented, would be an
effective way to further move patrons away from cash and thus diminish both public safety risks
and money laundering risks within casinos.

(b) $25,000 cash payout limit, de-limiting convenience cheques, and removing
minimum deposit for PGF accounts
145.

Cash flowing out of the casino was also a matter of concern for BCLC. Banks complained

to BCLC that their customers were showing up with large amounts of unverified cash, asserting
that it had been obtained from casinos.
146.

To address this problem, in early 2018, BCLC again proposed removing the limit of one

convenience cheque per patron per week in the amount of $10,000. This change was also
proposed in 2016. BCLC also proposed capping the amount of cash payouts to $25,000 per 24hour period. The difference would be paid out by cheque (that are differentiated between
“verified win” funds and “return of funds”, according to pre-existing policy). In addition to these
changes, BCLC sought to remove the minimum deposit of $10,000 required to open a PGF
account, which required non-cash deposits, to encourage patrons to use these accounts. An email outlining these proposals is attached to Exhibit 148 (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit
64). Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 69 are my contemporaneous notes of a January 3, 2018
meeting in which these changes were discussed (DOC-00001533).
147.

At this point in time, casino-issued cheques were much less of a money laundering

concern because prescriptive source of cash conditions were in place for all large cash buy-ins.
148.

BCLC initially sought to implement these changes on March 15, 2018, but Minister Eby

had directed BCLC to make no improvements to its AML Program until after Mr. German’s report
had been released. Service providers were accordingly notified that the changes would be
delayed until after the Dirty Money: An Independent Review of Money Laundering in Lower
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Mainland Casinos for the Attorney General of British Columbia (the “German Report”) was
released. This e-mail is attached to Exhibit 148 (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 65).
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 70 is an email I received from Mr. Lightbody on March 1,
2018, outlining this direction from government (BCLC0004307).
149.

From January to June 2018, BCLC consulted with GPEB about these proposals. GPEB

eventually approved them and BCLC issued a directive on August 1, 2018, outlining these changes
that would take effect August 7, 2018. This directive is attached to Exhibit 148 (Affidavit #1 of
Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 66) (BCLC0004588).
150.

On August 2, 2018, the day after the new controls were communicated to service

providers, I received a call from the Executive Director of Audits at GPEB, Ms. Fitzgerald, who
directed me to pull the directive back because GPEB wanted more time to consider it. Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibit 71 is email correspondence from Mr. Desmarais requesting that the
directive be held back at the request of government (BCLC0005095).
151.

Later that day, I received a call from Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager of

GPEB, Mr. Sam MacLeod, who repeated what Ms. Fitzgerald had told me. He indicated that GPEB
wanted to consider the new controls. This was despite the fact that GPEB had the policy changes
before them for the last six months and voiced no concerns. Both Ms. Fitzgerald and Mr. MacLeod
told me that pulling back these changes was temporary and would likely not last longer than
three weeks. Despite these assurances, as of July 2019, when I left BCLC, the direction not to
proceed remained in place. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 72, 73 and 74 are various
documents referencing the request for the suspension (BCLC0004586, BCLC0015640 at p. 3, and
BCLC0015641). Another document referencing this request is found at Exhibit 148 of the
Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 69) (BCLC0005093).
152.

On August 9, 2018, I understand that Mr. Lightbody received a letter from Mr. MacLeod

requesting that BCLC continue to hold off implementation. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit
75 is the letter from Mr. MacLeod to Mr. Lightbody (BCLC0011639).
153.

As directed by GPEB, BCLC pulled back the implementation of the money laundering

controls. The directive to service providers suspending implementation of the changes is found
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at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 69)
(BCLC0005094). I believe that this occurrence led to frustration and confusion beyond BCLC.
Service Providers had been consulted on the changes and, as per GPEB’s prior communications,
had been told by BCLC that GPEB had approved the changes. From my perspective, this course
of events caused confusion and reinforced the perception amongst service providers that BCLC
and GPEB were poorly coordinated, did not engage in effective communication, were at odds
over roles and responsibilities, and prone to providing confusing and contradictory directions to
service providers.
154.

Various members of BCLC, including myself, made inquiries about these AML changes

over the next few months with GPEB but never received a substantive response. By the time I
left BCLC a year later, BCLC had still not received an answer from GPEB.
(12) Bank Draft Allegations and List of Ten Players
155.

Beginning at the end of 2017 or the beginning of 2018, BCLC began monitoring bank drafts

on a weekly basis for anomalies or patterns. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 76 and 77 is a
BCLC Information Note on Bank Drafts and correspondence regarding BCLC’s analyses on bank
drafts (BCLC0004062, BCLC0006382). Another example is found at Exhibit 148 of the Commission
exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 62) (BCLC0006420).
156.

On February 3, 2017, Mr. Meilleur informed me that GPEB determined ten of BCLC’s top

players were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank drafts. He said that the bank drafts came
from the TD Bank, and had no payee name or had names crossed out. I asked Mr. Meilleur for
the names of the players involved so that BCLC could immediately ban them. Mr. Meilleur refused
to provide the names, citing an ongoing investigation.
157.

I immediately began to investigate how this could happen because at the time, BCLC did

not accept bank drafts unless made payable to the player or casino and should not have accepted
drafts with names crossed out. BCLC asked banks to verify the existence of a customer bank
account but realized that to get such information, BCLC would likely need an information sharing
agreement with each bank. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 78 and 79 are my notes
surrounding my conversation with Mr. Meilleur and subsequent investigative steps (DOC36

00001530 and DOC-00001544). My notes were made contemporaneous to later events in
November 2017 that made this information more noteworthy. When Mr. Meilleur and I first had
this conversation, I took it at face value and was focused on BCLC and how this could have
happened without us detecting it and taking corrective action.
158.

BCLC asked GPEB for the names of these players on a number of occasions so that it could

ban them and understand the methodology that was used to obtain these bank drafts so that it
could address the vulnerability. A letter from Mr. Lightbody to Mr. Mazure dated May 8, 2017
outlining BCLC’s request and the reasons for it is attached to this affidavit at Exhibit 42, pp. 2-3
(BCLC0000091).
159.

Based on information provided to it by BCLC and statements made by bank security

officials at Project Athena meetings held by JIGIT and at which senior GPEB representatives were
present, GPEB is aware that BCLC has no visibility into what transpires at the financial institution
when a bank draft is issued to a customer and has no legal authority to compel this information.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 80 are my contemporaneous notes of a January 23, 2019
Project Athena meeting in which this was discussed (DOC-00001548, pp. 8–11). If there are no
anomalies on a bank draft, BCLC has no way to determine if proceeds of crime may have been
used to obtain the bank draft. Only GPEB or the police could detect this activity. BCLC therefore
requested additional information from GPEB so that it could act on Mr. Meilleur’s assertions.
160.

This point was also raised with GPEB in a power-point presentation in July 2017. Attached

to this affidavit as Exhibit 81 is this presentation (BCLC0006544, p. 14-15). Mr. Lightbody also
outlined these challenges in his May 2017 letter to Mr. Mazure (Exhibit 81 of this affidavit). In
the letter, Mr. Lightbody emphasized that BCLC had no line of sight into a casino customer’s bank
account and that BCLC relied on GPEB and the police to investigate these matters because they
have access to court processes including search warrants and production orders.
161.

Without the ability to target the specific customers and transactions reported to me by

Mr. Meilleur, I tasked BCLC’s AML unit with locating and inspecting every bank draft written over
a near three-year period for every casino in BC for the purpose of detecting any irregularities and,
in particular, identifying the customers to which Mr. Meilleur had alluded. This review, the
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completion of which required the dedication of a number of AML staff over a six-week period
and the support of service provider staff, was unable to turn up any bank draft that bore the
irregularities reported: not a single bank draft of the 7,436 reviewed presented the defects that
had been alleged. The review concluded that there was nothing suspicious or untoward in the
bank drafts reviewed. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 82 and 83 is this review (BCLC0000028
and BCLC0004640). The reviews with individual casino summaries are found at Exhibit 148 of the
Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 58) (BCLC0004649, BCLC0006534,
BCLC0006535, BCLC0004644, BCLC0006536, BCLC0004648, and BCLC0006537).
162.

On October 23, 2017, during a briefing of Minister Eby on money laundering controls in

casinos attended by myself, Mr. Richard Fyfe, Mr. Mazure, Ms. Fitzgerald, Mr. Bud Smith, and
Mr. Lightbody, Mr. Smith again asked for the names of these ten players. Mr. Mazure responded
that names could not be provided due to ongoing police investigations. Mr. Fyfe, Deputy Attorney
General, said to Mr. Smith that he would discuss the issue with his colleague, the Deputy Solicitor
General, who at the time was Mark Sieben, to confirm the information could not be shared. My
notes of this meeting are attached to this affidavit at Exhibit 78 (DOC-00001530). Mr. Fyfe
subsequently told Mr. Lightbody that GPEB could not provide the players’ names because they
never had ten names.
163.

GPEB, in particular Ms. Fitzgerald and Mr. Skrine, nevertheless continued to assert that

there were concerns surrounding bank drafts purchased with the proceeds of crime. Despite not
having any specifics and although the results of the bank draft review did not raise any concerns,
I decided that BCLC should take further preventative measures to control this potential money
laundering risk. BCLC issued a directive, effective December 4, 2017, that required patrons to
present a receipt for bank drafts. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 84 is the directive
(BCLC0006152). One email exchange leading up to this decision is attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 85 (BCLC0004654).
164.

The receipt had to include the patron’s name and account, and if there was any doubt

about whether the bank draft came from the patron’s own account, the deposit should be
refused and an unusual financial transaction (“UFT”) created. A transaction is considered
“unusual” where one or more indicators of suspicion are present, for example where a buy-in is
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not commensurate with the individual’s stated wealth or employment. My email correspondence
to Mr. Tottenham, Mr. Sweeney, and Ms. Bamra regarding the change is found at Exhibit 148 of
the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 59) (BCLC0004651)1.
165.

In March 2018, BCLC conducted another analysis on bank drafts in response to JIGIT’s

hypothesis that cash generated through crime was being placed in the banking system,
withdrawn as a bank draft, and used to buy in at casinos. BCLC reviewed bank drafts over a twomonth period to assess which bank branches customers used most frequently and analyzed
players with historical suspicious transaction reports who were currently using PGF accounts. The
summary of this review is found at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl
Tottenham, Exhibit 56) (BCLC0004177).
166.

Despite GPEB and JIGIT raising concerns about bank drafts, neither provided BCLC with

information that would assist BCLC in identifying or addressing the alleged problem such as
identifying each customer and the financial institutions involved. BCLC was provided limited
information, none of which was of assistance to it in trying to design controls that would detect
and prevent this money laundering risk. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 86 is an email where
I expressed this to Ms. Fitzgerald from GPEB, dated September 7, 2018 (BCLC0005901).
167.

In January 2019, the media reported that bank drafts were being used to systematically

launder money in casinos. The reporting included a chart originating from GPEB that appeared
to be the source of that conclusion. I emailed GPEB requesting to inspect the bank drafts
informing the chart and advised that, if GPEB would provide the names of the customers and
banks involved, BCLC would “derisk” those individuals and financial institutions. By this I meant
we would ban the customers and refuse all transactions from the bank or banks involved.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 87 is my email correspondence with Mr. Cary Skrine, Ms.
Fitzgerald, and Mr. Karlovcec of BCLC regarding the issue (BCLC0004227). GPEB again refused to
facilitate this request. Eventually, Mr. Skrine told me that the chart was just a hypothesis: it

Note a typo in this email correspondence. The reference to $100,000 should have been $10,000, to align with the
cash reporting threshold.
1
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showed ways that proceeds of crime could get into casinos, not how proceeds of crime were
getting or had in fact gotten into casinos.
168.

To my knowledge, up until the time I left BCLC, GPEB had not informed BCLC of the

methodology by which bank drafts were allegedly being used to launder money at BC casinos.
Nevertheless, BCLC made efforts to improve its insight into financial institutions and gain the
information necessary to identify any vulnerabilities. For example, attached as Exhibit 88 to this
affidavit is the STR Monthly Trend Review Meeting for February 5, 2019, in which the potential
of implementing information sharing agreements with banks was discussed (BCLC0015653, p. 3).
(13) 2017 List of Nine Arrestees
169.

In June 2017, the head of CFSEU, Mr. Kevin Hackett, and the head of GPEB Investigations,

Mr. Meilleur, held a press conference at the RCMP headquarters in Surrey, BC. At the press
conference, Mr. Hackett stated that after a year long JIGIT investigation, nine individuals had
been arrested for drug trafficking, loan sharking, kidnappings, extortions, and had played a role
in laundering large amounts of money through BC casinos. BCLC was given 45 minutes notice of
the press conference by email. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 89 is the email notifying BCLC
of the press conference (BCLC0008419). BCLC was not provided any detail about what the press
conference was going to address and had received no information regarding the individuals
arrested.
170.

On June 15, 2017, after discussing the matter with myself and Mr. Bud Smith, Mr.

Lightbody wrote to Mr. Hackett to request the names of the nine arrestees and that Mr. Hackett
share the methodology used by the organized crime group to launder the money through BC
casinos. Mr. Lightbody explained that BCLC had concerns about the safety of its customers and
service provider staff and wanted to ensure that the nine individuals were banned from all
casinos in BC. This letter from Mr. Lightbody to Mr. Hackett is attached to this affidavit (Exhibit
42) (BCLC0000091, p. 6).
171.

On June 16, 2017, I wrote a follow up letter to Mr. Meilleur in which I also expressed

BCLC’s concerns about public safety as a result of the information presented at the press
conference. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 90 is my letter to Mr. Meilleur (BCLC0000316).
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Given the statement that an organized crime group had laundered funds through BC casinos, I
also requested in the letter GPEB’s assistance in identifying the apparent vulnerability in BCLC’s
AML regime, in order to prevent further laundering attempts.
172.

BCLC never received a response to either of these requests. Whereas Mr. Meilleur had

previously cited investigative reasons as a basis not to disclose information to BCLC, I saw no
reason why that would preclude disclosure of the arrestees’ names to BCLC given that the
individuals had already been arrested, and presumably advised of the reasons for their arrests.
173.

I understand that, to date, none of these arrests have led to criminal charges. BCLC was

therefore unable to obtain these names from the public record despite attempts to do so.
174.

On July 5, 2017, I attended a BCLC-JIGIT Executive Management Meeting. Also in

attendance were Superintendent Paul Dadwal and Mr. Kevin Hackett from JIGIT, and Mr. Ken
Ackles and Mr. Meilleur from GPEB. I raised the issue of the press conference, and the fact that
it implied that BCLC was indifferent to money laundering risks and failed to recognize that BCLC
initiated the complaint that led to the investigation. In particular, I was concerned that the press
conference only referred to casinos, despite Superintendent Dadwal having agreed that proceeds
of crime were first placed and laundered through financial institutions, then subsequently spent
in casinos, and that the methodology was not typical. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 91 are
my contemporaneous notes of this meeting (DOC-00001531).
175.

Following this press conference, BCLC observed a reduction in UFTs. I asked Mr.

Tottenham and Ms. Bamra to conduct an analysis to see whether there was a corresponding
decline in other buy-in methods, whether the change was due to certain players’ behaviour or
was generally applicable to all play. If it was specific to certain players, I wanted to know who
they were and whether it appeared they were engaging in suspicious transactions by altering
their play to avoid drawing attention to themselves so that BCLC could re-assess their risk. My
email to Mr. Tottenham and Ms. Bamra is found at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits
(Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 108) (BCLC0004339).
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(14) Other Information Sharing Agreements
176.

In June 2017, I executed an information sharing agreement on behalf of BCLC with the

CFO, to further enhance BCLC’s ability to conduct due diligence and combat money laundering.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 92 is that agreement (BCLC0000059).
177.

BCLC also approached the Vancouver Police Department (“VPD”) to establish an

information sharing agreement with them but was told that the VPD wanted to consider the
matter further as they were concerned about potential adverse impacts to investigations if there
was abuse of the agreement. They also indicated they could not, at that point, see a clear benefit
to them given BCLC was already receiving relevant provincial intelligence, to which the VPD
already contributed, through the RCMP ISA. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 93 are the
minutes of BCLC’s STR Monthly Trend Review of October 2017 in which this was discussed
(BCLC0015634, p. 2).
178.

As soon as JIGIT was created, I had the Information Sharing Agreement with the RCMP

amended to ensure JIGIT had access to the same information as the rest of the RCMP pursuant
to the ISA with BCLC.
(15) October 23, 2017 Ministerial Meeting and Offer to Remove High Limit Table
Games
179.

In October 2017, there was increasingly negative media coverage on casinos that was rife

with misinformation. This caused BCLC concern. BCLC was also concerned that it had had no
opportunity to provide detailed information to Minister Eby regarding BCLC’s money laundering
controls in the face of the adverse media reports. Minister Eby had been briefed on casino money
laundering by GPEB earlier in 2017 but BCLC was excluded from that briefing. BCLC’s concern was
that Minister Eby was forming his views on money laundering in casinos without all pertinent
information—including corrections of misinformation.
180.

BCLC’s then-Board Chair Mr. Bud Smith was able to secure a one-hour long briefing with

Minister Eby on October 23, 2017. In preparation, BCLC put together a detailed briefing
document, which included objective factual and independently verifiable content provided by
the AML Unit.
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181.

In attendance at the meeting were myself, Mr. Smith, Mr. Lightbody, Minister Eby,

Assistant Deputy Attorney General Richard Fyfe, Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
of GPEB John Mazure, and two or three political staffers from Minister Eby’s office.
182.

During the meeting, Mr. Smith took Minister Eby through BCLC’s AML controls to

demonstrate its due diligence. Mr. Smith was very direct about the risk inherent in high limit
table play. He told the Minister that high limit table games did not have to be offered, and that if
the government believed there was too much risk, that product could be quickly and easily
removed from casinos from an operational perspective, or that betting limits could be lowered.
Minister Eby stated he did not want to stop offering that gambling option. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 94 is email correspondence dated September 30, 2017 outlining my
understanding of Mr. Smith’s intention to present this option to the Minister based on a phone
conversation I had that morning with Mr. Smith and Mr. Lightbody (BCLC0005221).
183.

Mr. Smith also told Minister Eby that BCLC was not an enforcement agency, and that it

relied on GPEB and law enforcement to investigate money laundering and to keep casinos safe.
He informed the Minister that to his knowledge, there had been limited enforcement activity.
184.

At the meeting, I was asked to run the Minister through a link analysis completed by

BCLC’s AML Intelligence Unit as a practical demonstration of the extent of due diligence to which
BCLC went to identify patrons and their connections. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 95 is a
copy of this link analysis (BCLC0003872). The link analysis showed connections between patrons
and known individuals, lawyers, corporate entities, suspected crime figures, and real estate
holdings. I also told the Minister that through this analysis we had come across information that
showed one or two lawyers handling a number of suspect real estate transactions.
185.

I perceived Minister Eby to be disinterested in the chart and dismissive of the information

that we were presenting him. When I finished, he looked down at the link analysis chart, which
bore the name of the BCLC criminal intelligence analyst at the bottom of the chart, and he said
words to the effect of “what would a guy named Rudnicki know about Chinese money
laundering?”
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(16) Cash for Cheques – EY Review
186.

On Friday September 29, 2017, media reports alleged customers had been attending

casinos, buying-in with large amounts of cash, engaging in little to no play, and cashing out and
receiving a cheque. Seeing these media reports, I was immediately gravely concerned as it was
my understanding that this type of transaction could not occur in a BC casino, given the AML
controls in place. It occurred to me that it may be that BCLC’s controls were not working as we
expected, or that the controls had been compromised through corruption, or that the media
reports were in error. Whichever of these eventualities was correct, BCLC needed to take
immediate steps to understand what had occurred and undertake any necessary corrective
action.
187.

That very evening, I contacted Ernst and Young Global Advisory (“EY”) and requested that

they conduct a forensic audit of every single cheque issued by the River Rock over a 3-year period
(2014–2016) to determine if there had been money laundering transactions, and if so, how those
transactions were carried out. This time period and the River Rock were selected for this audit
on the basis of the allegations reported by the media. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 96 is
an email to EY, dated September 30, 2017, where I outlined these concerns (BCLC0005222). AML
experts from EY traveled from the United States to Vancouver that weekend, in preparation to
commence work on this engagement the coming Monday.
188.

That weekend, I had conversations with Mr. Lightbody and Mr. Smith regarding this issue

and we were all in agreement that the media reports were very troubling and agreed on EY being
retained. It was subsequently decided that the Board would direct the EY audit, and so I was no
longer involved in giving direction to EY on the conduct of the audit. However, the BCLC AML
team assisted EY with their work as requested and I received periodic updates on the progress of
the audit work.
189.

EY analyzed 2,031 cheques, which included every cheque issued over $10,000. EY’s audit

took over 18 months and cost approximately $500,000. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 97 is
EY’s report on cheques at the River Rock dated February 15, 2019 (BCLC0004245). EY found that
there was no systemic evidence of issues with convenience cheques or that cash was being
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laundered through casinos in the manner alleged in the media reports. I met with EY on February
13, 2019, to discuss the results of the audit. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 98 are my
contemporaneous notes of this meeting (DOC-00001537).
190.

EY did find irregularities in 49 transactions involving 28 players at the River Rock. EY then

reviewed the complete transaction history of those 28 players. There were signs of money
laundering activities, but in each case the activity was detected, and appropriate measures were
put in place.
191.

BCLC then engaged EY to conduct a similar cheque audit for the Grand Villa Casino. EY

again reviewed all convenience cheques over $10,000 issued at the Grand Villa Casino during a
three-year period (from 2014-2016). This audit was only completed in 2020 after my departure
from BCLC, but it similarly found no systemic issues with convenience cheques. EY found that just
over 0.5% of cheques issued, or three total, had irregularities in that proper procedures had not
been followed. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 99 is EY’s analysis of the Grand Villa Casino
(BCLC0012929).
192.

On Friday September 14, 2018, the draft results of EY’s findings and conclusions in relation

to the River Rock audit were presented to BCLC’s Board of Directors. I was present at the meeting
as was Mr. Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister to Minister Eby. The draft findings and
conclusions were that there was no evidence that customers had systemically brought in large
amounts of cash and received a cheque after no or notional play, effectively laundering the funds,
as had been alleged in media reports. Mr. Scott said words to the effect that the EY findings were
problematic for government as they tended to undercut the validity of the findings and
recommendations in the German Report, which had by then been released. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 100 are the notes that I made contemporaneous to these events (DOC00001548, pp. 5-7).
193.

EY completed its work and finalized its findings and conclusions by January 2019. On

January 16, 2019, the findings and conclusions of the audit and its draft written report were
presented at the meeting of the BCLC Board of Directors, which I attended in person. Attending
this meeting by telephone was Mr. Scott, Associate Deputy Minister to Minister Eby. When the
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EY audit matter was called, the Board went in camera, however none of the meeting participants
left the meeting. There was detailed discussion about the need to provide the report to Minister
Eby in a form that would prevent it from being disclosed through an FOI request. Mr. Lightbody
and I objected to this manner of proceeding. Ultimately, Mr. Lightbody said the report would go
to Minister Eby as written and it would be up to the Minister to determine what happened to it
from there. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 101 are the notes I made contemporaneous to
these events (DOC-00001528, pp. 1-4). Attached as Exhibit 102 are the BCLC Board meeting
minutes confirming Mr. Scott’s attendance at the meeting as a guest / observer and the fact that
the meeting went in camera (BCLC0001433).
194.

On Thursday, February 28, 2019, representatives from EY briefed Minister Eby on its

report in Minister Eby’s office at the BC Legislature. I was present, amongst others, including Mr.
Fyfe, Mr. MacLeod, Mr. Lightbody, and Mr. Peter Kappel (BCLC’s current Board Chair). Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibits 103, 104 and 105 are the briefing documents (BCLC0002125,
BCLC0004241, and BCLC0004243). At the briefing, Bob Boyle on behalf of EY provided an
overview of their findings and answered Minister Eby’s questions. Mr. Kappel stated that the
report demonstrated that illegal cash was not exchanged for cheques, that this money laundering
did not occur, and that the risk was well controlled for. No decision was made regarding
disclosure of the report at the meeting. Attached to the affidavit as Exhibit 106 are the notes I
made contemporaneous to these events (DOC-00001528, pp. 5-7).
195.

Mr. Lightbody ultimately directed that the EY Report be posted on BCLC’s website with

the usual FOI redactions. I received an email from BCLC’s Communications team on March 26,
2019, that the Province was “fine” with BCLC posting the EY Report to its website. Attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 107 is that email (BCLC0005155). I do not recall whether this email or Mr.
Lightbody’s direction came first.
(17) Cash Cap Proposal
196.

The 2016 MNP Report had recommended that GPEB use its statutory powers to issue a

directive limiting the amount of cash a casino could accept from a customer at any one time.
Although I had reservations about some of the MNP Report’s methodology and some of the
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resulting conclusions, I agreed that a cash cap could be an effective AML measure. MNP did not
comment on what level the cap should be set at, but rather recommended that GPEB set the
limit. BCLC anticipated a directive from GPEB setting the limit, which it would then implement as
soon as practicable thereafter.
197.

No directive from GPEB setting a limit on cash transactions was forthcoming.

198.

By the fall of 2017, the public and political discourse surrounding large cash transactions

strongly indicated that a risk-based approach to controlling cash transactions was no longer
acceptable within the province and a more prescriptive approach was expected. Despite the fact
that FinTRAC guidelines were risk-based and that it took the view that a cash cap was not
necessary, I began discussions with BCLC’s Vice President of Casino Operations on the need to
limit the amount of cash that should be accepted from any individual customer, whether there
was proof of the source of that cash or not.
199.

BCLC’s Casino Division was tasked with undertaking an analysis to inform discussions

around where the limit should be set. The BCLC analysis, dated December 20, 2017, suggested a
limit between $20,000 and $25,000, which would almost entirely eliminate the very large,
concerning cash transactions while allowing the business to operate. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 108 is a copy of this document (BCLC0004622). An immediate move to a cash cap below
$25,000 could create a risk that one or more service providers could become insolvent.
200.

BCLC also engaged HLT Advisory to review the matter and confirm the fiscal impacts of

limiting cash beyond $10,000. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 109 is the HLT Report, dated
October 11, 2017 (BCLC0006562).
201.

Following these analyses, BCLC determined that the cash cap should be set at $25,000. In

the first week of December 2017, I met with Mr. Lightbody and Mr. Desmarais, BCLC’s Vice
President, Casino. In this meeting, we decided to immediately implement this limit of $25,000 in
cash per customer per day. Mid-January 2018 was the targeted implementation date. The
rationale for implementing a cash cap and for setting it at $25,000 is set out in an email I wrote
to Mr. Lightbody dated January 17, 2018. This email is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 110
(BCLC0006524).
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202.

In mid-January 2018, Mr. Lightbody communicated the policy change to Minister Eby

prior to implementation. On Thursday January 18, 2018 at 8:30 a.m., Mr. Lightbody, on a
telephone call, advised me that he had received a call from Mr. Fyfe the day before, informing
him that Minister Eby was furious and did not want the cash cap implemented. Mr. Lightbody
further reported that Mr. Fyfe, despite being asked, said that neither he nor Minister Eby were
giving direction on whether or not BCLC could implement the cash limit, but Mr. Fyfe also
reiterated Minister Eby’s high level of anger. Mr. Lightbody stated that in the absence of direction
from the Minister, I was to continue with the implementation of the cash limit. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 111 are notes I made contemporaneous to this conversation (DOC-00001529,
pp. 2-3).
203.

The following day at 1:10 p.m., Mr. Lightbody telephoned me and reported that he

received a second call from Mr. Fyfe on the cash limit matter and that this time, Sam Godfrey,
Minister Eby’s Ministerial Assistant, and Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister to Minister Eby,
were both on the call. Mr. Lightbody reported that according to Mr. Fyfe, Minister Eby remained
extremely mad, wanted BCLC to re-consider the timing, and wanted BCLC to run the proposal by
Mr. German. The contemporaneous notes I made of this conversation are attached as Exhibit
112 (DOC-00001529, pp. 4-5).
204.

Mr. German had previously told me, Mr. Lightbody, and Mr. Desmarais that BCLC should

continue to run its business, and that it should make normal course program changes as risks and
issues arose and as it saw fit. We considered this one such change. Nevertheless, as directed, Mr.
Lightbody called Mr. German. I understand from Lightbody that on his call with Mr. German, Mr.
German indicated that BCLC did not need to impose a cash limit and that a prescriptive approach
should not be used. He added that he did not want a cash limit because BCLC had not gone far
enough with cash alternatives, and he was not sure if BCLC had the right cash alternatives. He
said that BCLC should wait to see the effects of the mandatory source of cash procedure (which
had been the subject of one of Mr. German’s interim recommendations issued in December
2017). I perceived this as a change in position on Mr. German’s part as he now appeared to be
opposed to BCLC making the changes it believed were necessary to its AML controls. My
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contemporaneous notes of these events are attached as Exhibit 112 to this affidavit (DOC00001529, pp. 4-5).
205.

Following these discussions, Mr. Lightbody instructed me to suspend implementation of

the cash cap. He mentioned to me that if it was implemented, both he and I would be fired.
Ultimately, I was directed not to proceed with the policy change. To date, as far as I am aware,
no cash cap has been implemented.
206.

Reports such as the HLT Report would normally be exempted from access to information

requests in order to protect confidential commercial information. It was my understanding from
BCLC’s communications staff that Reporter Sam Cooper had been making requests for the report,
and eventually a decision in government was made that it would be released. I am not aware of
how that decision came to be made. In March 2018, the day before the report – a confidential
BCLC record up to that point – was scheduled to be released, Mr. Lightbody advised me that
Minister Eby had provided Mr. Sam Cooper with a copy of the report earlier that week, and we
were never to speak of that. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 113 are the notes I made
contemporaneous to this event (DOC-00001538).
207.

While the HLT Report only related to a cash limit, the headline to Mr. Cooper’s story

implied that any and all AML measures would entail loss of revenue. Minister Eby is quoted in
the news report as suggesting that the current Government is pursuing AML controls despite the
related revenue losses. The Minister is also quoted as saying that it was “unlikely” that Mr.
German, who had yet to submit his final report to Government, would recommend a cap on cash
transactions of over $10,000. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 114 is the March 16, 2018
Vancouver Sun report.
208.

Unusually, the HLT Report was issued by government press release. The news release

states that “The BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) used the mid-range of a report, prepared by HLT
Advisory Inc., to project its net income for fiscal 2019, in anticipation of recommendations from
Peter German on money laundering.” The HLT Report did not relate to any AML controls other
than a cash limit, and Mr. German was not going to recommend a cash limit. Attached as Exhibit
115 to this Affidavit is a copy of this March 16, 2018 government news release.
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(18) 2018 Money Service Business Directive
209.

Through 2016 and 2017, BCLC’s AML Unit continued to monitor players and transactions

for existing and arising money laundering and terrorist financing risks. These controls included
the requirement for players to identify, on a risk-basis, the source of their wealth and source of
funds for individual transactions.
210.

In mid-2016, BCLC learned from interviews with patrons using unsourced funds that some

were obtaining large quantities of cash in small denominations from MSBs in Richmond. BCLC
investigators were also told that these patrons were advised that they could get better exchange
rates if they received smaller denomination bills. On June 21, 2016, Mr. Alderson requested BCLC
investigators to visit a number of MSBs to conduct due diligence inquiries in regard to this
information.
211.

Around the same time period, Mr. Tottenham emailed Steve Beeksma, Stone Lee, and Jim

Husler and asked them to conduct due diligence inquiries into a $170,000 buy in, mostly in $20s
and $50s, that was sourced to an MSB. Mr. Tottenham asked the investigators to attend the
business address to determine if they issued the receipt and why the MSB paid the customer in
small bills. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 116 is this email from Mr. Tottenham
(BCLC0006459). The BCLC investigators were told that the MSB gave out $20s, the denominations
they paid out depended on what denominations they had on hand, and they did not give better
rates for smaller bills. The MSB acknowledged that the receipt was from their location, which was
confirmed by their computer system. This information, along with two other MSB receipts that
BCLC viewed as suspicious, was passed on to the CFSEU by Mr. Alderson. This email is found at
Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 53)
(BCLC0000081). Mr. Alderson also encouraged law enforcement to investigate.
212.

Based on information I received from Mr. Alderson, it is my understanding that law

enforcement was provided detailed updates of BCLC efforts in this regard, and that law
enforcement had no problem with BCLC conducting this due diligence. Attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit 117 and 118 is an email outlining BCLC’s actions and updates to police (BCLC0004229)
and an email showing that GPEB was also informed and believed that BCLC had done a good job
probing the issue (BCLC0016458). Subsequently, in his report, Mr. German characterized these
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due diligence efforts as an “undercover operation” conducted by BCLC and recommended that
BCLC not engage in this type of due diligence in the future.
213.

In mid-2017, BCLC received anecdotal information from the RCMP that a money

laundering investigation was underway that may involve an MSB. My recollection is that I was
briefed by Mr. Alderson on this development.
214.

BCLC therefore became increasingly concerned about MSBs. In particular, I was

concerned about why customers would use an MSB rather than a bank or credit union. I knew
that, pursuant to the report Assessment of Inherent Risks of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing in Canada at page 32 and published by the Department of Finance Canada in 2015,
MSBs were rated in the highest risk category by the Government of Canada. I also knew that
MSBs were made up of a large number of independent businesses, which in my view increased
the money laundering risk they presented to BCLC.
215.

In response to these perceived risks, I tasked the BCLC AML Unit with reviewing the issue

of MSBs and to develop controls and policies specific to them. This re-assessment was
commenced around August 2017 and completed in February 2018, as outlined in the Quarterly
Report to the Attorney General for 2017/2018. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 119 is an
excerpt of the Quarterly Report attached to a letter to Minister Eby outlining BCLC’s reassessment of MSBs (BCLC0004218, p. 10). In October 2017, Mr. Lightbody discussed with Mr.
Fyfe that BCLC was considering the creation of an “approved” list of MSBs. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 120 is email correspondence between myself and Mr. Lightbody referring to
his conversation with Mr. Fyfe (BCLC0006349).
216.

Around the same time, in a meeting with FinTRAC on October 27, 2017, in Vancouver,

FinTRAC provided guidance to BCLC advising that it needed to reassess the money laundering risk
MSBs presented to BCLC. I explained that that work was already underway. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 121 is an email where I reported this to Mr. Lightbody (BCLC0005429).
217.

Initially, BCLC considered creating a list of approved MSBs that BCLC believed had

sufficient money laundering controls in place. In the fall of 2017, however, it became clear that
BCLC could not access sufficient information to properly vet and risk-assess MSBs on an individual
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basis. MSBs were not willing to reveal their compliance plans to BCLC. At that point, BCLC
considered vetting the two largest MSBs, Western Union and MoneyMart. Our inquiries revealed
reported AML program compliance issues with Western Union that precluded BCLC from being
able to confidently accept transactions from that business, and because MoneyMart was
understood to rely on Western Union for international transactions that also precluded BCLC
from accepting transactions from that service. As a result, BCLC concluded that all MSBs were
beyond its risk tolerance and took the decision to direct service providers to not accept
transactions involving funds from MSBs. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 122 is a copy of the
BCLC decision document to disallow cash from MSBs (BCLC0015284). See also Exhibit 148 of the
Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 52) (BCLC0004628).
218.

In early 2018, I learned from Mr. Lightbody that when Minister Eby’s office was advised

of this change being implemented, the Minister had a strong negative reaction. I was advised by
Mr. Lightbody during an extraordinary BCLC Board meeting that Minister Eby had reportedly said
something to the effect of, “Thought I had made myself clear that BCLC was not to do anything
before I release the German recommendations”. BCLC was instructed not to make any changes
to money laundering controls no matter what, until Mr. German submitted his final report. Mr.
German had just recently issued his interim recommendations in December of 2017, which did
not touch on MSBs. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 123 are notes I made contemporaneous
to this special board meeting (DOC-00001543, pp. 3-4).
219.

On January 26, 2018, BCLC received a letter from Minister Eby stating that he had been

advised that BCLC was contemplating reforms, including possible reforms related to bank drafts
and money orders. Minister Eby requested that BCLC not proceed to implementation
immediately. He asked that BCLC present its policy reform proposals to Mr. German and stated
that Mr. German had the ability to recommend reforms to Minister Eby that should be
implemented immediately, rather than awaiting the final report, if he considered it necessary.
Minister Eby indicated that he was concerned that any proposal implemented independently by
BCLC or GPEB could interfere with police investigations or prevent resources from being
dedicated to higher priority initiatives identified by Mr. German. A copy of this correspondence
is included as Exhibit 124 to this affidavit (BCLC0015844, pp. 2-3).
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220.

I interpreted this letter to relate to any and all AML measures. I had received no

information from the police that de-risking MSBs would interfere with any police investigations.
During this period, BCLC was in regular contact with JIGIT and, after being consulted about the
MSB directive, JIGIT never expressed any concern that it would negatively impact investigations.
The MSB direction is best characterized as notice of a policy change in the normal course of BCLC
operations that would not require any financial resources to implement other than staff time.
221.

I told Mr. Lightbody that I would not back down on this AML initiative given the guidance

BCLC had received from FinTRAC on taking action on MSBs and the fact it had been in
development for five months, it needed to proceed without further delay. Mr. Lightbody
supported my position to continue with the implementation underway. I do not know whether
Mr. Lightbody consulted with Mr. German on the issue. The MSB directive, with the effective
date of March 15, 2018, is found at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl
Tottenham, Exhibit 54) (BCLC0007190).
(19) Mr. German’s Interim Recommendation on Source of Funds
222.

Mr. German’s interim recommendations were announced in December 2017. The first

recommendation, that service providers complete a source of funds (“SOF”) declaration for cash
deposits and bearer monetary instruments which exceed the FinTRAC threshold for LCTs of
$10,000 (“SOF Recommendation”), essentially took BCLC’s existing risk based SOF requirements
and made them prescriptive for every transaction of $10,000 or more.
223.

The second interim recommendation, that GPEB investigators be on site at casinos 24/7,

was discussed at a BCLC-GPEB meeting on January 4, 2018. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit
125 are my contemporaneous notes of this meeting (DOC-00001548 p.3)
224.

The SOF Recommendation was more lenient in two respects than BCLC’s existing controls,

and in those respects was outside BCLC’s risk tolerance for cash transactions.
225.

First, BCLC’s policy was that if there were -any concerns around cash transactions,
regardless of amount, the SOF requirements should be applied. There was no threshold. If the
concerns rose to the level of suspicion defined in the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
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Terrorist Financing Act (“PCMLTFA”), then an STR was required, the service provider had to
consider whether the transaction should be refused, and BCLC had to consider if the patron
should be placed on no-cash conditions.
226.

Second, Mr. German’s SOF Recommendation exempted the first two transactions of “new

customers” buying in with cash, irrespective of the amount of the transaction or the
circumstances. From a money laundering vulnerability perspective, it made little sense to me to
exempt “new” customers from these controls. Moreover, there is no operationally feasible way
to track customers in real time to know whether they are “new”. To be effective, all transactions
should be subject to risk-based controls irrespective of dollar value or whether the customer is
returning or new.
227.

I therefore made the decision not to implement the exemption for new customers and

also ensured that the existing risk-based controls would continue to apply to all transactions
irrespective of dollar value.
228.

In addition, BCLC implemented a receipt requirement in regard to the SOF declaration for

cash. BCLC did not feel it was sufficient to simply ask the customer for information. BCLC wanted
documentation to prove what the patron declared. Moreover, in the case of cash, BCLC
implemented a policy that if the patron could not provide a same-day receipt at the time of the
transaction, the casino had to refuse the buy-in.
229.

BCLC’s directive therefore went farther in several respects than what Mr. German had

recommended. BCLC was ready and able to implement the recommendation in the latter part of
December of 2017. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 126 is the original BCLC directive with
effective date December 18, 2017 (BCLC0005602). However, GPEB advised BCLC that BCLC was
not permitted to implement the recommendation until it first received express approval to do so
from GPEB. Accordingly, BCLC delayed implementation of the recommendation until GPEB gave
its approval to BCLC to proceed in January 2018. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 127 and
128 are two emails regarding the reason for this delay (BCLC0005546, BCLC0005548). The BCLC
Directive relating to the SOF Recommendation (“SOF Directive”) is attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 129 (BCLC0005526). BCLC also implemented a two-week monitoring period of service
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providers to ensure compliance. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 130 is this directive
(BCLC0005510).
230.

Initially, the SOF Directive had no impact on the quantity of cash buy ins. Over time, it

started to have an impact, but the extent of the impact is difficult to measure because, according
to gaming media reports at the time, the implementation of the SOF Directive also coincided with
a worldwide decline in table-play for Chinese players, and because of the implementation of a
new casino operational services agreement that saw the province retain a higher proportion of
revenue from high bet limit table games than standard table games.
231.

Following its implementation, I grew concerned that the SOF Directive was leading to an

increase in STRs as players tried to stay under the $10,000 buy-in mark. BCLC interviewed these
players, some of whom indicated that they were buying in just below $10,000 because they did
not want to provide the casino with their banking information or wanted to avoid the
inconvenience of providing a receipt. This however made it look as though they were structuring
their transactions to avoid FinTRAC thresholds, which required the transactions to be reported
as suspicious.
232.

For similar reasons, BCLC also noticed an increase in unsubstantiated UFTs, and a

decrease in substantiated UFTs. Substantiated UFTs are those that, after review, BCLC
determines are suspicious, and are reported to FinTRAC. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits
131, 132 and 133 are the Corporate Security and Compliance Report, the BCLC Information Note,
and the BCLC AML Completion Report from May 2018 outlining this trend (BCLC0015276 at pp.
3-4, BCLC0004114 at p. 4, and BCLC0005244). BCLC continued to monitor these trends closely.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 134 are my notes of a March 2018 meeting in which
monitoring trends for potential AML issues was discussed (DOC-00001547).
233.

In March 2018, BCLC implemented additional AML controls to respond to the increase in

unsubstantiated UFTs. Transactions that appeared to be structured were identified, and the
player was placed on full sourced cash conditions, requiring the customer to provide a receipt for
all their cash. If the patron could not provide receipts, the transaction would be refused. This
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change was outlined in the Corporate Security and Compliance Report dated July 26, 2018.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 135 is this report (BCLC0015277).
234.

Given the increase in table game buy-ins below $10,000 and the increase in transactions

that had the appearance of structuring, BCLC determined that the money laundering risk of
transactions under $10,000 had increased and required a response. BCLC procedures required
the identification of customers be ascertained once the customer’s cash buy-ins totaled $9,000
in a 24-hour period. This ensures an LCT can be completed when the customer hits $10,000 in
cash buy-in and allows a higher degree of monitoring of the customer’s transactions. With the
increase in transactions below $10,000, there was a need to more closely monitor customers and
transactions below that level. This required the trigger for when customer identity was
ascertained to be lowered from $10,000 to $3,000. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 136 is the
BCLC memo regarding this proposed change (BCLC0004158). This change was predicted, at its
worse, to result in a $21.5M decline in net win. Email correspondence outlining this loss is found
at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl Tottenham, Exhibit 72)
(BCLC0006208). I emailed Ms. Fitzgerald for feedback on the proposal, in an email dated
November 9, 2018, and found at Exhibit 148 of the Commission exhibits (Affidavit #1 of Daryl
Tottenham, Exhibit 71) (BCLC0005761). A briefing document was prepared and is attached to this
affidavit as Exhibit 137 (BCLC0004093).
235.

Sometime later, I learned that Mr. Lightbody received an email from Associate Deputy

Minister Scott, who said that this change would have to be approved by the Deputy Ministers’
Committee (“DMC”). Previously, BCLC had authority to implement these types of normal course
controls without approval by Government. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 138 is email
correspondence that refers to Mr. Lightbody’s understanding that BCLC needed approval
(BCLC0004566).
236.

Lowering the trigger for ascertaining identity to $3,000 was ultimately found to involve

very substantial operational difficulties due to the volume of transactions that would be involved
and the fact that player buy-in tracking remained largely a manual (pen and paper) process. This
highlighted the need for further automation of BCLC’s AML processes and was a factor in the
Request for Proposals that was issued in early 2019. Until customers are identified and their
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transactions are monitored starting at $3,000, this elevated money laundering risk remains
without adequate controls.
237.

In May of 2020, FinTRAC sent out notice of regulatory changes to casinos. Under the

amendments, once brought into force in mid-2021, casinos will be required to identify customers
and keep a record of funds received once their buy-ins total $3,000. This change mirrors the risk
and controls BCLC identified and began work on in 2018.
(20) Ongoing Efforts to Improve and Adapt AML Controls
238.

BCLC continued to proactively evaluate areas for improvement or adaptation of its AML

controls. For instance, in 2011 and 2016, BCLC considered using facial recognition at gaming
facilities, though this was never introduced. In February 2018, BCLC considered revisiting its
position not to allow third party transactions. The thinking behind this was that if third party
transactions were permitted, patrons, particularly Chinese patrons, would not use loan sharks or
the informal value transfer system to obtain money for gambling in BC. With the right AML
controls, it could reduce the risk that proceeds of crime were being spent in casinos. In an email
dated February 16, 2018, I reached out to the MGM for information on their third-party due
diligence process. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 139 is that email (BCLC0005101).
239.

BCLC was also continually updating its resources to conduct due diligence. For example,

in October 2017, I emailed the AML Unit to cross-reference casino patrons with websites listing
wanted fugitives in China. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 140 is a copy of that email
(BCLC0004655). The AML Unit also consulted global intelligence lists, media sources, and opensource intelligence and various other sources and tools. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 141
is a document outlining these sources and tools (BCLC0000048).
240.

In the summer of 2018, I had a meeting with the Managing Director of a Global

Investments and Risk Management firm who had worked for major global casinos in Macau to
conduct due diligence on patrons. The purpose of this meeting was to learn further ways to
enhance BCLC’s ability to conduct due diligence checks on patrons in BC casinos.
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241.

In 2019, BCLC and GPEB considered a policy change that would have required service

providers to refuse any transaction that would have been reported as an unusual financial
transaction. As outlined in the BCLC/GPEB Joint Briefing Note, BCLC was concerned that such a
change would cause an increase in STRs, and cause players to turn to illegal gaming. Attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 142 is this Joint Briefing Note (BCLC0004088). Instead, BCLC continued to
explore other options such as accounts based gambling solutions and cashless gambling.
242.

While at BCLC, I wanted to move players to enterprise-wide BCLC accounts, so that they

would use the same account for online and casino gaming. This would allow BCLC to track and
monitor all transactions across all platforms. To make this change, BCLC needed to invest
substantially in its automated systems. In the first half of 2019, creating a business case and
project plan to implement enterprise player accounts became a top priority of the organization.
Soon after I and other key executives left BCLC in the latter part of 2019, I understand this project
slowed as BCLC has not yet issued a request for proposals.
243.

GCGC proposed an electronic buy-in tracking system to replace the paper tracking cards

currently used. Although the product would have worked at River Rock, it did not meet privacy
requirements and could not be scaled to casinos across the province.
(21) Cooperation with JIGIT
244.

Throughout my time with BCLC, I had, and greatly valued, a collegial relationship with

JIGIT. I dealt frequently with the head of the unit, Superintendent Paul Dadwal. At one point, I
asked Superintendent Dadwal whether he had any concerns about BCLC and the level of
cooperation or information they were receiving from BCLC. He never raised any concerns with
me.
245.

Throughout my tenure with BCLC, BCLC provided information to police about illegal

gaming locations, and possible criminal activity in casinos. The only time I can recall saying “no”
to any JIGIT request was when they requested unfettered access to all BCLC computer systems,
and I had concerns about privacy requirements related to personal information of customers and
employees (for example health benefits and medical information) as well as confidential
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corporate commercial information that had no relevance to money laundering or other criminal
matters.
(22) Reviews of BCLC’s AML Program
246.

From 2015 to 2019, BCLC went through several compliance audits by FinTRAC, GPEB,

external auditors, as well as internal reviews.
247.

In 2015, Ernst & Young conducted a review of BCLC’s AML and Sanctions Compliance

Program. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 143 is this review, dated November 23, 2015
(BCLC0004447). EY found that BCLC was compliant with legal and regulatory requirements and
had developed its program to continually keep aligned with these requirements. As this review
was conducted just after I began at BCLC, it informed my assessment of BCLC’s program and my
belief that BCLC was meeting its legal and regulatory requirements. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 144 is my email correspondence to Mr. Alderson, Mr. Desmarais, and Mr. Sweeney in this
regard (BCLC0004458).
248.

FinTRAC also conducted two reviews of BCLC’s compliance with the PCMLTFA during my

tenure at BCLC. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 145 and 146 are the FinTRAC compliance
examination findings from 2016 and the compliance examination findings from 2018
(BCLC0001719 and BCLC0003617). These reviews were largely positive. In 2016, the only
deficiency noted was that BCLC’s training program was inadequate given its size and the nature
of its business operations. In the debrief following the 2018 review, FinTRAC commented that
BCLC’s sophistication level “has gone up”, BCLC had “strong leaders in place” and that, in
particular, under my leadership there was “nothing but good things”. Attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit 147 are my contemporaneous notes of the meeting with FinTRAC (DOC-00001546).
249.

FinTRAC also commented that BCLC was an “industry leader” in AML and that FinTRAC

intended to develop some of its casino industry guidance based on BCLC’s program. Indeed, the
most recent regulatory changes announced by FinTRAC requiring customer identification at the
$3,000 threshold model the work BCLC commenced in 2018 on this vulnerability. Attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 148 is a letter from BCLC’s Board of Directors to Minister Eby documenting
FinTRAC’s comment (BCLC0011542).
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250.

In response to both audits, BCLC immediately developed an action plan to address any

issues identified. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 149 and 150 are BCLC’s action plan and
responses to the 2016 and 2018 audit respectively (BCLC0016621 and GPEB1180.0001).
251.

In addition to audits by FinTRAC, BCLC engaged independent external auditors to ensure

its compliance program was sufficient. BCLC engaged EY in 2015 and 2017 to conduct the
statutorily required biennial audit of BCLC’s AML and Sanctions Compliance Program. The audit
dated November 23, 2015, is attached to this affidavit (Exhibit 144). Also attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit 151 is the audit dated December 5, 2017 (BCLC0005042). In both the 2015 and 2017
audits, EY found that BCLC had established protocols that allowed BCLC to continually keep the
program aligned with legal and regulatory requirements. In the 2017 audit, EY also noted that
BCLC had developed its compliance program based on recommendations from previous
assessments. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 152 is BCLC’s response to the 2017 audit
(BCLC0005037).
252.

In May 2019, KPMG, BCLC’s financial auditor, advised BCLC that because of the adverse

findings and conclusions in Mr. German’s report and adverse media around those issues, KPMG,
for the first time, would be required to conduct a review as to the adequacy of BCLC’s AML
program before it could conclude its financial audit. KPMG found that BCLC had a reasonable
compliance program to detect money laundering and found no instances of deficiencies.
Attached this this affidavit as Exhibit 153 is this audit (BCLC0007348).
253.

In addition to these external reviews, I understood that BCLC’s CEO, Mr. Lightbody, was

satisfied with BCLC’s ongoing AML efforts and my efforts to improve the AML regime. In October
2017, in the midst of negative media stories, Mr. Lightbody sent BCLC’s executive team an email
expressing his gratitude and pride in what BCLC had accomplished. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 154 is an email from Mr. Lightbody to BCLC’s executive team (BCLC0006348).
254.

None of these audits, assessments, or reviews suggested there were any systemic issues

with BCLC’s AML compliance regime. Nevertheless, and as described above, BCLC consistently
sought to improve its AML regime by taking action based on the recommendations from these
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reviews, information and intelligence on money laundering typologies, and trends observed in
casinos and in other sectors of the economy.
(23) Project Icarus
255.

In October 2017, Minister Eby wrote to Mr. Lightbody and directed him to have BCLC

investigate allegations of sexual harassment and criminal allegations related to sexual assault at
the River Rock Casino, whether high net-worth patrons were the perpetrators, and whether any
of these occurrences had gone unreported.
256.

BCLC did not believe it had the statutory authority to undertake these criminal and quasi-

criminal investigations. The BCLC investigations team consulted with GPEB, but GPEB believed
they also had no authority to investigate and would not accept a referral of the matter from BCLC.
257.

Mr. Lightbody canvassed whether there were other options to fulfil the Minister’s

request. There were concerns that, in conducting an investigation, BCLC could complicate or
interfere with future police investigations and prosecutions. Mr. Lightbody ultimately decided
BCLC would proceed nonetheless and would contract with an external security and investigations
firm, Paladin, to conduct interviews of River Rock staff and draft a report. Due to BCLC’s lack of
authority, River Rock staff could only be expected to speak to BCLC/Paladin on a purely voluntary
basis. If anyone refused, there was nothing BCLC could do. An interview protocol was set up so
that if anything criminal was disclosed during the interviews, it would be reported to the police
in a timely manner.
258.

BCLC received full cooperation from everyone at GCGC.

259.

Paladin completed its work in March 2018, and Paladin’s report was sent to GPEB and

Minister Eby. A copy of this report is attached as Exhibit 155 to this affidavit (GPEB1247.0001).
260.

After receiving the report, GPEB decided that it did have the authority to investigate

whether any offences occurred, and if those offences had been properly reported to GPEB. GPEB
then commenced a review of BCLC’s actions in regard to the matter and initiated its own
investigation.
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261.

In August 2018, Sam Cooper published a story on the Paladin investigation. In it, Mr.

Cooper referenced Minister Eby’s letter to Mr. Lightbody directing BCLC to undertake the
investigation. This was surprising because before the investigation began, I asked to send this
letter to GCGC to help them understand the nature of the investigation but was told by Mr.
Lightbody that BCLC had been directed by Minister Eby’s office not to provide a copy of this letter
to anyone outside government or BCLC because it was a confidential government record, and as
such could not be shared. I inquired with the BCLC communications unit about how Mr. Cooper
obtained a copy of the letter and was told it was provided by government communications
directly to Mr. Cooper at Minister Eby’s request. I was also told that government communications
said that they had been directed to give a copy only to Mr. Cooper.
(24) Lack of Pressure to Generate Revenue at BCLC
262.

During my time at BCLC, I was not pressured to do or not do something because of the

impact on revenue. As a commercial Crown corporation, BCLC is required to identify any positive
or negative revenue implications attendant to its decisions and to report those projections to
Treasury Board during periodic budget updates. Notwithstanding these obligations, if an AML
measure was determined to be necessary and appropriate, any potential impact on revenue did
not and would not lead BCLC to make a different policy decision.
263.

BCLC tracks revenue closely because it is required to do so in order to report to the

Treasury Board for budget purposes. Other than relying on its revenue to conduct its operations,
BCLC does not benefit from increased gaming profits. Gaming profits are provided to government
and form part of the government’s annual revenue. I did not see a difference between the Liberal
and NDP governments regarding any pressure to generate revenue. Attached as Exhibit 156, 157,
158 and 159 to this affidavit are mandate letters from then-Minister de Jong and from Minister
Eby, which direct BCLC to optimize revenue for the province (GPEB4686.0001, GPEB4937.0001,
GPEB0964.0001, and BCLC0005758).
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(25) Government Interventions in BCLC Messaging
264.

From September 2017 to when I left BCLC, BCLC consistently kept Minister Eby’s office

updated on the media stories on BC casinos by providing the Minister’s office with briefing notes
including BCLC’s response to the stories, noting any factual errors, and providing supporting
documentation. Attached collectively to this affidavit as Exhibit 160 are examples of such briefing
notes (BCLC0003863, BCLC0001233, BCLC0004309, BCLC0003860, BCLC0004062, BCLC0004314,
BCLC0004317, BCLC0004318, BCLC0004327). See also Exhibit 105 of this affidavit for another
example (BCLC0004243).
265.

Over time, it was my experience that the Province became increasingly involved in BCLC’s

responses to media requests. On occasion, Minister Eby himself approved BCLC’s response to a
media request. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 161 and 162 are an email outlining the
Minister’s approval, and the messaging approved by Minister Eby (BCLC0004753 and
BCLC0004754). On other occasions, the Province sought to limit BCLC’s responses to media
requests, in a way that I felt did not convey the entirety of situation.
266.

One example of this is an email from January 2019, in which BCLC wanted to respond to

a media request with its STR trends from 2015 to 2018. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 163
is this email correspondence (BCLC0004760). The Province wanted to only include the 2018 data
on STRs, even though the trend since 2015 better demonstrated that STRs had been on a sharp
decline since BCLC implemented its source of funds requirements in 2015. It is my view that the
Province did not want to undercut the narrative that Mr. German’s recommendations were the
cause of the trend.
267.

In August 2018, Minister Eby’s Ministerial Assistant called and directed BCLC to put a

$60M decrease in revenue that BCLC had forecast originally in 2017 into projections for the
current fiscal year, in what appeared to be an attempt to show the German recommendations
had a dramatic impact on casino revenue – the implication being that that amount of money was
no longer being laundered through casinos. In fact, there was no substantial impact on table
revenue in the first three months and, at that point, it was unclear what the causal drivers were
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behind the declines that emerged. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 164 are my
contemporaneous notes of this conversation (DOC-00001545).
268.

Similarly, in February 2019, Mr. Lightbody was going to meet with the mayor of

municipalities where casinos were present, to provide a factual presentation on the actions BCLC
had taken on AML and the effects of those actions over time. Mr. Lightbody told me that Minister
Eby asked him to postpone these meetings until his messaging became more aligned with the
Minister’s office. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 165 and 166 is Mr. Lightbody’s email
correspondence about this issue (BCLC0006666, BCLC0006667).
269.

In March 2019, I attended a GPEB-BCLC meeting in which Dave Boychuk told me that BCLC

had been causing problems by following legal procedures on vetting access to information
requests, when Minister Eby wanted certain documents released in full. He said that the law was
always open to interpretation and that BCLC needed to find a legal interpretation that better
supported what Minister Eby wanted to do. BCLC’s response was that BCLC was willing to work
with GPEB, but that the law and government policy had to be followed and that Minister Eby had
to be given that advice. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 167 are my notes of this meeting
(DOC-00001541).
270.

In May 2019, I received a strange request from Mr. Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister

to Minister Eby. Mr. Scott told me that the Minister wanted detailed personal information about
a specific player. In my more than 20 years in government, I had never been asked for this type
of detailed operational personal information on a citizen by a Minister of government. The
information was ultimately sent to Minister Eby. Within a day or two, Mr. Cooper wrote a story
on the individual that included confidential personal information on the player that appeared in
BCLC’s files.
271.

It was increasingly demoralizing for me and most of the compliance division at BCLC

throughout 2018 and 2019, as it seemed that Minister Eby and the Province continued to push a
public narrative on money laundering that was particularly critical of BCLC and that AML audits
and reviews had proved incorrect. On February 12, 2019, I and another executive member of
BCLC met with Mr. Lightbody for the express purpose of conveying that continuing public
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statements by Minister Eby and Mr. German that BCLC had been willfully blind or had been
unwittingly used (implying incompetence) to launder money, that no transactions had ever been
refused, and the ongoing constraints on BCLC’s ability to respond to erroneous news stories,
were having a corrosive effect and creating a toxic work environment in the organization. We
outlined that we believed the reputations of many ethical and hardworking employees were
being unfairly and repeatedly impugned to the point of bullying. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 168 are my contemporaneous notes of this February 12, 2019 conversation (DOC00001535).
(26) The German Report
272.

In the first week of April 2018, BCLC was provided a copy of the German Report. Those

who were made privy to the report at that time had to sign a Confidentiality Undertaking.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 169 is a copy of the Undertaking (DOC-00000016). BCLC
understood that this was Mr. German’s final report that was targeted for release in short order,
before the end of the spring session of the BC Legislature. BCLC was not asked to respond to the
findings and recommendations contained within the report. BCLC was provided with the report
to prepare for its release.
273.

From BCLC’s perspective, the German Report contained important inaccuracies and as a

result, was problematic. Given that the German Report was targeted for release in the week of
April 18, a large team was quickly assembled in BCLC to review the Report. Although BCLC
identified many errors and inaccuracies, it decided to only raise three of the most problematic
statements that Mr. German had made: (1) that BCLC turned a blind eye to money laundering;
(2) that BCLC was motivated only by revenue; and (3) that no one ever refused a transaction. Mr.
Smith wrote to Minister Eby conveying these comments on April 18, 2018. Attached to this
affidavit as Exhibits 170 and 171 are Mr. Smith’s letter (BCLC0005379), and appendices to that
letter (BCLC0005380).
274.

The version of the report that was ultimately released to the public had been substantially

edited from the original. In April 2018, I was told by Mr. Lightbody that the final report originally
provided to government had caused the Province concern. There were concerns about the tone
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and language used, the fact that the report had innuendos but little quantified evidence, and that
some recommendations were unworkable. I was further advised by Mr. Lightbody that the
government was also looking closely at defamation issues. As a result of these issues, Mr.
Lightbody was advised that government had abandoned the plan to release the report in the next
week. My contemporaneous notes of what Mr. Lightbody relayed are attached to this affidavit
as Exhibit 172 (DOC-00001539).
(27) Implementation of the German Recommendations
275.

Shortly after the German Report was released, the Province stated that it had begun

implementing the 48 recommendations, that nine were already implemented, and that the
remainder were in the initial stages of implementation or being reviewed by government in
preparation for further action. From BCLC’s perspective, however, some of the recommendations
were problematic from a legal and regulatory perspective. Attached to this affidavit is BCLC’s
response to the German Report (Exhibit 172).
(a) GPEB and RCMP Access to iTrak
276.

In his Report, Mr. German recommended that BCLC provide iTrak access to GPEB and the

RCMP in their respective offices. This recommendation raised privacy concerns, from both a
personal information and a Jarvis perspective (per R. v. Jarvis, 2002 SCC 73), and a wellestablished law firm BCLC engaged to comprehensively review the matter confirmed these
concerns. BCLC’s privacy impact assessment (“PIA”) also concluded that the installations were
not aligned with privacy legislation. The Province ultimately directed BCLC to install iTrak at all
GPEB locations and RCMP headquarters in Surrey. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 173, 174,
175, 176 and 177, are four email chains regarding this matter (BCLC0005759, BCLC0005760,
BCLC0005761 and BCLC0005762), and the internal BCLC memo (BCLC0004110), respectively.
277.

Mr. German recommended that BC follow the regime in Nevada – where the gaming

regulator (the Nevada Gaming Commission) is not involved in enforcement of the AML regime,
yet also recommended greater involvement by GPEB in the AML regime. In the context of my
duties at BCLC, I had the opportunity to gather information on AML practices in Nevada. My
understanding is that Nevada found that for it to be competent in auditing and enforcing AML
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requirements, they needed a very substantial and on-going investment in staff and training
resources. Further, they found that having two regulators occupying one field was duplicative
and posed a risk of conflicting direction. Based on my in-person conversations with officials from
the Nevada regulator, I came to understand that for these reasons, the gambling regulator had
exited the AML field, leaving AML regulation to the U.S. federal regulator FinCEN. Attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 178 are my contemporaneous notes of the BCLC-Nevada Gaming
Commission meeting on March 12, 2018 (DOC-00001536).
(b) FinTRAC reporting by service providers
278.

Another of Mr. German’s recommendations was that service providers be responsible for

reporting to FinTRAC rather than BCLC. There were several problems with this recommendation,
given that it was at odds with Canada’s view of who should be reporting. BCLC assessed the
implications of the recommendation. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 179 is a copy of this
assessment (BCLC0004111).
279.

These concerns were raised with the AML Secretariat tasked with implementing Mr.

German’s recommendations, and ultimately with the DMC.
280.

Given the Province’s desire to implement this recommendation, I wrote to FinTRAC to

seek formal guidance on its operationalization on April 9, 2019 to ensure that BCLC did not fall
out of compliance. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 180 is a copy of this letter (BCLC0004121,
pp. 2–4). On May 28, 2019, I received a response from FinTRAC. Attached to this affidavit as
Exhibit 181 is FinTRAC’s response (BCLC0004120).
281.

I provided this letter to the AML Secretariat, and there were discussions on the proper

interpretation of FinTRAC’s letter. I conveyed my view that simply delegating the reporting to
service providers would create a compliance problem. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 182,
183 and 184 is various email correspondence demonstrating this (BCLC0004306, BCLC0005692,
and BCLC0004228). Ultimately, I said I would implement the recommendation if BCLC could find
a legal way to do so, or if FinTRAC changed their guidance.
282.

I left BCLC shortly thereafter, but my understanding is that the Province ultimately did not

implement this recommendation.
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(28) Ross Alderson
283.

During my time at BCLC, I had a strong and collaborative working relationship with Mr.

Alderson, which was free of any form of interpersonal conflict. I trusted and relied upon him
heavily for his management and leadership of BCLC’s investigative and anti-money laundering
portfolios. He was a competent, developing senior manager to whom I gave positive performance
reviews. Although I thought that he could benefit from further developing his strategic thinking,
he was strong operationally. I and BCLC supported Mr. Alderson’s development by, for example,
sending him to advanced courses to improve his knowledge and expertise.
(a) Mr. Alderson’s departure from BCLC
284.

In September 2017, Mr. Alderson told me that he attended a fraud conference in Victoria

where he had a conversation with a reporter, Mr. Sam Cooper. Mr. Alderson reported to me that
he had been very critical of GPEB and the RCMP in this conversation. I was concerned that this
could create problems if Mr. Cooper began quoting Mr. Alderson.
285.

I left on a long-planned vacation the Monday following this conversation with Mr.

Alderson. While away, I received a phone call from Mr. Desmarais: Mr. Cooper had written
articles that clearly contained detailed, confidential BCLC records, and it was believed that Mr.
Alderson had taken those records without authorization and leaked them to Mr. Cooper. I had
no prior knowledge of Mr. Alderson providing BCLC documents to any reporter. I had no
involvement in and was not consulted on the ensuing events given that I was not in the country
at the time events unfolded. Mr. Lightbody personally handled all personnel matters involving
Mr. Alderson from that point forward as well as his departure from BCLC.
286.

I understand that the Attorney General’s office was made aware of the matter. Attached

as Exhibit 185 is a letter dated October 16, 2017 sent by counsel to BCLC to the Deputy Attorney
General Richard Fyfe (BCLC0008643), following a “with prejudice” letter sent by Mr. Alderson’s
counsel to BCLC on October 13, 2017, which is itself enclosed here as Exhibit 186 (BCLC0008540).
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287.

I understand that Minister Eby first directed Mr. Lightbody to fire anyone who took

corporate records without authorization. Soon after, however, Minister Eby gave a speech in
which he said, “A similar situation happened in relation to documents obtained by reporter Sam
Cooper at the Sun. An individual with access to internal gaming regulatory documents, and
obviously concerned about lack of action on ongoing money laundering concerns, released those
confidential internal documents to Mr. Cooper. To provide an avenue to employees in these
situations, we will be introducing a whistleblower protection program for the BC government and
crown corporations.” Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 185 is the transcript of this speech
(BCLC0006615).
288.

Mr. Lightbody advised me that Mr. Sam Godfrey, Minister Eby’s Ministerial Assistant, had

confirmed that Minister Eby was referring directly to Mr. Alderson in his speech. Later, Mr.
Lightbody told me that he had spoken to Minister Eby and that it was clear that if Mr. Alderson
was fired, Mr. Lightbody would be as well. Mr. Lightbody advised me that the Minister could not
endorse firing Alderson because that would punish the whistleblower “while those responsible
would be laughing in their offices at BCLC.” Mr. Lightbody said it was clear that the Attorney
General believed that BCLC was responsible for money laundering at casinos and that the current
management was responsible for that. Mr. Godfrey later conveyed that Minister Eby wanted him
to see if Mr. Alderson would resign. Mr. Lightbody also stated that Minister Eby at one point
suggested that Mr. German should be made responsible for what was to be done with Mr.
Alderson. I had not before seen Ministerial involvement in the day-to-day operations of a Crown
Corporation to this extent. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 186 are the notes I made
contemporaneous to this event (DOC-00001527).
289.

I had also always understood Mr. Alderson to be frustrated with the police and GPEB in

respect of the handling of issues related to money laundering and proceeds of crime, not BCLC.
This understanding is confirmed by the “with prejudice” letter sent by Mr. Alderson’s counsel to
BCLC on October 13, 2017 (Exhibit 186).
290.

I understand that when BCLC’s Vice President of Human Relations attended Mr.

Alderson’s house to retrieve his work laptop, it was full of water.
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291.

On or around February 25, 2019, Mr. Lightbody told me that he had been called to a

meeting with the Minister. He informed me that Mr. Alderson had gone to Minister Eby to
complain about a letter he had received from BCLC reminding him of his ongoing confidentiality
obligation and of the need to be truthful. Minister Eby wanted Mr. Lightbody to attend to explain
BCLC’s efforts to deal with the personnel issue and to protect itself from untruthful assertions.
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 187 are the notes I made contemporaneous to this event
(DOC-00001540).
(b) Alderson’s allegation
292.

Mr. Alderson has since alleged that at an AML unit meeting, I directed him, Ms. Bamra,

BCLC’s Manager of AML Intelligence, and Mr. Tottenham, BCLC’s Manager of AML Operations, to
“ease up” on reporting suspicious transactions. I never said this or anything that could be
reasonably construed as such a direction. I have no knowledge of why Mr. Alderson would make
such an allegation.
293.

I understand that this allegation was first anonymously made to GPEB. GPEB initially

declined to investigate the anonymous complaint. The complaint was ultimately investigated
when Mr. Alderson admitted to GPEB to being the anonymous complainant and Mr. Cooper
wrote a story repeating the false allegation. On November 1, 2019, I was informed by Mr. Cary
Skrine, Executive Director of Investigation at GPEB, that after an extensive investigation, the
allegation was determined to be unfounded. GPEB’s investigative brief and report is attached to
this affidavit as Exhibit 188 (GPEB1469.0001). I understand that Ms. Bamra and Mr. Tottenham
provided statements to GPEB stating adamantly that I did not make the statements alleged.
(29) Termination from BCLC
294.

I was terminated from BCLC, without cause, at the beginning of July 2019. I do not

understand this to have had anything to do with any failings in the performance of my duties as
VP Legal and Compliance for BCLC, including in respect of AML or compliance.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
I am pleased to present Money Laundering Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos. FINTRAC
undertook this analysis in collaboration with the Canadian casino sector to assist it in strengthening
its compliance regimes pursuant to obligations under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act. These obligations include record keeping, customer identification and
reporting certain transactions to FINTRAC.
Given the nature of its business, the Casino sector is an important stakeholder in the national effort
to deter, detect and prevent money laundering. As FINTRAC’s Director, it is my hope that this special
report will improve collaboration in support of better financial intelligence for our law enforcement
and national security agencies. FINTRAC depends on receiving reports from many different sectors,
such as casinos and banks, to produce this financial intelligence. The previous Typologies and Trends
report produced for banks provided assistance to that sector, and I believe this special report will
also go a long way in helping the casino sector with its compliance regimes.
I look forward to building on this report and working collaboratively on similar projects and I would
encourage you to comment on its contents and to suggest issues for future exploration.
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INTRODUCTION
This FINTRAC report is the first of its kind for
the casino sector and was made possible through
collaboration between FINTRAC and certain Canadian
gaming operators, including Loto-Québec, the
Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation and the
British Columbia Lottery Corporation. The discussions
between the casino sector and the Centre have
guided the subjects that are examined in this report.
Through this paper FINTRAC seeks to address questions
about money laundering (ML) that are unique to the
Canadian casino sector and have been observed in
our analysis of financial transactions in casinos.

•

There are four key sections to the report. The first
section highlights the observations from a review of
all of the cases FINTRAC disclosed to law enforcement
and/or intelligence agencies in 2008-2009. The second
section identifies typologies, methods and techniques
of money laundering observed in FINTRAC case
disclosures involving transactions in Canadian casinos.
The third section presents actual FINTRAC cases,
sanitized to ensure confidentiality, and the final
section identifies money laundering risks associated
with one casino service.
It is important to note that because FINTRAC is
not an investigative agency, statistics related to the
prosecution of, or asset forfeiture from, a money
laundering or a terrorist financing case that may
contain information that FINTRAC disclosed, is not
included in the report. This report’s focus is the
intelligence that FINTRAC has been able to produce
to assist investigations and the observed trends as
they relate to Canadian casinos.

REVIEW OF CASES DISCLOSED
BY FINTRAC IN 2008-2009
For this report, FINTRAC conducted an extensive review
and analysis of all cases disclosed over the fiscal year
2008-2009 (April 2008 to March 2009).1 The methodology
for the case review involved a complete examination
of all cases with a focus on some key characteristics
within a FINTRAC case disclosure. For clarification, a
FINTRAC case disclosure contains what is referred to
as “designated information” that is prescribed by our
enabling legislation. This designated information
includes key identifying information from FINTRAC’s
analysis (e.g. name, address, bank account numbers,
etc.). For the purposes of this document, the general
observations presented place emphasis on the
following characteristics:

General observations
TYPES OF SUSPECTED ACTIVITIES
AND PREDICATE OFFENCES
In 2008-2009, FINTRAC disclosed a total of
556 cases, divided in the following activities:

COMMON PHASES AND TECHNIQUES
OF MONEY LAUNDERING
In reviewing the most common phases and
techniques of money laundering appearing in
FINTRAC case disclosures, the results are similar to
previous years. The most often observed stages of
money laundering were placement and layering
and the most common techniques for money
laundering were structuring and “smurfing.”
Structuring normally involves multiple cash deposits
at amounts below the reporting threshold and
“smurfing” is defined as multiple deposits of cash,
and/or low-value monetary instruments, typically
purchased from banks or money services businesses,
by various individuals. Nominees (individuals and
businesses) were also found to be involved in
15% of all cases disclosed in 2008-2009, a significant
increase in comparison to approximately 4% of
cases disclosed in 2007-2008.

• 474 cases associated with money laundering
• 30 cases associated with money laundering,
terrorist financing and threats to national
security
• 52 cases associated with terrorist financing
and threats to national security

1

2

Annual case reviews provide a complete picture of the trends and activities related to ML/TF within that year.
Every case review better positions FINTRAC to be able to identify Canadian trends in ML/TF and ultimately share
this information with reporting entities.
For FINTRAC’s purposes, a “predicate offence” is an offence under the Criminal Code or any other law under
Parliament’s jurisdiction from which proceeds of crime may be derived (with the exception of offences under
certain acts, including the Income Tax Act and the Excise Tax Act.) that have been prescribed by regulation.
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• types of case/activities;
• most common predicate offences2;
• sectors and services used for various activities
associated to ML/TF;
• most common ML/TF stages and techniques used;
• most common types of businesses used in ML/TF
schemes; and
• the involvement of organized crime in FINTRAC’s
cases.

FINTRAC may be informed of the suspected
predicate offence through information that
is volunteered by law enforcement or that is
included in a suspicious transaction report.
In instances where FINTRAC was able to link
suspected money laundering activity to a predicate
criminal offence, fraud and drug-related activity
were the most frequently observed suspected
offences. As in previous years, for the cases where
fraud was suspected, investment/securities and
telemarketing fraud were the most observed. For
cases where drug-related activity was suspected, the
majority of cases involved the trafficking of cocaine
and/or marijuana.

3
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Casinos, money services businesses (MSBs), and
some trust companies or accounts—the latter
service offered by trust companies or law firms—
were also used to conduct financial transactions
in cases disclosed by FINTRAC in 2008-2009, but
to a lesser extent.3 It was found that financial
transactions were conducted at casinos in more
than 100 disclosed cases. These transactions were
mostly related to suspected drug offences and also
to suspected fraud, organized crime activities and
terrorist financing. Trust companies or accounts
were involved in at least 80 cases that were
suspected to be related to the same types of
activities. The use of Internet payment systems4
was observed in 20 cases, that is, 4% of all cases
in comparison to 2% of all cases last year.

MONEY LAUNDERING is the process whereby “dirty
money”—produced through criminal activity—is
transformed into “clean money,” the criminal origin
of which is difficult to trace.
There are three widely recognized stages in the money
laundering process:
PLACEMENT involves placing the proceeds of crime in
the financial system.

The following chart represents the use of various
sectors and/or services for ML/TF purposes in 2008-2009.

INTEGRATION involves placing the laundered proceeds
back in the economy to create the perception
of legitimacy.

Percentage of Cases Involving the Use of
Different Sectors and/or Services in 2008-2009

The money laundering process is continuous, with
new dirty money constantly being introduced into
the financial system.

SECTORS AND SERVICES USED
Reports submitted by various sectors to FINTRAC,
which include suspicious transactions reports
(STRs), large cash transaction reports (LCTRs)
and electronic funds transfer reports (EFTRs)
played a major role in assisting FINTRAC in
identifying individuals and entities suspected of
being involved in activities associated with money
laundering and/or terrorist financing. Financial
institutions were still the major contributor in
terms of the number of reports received by
FINTRAC. Consequently, as observed in previous
years, the majority of financial transactions
associated to cases disclosed to law enforcement
and intelligence agencies in 2008-2009 were
conducted through financial institutions.

3

4
4

Percentage
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LAYERING involves converting the proceeds of crime
into another form and creating complex layers of
financial transactions to disguise the audit trail and the
source and ownership of funds. This stage may involve
transactions such as the buying and selling of stocks,
commodities or property.
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It should be noted that certain money laundering/
terrorist activity financing schemes can involve the
use of different sectors and/or services at the same
time. For example, in 33% of all 2008-2009 cases,
financial transactions were conducted through
both financial institutions and MSBs. Similarly,
17% of 2008-2009 cases contained financial
transactions conducted through both financial
institutions and casinos. Finally, 6% of all cases
involved suspicious financial transactions
conducted through all three sectors (i.e. financial
institutions, MSBs and casinos).

The lower volume of reports provided by these sectors or about these services may have contributed to the lower
number of ML cases involving their use. Consequently, these statistics are not necessarily an indication that they
are less vulnerable to money laundering than financial institutions.
Internet payments systems (IPS) include various payment services offered online which include: 1) payment
processing providers allowing merchants to authorize, settle and manage transactions from websites; 2) debitaccount providers allowing users to accept electronic payments and make person-to-person funds transfers;
as well as 3) digital precious metals operators offer a debit-account type IPS issuing digital currencies that are
backed by precious metals.

TYPES OF BUSINESSES INVOLVED
While in some instances, case disclosures only
involved individuals, they often also involved
businesses. In fact, over 70% of 2008-2009 cases
suspected to be related to drugs or fraud involved
individuals and at least one business and, in most
instances, multiple businesses. The chart below
provides an illustration of how the number of
cases involving businesses has changed over the
last few years.

Percentage

Percentage of FINTRAC Case Disclosures
Involving at Least One Business
93%
85%

82%

85%

70%

85%
71%

• import/export (e.g. food, clothing,
medical supplies);
• financial services, including MSBs and foreign
currency exchange dealers;
• real estate;
• transportation (e.g. trucking, air, taxi);
• car sales/rentals/repairs;
• convenience stores;
• electronics/computer sales;
• oil and gas (e.g. gas stations, petroleum
providers); and
• non-profit organizations.

50%

2005-2006

2006-2007
2007-2008
Fiscal Year

2008-2009

Additional businesses, listed here in no particular
order, were found to be associated to both fraud
and drug/organized crime cases5 and included
the following:

• Drug cases • Fraud cases
Contrary to the noted increase from 2005-2006 to
2007-2008 of cases involving at least one business,
a slight decrease was observed for both drugrelated and fraud-related cases in 2008-2009, and
is almost identical to the 2006-2007 percentages.

7JH>C:HH:H 6HHD8>6I:9 ID 9GJ< 86H:H!
DG<6C>O:9 8G>B: 6C9 ;G6J9 86H:H
>ckZhibZci$hZXjg^i^Zh
;ddY VcY ZciZgiV^cbZci
7jh^cZhh bVcV\ZbZci  bVg`Zi^c\
8dchigjXi^dc$gZcdkVi^dc$aVcYhXVe^c\

Sixty percent of cases associated with terrorist
financing were found to involve at least one
business and approximately 25% involved the
use of non-profit organizations (NPOs).

B^c^c\ YZkZadebZci dg ZmeadgVi^dc
7ZVjin hVadch
GZiV^a
EgZX^djh bZiVah
>ciZgcZi eVnbZci hnhiZbh
IgVkZa V\ZcX^Zh

5

Organized crime groups are often involved in various types of criminal activities which include drugs, fraud,
prostitution, loan sharking, cigarette and tobacco contraband, and so on. However, because most of these cases
involved drugs and similar types of businesses were used in each, organized crime activities have been included
in this section dealing with drug offences.
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The following types of businesses were found
to be associated to all types of cases, that is,
they were suspected to be involved in laundering
illicit proceeds or acting as vehicles for terrorist
financing:

5
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The following table identifies additional types
of businesses that were specifically associated to
particular types of cases:
9GJ< 86H:H$
DG<6C>O:9
8G>B:

;G6J9

;Vgbh$
]nYgdedc^Xh$
^cYddg \VgYZc^c\

A^[Z ^chjgVcXZ

GZVa ZhiViZ$aVcY
YZkZadebZci

IZX]cdad\n
Z#\# Vk^Vi^dc

?ZlZaaZgn

BZY^XVa hjeea^Zh

I:GGDG>HI
;>C6C8>C<
Adc\ Y^hiVcXZ
egZeV^Y e]dcZ
XVgYh

L]^iZ"aVWZa 6IBh

The following chart shows that the percentage
of cases involving individuals and/or businesses
suspected to be associated to organized crime
groups has almost doubled in 2008-2009 after
having remained fairly stable in the previous two
years: 11% in 2007-2008 and 9% in 2006-2007.
It appears that FINTRAC cases have become
increasingly associated with organized crime
since 2005-2006, when the percentage of cases
associated to organized crime was almost half
that of the previous year. This increase might be
due to a number of factors, including a possible
increase in the number of law enforcement
investigations involving organized crime.

Percentage of Case Disclosures Believed or Suspected
to Be Associated to Organized Crime
25%
20%

20%
Percentage
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ORGANIZED CRIME INVOLVEMENT
IN FINTRAC CASES
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2008-2009

Casino Sector
The number of cases disclosed by FINTRAC that
include transactions at Canadian casinos increased
significantly in 2008-2009, keeping pace with the
overall increase in the number of cases disclosed.
In 2008-2009, FINTRAC disclosed 112 cases
which included transactions in the casino sector,
compared with 43 cases disclosed in 2007-2008.
This represents 20% of the total number of
cases disclosed by FINTRAC, which is the same
percentage as observed in 2007-2008.

CJB7:G
D; 86H:
9>H8ADHJG:H
>CKDAK>C<
IG6CH68I>DCH
6I 86C69>6C
86H>CDH

EG:9>86I:
D;;:C8:H

). 9gj\h

&* EgdYjXi^dc
d[ kVg^djh Ygj\h
^cXajY^c\
]Vh]^h] VcY
hnci]Zi^X Ygj\h
&' 9^hig^Wji^dc
d[ bVg^_jVcV

&&'

In addition, approximately 20% of the cases which
included transactions in Canadian casinos involved
organized crime, from street gangs, to outlaw
motorcycle gangs, to traditional, transnational
organized crime groups. While case disclosures
involving organized crime groups related to a
variety of predicate offences, the majority of case
disclosures involving the presence of organized
crime in Canadian casinos were associated with
drug-related activity.

Figures included in the table do not total 100% given that some cases involve multiple predicate offences.

&* ;gVjY

)% Jc`cdlc
[gVjY
') >ckZhibZci$
hZXjg^i^Zh [gVjY
&' 8gZY^i$YZW^i
XVgY [gVjY
&' IZaZbVg`Zi^c\
[gVjY
&' AdVc h]Vg`^c\

), Di]Zg d[[ZcXZh! ^cXajY^c\
i]Z[i! ]jbVc igV[ÒX`^c\! X^\VgZiiZ
hbj\\a^c\ VcY Xdggjei^dc#
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The following table describes the most common
predicate offences related to FINTRAC case
disclosures involving the casino sector. Drugrelated activity was most commonly observed,
followed by various types of fraud.6

6

(.  9^hig^Wji^dc
d[ kVg^djh Ygj\h
^cXajY^c\ ]Zgd^c!
B9B6 VcY
bZi]Vbe]ZiVb^cZ
'( 9^hig^Wji^dc
d[ XdXV^cZ

TYPES OF SUSPECTED ACTIVITIES
AND PREDICATE OFFENCES
All of the 112 cases involving the casino sector
were associated to suspected money laundering
activity. Five of these cases were also suspected
to be related to terrorist activity financing and/or
threats to the security of Canada.

9:I6>AH
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MONEY LAUNDERING
TYPOLOGIES, METHODS AND
TECHNIQUES OBSERVED IN
FINTRAC CASES DISCLOSED
IN 2008-2009
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When a series of money laundering schemes appear to
be constructed in a similar fashion or using the same
methods, the similar schemes are generally classified as
a typology. A method refers to the particular procedure
or series of actions used to carry out money laundering
activity and normally involves a number of different
techniques. A technique is the particular action or way
that the money laundering activity is carried out.7
The following table identifies the most common money
laundering methods observed in case disclosures
involving transactions at Canadian casinos.8 Many, if not
all, of the methods described are well known to casino
operators and regulators, and have been employed
by money launderers for some time. However, these
methods continue to be employed in Canadian casinos,
as demonstrated by FINTRAC’s case review. Brief
descriptions of the money laundering methods follow,
in order of the frequency in which they were observed.
Techniques observed in FINTRAC’s 2008-2009 case
disclosures, suspected of being related to the money
laundering method, are also described.

7

8
8
9

BDC:N A6JC9:G>C<
B:I=D9

 D; 86H:H >C L=>8=
B:I=D9 JH:9
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+-
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'%
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HigjXijg^c\
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Use of Casino Value Instrument
Casinos use a variety of value instruments to
facilitate gaming on the part of their customers.
The most common casino value instruments are
casino chips, issued in various denominations and
used, in lieu of cash, for gaming transactions.9
Casino value instruments are used in the
placement and layering phases of money
laundering activity. Typically, illicit funds are
placed when they are used to purchase casino
chips, and then layered when after minimal play,
the casino chips are redeemed for a casino
cheque. This results in providing an air of
legitimacy as to the source of the funds,
especially if casino operators do not confirm
that the casino cheque represents gaming
winnings.

“Vulnerabilities of Casinos and Gaming Sector.” Financial Action Task Force & The Asia/Pacific Group on Money
Laundering. March 2009. The terminology used by the Financial Action Task Force and the Asia/Pacific Group
on Money Laundering has been adopted for this report.
Figures included in the table do not total 100% given that some cases involve multiple money laundering methods.
Ticket In Ticket Out (TITO) “tickets” are also an increasingly popular casino value instrument used in many
Canadian casinos. Money laundering issues associated with TITO “tickets” are addressed in the fourth section of
this report, which deals with vulnerabilities of specific casino services.

MONEY LAUNDERING TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
The following highlights the techniques observed
by FINTRAC in 2008-2009, which suggest the
use of casino value instruments for money
laundering activity10:

Refining refers to the conversion of small
denomination bank notes to large denomination
bank notes. The method is commonly associated with
drug trafficking, as drug dealers accumulate a large
amount of smaller denomination bank notes through
the course of their activities. Large quantities of cash,
especially in smaller denomination bank notes, can
be difficult to transport. In addition, large amounts
of small denomination bank notes may raise greater
suspicion as criminals attempt to place these funds
into the financial system. Money launderers will
therefore seek to convert, or “refine”, small
denomination bank notes, such as $5, $10, $20
and even $50 dollar bank notes, into $100 dollar
bank notes.
MONEY LAUNDERING TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
The following highlights the techniques observed
by FINTRAC in 2008-2009 which suggest the use
refining as part of money laundering activity:
• A customer attended a cashier window to
exchange small denomination bills for larger
denomination bills. In some instances, the bills
exchanged had a strange odour;
• A third party attended a cashier window
to exchange small denomination bills for
larger denomination bills on behalf of another
casino customer;
• A customer exchanged a large amount of small
denomination bills for TITO13 tickets, and later
exchanged the TITO tickets at the cashier
window for large denomination bills.

Additional techniques not observed in cases disclosed by FINTRAC in 2008-2009, but which may have been
observed in FINTRAC case disclosures in previous years, include:
• Using illicit funds to purchase casino chips from another casino customer, either another money launderer or
an un-associated casino customer. The purchase may be made for a price higher than the face value of the
casino chips which are later redeemed for a casino cheque;
• Combining casino chips with illicit funds, and redeeming both for a casino cheque.
11
To simplify the text throughout the rest of the document, “illicit cash” or “illicit funds” is used when FINTRAC or
reporting entities suspected that the origin of the funds were criminal in nature.
12
The drug dealer receiving the casino chips may attend the same casino at a later date, and redeem the chips for
cash or a casino cheque. Casino chips can also be moved across borders, to be used as currency in illegal
transactions or for money laundering activity. A large dollar value can be contained within a small number of
chips, which are less bulky than cash, and the chips can cross borders without declaration, since most
jurisdictions do not consider them to be monetary value instruments.
13
TITO refers to the Ticket In Ticket Out system adopted by most Canadian casinos. The system is designed to
replace coins and tokens used in slot machines and video lottery terminals.
10
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• Customers made casino chip purchases, using
illicit cash11 (in some instances small denomination bank notes) or a bank draft, purchased
with illicit funds and made payable to the
casino—the customers engaged in minimal or
no game play and then redeemed the chips for
a casino cheque;
• The amount and/or frequency of casino chip
purchases made by a customer did not
correspond with the stated income/occupation
of the customer (or the income/occupation
details provided by the customer were vague
and/or insufficient)—for example, a customer
claimed full time employment, but was
observed attending the casino on a daily basis,
during working hours;
• Customers made casino chip purchases, engaged
in minimal or no gaming, and left the casino in
possession of chips—casino chips may be used as
an alternate currency in illegal transactions such
as drug sales.12

Refining

9
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At least one provincial gaming authority in Canada
has prohibited the direct exchange of small
denomination bills to large denomination bills
through its cashier windows. Refining through the
use of TITO tickets is, however, less obvious. The
use of TITO tickets in money laundering activity
is addressed in the fourth section of the report,
which discusses the risks associated with this
casino service.

Currency Exchange
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Casinos in Canada play host to thousands of
foreign tourists every year, and as such, most
casinos offer currency exchange services. Such
services are attractive to criminals, who may seek
to convert currency obtained, for example, in crossborder drug transactions, in an effort to make the
funds available for further use or to disguise their
true source.

10

MONEY LAUNDERING TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
The following highlights the techniques observed
by FINTRAC in 2008-2009 which suggest the
use currency exchange(s) as part of money
laundering activity:
• A customer frequently (over time) and/or
repeatedly (over the course of one casino visit)
attended a cashier window and exchanged a
large amount of foreign currency (most often
USD) for Canadian currency, with minimal or
no gaming activity observed;14
• A customer attended a cashier window and
exchanged a large amount of foreign currency,
which had a strange odour, for Canadian
currency.

14
15

Refining activity occurring in conjunction with
currency exchanges has also been observed
by FINTRAC:
• A customer attended a cashier window and
exchanged a large amount of low denomination foreign currency bank notes for high
denomination Canadian currency bank notes.
Automated currency exchange machines are
available in certain casinos in Canada, and allow
customers to exchange currency up to $3,000,
which is the client identification threshold. It is
therefore possible for a money launderer, or a
group of money launderers, to refine and/or
exchange currencies without interacting with
casino staff. The automated currency exchange
machine itself has no mechanism to identify,
monitor and/or control this type of money
laundering activity, and casinos must therefore
rely on alternate surveillance and security
measures to identify this technique.

Structuring
“Structuring” is a money laundering method
that involves the division of cash or casino value
instrument(s) to conduct a series of smaller value
transactions in order to minimise suspicion and,
in the case of cash, avoid threshold reporting
requirements.15 Structuring can also be combined
with refining (structured refining) and currency
exchanges (structured currency exchanges). When
undertaken by a group of individuals, the method
is also known as “smurfing.”

The conversion of foreign currency at casinos may be related to the need to use Canadian currency in slot machines.
“Vulnerabilities of Casinos and Gaming Sector.” Financial Action Task Force & The Asia/Pacific Group on Money
Laundering. March 2009.

ML TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
The following highlights the techniques observed
by FINTRAC in 2008-2009 which suggest the use
structuring and/or smurfing as part of money
laundering activity:

Front Money Accounts
Some of the larger commercial casinos in Canada
allow customers to establish accounts with them.
There are generally two types of accounts that are
offered: credit accounts and front money accounts.
A credit account allows the customer to borrow
funds from the casino, which are to be repaid
within an agreed upon period of time. Very few
casinos in Canada offer this service, and only a
small fraction of their customers have active credit
accounts. Accounts are only made available to
customers following a successful background
check.17 The possibility exists, however, for a
customer to launder funds by establishing a credit
account with a casino, and later repay the credit
with the proceeds of crime. Credit accounts can
also be used in conjunction with front money
accounts to launder criminal proceeds.

Despite the relative novelty of front money
accounts, and the fact that the service is not
available in all casinos across Canada, the use of
front money accounts featured significantly in
FINTRAC cases disclosed in 2008-2009. Their
use in suspected money laundering activity in
Canadian casinos was almost on par with the
use of structuring.
One reason for the importance of front money
accounts in FINTRAC case disclosures is that they
offer similar services to those offered by more
traditional financial institutions, at least with
regard to the storage of funds. Money launderers
and other criminals may believe that, despite these
similarities, front money accounts are subject to
less scrutiny than accounts at financial institutions
used for the same purposes. Front money accounts
can also be used in conjunction with many of the
money laundering methods previously described.
ML TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
As previously mentioned, front money accounts
were featured in a number of FINTRAC cases
disclosed in 2008-2009. The following highlights
the techniques observed by FINTRAC in these cases
which suggest the use of front money accounts as
part of money laundering activity:
• A customer deposited cash, a cheque or bank
draft (made payable to the casino or to the
customer) to a front money account and shortly
after, purchased casino chips—the customer
later redeemed the chips for a casino cheque,
with minimal or no gaming observed.

In instances where this type of activity was observed, the amount of the cash or casino value instrument that
was passed was not known. However, most casinos generally prohibit this type of activity, and consider it
suspicious. Given that in many cases, the subjects involved in this type of activity were repeat offenders, it is
inferred that this activity is undertaken to avoid casino reporting, which as of September 2009 is required for
disbursements over $10,000.
17
Priest, Lisa. “Casinos spend millions to make losers feel like winners.” Globe and Mail. October 2, 2009.
16
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• Customers who appeared to be associated made
cash purchases of casino chips in amounts below
the reporting threshold;
• Customers who appeared to be associated
exchanged small denomination bills for large
denomination bills, again in amounts below
the reporting threshold;
• A customer used multiple cashiers to cash out
casino chips in amounts below the reporting
threshold;
• A customer passed cash, chips or other casino
value instrument to another customer, or
multiple customers:
- Prior to entering the casino;
- On the casino floor;
- At the gaming table; or
- Prior to cashing out.16

Front money accounts are more widely available in
Canadian casinos, and allow a customer to deposit
money with the casino, which they can draw upon
for gaming purposes. This service not only provides
a measure of convenience for the customer, but
provides increased security, as customers do not
have to arrive at or depart the casino carrying
large amounts of cash with them.

11
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• A customer deposited cash, a cheque or bank
draft (made payable to the casino or to the
customer) to a front money account, and later
withdrew all or part of the funds, with minimal
or no gaming observed.
• A customer requested casino credit, which was
deposited to a front money account—the funds
were later withdrawn and redeemed for a casino
cheque (in some instances, the funds withdrawn
were combined with casino chips, and the total
was redeemed for a casino cheque).
• A customer deposited small denomination bills
to a front money account, and later withdrew
the funds in higher denomination bills;
• A third party made cash deposits to a customer’s
front money account—in some instances, the
cash deposits were frequent and below the
reporting threshold.

Money Laundering Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos—November 2009

Credit Cards

12

Most, if not all, casinos in Canada allow credit card
purchases of casino value instruments, such as
casino chips. The increase in identity theft and the
rise of fraudulent and stolen credit cards makes
casinos, like many other Canadian businesses,
susceptible to fraudulent credit card transactions.
In instances where the credit card has been stolen
or fraudulently obtained, the customer may
attempt to redeem the casino chips for cash,
avoiding other types of payment to conceal the
audit trail.
In cases where the credit card has not been stolen
or fraudulently obtained, a money launderer may
seek to purchase casino value instruments using a
credit card, obtain a casino cheque for the majority
of the value of the chips purchased, and use illicit
funds to pay down the credit card balance.

ML TECHNIQUES OBSERVED
The following highlights the techniques observed
by FINTRAC in 2008-2009 which suggest the use of
credit cards as part of money laundering activity:
• A customer made cash deposits of illicit cash
to a business or personal bank account which
were followed by transfers to a personal credit
card account, then by credit card purchases of
casino chips.
• A customer made credit card purchases of
casino chips which were followed by minimal
or no gaming and then by cash out in the form
of a casino cheque—the cheque was deposited
to the customer’s bank account, while illicit cash
was used to pay the credit card balance.
The description of the use of credit cards in casinos
as part of money laundering activity highlights
another feature common to many FINTRAC case
disclosures involving Canadian casinos. Often,
the overall money laundering process includes
transactions in more than one financial sector, and
transactions at casinos represent only a part of the
overall laundering scheme. Although casinos may
not be privy to the transactions occurring through
other sectors, knowledge of how certain casino
transactions may be part of a money laundering
scheme, or how certain casino transactions may be
indicative of money laundering activity, will help
casino staff identify suspicious transactions that
should be reported to FINTRAC.

SANITIZED CASES

This case was instigated following the receipt of
a suspicious transaction report from a financial
institution identifying an individual that was the
subject of a law enforcement investigation related
to drug trafficking.

In an effort to provide additional insight, the following
are actual cases that were disclosed to law enforcement
in 2008-2009. The cases have been sanitized; all
identifying information has been removed, and they
were chosen for inclusion as they involved transactions
incorporating many of the money laundering methods
previously described. The “red flags” associated with
each case assisted FINTRAC in reaching the threshold
for reasonable grounds to suspect that the information
would be relevant to a money laundering investigation,
and thus disclose the case.

FINTRAC determined that this individual was linked
to the subject of a previous case related to drug
importation/exportation, residential marijuana
grow operations, the exportation of stolen vehicles
and fraud. Canadian law enforcement was working
with a foreign partner on the international
dimensions of this investigation.
Analysis of reports submitted to FINTRAC by
financial institutions and casinos gave FINTRAC
reasonable grounds to suspect that the individual
was involved in money laundering activity using
two methods.

Sanitized Case 1—
Money laundering related
to drug trafficking
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The following chart illustrates the suspected
money laundering scheme:
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First, it appeared that the individual deposited
the proceeds of criminal activity to a bank account.
The individual then layered the funds through
casino transactions, making automated banking
machine withdrawals at casinos and using the
funds to purchase casino chips. Chips were later
redeemed for casino cheques, which were
deposited to the individual’s bank account.
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In addition, the individual obtained credit card
cash advances at casinos and used the funds to
purchase casino chips. The chips were later
redeemed for casino cheques, which were
deposited to the individual’s bank account.
Proceeds of criminal activity were used to pay
the credit card account balance resulting from
the cash advances.

14

Reporting from the casino sector also assisted
FINTRAC in identifying two additional subjects,
who were linked to the individual through
financial transactions. One casino reported that
a third party purchased casino chips on behalf of
the main individual, and also reported that the
main individual purchased casino chips for the
benefit of another party. The relevant designated
information related to these third parties, as well
as the main individual, were disclosed to two
different law enforcement agencies.
RED FLAGS associated with this case:
• Multiple reporting from financial institutions
and casinos, as well as provincial records,
indicated that the individual had provided
different information regarding his/her
employment. It varied from being unemployed,
being an employee of a beauty salon, a
homemaker or the owner of a restaurant.
Casino staff also reported that the amount
of casino chip purchases, which totalled over
$1.1 million, was not in line with the individual’s
reported employment.

• Financial institutions reported that the
individual’s account activity was unusual, and
did not reflect payroll deposits, purchases or
bill payments. Rather, large cash deposits were
often followed by large cash withdrawals at
casinos. Financial institutions also indicated
that the individual conducted credit card cash
advances at casinos, and later made cash
deposits to the credit card account.
• Financial institutions also reported the deposit
of cheques from casinos. FINTRAC determined
that the value of the casino cheques were
within 10% of the value of the casino chip
purchases made a few days prior.
This case highlights the use of casino value
instruments and credit cards as methods of money
laundering in casinos. Illicit funds were placed in
the financial system, having been deposited to
the individual’s bank account and used to pay
the individual’s credit card account balance. The
individual also layered transactions by obtaining
funds from the bank account or credit card to
purchase casino chips, and later converting the
chips to a casino cheque which was deposited in
the individual’s bank account.

Sanitized Case 2—
Money laundering related
to organized crime

This case was generated following the receipt of
a suspicious transaction report from a financial
institution. According to the reporting entity, the
individual in question was an associate of a high
level organized crime figure involved in drug
trafficking and illegal gaming. Analysis of reports
submitted by financial institutions and casinos led
FINTRAC to suspect that the financial activity of
the individual was related to money laundering
associated to organized crime activity.

The following chart illustrates the suspected
money laundering scheme:
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Various individuals and entities deposited cheques
in the individual’s line of credit account. FINTRAC
suspected that these individuals and entities were
related to organized crime and/or drug trafficking
activity. The main individual issued cheques
from the line of credit account to the benefit
of casinos, which were negotiated for the purchase
of casino chips.

Money Laundering Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos—November 2009

It appears that a portion of the chips were
redeemed for casino cheques, which were mostly
deposited to the line of credit account. Some of
them were deposited to a personal account held
by the individual. No other activity was observed
in this account except for the deposit of casino
cheques, and FINTRAC suspects that these cheques
were payments to the individual for money
laundering services.

16

During at least one casino visit, the individual was
observed passing chips to the organized crime
figure on a number of occasions throughout the
same visit, for a total of approximately $100,000.
The organized crime figure subsequently passed
chips to a third party, who engaged in gaming
activity. Winnings and unused chips were later
passed back to the organized crime figure, who
redeemed the chips for a casino cheque, or cash.
Given that the total value of casino chip purchases
appeared to be higher than the redemptions, it is
suspected that a portion of the chips might have
left the casino with the individual. These chips may
have been provided to the organized crime figure,
who attended the casino in possession of the chips,
and in the company of the individual.

RED FLAGS associated with this case:
• Casinos reported cash transactions on the
part of the subject totalling approximately
$1.5 million over the course of a few years.
• A casino reported that the individual attended
the casino accompanied by the aforementioned
organized crime figure. The casino reported
that the organized crime figure arrived at the
casino in possession of over $130,000 in casino
chips. The casino indicated that the source of
the chips was unknown, since casino records
show no activity on the part of the organized
crime figure for several months.
• The individual ordered an electronic funds
transfer (EFT) to the benefit of a casino in the
United States. A few days following this EFT,
the subject deposited a cheque drawn on the
account of the U.S. casino, in the same amount
as the outgoing EFT.
This case also highlights the use of casino value
instruments as a method of money laundering,
although in this example, different techniques are
used. Illicit funds are placed in the individual’s line
of credit account through the deposit of cheques.
The individual layered transactions by purchasing
casino chips, and redeeming the chips for casino
cheques, which are deposited to the individual’s
line of credit account and a personal account. The
individual also possibly engaged in layering activity
by leaving the casino with chips, and passing the
chips to an organized crime figure, who continued
the layering process by redeeming the chips for a
casino cheque.

Sanitized Case 3—
Money laundering related to
fraud, using front money account

This case was generated following the receipt of a
suspicious transaction report from a casino. The
individual mentioned in the report was the subject
of a previous FINTRAC case disclosure to law
enforcement. The subject was allegedly involved
in advance fee and telemarketing scams, and had
defrauded victims by advising them that they had
won millions of dollars, but had to pay “taxes”
before the winnings could be collected.

The following chart illustrates the suspected
money laundering scheme:
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The principal subject made cash deposits to a
business bank account, which was also credited
with cash deposits made by third parties. FINTRAC
suspected that these deposits were related to
fraud schemes. The funds were withdrawn and
used to purchase casino chips. The subject engaged
in minimal gaming, and redeemed the chips in
cash, depositing the payout to the front money
account. Once the front money account had
accumulated sufficient funds, the subject made a
withdrawal by requesting a casino cheque. The
casino cheque was negotiated at a financial
institution, and the funds were used to purchase
a bank draft payable to the subject. FINTRAC
suspected that the bank draft was deposited
to an account held by the subject at another
financial institution.

18

An associate of the subject engaged in similar
activity. An account held by this individual at a
financial institution was credited primarily with
electronic fund transfers ordered by various
individuals. FINTRAC suspected that the credits were
related to fraudulent activity with an international
dimension, a feature of many advance fee fraud
schemes. These funds were used to purchase bank
drafts payable to a casino, which were deposited to
the individual’s front money account. The individual
engaged in minimal gaming activity. FINTRAC
suspected that this individual also withdrew the
funds held in the front money account once
sufficient funds had accumulated, requesting
cash or a casino cheque as desired.
RED FLAGS associated with this case:
• Financial institutions reported that financial
transactions related to the subject’s business
accounts were not consistent with the reported
business activity. The transactions included a
number of large cash deposits, which were
followed by large cash withdrawals.

• One of the subject’s business accounts received
third party cash deposits, purportedly from
employees depositing funds into their
employer’s business account. However, a
number of these deposits took place after the
company had been dissolved.
• Casinos reported that the subject had conducted
a number of large cash purchases of casino
chips. One casino reported that the subject
made a large cash deposit to a front money
account, using $20 bills. On two other occasions,
the subject reportedly used the casino to
exchange over $20,000 in American currency to
Canadian currency.
• A financial institution reported that the subject
deposited a cheque drawn on the account of a
casino. The proceeds from this deposit were
used to purchase a bank draft made payable to
the subject. The amount of the casino cheque
was within 10% of the casino chip purchases the
subject had made in the previous 10 months.
This case highlights the use of a casino value
instrument, front money account and currency
exchange as methods of money laundering. Illicit
funds were placed into the financial system by
way of cash deposits, in some cases by third
parties, and electronic funds transfers to the
business and personal accounts of the individuals.
Both individuals undertook a series of layered
transactions using a combination of money
laundering methods and techniques, including
cash withdrawals, bank draft purchases, casino
chip purchases, casino chip redemptions, cash
deposits to a front money account, cheque
deposits to a front money account, and the
withdrawal of front money account funds in the
form of a casino cheque.

MONEY LAUNDERING RISK
ASSOCIATED WITH TICKET IN
TICKET OUT SERVICE
The compliance regimes of the casino sector are
required to assess and document money laundering and
terrorist financing risks associated with their business,
as well as introduce measures to mitigate the risks
identified. The following section identifies the money
laundering risk associated with the Ticket In Ticket Out
(TITO) service.18

There are two factors related to the risk presented
by the TITO service. The first factor is related to the
difficulty of monitoring the behaviour of customers
using the TITO service. The second factor relates to the
inability of casino operators to identify customers using
the service in combination with an automated
redemption machine.

TITO tickets may be used as currency in illegal
transactions, offering the same advantages as casino
chips, or may be used to directly launder the proceeds
of crime. In both schemes, an individual inserts
hundreds of dollars into a slot machine, engages in
minimal play (or no play at all), and cashes out,
receiving a TITO ticket. The ticket, which is usually
valid for 30 days, can be used in illegal transactions,
for example, the purchase of drugs. In this case, the
drug dealer will redeem the ticket, or a number of
tickets collected, for a casino cheque. The ticket can
also be redeemed directly for a casino cheque.19
In some Canadian casinos, the ticket dispensed by the
TITO machines indicates whether the ticket was issued
as the result of a jackpot, or whether it was issued as a
result of the customer cashing out. Casino staff benefit
from TITO machines which include this feature, as it
provides an additional indicator as to whether the
customer’s activity is suspect and should be reported to
FINTRAC. However, the majority of TITO machines in
Canada do not include this feature, and in these cases,
casino staff must rely on other security and surveillance
mechanisms in place to identify this type of activity.
All of the transactions observed in FINTRAC’s 2008-2009
case disclosures that involved the suspected use of
casino value instruments for money laundering, related
to casino chips. Prior to May 2008, FINTRAC received a
limited number of suspicious transaction reports (STRs)
specifically referencing the redemption of TITO tickets.
Since media reporting in May 2008, FINTRAC has
received a number of STRs specifically referencing the

The information provided is not exhaustive, and should not be construed as the risk assessment for the service.
Rather, the information is meant to serve as a guide to casinos as they conduct their own risk-based assessment
for the services which they provide.
19
In May 2008, reports by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) into possible money laundering in
Canadian casinos attracted a significant amount of media attention. These articles described how reporters were
able to feed thousands of dollars into TITO-enabled slot machines, cash out without playing, and exchange a
TITO ticket for a cheque issued by the casino. See “Casino loophole lets criminals launder cash, RCMP fear.”
CBCNews. May 20, 2008. See also “CBC tests system by visiting casinos, cashing out large amounts.” CBCNews.
May 20, 2008.
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As briefly mentioned in the section discussing the
refining method, TITO is a relatively new system for
slot machines and Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs) that is
designed to replace coins or tokens. Traditionally, slot
machine jackpots were paid by coins or tokens falling
into the slot tray, which the customer would then collect
in buckets. TITO replaces the coins with a slip of paper,
or “ticket,” that contains a unique bar code. The ticket
can be fed into other slot machines to continue play,
scanned at cashier stations for a cheque or cash, or
redeemed at an automated redemption machine.

Monitoring Customer Behaviour

18
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redemption of TITO tickets, indicating a greater
awareness amongst casino staff of the need to provide
more details in STRs submitted to FINTRAC. In addition,
the introduction of Casino Disbursement Reports in
September 2009, which requires the automatic
reporting of casino disbursements over $10,000, will
provide another mechanism for FINTRAC and Canadian
casinos to monitor possible money laundering activity
through the use of TITO-enabled slot machines.

20

TITO machines may also be used to refine currency. As
previously mentioned, refining refers to the conversion
of small denomination bills to large denomination bills.
An individual may insert a large number of small
denomination bills into a TITO-enabled slot machine,
cash out following minimal or no gaming, and receive
a TITO ticket. The individual may attend a cashier
window to redeem the ticket for cash, requesting large
denomination bills. As previously mentioned, FINTRAC
has observed increasing specificity in STRs from the
casino sector related to TITO activity, suggesting
increased awareness amongst casino staff of the use
of TITO machines in this refining technique.

Identifying Customers
In most casinos, the TITO system has been supplemented
with automated redemption machines, through which
casino customers can cash out their TITO tickets
automatically, without the need to visit a cashier.
Although the majority of these machines include a limit
in the amount of funds that will be dispensed, they
often dispense $100 bank notes. It is possible for a
single money launderer, or a group of launderers, to
feed small denomination bills into TITO-enabled slot
machines and cash out when reaching or approaching
the automated redemption machine’s limit. The
resulting ticket may be exchanged for large
denomination bank notes at an automated redemption
machine without ever interacting with casino staff. The
prevalence of TITO systems and automated redemption
machines in Canadian casinos may lead to an increase in
the use of TITO for refining. The automated redemption
machine itself is unable to identify, monitor and/or
control customers engaging in this type of activity, and
casinos must rely on alternate surveillance and security
measures to identify this technique.

,,•

Many of the money laundering methods and techniques described
in this report are known to casino regulators and operators. Criminals
will continue to employ these methods and techniques as long as they
are successful.
Although this report has focused on money laundering activity in
Canadian casinos, often the overall money laundering process includes
transactions in more than one sector. Casinos may not be privy to these
transactions, and so this report has described how certain casino
transactions may be part of larger money laundering schemes, in an
effort to help casino staff identify suspicious transactions that should
be reported to FINTRAC.
The Centre continues to value the work and efforts of the Canadian
casino sector and other reporting entities in the fight against money
laundering and terrorist financing, and looks forward to continued
collaboration with the casino sector in order to detect and deter money
laundering and terrorist financing activities.
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SECTION ONE: USING THE GUIDANCE
PURPOSE OF THE RISK-BASED APPROACH
Chapter One: Background and Context
1.
In June 2007, the FATF adopted Guidance on the Risk-Based Approach to Combating Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing: High Level Principles and Procedures, which includes guidance for
public authorities and guidance for financial institutions. This was the culmination of extensive
consultation between private and public sector members of an Electronic Advisory Group (EAG)
established by the FATF.
2.
In addition to financial institutions, the FATF Recommendations also cover a number of
designated non-financial businesses and professions (DNFBPs). At its June 2007 meeting, the FATF's
Working Group on Evaluation and Implementation (WGEI) endorsed a proposal to convene a meeting of
the representatives from the DNFBPs to assess the possibility of developing guidance on the risk-based
approach for their sectors, using the same structure and style as the completed guidance for financial
institutions.
3.
This meeting was held in September 2007 and was attended by organisations which represent
lawyers, notaries, accountants, trust and company service providers, casinos, real estate agents and dealers
in precious metals and dealers in precious stones. This private sector group expressed an interest in
contributing to FATF guidance on implementing a risk-based approach for their sectors. The guidance for
the DNFBPs would follow the principles of the risk-based approach already established by FATF, and
would highlight risk factors specific to the DNFBPs, as well as suggest mitigation strategies that fit with
the particular activities and businesses of the DNFBPs. The FATF established another EAG to facilitate the
work.
4.
The private sector group met again in December 2007 and was joined by a number of specialist
public sector members. Separate working groups comprising public and private sectors members were
established, and private sector chairs were appointed.
5.
The EAG continued work until this guidance for casinos 1 was presented to the WGEI. After
further international consultation with both public and private sectors, the FATF adopted this guidance at
its October 2008 Plenary. Guidance for each of the other DNFBP sectors is being published separately.
Purpose of the Guidance:
6.

1

The purpose of this Guidance is to:
•

Support the development of a common understanding of what the risk-based approach
involves.

•

Outline the high-level principles involved in applying the risk-based approach.

•

Indicate good practice in the design and implementation of an effective risk-based approach.

All FATF references to “casinos” include Internet casinos.

4

7.
However, it should be noted that applying a risk-based approach is not mandatory. A properly
applied risk-based approach does not necessarily mean a reduced burden, although it should result in a
more cost effective use of resources. For some countries, applying a rules-based system might be more
appropriate. Countries will need to make their own determinations on whether to apply a risk-based
approach, based on their specific ML/FT risks, size and nature of the DNFBP activities, and other relevant
information. The issue of timing is also relevant for countries that may have applied anti-money
laundering/combating the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) measures to DNFBPs, but where it is
uncertain whether the DNFBPs have sufficient experience to implement and apply an effective risk-based
approach.
Target Audience, Status and Content of the Guidance:
8.
This guidance is presented in a way that is focused and relevant for casinos. The roles and
therefore risks of the different DNFBP sectors are usually separate. However, in some business areas, there
are inter-relationships between different DNFBP sectors, and between the DNFBPs and financial
institutions. For example, some land-based casinos provide services similar to those provided by financial
institutions, and Internet casinos tend to only make/receive payments using accounts held by financial
institutions.
9.
DNFBPs provide a range of services and activities that vastly differ, e.g. in their methods of
delivery, and in the depth and duration of the relationships formed with customers, and the size of the
operation. This Guidance is written at a high level to cater for the differing practices of casinos in different
countries, and the different levels and forms of supervision that may apply. Each country and its national
authorities should aim to establish a partnership with its casinos and other DNFBP sectors that will be
mutually beneficial to combating money laundering and terrorist financing.
10.
The primary target audience of this guidance is the casinos themselves, when they conduct
activities that fall within the ambit of the FATF Recommendations, as described below.
11.
Recommendation 12 mandates that the requirements for customer due diligence, record-keeping
requirements, and paying attention to all complex, unusual large transactions set out in Recommendations
5, 6, and 8 to 11 apply to casinos when their customers engage in financial transactions equal to or above
USD/EUR 3 000.
12.
Recommendation 16 requires that FATF Recommendations 13 to 15 regarding reporting of
suspicious transactions and internal AML/CFT controls, and Recommendation 21 regarding measures to be
taken with respect to countries that do not or insufficiently comply with the FATF Recommendations,
apply to casinos.
13.
Recommendation 24 requires that countries ensure that a designated competent authority has
responsibility for the AML/CFT regulatory and supervisory regime for casinos. The competent authority
should have adequate powers to perform its functions, including adequate powers to monitor and sanction.
Casinos must also be licensed by a designated competent authority, who must take the necessary legal or
regulatory measures to prevent criminals or their associates from holding or being the beneficial owner of a
significant or controlling interest in, holding a management function in, or being an operator of a casino.
14.
The wider audience for this guidance includes countries and regulators which are considering
how to apply AML/CFT measures to casinos. Countries need to identify the most appropriate regime,
tailored to address individual country risks, and which take into consideration the idiosyncrasies and
activities of casinos and the other DNFBP sectors in their country. This regime should recognise the
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differences between the DNFBP sectors, as well as the differences between the DNFBPs and financial
institutions. However, this guidance does not override the purview of national authorities.
Observation on the particular activities carried out by casinos
15.
The following general observations about casinos should help inform the approach.
Consideration should also be given to the particular activities performed by casinos on a national basis.
16.
Land-based casinos vary in a number of key areas which may impact upon money laundering or
terrorist financing risk, e.g. types of gambling offered; location, speed and volume of business; types of
payment, and payment methods, accepted from customers; size of premises; customers (regular customers
with membership rules or passing trade such as casual tourists or organised casino tours); whether the
casino owner forms part of a larger organisation owned by the same operator, and the general regulatory
environment that the casino operates within.
17.
Internet casinos also vary, e.g. whether the operator has other web sites, or whether an operator's
server is in a different country from other parts of its business. These differences contribute to significant
differences between land-based and internet casinos in a number of key areas, including customer contact.
18.
Casinos are generally subject to a range of regulatory requirements, commercial considerations,
and security measures, which can complement AML and CFT measures:
•

Age verification.

•

Financial crime controls.

•

Social responsibility provisions.

•

Security controls.

•

Gaming surveillance, e.g. to deal with problem gambling.

Chapter Two: The Risk-Based Approach – Purpose, benefits and challenges
The purpose of the Risk-Based Approach
19.
The FATF Recommendations contain language that permits countries to some degree to adopt a
risk-based approach to combating money laundering and terrorist financing. That language also authorises
countries to permit DNFBPs to use a risk-based approach in applying certain of their AML/CFT
obligations.
20.
By adopting a risk-based approach, it is possible to ensure that measures to prevent or mitigate
money laundering and terrorist financing are commensurate with the risks identified. This will allow
resources to be allocated in the most efficient ways. The principle is that resources should be directed in
accordance with priorities so that the greatest risks receive the highest attention. The alternative approaches
are that resources are either applied evenly, or that resources are targeted, but on the basis of factors other
than risk. This can inadvertently lead to a “tick box” approach with the focus on meeting regulatory
requirements rather than on combating money laundering or terrorist financing efficiently and effectively.
21.
A number of the DNFBP sectors, including casinos, are already subject to regulatory or
professional requirements which complement AML/CFT measures, e.g. in some countries casinos will be
licensed and some of their activities will be overseen by government agencies. Where possible, it will be
beneficial for casinos to devise their AML/CFT policies and procedures in a way that harmonises with
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other regulatory or professional requirements. A risk-based AML/CFT regime should help ensure that the
honest customers can access the services provided by casinos, but creates barriers to those who seek to
misuse these services.
22.
A risk analysis must be performed to determine where the money laundering and terrorist
financing risks are the greatest. Countries will need to identify the main vulnerabilities and address them
accordingly. Casinos will need this assistance to help them to identify higher risk customers, products and
services, including delivery channels, and geographical locations. These are not static assessments. They
will change over time, depending on how circumstances develop, and how threats evolve.
23.
The strategies to manage and mitigate the identified money laundering and terrorist financing
risks are typically aimed at preventing the activity from occurring through a mixture of deterrence (e.g.
appropriate CDD measures), detection (e.g. monitoring and suspicious transaction reporting), and recordkeeping so as to facilitate investigations.
24.
Proportionate procedures should be designed based on assessed risk. Higher risk areas should be
subject to enhanced procedures; this would include measures such as enhanced customer due diligence
checks and enhanced transaction monitoring. It also follows that in instances where risks are low,
simplified or reduced controls may be applied.
25.
There are no universally accepted methodologies that prescribe the nature and extent of a riskbased approach. However, an effective risk-based approach does involve identifying and categorising
money laundering and terrorist financing risks and establishing reasonable controls based on risks
identified.
26.
An effective risk-based approach will allow casinos to exercise reasonable business and
professional judgement with respect to customers. Application of a reasoned and well-articulated riskbased approach will justify the judgements made with regard to managing potential money laundering and
terrorist financing risks. A risk-based approach should not be designed to prohibit casinos from continuing
with legitimate business or from finding innovative ways to diversify their business.
27.
Regardless of the strength and effectiveness of AML/CFT controls, criminals will continue to
attempt to move illicit funds undetected and will, from time to time, succeed. They are more likely to target
the DNFBP sectors, including casinos, if other routes become more difficult. For this reason, DNFBPs may
be more or less vulnerable depending on the effectiveness of the AML/CFT procedures applied in other
sectors. A risk-based approach allows DNFBPs, including casinos, to more efficiently and effectively
adjust and adapt as new money laundering and terrorist financing methods are identified.
28.
A reasonably designed and effectively implemented risk-based approach will provide an
appropriate and effective control structure to manage identifiable money laundering and terrorist financing
risks. However, it must be recognised that any reasonably applied controls, including controls implemented
as a result of a reasonably designed and effectively implemented risk-based approach, will not identify and
detect all instances of money laundering or terrorist financing. Therefore, designated competent authorities,
law enforcement, and judicial authorities must take into account and give due consideration to a well
reasoned risk-based approach. In cases where there is a failure to implement an adequately designed riskbased approach or failure of a risk-based programme that was not adequate in its design, regulators, law
enforcement or judicial authorities should take action as necessary and appropriate.
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Potential Benefits and Challenges of the Risk-Based Approach
Benefits:
29.
The adoption of a risk-based approach to combating money laundering and terrorist financing can
yield benefits for all parties including the public. Applied effectively, the approach should allow a more
efficient and effective use of resources and minimise burdens on customers. Focusing on higher risk threats
should mean that beneficial outcomes can be achieved more effectively.
30.
For casinos, the risk-based approach allows the flexibility to approach AML/CFT obligations
using specialist skills and responsibilities. This requires casinos to take a wide and objective view of their
activities and customers.
31.
Efforts to combat money laundering and terrorist financing should also be flexible in order to
adapt as risks evolve. As such, casinos will use their judgement, knowledge and expertise to develop an
appropriate risk-based approach for their particular organisation, structure and business activities.
Challenges:
32.
A risk-based approach is not necessarily an easy option, and there may be challenges to
overcome when implementing the necessary measures. Some challenges may be inherent to the use of the
risk-based approach. Others may stem from the difficulties in making the transition to a risk-based system.
A number of challenges, however, can also be seen as offering opportunities to implement a more effective
system. The challenge of implementing a risk-based approach with respect to terrorist financing is
discussed in more detail at paragraphs 44 to 48 below.
33.
The risk-based approach is challenging to both public and private sector entities. Such an
approach requires resources and expertise to gather and interpret information on risks, both at the country
and institutional levels, to develop procedures and systems and to train personnel. It further requires that
sound and well-trained judgement be exercised in the design and implementation of procedures and
systems. It will certainly lead to a greater diversity in practice which should lead to innovations and
improved compliance. However, it may also cause uncertainty regarding expectations, difficulty in
applying uniform regulatory treatment, and lack of understanding by customers regarding information
required.
34.
Implementing a risk-based approach requires that casinos have a sound understanding of the risks
and are able to exercise sound judgement. This requires the building of expertise including for example,
through training, recruitment, taking professional advice and “learning by doing”. The process will always
benefit from information sharing by competent authorities. The provision of good practice guidance is also
valuable. Attempting to pursue a risk-based approach without sufficient expertise may lead to flawed
judgements. Casinos may over-estimate risk, which could lead to wasteful use of resources, or they may
under-estimate risk, thereby creating vulnerabilities.
35.
Casinos may find that some staff members are uncomfortable making risk-based judgements.
This may lead to overly cautious decisions, or disproportionate time spent documenting the rationale
behind a decision. This may also be true at various levels of management. However, in situations where
management fails to recognise or underestimates the risks, a culture may develop that allows for
inadequate resources to be devoted to compliance, leading to potentially significant compliance failures.
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36.
Designated competent authorities should place greater emphasis on whether a casino has an
effective decision-making process with respect to risk management, and sample testing should be used or
individual decisions reviewed as a means to test the effectiveness of a casino’s overall risk management.
Designated competent authorities should recognise and appreciate that even though appropriate risk
management structures and procedures are regularly updated, and the relevant policies, procedures, and
processes are followed, decisions may still be made that are incorrect in light of additional information not
reasonably available at the time. Designated competent authorities may also wish to consider whether there
is a demonstrated culture of AML/CFT compliance within a casino.
37.
In implementing the risk-based approach, casinos should be given the opportunity to make
reasonable judgements with respect to their particular situations. This may mean that no two casinos are
likely to adopt the same detailed practices. Such potential diversity of practice will require that designated
competent authorities make greater effort to identify and disseminate guidelines on sound practice, and
may pose challenges to staff working to monitor compliance. The existence of good practice guidance,
training, industry studies and other available information and materials will assist the designated competent
authority in determining whether a casino has made sound risk-based judgements.
38.
Recommendation 25 requires adequate feedback to be provided to the financial sector and
DNFBPs. Such feedback helps institutions and businesses to more accurately assess the money laundering
and terrorist financing risks and to adjust their risk programmes accordingly. This in turn makes the
detection of suspicious activity more likely and improves the quality of suspicious transaction reports. As
well as being an essential input to any assessment of country or sector wide risks, the promptness and
content of such feedback is relevant to implementing an effective risk-based approach.
The potential benefits and potential challenges can be summarised as follows:
Potential Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Better management of risks
Efficient use and allocation of resources
Focus on real and identified threats
Flexibility to adapt to risks that change over time

Potential Challenges:
•
•
•
•

Identifying appropriate information to conduct a sound risk analysis
Addressing short term transitional costs
Greater need for more expert staff capable of making sound judgements
Regulatory response to potential diversity of practice

Chapter Three: FATF and the Risk-Based Approach
39.
The varying degrees of risk of money laundering or terrorist financing for particular types of
DNFBPs, including casinos, or for particular types of customers, or transactions is an important
consideration underlying the FATF Recommendations. According to the Recommendations, with regard to
DNFBPs there are specific Recommendations where the degree of risk is an issue that a country either
must take into account (if there is higher risk), or may take into account (if there is lower risk).
40.
The risk-based approach is either incorporated into the Recommendations (and the Methodology)
in specific and limited ways in a number of Recommendations, or it is inherently part of or linked to those
Recommendations. For instance, for DNFBPs, including casinos, risk is addressed in three principal areas
9

(a) Customer Due Diligence (R.5, 6, 8 and 9); (b) businesses’ internal control systems (R.15); and (c) the
approach of oversight/ monitoring of DNFBPs, including casinos (R.24).
Customer Due Diligence (R. 5, 6, 8 and 9)
41. Risk is referred to in several forms:
a)

Higher risk – Under Recommendation 5, a country must require its DNFBPs, including casinos,
to perform enhanced due diligence for higher-risk customers, business relationships or
transactions. Recommendation 6 (politically exposed persons) is an example of this principle and
is considered to be a higher risk scenario requiring enhanced CDD.

b) Lower risk – A country may also permit its DNFBPs, including casinos, to take lower risk into
account in deciding the extent of the CDD measures they will take (see Methodology criteria 5.9).
Casinos may thus reduce or simplify (but not avoid completely) the required measures.
c) Risk arising from innovation – Under Recommendation 8, a country must require its DNFBPs,
including casinos, to give special attention to the risks arising from new or developing
technologies that might favour anonymity.
d) Risk assessment mechanism – The FATF standards expect that there will be an adequate
mechanism by which competent authorities assess or review the procedures adopted by casinos to
determine the degree of risk and how they manage that risk, as well as to review the actual
determinations themselves. This expectation applies to all areas where the risk-based approach
applies. In addition, where the competent authorities have issued guidelines on a suitable approach
to risk-based procedures, it will be important to establish that these have been followed. The
Recommendations also recognise that country risk is a necessary component of any risk
assessment mechanism (R.5 & 9).
Internal control systems (R.15)
42.
Under Recommendation 15, the development of “appropriate” internal policies, training and
audit systems will need to include a specific, and ongoing, consideration of the potential money laundering
and terrorist financing risks associated with customers, products and services, geographic areas of
operation and so forth. The Interpretative Note to Recommendation 15 makes it clear that a country may
allow DNFBPs, including casinos, to have regards to the money laundering and terrorist financing risks,
and to the size of the business, when determining the type and extent of measures required.
Regulation and oversight by competent authorities (R.24)
43.
Countries should ensure that casinos are subject to comprehensive regulatory and supervisory
regime that ensures they are effectively implementing the AML/CFT requirements. Countries may have
regard to the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing when determining the extent of measures to
supervise casinos for AML/CFT purposes. If there is a proven low risk then lesser measures may be taken.
Applicability of the risk-based approach to terrorist financing
44.
There are both similarities and differences in the application of a risk-based approach to terrorist
financing and money laundering. They both require a process for identifying and assessing risk. However,
the characteristics of terrorist financing makes its detection difficult, and the implementation of mitigation
strategies may be challenging due to considerations such as the relatively low value of transactions
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involved in terrorist financing, or the fact that funds can be derived from legitimate as well as illicit
sources.
45.
Funds that are used to finance terrorist activities may be derived either from criminal activity or
may be from legal sources, and the nature of the funding sources may vary according to the type of
terrorist organisation. Where funds are derived from criminal activity, then traditional monitoring
mechanisms that are used to identify money laundering may also be appropriate for terrorist financing,
though the activity, which may be indicative of suspicion, may not be identified as or connected to terrorist
financing. It should be noted that transactions associated with the financing of terrorism may be conducted
in very small amounts, which in applying a risk-based approach could be the very transactions that are
frequently considered to be of minimal risk with regard to money laundering. Where funds are from legal
sources, it is even more difficult to determine if they could be used for terrorist purposes. In addition, the
actions of terrorists may be overt and outwardly innocent in appearance, such as the purchase of materials
and services to further their goals, with the only covert fact being the intended use of such materials and
services purchased. Therefore, while terrorist funds may be derived from criminal activity as well as from
legitimate sources, transactions related to terrorist financing may not exhibit the same traits as conventional
money laundering. However in all cases, it is not the responsibility of casinos to determine the type of
underlying criminal activity, or intended terrorist purpose; rather, the casino’s role is to identify and report
the suspicious activity. The FIU and law enforcement authorities will then examine the matter further and
determine if there is a link to terrorist financing.
46.
The ability of casinos to detect and identify potential terrorist financing transactions without
guidance on terrorist financing typologies or unless acting on specific intelligence provided by the
authorities is significantly more challenging than is the case for potential money laundering and other
suspicious activity. Detection efforts, absent specific national guidance and typologies, are likely to be
based on monitoring that focuses on transactions with countries or geographic areas where terrorists are
known to operate or on the other limited typologies available (many of which are indicative of the same
techniques as are used for money laundering).
47.
Particular individuals, organisations or countries may be the subject of terrorist financing
sanctions in a particular country. In such cases a listing of individuals, organisations or countries to which
sanctions apply and the obligations on casinos to comply with those sanctions are decided by individual
countries and are not a function of risk. Casinos may commit a criminal offence if they undertake a
business with a listed individual, organisation or country, or its agent, in contravention of applicable
sanctions.
48.
For these reasons, this Guidance has not comprehensively addressed the application of a riskbased process to terrorist financing. It is clearly preferable that a risk-based approach be applied where
reasonably practicable, but further consultation with key stakeholders is required to identify a more
comprehensive set of indicators of the methods and techniques used for terrorist financing, which can then
be factored into strategies to assess terrorist financing risks and devise measures to mitigate them.
DNFBPs, including casinos, would then have an additional basis upon which to more fully develop and
implement a risk-based process for terrorist financing.
Limitations to the risk-based approach
49.
There are circumstances in which the application of a risk-based approach will not apply, or may
be limited. There are also circumstances in which the application of a risk-based approach may not apply to
the initial stages of a requirement or process, but then will apply to subsequent stages. The limitations to
the risk-based approach are usually the result of legal or regulatory requirements that mandate certain
actions to be taken.
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50.
Requirements to freeze assets of identified individuals or entities, in countries where such
requirements exist, are independent of any risk assessment. The requirement to freeze is absolute and
cannot be impacted by a risk-based process. Similarly, while the identification of potential suspicious
transactions can be advanced by a risk-based approach, the reporting of suspicious transactions, once
identified, is not risk-based. See paragraph 131.
51.
There are several components of customer due diligence – identification and verification of the
identity of customers and beneficial owners, obtaining information on the purposes and intended nature of
the business relationships and conducting ongoing due diligence. Of these components, the identification
and verification of the identity of customers are requirements which must be completed regardless of the
risk-based approach. However, in relation to all the other CDD components, a reasonably implemented
risk-based approach may allow for a determination of the extent and quantity of information required, and
the mechanisms to be used to meet these minimum standards. Once this determination is made, the
obligation to keep records and documents that have been obtained for due diligence purposes, as well as
transaction records, is not dependent on risk levels.
52.
Countries may allow casinos to apply reduced or simplified measures where the risk of money
laundering or terrorist financing is lower. However, these reduced or simplified measures do not
necessarily apply to all aspects of customer due diligence. Moreover, where these exemptions are subject
to certain conditions being met, it is necessary to verify that these conditions apply, and where the
exemption applies under a certain threshold, measures should be in place to prevent transactions from
being split artificially to avoid the threshold. In addition, information beyond customer identity, such as
customer location, may be needed to adequately assess risk. This will be an iterative process: the
preliminary information obtained about a customer should be sufficient to determine whether to go further,
and in many cases customer monitoring will provide additional information.
53.
Some form of monitoring is required in order to detect unusual and hence possibly suspicious
transactions. Even in the case of lower risk customers, monitoring is needed to verify that transactions
match the initial low risk profile and if not, trigger a process for appropriately revising the customer’s risk
rating. Equally, risks for some customers may only become evident once a relationship with a customer has
begun. This makes appropriate and reasonable monitoring of customer transactions an essential component
of a properly designed risk-based approach; however, within this context it should be understood that not
all transactions, accounts or customers will be monitored in exactly the same way. Moreover, where there
is an actual suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing, this could be regarded as a higher risk
scenario, and enhanced due diligence should be applied regardless of any threshold or exemption.
Distinguishing Risk-Based Supervision and Risk-Based Policies and Processes
54.
Risk-based policies and processes should be distinguished from risk-based supervision by
designated competent authorities. There is a general recognition within supervisory practice of allocating
resources taking into account the risks posed by individual businesses. The methodology adopted by the
designated competent authorities or to determine allocation of supervisory resources should cover the
business focus, the risk profile and the internal control environment, and should permit relevant
comparisons between businesses. The methodology used for determining the allocation of resources will
need updating on an ongoing basis so as to reflect the nature, importance and scope of the risks to which
individual businesses are exposed. Consequently, this prioritisation should lead designated competent
authorities to focus increased regulatory attention on businesses that engage in activities assessed to
present a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist financing.
55.
However, it should also be noted that the risk factors taken into account to prioritise the
designated competent authorities' work will depend not only on the intrinsic risk associated with the
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activity undertaken, but also on the quality and effectiveness of the risk management systems put in place
to address such risks.
56.
Since designated competent authorities should have already assessed the quality of risk
management controls applied throughout casinos, it is reasonable that their assessments of these controls
be used, at least in part, to inform money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessments conducted by
the individual casinos.

Summary box: A risk-based approach to countering money laundering and terrorist financing at the national
level: key elements for success
•
•
•
•
•

Casinos or designated competent authorities should have access to reliable and actionable information about the
threats.
There must be emphasis on cooperative arrangements among the policy makers, law enforcement, regulators,
and the private sector.
Authorities should publicly recognise that the risk-based approach will not eradicate all elements of risk.
Authorities have a responsibility to establish an atmosphere in which casinos need not be afraid of regulatory
sanctions where they have acted responsibly and implemented adequate internal systems and controls.
Regulators’ staff must be well-trained in the risk-based approach, both as applied by designated competent
authorities and by casinos.
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SECTION TWO: GUIDANCE FOR PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Chapter One: High-level principles for creating a risk-based approach
57.
The application of a risk-based approach to countering money laundering and the financing of
terrorism will allow competent authorities and casinos to use their resources most effectively. This chapter
sets out five high-level principles that should be considered by countries when designing a risk-based
approach. They could be considered as setting out a broad framework of good practice.
58.
The five principles set out in this paper are intended to assist countries in their efforts to improve
their AML/CFT regimes. They are not intended to be prescriptive, and should be applied in a manner that
is well-considered and is appropriate to the particular circumstances of the country in question.
Principle One: Understanding and responding to the threats and vulnerabilities - A national risk
assessment
59.
Successful implementation of a risk-based approach to combating money-laundering and terrorist
financing depends on a sound understanding of the threats and vulnerabilities. Where a country is seeking
to introduce a risk-based approach at a national level, this will be greatly aided if there is a national
understanding of the risks facing the country. This understanding can flow from a national risk assessment.
60.
National risk assessments should be tailored to the circumstances of each country. For a variety
of reasons, including the structure of competent authorities and the nature of DNFBPs, including casinos,
each country's judgements about the risks will be unique, as will their decisions about how to implement a
national assessment in practice. A national assessment need not be a single formal process or document.
The desired outcome is that decisions about allocating responsibilities and resources at the national level
are based on a comprehensive and current understanding of the risks. Competent authorities, in
consultation with the private sector, should consider how best to achieve this while also taking into account
any risk associated with providing information on vulnerabilities in their financial and non-financial
systems to money launderers, terrorist financiers, and other criminals.
Principle Two: A legal/regulatory framework that supports the application of a risk-based approach
61.
Countries should consider whether their legislative and regulatory frameworks are conducive to
the application of the risk-based approach. Where appropriate the obligations imposed should be informed
by the outcomes of the national risk assessment.
62.
The risk-based approach does not mean the absence of a clear statement of what is required from
the DNFBPs, including from casinos. However, under a risk-based approach, casinos should have a degree
of flexibility to implement policies and procedures which respond appropriately to their own risk
assessment. In effect, the standards implemented may be tailored and/or amended by additional measures
as appropriate to the risks of an individual business. The fact that policies and procedures, in accordance to
the risk levels, may be applied to different products, services, customers and locations does not mean that
policies and procedures need not be clearly defined.
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63.
Basic minimum AML requirements can co-exist with a risk-based approach. Indeed, sensible
minimum standards, coupled with scope for these to be enhanced when the risk justifies it, should be at the
core of risk-based AML/CFT requirements. These standards should, however, be focused on the outcome
(combating through deterrence, detection, and reporting of money laundering and terrorist financing),
rather than applying legal and regulatory requirements in a purely mechanistic manner to every customer.
Principle Three: Design of a supervisory framework to support the application of the risk-based
approach
64.
Where competent authorities have been assigned responsibility for overseeing AML/CFT
controls, countries may wish to consider whether such authorities are given the necessary authority to
implement a risk-based approach to supervision. Barriers to this may include inappropriate reliance on
detailed and prescriptive requirements in the competent authorities’ rules. These requirements may, in turn,
stem from the laws under which the competent authority exercises its powers.
65.
Where appropriate, designated competent authorities should seek to adopt a risk-based approach
to the supervision of casinos’ controls to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. This should be
based on a thorough and comprehensive understanding of the types of activity carried out by casinos, and
the money laundering and terrorist financing risks to which these are exposed. Designated competent
authorities will probably need to prioritise resources based on their overall assessment of where the risks in
the casino’s business are.
66.
Designated competent authorities with responsibilities other than those related to AML/CFT will
need to consider these risks alongside other risk assessments arising from the competent authority’s wider
duties. Where there is more than one competent authority overseeing casinos within a country, it is
important that the authorities work co-operatively to avoid overlap or repetition.
67.
Such risk assessments should help the competent authority choose where to apply resources in its
supervisory programme, with a view to using limited resources to achieve the greatest effect. A risk
assessment may also indicate that the competent authority does not have adequate resources to deal with
the risks. In such circumstances, the competent authority may need to obtain additional resources or adopt
other strategies to manage or mitigate any unacceptable residual risks.
68.
The application of a risk-based approach to supervision requires that designated competent
authorities’ staff be able to make principle-based decisions in a fashion similar to what would be expected
from the staff of a casino. These decisions will cover the adequacy of the arrangements to combat money
laundering and terrorist financing. As such, a designated competent authority may wish to consider how
best to train its staff in the practical application of a risk-based approach to supervision. This staff will need
to be well-briefed as to the general principles of a risk-based approach, the possible methods of
application, and what a risk-based approach looks like when successfully applied within the context of the
national risk assessment.
Principle Four: Identifying the main actors and ensuring consistency
69.
Countries should consider who the main stakeholders are when adopting a risk-based approach to
combating money laundering and terrorist financing. These will differ from country to country, and some
relevant authorities could operate at a state or provincial level. Thought should be given as to the most
effective way to share responsibility among these parties, and how information may be shared to best
effect. For example, consideration may be given to which body or bodies are best placed to provide
guidance to casinos about how to implement a risk-based approach to AML/CFT.
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70.

A list of potential stakeholders may include the following:
•

Government – This may include legislature, executive, and judiciary.

•

Law enforcement agencies - This might include the police, customs, and similar agencies.

•

The financial intelligence unit (FIU), security services, other similar agencies.

•

Internal revenue/tax services.

•

Designated competent authorities.

•

The private sector – This might include casinos, national and international trade bodies and
associations, etc.

•

The public – Arrangements designed to counter money laundering and terrorist financing are
ultimately designed to protect the law-abiding public. However these arrangements may also act
to place burdens on customers of casinos’ businesses.

•

Others – Those who are in a position to contribute to the conceptual basis underpinning the riskbased approach, such stakeholders may include academia and the media.

71.
Clearly a government will be able to exert influence more effectively over some of these
stakeholders than others. However, regardless of its capacity to influence, a government will be in a
position to assess how all stakeholders can be encouraged to support efforts to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing.
72.
A further element is the role that governments have in seeking to gain recognition of the
relevance of a risk-based approach from competent authorities. This may be assisted by relevant authorities
making clear and consistent statements on the following issues:
•

Casinos can be expected to have flexibility to adjust their internal systems and controls taking
into consideration lower and high risks, so long as such systems and controls are reasonable.
However, there are also minimum legal and regulatory requirements and elements that apply
irrespective of the risk level, for example suspicious transaction reporting and minimum
standards of customer due diligence.

•

Acknowledging that a casino’s ability to detect and deter money laundering and terrorist
financing may sometimes be necessarily limited and that information on risk factors is not always
robust or freely available. There can therefore be reasonable policy and supervisory expectations
about what a casino with good controls aimed at preventing money laundering and the financing
of terrorism is able to achieve. A casino’s business may have acted in good faith to take
reasonable and considered steps to prevent money laundering, and documented the rationale for
its decisions, and yet still be abused by a criminal.

•

Acknowledging that not all high-risk situations are identical and as a result will not always
require the application of precisely the same type of enhanced due diligence.
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Principle Five: Information exchange between the public and private sector
73.
Effective information exchange between the public and private sector will form an integral part
of a country's strategy for combating money laundering and terrorist financing. In many cases, it will allow
the private sector to provide competent authorities with information they identify as a result of previously
provided government intelligence.
74.
Public authorities, whether law enforcement agencies, designated competent authorities or other
bodies, have privileged access to information that may assist casinos to reach informed judgements when
pursuing a risk-based approach to counter money laundering and terrorist financing. Likewise, casinos are
able to understand their clients' businesses reasonably well. It is desirable that public and private bodies
work collaboratively to identify what information is valuable to help combat money laundering and
terrorist financing, and to develop means by which this information might be shared in a timely and
effective manner.
75.
To be productive, information exchange between the public and private sector should be
accompanied by appropriate exchanges among public authorities. Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs),
designated competent authorities and law enforcement agencies should be able to share information and
feedback on results and identified vulnerabilities, so that consistent and meaningful inputs can be provided
to the private sector. All parties should, of course, consider what safeguards are needed to adequately
protect sensitive information held by public bodies from being disseminated too widely.
76.
Relevant stakeholders should seek to maintain a dialogue so that it is well understood what
information has proved useful in combating money laundering and terrorist financing. For example, the
types of information that might be usefully shared between the public and private sector would include, if
available:
•

Assessments of country risk.

•

Typologies or assessments of how money launderers and terrorists have abused the DNFBPs,
especially casinos.

•

Feedback on suspicious transaction reports and other relevant reports.

•

Targeted unclassified intelligence. In specific circumstances, and subject to appropriate
safeguards and a country’s legal and regulatory framework, it may also be appropriate for
authorities to share targeted confidential information with casinos.

•

Countries, persons or organisations whose assets or transactions should be frozen.

77.
When choosing what information can be properly and profitably shared, public authorities may
wish to emphasize to casinos that information from public bodies should inform, but not be a substitute for
casinos’ own judgements. For example, countries may decide not to create what are perceived to be
definitive country-approved lists of low risk customer types. Instead, public authorities may prefer to share
information on the basis that this will be one input into casinos’ decision making processes, along with any
other relevant information that is available to casinos.
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Chapter Two: Implementation of the Risk-Based Approach
Assessment of Risk to Inform National Priorities:
78.
A risk-based approach should be built on sound foundations: effort must first be made to ensure
that the risks are well understood. As such, a risk-based approach should be based on an assessment of the
threats. This is true whenever a risk-based approach is applied, at any level, whether by countries or
individual firms. A country’s approach should be informed by its efforts to develop an understanding of the
risks in that country. This can be considered as a “national risk assessment”.
79.
A national risk assessment should be regarded as a description of fundamental background
information to assist designated competent authorities, law enforcement authorities, the FIU, financial
institutions and DNFBPs to ensure that decisions about allocating responsibilities and resources at the
national level are based on a practical, comprehensive and up-to-date understanding of the risks.
80.
A national risk assessment should be tailored to the circumstances of the individual country, both
in how it is executed and its conclusions, though countries should be mindful that money laundering and
terrorist financing can often have an international dimension, and that such information may also add value
to the national risk assessment. Factors that may influence the risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing in a country could include the following:
•

Political environment.

•

Legal environment.

•

A country's economic structure.

•

Cultural factors and the nature of civil society.

•

Sources, location and concentration of criminal activity.

•

Size and composition of the financial services industry.

•

Ownership structure of financial institutions and DNFBPs businesses.

•

Size and nature of the activity carried out by DNFBPs, including casinos.

•

Corporate governance arrangements in relation to financial institutions and DNFBPs and the
wider economy.

•

The nature of payment systems and the prevalence of cash-based transactions.

•

Geographical spread of the financial industry’s and DNFBPs’ operations and customers.

•

Types of products and services offered by the financial services industry and DNFBPs.

•

Types of customers serviced by financial institutions and DNFBPs.

•

Types of predicate offences.

•

Amounts of illicit money generated domestically.

•

Amounts of illicit money generated abroad and laundered domestically.

•

Main channels or instruments used for laundering or financing terrorism.

•

Sectors of the legal economy affected.

•

Underground/informal areas in the economy.
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81.
Countries should also consider how an understanding of the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing can be best achieved at the national level. Relevant questions could include: Which body
or bodies will be responsible for contributing to this assessment? How formal should an assessment be?
Should the competent authority's view be made public? These are all questions for the competent authority
to consider.
82.
The desired outcome is that decisions about allocating responsibilities and resources at
national level are based on a comprehensive and up-to-date understanding of the risks. To achieve
desired outcome, competent authorities should ensure that they identify and provide casinos with
information needed to develop this understanding and to design and implement measures to mitigate
identified risks.

the
the
the
the

83.
Developing and operating a risk-based approach involves forming judgements. It is important
that these judgements are well informed. It follows that, to be effective, the risk-based approach should be
information-based and include intelligence where appropriate. Effort should be made to ensure that risk
assessments are based on fresh and accurate information. Governments, utilising partnerships with law
enforcement bodies, FIUs, designated competent authorities and casinos themselves, are well placed to
bring their knowledge and expertise to bear in developing a risk-based approach that is appropriate for their
particular country. Their assessments will not be static and will change over time, depending on how
circumstances develop and how the threats evolve. As such, countries should facilitate the flow of
information between different bodies so that there are no institutional impediments to information
dissemination.
84.
Whatever form they take, a national assessment of the risks, along with measures to mitigate
those risks, can inform how resources are applied to combat money laundering and terrorist financing,
taking into account other relevant country policy goals. It can also inform how these resources are most
effectively assigned to different public bodies, and how those bodies make use of those resources in an
effective manner.
85.
As well as assisting competent authorities to decide how to allocate funds to combat money
laundering and terrorist financing, a national risk assessment can also inform decision-makers on the best
strategies for implementing the regulatory regime to address the risks identified. An over-zealous effort to
counter the risks could be damaging and counter-productive, placing unreasonable burdens on industry.
Alternatively, less aggressive efforts may not be sufficient to protect to societies from the threats posed by
criminals and terrorists. A sound understanding of the risks at the national level could help obviate these
dangers.
Regulatory Supervision – General Principles
Defining the acceptable level of risk
86.
The level of AML/CFT risk will generally be affected by both internal and external risk factors.
For example, risk levels may be increased by internal risk factors such as weak compliance resources,
inadequate risk controls and insufficient senior management involvement. External level risks may rise due
to factors such as the action of third parties and/or political and public developments.
87.
As described in Section One, all activity involves an element of risk. Competent authorities
should not prohibit casinos from conducting business with high risk customers as long as appropriate
policies, procedures and processes to manage the attendant risks are in place. Only in specific cases, for
example when it is justified by the fight against terrorism, crime or the implementation of international
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obligations, are designated individuals, legal entities, organisations or countries denied categorically access
to services.
88.
However, this does not exclude the need to implement basic minimum requirements. For
instance, FATF Recommendation 5 (that applies to casinos through the incorporation of R.5 into R.12)
states that “where [the casino] is unable to comply with (CDD requirements), it should not open the
account, commence business relations or perform the transaction; or should terminate the business
relationship; and should consider making a suspicious transaction report in relation to the customer.” So
the level of risk should strike an appropriate balance between the extremes of not accepting customers, and
conducting business with unacceptable or unmitigated risk.
89.
Where casinos are allowed to implement a risk-based approach, competent authorities expect
casinos to put in place effective policies, programmes, procedures and systems to mitigate the risk and
acknowledge that even with effective systems not every suspect transaction will necessarily be detected.
They should also ensure that those policies, programmes, procedures and systems are applied effectively to
prevent casinos from becoming conduits for illegal proceeds and ensure that they keep records and make
reports that are of use to national authorities in combating money laundering and terrorist financing.
Efficient policies and procedures will reduce the level of risks, but are unlikely to eliminate them
completely. Assessing money laundering and terrorist financing risks requires judgement and is not an
exact science. Monitoring aims at detecting unusual or suspicious transactions among an extremely large
number of legitimate transactions; furthermore, the demarcation of what is unusual may not always be
straightforward since what is “customary” may vary depending on the customers’ occupations, type of
account and account activities, types of products and services used, rated play etc. This is why developing
an accurate customer profile is important in managing a risk-based system. Moreover, procedures and
controls are frequently based on previous typologies cases, but criminals will adapt their techniques, which
may quickly limit the utility of such typologies.
90.
Additionally, not all high risk situations are identical, and therefore will not always require
precisely the same level of enhanced due diligence. As a result, designated competent authorities will
expect casinos to identify individual high risk categories and apply specific and appropriate mitigation
measures. Further information on the identification of specific risk categories is provided in Section Three,
“Guidance for Casinos on Implementing a Risk-Based Approach.”
Proportionate Supervisory Actions to Support the Risk-Based Approach
91.
Designated competent authorities should seek to identify weaknesses through an effective
programme of both on-site and off-site supervision, and through analysis of internal and other available
information. Authorities’ AML/CFT examinations should use risk-based audit techniques to identify highrisk casino activities to sample, and apply a risk-based analysis to measure casino strengths/weaknesses in
this area.
92.
In the course of their examinations, designated competent authorities should review a casino’s
AML/CFT risk assessments, as well as its policies, procedures and control systems to arrive at an overall
assessment of the risk profile of casinos’ business and the adequacy of its mitigation measures. Where
available, assessments carried out by or for casinos may be a useful source of information. The competent
authority assessment of management’s ability and willingness to take necessary corrective action is also a
critical determining factor. Designated competent authorities should use proportionate actions to ensure
proper and timely correction of deficiencies, taking into account that identified weaknesses can have wider
consequences. Generally, systemic breakdowns or inadequate controls will result in the most severe
supervisory response.
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93.
Nevertheless, it may happen that the lack of detection of an isolated high risk transaction, or of
transactions of an isolated high risk customer, will in itself be significant, for instance where the amounts
are significant, or where the money laundering and terrorist financing typology is well known, or where a
scheme has remained undetected for a long time. Such a case might indicate an accumulation of weak risk
management practices or regulatory breaches regarding the identification of high risks, monitoring, staff
training and internal controls, and therefore, might alone justify action to ensure compliance with the
AML/CFT requirements.
94.
Designated competent authorities can and should use their knowledge of the risks associated with
products, services, customers and geographic locations to help them evaluate casinos’ money laundering
and terrorist financing risk assessments, with the understanding, however, that they may possess
information that has not been made available to casinos, and, therefore, casinos would not have been able
to take such information into account when developing and implementing a risk-based approach.
Designated competent authorities (and other relevant stakeholders) are encouraged to use that knowledge
to issue guidelines to assist casinos in managing their risks. Where casinos are permitted to determine the
extent of the CDD measures on a risk sensitive basis, this should be consistent with guidelines issued by
their competent authorities 2 . Guidance designed specifically for casinos is likely to be the most effective.
An assessment of the risk-based approach will, for instance, help identify cases where casinos use
excessively narrow risk categories that do not capture all existing risks, or adopt criteria that lead to the
identification of a large number of higher risk relationships, but without providing for adequate additional
due diligence measures.
95.
In the context of the risk-based approach, the primary focus for designated competent authorities
should be to determine whether or not the casino’s AML/CFT compliance and risk management
programme is adequate to: (a) meet the minimum regulatory requirements, and (b) appropriately and
effectively mitigate the risks. The supervisory goal is not to prohibit high risk activity, but rather to be
confident that firms have adequately and effectively implemented appropriate risk mitigation strategies.
96.
Under FATF Recommendation 24, designated competent authorities should have adequate
powers to perform their functions, including the power to impose adequate sanctions for failure to comply
with statutory and regulatory requirements to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. Fines
and/or penalties are not appropriate in all regulatory actions to correct or remedy AML/CFT deficiencies.
However, designated competent authorities must have the authority and willingness to apply fines and/or
penalties in cases where substantial deficiencies exist. Often, action will take the form of a remedial
program through the normal supervisory processes.
97.
In considering the above factors it is clear that proportionate regulation will be supported by two
central features:
a) Regulatory Transparency
98.
In the implementation of proportionate actions, regulatory transparency will be of paramount
importance. Designated competent authorities are aware that casinos, while looking for operational
freedom to make their own risk judgements, will also seek guidance on regulatory obligations. As such, the
designated competent authority with AML/CFT supervisory responsibilities should seek to be transparent
in setting out what it expects, and will need to consider appropriate mechanisms of communicating these
messages. For instance, this may be in the form of high-level requirements, based on desired outcomes,
rather than detailed processes.
2

FATF Recommendations 5 and 25, Methodology Essential Criteria 25.1 and 5.12.
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99.
No matter what individual procedure is adopted, the guiding principle will be that there is an
awareness of legal responsibilities and regulatory expectations. In the absence of this transparency there is
the danger that supervisory actions may be perceived as either disproportionate or unpredictable which
may undermine even the most effective application of the risk-based approach by casinos.
b) Staff Training of Designated Competent Authorities and Enforcement Staff
100.
In the context of the risk-based approach, it is not possible to specify precisely what a casino has
to do, in all cases, to meet its regulatory obligations. Thus, a prevailing consideration will be how best to
ensure the consistent implementation of predictable and proportionate supervisory actions. The
effectiveness of supervisory training will therefore be important to the successful delivery of proportionate
supervisory actions.
101.
Training should aim to allow designated competent authorities staff to form sound comparative
judgements about AML/CFT systems and controls. It is important in conducting assessments that
designated competent authorities have the ability to make judgements regarding management controls in
light of the risks assumed by casinos and their firms and considering available industry practices.
Designated competent authorities might also find it useful to undertake comparative assessments so as to
form judgements as to the relative strengths and weaknesses of different firms or business arrangements.
102.
The training should include instructing designated competent authorities about how to evaluate
whether senior management has implemented adequate risk management measures, and determine if the
necessary procedures and controls are in place. The training should also include reference to specific
guidance, where available. Designated competent authorities also should be satisfied that sufficient
resources are in place to ensure the implementation of effective risk management.
103.
To fulfil these responsibilities, training should enable designated competent authorities
supervisory staff to adequately assess:
i. The quality of internal procedures, including ongoing employee training programmes and
internal audit, compliance and risk management functions.
ii. Whether or not the risk management policies and processes are appropriate in light of casinos’
risk profile, and are periodically adjusted in light of changing risk profiles.
iii. The participation of senior management to confirm that they have undertaken adequate risk
management, and that the necessary procedures and controls are in place.
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SECTION THREE: GUIDANCE FOR CASINOS
ON IMPLEMENTING THE RISK-BASED APPROACH
Chapter One: Risk Categories
104.
The factors described below affect customer risk and are not intended to be prescriptive or
comprehensive. They will not apply universally to all casinos, and even when these factors are present
there may be different risk outcomes for different casinos and operators depending upon a host of other
factors. However, the factors are intended to act as a guide to help casinos conduct their own customer risk
assessments, and to devise AML/CFT policies and procedures which accurately and proportionately reflect
those assessments.
Country/Geographic risk
105.
Some countries pose an inherently higher ML/TF risk than others. In addition to considering their
own experiences, operators should take into account a variety of sources of information as identified by
credible sources 3 identifying countries with risk factors that may result in a determination that a country
poses a higher risk. Operators may wish to assess information available from non-governmental
organisations which can provide a useful guide to perceptions relating to corruption in the majority of
countries.
106.
Customers that are associated with higher risk countries, as a result of their citizenship, country
of business, country of residence, etc. may require enhanced due diligence, depending upon their overall
risk level taking into account all other relevant factors.
107.
Internet casinos may wish to check customer location because of the additional risks arising from
transnational operations.
Customer risk
108.
Determining the potential money laundering or terrorist financing risks posed by a customer, or
category of customers, is critical to the development and implementation of an overall risk-based
framework. Based on its own criteria, a casino should seek to determine whether a particular customer
poses a higher risk and the potential impact of any mitigating factors on that assessment. Application of
risk variables may mitigate or exacerbate the risk assessment. Categories of customers whose activities
may indicate a higher risk include:

3

“Credible sources” refers to information that is produced by well-known bodies that generally are regarded
as reputable and that make such information publicly and widely available. In addition to the Financial
Action Task Force and FATF-style regional bodies, such sources may include, but are not limited to, supranational or international bodies such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the Egmont
Group of Financial Intelligence Units, as well as relevant national government bodies and nongovernmental organisations. The information provided by these credible sources does not have the effect of
law or regulation and should not be viewed as an automatic determination that something is of higher risk.
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•

Customers that are Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) 4 .

•

High spenders 5 . Given the variations among casinos, the level of spending considered to be
relatively high for an individual customer will vary among operators, and even among casinos
owned and managed by the same operator. Customers may become high spenders because of
their cumulative spending over a period of time (e.g. customers with relatively high level of
spending with casino accountholder relationships). Similarly, casual customers who gamble a
relatively large amount of money on a limited number of occasions, perhaps even during a
single visit, could equally be considered as high spenders.

•

Most casinos will have formal or informal policies which centre upon customers whom they
consider to be high spenders. These policies may relate to commercial risk, or to marketing
information to identify high spending customers provided with complementary goods and
services (e.g. refreshments, food, entertainment, merchandise, lodging, show tickets and
tickets to special events, or transportation). Some casinos offer special facilities to high
spending customers, e.g. the use of VIP rooms to gamble away from the general public areas
of casinos. Casinos need to ensure that AML/CFT policies, procedures and internal controls
are applied consistently to customers in VIP rooms (particularly for casino due diligence,
recordkeeping, suspicious activity reporting, and where required, currency transaction
reporting).

•

Disproportionate spenders. Casinos should devise policies relative to obtaining information
about customers’ financial resources, when feasible and available, to determine if customers
fall into this category. These policies could be based on regulatory requirements or a riskbased decision on the part of the operator. One issue to consider is if and how casinos can gain
an understanding of their customers' sources of income or wealth. This information could
provide some insight as to the likely level of disposable assets which customers have available
to gamble, (though this may only be feasible in practice when a customer makes a credit
application). For example, the level of available assets is important in situations in which
customers gamble on “credit”. In addition, casinos should be alert to customers engaged in
high value gambling that is inconsistent with a casino’s information about customers’ known
levels or sources of assets (e.g. a customer’s bank account) and/or income, or understanding
of customers’ occupations evidenced in casino credit account records (i.e. credit application),
as well as any other information on file including established play at other casinos. If and
when this information is obtained it may assist in assessing whether a customer’s level of
gambling is commensurate to her/his assets or level of legitimate income. For example, it may
be advisable to scrutinise a customer with a relatively modest assets or income, who becomes
a high spending customer.

•

Casual customers. While casual customers can pose a heightened money laundering risk in
some situations, it may be difficult to identify their associated spending patterns. This

4

The FATF defines PEPs as follows: “individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public
functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior
government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political
party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve
reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle
ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories”.

5

Casinos should take into account the relative value of the monies in the country where the customer
obtained their wealth. Land-based casinos should also take into account the relative value in the country
where the customer is spending their money.
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category would include tourists, although not all passing tourist trade will fall within this
definition. Land-based casinos may host tourists on organised gambling tours (known as
junkets), which are discussed below. However, even regular customers may pose a risk,
particularly if their spending pattern changes, e.g. it dramatically increases or their rated play
does not fit their playing profile e.g. minimal play.
•

Improper use of third parties. Criminals may use third parties, or anonymous or identified
agents to avoid CDD undertaken at a threshold. They may also be used to gamble, e.g. to
break up large amount of cash. Third parties may be used to buy chips, or to gamble on behalf
of others with minimal play (which may include early or high cash outs), or cash out/redeem
chips for larger denomination currency, casino checks, etc.

•

Junkets. Over-reliance on tour operators can pose a heightened money laundering risk
especially in markets with resident populations that are too small to normally support casinos.
In these instances, casinos can become overly dependent on junket representatives for
business, a potential misuse of these services. In large markets, junket representatives are
sources of premium players for casinos. In some countries, a casino may enter into a
contractual agreement with a junket operator to rent a private room within a casino and in
some situations, it is the junket operator, not the casino, which monitors player activity and
issues and collects credit.

•

Junket operators that provide premium players may exert commercial pressures on casinos in
some countries, which may result in reducing scrutiny of individual spending patterns, or may
try to unduly influence or exercise control over licensed casino operations. Further, junket
organisers may engage in lending or the facilitation of lending to players outside casinos’
knowledge. In addition, in some countries, junket organisers are allowed to ‘pool’ and
therefore obscure the spending of individual customers, thus preventing casinos from making
any assessment of customers’ spending patterns.

•

Also, licensed junket operators of record may be “fronting” for other junket operators in
another country. The front operators supply players to a casino through a casino’s licensed
junket companies which may not qualify for licensure in the country where the players will be
gambling. Such unlicensed sub-junket operators can act as unlicensed collectors of credit and
may have ties to organized crime networks. Consequently, casinos would need to devise
measures to identify and prevent junket organisers from engaging in informal arrangements
that are inconsistent with risk-based AML/CTF policies, procedures and internal controls.

•

Multiple casino player rating accounts. Some players will open up multiple player rating
accounts with different names at the same casino and will provide different rating account
numbers to casino raters at different times to hinder a casino’s ability to track their gambling
activities under the same customer name. Casinos will need to identify such accounts with
similar players’ names and the same physical descriptions (e.g. age, male or female, eye
colour, hair colour, height, weight) to be able to monitor customers' aggregate gambling
across their casino business. Casinos should implement policies, procedures, and systems to
assist in the identification of customers opening multiple-player rating accounts for dishonest
or inappropriate reasons, including attempting to obscure their spending levels, or to avoid
government reporting thresholds.

•

Unknown Customers. Casinos in some countries have a problem with unknown customers
that purchase large amounts of chips with currency at table games, engage in minimal or no
play, and then redeem the chips for large denomination bills (e.g. EUR 500 or USD 100),
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casino cheques or money/wire transfers. Casinos should implement procedures and systems to
assist in the identification of unknown customers redeeming large amounts of chips for
dishonest or inappropriate reasons, including attempting to obscure their spending levels, or to
avoid checks undertaken at a threshold level. 6 This could extend to measures such as not
cashing out such customers or cashing out by paying in small denomination bills, which are
harder to hide or transport, as well as maintaining surveillance photographs and filing
suspicious activity reports with physical descriptions. 7
Transaction risk
109.
Casinos should consider operational aspects (i.e. products, services, games, and accounts/account
activities) that can be used to facilitate money laundering and terrorist financing activities. In addition,
land-based and Internet casinos have the following potential transaction risks:
•

Proceeds of crime. However money is transferred to a casino, there is a risk that this money will
have arisen from illegal activities such as check fraud, credit/debit card fraud, narcotics trafficking,
theft from employer. Paying greater attention to high spenders/rollers will be helpful in mitigating
this risk.

•

Cash. Customers may use a land-based casino to exchange large amounts of illicit proceeds
denominated in small bills for larger ones that are easier to hide or transport. Also, certain cash
deposits by a customer, especially cash deposits which are considered relatively large either in
relation to i) a particular casino’s average receipts, or ii) what is known about a customer’s
financial status.
The majority of payments to Internet casinos are made directly from financial institution accounts.
However, Internet casinos can operate as part of mixed gambling chains which also include betting
shops and/or land-based casinos. It may be possible for customers to provide land-based outlets
with cash which can then be credited to Internet casino accounts. Internet casinos should work
closely with their land-based counterparts that initially receive the cash to ensure that CDD
measures are applied, including verifying that the depositor is the account holder, and when
appropriate, benefit is secured from the personal contact between land-based casino staff and
customers.

•

Transfers between customers. If Internet casinos wish to allow inter- account transfers between
their customers they should devise careful policies and procedures which monitor the amount of
the transfer(s). Internet casinos may also be aware of customers transferring money between
themselves more informally without using their casino accounts, which should be taken into
consideration in the casino operator's risk assessments.
Land-based casinos may also be aware of customers borrowing money from non-conventional
sources, including other customers. Informal money lending can be illegal, and it can also offer
criminals an opportunity to introduce proceeds of crime, usually cash, into the legitimate financial
system through the casino. Again, this can pose a heightened risk.

•

Loan Sharking (also known as usury). Casinos in some countries have a problem with this activity
which is a crime that involves loaning money to individuals at an interest rate that is above a
maximum legal rate, sometimes collected under threat of violence. Loan sharks may be financed

6

FATF Recommendation 12, Interpretative Notes for R. 5, 12 and 16, and Methodology Essential Criteria
12.1.

7

FATF Recommendation 5 (that applies to casinos through the incorporation of R.5 and R.12).
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and supported by organized crime networks. A loan shark usually preys on individuals who are
struggling financially or, for some reason, are unwilling to seek credit from legal sources.
•

Use of casino deposit accounts. Casinos will wish to encourage their customers to only use their
deposit accounts for gambling purposes. Casinos need to consider what constitutes an abuse of
such an account and should have policies, procedures, and internal controls, to prevent customers
from using such accounts to deposit and withdraw without gambling or minimal play.

•

Redemption of Chips, Tickets or Tokens for Currency. Casinos in some countries do not require
that customers provide identification for the redemption of chips, tickets, or tokens unless it
triggers government reporting thresholds. For a customer that has an established casino account
number, 8 a casino, which is not required by governmental regulations to record such transactions
at the cage, nonetheless should have policies, procedures, and internal controls to identify large
redemptions 9 to such a customer that were paid with currency 10 (including any large cash outs
without gambling for large denomination bills), or through issuance of a cheque.

110.
There are a number of specific transaction issues which apply to Internet casinos (including
“mobile casinos”):
o Multiple casino accounts or casino wallets.
An internet operator may own and control multiple web sites. Single web sites can also
offer a range of different types of gambling. Operators will need to monitor customers'
aggregate position across the whole of their casino business.
Customers may wish to separate the different types of gambling they are conducting with
the same operator, or through the same web site, for legitimate reasons, e.g. to monitor
their performance in different areas. Casinos should implement procedures and systems to
assist in the identification of customers opening multiple accounts or wallets for dishonest
or inappropriate reasons, including attempting to obscure their spending levels, or to avoid
checks undertaken at a threshold level.
o Changes to financial institution accounts. Casino customers commonly use their accounts
with financial institutions to gamble over the internet. Customers may hold a number of
financial institution accounts, and they may wish to change which of these accounts they
8

Types of casino accounts that a customer could have include deposit (i.e. safekeeping, front money or
wagering), credit, check cashing, player rating or tracking, and slot club accounts.

9

As part of a casino’s risk-based prevention program, when a customer presents at a cage a large chip or
token redemption, a cashier confirms it typically by a telephone call to a pit boss, floor person, card room
supervisor, or other casino employee to determine if the chips were put at risk, or won at a table game as
“verified winnings” or purchased at a table (e.g. when a customer is “walking with” chips at the end of
table game play) to identify: i) potential counterfeit chips or tokens, ii) stolen chips or tokens, or iii) any
temporary advance of chips to a customer (i.e. rim credit). Also, a cage cashier will query a casino’s credit
system for credit issuance (i.e. marker) and credit payment (i.e. marker redemption) activities for a
customer with large chip or token redemptions.

10

FATF's threshold of USD/EUR 3000 provides for identifying and verifying the identity of customers for
example when cashing in casino chips or tokens and currency exchange. Also, the EU Directive
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on the Prevention of the
Use of the Financial System for the Purpose of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, Chapter I,
Article 10, provides that “Member States shall require that all casino customers be identified and their
identity verified if they . . . exchange gambling chips with a value of EUR 2000 or more.” Such
identification and verification of customers with chip, ticket or token redemptions can be logically
integrated with a casino’s existing risk-based prevention program for AML/CFT purposes.
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use in the casino. Casinos may wish to consider updating customer due diligence following
such changes.
o Identity fraud. Details of financial institution accounts may be stolen and used on web sites.
Stolen identities may also be successfully used to open financial institutions accounts, and
such accounts may also be used on web sites. Internet Provider (IP) Number checks are
useful in preventing criminals from opening multiple casino accounts using stolen
identities, using the same computer. Casinos will be aware of these risks because of the
'charge back' system. Internet casinos also have a responsibility to protect their customers
from having their identities stolen when using their web site, and will therefore wish to
provide adequate security.
o Pre paid cards. Using cash to fund a pre-paid card poses similar risks as cash. Casinos
cannot make the same level of cross reference checks on some types of pre paid cards as
they are able to perform on financial institution accounts.
o Electronic wallets (e- wallets). Not all e-wallets are licensed in reputable countries, and a
number of e-wallets accept cash as deposits. However, e-wallets which only accept money
from financial institution accounts in the customer's name will not usually pose any greater
or lesser money laundering risk than if funds are received directly from the financial
institution. However Internet casinos should be aware that when customers make payments
into e-wallets from their financial institution accounts, the statements issued by their
financial institutions may only record the payment to the e-wallet, not the transaction to the
Internet casino. This may be useful for dishonest customers who wish to disguise their
gambling. (See paragraph below regarding the related issue of casinos purposefully
obscuring payments made to financial institution accounts held by customers).
o Games involving multiple operators. Poker games often take place on platforms (i.e. a
central computer system that links electronic gambling devices for purposes of game
selection, operation, monitoring, security, and auditing) shared by a number of different
casino operators. The platform is likely to play a key role in monitoring the pattern and
value of play for potential money laundering activities, e.g. chip dumping. The operator
and the platform should have clear policies in respect to respective roles, alerts, enquiries,
and subsequent actions, for AML/CFT.
Variables which affect risk
111.
There are a range of variables which impact upon casinos risk levels. Some or all of these
variables may impact upon the level of casinos risk, and upon the preventative measures necessary to
effectively but proportionately tackle these risks.
•

Whether a casino's business model centres upon either of the following options, or both of them:
(a) Attracting a large number of customers who gamble relatively small amounts of money, or
(b) Attracting a small number of customers who gamble relatively large amounts of money.

•

Speed and volume of business.

•

Types of financial services offered to customers.

•

Types of payment, and payment methods, accepted from customers.
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•

Types of gambling offered e.g. table games, card games, electronic games (live or automated).

•

The nature of the customers – whether they are regular/frequent customers or irregular/occasional
customers.

•

Whether the casino forms part of a bigger organisation owned by the same operator, for example:
(a) Whether the casino operator owns and manages other land-based and/or Internet casinos.
(b) Whether the casino, or its operator, offers different types of gambling, e.g. sports book,
premium players.
(c) For Internet casinos, whether the operator has other web sites.
(d) For land-based casinos, whether the casino is stand-alone or integrated with other leisure
facilities, e.g. a hotel.

•

Whether the casino is wholly based in one country, or has a presence in multiple countries, e.g.
whether a Internet operator's server is in a different country from other parts of it's business.

•

Staffing numbers, turnover rate and experience levels.

•

Type and effectiveness of existing supervision mechanisms (e.g. electronic and/or physical, loyalty
clubs which monitor gaming activities).

112.

Land-based casinos can also vary in the following ways:

•

Size of premises.

•

Customer profile.

•

(a) Whether the majority of customers are regular customers, including members. Or,
(b) Passing trade, including casual tourists or organised casino tours (known as junkets).
Whether the casino is in a town or city centre location, or is more remote.

•

Slot kiosk machines for ticket redemptions and maximum currency thresholds.

•

“VIP” rooms or other facilities designed for high spending customers.

113.
Another important variable is the level of general regulation of the casino, whether this occurs at
a national or state/provincial level. 11 Casinos must be subject to a comprehensive regulatory and
supervisory regime that ensures that they have effectively implemented the necessary AML/CTF measures.
An important aspect of such regulation is to ensure the honesty and integrity of casino staff. Special care
should be taken to ensure that all staff members are aware of their casino's policy and procedures relating
to assisting or facilitating customers to launder money.
114.
Casinos may have commercial arrangements with some other organisations. Operators will want
to ensure that their business partners, and their partners’ staff, are honest and credible, and this will also be
helpful in terms of AML/CFT. Internet casino operators should be clear that ultimately they are responsible
for any compliance failures, although for practical reasons they may need to task other organisations to
ensure day to day compliance.
11

At a minimum: i) casinos should be licensed; ii) competent authorities should take the necessary legal or
regulatory measures to prevent criminals or their associates from holding or being the beneficial owner of a
significant or controlling interest, holding a management function in, or being an operator of a casino; and
iii) competent authorities should ensure that casinos are effectively supervised for compliance with requirements to
combat money laundering and terrorist financing.
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Controls for Higher Risk Situations
115.
Casinos should implement appropriate measures and controls to mitigate the potential money
laundering risk of those situations that are determined to be higher risk as the result of individual
business’s risk-based approach. These measures and controls should include:
•

Increased awareness and monitoring by casinos of higher risk customers and transactions across
each business.

•

Escalation for approval of an accountholder relationship with a higher risk customer.

•

Increase levels of know your customer (KYC) or enhanced due diligence. For instance, enhanced
customer due diligence checks must be undertaken on PEPs. These checks include obtaining
information about the individual PEPs business or status, and their source of income in
accordance with a country’s legal and regulatory requirements. Senior management approval
must also be obtained before a casino can do business with a PEP (see FATF requirements in
Recommendation 6).

Chapter Two: Application of a Risk Based Approach
116.
Casinos adopt different strategies and approaches in the development of risk-based programs
which are tailored to mitigate the money laundering and terrorism finance risks unique to their products,
services, type of customers, and markets. 12 The strategies to manage and mitigate money laundering and
terrorist financing risks in a casino should be designed to identify or prevent the activity from occurring
through a combination of deterrence measures such as:
•

Evaluation of customer and transaction risks.

•

Management of customer accounts 13 .

•

Appropriate CDD measures for customers (e.g. especially for deposit, credit and check cashing).

•

Record keeping to assist criminal investigations.

•

Detection, e.g. monitoring for and reporting of suspicious activity.

12

Casinos operators who also offer non casino facilities may restrict AML/CFT measures to casino
customers.

13

Casinos should consider will constitute misuse of an account, and in what circumstances a customer's
account will be closed.
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Customer Due Diligence
117.
[Casinos should apply CDD to all customers when they engage in financial transactions in a
casino at a particular financial threshold. 14 This threshold applies to either a single transaction, or to
several transactions that appear to be linked. 15 Operators with multiple web sites should apply the
threshold per customer not per website. A threshold approach requires particularly careful policies and
procedures which ensure that the casino knows when customers reach the threshold. In these
circumstances, the casino’s procedures should include procedures to:
•

Identify and verify the identity of each customer.

•

Identify any beneficial owner (i.e. the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a
customer and/or the person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted 16 ), and take
reasonable risk-based measures to verify the identity of any beneficial owner. The measures that
have to be taken to verify the identity of the beneficial owner will vary depending on the risk.

•

Obtain appropriate additional information to understand the customer’s circumstances and
business.]

118.
In many countries, CDD is performed upon entrance to the casino; those casinos should have
mechanisms to be able to link that customer to specific financial transactions that the customer later
engages in above the USD/EUR 3 000 threshold.
119.

Staff monitoring in land-based casinos should cover, in particular:

•

Customer staff ratio, particularly at busy periods.

•

Communication within a casino.

•

Whether or how customers will be advised of the relevant threshold, and about what checks will
need to undertaken if the threshold is reached, e.g. what documents customers will need to be
provide.

120.
Land-based casinos should also consider how and when they will update CDD on regular
customers.
121.
Internet casinos may adopt specific methods of customer’s identification. The FATF
Recommendations recognise that non face to face business relationships or transactions can carry specific
risks. 17 For that reason non face to face business requires alternative or additional compliance methods,
especially in the area of CDD. These methods may rely upon new technologies, including the deposit and
withdrawal methods offered on the website, and checks on the customer’s IP address.

14

The FATF threshold is USD/EUR 3 000.

15

Examples of financial thresholds include the purchase or cashing in of casino chips, tickets or tokens, the
opening of accounts, wire transfers, and currency exchange. Financial transactions do not refer to gambling
transactions that involve only betting casino chips or tokens.

16

This could include, for example, improper use of third parties as described above.

17

Recommendation 8.
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122.
In the majority of cases Internet casinos do not meet their clients, except perhaps their high
spenders. Internet casinos are therefore usually unable to form social relationships with them, or to form
judgements as a result of those relationships. They are also unable to verify customer's physical appearance
against photographic identification documents.
123.
If casinos use software systems to assist with CDD the software should access a range of positive
and negative checks. Although not available in all countries, public source data can be particularly valuable
in identifying PEP’s and individuals subject to various sanctions, as well as identifying associations with
organised crime and/or terrorist financing activities. In addition, casinos may wish to do Internet searches
in an effort to obtain additional information about a customer (see also paragraph 138 below).
124.
If basic database checks are not sufficient, perhaps because of a raised risk level, Internet casinos
can use a variety of other checks: i) traditional checks using customer's personal and official documents; ii)
checks on customers' source of funds; 18 iii) using direct contact via telephone or email, using personal or
electronic means.
Monitoring of Customers and Transactions
125.
Monitoring customers and their gambling is essential to ensure effective application of
AML/CFT policies, procedures, internal controls and automated systems. Casinos are also likely to
undertake monitoring for other reasons, including monitoring their commercial exposure and in relation to
complementary benefits provided to customers, including discount of customer losses, as permitted by
competent authorities.
126.
Monitoring methodologies and processes need to take into account the resources of the casino.
Land-based casinos that have surveillance departments use video recording media and maintain records
that identify customer activity, should also include monitoring for potential suspicious transaction
reporting. For example, a casino may use its surveillance system to assist it in monitoring customers who
are conducting financial transactions which are unusual, suspicious, or potentially criminal in nature.
Casinos may also consider barring customers because of false identification, inadequate identification; or
suspicious transactions. Land-based casinos are able to observe their customers. This personal contact may
assist with AML/CFT, provided staff are trained and remain alert.
127.
The FATF Recommendations require casinos to keep records for five years. Such records must
be sufficient to permit reconstruction of individual transactions (including the amounts and types of
currency involved, if any) so as to provide, if necessary, evidence to criminal activity. Casinos are likely to
keep sufficient records of transactions for other reasons, e.g. marketing and promotions.
128.
With regard to Internet casinos, checks may be made on the location of the computer used when
casino accounts are opened, or during gambling, including IP checks 19 . IP addresses provide information
about the country where the computer being used is located.
129.
It may be helpful to cross reference IP number information about jurisdiction with i) personal
data provided by the player and the data provider by the Internet service provider; ii) the information the
customer provides about their postal address and iii) if payment is made to the casino from a financial
18

Casino operators can obtain full details of a customer’s credit history from a credit reference agency with
the written permission of the customer.

19

Internet Service Providers can elaborate on IP addresses and traffic route.
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institution account, the country where the financial institution account is held, which may be ascertainable
from a BIN check.
130.
Internet casinos are dependent upon IT systems. These IT systems should be adapted to ensure
accurate monitoring of accounts and customers, and to ensure that adequate records are kept and retained.
Decisions may need to be made about the necessary level of details of the transaction records which are
retained. A risk based approach cannot solely rely upon IT, there must also be an element of human
supervision and staff levels should be proportionate to risk levels.
Suspicious Activity Reporting
131.
In order to comply with legal or regulatory requirements casinos need to have systems in place
which ensure that reports are made when required. Where a legal or regulatory requirement mandates the
reporting of suspicious activity once a suspicion has been formed, a report must be made and, therefore, a
risk-based approach for the reporting of suspicious activity under these circumstances is not applicable. A
casino should allocate resources based on its risk assessment, focusing on those areas that present a greater
vulnerability to money laundering and terrorist financing. Effective resource allocation will better assist the
casino in identifying suspicious activity and filing reports. In preparing a STR, casinos are encouraged to
use the most reliable customer records containing verified customer identification information, when
available.
Training and Awareness
132.
Staff must be trained in accordance with their role and level/nature of responsibilities. Examples
of the staff that will need to be trained are i) accounting staff, ii) finance department, iii) fraud management
department, iv) information technology department, v) staff who deal with high spenders, vi) customer
services staff, vii) compliance staff and viii) surveillance staff. For Internet casinos, such training should be
addressed to information technology staff. Individuals who have responsibilities to monitor or approve
transactions in connection with the gambling should receive more comprehensive training.
133.
Applying a risk-based approach to the various methods available for training, however, gives
each casino additional flexibility regarding the frequency, delivery mechanisms and focus of such training.
A casino should review its own workforce and available resources and implement training programmes
that provide appropriate AML/CFT information that is tailored to the appropriate staff responsibility and at
the appropriate levels of detail and frequency.
Chapter Three: Internal controls
134.
When devising internal controls, casinos should consider their overall operation. Senior
management should ensure that their ownership of the AML/CFT issue is visible at the Board or equivalent
level and to all staff and business partners, including acknowledging their personal responsibility to ensure
that there are adequate systems and controls in place. Senior management is in a position to influence the
culture of their organisation, including encouraging a culture of compliance.
135.
Casinos should develop and implement a framework of internal controls (e.g. policies,
procedures and processes) for all operating divisions and departments reasonably designed to safeguard
operations against money laundering and terrorist financing. AML/CFT internal controls should cover all
related activities and programs such as suspicious activity reporting, currency transaction reporting (where
required), customer identification, casino recordkeeping, records retention, and compliance. Internal
controls should also include account opening and documentation procedures, and management
information/monitoring systems adequate to detect and report suspicious activity in a timely manner to
authorities. In addition, internal controls should mitigate the inherent risk of any high-risk account,
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customer, product, or service as well as transactions to or from a high-risk country (e.g. sanctioned
country, non-cooperative nation) that could be misused for money laundering or terrorist financing.
136.
Casinos internal controls should be commensurate with: (a) complexity, organisation, and
relative size of the business; (b) risks posed by the types of gambling and financial services offered as well
as the volume of business; and (c) risks posed by the types of customers and geographical location. These
controls may include:
•

Measures for addressing higher risk customers and their transactions and accounts and ensuring
adequate supervision and training of staff.

•

Use of appropriate automated systems and programs.

•

Establishment of a compliance function.

•

Regular review and update of the risk assessment.

137.
Casinos should conduct independent internal and/or external testing for AML/CFT programs
with a scope and frequency commensurate with the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing they
face, as well as the products and services provided, to determine if casinos procedures are comprehensive
enough to detect suspicious activities. Casinos should take corrective actions once becoming aware of
weakness and deficiencies in their AML/CFT risk-based programs, or any element thereof, that could or
did result in failures to comply with governmental identification, reporting, recordkeeping, and record
retention requirements.
138.

Where available, and where permitted by domestic law, casinos may wish to:
• Subscribe to a national and/or an international reporting agency that provides on-line or
telephonic searching of customer identification, which often can provide historical
information on customers from other subscribing casinos concerning whether: (a) an
individual applied for credit; and (b) a customer has any outstanding casino debts.
• Use public on-line database search engines that do not require a subscription.
• Subscribe to such data mining agencies that document criminal records, employers,
occupations, asset locations, civil actions such as bankruptcies, liens and judgements,
relatives and associates and other relevant information.
• Subscribe to organisations that provide searches from various business, government,
legal, and news sources of documents to check on customers in question as well as
provide customers’ personal information (e.g. name, date of birth, address, place of
birth) from their commercial databases.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1 – SOURCES OF FURTHER INFORMATION

Various sources of information exist that may help governments, casinos in their development of a riskbased approach. Although not an exhaustive list, this section highlights a number of useful web-links that
governments and casinos may wish to draw upon. They provide additional sources of information, and
further assistance might also be obtained from other information sources such AML/CFT assessments.
A. Financial Action Task Force Documents
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body whose purpose is the development
and promotion of national and international policies to combat money laundering and terrorist
financing. Key resources include the 40 Recommendations on Money Laundering and 9 Special
Recommendations on Terrorist Financing, the Methodology for Assessing Compliance with the FATF
Recommendations, the Handbook for Countries and Assessors, methods and trends (typologies) reports
and mutual evaluation reports.

http://www.fatf-gafi.org

B. Other sources of information to help assist countries and casinos risk assessment of countries and
cross-border activities
In determining the levels of risks associated with particular country or cross border activity casinos and
governments may draw on a range of publicly available information sources, these may include reports that
detail observance of international standards and codes, specific risk ratings associated with illicit activity,
corruption surveys and levels of international cooperation. Although not an exhaustive list the following
are commonly utilised:
•

IMF and World Bank Reports on observance of international standards and codes (Financial Sector
Assessment Programme)
o
o
o

•

World Bank reports: http://www1.worldbank.org/finance/html/cntrynew2.html,
International Monetary Fund: http://www.imf.org/external/np/rosc/rosc.asp?sort=topic#RR
Offshore
Financial
Centres
(OFCs)
IMF
staff
assessments
www.imf.org/external/np/ofca/ofca.asp.

Mutual evaluation reports issued by FATF Style Regional Bodies:
1. Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
http://www.apgml.org/documents/default.aspx?DocumentCategoryID=8
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2. Caribbean Financial Action Task Force (CFATF)
http://www.cfatf.org/profiles/profiles.asp
3. The Committee of Experts on the Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering Measures
(MONEYVAL)
http://www.coe.int/moneyval
4. Eurasian Group (EAG)
http://www.eurasiangroup.org/index-7.htm
5. GAFISUD
http://www.gafisud.org/miembros.htm
6. Middle East and North Africa FATF (MENAFATF)
http://www.menafatf.org/TopicList.asp?cType=train
7. The Eastern and South African Anti Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG)
http://www.esaamlg.org/
8. Groupe Inter-gouvernemental d’Action contre le Blanchiment d'Argent (GIABA)
http://www.giabasn.org
•

OECD Sub Group of Country Risk Classification (a list of country of risk classifications published
after each meeting)
http://www.oecd.org/document/49/0,2340,en_2649_34171_1901105_1_1_1_1,00.html

•

International Narcotics Control Strategy Report (published annually by the US State Department)
http://www.state.gov/p/inl/rls/nrcrpt/

•

Egmont Group membership – Coalition of FIU's that participate in regular information exchange and
the sharing of good practice, acceptance as a member of the Egmont Group is based a formal
procedure that countries must go through in order to be acknowledged as meeting the Egmont
definition of an FIU.
http://www.egmontgroup.org/

•

Signatory to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/crime_cicp_signatures_convention.html

•

The Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") of the US Department of the Treasury economic
and trade, Sanctions Programmes
http://www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/programs/index.shtml

•

Consolidated list of persons, groups and entities subject to EU Financial Sanctions
http://ec.europa.eu/comm/external_relations/cfsp/sanctions/list/consol-list.htm

•

UN Security Council Sanctions Committee – Country Status:
http://www.un.org/sc/committees/
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ANNEX 2 – GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY

Beneficial Owner
The natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a customer and/or the person on whose behalf a
transaction is being conducted. It also incorporates those persons who exercise ultimate effective control
over a legal person or arrangement.
Competent authorities
Competent authorities refers to all administrative and law enforcement authorities concerned with
combating money laundering and terrorist financing, including the FIU and supervisors.
Country
All references in the FATF Recommendations and in this Guidance to country or countries apply equally
to territories or jurisdictions.
Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
a. Casinos (which also includes internet casinos).
b. Real estate agents.
c. Dealers in precious metals.
d. Dealers in precious stones.
e. Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants – This refers to sole
practitioners, partners or employed professionals within professional firms. It is not meant to
refer to ‘internal’ professionals that are employees of other types of businesses, nor to
professionals working for government agencies, who may already be subject to measures that
would combat money laundering.
f. Trust and Company Service Providers refers to all persons or businesses that are not covered
elsewhere under these Recommendations, and which as a business, provide any of the following
services to third parties:
• Acting as a formation agent of legal persons.
• Acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a director or secretary of a company, a
partner of a partnership, or a similar position in relation to other legal persons.
• Providing a registered office; business address or accommodation, correspondence or
administrative address for a company, a partnership or any other legal person or
arrangement.
• Acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a trustee of an express trust.
• Acting as (or arranging for another person to act as) a nominee shareholder for another
person.
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FATF Recommendations
Refers to the FATF Forty Recommendations and the FATF Nine Special Recommendations on Terrorist
Financing.
Identification data
Reliable, independent source documents, data or information will be referred to as “identification data”.
Politically Exposed Persons (PEPS)
Individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for
example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military
officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business
relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those
with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in
the foregoing categories.
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ANNEX 3 – MEMBERS OF THE ELECTRONIC ADVISORY GROUP

FATF and FSRB members and observers
FATF: Argentina; Australia; Belgium; Canada; China; European Commission (EC); France; Hong Kong,
China; Italy; Japan; Luxembourg; Netherlands; New Zealand; Portugal; Spain; South Africa; Switzerland;
United Kingdom; United States.
FSRBs: APG - Chinese Taipei, Macao, China; EAG - Azerbaijan; GIABA - Nigeria; MONEYVAL Romania; and OGBS.
Dealers in precious metals and dealers in precious stones industries
Antwerp World Diamond Centre, International Precious Metals Institute, World Jewellery Confederation,
Royal Canadian Mint, Jewellers Vigilance Committee, World Federation of Diamond Bourses, Canadian
Jewellers Association.
Real estate industry
International Consortium of Real Estate Agents, National Association of Estate Agents (UK), the
Association of Swedish Real Estate Agents.
Trust and company service providers industry
The Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners (STEP), the Law Debenture Trust Corporation.
Accountants
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants,
European Federation of Accountants, German Institute of Auditors, Hong Kong Institute of Public
Accountants, Institute of Chartered Accountants of England & Wales.
Casino industry
European Casino Association (ECA), Gibraltar Regulatory Authority, Kyte Consultants (Malta), MGM
Grand Hotel & Casino, Unibet, William Hill plc.
Lawyers and notaries
Allens Arther Robinson, American Bar Association (ABA), American College of Trust and Estate Council,
Consejo General del Notariado (Spain), Council of the Notariats of the European Union, Council of Bars
and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE), International Bar Association (IBA), Law Society of England &
Wales, Law Society of Upper Canada.
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This is Exhibit “3” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

Vander Graaf, Larry P HSD:EX .
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Vander Graaf, Larry P HSD:EX
Wednesday, March 2, 2011 3:33 PM
Kroeker, Robert G SG:EX
RE: Draft Review
Gaming Review LVDG Summary_Draft_v4_25 Feb 2011 (2).docx

Rob,
I have tried to get back to you but I have been extremely busy. Are you saying that this has already gone forward to the
Deputy and possibly the Minister, if so I am not sure whether you want my opinion or not.
However, I have made some notes "for Discussion Only" on the document from my perspective. Should you see a value,
we can discuss.

Confidential No copies elsewhere
Larry

Larry Vander Graaf, Executive Director
Investigations and Regional Operations
Gaming Enforcement
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General

This message is confidential and is intended only for the individual named. It may contain privileged
information. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email. Any unauthorized disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete this e-mail from your system.
From; Kroeker, Robert G SG:EX
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2011 7:48 AM
To: Birge, Sue HSD:EX
Cc: Vander Graaf, Larry P HSD:EX; Van Sleuwen, Terri HSD:EX
Subject: Draft Review

Good morning Sue
Please find attached a copy of the draft review that has gone forward to the Deputy and Minister. It remains
embargoed at this point.. While the report is still in draft form, it is possible the Minister may speak from it.
If you, Larry or Terri would like to discuss any aspects of the review please don't hesitate to get in contact.
I appreciate the assistance all of you extended to me in the completion of this task.
Regards,
Rob
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

21Page

EXECUTNE SUMMARY

In early January 2011, a series of news repmts ran on cash transactions occuning at
gaming facilities in British Columbia. The media stories focused on a number of large
cash transactions involving small denomination Canadian currency, typically $20.00
bills, which occun-ed over the summer of 2010. In the coµfJtof these reports the media
raised questions about how well gaming in the proviµ~iiw~t~rotected from money

i;i(,,i/@JY f));~\J•;,

laundering.

Gaming in British Columbia is operated ah;4Jµanaged by the Britisfo:Q9lumbia Lottery
Corporation. BCLC is a Crown Corporati;:?[tt":if:lrespcm~:H~le for im;faJt~nting and

.•'•.

·:::::t>.

'-'.\?/ ..::::?if~/

managing anti-money laundering)f.)...~~sures at gari'iiij:gJ@ilities throughout the..province.
Gaming is regulated by the Ga~fg~ilJit~Y:JlP.d Enf~~:j~fil~,p.t Branch. The mandate of the
Branch includes oversight ofBCLJ(g;!~9~~~i¥t~~:}U:sludi~;:Ii}t~.n,ti-money laundering

..;;)i!{Iff}mb:>

regime.

In January of
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,.;;:;;}:1:Jl]j!}t;:::]:(:;::::,:•.

~&1in::tlfpubli:{:~1(:;~d
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Gena al ordered a review

of ~tbm~hi~n~~m.ger~:1il#it~~fafifupl.px~d](~p's gaming facilities. The review was
conatti;·d at a

JJfit~.~~ a~al;~~...intend:;Jl~tije~;rmine what anti-money laundering

po;;~:M~}m:actices, a~t~a~t~gi;~i(t~i'.~-.in place. Additionally, the review was to identify
any op~·iiq~hJ~ies to streniih~P the ;1~lfing anti-money laundering regime.

The review :~:~,jt».Gclld its operators, with oversight and guidance from the
Gaming Policy and ~J}MJ~~ent Branch, employ standard and appropriate anti-money
laundering strategies. Notwithstanding the presence of these measures, opportunities to
further strengthen anti-money laundering eff01is were identified.

The review found that there were four specific steps BCLC could take to improve its
anti-money laundering regime.

Confidential Draft - For Discussion Only
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1. BCLC, in consultation with GPEB, should revise its buy-in/cash-out policy to
allow for cash-outs to be paid by cheque, where cash-out cheques clearly and
unequivocally indicate that the funds are not from gaming winnings. This
change will create an audit trail available to enforcement where one presently
does not exist, and will have the added benefit of en,l;J,1;1ncing patron safety.

I cannot agree with this recommendation if ithi~~i~'s that a person can come
into the gaming facility with 100K in $2n;dijf~Wfl:bms or even $100 dollar bil1s
gamble and loose $1K and get a cheqtie}J:~;::~9~·-•;:fi~::foave the casino. These

cheques stamped as "No Win" cafr~~jj"~. placed in;:.t~t\,.financial institute
or account anywhere in the wo1:1m;~i5\gree there is an au~i;·mihlil to minimize
criminals from saying the funds ar;::i~iliblineA~ifanings. It ;J:~fit>also assist

investigators in identiffii{~;;~mnexplain::a:1tilt~e" but the Casi~;~:; would be
greatly assisting money Wfl:h~i~i~~;:by:.conver;iim::<!nSh to a convenient
transferrable::negotiable in-~W;itme~~~::;:j~::fealize s~:~~~i:forcign jurisdictions do

~f~~f~~hne but .:~:~~UvJi~tf::i:M~~diat~::;i::gulatory scrutiny on

1

give cheqt~,~~::

site vet ~m~tduriscli~i~~:ns give

:fa~ir~~

and d~ -~~;~ have concerns about

JP:Oll~}'. ,laun~~~1t~hg_ a.t:i~~i~Fllo~veve~;:wiis_ a

f:f:!1iitf11:i:[litJifa::tt[ll:;:;.,·•::::i:[l:!1[[f:!1:;;;;;::;.,

Policy decision not an enforcement

.•,•,::::::::::[:::1[:::::}1;:::~::::::<b

·-::~faJ3CLC should"~4-9pt trairi}ng and corporate policy that ensures gaming staff do
·-::::\{~t,graw conch:'~M#.$. abo-~hS~.:.t:lltimate origin of funds based solely on the
i~!lf(_ij9{1tion of a

J~i~9n

and

~i~ or her pattern of play.

Training and business

practi~!fifon1ld re~:Jl{\n gaming staff having a clear understanding that the duty
to diligentii~i!Si:µt{B~~; all buy-ins for suspicious transactions applies whether or
not a patron is ·-~~~~idered to be known to BCLC or the facility operator.
Agree......

3. BCLC holds the view that gaming losses on the part of a patron provide evidence
that the patron is not involved in money laundering or other related criminal
activity. This interpretation of money laundering is not consistent with that of
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law enforcement or regulatory authorities. BCLC should align its corporate view
and staff training on what constitutes money laundering with that of enforcement
agencies and the provisions of the relevant statutes.
Agree......

4. Gaming is almost entirely a cash business in BC. This presents opportlmities for
organized crime and creates significant safety risksJo.r patrons. Transition from
cash transactions to electronic funds transfer ~mit:~:l[lf:~ngthen the anti-money
laundering regime and patron safety. BCLQdh]!Jth;mltation with GPEB, should
take the steps necessary to develop el~9Jt9~f;und·;\fio:l?,fer systems that
maximize service delive1y, create .mit,Jfi~g opportuni~rn~~\tw:i are compliant

·:-;{f;]:\\:,

with anti-money laundering requiiJh{~~ts.

Agree Player Gaming Fund Accom~l~:~j'.fo pla~:~~:}Plavers sh~'Jf&:he
directed/encouraged tJ:~~~~:~:~the.PGF

Ac~:J~li~fj:h~ suspicious cun~:~y

(~g:&;~~:~if'{i::S2.0 bills):,:~dlve incentives.

transactions over $20k.

Encourage

w,}d~,~

the player (LCT:PJaver) to•::t~~::th~·-::~mt,~md th~M~hnsfer the funds to the
PGF

Ac~[~;;pvw i,:;

4

¾fhl\i11¥c; '

This also ·elimhrntes 1>laver safetv' istues in carrying large amounts of cash,
0

an··;:f~ilit.tr~W~ndJs. an AMihnechanism

provides
.;:::::::~:;:;:;:;:;:;~::;:;:};;:~;;:;.:,,.

·•:::;:::;:::;;;:::;.~~>·

t

•• •:•;:~:.\{;::::;., •

'r~:.:;~::;\

Th<?/~yieW..ideriHt;jJq_pppoffyfoties avail~~}~J9 the Gaming Policy and Enforcement
B1::~J~t::to strength;J{tu\wer~I~ht)'ple. Th;}'i11owing actions would move the Branch
furth;;\Hfp:JJ:le realm o/Sf~f~igh/ffaitpractices.

I.

Ad:;:,wrJ\~,perspJte that ;;:ensing, audit and enforcement/investigations lie
on a comp~i:~ht~tititf~uum and making sure the Branch strncture, including
reporting relati;~:~ps, suppo1ts this approach.

2. Developing an annual unified licensing, audit and investigations plan which sets
out and coordinates compliance objectives and priorities for each year.
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3. Formally involving the police agencies of jurisdiction, including those with
specific anti-money laundering and organized crime mandates, in annual
enforcement objective and priority setting planning.

4. Establishing more formal contacts and relationships with govemance and
enforcement agencies and associations in jurisdictions with large, long standing,

The rev~:::,i:::~~:::~ at ahlgh level. More det~l/jf1!::mation on the
effectiveness of the anti-money laundering regi_@~\[ :tiac~\ishi4 be useful in terms of
improving gaming integrity going forwarq(:[§;:Af;~.e fully and ;284'.fM~ly judge the ongoing and future potential risk of money i:wa.1:xring and associated'~Am.,nal activities to
··~;;;:;~;;;;::,

,,::;;;~:-,

gaming, the province should con~iper the follow{fo~J~:tiJ6fHatives.

<lij:l/;i!~'.::::::;i!li:::::::;:;.,
1

1.

·•:: :\:li)l l:li~~~~:~.

·•:;:::;:?:~~

·•:\f\::,

·•: : ;: •·

Establishing a standing Seti@r_,Of:fW~t~irommiff{~;w1 Gaming Integrity chaired

~fth~.

by GPEB wit}l;:pru:1i~ipation
he~~{J~~~-Ytjye l~zyJLfi:9m BCLC and key
../:;} :;:'.:;:;:;;;:;:;:;::\ ::,:.
·•:::::;;},.
,,;:;:;:;:}:};;:}::(;,,,,
·•::;;;:f
justice org~ijizati6:hs{tt4.e mandat~):{.t.hffomhl1ft~~;:);VOUld be to ensure
appropri:iiffu~.asures

Ji~h~ in plac::l@!~l~~ect ga~~:rfrom serious criminal

.f:~ifft!;... ·. *iff~\@ifff'iw;;,fiti% . . '{!tt

..;:::?{D'ff i-lrig'tlfo:$,year·1nfograted Illeg:H. Gahiing
:\::[[!:!:~;;:Enforcem~~ft:~am

{it4kn the i~:;~~~fof BCLC CEO being on the oversight

·•::\~:6ard surface~:::~::itnmb;,;~~~~f:1:times as a potential conflict of interest. It might
b~:::~~i.t:uent to elin~rn:~te this ·;:rception of Conflict of Interest by not having
the c~b~~:ij(:LC ou:i)i~~ Senior Officials Committee. The ADM GPEB, being
the regul~~:~:@i:o~~fn~ht of BCLC could advise the BCLC CEO of pertinent
conduct and 1~~:~:i~ge issues. It would also allow the ADM GPEB the latitude
to independently request Ministerial Directives towards BCLC, if necessarv.
The public could then be t·eassured of independence, if that is appropriate.
As this is generally an enforcement of criminal matters (criminal activity), I
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believe/suggest that the chair would more appropriately be the ADM Police
Services.

Creating a cross agency Task Force to investigate and gather intelligence on
suspicious activities and transactions at BC gaming facilities. The Task Force
would rep01t out to the Senior Officials Committee on Gaming Integrity on the
types and magnitude of any criminal activity it fou~.4,;pccurring in relation to

:lffit)IJ>

gaming facilities in BC.

I do not believe that the CEO BCLC or nc:d:1ti!;aorporate Security can be

part of a law enforcement task force,Jf::~~~~~r~s wi~~ills.:being suggested.
IIGET surfaced that issue on occa~ii~t;:..It is believ::Plirat.there are

competing interests and it could.:bi~l[~::conflict of interest ·~:;J}6:~tceived as a

conflict of interest. I would suggest'.~~~))'ing iffi~~n and ind;J~~:dent to
avoid unneccssa1y coni~~~;i;sv. Policy

d:;:~iH:6~C

:::::

2. Engaging an independent i~;fu:'.;mr~*R~~tise i~::~&{(~µ1.oney laundering strategies
and compliatws?Ji;t.q~mduct cJffiklia~~~?gf:f~~Uyen~·!tf~n9. best practices review
of the ant.iffo~J~f}hi{tj\l.~ring

i ndust1y.··\\};)\::..

~~,}µ,r~~;:~~~~j~~iPiP..%9.1~;;}:g BC's gaming

·•:'.'.!Il~l:i:.. .

.'<(l!l!ill::::/

•e

:::?/

IPSA.did this .bii'foreJfo/coutrnct witli::B.CLC.
·•::::::i:l:~:::illll::;;::.. ····.·:::::::;;j]:!l:)ii::i:::::it::::::;</t:

·; k

·-;;{f•'
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1.

BACKGROUND

Gaming in BC is regulated under the provincial Gaming Control Act (GCA), which was
introduced in 2002, and the Criminal Code ofCanada. The Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is an office of government established under the GCA.
GPEB's mandate is to regulate and provide oversight of g~fa1g in the province. Its
responsibilities include ensuring the integrity of gami:qg]'.ttif;;ors, staff, and equipment,
generally through the development of gaming poli_sfiii{VijJ:~s monitoring BCLC and
investigating regulatory and criminal offenceit~i~~i{~ed to:"~\~mtng facilities.
Additionally, GPEB is accountable for m~rj'.~~:@f~rants derive~·::~@fti.:;gaming funds, and

~~:::::~:,:::~:::.Jl\tWg'(A:~:)::!!tf,:~: oth& ~:~~:;~!rorect
gaming from organized crime pri.J~fl.J;;:miit4gq,}ts au~1l%{qjnvestigative functions.
Licensing operation.~:-~t::QJ?.E.P also ;;8Y:t4e p:~:J~#ji(i.YY. a~J1{'.•-~~ctive measures.

I

am not sure th~if~/~1~=
~:';fJ~~)h~longs i~:;~i~ke ~~:f6~~~~~~J~~:gro:~.

The

~l:i{ifil);~flr; ;~,i~1,ir;Jj$~\~~?~Si11 is inco::orated as •Crown

Cq,rp~WHfon und6i()h~}3CA\Jt~. mandafliffo;ptfbehalf of the Government of BC,
co.Jdi{ct.manage ~X:s~~t~te ·;iff~#~s, casin;::;~ing, community gaming, and more
recen~i}}~i,~S'..tJ:onic gaml:J~\?-ffered\;fc~r the internet. The directors and chair of BCLC
are appoi~;;mlj}J~e Lieut~~~t~ Gove1:~or in Council. The corporation's mission is to
deliver a playe/h%t~~d, hiiM4uality, profitable gaming experience in a socially
responsible manne~'.:{{!'.Gfl.:tr;ublicly commits to building and maintaining public trust
•,:'.::::;,·

through the values of integrity, social responsibility and respect.

Gaming services at casinos are delivered on behalf of BCLC by gaming operators under
contract. BCLC bears the responsibility for implementing and managing AML strategies
at gaming facilities. This includes responsibility for repmting requirements under the
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GCA and the federal Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing

Act.

2.

EMERGING CONCERNS

In early January 2011, CBC ran a series of news stori~~::•b:ii~~~ transactions at BC
gaming facilities. The stories focused on a numb~{~t\~i]~~/~~sh transactions involving
small denomination Canadian cunency, typic_~.IJ&ti1K~o b~d~%r:ntch OCCU11'ed over the
summer of 2010. While the stories acknow.i.~'.41~:~ that BCLC w;fl~~~Jing all reporting
requirements, questions still arose in the ;~:dii::ro;ound th~J}dequac/JH~:ML eff011s, and

other measures, intended to prot~~t.BC gamin;r;i~U.i.H~$]ifi&fu criminal ~Ji~✓}Jy.

Ultimately the Minister responsMii}•tB.CLC and-;ctiaK'ordered a review ~i'the AML
strategies employed at BC's gami:~:[f~:;1IMJt:::::::...

·-::qt}>>-

Aily'i@f{iji};,
3.

.:::::t\I~I.U/tf?t::::..

-:•>>:-~•

Tl)fpµ"fpose of tlfof~Yi~w iff9.):},yvelop advrn~Jo.the Minister on specific issues related
to

i~¾~g

integrity ~~'\h~j:m·o~l;fa~/\:-..

·.:-::-·

The M:~~la~Mted th::!,\'iew:::ndertaken of the measures, predominantly
focusing on an~'i'Jt~h~Y l~ia~fring procedures, employed by BCLC and GPEB and
aimed at protecting ·;imm~{f~cilities
from organized criminal activity. The review was
......
,

conducted at a high level and was intended to dete1mine what policies, practices, and
strategies were in place. From there any opportunities for improvement were to be
identified. The scope of the review did not include an in-depth analysis of the extent to
which existing policies and procedures were adhered to by BCLC or GPEB, or the
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robustness of GPEB's monitoring of BCLC's effo1ts aimed at preventing criminal
activity at gaming facilities.

4.

METHOD

Interviews were conducted with selected executive memb::l~j)::~d staff at BCLC.

Jiw:lw!J.~ reviewed.

Documentation provided by BCLC germane to th~:t~f

Interviews

were conducted with senior government offict~~{f,~'.J; GP~:ifiti?h1ding those with
overall responsibility for audit, investigati•A~~i[h~ policy.

Do~Jl#,~:t:i,t,ation provided by

:~~:~::~::::v:e tour was J{i~~~ft::j:;::~1tC:)fucilicy:,,:~=,:inc!udOO
lw: j~~iftRl!f!i=g f:Jlt~lt;:~IJrtt~i;: !I;,
an oppo1tunity to discuss anti-mo~6'y)~~rld6img,,efforts/t$vmliance, and business

impacts wiili

Senior members ~fth~JlCMPl~$ponsible 'rJi%westigations involving money
launde!Jpgq~gp_rist ~J[tj'.9!p.g{~M&~t4.~rJinaJ~{~t_crimes were interviewed.

A senior

mqn(~ittt~irfaiidfij9,i~l :iiij::;~pe1ti~:;:Tii\ifon;1tkundering and organized crime
in~~lifawtions was i:faf&i~~vect?X~t9.fficial

i~'.i~ FINTRAC was interviewed. An

indep~·j:J~it~onsultant Jfht:~xpe~fai}t). anti-money laundering compliance and forensic
auditing i~::bg(l'tJte Canad:~ijl~nd inte:'.~ational financial services sectors was
'-~:;::::::;~~

interviewed.

:~::~:.::::;

·•:::;::;i\,.
./t{J
·-::::;1i::it:::lfi!j~[i~1~~::f:::::··

Literature on anti-money laundering strategies was reviewed as were the proceedings
from a recent Canadian symposium on money laundering. Relatively recent reports
prepared by the Ombudsman and Deloitte & Touche LLP on the BC lottery system were
reviewed.
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Recent media rep01ts on large cash transactions at BC gaming facilities were reviewed.

5.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

ft:g

::::interviewed at BCLC were clearly concerm;~,r

services were delivernd

in a manner that ensured and protected the int.~gab>lr gam1Jilliv:Jp.e province. This
review was met with an approach on the p,~jf:~:fh.~ LC that was''JJtntJ?.elpful and
straightforward.

It was evident that BC~·8{fug,~rstands it~. mandat;\Jl~gard to the

delivery and management of garµi,ng. Moreo;~t\~CJ.,_g:{~Jtny aware olfti}t
responsibility to make sure garu'iB~!fj:~::~~Hyered in -~::fil'-er that is complian~:-~ith antimoney laundering requirements a~&:(:*;J~i;iiktm;ipriateliit:~Jm1ces gaming revenue
objectives with str~r~gtMJR:riinimi~:tlj~,,ris~-:~:tii:foi~n~l

tft:iflli!:}::::::•:•:-:;::::::::{:11[:1:;::::,

~~ii{L!y at gaming facilities.

·•;:l::::~11:1t1i[i[ijl i:i!l:~i:?:•··:;:;:;:{:::tl\i[:j}

·-:-;-·

BCLC and its ope1'afor:~..employ;@andard ari'c_l}ijppropriate anti-money laundering
strategt~~-:?Wh~~t me:im:~t!n:ifuat~fuppgst

'Ji~;,r,things:

<tii[:"::::::!:~ij:~,Ji·w1:::!:!!frt::ng gamillg

services;

·-:::S(}pqlicies and ;i&!~:~_dure'2a~t1ing with identifying and knowing a client;
·-:\i~~Rjpg all pia/'.ih~t falls :thin rep011ing requirements;
seg·;;~~th1g anc;l:iJ~{irying gaming wins from the cash-out of funds brought
into a g:i~t[}~@Kity to buy-in;
-

policies prohibiting customers from exchanging small denomination bills for
large denomination bills;

It should be noted that this policy is continuously not complied with by
Service Providers
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-

prohibiting the movement of gaming chips between players and gaming
' facilities;
BCLC does not have written policy on chip passing

-

issuing cheques only in relation to verified gaming wins; and,

It is not effective and it is very difficult to ensure "verified win" but it is a
-

:e:::ng large or suspicious cash transacticw~lj:;:~))j/t!}

!~:!

1

While BCLC has standard anti-money launder/!fil,i !
to further strengthen current effo1ts,

Playe,· Buy-ins

AA

AgretiNfi~j~
]j:f:iV

'jijijiJ~ce, opportunities exist

·-:::::f:;~~;::h.

''iifj,1,t;~i:f k;@'"

rI

t,

Where a player buys-in with a lafgf6,4mper of smaW~;l.~pomination bills (usually $20.00
bills), BCLC policy dictates that ;Jii::it1il\vUl.J:,e in

~~~{~~me denominations.

For

example, a player b~yiµ,g,:jp, with $1,d~rjQ.Q i~:Jiti(pP.:,qH]s, ·;j~itPJaying and losing
$2,000, would

l't';q~it~j:ii;&dg}n, $20.o~{tfo~.w.t~Jiilrni!gi:9.µ/::/:~his policy is intended

to prevent the pl;{'~~-P-t of p:'.:d~~_eds of c:I¾~;ih~~ the le~i:~i~ate economy. This policy
does eff~.~tiY~iy inhi~M~h~::P!~~hl~fitqf ilie;:fflhwte funds through gaming facilities.

Unf6k~Mii:f,~W[:::ftHs:vol~~yi:t:i-~h~·t·~-~~i{~tia::to.~}~:i:iie Service Provider in its cntiretv.
NJw:~w6mpliancc ~;::§~iwice-.W~®~iders to ~:~tfrolicy does not meet with effective
dete~-:'.:ij~~~(\..
·-:?{~}:it ·:<{~~jlJ::A change iifp:§!t~Y that alk>}Y~\BCLC to cash-out a patron with a cheque that clearly and

unequivocan;\a~:hu~es

ru.d~~\is not being winnings would have two primary advantages

over the current p;iiBYtii~ltrwhen a cash-out cheque from BCLC is negotiated it will
give any subsequent i~;l~~~gator an audit trail to follow that is not cmrnntly available
under the existing policy. Second, cheque issuance will reduce the security risks and
vulnerabilities associated with clients leaving a casino with large sums of cash. Clearly
marking cheques "not gaming winnings" will thwatt any future attempts to claim the
funds were derived from legal gaming activity.
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While this policy change could potentially allow a money launderer to place funds in

the legitimate economy the subsequent audit trail and reduction in risks associated with
carrying large amounts of cash, provide benefits that outweigh the negative aspects of
allowing the placement.

I have been classified and testified as a Money Laundering expert in a number of
countries and in the Supreme Court of BC and Oue.eii~!:~~nch in Manitoba and I
have difficulty agreeing with this logic. As previo't~~Kr:~:~Med,

I cannot agree with this recommenclati~~::ILt n:;:~h:§'.:tbat a person can come
into the gaming facility with 100.KAm~~~ dollar bill~:'.:J~:;~ven $100 dollar bills
gamble and loose $1K and get ~<;~h~~'.~J1e for 99K ancl lea~;iffhe.casiuo. These
cheques stamped as "No. \Vin" can ·~}ffobe. pla~~Zi:::into any fi::~ii~ial institute
or account anywhere i~W~i;~:,v,orld.

Ag;~~Mi~~~~·is an audit trail ,;~;,minimize

criminals from saying tl~~~if~;~~:~::iiti'},gambH~:~:;~~innings. It could also assist
investigators.Ju::idcntifyin~\~tinex;i:~M:~a::Jnco1~:~~~::hut the Casinos would be

greatly asit~~~~~\~~:~kev laull(i~~1:::bY:•~ci:~~:~~~~~kg::cas~:::f~ a convenient
transfe;;~:6}~,negoti~6t~ instrm:~:~~m(;atron s~i~~ is always a concern and
the.Plaver J~ffiing ..F[~i~VAc.count ii~~fhugh the banking svstem is fool proof

:iJ~~!tt¥~iMaii1tfoal s~i~iw,~~·;~~:@~llV::A~E, if administered properly. 1t

<t:~~[f:;;;;cannot ge~<'.J:h~1lwtt~·;:?:aowever,·~:~:::i'.~.eviously stated this is a Policy decision
'<;<r~'.<l}his is onl;::;~M\i::(Div~~M~:}:opiuion.

r,~l,;, .,.

'"Wf~'fift(if
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Reporting Obligations
BCLC takes the position that a patron is known to it where picture identification has been
produced, the patron has stated an occupation in general terms, and the patron has an
established pattern of play at a BC gaming facility.

Where a patron meets these criteria,

BCLC concludes that any cash used by the patron to buy-in at a gaming facility is
legitimate and not criminally tainted. BCLC has a statutory duty to be curious about

cash transactions and to report large or suspicious tra:ri~:~~iions. Vigilance in needed
especially in regard to transactions involving large,,;v:S{i{~i:Qf small denomination bills.
BCLC's obligation is primarily a duty to repo~1,;::~:iii~~;: re~-J~~fing obligations do not

extend to a duty to investigate and confirfi{m~::~xact prove~~~~e:of cash used to
buy-in. Detailed inquiries and investigatidM,thw the legitip:1ate or itW~~#wate source of
cash appropriately fall to the vari9us enforce;~iti!lnd x~th~tory auth01:mrt>:-.

Allowing BCLC and the Servf~:~i~~:f:ovicler the

l;~m~a:r;o be inst curious:-;;nd only

have an obligation to report is sJih~;~ji~t:~:s:urprisin;;t fato not believe that will be
acceptable to publiq)~~;~AJ?tion. I ·:h~~,;~ve~:;:rn~~::p~o,wn··gg~~l~:oratious obligations

should be to ahig~~iJ;~rnw;~~:l'd, Shou.iMht a::C~twJ::&Krp.or~~:ion at least have the
same obligation:::~W~::corpo1··;{~~J1igh ro~~l]~~~f~~nks.
·-·:·:r;:;:;:;;;..

,;:?::~t.: .
•

·-:•::::;:;-·

··::::::::\

Alternatel:v,:•llllClet· thiN~gicfli:Wo:ttld;~uggesf:that it mav be prudent to have the
regui~M~l~f~:~ih:~kon si·;:~~~;~'.~~~fihe g~~m~~::f1tcili&hike the OPP in Ontario. This has
b:~h:[:~~ggestccl

pl:~J:t6~~slv ~::~a~:i~as not l~~}~Cith negative push back. 1t would mean

addi;]ji~Lr.esources t~\ijiis.Divi;IJkbut it would fulfill this and a number of other
needs. TJ~~:~n[igulator wo:~{ij:):be im~=~~iatelv be alerted to the situation and make

additional o~<~:it~f~m1uir~f¥li~~ to the origin of the cash, the identity and background
of the individual. ··,m~~ifrJMion) It should also be realized that the Investigation
and Regional Ouerat~-~~~- Division has immediate access to police data bases.
Alternately the police could be immediately alertecl/callecl.

Drawing the conclusion that a large cash transaction involves funds from legitimate
sources based only upon patron identification and playing history is not consistent with
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best anti-money laundering practices. Conclusions and statements as to the ultimate
legitimacy of cash should only be made where there is detailed, independent information
verifying the source of the funds and should only be made by the enforcement agencies
with a mandate to conduct these types of inquiries. BCLC's AML effo11s would be
improved by ensuring gaming staff do not draw conclusions about the ultimate origin of
funds based solely on the identification of a patron and his 9ther pattern of play.
Training and business practices should result in gamingJt~ttlaving a clear
understanding that the duty to diligently scrutinize

.~li'::B~Y8i~$ for suspicious transactions

applies whether or not a patron is considered t9Jt~'.tffi~:W ·~i::tt?.J.s-C or the facility

;:::::dent Regulator on site... ? ,zf!'.'.V
·•::?:}:;:.

.-'.fjf)

\)[(\@;;,fa

1;~!\f:' h, '"'.i~~w~rw

Gaming Losses

·•::/:\.

tf:;

BCLC holds the view that gaming W~~el8frih.y.part ;?~:$.~!r.pn provide evidence that the
patron is not involve4Jn::P.;Nney lau~d~}Jµg ~/J{h~tt~Jate~(8fHnt1;1al activity. BCLC's
1

rationale is that w.~¥I!~:t:~fif~i}:::puts sigJ~kQM(£4JJ~iifa)~lq~'.~~gh gaming and loses,
the loss demons~;:j{~~Jp.e pati~dfi'.\vas not
·-::::\::::::::.,

<,;:}:;;·. ,_. '

~J~;~~:d· in laund;:iI~g because the patron did
\;{}:;.,

not achi~y.~Jtf!.p.anciarg~In. p(tft~!P,.)l;:$.ignific~nt po11ion of his or her initial buy-in.
T~Is::~~:;wtiifaW~t::~:~~idift~;;;ii.:;~J11\lt1:t0.~inhan the definition of laundering found
in tlif(;;riminal Cade•::;;ip;gjs noH:i'.i,)t~cord with.the opinion of police or regulators as to
what ·ibJ$ii{µtes mone/ii4rt4eri~;}:l&1.9reover, this view does not recognize the inherent
value, in;:~t~tixe of outc;M~;. of ga~l~g services to a gambler. BCLC's AML practices
would be stre~~a~JJ.~9 by ~(~:~ing its corporate view and staff training on what
constitutes money\IJh~iflit~ith that of enforcement agencies and the provisions of the
'<:'.\}t'

relevant statutes.

Electronic Funds Transfer
At present, gaming is almost entirely a cash business in BC. This presents opportunities
for organized crime and creates significant safety risks for patrons travelling to and from
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gaming facilities with large sums of money. Transition from cash transactions to
electronic funds transfer (EFT) would present the opportunity to improve both antimoney laundering efforts and patron safety. Implementation of EFT, however, presents
challenges for both BCLC and GPEB.

In 2010 BCLC, in consultation with GPEB, introduced the g~tron Gaming Fund Account
program which allows players to transfer funds from aGi#.~&i~n banking institution to a
gaming account for play at a gaming facility.

Very:::f4;J}ffei~xers have chosen to establish

accounts. Of the accounts set up, many are do~·.aj~;rg;··hav~::lt~y~l been used. BCLC
believes that the combination of a cumber~p~J}Jt~lication pro~:ifi}:;9.yerly strict account
controls, and a perceived desire for a hig~:IJ~ir~e of priva~y amon·; ;tifilgrer stakes
gamblers have created barriers t:~/f~.~ing to

ift(}J\i:JI:};if·

,,::::!fit)j)/}·

I have recently given my opinion::o'ti:Jhe BCLC :ifrtMservice Provider
Recommendations to continue ;.ttiiali~i'ccount. {•;~!~tfave that this mechanism can

friendlv
but it must be en~:JMi~i:~m~tid on oc:~~ions::aimh';itJ:~~tto. b·~:::~ norm and effective.
be a very effective AMbmcchanisJ~~[~~llS\l'~:~:Wiiblic saf~w:~tid is audit trail

While EFT pres;Jt[)mportu~{~ii~ to stre~;th~#:::;nti-mon~/I~undering efforts, it can also
1

create ll).J.?})~Y:J~und~~fag:y,µJµ~;;~hnm~~.if a;~{tpxiate account controls are not put in
1

pla~itHvftW~t@i~pp~·pp1:t~Mti;tr~·i2lW~t~G~si¥t provides a better level of protection
thJ~i:.~i~p. transactii~t:I!ww1~::~it•.w1t cont~'.~tf:re necessary to protect the integrity of
gami~;}i(t?:,.not possibtl{~;::s?m;i~it~r::fliminate any chance of money laundering and
associated-:df1i$jpal activit;1:}r,1e estab'iishment of EFT processes should be approached
from a risk ba;~mtr,~J)lewor,li:t~here risk is effectively managed, but beyond that as much
flexibility as possi~rni$:{~t~f6~d
to make sme the service is useful and marketable to
•,-•:;.-•'.1,,.,,,'~'
•,:,;.,•

patrons.

I believe that we are doing that at the present time. Again, we provide area
expertise to Policv.
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A reassessment of the Patron Gaming Fund Account program from a risk based context
by BCLC and GPEB may be warranted. This work would benefit from independent
advice from an expe1t from within the financial services sector where there is extensive
experience and expe1tise in developing EFT processes that maximize service delivery
and marketing objectives, but that are also fully AML compliant.

GPEB

informed approach to gaming integrity in

:tiifi2wating in !pis revie::)if[t~Y have a

strong understanding of their rol~J and respo~-~fohwe~:-~Ji~~~ulator, but 1fiht::~ame time
remain well attuned to the goalsi~fi~)~Jyxests of t~!:tttaJ~;~y and stakeholde:;~:~ GPEB's
approach to this review was open::~~:4;}J{iY:i99.9perati;;::\l}t,J)~y brought a number of
suggestions forward .C:l.Q.9_:,~b,.9wed a k:ik:9.o ~hm;n.UP i~Jf;By,Jpg gaming integrity on a

continuing

basi5,~\;r;;i:•M(\j1~.. '\~{ jf;'. /)f it[;. w

A numb~rc9J.qrganizafiQh~J .®:c:l}pgJi~)'.\~hangefM GPEB have been implemented since
20Q7JBil~~iiA~i\8Jhe r:Edifigit~;:-~:§~Bw.b.~:d~hlan and an audit conducted by Deloitte
& {tat~µe on the r;;ittisme1;::{;~f~w.s. ~~N!l1iese reports focused on lotteries, as

oppo;~:ait•::.<;~sino oper;t~~#:$, th~;:~f::Why changes that benefited all of GPEB 's operations
and impr~j~Jig~);lling intei~lli~: gener;~{~. Notwithstanding these improvements, there

are areas whe;;::Nhvyr gainl:~ln be made.

'-'.;<:::::}:::/{:ff;:•
There is a strong sens:::if~::vestigative independence on the patt of the Investigations
Division within GPEB. This helps to maintain the required degree of separation between
policy and enforcement functions in the Branch. Having said this, the Investigative
Division's perspective on independence may be overly broad. The Investigative Division
limits its involvement in Branch corporate functions such as strategic planning and
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the setting of annual business objectives for fear that participation in these activities may
unduly influence its' enforcement role. We do not "fear'' but are cognizant of
individual potential conflicts. We also have legal obligations ::ts SPConstables in
relation to Criminal Intelligence that must be keep independent and confidential.
"limit its involvement in Branch Corporate functions" is not true.

I am not quite sure where this is coming from but the Investigation Division (and I
believe the Audit Division, however, I will not speak:f6:f;imcm) always participates
in all Branch planning sessions and provides area)~~B:~~tise and recommendations
to the policy makers of the Branch on a numb~:~[~:fJten;~rn~htent issues and strategic
directions. We do not create policy. We;i~~j~~'.i:~ie subject ex·ri~i~tlse, we investigate
and enforce. Often policv disagrees wit~[:[fi~,.rccommcndations -~~:~i}tipinions and on
occasion they do not like and soJnetimes th;~~ii(h,not<~~~fit,s for our ~:Jfat.on. Thev
seem to have difficultv unclers:i~i~Jing enforce1~:~ ~f~:t~~:~es, the prosecut~;::~ole,
evidence and the independent i~~~~:~.~li~~l\fo::~u1tho1·i~::J~1egated by the GM under
the authoritv of the .GGA.and SP~::::ltowe~:~:Mti~:conti~~J~::f.o~clarifv and participate.

I have made cngill~f~'.f,Wmf:;h.tbcr Di;t:~t~n~:~:~J:~:it~;u~n::un~i:~:~:stand our role and

:~~:; ;~i~1l~: :o;: i/!~1~!!:~fff[: •~··;~d
1

its

.: :~y

to p1~vent, ctct~t and

1

re~b~h4...to money'i1jJa:~#n~::~g~~~r.ns ma/hJ;:i urther optimized by the following:

.•'.:: ~~iliI~~~\: .
5.

'<::i~~iI}::;:.

·•: ~:~ill{~~:::..

~!Jt

1

iihg the pers;~Jftve tha~::ii:ensing, audit and enforcement/investigations lie

on a c~ihBh@ce co.dfihhum and making sure the Branch structure, including

~w:J{ suppmts this approach.

repmting r:fa}~?f

I really do not -~~:derstand the licensing role.
6. Strengthening gaming oversight by developing an annual unified licensing, audit
and investigations plan which sets out and coordinates compliance objectives and
priorities for that year.
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7. Fo1mally involving the police agencies of jurisdiction, including those with
specific anti-money laundering and organized crime mandates, in annual
enforcement objective and priority setting planning.

GPEB is a member of the Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gaming, the Canadian
Association of Gaming Regulators, and the N01th America~J:~orse Racing Association.
GPEB's AML efforts would benefit and be strengthen~stim~bgh more extensive and
fo1mal contact with gaming regulatory, enforcemen.d~J.aii~y~mance bodies from other
jurisdictions, especially those from outside of Q.?,.Q;~f~it~ldiik:~tanding gaming
industries. The establishment of formal c.9,6f~iit"~·elationship~,:l6a;:p,a,rtnerships with
governance and enforcement agencies in j'Wi;~J9tions wit~ large g;~mg;.i,p.dustries would
be of particular benefit in keepingjnfo1med o7a@.y~\9P.l6i::ifands and b;Jli~i:~J~.tices.
We do but I agree the Investii~i~fari::'aucl Regio~:~i::(ifh~;ations Division

~~~~:st be more

involved nationally and intema~rg:h;Hy:!:6fi/enforcc1~~:~~~it::issues on a continuous basis.

POLICE

at

<ii~~~ r:;im~!l,

~1#1il?:g facilitie~~?fh¼t§~ig;~r8#:;9f mone./fatndering offences is primarily a federal

respo~}rnfi.Hy falling to .ih(!B,~Mi/f{'.qs~eds of Crime sections; whereas gaming
operation~:}Jfopyersight a~l}kprovin~i;l mandate. Additionally, criminal activity not
directly relate~tf8;!fugney

l~{j~~ering falls within the mandate of both GPEB and the

police agency of j~::llawiitW,here a gaming facility is located. GPEB's authority and
mandate to investigate··itr~inal offences is more limited than that of police agencies. For
instance, GPEB does not have the authorities required to conduct investigations that
necessitate the canying of firea1ms, require surveillance to be conducted, or call for the
interception of private communications. Investigations involving these requirements
and techniques must be lead by police agencies proper.
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Cunently there are no formal links between the GPEB Investigations Division, the
RCMP Proceeds of Crime Section or police agencies of jurisdiction. (I am a member of
BCACP Gaming Committee) The Investigations Division does, however, enjoy strong

informal links with police. Despite this, it will remain difficult to assure an appropriate
level of response to, and investigation of, criminal offence~Jxlated to gaming, including
money laundering, without a formal agreement or anaqg·$m~ht of some form between the
province (GPEB) and the police agencies with juri_~_9J§ii©#l!i\)\!ithout these changes
money laundering and other serious criminal a,~1i;mr;~sp~2ii«i1:J:tgaming facilities will.
infrequently rise sufficiently in priority to_:»-fji'.~iiffitinvestigatio~::iy,]}9.!ice.

,n...... 'qi;/11f1t114!lif>
6.

{t/;; lt1+

CONCLUSIONS AND Ftfttn'IB:DIRECTIONS/ff

::::::::~•:~•\!
{i,,~:i!;;;f;'.:~il!~;:!:!!!;:::::::::i::::::e,
~~il9~i~.
1

or other similar

to det;~~iiiine the

;1i;im=to which e:i.sting policies were being

adhereqJ~hJ?r:th-(;ir a~ii:it~ff~:8{iVJhM~:~S i~ti~n,ented at gaming facilities in the

::~~~;:::::
::::!!~'
.
!:j
!
!;:::::~::~:~d
;rnit:>:.
regime in

procedures, hM a sbong A~

Further, ii(lw~s deter~ined that GPEBhas the required level of AML

expertise and i.20fi~pJe of:4~~#harging its responsibility to provide oversight as it relates
to AML and associ:fa{i}f}iMi~al activities at gaming facilities. Despite the strength and
'<::;:::•·

adequacy of the measures in place, opportunities to close gaps, further minimize
vulnerabilities and strengthen AML strategies exist and have been identified above.
Effo1ts to the close the identified gaps will move BCLC and GPEB fmther into the realm
of best practices.
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As has been noted previously, determining or testing the effectiveness of existing AML
strategies was beyond the scope of this initial review as was the investigation of the
circumstances of any specific financial transaction or series of transactions occuning at
gaming facilities. Circumstances set out by BCLC (Service Providers reported via
Section 86 not BCLC) in a series of Section 86 (of the Gaming Control Act) Reports,
Large Cash Transaction Reports, and Suspicious Transactio,_µ,~eports completed between
May and September of 2010, and reported upon in the m/4i;/have given rise to
questions about cash transactions occurring at BC g~@~f}~yilities. Fmiher inquiry
would assist in confirming the exact nature of

,tM_;i'tf;ra~;l8th:ms, thereby alleviating

any residual concern and more clearly poiDtiBi:\fh;· way to add~;i&#~t~ction that may be
required in regard to serious criminal off;Jg~~}\_The follo)Ving ste;::~Ji:qytde the
additional information needed inJ~lation to thti;$,b,_t~:~6i~~tions in qu~;trJB::m1d will
contribute to strengthening and

Bi,t4i~in.i.ng gami~j:\illf~~::ity in the provinc;::~-~ a
1

,@Wff \... \f@iii;;::'.:

continuing basis: ..

~l! j•} ~ ff~ )Jifj1

•(%

3. Establis~.W:itfstatidiifg_:§enior orm~i~!fQpmriiittt~.:9.P. Gaming Integrity. The
Committ~f\tqW<l be J~~~ged anc{Bt~i~:;d by the ·xsM GPEB with membership
9qropri~ed ofihi\APMiP:~UQ~ng, AD1J:[Oximinal Justice Branch, CEO BCLC,

'{' ;~::::~:!!~it::!t~;::~1,,t::.~:;,~~e::~;,::'~perations,
·<:w~d:the Executi~l:11irect~·;::ait,u.Forfeiture. The mandate of the committee
;:m~i:~~-_to ensur;iiiropria~·:;:~easures were in place to protect gaming from
seriou~<2filiunal

offJBs~s.

Tbis is so::J~~l~'ati~~m~~lar to the IIGET Board; I would suggest that the
Senior Officiai~:::t~mmittee should be chaired by ADM Police Services as it
involves serious criminal offences. In II GET, the CEO BCLC was only at
the Board table for financial matters not operational issues. ADM GPEB
could brief CEO BCLC as I suggested earlier.
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4. Creating a cross agency Task Force to investigate and gather intelligence on
suspicious activities and transactions at BC gaming facilities. The Task Force
would be comprised of investigators from GPEB, the RCMP Integrated Proceeds
of Crime unit, the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit, and Vancouver
Police with dedicated support from Crown Counsel. The Task Force would have
a time limited mandate at the end of which it wouldJ~port out to the Senior
Officials Committee on Gaming Integrity on th\'?,;:t§iif~nd magnitude of any
criminal activity it found occun-ing in relattq»'.jf~:i~~~jng facilities in BC.

Task Force, I believe shou)d be Policejl:w~: wi;~J~bistance bv IGPEB
.,:::;;:::~:;:;'.::,.

.-~~:~:-;~::-:::,'

Investigations. Same as it is now./@:f?".

"'<?!):;.

5. Engaging an independent film witk~~P,9-tise in AfylL strateifi~):~.1,1,~ compliance

to conduct AML compliap,~e and best.JM~jlg_e~.:ti~l~\.v. The re;i~W\ypuld:
assess existing BCLC aJJ:t&JiEJ,~..measure;\Ji)~:~~:~-e that AML prac;i~~s at BC
gaming facilities are com;fr~it$1r~J\ML legiiilitq:n.and regulations; provide
advice on howJp:g<;>_beyond -~:gJ4tat~-~\f~i;i,tfpJJ~c;•;f~fm~~t financial sector best

.,f:·?:t?{\:j?;:.•>,.
s~JMKofficial' s ~iMmtttee ~XMake fm'th~/:~:~~ommendations, if needed, to the Minister
on g~:ihg:integrity.

·•:;<:f@h

··\([}:::;.

I would l~~~~i)t6•:offer a nr:jj~ffiinary :~~~rnative to the formation of a Senior Officials
Committee

a~:Jr{h,sk For.Jf~!t
··.;;;:_}:;:;·,·. ,.;:/,::f}?'

The two main rcasoHi:torifoncern in BC Casinos have been and will continue to be
Loan Sharking and rvi:~~~v Laundering. Most of the time tl1ev go hand in hand.
The large of volumes of $20 bills into Casinos are of preliminary concern.
-

Preliminary Option: Objective, AML, Player Safety, and Audit trail.
PGF Account can be utilized for all three objectives.
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Ministerial Directive to prohibit Large Volumes of $20 bills directly in casinos.

#1 0K-$20K dailv. This will not prevent "smnrfing', but will be an improvement.
Strong encouragement, incentive and direction to players to usc Canadian
Banks/Credit Unions to EFT funds from Canadian Banks/Credit Unions to PGF
Account. Customer Service could nlav a strong role.
-

Additional Regulatory Investigative staff on site to inte1-:v:~ew and guerv suspicious
large cash placement at the time it is at the cash cage,(l~Ef>
Couple the above with selective targeted enforcerit~~t:!=JhAndividuals with the

_. Investigations and Regional Operations providiim::~ssi~;~:J:~~tand intelJigence to
IPOC and/or CFSEU and/or Vancouve1~Jj~~{~~;::~ection and;~;FG:ang Task force. (we

;::~:~~:l~:i:::rr that this alone coul:;~Wi~antWJidhcc if::::,r~ifiatc the
0

::~~::.

:n::.:::::datio~~~![~~~:!:!~fh•:>•:~~lhrthe minds•:~ my

:;::.:~::e do j1;::i::~!~fave pr:~!~t~f~~~::::~:::~o::ose who make those
1

d~;~;fi~: ['. )) /j i;:'.;;: ::'.~11i;;:::::::ff("j:,;;- 1}
··::::t[!l}::::::::,.

·;;; 1i

···?tih::,

'"\:?:)

1

i/{@l~~li
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1.0 Introduction
In January 2011, in response to concerns raised in media stories about the potential for money laundering at
gaming facilities, the Minister responsible for BCLC ordered a review of anti-money laundering (AML) strategies
employed in relation to gaming in British Columbia. BCLC is the entity responsible within the province for
implementing and managing AML programs at gaming facilities. In addition, regulatory oversight of BCLC's AML
regime is provided by the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), a provincial body, and by the federal
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (FINTRAC). The review focused on the efforts of BCLC and
GPEB. FINTRAC, being a federal responsibility, was beyond the scope of the review .
The review found that BCLC has appropriate and standard AML policies in place, however the opinion was
offered that there were opportunities to move the AML regime further into the realm of best practices. The
review noted that AML measures in the province would benefit from reducing the industry's reliance on cash.
Specific recommendations were made in regard to increasing the use of casino cheques for the return of buy-in
funds, and taking the steps necessary to provide the opportunity to move players from cash to electronic funds
transfer.
The recommendations provided in the review aligned with work BCLC already had under consideration. BCLC
had begun researching new avenues to manage and broaden payments into and out of casinos; the purpose of
these efforts being enhancement of both AML compliance and custo er service. BCLC was looking at a number
of options including:
•
•
•
•
•

Expanding the financial instruments and sources of
or place money into a Patron Gaming Fund Accou
Streamlining the administrative processes around P
accounts.
Allowing for greater use of casino issued cheq
Allowing for the extension of credit or c!S.'1Fert:'.ed p
The use of money transfer services.

s transfers that may be used to open
· to increase the use and marketability of the

The purpose of this project is to assess
of these options and to identify, in consultation with
stakeholders, what steps are open to
corpo tion to modernize monetary procedures and policies from AML
and customer focused perspectives.

2.0 Anti-Money Laundering and Business Objectives
2.1 ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this project is to research, evaluate, make recommendations on, and implement
solutions in relation to BCLC policies, practices and strategies on monetary payment practices currently operating
at gaming facilities within the province. The specific AML laundering and compliance objectives are to improve
BCLC's already robust AML regime by looking for ways to remove reliance on cash, or where cash transactions
remain, to ensure that BCLC continues to meet or exceed best practices for financial transactions governed by
provincial and federal requirements for the casino sector.
In developing solutions, the project will be informed by industry best practices on AML strategies. Particular
attention will be given to the advice and guidance provided by the Financial Action
Task Force 1 in Vulnerabilities of Casinos and Gaming Sectof!, and the Risked Based Approach Guidance for
1

The Financial Action Task Force, established by the G-7 Summit held in Paris in 1989, is an inter-governmental
body whose purpose is the development and promotion of national and international policies to combat money
laundering and terrorist financing.
2
Financial Action Task Force, March 2009 , http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/47/49/42458373.pdf
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Casinos 3 , as well as FINTRAC's Money Laundering Typologies and Trends in Canadian Casinos. 4
2.2 BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

The business objectives are to refine current payment practices and introduce new payment and other
transaction options that are customer-centric, marketable, and administratively efficient.
The ultimate desired state is financial transaction processes that produce both customer service and compliance
excellence.

3.0 Scope
3.1 IN SCOPE
The following areas are within the scope of the project:
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-money laundering measures and strategies employed by BCLC and casino service providers.
BCLC policies, procedures and guidelines as those documents relate to the objectives of the project.
BCLC business processes and systems insofar as these functions are directly related to the objectives of
the project.
Casino service provider business processes and systems a
ese functions relate to the objectives of
the project.
Relationships between BCLC and stakeholders rel~
ea
o th

3.2 OUT OF SCOPE
•
•
•

Any change or initiative requiring legislative c
Any change or initiative requiring major
ge
Any change or initiative beyond the r

BC C information technology systems.
udget allocation approved for the project.

4.0 Approach
The project will be divided into four stages.
e first stage will involve the actions necessary to initiate and
define the project. This will involve the completion and approval of the Project Charter and Project Plan. The
second stage will involve research , the establishment of the stakeholder consultation process, and decision
confirmation . The third stage will utilize the products of the research and consultations to design and build the
desired policy and business process changes . The fourth and final stage will result in training and
implementation .

5.0

Project Organization and Process

An internal steering committee will be established to oversee and direct the project. The steering committee will
be chaired by the Vice President Corporate Security and Compliance and will be comprised of these additional
members: Vice President Casino and Community Gaming; Vice President Casino System Implementation;
Director Special Projects, Corporate Security and Compliance; and, Director Communications and Public Affairs.
The project encompasses a number of elements which will impact the corporation 's anti-money laundering
regime, business processes, and the business processes of casino service providers. The project will evaluate
changes to , or the establishment of, the following:
3
4

Financial Action Task Force , October 2008, http://www.fatf-gafi .org/dataoecd/5/61/41584370 .pdf
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada , November 2009 ,
http://www. fintrac .qc.ca/publ ications/typoloq ies/2009-11-01-eng. pdf
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a) Patron Gaming Fund Accounts

including development of policies and procedures; training; and, implementation.
Not all elements of the project will move forward at the same pace or with the same degree of priority. In the first
phase of the project priority will be given to revisions to The Patron Gaming Fund Account, Deferred Payment
and Credit, and Cash-out Processes.
The second phase of the project will focus on VIP Programs, International Funds Transfers, and increasing the
limit permitted for cheques issued for cash-outs.
The following chart provides a graphic illustration of the project pro

i
PROJECT PROCESS
Project Initiation

Project
Charter

. . Project Plan . .

Requirements

Research

..

Implementation

Business
Process, Design
& Build

Decision

{

..

Training
Development

_..
..,.

Training

.

Implementation

I~
•

Stakeholder Consultations

5.1 RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION DOCUMENTS
Research is necessary to properly assess the feasibility of each of the changes under consideration and to
ensure that the decisions taken are reasoned and well informed. Moreover, research will help to make certain
that the impacts of any proposed changes to business processes, the compliance regime, service providers, and
customers are well understood.
Research will involve a review of the current relevant business processes and associated AML strategies in place
for each element of the project. Literature on AML best practices, particularly that specific to the gaming sector,
will be reviewed. Where an initiative or business process change new to British Columbia is considered, an
environmental scan will be conducted to determine if any other jurisdiction has experience with the business
process to glean the impacts in that jurisdiction.
Where appropriate, research results will be consolidated and summarized in a discussion document. Discussion
documents will form the basis of both internal and external stakeholder consultations and support corporate
decision making.
5.2 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS
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A number of internal and external stakeholders will be impacted by or involved with the project.
and external stakeholder groups will be established under the project. These stakeholder groups will be the
primary tools utilized by the project for communication and consultative needs.

Internal Stakeholders

Involvement

Casino & Community Gaming

Participate on Project Steering Committee
Provide expertise and advice on casino operations and
business practices.
Provide expertise and advice on BCLC gaming systems
Provide resources for work groups as required.

Transformation & Technology

Review project documents as needed.
Provide expertise and advice on BCLC systems as needed.

Public Affairs

Participate on Project Steering Committee.
Provide communication advice and support as needed.
Provide resources for work groups as required.

Consumer Services

ents and provide advice as needed.
LW ~• 11:::source.

Casino Security & Surveillance

nd service provider training development and
ership with Operational Gaming Audit.
~

Operational Gaming Audit

roject documents and provide advice as needed.
ide investigator resource.
on staff and service provider training development and
ivery in partnership with Casino Security & Surveillance.

-R"~\ 111~

Legal Services

Review project documents and provide legal advice as
required.

Corporate Social Responsibility

Review project documents.
Provide advice and support in relation to responsible
gaming programs as needed.

External Stakeholders

Involvement

Ministry of Public Safety &
Solicitor General

-

Provide feedback , advice and approval on project elements.

Financial Transactions &
Reports Analysis Centre of
Canada

-

Mayl be consulted on project concepts.
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-

Police

-

-

Casino Service Providers

-

-

Customers

-

t+>sle

Provide comment and expert advice on anti-money
laundering strategies.
Provide advice and expertise in relation to the detection and
investigation of criminal offences.
Provide resources for policy development and
implementation as needed.
Review and provide feedback on discussion, policy and
other project documentation as required.
Identify resources to be trained during implementation and
make those resources available as required.
Provide feedback on services.

5.3 SYSTEMS IMPACTS
No major information technology systems impacts are expected to result from this project work.

5.4 DECISION CONFIRMATION
Prior to initiating business process design and policy develo~
document on the proposed change will be circulated to the

5.5 BUSINESS PROCESS DESIGN
For each element approved to move to busin
made up of resources from the area~ Mfl~
Development of the new business pr
ss wil
leadership of the Steering Committee.
e D.
leadership to all working groups.
Consultation with internal and external stakeholders will continue through the business process design as needed
and appropriate.

5.6 TRAINING

Working groups responsible for business process design will also be responsible identifying and documenting
training impacts and needs associated to the change. Training needs arising from the project are expected to
fall primarily to Casino Security & Surveillance, Operational Gaming Audit and service provider staff. The
development of training materials and delivery will be led by Casino Security & Surveillance and Operational
Gaming Audit in partnership with service providers.

5.7 IMPLEMENTATION
Final implementation will occur with the completion of training and the promulgation of new policies and
procedures.

6.0

Resources
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The table immediately below sets out the minimum resource requirements , internal to the corporation 5 , and
estimated time commitment from each resource needed to deliver the project within the target timelines.

Role

Name

Required From/To

Percent Time
Commitment

Executive Sponsor

Terry Towns

Oct 2011- April 2012

5%

Project Director

Rob Kroeker

Oct 2011 -April 2012

100%

Project Exec Admin Support

Petroula Magriotidis

Oct 2011 -April 2012

35%

Operational Policy Developer

Bonnie Armand

Oct 2011 - Mar 2012

50%

Analyst/Researcher

Cathy Anastasio

Oct 2011 - Feb 2012

10%

Public Affairs Lead

Susan Dolinski

Nov 2011-April 2012

5%

Casino Investigator

TBD

Gaming Auditor

TBD

Casino & Community Gaming
Lead

Rod Bailey

20%
20%

Mar 2012

10%

2011-Mar2012

7.0
RISK

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Lack of resources availability to
work on the project

Moderate

Determine resource requirements
as early as possible. Work with
Steering Committee to identify
internal staff leads. Use external
contract resources if necessary.

Lack of Stakeholder buy-in to
proposed program model,
changes and approach

Moderate

Work with stakeholders through the
working committees to secure their
commitment to proposed solutions .

Director,
Strategic
Projects

Monitor media reports. Build
capacity and flexibility to modify,
isolate or remove any component
of the Project should it become
contentious.

Director,
Strategic
Projects,
Director,
Public Affairs

Adverse or negative media
reporting in relation to gaming
in the province provoking
adverse change in government
direction on qaminq.
5

ASSESSMENT

Low

Director,
Strategic
Projects

In addition to corporate resources , implementation of changes anticipated under the project will require
the timely and adequate commitment of resources on the part of casino service providers.
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GovernmenURegulator
approval withheld on other than
evidentiary basis.

Moderate

Early establishment of consultation
and communication plan to foster
broad based stakeholder support for
Project initiatives.

Director,
Strategic
Projects

le
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8.0

Deliverables
Target
Completion Date

Deliverables
Project Charter:
Project Charter drafted

October 24, 2011

Project Charter approved

October 31, 2011

Project Planning:
Project Plan drafted

October 24, 2011

Project Plan approved

October 31, 2011

Patron Gaming Fund Accounts (PGF):

i;~

Review creation of accounts and business process and
that may be taken to reduce the administrative load for both P. ers
service providers, while maintaining compliance best practi
.

d

October 27, 2011

~

Establish working group and draft proposed changes~
governing PGF accounts.

icies

Confirm GPEB support for new PGF policie8 f l . . . )
Complete training and implement ne~ - { , ~
Research and produce options pape~

ej

-

tional funds transfer.

November 30, 2011
December 30, 2011
March 1, 2012
March 30, 2012

Cheque Issuance Policy Development:
Review Buy-In I Cash-out options related to the use of cheques.

November 15, 2011

Establish working group and draft proposed changes to BCLC cheque
issuance policies for service providers.
Confirm GPEB support for new cheque issuance policies.

November 30, 2011

Complete training and implement new cheque issuance policies

January 16, 2012

November 30, 2011

Provincial standards on the use of credit:
Research opportunities to establish a credit or deferred payment program
for high limit players.
Determine deferred payment and/or credit program parameters.

December 30, 2012
January 30, 2012

Establish level of GPEB support for program model.

February 1, 2012
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I...
Establish working group and draft proposed policies and guidelines
governing service providers.

March 15, 2012

Confirm GPEB support for program model and draft policy.

March 30, 2012

Develop training and implementation plan.

March 30, 2012

1:1

ele

VIP marketing program for high limit players:
Research International VIP marketing program for high limit players and
produce options paper.

January 30, 2012

Research and produce discussion paper on the viability of using
independent agents through registration and commission based fee
structure ..

February 30, 2012

Research Incentive Programs for high limit VIP players and produce
discussion paper.

March 31, 2012
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9.0

Plan Approval

This Project Plan has been reviewed and approved as indicated by the following signatures:

Terry Towns
VP, Corporate Security and Compliance SIGNATURE

Date

Jim Lightbody
VP, Casino and Community Gaming

SIGNATURE

Date

SIGNATURE

Date

SIGNATURE

Date

Darryl Schiewe
VP, Casino System Implementation

Susan Dolinski
Director, Communications and Public Relations

Rob Kroeker
Director, Special Projects

Date
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This is Exhibit “5” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Casino Cash and Payment Business Process
Enhancements Project
Steering Committee
Terms of Reference
1) PURPOSE

The purpose of the Steering Committee is to oversee the overall direction of the casino cash and
payment business process enhancements project and its impact to the corporation's business
processes and anti-money laundering regime. The Steering Committee will guide and monitor the
work of the project and will be responsible for resource allocation to the project. Additionally, the
Steering Committee will be responsible for the management of issues that cannot be resolved at
the working group level.

2) COMPOSITION
The Committee shall be composed of:
•
•
•
•
•

Terry Towns, Chair
Jim Lightbody
Darryl Schiewe
Rob Kroeker
Susan Dolinski

3) MEETINGS

a) The Committee will meet initially to review and approve the form and content of the Project
Charter and Project Plan.
b) After the initial meeting, the Committee will meet as deemed necessary to carry out its
responsibilities.
c) The Director Strategic Projects will set the meeting agendas with input from Committee
members and the Chair, Vice President Corporate Security and Compliance.
Casino Cash and Payment Business Process Enhancements Project Steering Committee Terms of ReferencePage 1
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b>ele
d) The Committee will keep regular minutes of its meetings. The VP Security and Compliance will
report to the Executive Committee regularly regarding the Committee's activities and actions of
material concern to BCLC.

Casino Cash and Payment Business Process Enhancements Project Steering Committee Terms of ReferencePage 2
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This is Exhibit “6” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Suspicious Transactions Reports (STRs) and Unusual
Financial Transaction Reports (UFTs)
Request#: 19.01 .21.GPEB.7
Date prepared: February 13, 2019

Question:
1. How have the volume and count of STRs and UFTs changed over time?
2. How frequently and for what reasons are UFTs combined into a single STR?
3. The German Report states "90-95% of UFTs are turned into STRs and sent to FINTRAC by
BCLC", but data GPEB has acquired shows the number of STRs to be significantly lower than
the number of UFTs. The proportion of STRs to UFTs ranges from 67% in 2016 Q1 to 50% in
2017 Q3. What does BCLC believe accounts for this gap?

Answer:
1. All UFTs are sent to GPEB however information on STRs and also Large Cash Transactions
(LCTs) is below.
2.

Both the value and count of STRs and LCTs have trended down since 2015 when BCLC
initiated a sourced-cash condition program. As part of its AML due diligence screening
process, BCLC Investigators interviewed certain VIP players to determine the origin of their
cash and chips. If a player was unable to prove the source, or BCLC suspected the source of
funds originated from underground banking operations or suspected proceeds of crime, the
player was immediately placed on "sourced cash conditions" and would only be allowed to buyin if they could provide the service provider cash cage with an original receipt sourcing the
funds as follows:
a. A bank draft, EFT, certified or Casino Cheque (as defined under policy);
b. Cash drawn from an accredited Financial Institution;
c.

Cash drawn at the gaming facility using Global Cash, Debit at Cage or an ATM .

Or that the source of funds originated from:
d. Cash verified as from a recent sourced Casino Disbursement;
e. Chips verified as from a recent sourced Casino Disbursement.
That downward trend has continued to date.
In Jan 2018, BCLC implemented Source of Funds (SOF) Declaration for all cash and monetary
instruments buy ins of $10,000 or more as per Peter German's interim recommendation to
BCLC which led to additional changes in player behaviour for a variety of reasons detailed
below.
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STR Value and Count
Aug 2014 - Dec2018
1 st wave cash
conditioning

.,, $30
C:

~

2000

2 nd wave

Source of
Funds >+$10K

~

1800

$25
1600
1400

$20
1200

$15

1000
800

$10
600
400

$5

200

$0

0

- - Va lue - - Count

LCT Value and Count
Jan 2010 - Jun 2018
.,, $140

14,000

~

1st wave cash
conditioning

~

2nd wave

Source of
Funds >=$1 OK

$120

12,000

$100

10,000

$80

8,000

$60

6,000

$40

4,000

$20

2,000

0

-

Value -

count

It is important to note however, that total Casino and Community Gaming (CCG) revenue has
continued to trend up since 2014. Slot revenue has consistently increased while tables have
been close to flat, but experienced slight declines that cannot be attributed to a single factor.
External factors:
•

Changes in the value of the Canadian dollar; and

•

Increased currency controls in China.
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Internal factors:
•

Service Providers (SPs) signed a new Operating Services Agreement (OSA) and now
receive higher commissions on lower limit tables to encourage light and casual play.
SP therefore may be encouraging players shift to lower limit tables;

•

New SOF requirements were instituted in January 2018 and players who do not want to
provide their personal private banking data, do not want to spend time filling out forms,
or they operate a cash based business and are unable to prove despite their money
being legitimate, may be choosing to play at lower limits.
CCG Total Revenue, 2014-2018
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S2,000

g"'
,::
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$0
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20H
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CCG Total Revenue , 2014-2018
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2. The number of UFT files are larger than STRs because BCLC tracks all the unsubstantiated
files as well as the substantiated files. STRs are the substantiated files which are then
submitted to FINTRAC.
Once a UFT is created by the Service Provider, it is reviewed by BCLC and categorized as one
of the following:
•

Unsubstantiated No Receipts - Used if the customer refused to provide a receipt or if
the site refused the customer's buy-in because the customer does not have the receipt.
This category is also used if the site missed getting a receipt for any buy-in that meets
the reporting threshold.

•

Unsubstantiated - Used if the customer incident types include cash/chip passes, large
buy-ins with small bills, buy-in with minimal play, etc.

•

Unsubstantiated SOF Refusal - Used under circumstances where the customer
blatantly refuses to provide their information such as receipts, banking information, ID,
etc. not in cases where they are new to BC Casinos and/or unaware of the
requirements. This incident type was created so the Investigators are mindful of those
patrons that do not follow the requirements and put conditions on them if deemed
necessary.

•

Substantiated - Those files that are reasonable grounds to suspect that a transaction or
an attempted transaction is related to the commission or the attempted commission of a
money laundering offence or a terrorist financing offence.

There are more substantiated UFTs than STRs because multiple UFTs can create one STR
file upon submission. For example, multiple UFTs may be filed on the same player over the
course of two to three days, and may be combined into a single STR.

3. BCLC does not know how Dr. German concluded that "90-95% of UFTs are turned into STRs".
Typically it ranges from 50% to 60%.
The percentage of UFTs being substantiated did drop after Jan. 10, 2018 because a UFT was
automatically created whenever a player did not have receipts sourcing the funds, even if no
criminality was suspected or any suspicious behaviours and/or money laundering indicators
were present.
Upon review, the majority of those UFTs were classified as "Unsubstantiated No Receipts" and
could be the result of various factors including:
•

Player is a tourist and/or new and were unfamiliar with the SOF policy;

•

The financial receipt sourcing the funds provided by the player may be too old or
insufficient;

•

Player had activity at a number of gaming sites, with different SP, which were not
suspicious when viewed holistically by BCLC;

Or to reiterate from above, the player:

4

•

Is in a cash-based business and therefore cannot prove SOF;

•

Does not want to provide their private banking data;

•

Does not want to spend time filling out forms.
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This is Exhibit “7” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Shauna Gillespie
]
Robert G. Kroeker
]
Tue 9/2/2014 9:40:08 PM (UTC)
FW: Third Party Transactions - Transaction at RRCR

FYI
From: John Karlovcec [mailto:
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 1:54 PM
To: Robert G. Kroeker; Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Brad Desmarais
Subject: RE: Third Party Transactions - Transaction at RRCR

Hi Rob,
Thanks for your email and expressing your concerns around third party transactions.
I fully understand your rationale for choosing not to permit third party transactions as it relates to GCGC properties.
As we speak I have Daryl Tottenham conducting a complete and thorough review of the circumstances surrounding this third party
incident.
Since I’ve been here at BCLC and prior to my arrival, BCLC has not allowed third party buy-ins however has allowed third party
transactions as it relates to disbursements only.
From this perspective we really do not encounter many third party transactions that occur within our gaming facilities.
When they do occur we take our guidance from Fintrac Guideline 6F section 6 Third Party Determination.
As you know the guideline does not require reporting entities to avoid third party transactions but states that reasonable measures
must to be taken to identify the third party.
The reasonable measures taken again will vary in accordance with the context/circumstances in which they occur and could differ
from one situation to the next and may ultimately upon review necessitate the submission of an STR to Fintrac.
The reasonable measures taken would include obtaining the information directly from the client or retrieving the information
already contained within existing files or iTrak’s database.
For the purposes of record keeping our Fintrac reporting module is designed to capture third party transactions and all relevant
third party information for both reporting and record keeping purposes such as;


the third party's name, address and principal business or occupation;



the third party's date of birth;



the third party’s government identification;

in the case of a casino disbursement, the nature of the relationship between the third party and the individual who
receives the disbursement;
Whichever road we choose to travel I believe it prudent for consistency that we be aligned in our approach in how we handle these
types of situations.
As always happy to discuss further at your convenience.
Thanks,
John


From: Robert G. Kroeker [
]
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 11:29 AM
To: John Karlovcec; Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Brad Desmarais
Subject: Third Party Transactions - Transaction at RRCR

Good morning guys.
Please see the e-mail string below. GCGC does not allow 3P transactions as we do not want to take on the risk associated,
particularly in regard to exercising CDD in related to the third party or parties. We also have difficulty in identifying legitimate
circumstances under which 3P transactions would occur in the gaming context.

I am concerned about opening up 3P transactions. It may increase the level of CDD needed on our part to meet FinTRAC
requirements and I am concerned that we cannot do so while controlling for the risk within our level of comfort. Allowing 3P
transactions on an ad hoc basis also puts our frontline staff in a difficult position in regards to who to say “yes” to and who to say
“no” to.
Can you assist me with BCLC’s rationale for allowing 3P transactions?
Thanks,
Rob
From: Shauna Gillespie
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 10:58 AM
To: Robert G. Kroeker
Subject: RE: RRCR third party transaction

Arlene is amazing! Please see the attached.

is listed as a third party.

I apologize for the delay.

From: Robert G. Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 10:42 AM
To: Shauna Gillespie
Subject: RE: RRCR third party transaction

Any luck with the LCT?
From: Shauna Gillespie
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 1:10 PM
To: Robert G. Kroeker
Subject: RRCR third party transaction

Hi,
On 8/13 a male (
) and female (
) produced $500,000 of chips and the Encore Card of patron
who was not on site. The individuals stated that the owner of the chips was in Hong Kong and they would arrange for
the money to be sent to him. Daniel Lay authorized the money to be treated as Found Money pending a review into
the chips and discussion with BCLC.
On 8/15
returned to the site and in the presence of Daniel Lay and the Executive Host she claimed the money
and was escorted to her vehicle by security.
BCLC has now reviewed the transaction and provided the below summary:

SP20140114571 19/08/2014 11:16:41AM sbeeksma:
Upon review of the full circumstances as detailed in this incident and the associated reports (including LCT
records and associated tracking documents) this incident will not be reported to FINTRAC/IPOC via STR. The
circumstances are unusual but not suspicious. This incident ended up being a 3rd party transaction with
and
listed on the LCT/disbursement.
On 2014-AUG-09 a high level player visiting from China,
, was gambling in the casino with
another associate. On this date he had a $30K cash buy in and gambled putting significant amounts at risk
without any irregularities noted. Review of tracking documents attached to
's LCT record on Aug, 9th
suggest he won a considerable amount this date (his last known day of play).
Surveillance review as documented in
's supplemental report indicated that
and his
th
associate (
) departed the site on the 9 with more than $400K in casino chips that weren't
redeemed.

On 2014-AUG-13 a female identified as
and a male identified as
arrived on site.
is seen with a back pack as both proceed toward the main cashier cage. From the back pack they
produce $500K in RRCR $5K chips and advise staff that they are redeeming the chips on behalf of
who
has already returned to Hong Kong and
was asked by
to redeem the chips for him and arrange
to have the money wire to him in Hong Kong.
AGM Daniel LAY and Security Shift Manager Rob CARSON attended the cage to speak with
and
. Given the unusual circumstances
and
were advised that the money would be put into
found money while enquiries are made by the site on how to proceed.

Shauna Gillespie, CFI | Manager, Compliance | Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
#350, 13775 Commerce Parkway, Richmond BC V6V 2V4 | Tel.

Notice Regarding Confidentiality of Transmission
This message is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged and
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or copying of this is
prohibited. Please notify us of the error in communication by telephone (604) 303-1000 or by return e-mail and destroy
all copies of this communication. Thank you.
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be disclosed without
BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.

This is Exhibit “8” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Board Meeting - 25 July 2017

6.7.8.

I.

MANAGEMENT REPORT-CORPORATE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

OPERATIONAL GAMING COMPLIANCE
Overall Compliance Reviews
As of June 30, 2017, 179 Compliance Reviews have been conducted on Service Providers
operations.
Risk Scoring of Sites
Risk Ratings were produced for all sites based on findings from each quarter. Ratings are
determined upon four factors; the Policy Control Level Allocation (PCLA) 1 of the site, the
number of new issues identified during the quarter, the severity of new and outstanding
issues, and the length of time that open issues have been unresolved. The results of FY
2017/2018 Q1 are as follows:

Compliance Risk Rating Summary for All Sites (excluding Bingo)
Facility

COUCGC

PCLA
4
5
4

KELCGC

3

RUPCGC*

5
5
2/4
2
2
2
4
4

CAMCGC
CASCGC

TERCGC*
CRACAS**
NANCAS
VERCAS
VANRAC
DAWCGC
KAMCGC

I Risk Level I

~:~

Risk Score

Facility

3

SALCGC

3
3
3

BURGAS

3
3
4
4

4
4
6
6

Low

VIEGAS
ABBCGC
CHICGC
NEWCAS
SURRAC
WILCGC
GEOCAS
ALBCGC
KAMCAS
KELCAS

Medium

PCLA
5
1
2
4
4
1
1
5
2
5
2
2

Risk Score
6
8
8
9
9
10
10
10
11
15
16
16

Facility
VANCAS
COQCAS
DUNCGC
MAPCGC
SQUCGC
QUECAS**
MISCGC
PENCAS
RICCAS
FSJCGC**
LANCAS

PCLA Risk Score
1
17
1
19
4
21
4
22
5
26
2/5
26
5
33
2
36
1
41
2/4
42
2
49

High

• Operational Gaming Compliance has assessed quarlerly reviews for Chances Terrace (TERCGC) and Chances Prince Ruperl (RUPCGC)
and determined that reviews would be conducted on a term (thrice yearly) basis. A full compliance review will be conducted this July and
results will be captured on the next board reporl. The current risk rating shown here is set as a default.
•• Hybrid policy control level sites - these sites have gaming tables that are open for limited times and are held to PCL2 standards at those
times.

1
Each gaming facility is assigned a Policy Control Level (PCL) used to evaluate risk at the site. The criteria include types, number
and maximum monetary limits of table games, number of slot machines and/or electronic table games, size of facility and
geographical location.
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Significant issues identified during the quarter, or issues unresolved for lengthy periods of
time, include:
Chances Mission (MISCGC): this site had seven (7) new issues identified during this
quarter with the rating of the individual issues combining to raise the score for the site.
There were three (3) high priority issues identified involving the completion of VSE
applications, Security Officer staffing and with unattended children procedures. The
remaining four (4) issues were Medium risks having to do with after-hours access,
outdated security procedures, Responsible Gambling messaging and reporting
inconsistencies.
Cascades Penticton (PENCAS): this is a new site with a substantive increase of attendant
issues. There were nine (9) issues not pertaining directly to the opening of the facility
identified during this quarter and also four (4) issues requiring some capital expenditure
related to the opening process that have not been resolved to date, including camera or
alarm installations and BCLC facility requirements. Among the new issues identified there
is one (1) high priority issue pertaining to AML training and five (5) medium priority issues
(ART training, private patron information procedural deficiencies, lack of access user
databases, incomplete access request forms and a missing iTrak report).
River Rock (RICCAS): this site had twelve (12) new issues identified in this quarter. Six
(6) of these were high priority issues, five (5) of which had to do with deficiencies as part
of the AML review and one to do with Responsible Gambling messaging. There were also
six (6) medium priority issues, involving required training, self-exclusion procedures and
reporting requirements in iTrak.
Chances Ft. St. John (FSJCGC): this site had eighteen (18) new issues identified in this
quarter. Twelve (12) of these issues were rated as medium priority, including selling TITO
tickets, Cage procedures, self-exclusion procedures, iTrak reporting requirements, Tables
procedures and LCT deficiencies. There was also one (1) high priority issue having to do
with loss of surveillance equipment alerts that took a lengthy time to resolve.
Cascades Langley (LANCAS): this site had eight (8) new issues identified during this
quarter and had three (3) issues that took an extensive period of time to close. The high
priority and medium priority issues were identified from Responsible Gambling
deficiencies, self-exclusion application processes, iTrak reporting, dual custody
procedures, Surveillance duties and slot machine settings. One older high priority issue
regarding camera quality concerns was resolved in this quarter and took a significant
period of time to bring the issue to completion.
Compliance Issues:
The numbers of issues identified from over the past four quarters have generally held
steady or seen a decline in Q1 2017/2018 as per the chart shown below:
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Issues Over the Past 4 Quarters
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BCLC

AML

The fact that the majority of Operational Gaming Compliance reviews are conducted on a
4-month cycle (Term 1, Term 2 and Term 3) may contribute to the decrease in the number
of issues identified in most areas over the past four quarters. This results in differing
numbers of reviews being completed from one quarter to the next. In addition, Term 1
reviews assess different areas of the gaming operations than Term 2 reviews and Term 3
reviews are based on the results of Term 1 and Term 2.

II.

TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE

Redacted Relevance
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Ill.

INFORMATION SECURITY

IV.

PRIVACY

Redacted Relevance
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V.

INVESTIGATIONS
Investigations Incidents

Total Investigations Incidents
19800
19600
19400
19200
19000
18800
F16-17 Q2

F16-17 Q3

F16-17 Q4

F17-18 Q1

The Total Investigations Incidents include occurrences from Casino 2 , eGaming, and
Lottery.
The total number of Incidents has increased by an approximate 2.8% since the last
Quarter, which is attributable to a 6.5% rise in casino related incidents while incidents in
other two channels have decreased by an average of 26.1 %.
In Quarter 1, there are 63 Lottery cases, 297 Casino cases and zero (0) eGaming cases
involved police.
In May/June 2017, two male suspects involved in multiple thefts and armed robbery
involving lottery were arrested by police and were subsequently convicted.

Redacted Relevance
2 AML related cases are documented separately from Casino Incidents.
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Redacted Relevance
VI.

AM L & OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS

AML Operations
As of July 1st , 2017 there were 276 patrons barred under the extreme risk program. The
number of monthly Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) has remained consistent since
January 2017. There is a 44% decrease in STR from the same period in 2016. This trend
is a result of the increased use of bank drafts instead of cash.
AML Enhancement Project
The SAS AML software solution has been completed and is up and running. Alert
applications are being monitored. We also continue to develop additional analytic tools
through the iView portal to provide increased dashboard capabilities.
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AML Trend Analysis

Suspicious Transaction Reports Filed vs
High Limit Table Drop Values
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This is Exhibit “9” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

GCGC_PROD_0005610

Message
From:

Shauna Gillespie

Sent:

2014-04-16 4:55:49 PM

To:

Robert G. Kroeker [
RE: RRCR attempted money laundering incident

Subject:

Form 86 sent and BCLC sent copies of the incident directly to the IPOC and GPEB investigators.
He is now on the BCLC "watch" list.

From: Robert G. Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:49 AM
To: Shauna Gillespie
Subject: Re: RRCR attempted money laundering incident
Thanks.
Can I please ask you to confirm if a section 86 report was provided to GPEB and what other, if any, follow up was action
by is was taken.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 16, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Shauna Gillespie" <

> wrote:

Hi Rob,
As promised attached / below is a summary of the recent attempted money laundering incident at RRCR.
I apologize for the delay in sending this (our iTrac server was down yesterday)

IN20140017903
Date of incident: 08/04/2014
Accused:
DOB:
Attached: Supplemental Report 17903b
BCLC summary:
15:36 At the Salon Prive Cash Cage,
presented $250k (12,500 x $20.00) for his buy-in.
16:15 At MDB27,
received his chips and placed them in a small black nylon bag that had a draw string on
it. Following this,
and the unknown Asian female exited the casino. There was no play.

IN20140018228
Date of incident: 10/04/2014
Accused:
DOB:
Attached: Supplemental Report18228b
BCLC summary:
13:17 At MDB28,
coloured down $100k in $5k chips to $1k chips. No play.
13:21 At CD19,
attempted to cash in $65k in $1 k chips requesting $100.00 denomination bills. This request
was denied by cage staff who advised that
would have to take $20.00 bills because of his previous buy in
with no play on 2014-04-08 which was comprised entirely $20.00 bills.
protested this decision, took back
the chips and departed the casino. He was picked up in the front entrance area of the casino by 688RPW.

GCGC_PROD_0005610

This incident is directly related to the large cash buy-in of $250k (2,500 x $20.00) on 2014-04-08 by YU,
followed by no play.

Shauna Gillespie, CFI I Manager, Compliance I Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
#350, 13775 Commerce Parkway, Richmond BC V6V 2V4 I

<Supplemental Report l 7903b.pdt>
<Supplemental Report I 8228b.pdt>

This is Exhibit “10” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLCOOO4198

Candice Lantos
From:

Robert G. Kroeker <

lid@E%:ii 9:40 AM

Sent:
To:

>

Brad Desmarais
FW: large buy in no/ minimal play
Supplemental Report O462.pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

Hi
See below. These are the circumstances were maybe we can get some CFSEU interest and perhaps a proactive ban.
Meet after work today or tomorrow?
RK

From: Shauna Gillespie
Sent: Wednesday
9:23 AM
To: Robert G. Kroeker
Subject: large buy in no / minimal play

Hi Rob,
Heads up regarding one incident from last week

Redacted
-RCMP
Summary:

lilfl produced $30 000 in cash for a bu
15:431111 arrived in the Dogwood Room and sat at MDB9 where she presented $30k (200 x $100.00, 500 x $20.00)
for her buy-in.
16:06 The buy-in was completedflll received 6 x $5k chips, got up from MDB9 and walked out of the casino via
the west exit. She departed southbound towards Charles Street.
Redacted - FINTRAC

IPOC and GPEB

-history:
No found Unusual financial transactions reported

i,11111

Shauna Gillespie, CFI I Manager, Compliance I Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
#350, 13775 Commerce Parkway, Richmond BC V6V 2V4 I
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Candice Lantos
From:
Sent:

Robert G. Kroeker <

IME@EiHii "J:39 PM

To:

>

Brad Desmarais
FW: RRCR attempted money laundering incident

Subject:

Brad
See notes below. GPEB and IPOC have been notified . This is exact type of case we would like to see GPEB or police fully
investigate.
Rather than the BCLC watch list, do you think this would be an appropriate case for lengthy ban. I am prepared to do so from
our properties, but that just shifts him to other CSPs. Provincial ban is much more effective.

R

From: Shauna Gillespie
Sent: Wednesday,!d§@§fol:•H 9:56 AM
To: Robert G. Kroe er
Subject: RE: RRCR attempted money laundering incident

Form 86 sent and BCLC sent copies of the incident directly to the IPOC and GPEB investigators.
He is now on the BCLC "watch" list.

From: Robert G. Kroeker
Sent: WednesdavHf§f§39:':iM 9:49 AM
To: Shauna Gillespie
Subject: Re: RRCR attempted money laundering incident
Thanks.
Can I please ask you to confirm if a section 86 report was provided to GPEB and what other, if any, follow up was action by is
was taken.
Sent from my iPhone

onfd§@fif:l:•f

at 9:34 AM, "Shauna Gillespie" <sgillespie@gcgaming.com > wrote:

Hi Rob,
As promised attached I below is a summary of the recent attempted money laundering incident at
RRCR.
I apologize for the delay in sending this (our iTrac server was down yesterday)

Redacted RCMP
Attached: Supplemental Report 17903b
BCLC summary:

.. ,_

15:36 At the Salon Prive Cash Cage,.presented $250k (12,500 x $20.00) for his buy-in.
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This is Exhibit “11” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

May 30, 2018

Ministry of the Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Attention:

David Eby
Attorney General

Dear Minister Eby:

pllaying it right

Re: Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the fourth quarter of
Fiscal Year 2017/2018
I am pleased to provide you with the enclosed update on the activities and actions
BCLC has taken with respect to the direction set out in the Mandate Letter provided to
the BCLC Board of Directors. Included in this update is the Quarterly Anti-money
Laundering Report for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2017/2018.

74 West Seymour Street

Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2
T 250.826.5500

As I prepared this, my final AML Quarterly Report and associated narrative, before
expiration of my term as Chair of BCLC - I have sought and received various
information which it is hoped you will find useful as our organization moves forward.
A central learning during my term(s) on the BCLC Board, is that our business is
exceedingly dynamic. This notion applies within BCLC, but as well to external
exigencies such as Responsible Gaming, security, and AML. Failure to recognize that
there is, invariably, a context influencing emerging issues, which may appear solvable
through simple solutions, will often result in a kind of 'water bed' effect through
implementation.

F 250.828.5631

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

T 604.215.0549
F 804.225.6424
bclc.com

Advancing AML strategy, in my opinion, has required understanding there are three
streams of activity which, at some level, must operate in harmony. Those streams of
activity are information and intelligence gathering; information sharing between
agencies; and enforcement.
I can report to you that information/intelligence gathering is strong. Whilst undertaken
largely by service providers and BCLC, it also involves enforcement agencies and
regulators.
Sharing intelligence and information between agencies I would describe as 'spotty'.
Enforcement, rooted in the vast amounts of information/intelligence gathered from
within or through or around gaming facilities, I must report, appears to run from weak
to non- existent.
Dr. German's recommendation that a Designated Policing Unit (DPU) replace the
current enforcement regime has great potential to markedly improve enforcement.
Developed carefully, a DPU should be able to better use the great amounts of
information/intelligence that long has been available to enforcement agencies, and
enable the two way sharing of information to be more effective.
You will see in the Quarterly Anti-money Laundering Report that BCLC implemented
Dr. German's interim recommendation #1 effective January 10, 2018. At the time of
the Report being compiled, BCLC had the benefit of nearly three complete months of

BCLC0008443

experience with the recommendation in place at casinos. Staff have observed three changes in transaction
trends that I think important to bring to your attention.
1.

The first change in trend is in relation to the identification of possible suspicious transactions by
service providers, categorized as Unusual Financial Transactions (UFTs). For the three months
(October - December 2017) preceding the implementation of Dr. German's recommendation, service
providers on average reported 117 potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC.
Since the recommendation was implemented, service providers on average have reported 180
potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC; a 54% increase in reports.

2.

The second change in trend is with respect to the number of potential suspicious transactions (UFTs)
that, after in-depth customer due diligence being completed by BCLC, are substantiated and
ultimately reported as suspicious transactions to FinTRAC and the police. For the three months
preceding the implementation of the German recommendation, on average 70 potential suspicious
transactions (UFTs) reported by service providers were substantiated per month and resulted in a
report to FinTRAC and police. Since the implementation of the recommendation, on average 19
potential suspicious transactions reported by service providers were substantiated per month and
resulted in a report. (Note: service providers report all potential suspicious transactions to both BCLC
and GPEB).

3.

The third change observed has been in relation to table game drop dollar values (also referred to as
topline table game revenue). For the first three months of 2018, topline table game revenue has
been trending stable to increasing, but with a shift from games like squeeze baccarat in high limit
rooms to table games on the main floor of the casinos. This is a continuation of the overall table
revenue trend for the past five years.

BCLC staff report that most of the increase in potential suspicious transaction (UFT) reports from service
providers have to do with players making multiple buy-ins just under the $10,000 threshold where proof of
source of funds is required. This is concerning because this behaviour is indicative of structuring - a money
laundering technique used to attempt to avoid suspicion or reporting requirements. BCLC has been
monitoring these circumstances closely and have discussed the same with GPEB and the police. Structuring
behaviour was relatively rarely observed prior to the implementation of the recommendation. When asked,
players are reporting to service providers and BCLC that they are engaging in this behaviour for two primary
reasons: 1) the players do not want to go to the added effort of requesting back up documentation from their
financial institutions needed to support bank draft and cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more; and, 2) players are
concerned about the privacy implications of handing over detailed personal banking information. To date the
information available suggests these are in fact the motivations behind the change in player behaviour,
however caution and further inquiry is needed. BCLC is continuing to work with GPEB and the police on this
recent development.
On the positive side, this development demonstrates that service providers are
exercising a good level of due diligence in assessing player transactions and are accurately identifying
potential signs of money laundering behaviour.
On a related note, as you are no doubt aware there ~ numerous media and other reports on money
laundering that allege an individual by the name
central to the money laundering activities
that haveli ~ccurring. I wanted to bring to ;ur attention that BCLC and its service providers first
identifiec... >I.Ls a person of concern in thP l#Z@l#• M#1d re,,red its concerns to Fin TRAC and
the police at that time.
barred by BCLC from all casinos in_
From that time
u to the present, BCLC and its service providers have continued to provide information to the police on lii!\I
· ·:- · I have enclosed with this letter a timeline setting out some of the more important interactions BCLC has
·
·ce in regards to j@f§§§foiiactivities and associates. In addition, I can advise that between
• · • · · • • • BCLC submitted 31 reports to GPEB that included circumstances involving or related
hat it found concerning and that 26 of those occurrences were also reported to the police.

ofMilWwas

@ti@l#3M·•

MllhJas

toll

MS

•

ThP
aga speaks both to the absence of meaningful enforcement and an apparent tendenc to
deflect scrutiny thereof. In the attached "BCLC Chronology n,:lll!
vou will note that byl@ffl@§#
Inspector Bruce Ward was the OIC of t h . file and was briefed fully by BCLC's Alderson about

1WM
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apparently and/or suspected illegal activity associated with our casinos. You will note that two years later
lnsp. Ward presented at an IAFCI conference, attended by media and public members. That presentation left
the distinct impression that others had failed, but that the RCMP investigation he led now was riding to the
rescue, with charges coming. No c h a r . been laid as of the date of this letter. In his 2017
presentation, lnsp. Ward did not note that ·-=- ·· 's activities had been brought to the RCMP's attention in
late mmll Given the confidential and se
ture of the information contained within the attachments,
we ask that you maintain the confidentiality of the material.
I wish to bring to your attention one other concerning matter. On June 13, 2017, the RCMP and GPEB held a
joint press conference in Vancouver. At that event it was reported that "top tier" organized crime figures
linked to money laundering, illegal gaming houses, drug trafficking, kidnappings and extortions had
laundered large amounts of money though casinos. It was further reported that nine of the accused had been
arrested and released. BCLC was deeply concerned to learn that potentially violent criminals had been
frequenting its casinos and targeting its facilities for money laundering. Very shortly after the press
conference, BCLC wrote to the RCMP asking, under our information sharing agreement, for the names of
those arrested so that it could use its statutory powers under the Gaming Control Act to bar those nine
individuals from all casinos in the province to protect customers and staff, and to stop any further money
laundering attempts by these individuals. BCLC has not yet been provided the names of the nine individuals
arrested. BCLC remains concerned that potentially violent criminals, whose identities are not known to
BCLC, may be continuing to enter its facilities and BCLC remains committed to barring those who were
arrested as soon as they are identified to BCLC.
This matter speaks to a clear need for better sharing of information between agencies. These 9 "top tier"
crime figures have been arrested and know, therefore, they are targets. Our service providers and BCLC do
not want 'top tier' crime figures in our casinos. Nor do we want our patrons being put at any potential risk of
harm, if the reason for not notifying us of their identities, is to enable police to continue observing them, as
they conduct unlawful activities in or around our gaming facilities.
Harvest/Invest. This is a theme I've addressed at various meetings during my term as Chair, including at
Treasury Board (TB). BCLC needs to invest if it is to continue providing the General Revenue Fund (GRF)
with the harvest TB seeks. Lottery equipment. Responsible gaming. Additional compliance requirements. An
orderly redevelopment of our headquarters. BCLC, as you know, has no retained earnings. It must advance
100% of what it earns to the GRF, then seek from TB what it needs for investment on a line item basis . This
has resulted in an uneven business planning and execution model. Dr. German's report no doubt will cause
further challenges for TB, with the Harvest/Invest balance that needs to be achieved. Our ability to address
AML, Responsible Gaming initiatives, and added compliance expectations all speak to getting that
Harvest/Invest balance better understood at TB.
BCLC's results for this past fiscal year, and our projections for the next period, provide well more than
enough new revenue for TB to be able to accommodate all the investments required by BCLC during the
next defined period of our fiscal projections.
Finally, let me say it has been my privilege to serve my Province through the Board of BCLC, and if asked I
will happily support my successor as Chair, in whatever modest way I can, that would be appropriate .
Yours truly,

~~

Bud Smith, Q.C.
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors
cc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attorney General
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC

Enclosure(s) x3
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This is Exhibit “12” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Email - BCLC - RCMP meetings on ML April 2014 to March 2015
From: Michele Duncan <
Date: February 9, 2018 at 9:56:48 PM GMT
To: Brad Desmarais <
Subject: RE : Help with info - RCMP

>

Hi Brad,
Please see below for attendees:

April 16, 2014
Attendees
-'
;
- 'Grywinski, John' <
>;
>;
- Landry, Marc <
- Daryl Tottenham <
- John Karlovcec
- Brad Desmarais
RCMP Building (14200 Green Timbers Way, Surrey) - Room A6C5504_M
Time 10 am - 12 pm

June 17, 2014 Time - 10 am -12 pm- various CFSEU Robert Grace was the meeting coordinator on the CFSEU
side

Feb 12, 2015 John Karlovcec advises he was at this meeting along with Brad D. and Kris Gade.
FSOC members Steve Whetter and Glenn Attkins were in attendance.
There were also 2 VPD members, but he cannot recal l their names.
Meeting was at request of Cal Chrustie
It was after this meeting that some action was looked at

Michele
From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Michele Duncan <
Subject: Fwd: Help with info - RCMP
Importance: High

>

Please see below - I can't seem to get my calendar up for the April 2014 period. Could you please have
a look?

From: Rob Kroeker <
Date: February 9, 2018 at 7:15:24 PM GMT
To: John Karlovcec <
Bal Bamra <

Daryl Tottenham

BCLC0003867
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<

Brad Desmarais <
Subject: Help with info - RCMP
Hi Group
JIGIT top end has asked if we can assist them with some info
As I understand it, BCLC met with CFSEU/FSOC/RCMP on the following dates:
April 16, 2014 at Green timbers
June 17 or 19, 2014 at RRCR
Feb 12, 2015
As this pre-dates JIGIT existence they are asking if we can help them with names of the RCMP members who
attended these meetings. May I please ask you to see if you can find any info on who attended the meetings.
As with all these requests sooner is better than later - but this is not urgent. Next week is fine and if that is a
time problem do not hesitate to let me know.
Thanks,
Rob

BCLC0003867 .02

-timeline

Apr16,2014
Meeting confirmed with CFSEU Surrey HQ to discuss establishment of a
working relationship and working on issues of interest.. Present were lnsp
Marc Landry, Supt. John Grywinski , Cpl Robert Grace, Brad D. John K.,
Daryl T.

"' CrfEa..

-/>*f II~

May 6 th , 2014 CFSEU to look at targeting- PTEB list from CFSEU to BCLC
Hi Brad and Cathy
I was given your contact information by John Karlovcec after our meeting on April 16 th, 2014 . During the
meeting we discussed the compilation of a list of undesirable gaming patrons that met the bclc
thresholds. It was determined that the first step to compiling the list would be for CFSEU to provide bclc
with our Provincial Tactical Enforcement Priorities (PTEP) roster of individuals deemed a threat and you
would determine which of these individuals met the criteria of frequenting the casinos.
I thin k we can accomplish this on our own and perhaps have a larger meeting when your results are
complete. Is it possible to meet you at your Vancouver office this Wednesday or Thursday? I am away
the next week.

)
Jill Paterson
Strategic Ana lyst
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit- BC

CFSEU Trevor Emmerson for contact person to arrang, lloackage
and associated profiles
Redacted - RCMP

Cst. Trevor EMMERSON
CFSEU-BC Uniform Team 1
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3
Cell : 604-218-1137

From: Emmerson, Trevor

Sent: June-17-14 4:43 PM
To:

Subject: CFSEU Contact
John, Daryl,
I will be the contact at CFSEU for casino concerns.

BCLC0006819

I will put together information for CFSEU Uniform members and circulate it. Can you send me your
"persons of interest" that you would like us to focus on along with the relevant information (DOB,
address, BCDL, vehicles, associates ... ).
Also, during the presentation, it was discussed that an "illegal interest rate". I am not up to speed on
proceeds of crime and enforcement actions we can take. I will need to discuss how we can take
enforcement actions against the money lenders later on.
For now, the POi list will get me started.
My work cell is 604Redacted - RCMP

st

R-

1 CFSEU Team 1 &2 tour and orientation of
follow on next date- Target profiles supplied to intel officer fo ·-:- :·

and 4 to

- - - - O P - 1 0 data completed, delivered and CFSEU started monitoring and

~AAl 1· •

To: CFSEU Attn: Cst. Trevor Emmerson

)

Attached to this email is a collection of the Top-10 money facilitators that work out of the lower mainland
casinos with the majority devoted to River Rock patrons . Of coursE.R;lllis thl'I target and is
Redacted - RCMP
but is extremely active and has numerous people working for him. I have also included
the contact numbers for John and I, as well as the contact numbers for the BCLC Investigators at each
lower mainland site. In a case where it is urgent and you need to contact the investigator, I have also
included their cell numbers. Of course you can shout me anytime for any reason at either number as they
are both 24/7 phones. Thanks kindly and please co ntact me if you need anything fu rther with the target
sheet s............ .

Redacted - RCMP

Hi Trevor,
Hope all is well. Just to advise you that we have compiled our top 10 Casino cash facilitator targets .
Our BCLC Intelligence analyst has sent the target sheets as well as BCLC investigator contact information
by secure file transfer protocol to CFSEU analysts Jill PATTERSON, Jorda METCALFE, Cara lee FLORE and
Nathalie BROWNE.
Please contact one of your CFSEU analysts to receive/gain access to the information . Again we very much
appreciate your support with this initiative.
Please let us know if you have any questions or if we can be of any further assistance.
Best Regards,
John

BCLC0006819.02

Redacted - RCMP

Hi Daryl,
I spoke to the boys at RRCR last week to determine if they have had any recent Police Working Group
meetings. Due to summer & vacation I guess they will not be hosting any meetings until September.
I was interested to see if they had invited Cst. Trevor Emmerson to a meeting and more importantly to
hear if CFSEU has devoted any time

tf§§@§fol:•H _ __,_

I think we should follow up with him. I spoke to Brad D last week and made mention that we had not
heard back from CFSEU.
I'd hate to see this fall off the plate after our efforts to get them involved. Maybe we can Trevor out for
lunch if he is available one day this week or next.
Would you mind touching base with him please and see what we can set up?
His contact info is as follows;
Cst. Trevor EMMERSON
CFSEU-BC Uniform Team 1
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3

Thanks,
John

John l<arlovcec
Redacted - RCMP

Daryl,
I should be around over the next couple weeks. I work Tues-Fri days next week and then Mon-Tues days/
Wed-Thurs nights the following week. We can meet up if you are available.
We have been assigned tasks over the last few weeks and have been short bodies so I haven't been able
to look into you info much. I have reviewed some of the players but still need to dig further.
I would like to discuss enforcement options and the authorities behind enforcement actions with you as
this is new to me.
Let me know if any of the times I am on shift work for you .
Thanks.
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Cst. Trevor EMMERSON
Mail Stop 408 / 409
CFSEU-BC Uniform Team 1
Redacted - RCMP

Hi Trevor
Just w anted to to uch bases w ith you and see how things are sha ping up w ith your un it aft er the
announced cuts that Govt imposed on policing in general. Hopefully you guys were not impacted
too severely in the end .
Just as an fyi, our main target at River Rock had been extremely active of late and has actually
I

I

!

Redacted RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Also there was a Cpl Tom?? From cfseu that came by the site with someone from GPEB but not
sure what he was looking for or needed. If there is anything you require, feel free to call me
anytime.
Cheers daryl
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.

)

BCLC received an email from Pat Ennis (RR) requesting a meeting to
discuss how BC.plans to approach patrons in the future for these types of issues as
that -_·; was appro_
ached ':'las ~iewed as problematic. A meeting was set up
f o ~ a t 230 pm at RR with Kevin, Kris, Daryl, and RR staff.
Redacted - RCMP

theflZW

iifiRllo,_eviewing files from the previous night and found a large buy-

in with.:.:.:.:....~ _:._:_which included a cash delivery of $645,105 of small bills.
(RR IN2014-52723) An email was forwarded to BCLC managers to initiate another
investigation by BCLC site investigators for this incident due to the size of the buy-in
and cash being delivered tnj§§§§%:il notwithstanding he has an active PGF account
and has been using it properly prior to this date.
AML unit is currently trying to arranie another meeting with CFSEU members to
encourage they initiate a project on @§@§Pd@ifrom theillsubject target sheets that
we provided them. This incident will be added to that intel for their consideration and
use.

Redacted - RCMP

Kevin, Kris, and Daryl attended a meeting at RR with Pat Ennis, Rob
Kroeker and several managers to dis cuss the approach of VI P's and the related issues
of cash deliveries, chips leaving the casino and the amount of extremely large cash buyins that we are seeing recently. Discussions about the1., 11terview and concern from
RR staff that if we are going to be doing this, they wou d Ii e to be able to have staff
bring the patron to a private room and be involved in the process with BCLC. They
would appreciate that they be given the opportunity when possible to deal directly with
the patron in the first instance and agreed that the problems involving cash deliveries

BCLC0006819.04

and the use of PGF accounts for large buy-ins are serious and they are supportive of
our actions to deal with them.
It was explained to RR staff that there may be instances when having RR staff try to
resolve an issue in the first instance may not be possible but we would try to facilitate an
intervention by RR staff with the patron prior to escalating the issue at BCLC.
An agreement was made to have BCLC investigators contact RR managers when they
wished to interview a VIP (whenever possible) and they would provide a room for this
meeting to occur and brini the patron to the room . RR also agreed that they needed to
make contact witr!d§@fiQ regarding the recent file and cash delivery of 645K and the
need to utilize his PGF account instead of cash buy-ins and would update us once this
is completed and confirmil§@§%:ii understood the problems and would be cooperative .
The meeting summarized with RR managers and BCLC both agreeing that this issue is
a serious one and that a combined effort between the parties was required to stop the
cash deliveries, excessive cash buy-ins and getting the VIP players to utilize their PGF
accounts.
Redacted - RCMP
We are set up for next wed for lunch. This wou ld be great to share with him to show his level of
involvement and actual numbers that he is putting out.

D

)

From: John Karlovcec

Sent: Friday,

Redacted - RCMP

12:35 PM

To: Daryl Tottenham

Subject:

F\/1':liff®W

Daryl,
See attached . So the sooner we can meet with Trevor the better as Brad D has seen this chart an d will
probably be setting up a meeting with CFSEU brass as well.
John

From: Kevin Sweeney

Sent: Friday,•il!!l@
..•rj•-"'$.,.•l..i!ll!!!~H"'Ml!!IM• 11:Sl AM
To: Brad Desmarais; John Karlovcec

Subject:Brad/John,
Had the team at the RRCR compile some information surroundin..;-- . . ndlfRactions over the
past 6 months.

I've attached a Spreadsheet of all the incidents wherelitfT: ; involved or believe to be
involved. The breakdown is as follows:

BCLC0006819.05

- incidents wherdi!fflis believed to be involved in cash/chip delivery to BCLC
Patrons. The Total Buy-Ins for the patrons is $3,899,411.
Included in thtllincidents are:

• lli!\IIIncidents where a vehicle associated to Redacted - RCMP is confirmed by plate.
The Total Buy-In for these incidents is $1,889,986.

• Ill Incidents where

is positively identified in the delivery of
cash/chips to BCLC Patrons.
The Total Buy-Ins for these incidents is $1,810,086
Redacted - RCMP

Is there an opportunity whereas we can have the CFS EU target this individual?
Kevin Sweeney, CRM

)

Redacted - RCMP

Daryl was able to confirm a meeting date with Trevor Emmerson ,
CFSEU to discuss possible enforcement action against Redacted - RCMP and determine
,~,h..-.+
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in Surrey at 130 pm.
Redacted - RCMP

Subject:

Patro • WHk-1;/f:l:ii

Participants:
BCLC:
Brad Desmarais
Kevin Sweeney
John Karlovcec
GCGC:
Rob Kroeker
Patrick Ennis
Walter Soo
Terrance Doyle

Conference call to discuss patroi;§§fl-\fi:•fc- recent use of large volumes of un-sourced
cash and casino value chips at River Rock Casino. This has attracted the attention of
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the Provincial regulator GPEB. This discussion was requested by BCLC VP Corporate
Security & Compliance Brad Desmarais.

thatjf§ffif:l:jf

GCGC Walter SOO advised
·s in Canada on a
and
has significa~~- a~sets i~ g~neral as well a~ acquired ass~ts in the . ··- ·· __ _
Vancouver. llllwas first introduced to River Rock Casino by a friend of
·
and has been a regular at RRCR sinc+@§@§%:i3

iG

Walter SOO advised the group and it was agreed that the following course of action
would take place;
•

Walter is to arrange for contact wit ... •1§§1%:iFin the next 24-48 hours to initiate
conversation in regard to concerns about personal safety and expectations in
regard to cash buy-ins .

•

Walter will keep the group updated as to success in arranging for the
conversation to occur and outcome after the conversation has occurred .

•

Should the player attend and attempt similar a cash buy-in prior to Walter being
able to make arrangements, Walter's timetable for arranging the conversation will
be immediately accelerated and will occur when the player requests the cash
buy-in.

•

Should the player attempt a similar cash buy-in subsequent to the conversation,
BCLC 1Ni l! then arrange to have a direct discussion with the player. \f\/hi! e BCLC
makes arrangements for this discussion to occur, the player will be banned from
making any cash buy-ins (PGF only) or prevented from gaming with un-sourced
casino value chips at BC casinos until the BCLC discussion has been
completed .

Further to the above BCLC VP Corporate Security requested the following action ;
•

The message also needs to be communicated not only tcl'llbut allll
ij&ijzl%:iFthat they_must s-sing cash and or Un-sourced chips from
1nd1v1duals such as llfland

.

Should these patrons continue to use un-sourced cash and casino value chips a 14 day
BCLC Provincial Barring will be in place to allow for further investigation by BCLC
investigators ..
13:30 - Call ends. Follow up call to take place next week.
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Redacted - RCMP

Meeting at River Rock with Terry Doyle, Walter Soo, Brad D., Kevin, Rob
Kroeker,
Lengthy discussions or
'Jroblems, cash deliveries, Top-10
suspect profiles being put together, large amount of o/s RR SK chips

ff§flff:l:if

Redacted - RCMP

Meeting with RTC at Surrey HQ to try and establish working group and get
possible assistance with suspected criminal organizations targeting BCLC
sites .

March 19th , 2015
Meeting at BCLC with CBSA to establish working agreement. (Ross will
recall this one.)

)

--- -

. . .

~
.
r vU\..., ~I t:qJ I UI fJI UJ~C L ~ l dl l

Redacted - RCMP

Daryl,

•

As per our conversation today, I'm off for a couple of weeks so if we are working the file or if you have
any questions Det/Cst Kevin Uganec would the person to contact. His cell ii@t¥\@§#3@
11d his email
is listed above. Glenn is one of my Sergeants who you met at our meeting and his email is also listed
above. I should be in the office most of the day tomorrow, if you need to call. My cell is Redacted - RCMP
Thanks,
Greg Paxton
Kevin,
D_aryl's
his cell

•>,:,,e

~ell_i_s11il'l.1i
·-Fi· ,

•-----

He also advised that another point of contact would be Steve BEEKSMA and

·

Thanks,
Greg Paxton
Detective Constable 2141 Greg Paxton
Vancouver Police Department
RCMP FSOC Group 6
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'i ' .

Id.Iii
with ·

FSOC meeting with Richmond RCMP over Project conflicts

group

Hello John and Daryl
As an u date I can advise that we met with Richmond Detachment Plainclothes members
and
on the Casino Targets. The ask Force Team has just worked
nines days straight on an urgent file and they should be regrouping this week to set priorities for the
mon~h . We h~ve a ~orkable plan that will include coordinating discussing Redacted - RCMP
·N1th your investigators.
1H

ufcomi~,9

•tiff§Jt.•:

I have included the Primary Investigator, Greg PAXTON in the message and one of the Team members will
be in touch with Daryl.
Thanks and I look forward to moving forward on this
Steve Wetter
Redacted - RCMP

)

e

• • -

•-

_

Redacted - RCMP
Detective Constable Kevin Uganec
Vancouver Police# 1654
On loan to RCMP FSOC 6
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This is Exhibit “13” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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From: Robert G. Kroeker <

>

Sent: April-30-14 2:31 PM
To: Brad Desmarais
Subject: FW: FYI- media monitoring - Stopping money laundering as simple as placing cop in
casino

Just fyi.
From: Eric Hall

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:01 PM
To: Robert G. Kroeker; Nesset, Rendall
Cc: Maloney, Sean
Subject: Re: FYI- media monitoring - Stopping money laundering as simple as placing cop in casino
Hi Rob,
Renny is out of town until next week. As you recall I used to work at IPOC for over a decade and conducted
numerous money laundering investigations and have a real in-depth understanding of money laundering. I have
spoken to Renny about the issue and we as the police force of jurisdiction are very satisfied with the regimes,
policies, and procedures followed by the River Rock, BCLC, FINTRAC, BC Gaming Branch and the police to
prevent the activity. We do not have a concern about money
laundering at the River Rock. You can tell from the news article, we were not approached or consulted. The
solution of a police officer on the floor or surveillance room will not likely stop any sophisticated money
laundering operation, anywhere, and I don't believe the casinos in BC can even be a participant in a
sophisticated organized money laundering process with the existing reporting regimes to designed to prevent
the activity. I know that "proceeds of crime" could potentially be gambled, however, without a extensive
investigation by police, the casinos would never be able to determine the source of all funds
spent in their facilities. I believe I may be the member who will discuss the issue with Richmond's Community
Safety Council, on behalf of Renny.
Gary Clement used to be in-charge of the Proceeds of Crime Program in the RCMP in the 1990's and is currently
a consultant in Ontario, so perhaps some of his knowledge is some-what dated and Ontario-centric.
Let me reiterate, on behalf of Renny and the Richmond detachment, we are very comfortable with the River
Rock's ability not to
facility money laundering. Hope this helps.
Eric.
Eric W. HALL, Inspector
Operations Support Officer
Richmond City Detachment
11411 No. 5 Road,
Richmond, B.C.
V7Y 4E8
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HiRenny
You may have seen the story below. If you want a detailed run through on our money laundering counter
measures I would be happy to update you in as much detail as you like. We are fully Fin TRAC compliant.

Rob

From: Sonja Mandie
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:57 PM
To: Alasdair Douglas; Andrea Lieuwen; Andy Lacroix; Angela Ho; Bernard Casumpang; Bernie Johnson; Bruce
Barbour;
Candace Whetter; Casey Kotecki; Cherie Au; Chris Lynn; Chuck Keeling; Colette Bennett; Connor Graham;
Darlene F. Doyle;
Eric Wong; Erin Oliver; Glenda Checkley; Greg Katz; Greg Pattison; Helen MacMillan; Jackie Gorton; Jared Hunt;
Jenny Poon;
Jim McGrogan; Jim Slater; Jim Wall; Jimmy Ho; John Yip; Ken Murray; Ken Stratton; Kevin VanderKley; Kiran
Rao; Kwai Lam;
Matt Newsome; Matthew Lusk; Patrick Ennis; Peter Goudron; Radek Kielar; Raj Mutti; Rani Takhar; Rhonda
Dyck; Rob
MacIntyre; Robert G. Kroeker; Robert McPherson; Robin Killeen; Rod Baker (External); Rod Baker; Roland
Monteiro; Sally Hart; Shauna Gillespie; Stacy Kirpichova; Terrance Doyle; Udo Schwarze; Valerie Barton; Vic
Poleschuk; Vira Jackson; Walter Soo; Weatie Rosenlehner
Subject: FYI- media monitoring - Stopping money laundering as simple as placing cop in casino
Stopping money laundering as simple as placing cop in casino
Suspicious transactions continue to be reported at casinos.
by Martin van den Herne! - Richmond Review
posted Apr 25, 2014 at 9:00 AM- updated Apr 25, 2014

If River Rock Casino Resort and the provincial government really wanted to stop money laundering in casinos,
the solution is as simple as spelling RCMP. Just place a Mountie in the all-seeing security surveillance room,
decked out in dozens of TV screens peering through the seemingly ubiquitous domed cameras on casino ceilings,
and instruct the officer to question a guest every time someone
comes in with $10,000 or more in cash.
Garry Clement, president and CEO of Clement Advisory Group, and former director of the RCMP's federal
proceeds of crime program, told The Richmond Review if government wanted to take the issue seriously, it could
also just stop accepting cash. Casinos already accept wire transfers, certified cheques and bank drafts, he noted.
Clement's comments come in the wake of a CTV story, based on confidential documents it obtained highlighting
the extent of suspicious behaviour in B.C. casinos, where gamblers "routinely carry bags loaded with small bills
onto the gaming floor," CTV's Mi-Jung Lee reported. "In one case from 2012, a 'Mr. F' walked into a casino's VIP
room with a backpack and bought in for $200,000 using all $20 bills," CTV reported. "He has an extensive history
of suspicious transactions, according to the documents, and once brought in $1.6 million in a single month." Of
the 1,013 suspicious transactions in 2013, none resulted in criminal charges, CTV reported. "Accepting large
amounts of cash is setting themselves up as a conduit for money laundering," Clement said. Asked if the
province is "wilfully blind" to the existence of money laundering in B.C. casinos, Clement said: "Absolutely."
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Government shouldn't be acting as a conduit for cleaning "ill-gotten gains," because doing so means it's in
"possession of the proceeds of crime," which makes it part of the problem, he said.
Word would spread quickly if every cash transaction were immediately scrutinized at the casino door. Clement
guesses that casino revenues would drop 20 per cent. Considering it's a billion-dollar annual business in B.C.,
that makes this the $200-million question.
Richmond Mayor Malcolm Brodie said money laundering has always been a concern, something local police
have on its radar. Brodie said he voted against the expansion of gambling in Richmond, worried about the
increase in crime, and the social cost of gambling. "Money laundering is a very difficult issue to resolve, but they
do what they can," Brodie said. But with the city recently reaping a record $18 million from its share of casino
revenues, isn't Brodie potentially biting the hand that feeds the city?
"I want a city that is crime free, and I would never want to condone or encourage criminal activity, whether or
not it puts money in the city's coffers."
A source told The Richmond Review that for this policy to work, a police officer would have to be stationed at
every casino in the province, around the clock. Otherwise the money launderers would just pick up their bags
stuffed with 20s, and move to the next closest casino.
This surveillance room watches casino staff and gamblers extremely closely, to ensure there's no theft or
cheating. If the casino were to stop the flow of suspicious cash, "that would end their business," the source said.
The source added: "When was the last time you saw a uniformed police officer doing a routine patrol in the
casino. It's not a welcome place for police officers. They're bad for business."
Brodie said he will ask Richmond RCMP Supt. Rennie Nesset to come to an upcoming city hall meeting to discuss
the moneylaundering issue.
Brodie added that River Rock Casino Resort has been an incredible community business partner.
"They do a lot for our city. I know their attitude. They want a clean operation and they work very hard to keep it
that way." River Rock spokesperson Chuck Keeling, a vice-president with Great Canadian Gaming, said the
Richmond waterfront casino abides by money-laundering protocols followed by other institutions as well,
including banks and realtors. "We're no different from a bank in terms of what is expected of us when we get
large cash transactions," Keeling said. Whenever somebody brings $10,000 or more in cash, their personal
information is collected, and then the information is reported to Canada's anti-money laundering and anti
-terrorist financing group FINTRAC, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada, he said. It
was just a few years ago, he noted, when casino patrons were prohibited from using anything other than cash.
He said money laundering isn't easy at casinos. Cheques are only issued in two circumstances, he said, and are
clearly labelled in the appropriate manner in each case. If a customer's win has been verified, they will only be
issued a cheque in the amount confirmed by the casino, and it will be branded on its face: Players Gaming Club
Winnings. Otherwise, the casino's cheque will have printed on its face: "Return of Funds Not Gaming Winnings."
Keeling added: "A casino will only issue a cheque for verified winning amounts where it can indeed verify that
the funds are winnings generated at that particular casino."
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This is Exhibit “14” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Canadian Date of Incident Time ofdav
y
4/22/2014
3:42PM
y
6/ 12/2014
10:32AM
y
7/ 12/2014
10:47PM
y
7/24/2014
9:29PM

Dollar total
$ 30,000.00
$ 94,040.00
$140,000.00
$ 50,000.00

WhvSFT
LCT NO PLAY
LCT NO PLAY
LCT minimal play
LCT NO PLAY

Chios Received &/or oroduced BCLCACTION
5K
5 vr bannino
5K
1 vr bannina
1 yr bannino
$100,1K, 5K
5K
3 vr self bannino
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This is Exhibit “15” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Message
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Shauna Gillespie [
]
10/24/2014 6:11:18 PM
Robert G. Kroeker [
]
Unusual Financial Transactions - 10/6 - 10/15
image001.png; Supplemental Report 10 24.zip; image002.png; image00S.png; image007.png

Hi Rob,

LCT no play:
IN20140050739
IN20140052118
IN20140050895
IN20140052094 - BCLC interviewed the individual the notes are attached/ below

Chips produced for play w/out buy in:
IN20140051537

Possible loan sharking w/ hotel connection - {FU, Jingwei):
IN20140051965

IN20140050739 (attached 50739)
Subjects:
DOB: 12/15/1962
CDNID
Date of incident: 10/6/14
Summary:
On October 6, 2014
produced $100,100 (mix of small denomination bills) for a buy in. At 2148 hours
received his chips (SK chips).
At 2149 hours exited the VIP Salon with the chips, without conducting any gaming play. At 2149 hours proceeded to
the west tower of the River Rock Hotel and took an elevator to the seventh floor.

At 2151 hours

entered a room on the seventh floor.

At 2224 hours exited the hotel via the east lobby entrance. returned to the valet pick up area and his vehicle was
brought to him. then departed the property in the white SUV.
Previous incidents:

IN20140051537 (attached 51537)
Subjects: YANG, Dong Wei
DOB: 2/4/1972
CDNID
Date of incident: 10/11/2014
Delivered chips:
Barred ex-patron JIN, Paul

GCGC_PROD_0034912
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Summary:
- on 2014-OCT-11 at approx. 1554hrs with
exiting the Dog Wood high limit room (on the ground floor of the
casino) talking on his cell phone.
-As
approached the driveway a vehicle described as a late 90's, early 2000's Mercedes sedan (dark coloured)
entered the driveway and stops (without pulling over).
approaches the front passenger seat and reaches through
the open window where he acquired a white plastic shopping bag.
-At approx. 1558hrs
enters the VIP Salon and proceeds directly into the private cashier room. Once here he
empties the contents of the bag onto the transaction counter now seen to be bricks of CDN currency (all bound by
elastics). Totaled $99,960
- 1715hrs JIN, Paul arrived in the South parkade.
was only at the vehicle for seconds and as he walked away he
appeared to be putting something into his pocket (what was passed could not be verified on the footage). JIN exits the
parkade as
crosses back over the Sky Bridge and makes his way back to the VIP Salon.
-At approx. 1718hrs
returns to the Salon and goes directly to Midi-Baccarat table 25 where he produces approx.
$75K in $SK denomination chips

Previous incidents:
- 28 YTD incidents at RRCR (3 similar incidents, 1 LCT no play, 2 chip passing, and the remainder UFT)

IN20140052118 (attached 52118)
Subjects:
DOB:
CHN passport
Date of incident: 10/11/14
Currently barred by BCLC expires 10/3014

CDNID
Currently barred by BCLC expires 10/3014

Summary:
-At approx. 2108hrs
is seated at Midi-Baccarat table 23 in the casinos VIP Salon and receiving the chips for a $100K
cash buy in. Immediately after the chips are pushed to
by the dealer
reaches over takes half of them. He puts
the chips into his pocket and exits the Salon to the hotel lobby/reception level.
-At approx. 2111hrs
meets with
and both ride the elevator up to the 11th floor of the West hotel tower and
enter a room here.
-At approx. 2116hrs
returned to the VIP Salon and sat back down at the table with
No chips were seen in
's possession and it's believed the $SOK he took into the hotel was likely passed to someone in the hotel room.

Previous incidents:
pt incident YTD at RRCR
: pt incident YTD at RRCR

IN20140050895 (attached 50895)
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Subjects:
DOB:
CHN passport
Date of incident: 10/7/14

DOB: 9/11/1963
CDNID
Summary:
-October 7, 2014 at approximately 2005 at approximately 2005
conducted a suspicious buy-in at the River
Rock Casino for $100,000 with a mix of small denomination bills.
did not conduct any gaming play and took the SK
chips to the VIP Phoenix bathroom.
joined
in the VIP Salon bathroom.
exited the bathroom and exited the VIP Salon without
conducting any gaming play.
ubsequently attempted to cash-out $20,000 worth of chips. The transaction was
delayed and
elected to leave the casino without cashing out any chips.

Previous incidents:
9 YTD incidents. 2 associated with Money Laundering activity, 2 chip passing and the remaining UFT.
i5t incident at RRCR

IN20140052094 (attached 52094)
Subjects:
DOB:
CDNID
Date of incident: 10/14/2014
Summary:
On 2014-OCT-14 approximately 1814hrs a male patron identified as
(SID#10700) produced a cash buy-in
totaling $467,725.00.00 in CON currency for play in the River Rock VIP Room.
received the following chips at MDB13 (93x$5000.00, 2x$1000.00, lx$500.00 and lx$25.00 chips) in relation to his
large table buy in.
collected his chips and left the casino without any play.

The following events were conducted on 2014-10-15 under the direction of the BCLC AML Department:
... Patron
was approached at MDB39, it was learned that
Investigator LEE was able to ask
the following questions:

preferred to speak in Mandarin. At this time BCLC Casino

was asked why he left the site as soon as his Large Table Buy in was processed at MDB25?
stated that he was going to attend a concert in the River Rock Theater - Start Time 2000hrs.
was given tickets for that show
Casino Investigator LEE was able to confirm with the River Rock staff that

s LCT history has been viewed, it was noted that his buy in was out of the norm/much larger than any buy in he
conducted in the past.
stated that he has lost quite allot during his last couple visits and he thought "this" large buy in would be
lucky for him.
was asked what the source of funds that were used to conduct that large buy in with small bills.
stated that it was his savings from his home safe, which he used to hide the funds from his wife.
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informed that he had all of the chips with him from last night's buy in.
reached in his pocket and pulled out approx. half of the chips and then said the other half is in his vehicle.
At approx. 1202hrs
offered to get the chips from his vehicle and invited the Investigators to walk out with him. LEE,
BEEKS MA and HUSLER accepted and we all walked out to the first floor of the West Parkade. Once in the parkade
opened the trunk of his Black Mercedes BCLP: 789 PTV to obtain a silver plastic bag. We all then returned to the
Phoenix VIP Room where
displayed the chips from the silver bag on MDB39.
-At this time the BCLC Casino Investigators were satisfied with what was observed.
Previous incidents:
1st YTD incidents at RRCR

IN20140051965 (attached 51965)
Subjects:
DOB:
Date of incident: 10/13/2014
CDNID
Summary:
appears to have left the site with 125K in SK chips. During his play he performed 3 large cash buy ins with money
that he was receiving from a 5th floor hotel room.
BCLC summary:
2014-OCT-13 a male casino patron identified as
produced a total of $350K in CON currency (majority in
smaller denomination bills) for play in River Rocks VIP Salon. There were a total of 3 separate transactions that
conducted and it appears he retrieved the money for each from an unknown room on the 5th floor of the West hotel
tower.
Buy in 1
along with an Asian female visually identified as
exiting a room on the 5th floor of
- at approx 2046hrs with
the West hotel tower. At approx 2047hrs
and
enter the casinos VIP Salon and
proceeds directly into the
private cashier room. Totaled $100K (2500X$20 and 1000X$50 bills).
losing what appeared to be the last of his chips from the $100K buy in.
-Footage continues at approx 2142hrs with
Buy in 2
-At approx 2154hrs an unknown male arrives on the property as the sole occupant of a vehicle described as a late model
BMW ...
-At approx 2207hrs
and the male enter the hotel West tower elevator and ride it up to the 5th floor. While inside the
elevator
takes possession of the light coloured bag. Both
and the male walk down the hallway on the 5th floor
toward a room.
At approx 2209hrs
reappears alone now carrying 2 silver plastic shopping bags (appeared to be unmarked). At approx
2211hrs
enters the private cashier room in the VIP Salon. Totaled $200K (10,000X$20 bills).
*The dealer presents the chips to
in 4 stacks of $SOK (all $SK denomination chips).
removes 2 of the stacks
($100K) and puts the chips into his left jacket pocket. Moments later he takes approx. half of the stacks that remained
(approx. $25K) and puts these chips into the same pocket (he now has approx. $125K in chips in his pocket).
begins to gamble with the remaining $7SK but for only approx 5 minutes then he would return to the 5th floor of the
resort.
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-At approx 2250hrs
leaves the casino (leaving the approx $7SK on the table) and enters the hotel lobby retuning to
the 5th floor of the West tower. Before taking the elevator up to the 5th floor
was seen engaging in a brief
conversation with an unknown Asian male in the hotel lobby.
-At approx 2255hrs
returned to table 26 in the Salon and continued gambling with the approx $7SK in chips he left
behind earlier.
was not observed retrieving any chips from his pocket.
Further review confirmed that by approx 2309hrs he appeared to have lost the balance of his chips and left the table.
Buy in 3
Approx 30 minutes later
would be seen coming from the 5th floor/West tower with another bag of cash, this would
be his final buy in this date. At approx 2347hrs
approaches the transaction window at the Phoenix cashier and
removes a black shaped brown paper bag from under his jacket. Tota led $SOK (2500X$20 bills).

Previous incidents:
47 YTD incidents at RRCR

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Cheers,

Shauna Gillespie, CFI I Manager, Compliance I Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
#350, 13775 Commerce Parkway, Richmond BC V6V 2V4 I
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This is Exhibit “16” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Message
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Robert G. Kroeker
2014-08-19 5:13:19 PM
Patrick Ennis [
RE:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play
image001.png

]

You can let Mike and the others know we have been monitoring and raising this issue with BCLC. Here is Shauna's most
recent tracking. You can share with Bruno and Kevin.

R
INII

Patron Name

DOB

Role

ca nad ian Date of Incident Time of day Dollar t ota l

WhySFT

Ctiips. Rece ived

BCLCACTION

&/or p rod uced

y
y

02/05/ 14

12:27AM

$150,000.00

LCT m in i ma l p lay

SK

Watched

02/ 07/ 14

4:00PM

$100,000.00

LCT m in i mal p lay

SK

Watched

03/ 10/ 14

12:33AM

- $230, 000.00

CDR w / out p l ay

SK

Watched

Accused

y
y

04/ 08/ 14

3:33PM

$250,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

Watched

IN 20140019328

Accused

N

04/1 5/ 14

4:11PM

$50, 000.00

LCT NO PLAY

$5 .00, SK

Watched

IN 20140019355

Accused

y

04/ 17/ 14

10:46AM

$10,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

lK

Watched

IN 20140020462

Accused

y

04/22/ 14

3:42PM

$30,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

s yr bann ing

IN 20140022093

Accused

y

05/ 01/ 14

12:45P M

$100,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

Watched

IN 20140028340

Accused

y

06/ 04/ 14

4:03PM

- $190,000.00

CDR w/out p l ay

SK
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IN 20140029458

Accused

06/ 12/ 14

10:32AM

$94,040.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

1 vr bann ing

IN 20140006467

Accused

IN 20140006747
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IN 20140012.203

Accused

IN 20140017903
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y
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06/ 30/ 14

6:28PM

$50,000.00

LCT NO PLAY
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g

Accused

y

06/ 30/ 14

7:28AM

$250,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

Watched

Accused

y

07/0 5/ 14

8:36PM

$82, 900.00
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SK
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i,

Accused

y

07/ 09/ 14

8:S4AM

$300,000.00

Ch i ps produced for p l ay w/out buy i n
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IN 20140034787

Accused

N

07/11/14

5: 11PM

$68,500.00
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IN 20140034997

Accused

07/ 12/ 14
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$140,000.00
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IN 20140032699

:

IN 20140032784
IN 20140033734
IN 20140034l29

IN 20140035170
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y
y

07/13/ 14
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$50, 000.00
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IN 20140035941
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N

07/ 17/ 14
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SK
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Accused

y

07/ 20/ 14

1:16PM

- $200,000.00

CDR w/out p l ay

SK
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y
y

07/ 22/ 14

3:46PM

$50,000.00

LCT min i ma l p lay

SK

Watched

07/ 24/ 14

4:18PM

$50, 020.00

LCT NO PLAY

$5 .00, SK

Watch ed

y
y

07/ 24/ 14

9:29PM

$50,000.00

LCT NO PLAY

SK

3 yr se l f bann ing

07/ 30/ 14

10:40PM

$200,000.00

Ch i ps produced for p l ay w/out buy i n

SK

Watched

IN 20140036437
IN 20140036774

XU

IN 201400372Sl

Accused

IN 20140037283

Accused

IN 20140038209

XU

Accused

From: Patrick Ennis
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:40 AM
To: Robert G. Kroeker
Cc: Greg Pattison
Subject: RE:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play
I am involved with Jim. I also have had discussions with Bruno and will see Kevin later today. Everything is in hand at this
point.

From: Robert G. Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 7:50 AM
To: Patrick Ennis
Cc: Greg Pattison
Subject: RE:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play
Pat
Thanks for the summary. Good work by Arlene and her team.
Jim's response to Mike is right on point in my view. Having said that, I would prefer that Operations (Jim) not lead alone
on this issue with BCLC. It would be better if Surveillance be directly involved in the discussion as well - either Arlene or
you.
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Please keep me updated on how this issue progresses.
Rob

From: Patrick Ennis
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 4:26 PM
To: Robert G. Kroeker
Subject: Fwd:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play

Begin forwarded message:

From: Arlene Strongman <
Date: August 18, 2014 at 3:08:14 PM POT
To: Jim Wall <
Cc: Patrick Ennis <
Subject: RE:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play

>

Hi Jim,
All the incidents that were listed are SFTs/UFTs. These reports are not open to Operations as they are Buy Ins with no
play.

14-39845 was on 08AUG2014.
is a new LCT buying in for 170K in small bills. He is accompanied by
They
speak with
, go to the washroom together and then
and
go to a room on the 8th floor W.T.
appeared to have the same amount of SK chips as he did before and after the wash room visit. No pass suspected so
operations would not have been informed as it is a SFT/UFT-Large Buy In in small bills. Incident reported to BCLC and
GPEB.
Mike Hiller stated that
and
have no previous suspicious incidents.
bought in for 300K, no play, came from and returned to E.T. 7 th floor. Operations
will not be notified for a SFT/UFT-Large Buy In in small bills. Incident reported to BCLC and GPEB.

14-40810 was on 13AUG2014.

14-40923 was on 14AUG2014. QIN bought in for $200,270 in small bills.

arrives with
and
.
go to E.T. rh floor.
buys in and takes chips with him. He goes to E.T. rh floor and then
and
site. SFT/UFT-Large Buy In in small bills. Incident reported to BCLC and GPEB.

14-41385 was on 16AUG2014.

buys in for 170K and was accompanied by
returns to E.T. rh floor.
SFT/UFT-Large Buy In in small bills. Incident reported to BCLC and GPEB.

and
leave

takes the chips and

have not attempted to cash out the chips. Had that attempt been made, they would be given
back the small bills and they would be informed by Operations (Security/Cage/Tables) of why. This attempt has not yet
been made.
Surveillance is still reviewing the latter 3 incidents.

Cheers,
Artene strov,,gl'Uli1n

Surveillance Manager
River Rock Casino Resort
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8811 River Road, Richmond, BC, V6X 3P8
Great Canadian Casinos Inc.

From: Jim Wall
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 9:05 AM
To: Deborah Huang; Richard Slack
Cc: BCRRC Ops Management Assistant General Managers; Arlene Strongman; Mike Hiller (
Subject: FW:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play

)

Hi Deb/Richard,
I'm in meetings all morning. Can one of you discuss with Mike?

Jim Wall I General Manager, Casino Operations
River Rock Casino Resort - 8811 River Road, Richmond, B.C.

From: Mike Hiller [
]
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 8:53 AM
To: Jim Wall
Cc: Steve Beeksma; Stone Lee; Jim Husler; Bruno Gatto
Subject:
'et al' Buy-ins with No Play
Good Morning Jim,
SID: 161259,
SID: 161263 and
SID: SID: 73465 have all been involved together
with major buy-ins with no play. The common factor in the incidents is that they are taking the chips back to hotel rooms
on site. The money and chips have been carried back and forth in a back pack.
is the prominent offender and
was involved in one of the buy-ins, but also seems to be involved in some
seems to be his assistant.
manner with everything that is happening.
The 4 buy-ins now total $840,270.00 with no play. The incidents are 2014-39845, 40810, 40923 and 41385. This activity
cannot be tolerated and I'm surprised that casino management has not taken any action to date, or at least talked to
I am inclined to proceed with a 14-day BCLC barring for all 3 of them until I can put all the details together for a
more substantial BCLC barring.
I would like you or one of your staff to drop by our office this morning to discuss this matter.
Thank you,
Mike
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Mike HILLER
BCLC Casino Security Investigator
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, B.C. V5M 0A6

Connect with us :
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education and
community groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.

This is Exhibit “17” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Message
From:

Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:

Terrance Doyle [
2015-02-22 8:36:09 PM
Robert G. Kroeker [
Peter Goudron [
Re: AML - Granting of Credit

; Kiran Rao [

]

thanks Rob
Terrance

On Feb 22, 2015, at 10:56 AM, "Robert G. Kroeker" <

> wrote:

Sure. I think Terrance is pretty much up to date on the issues, but give me a call anytime.
The info I briefed Rod on was newly emerging and is increasing drive on the GPEB side for a coordinated approach to
making credit available asap. So new for everyone and I'll run through that at the meeting. Rod wanted us to get ahead
of the issue so we don't wait for a model to emerge, he would like us to have as much influence on the model as
possible and to ensure we have a good idea on what we are prepared to and not prepared to do in regard to credit.

R

From: Terrance Doyle
Sent: Saturday, February 21, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Peter Goudron

Cc: Robert G. Kroeker; Kiran Rao
Subject: Re: AML - Granting of Credit
That would be great, Rod did give me the heads up that he spoke to Rob and wanted me to circle back with him.
Thanks
Terrance

On Feb 21, 2015, at 9:43 AM, "Peter Goudron" <

> wrote:

Hi Rob,
If you haven't already done so I think you should run Terrance through the concerns in advance of the meeting since
that is still a couple of weeks off.
Thanks,
Peter

From: Robert G. Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 1:18 PM
To: Kiran Rao; Terrance Doyle; Peter Goudron
Subject: AML - Granting of Credit
Hi guys
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Briefed Rod today on large cash buy-ins and chips being purchased without play. There is some mounting concern at
Min of Finance. Credit is likely going to be pursued in the very near term as part of the solution. As a bit of a priority
Rod would like us to get together to advance our thinking and possibly develop draft model that would work for us.
I will ask Andrea to set up a one hour meeting for an initial discussion. Please feel free to bring any others along whom
you think need to be involved at this stage.
Rob

This is Exhibit “18” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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CORPORATE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE AML DOCUMENT
Prepared: September 8, 2015 for VP CS&C
BACKGROUND

In February 2014 an AML unit was created within CS&C. The original mandate was to be best in
class in AML and was led by
Focus was on analysis, staff training, compliance
and enhanced customer due diligence.
Redacted - RCMP

BCLC submitted a report to RCMP (FSOC)

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted-RCMP

I

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

, 11

Intel was provided to GPEB who in turn provided this to Police.

On A.rl 17, 2015 BCLC Director for AML
was hired and was made aware of
remained Acting Senior Manager of eGaming Investigations until May
19, 2015.

fi§@Jf:l:•F

A BCLC Casino Patron Education Protocol was finalized which involved the interviewing of
Casino patrons involved in suspicious activity. This was approved by
and-

In May 2015 a Manager of Cash Alternatives and Special projects was brought into the AML
group to focus on initiatives including offering credit to WIP players and delimiting the
convenience cheque. Improvements were also made to the PGF policy.
After the AML Summit on June 4,, 2015 arrangements were made for
to meet with
senior Polic ;
and make general introductions.
Redacted - RCMP
On June 12 th
took over leadership the proposed chip swap project for RRCR
focusing on outstanding $SK chips. The reason for the chip swap was around concerns that
chips were being used to fund; illegal gaming and/or an underground economy.
I

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

met with FSOC and RCMP Inspector
was advised th ~
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

1

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
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Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted
On July 22, 2015 at approx. 1515 hrs BCLC Director AML
briefed CEO.
and VP Social Responsibility and Communicationsof the new development.
a conference call was conducted involving:
. .

BCLC

GPEB

RCMP

BCLC0004 727 .02
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On August 5 th 2015, The list of 10 players and the conditions were circulated to all Casino
service providers requesting their cooperation.

•

,,J§•Gl4@•• p®'•

the ED fro~ GPEB among others attended RCMP HQ and
1scusse t eir ro e m amm m the provmc =
Redacted - RCMP
•
received information that senior Police had
directed their operational staff to deal with GPEB rather than BCLC. Comments were made that
there had been unwillingness by BCLC leadership to address in, what was in the Police eyes,
clear acceptance of huge volumes of cash which "one could reasonably suspect were likely
proceeds of crime."
•

• • •

• • Redacted - RCMP

•

•

I

I ,• • • •

••

• •

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
On August 21, 2015
and
met with
to discuss Section 86 reporting. The current AML climate was discussed and
indicated that GPEB had done an analysis of STR's from June 2015 and thatthe content of those
STR's primarily had caused grave concern among the GM and ADM. The chip swap was
mentioned and that caused concern over the coming days with GPEB accusing BCLC of not
previously notifying them of the issue which was clearly an integrity issue.
On August 28, 2015 BCLC were advised by GPEB that they would be conducting an audit into
BCLC's STR and UFT reporting practices.

Redacted - RCMP
On September 8, 2015
spoke to Inspector
and it was agreed that lines of
communication would be kept open due to the operational impact on both organizations. It was
discussed that BCLC was committed to doing the right thing and that was eliminating "dirty
money" from the gaming industry.
Analysis was conducted by the BCLC AML Operational Analysis Unit on the information
received by FSOC and from within iTrak.
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
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CONSIDERATIONS

BCLC needs to consider the potential fall-out from the current Casino AML climate. Specifically,
if it becomes public knowledge that there are connections to Casinos and proceeds of crime. It
is widely known within Government, Law enforcement, Casino industry that there is a "police
investigation" and chances of a leak are high.
GPEB have been recipients of complete STR information for a number of years however it
appears their executive level are now only aware of the content of those STR's. With the recent
regime change in the Investigations and Compliance Divisions of GPEB this may be rationale
why previous information (STRs) had not filtered up to the right people in government.
GPEB are now scrutinizing BCLC's policies and practices around AML, likely in anticipation that
a criminal investigation will uncover a criminal element directly linked to BC Casinos. This is
could be an opportunity to deflect any criticism of the current government on to the agency
that conducts and manages gaming in BC.
There should be concern that BCLC and SP Management will be accused of "willful blindness."
Sources have told me that law enforcement and Government (GPEB) "are distancing
themselves from BCLC" for this reason, and in the result of any political back lash BCLC may be
heavily criticized for not doing more over a number of years. This is regardless of the fact that
BCLC
have driven all the AML

From BCLC investigative interviews conducted with WIP players so far BCLC has been able to
determine that for a number of players they readily admit to not knowing the source of their
cash, and that they pay back in suspicious circumstances using suspicious methods with little
or no interest. This would indicate transnational money laundering rather than loan sharking.
Although cash is still the main instrument of choice for the WIP players or "whales" it will not
be acceptable in the public eye if more player due diligence is not taken around receiving cash.
There are likely people involved in the regulated BC Gaming Industry that are involved in
facilitating proceeds of crime for players.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

Having service providers ask and document players for Source of Funds for all cash
deposits at an agreed upon threshold. (I recommend $20K although that can be
determined by the denomination submitted.)

•

Banning all players from using un-sourced cash that have confirmed links to
criminality.
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•

An acceptance by BCLC that underground banking involving money and Chinese
Nationals is suspicious and is likely not legal regardless of the original source of funds.
(1)

•

BCLC Investigations conducting more interviews with patrons involved in suspicious
transaction reports based on a more aggressive criteria. Eg: number of STR's, actual
STR circumstances.

•

Terminating business relationships when it is warranted.

•

A broader understanding at Executive Level of transnational money laundering

•

Continue to reinforce to Government that an agency equipped to investigate criminal
activity in Gaming is required. That includes one with the ability to track, investigate,
and prosecute on proceeds of crime.

SUMMARY

BCLC needs to get ahead of any potential media and public Backlash
BCLC have been driving AML initiatives for several years and this is well documented. However
we could and should be doing more. That will no doubt impact revenue, and could have a
significant impact on revenue. However we must get ahead of anything that may detrimentally
impact the Casino Industry. It is also the right thing to do.

(1) http://www.antimoneylaunderinglaw.com/2015/08/structuring-how-moving-funds-from-china-to-vancouveris-exactly-how-columbian-drug-lords-move-their-money.html
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A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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EXECUTIVE MEDIA TRAINING
KEY MESSAGES
ROB KROEKER

Key Messages
•

BCLC and the Province are committed to the integrity of gambling, and the safety and security of
casino patrons, in British Columbia.

•

BCLC has an active anti-money laundering program and makes significant investments in
technology, training, and certification.

•

Government launched an anti-money laundering strategy in 2011 focused on reducing the use of
cash to minimize the opportunity for money laundering to take place in gaming facilities.

•

Increasing cashless alternatives at B.C. casinos is a significant step towards improving public
safety, and deterring illegal gambling activity. Uptake of Patron Gaming Fund accounts, debit and
ATM transactions, and use of other cash alternatives, continue to grow.

Secondary Messages
•

BCLC and its service providers take all matters related to suspicious and/or suspected illegal
gambling very seriously.

•

If we have reason to suspect any criminal behaviour is occurring in or around our facilities, we
report it to local police and the Province's Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.

•

Safety and security are our number one priority. Through an information-sharing agreement with
police, BCLC proactively bars suspected members of organized crime from gaming facilities in
B.C. To date, 105 people have been banned.

•

We seek continuous improvement in our AML operations, including reviewing our processes and
procedures, implementing new review criteria designed to detect non-compliance, and introducing
a new software system.
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Anti-Money Laundering
BCLC's role:

•

We maintain a rigorous anti-money laundering program in all our casinos, and we are committed
to fulfilling our role in the anti-money laundering system.

•
•

Our role is to record and report specific transactions to FINTRAC.
Casinos are responsible for 2 per cent of all large cash transactions reported to FINTRAC - the
bulk comes from the banks.

•

BCLC has a dedicated anti-money laundering unit and has invested in the same technology used
by several major Canadian banks to conduct due diligence on our players.
All BCLC staff and casino staff receive mandatory anti-money laundering training that must be
updated on a regular basis.
We also have an information sharing agreement with law enforcement that allows us to ban
players with known links to criminal organizations, who pose a threat to public safety, or who are
involved in criminal conduct likely to generate proceeds of crime. To date, we have banned 105
people as a result of this agreement.

•
•

Money Laundering - how hard is it?

•
•
•
•
•
•

In every instance where a person wants to buy-in with cash in an amount of $10,000 or more, or a
series of transactions that add up to $10,000 or more over a 24 hour period, the individual must
produce valid government picture ID
that ID is copied and retained
all transactions of this kind are monitored by surveillance and video recorded
a report is completed on the transaction, including the person's name and other personal details
and is sent to FinTRAC. Suspicious transaction reports are also sent to the RCMP and the
provincial gaming regulator
We are continuously improving our operations, training and reporting protocols .
We've invested in an automated monitoring system used by many of the big banks to help in
fulfilling our due diligence requirements.

AML Enhancement Technology

•

BCLC has purchased new business intelligence software from a leading provider to financial
institutions, including three of Canada's five major banks.

•

The software, currently being customized, will monitor patrons by name, date of birth and business
relationships against a variety of global watch lists and create alerts where appropriate.

•

The software, expected to launch in summer 2016, will set the benchmark for other jurisdictions in
North America.

FINTRAC Compliance

•

BCLC is required to report any large cash transaction of $10,000 and more, casino disbursement
(payouts including jackpots and other winnings) of $10,000 or more, or suspicious transactions in
any amount to FINTRAC.

•

Casinos are one of many sectors, including banks and real estate companies that must report
large cash and suspicious transactions to FINTRAC.
2
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•

FINTRAC uses reports filed by BCLC to conduct analysis to detect patterns indicative of money
laundering as well as individuals potentially involved in money laundering.

•

BCLC's anti-money laundering program is regularly audited by FINTRAC, independent accounting
firms and our provincial regulator, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.

River Rock Underreporting

•

BCLC is deeply concerned that there were suspicious transactions not reported, and took
immediate action to address this issue.

•

BCLC reviewed 100% of all daily Large Cash Transaction records over a 14 month timeframe
(September 1, 2014 to October 31, 2015) at River Rock Casino Resort and found 266 unreported
suspicious transactions.

•

BCLC immediately conducted remedial anti-money laundering training for required staff at this
location to ensure all policies and procedures are understood and followed.

•

Since this incident occurred, BCLC has not found another unreported suspicious transaction at
River Rock Casino Resort. We will continue to conduct additional reviews at this casino for the
foreseeable future.

•

As an additional precaution, BCLC conducted a review at several other lower mainland casinos
and no concerns were raised around their reporting obligations.

River Rock Chip Exchange

•

BCLC replaced high value chips in circulation at River Rock Casino Resort in late January, 2016.

•

It is casino industry practice to periodically refresh casino chip stock to enhance game protection
and other aspects of casino security.

•

Players were encouraged to return their chips in exchange for a payout or for new chips.

•

The replacement of chips is important to maintain the integrity of gaming.

Civil Forfeiture Case

•

BCLC is deeply concerned by the money laundering allegation in the Civil Forfeiture Office (CFO)
civil claim.

•

It is unacceptable that our gambling facilities be used in any way to launder money.

•

BCLC is not aware of all the details or evidence the CFO intends to use to prove its case .
However, we are using the information we do have to review our money laundering counter
measures.

•

We are cooperating with a GPEB-led investigation into the circumstances of this case.

•

As this matter is presently before the courts it would be inappropriate for BCLC to comment on the
specifics of this case.
3
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•

When the CFO matter proceeds to trial, BCLC will closely monitor the evidence to determine
whether any changes need to be made to our existing anti-money laundering program.

Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team Announcement - April 11, 2016

•

BCLC and the Province take illegal gambling and money laundering seriously and maintain an
ongoing dialogue with federal and provincial law enforcement agencies.

•

In 2011, following a comprehensive review of anti-money laundering measures at B.C.'s gaming
facilities government launched a multi-phase AML strategy.

On the initiative

•

We welcome this new initiative and look forward to working with all of the partners involved.

BCLC's financial contribution
($4.3M per year in funding for this unit - BCLC pays 70% , Feds pay 30%)

•
•
•
•

Funding for the unit will be shared between BCLC (70%) and the federal government through the
Provincial Police Service Agreement (30% ).
Funding is planned for five years; the unit's effectiveness will be reviewed before the agreement is
renewed.
BCLC has factored this cost into its current budget and financial forecasts - details are included in
our most recent Service Plan.
We are awaiting government direction on when BCLC is expected to begin making these annual
payments.

4
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Sample Q&A
1. If people are walking in with hundreds of thousands in cash and the transaction is suspicious,
why does BCLC even allow them in the casino?
No large cash transaction in casino is done anonymously. Whenever someone comes into a casino
and wants to play with large amounts of cash, we watch them. Once the amount played reaches
$10,000, we are obligated to get their name, address, occupation and other information - essentially
to confirm the person is who they say they are.

In the case of the small handful of people who repeatedly play with large amounts of cash, we go to
the extra level of determining that they do indeed have the sources of wealth to play at that level.
We are just one sector that contributes to the trail of data that FINTRAC collects in order to identify
patterns and potential criminal activity. Furthermore, Canada Revenue Agency has access to
FINTRAC's data for its own purposes.
2. Does money laundering take place in BC Casinos?
No one has ever been convicted of money laundering in a casino in Canada. Casinos are not ideal
venues to conduct this activity. Money laundering is defined as taking the proceeds of crime and
making them appear legal or having come from a legitimate source. BC Casinos have high levels of
security and surveillance in addition to policies and procedures - all of which deter money laundering.

For example, if a player comes in with a large amount of cash and plays for a while, then decides to
cash out their chips - they will receive cash back. Any cheque we issue is clearly marked as a verified
win or as a "return of funds that are not gaming winnings".
3. What measures has BCLC undertaken to prevent money laundering at BC casinos?
BCLC has rigorous policies and processes in place to report suspicious activities related to potential
money laundering - for example, passing of chips between players is monitored, strongly discouraged,
and can lead to barring, and cheques are only issued for verified wins and on a limited basis they are
issued for a return of non-gaming funds - but in those cases they are clearly marked as such.

Players are not allowed to exchange small denomination bills for large denomination bills and, when a
player cashes out, they receive the same denomination bills from their original casino chip purchase.
In addition, casino chips may only be used at a single property. They cannot be redeemed at any
facility other than where they were initially purchased.
When a player makes a transaction of $10,000 or more (or multiple transactions that reach $10,000)
within a 24-hour period, they must provide current government photo identification. Casinos withhold
payouts over $10,000 until government identification is produced.
As well, gaming staff receive regular anti-money laundering training and must take refresher training
at least every two years.
Together with GPEB we launched an Anti-Money Laundering strategy in 2011 focused on reducing
the reliance on cash, to minimize the opportunity for money laundering to take place through gaming
facilities.
Improvements under this strategy include:
• Patron Gaming Fund accounts,
• the ability to electronically transfer money into those accounts through Canadian and US chartered
banks,
• the ability to deposit bank drafts into Patron Gaming Fund accounts,
5
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•
•
•
•
•

buy-ins with cheques from Canadian casinos,
internet transfers,
customer convenience cheques,
a "cheque hold" system for high-volume players, and
debit withdrawals at the cash cage.
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This is Exhibit “20” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Ross Alderson[
Rob Kroeker
Mon 2016-01-25 4:01: 15 PM
FW: Reporting under $50,000 (MNP Review)

For the records on the $SOK issue. Below is GPEB's response on the issue of the reported SP-GPEB
conversation. Can you please add to the folder on this file.
Thanks,
Rob

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX [
Sent: January-21-16 2:05 PM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX; Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Reporting under $50,000 (MNP Review)
Good afternoon Rob:
I appreciate your response to this issue. As we discussed I am concerned that somehow and somewhere
there has been an interpretation by SP's or others that GPEB may have provided direction or led a
conversation where there was a misinterpretation that would have resulted in the non-reporting of STR's
under SOK. I would suggest if that was to occur they would deemed to be obstructive in adhering to Federal
legislation.
As I mentioned and based on the knowledge I have to date my assessment is that any alleged involvement or
action by Derek Dickson is not consistent with both the information GPEB has in its records and data collection
on STR's for years by way of STR reports, including the analysis and reporting of that information. In fact,
there were regular updates to GPEB Executive on the amount of STR's filed and the amount of $20 bills
involved. I have also consulted with Mr. Mccrea who led the AML file at this time and he supports such an
assessment as he was the lead at that period. To quote Mr. Mccrea the level of diligence that Mr.
Vandergraaf, Mr. Schalk and Mr. Dickson put on suspicious cash was that if one dollar was suspicious it was to
be reported.
However I wish to be cautious in my conclusions, therefore I have contacted FINTRAC to advise them that if
they have received any evidence or information to suggest GPEB has been involved in any matter which
resulted in the non-reporting occurring to please interview our staff and records with my full support. We will
cooperate fully.
I understand the amount of work this has caused and appreciate the efforts of BCLC in ensuring FINTRAC was
informed.
Regards,

J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
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Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
This communication (both the message and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or persons to whom it
is addressed and must not be shared or disseminated unless authorized by law or without the expressed authority of
the sender. This communication may contain privileged or confidential information . If you have received this message
in error or are not the named recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete the message from your
mailbox and trash without copying or disclosing it.

From: Rob Kroeker [
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Reporting under $50,000
Hi Len
I will bring a hard copy of the e-mail string to our next meeting.
Beyond the e-mail, and as indicated earlier, senior staff at the SP have reported to us that they believed they
had been given direction not to fi le STRs under $SOK. We have conducted a thorough search of all our
records and can find no such direction. To the contrary, all training and audit materials speak to there being
no threshold for STRs. When we spoke to the SP to try to understand better how this confusion arose, senior
staff at the SP reported that there was a conversation/meeting at River Rock in late 2010 (to the best of their
recollection) to discuss the volume of Fin TRAC reports and that at that meeting the GPEB member present
gave direction in regard to a threshold on STRs. We have no direct knowledge of the contents of that
conversation or even if it occurred, but note the SP is quite insistent on this point. Gord Friesen's e-mail is not
inconsistent with what the SP is reporting and seems to align with their recollection of the meeting taking
place, who was present from GPEB, and what the discussion was about.
Un less it is being asserted the SP is not accurately reporting their recollection and genuine understanding,
there are some indicators there was a meeting of some sort in late 2010, there was a conversation on the
issue of STRs, and irrespective of what was or was not said, it appears the SP took away the erroneous and
very unfortunate understand ing that they did not need to report STRs under $SOK.
At this stage we are focussed on FinTRAC's direction to us to file a voluntary disclosure report (in progress),
confirm the scope of the issue (complete), continue our efforts to review all potentially impacted LCTs (in
progress), subm it STRs on a risk basis where warranted (in progress), correct the confusion at the SP through
remedial and enhanced training (complete), review our processes to see what might be done to prevent any
future reoccurrence (substantially comp lete). This is a very substantial amount of work. We have pul led
resources from other areas to create a team dedicated to getting this work completed as quickly and accurate
as possib le. Currently we project that it could take until May-June to complete our work.
Please feel free to give me a call if you would like to discuss .

Rob Kroeker
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
Brit ish Columb ia Lottery Corporation
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2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
commun ity groups across B.C.

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX [
Sent: January-18-16 11:40 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Subject: RE: Reporting under $50,000
Rob,
With respect to this information. Derek is adamant that no such direction was ever provided by him. He
would like to see the email string that provides clarity and supports that he provided some form of direction
to BCLC staff. I told him that when I receive the documentation I would further discuss it with him . From what
I see below there is no indication that he provided any direction that would influence anyone's decision or
requirement to report matters to FINTRAC. In fact what it says below is he wanted reporting.
As far as telling someone or anyone for that matter not to report under $50,000 he says that did not happen
as he has no such authority to do so . From what I have heard over the years, that would be consistent with
what Larry, Joe and Derek have been demanding and reporting to our Executive . Reporting of all STR's .
Talk to you soon and please provide the email as we would like to ensure that there is an understanding of
concern and an opportunity to respond to what has been alleged.
Thank you,

J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
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This communication (both the message and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or persons to whom it
is addressed and must not be shared or disseminated unless authorized by law or without the expressed authority of
the sender. This communication may contain privileged or confidential information. If you have received this message
in error or are not the named recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete the message from your
mailbox and trash without copying or disclosing it.

From: Rob Kroeker [
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:20 PM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: RE: Reporting under $50,000
Hi Len
Text of the one e-mail below . I will bring hard copy of whole e-mail string for you next time we meet.
In addition to this, recall senior staff at RR Surveillance have reported to us that their recollection is Derek
spoke to them directly and told them STRs not to be provided below $SOK .
If there is confusion around this, I would suggest all parties get in the same room to discuss in person to help
bring clarity.
Rob

From: Gordon Friesen
Sent: November-09-10 3:46 PM
To: Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Jim Husler
Subject: RE: Noted during Table (Large Buy In) Review
Kevin/Jim -There are no exceptions here. Last week, the particular day eludes me, Pat ENNIS had a discussion
with GPEB Derek DICKSON, who wanted Sec. 86 reports on buy ins over $50,000 conducted with 20 dollar
bills. Pat called me and asked if he should create an ltrak report on them as well and said yes . Therefore, he
was going to instruct his subordinates accordingly.
That's all!
Gord

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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This is Exhibit “21” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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INTERNAL MEMO

B RITISH
COLUMBIA

To:

Le n Meilleur, Executive Director, Compliance Division, GPEB

CC:

An na Fitzgera ld, Director, Compliance Division, GPEB
Doug M ayer, M anage r of Audit, Compliance Division, GPEB

From:

Parminder Basi, Commercia l Gam ing Auditor, Compliance Division, GPEB

Date:

April 29, 2016

Subject:

COMM-8669 Review of Provincia lly Banned Cash Facilitators

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Ce nt re Standards, Policies and Procedures prohibit loan sharking or
cash facilitation (passing someone cash to gamble). Those engaged in such activity, may be provincially
ban ned from atte nding gaming facilities with the lengt h of the prohibition dependent on the circumstances
of specific incidents. The objective of our review was to quantify the dollar amount of buy-ins conducted
from cash that sites acknowledged was obtained from or connected to individua ls pr ovincially banned for
cash facilitation. The period of our review was January 1, 2015 - December 31, 2015.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
•

Eight provincially banned individ uals in 46 incidents facilitated a total of $6.7 million to patrons that
led to a buy-in at the cage. Despite their provincia l banning, they facilitated cash to patrons in close
pr oximity to the gaming facility, in area s visi ble to casino surveilla nce. The eight individuals were
ban ned beca use of their extensive history of passing cash to patrons.

•

From the tota l $6.7 million facilitated by banned individua ls to patrons, 79% of the cash was accepted
as buy-ins at t he River Rock Casino, 11% at Edgewater and 10% at Starlight.

.I
•

FINTRAC

~---------------------------------------'
Paul King Jin was the most prolific cash facilitator. Despite receiving a five year provi ncial banning for
activities 'consistent w ith loan sharking', the sites o bserved and documented Jin facilitate $4.2 million
to patrons over the cou rse of 24 different incidents during the year.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
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•

From the tot al $6.7 million cash facilitated to patrons: 70% was with $20 bills; 17% with $100 bills;
12% with $50 bills and the remaining 1% with $10s and $5s. In most cases, the cash passed to patrons
was documented in iTrak by the site as being 'wrapped with elastics' and 'bundled in bricks.' The large
vo lume of small denomination bills and their presentation suggest that the funds did not come from a
financial institution but rathe r questionable sources.

•

A t ot al of 25 different patrons accepted the $6.7 million cash facilitated to them by banned cash
facilitators. 13 of the 25 patrons, including seven of the top 10 that accepted this cash, have since
been issued a directive by BCLC which prohibits t hem from buying in with un•sou rced cash.

CONCLUSION
Our review of cash faci litat ed by provincia lly banned individua ls to patrons for the pe riod January 1, 2015 December 31, 2015, highlighted the following concerns:
•

Provincia lly banned individuals openly facilitat ed cash to patrons in areas of close proxim ity to the
sit e, such as parking lots, nearby rest aurant s, the attached hote l, and other areas visible by site
surveillance or staff.

•

Despite site surveillance monitoring the activities of banned individuals and documenting in iTrak that
a patron obtained cash from them, t he cage st ill accepted t he funds as buy-ins. This indicates the sites
knowingly accepted cash that they acknowledged was obtained from a banned individual and
appeared of questionable source.

•

Industry indicat ors of suspicious activity were present in all incidents in which t he cage accept ed t he
cash. For example: acknowledgment that the cash was obta ined from a banned cash facilitator; the
presentation of t he cash suggest ing that it may be from questionable sources; the patron's stated
occupation did not reasonably explain where they may have access to such large volumes of cash
(pa rticu larly small denomination bills); and associations with known cash facilitators and BCLC
undesirables.

Overall, the gaming facilities are doing an effective job monitoring and documenting the activities of
banned cash facilitators (incl uding submitting suspicious transaction reports to FINTRAC). However, prior to
the BCLC 'un-sourced' cash direct ive being issued to patrons, very little was being done to prevent buy-ins
with questionable cash from being accepted. Issuing a provincial banning to an ind ividual with a hist ory of
cash facilitation is a good deterrent; however, the meaningfulness of the det errent is negated when the
cash they facilitate, particularly in clear view of site surveillance, is accepted by the gam ing facility as a buyin.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
Gaming facilities in BC are a cash int ens ive busi ness, often operating 24 hou rs a day. As such, they are
vulnerable to attracti ng individua ls that try to lend money to patrons to gamble. BCLC Ca sino and
Community Gaming Centre Sta ndards, Policies and Procedures proh ibit loan sharki ng or cas h faci litation
(pa ssing someone cash to gamble). BCLC may initiate provi ncial prohibitions to patrons engaged in such
activity, w ith t he length of t he ba n dependent on the circumsta nces of specific incidents.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of our review was to qua nt ify the dollar amount of buy-ins conducted at gaming facilities
from ca sh that sites acknowledged wa s obtained from or con nected to individuals provi ncially banned for
cash facilitation (passing someone cash to gamble).

SCOPE
The scope was limited to a review of buy-ins conducted at gam ing faci lities during t he period January 1,
2015 - Decembe r 31, 2015, from cash obta ined from o r connected to individuals provi ncially banned for
cash faci litation.
The review only focused on provincia lly banned cash facilit ato rs because BCLC and sites are familiar wit h
their undesirables. The review did not focus on any active (i.e . not banned) patrons, because these
individua ls are not deemed by BCLC as high risk and are welcome to gamble.

APPROACH
The GPEB audit tea m engaged in discussions w ith GPEB Investigations t o gather information on individua ls
facilitati ng cash at gaming facilit ies. The discussions resulted in Investigations providing a list of individuals
they had identified as being cash facilitators ba sed on their ongoing monitoring of reporti ng f rom service
providers. The list provided was narrowed down to only those individua l's that wer e:
•

Under a current BCLC prohibit ion; and

•

Facilitated cash to a pat ron that dir ectly led to a buy-in during t he period reviewed.

Each incident report related to our per sons of interest was evaluated as an isolated event . A correlation was
deemed established if the buy-in occurred due to the following circumsta nces:
•

Cash was obtained from the ban ned cash facilitator;

•

Cash was obtained from an associate/ ru nne r connected to the banned cash fa cilitat or; o r

•

Cash was dropped off or obtain ed from a vehicle connected to t he banned cash facilitato r.
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ANALYSIS OF FUNDS FACILITATED BY PROVINCIALLY BANNED CASH
FACILITATORS IN AREAS VISIBLE BY SURVEILLANCE
Individua ls that have been prohibited from attending gami ng facilities w ill at times still appear in close
proximity to t he site where t heir activities ca n be monito red by surveillance . During the period Ja nua ry 1,
2015 - Decembe r 31, 2015, eight provincially ban ned individuals in 46 incidents faci litated a t otal of
$6,763,740 to patrons in areas visible by su rveillance as shown in the table below. These funds were all
facilitated by individ uals w hom were banned from attending gaming facilities for cash faci litation. The
facilitated funds all led to cash buy-ins at the cage.

CASH FACILITATED TO PATRONS BY PROVINCIALLY BANNED INDIVIDUALS

Aeeendix 1 contains a profile sheet on each provincially banned individual listed below.
Name of
Provincially
Banned Cash
Facilitator
Paul King Jin

# Of Cash

iTrak
Subject
ID

November 5, 2012 - 2017

'Activit y consistent
with loan sharking.'

5 Yea rs:
May 5, 2010 - 2015
May 5, 2015 - 2020

'Activity consistent
with loan sharking.'

5 Years:
118418

153740

104999

73465

66423

89530

102258

3 Year s:
April 28, 2014 - 2017
5 Years:
August 13, 2014 - 2019

5 Years:
August 13, 2014 - 2019

5 Yea rs:
November 22, 2012 - 2017

5 Yea rs:
March 24, 2014 - 2019
5 Year s:
Septembe r 22, 2015 - 2020

24

$4,252,590

4

$1,011,000

3

$380,100

'Inappropriat e
tra nsf ers of cash .'

3

$350,050

'Activity consistent
with loan sharking.'

4

$330,000

'Facilitating cash
for high level
gamblers.'

3

'Inappropriate
transfers of cash.'

4

$70,000

'Inappropria te
transf ers of cash
an d a history of
similar incidents.'

1

$70,000

46

$6,763,740

'Inappropriate
transfers of cash.'

Total

BRL'nSH
COLUMBIA

Facilitated
Incidents

January l -D,c1mb1r 31, 2015

39905

Xu

Period of Provincial Ban

Reason for
Receiving
Provincial Ban

Total Cash
Facilitated
Resulting in
Cage Buy-In
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From the tota l $6,763,740 facilitated by provincially banned individuals to patrons, 79%
was
r· of the cash
···-·•···1
.· accepted as .buv:ins at the River Rock Casino~11%_at Edgewater and.10% ~t StarlightL .•. FI_NTRAC___ ,.)

'

!

FINTRAC

'

Total Cash Accepted by BC Casinos from Funds Obtained by Patrons from Provlnc1ally
Banned Cash Fac:ilitators
For the Period Janvary 1, 2015 - December 31, 2015
Total: $6, 763, 740

Starlight Casino: 10%

$690,050

River Roc:k Casino: 79%
$5,373,690

Bill Denomination Breakdown of Fund s Faci litated

The table below provides a breakdown of bill de nominations. From t he total $6,763,740 facilitated to
patrons, 70% of the dollar amount was with $20 bills; 17% with $100 bills; 12% with $SO bills and the
rema ining 1% with $10s and $Ss. The immense volume of small denominat ion bills suggests that the cash
did not come from a financia l institution. In most cases, the cash passed to patrons was documented in
iTrak by the site as bei ng 'wrap ped with elastics' and 'bundled in bricks.' The presentation of the cash
further hints that the cash may be of questionable sou rces.

Bill Denomination

Volume of Bills

Total Dollar Amount

Percentage

$100

11,388

$1,138,800

17%

$50

16,406

$820,300

12%

$20

238,275

$4,765,500

70%

$10

3,408

$34,080

<1%

$5

1,012

$5,060

<1%

.

Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

$6,763,740
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REVIEW OF PATRONS THAT ACCEPTED FUNDS FROM PROVINCIALLY
BANNED CASH FACILITATORS
Du ring the period January 1, 2015 - December 31, 2015, a total of 25 different patrons accepted the
$6,763,740 cash facilitated to them by provincially banned cash facilitators and subsequently conducted a
buy-in at t he cage, as shown in the table below.
Name of Patron
Accepting the
Cash

iTrak
Subject
ID

Occupation

BCLC
'Unsourced
Cash' Directive
Date
{All Dates 2015)

Number of iTrak
Incidents In which
Patron Conducted
Buy-Ins from
Funds Obtained
from Provincially
Banned Cash
Facilitators

Total Buy-Ins
Conducted
from Funds
Obtained
from
Provincially
Banned Cash
Facilitators

January J - December 31, 2015

Jia Gui Gao

100893

Property
Develope r

Se ptember 24

6

$1,440,020

99395

Realtor

Se ptember 11

10

$1,040,030

142378

President Rea l
Estate
Development
Export/Import
Paper Mat erial

October 8

2

$600,000

1

$590,000

1

$450,000

Se ptember 11

2

$370,000

Se ptember 11

2

$369,990

1

$250,000

25566

26303
90767

Real Estate
Develope r
Owner Steel
Company

'

85666

Owner Real Estate
Company

86709

Restaur ant Owner

58336

Physician

Se ptember 11

2

$240,000

663

Chairman Board
Real Estate

Se ptember 11

1

$220,000

10241

Teleco m Compa ny
Owner

Se ptember 11

1

$200,1 20
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Jian Qiu Rong

67404

Owner Restaurant

Se ptember 11

1

$145,060

139536

Real Estat e
Investor

December 9

1

$140,000

140770

Construction
Company Owner

October 30

3

$130,000

16985

Hotel Owne r

2

$119,920

10226

Real Estate
Manager

Se ptember 11

1

$100,000

109940

Logistics
Import/ Export
Manager Food
Company

October 19

1

$80,000

1

$70,000

1

$50,000

1

$50,000

18354
134459

Pharmaceutical
Company Owner

(

.....
'

~

20027

Real Estate
Com pa ny Owner

129352

Owner
Construct ion
Company

1

$37,600

8278

1

$21,000

171624

Owner Detail
Business
Housewife

1

$20,000

61552

Stude nt

1

$20,000

142054

Environmenta l
Technician

1

$10,000

46

$6,763,740

Total

The table above high lights t he following key points:
•

In the latter part of 2015, BCLC started issuing 'u n-sourced' cash (cash w ithout an ATM or bank slip)
directives to patrons who were buyi ng in w ith cash that did not appear to have come from a
recognized financia l institution. This direct ive was issued to 13 of the 25 patrons, including seve n of
the top 10 during the period reviewed that accepted cash from the provincially banned individuals.
The directive was impactful in t hat our ana lysis det ermined that none of the 13 individua ls that
received th e dir ective conducted buy-ins w ith un-sou rced cash fro m the identified cash faci litators
post directive date.
Compliance Division
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•

In most part (with the exception of the student and housewife) t he occupations of the patrons listed
above do suggest that they may have access to large sums of money. However, their occupations do not
support their need to obtain funds from banned cash facilitators. Furthermore, with the excepti on of t he
detail business, restaurant and construction industries, all other occupations do not appear to be
primarily cash based.

CONCLUSION
Our review of cash facilitated by provincially banned individuals to patrons for the period January 1, 2015 December 31, 2015, highlighted the following concerns:
•

Provincially banned individuals openly facilitated cash t o patrons in areas of close proximity to t he
site, such as pa rking lots, nea rby restaurants, the attached hotel, and other areas visible by site
surveillance or staff.

•

Despite site surveillance monitoring t he activities of banned individuals and documenting in iTrak that
a patron obtained cash from them, the cage still accepted the funds as buy-ins. This indicates that the
sites knowingly accepted cash t hat they acknowledged was obtained from a ban ned individual and
appeared of questionable source.

•

Industry indicators of suspicious activity were present in all incid ents in which the cage accepted the
cash. For example: acknowledgment that the cash was obtained from a banned cash facilitator; the
presentation of t he cash suggesting that it may be from questionable sources; the patron's stated
occupation did not reasonably explain where they may have access to such large volumes of cash
(particu larly small denomination bills); and associations with known cash facilitators and BCLC
undesirables.

Overall, the gaming facilities are doing an effective job with monitoring and documenting the activities of
ban ned cash facilitators (including submitting suspicious transacti on reports to FINTRAC). However, prior to
the BCLC 'un-sourced' cash directive being issued to patrons, very little was being done to prevent buy-ins
with questionable cash from bei ng accepted. Issuing a provincial ban ning to an ind ividua l with a history of
cash facilitation is a good deterrent; howeve r, the meaningfulness of the deterrent is negated when the
cash they facilit ate, particularly in clea r view of site surveillance, is accepted by the gaming facility as a buy•
in.
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APPENDIX 1: PROFILE SHEETS
The appendix co nsists of profile sheets on each individua l listed below. These individuals have been
provi ncially banned from attending gaming facilities in BC. Profi le sheets were created on these individua ls
because despite their b anning, they continued to facilitat e cash to patrons wh ich led to buy-ins at the cage
during the per iod January 1, 2015 - December 31, 2015.

Name of Provincially Banned
cash Facllltator

Total cash Facilltated Resulting in Buy-In at cage
Period January 1, 2015 - December 31, 2015

Page Number

Paul King Jin

$4,252,590

Page 10

•
$1,011,000
$380,100

.·

..

.

.

$330,000

Xu
Total

BRL'nSH
COLUMBIA

$70,000

·...

..

.

.

..

.

. .'

~

......

.

$300,000
$70,000

....

'

.

$350,050
Jack Qin

.

'

',

',
.

Page 16

\

Page 18

··-'

Page 20

'

Page 22
-

Page 24
Page 26

',

.

/'

Page 28

$6,763,740
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Provincially Banned Individual: Paul King Jin

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Dat e of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Compa ny Nam e
iTrak Subj ect ID
BC Driver's Licence #
Home Address
Type of Ban
Ban Ou ration
Reason for Ban

Spa Ow ner
Water Cube
118418

BCLC Prohibit ion
5 Years
November 5, 2012 - November 5, 2017
"Act ivities consist ent with loa n sharking"

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Revi ewed: Janua
iTrak Incident#

IN20150002509

Date
(A/12015
Dates)
January 13

1, 2015 - December 31, 2015
Casi no

Patr on that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

River Rock

Total
Amount of
Buy-In
$30,000

Denomination
Breakdown

STR
FIied

.·-·-·-·,
$20 X 1,500

SID: 140770

i"'""'"'-"C!

I_ __ I

Abstract from IN20150002509 Supplemen tal Report: "At 10:49PM
is seen to t ake the elevator
downst airs and exit s the site via the north exit. It is noted t hat
is not carrying anything in his hands.
Once outside he briefly enters an awaiti ng Be nt ley BCLP AD333G at 10:50PM. Th is vehicle is associat ed on
iTrak w it h JIN.
exit s vehicle carrying a w hit e bag less than 30 seconds later. ... At 10:53PM
t akes t he
bag to Phoenix Cage Area, where he empt ies the bag of three bundles of $20 bills, held together with elastic
bands. Cage complet es its count for a total of $30,000 CDN".

r -·-1
>-------------~------------~-----------.,...;
;
IN20150004645 January 25
River Rock
$150,000
$20 X 7,499

,. ""U,( I

SID: 100893

$10

X

2

_ ___J

Abst ract from IN 20150004645 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-JAN-25 a m ale casino patron
ident ified as
produced $150K for play in River Rocks VIP room.
had the cash delivered
to him by two Asian males, one of them a POi/Banned individual visua lly ident ified as JIN, Pa ul Ki n "

IN20150005342

January 30

River Rock

$37,600

$20

X

1,880

, 11FINfftA,CI

!

SID: 129352
Abst ract from IN20150005342 Supplement al Report: "An unknow n Asian male (resembles Pau l JIN (SID:
118418), exited the vehicle holding a black sho pping bag; At 00:SShrs. The black shopping bag was handed
presented Ca sh on CD13, t aken out from the black shopping bag.
to
... At 00: 58hrs.
Cash Count started and finished at 01:14hrs - 1,880 x $20 for a tot al of $37,600."
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
IN20150005596

Dotes)
January 31

Patron that
Conducted Buy•
In at Cage

River Rock

Total
Amount of

Buy-In
$190,000

SID: 100893

Denomination

STR

Breakdown

Filed
;-·-·7

i"~-i
l_._,_.J

$100x 100
$20x 9,000

Abstract from IN20150005596 Supplemental Report: "
bought in $190,000. At 11:32 w hite
TOYOTA SIENA makes stop on drive w ay by m ai n hotel entrance. (SIENA w as simil ar car that w as usually
used by BCLC barred JIN , Paul King but surveil lance ca nnot confi rmed LP and driver identity). At 11:33
was on
, w ho is at t his t ime em pty handed, approached to SIENA, drive r open trunk door and
his w ay back t o casino carrying black bag. At 11:33
ent ers cage and empt ied black bag."

r····- ~
IN20150007168

February 8

River Rock

$100,020

$20 X 5,001

SID: 100893

P_,INTRACi

-···- !

Abstract from IN20150007168 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-FEB-08 a ma le casino patron
identified as
produced $100,020 (all in CON $20 bills) for play in River Rocks VIP room.
had the cash delivered to him by at least two Asian ma les, one of t hem believed to be a POi/Banned
).
approached the van; spoke with
individual visually identified as JIN, Paul King (DOB
the ma le believed to be JIN and retrieved a white shopping bag from the open side door."

,-···-· 1
IN20150007446

February 10 River Rock

$500,000
SID: 100893

iN~~i

$20 X 24,995
$10x 4
$5 X 12

~--- ·

!

Abstract from IN20150007446 Supplemental Report: "
received $500,000 in funds via vehicle
deliveries. Each of the deliveries was conducted by what appeared to be the same white Toyota Sienna.
This vehicle ha s been linked to BCLC barred patron Paul King JIN. Pau l JIN w as confi rmed as t he driver
during one of the deliveries."

;

-·

l

IN20150008232

February 14 River Rock

$300,000

c!

$20 X 15,000

PIIFINTRA

SID: 100893

I

J

Abstract from IN20150008232 Supplemental Report: "At 13:46hrs. A white Toyota Sienna with BCLP: 603
MMK. Paul JIN (SID : 118418) exited the vehicle and retrieved a black luggage from the back of the vehicle.
Paul JIN then re -entered the vehicle and drove offThe luggage was then handed over to
presented Cash on CD19,
site.
proceeded back to Salon Prive. At 13:47hrs.,
taken out from the black luggage. Total buy-in of $300K in $20's."

!
IN20150013008

March 10

River Rock

$300,000
SID: 90767

$100x 906
$50 X 1,000
$20 X 7,970

I

PI flfl'TRAC

;

!··-·---·..·-··

Abst ract from IN20150013008 Supplemental Report: "A vehicle registered to BCLC Barred Patron 'Pa ul King
JIN delivered $300,000 to
JIN is barred for 5 years for loan sharking activity."
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy•
In at Cage

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

STR
Filed

River Rock

Jlan Qiu Rong
SID: 16985

$99,920

$20 x4,996

!

{A/12015
IN20150013S49

Dotes)
March 13

·-·-·-·

I

PII FINT'RAC

···-···!

Abstract from IN20150013549 Supplemental Report: "A vehicle associated to BCLC Ba rred Patron Pau l King,
JIN delivered $99,920 t o RONG. JI N is barred for 5 years for loan sharking act ivity ."

;·-·
IN2015001S487

March 23

River Rock

$50,000

I

!P9 FIN TRAC j

$20 X 2,500

!

SID: 140770

i

l,.,_,_,

i

Abstract from IN20150015487 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-MAR-23 a m ale pat ron
identified as
Jian produced $SOK in cash (all in $20 bills) for buying in at one of River Rocks VIP rooms.
had t he cash delivered to him by unknown occupant(s) of a vehicle described as a w hite Toyota van
outside of the resort. This vehicle is believed to be t he same Sienna van (BCLP 603M MK) associated to a
ban ned individual, JIN, Paul King."

~--·-··

IN20150015651

March 24

River Rock

$250,000
SID: 86709

PII FINTRAC

$100x SO
$20 X 12,250

--·-·

Abstract from IN20150015651 Supplemental Report: "
's second buy in ($2S0K} w as delivered to him
by a vehicle described as a white Toyota Sienna. The driver exited the vehicle and appea red t o be a wellknown cash facilitator identified previously as JIN, Paul King (presently b anned from all BC Casinos for a 5
year term)."
, .....
...

i
INZ0150016861

March 27

Edgewater
Casino

$50,000

$20 X 5,000

SID: 134459

-

iPIFIN TRAC

i
$50,000

SID: 20027

Abstract from IN20150016861 Supplemental Report: "On gaming date 2015-M AR-27 at appro ximate ly
19:27hrs, surveillance observed patrons
(SID#134459) and
(SID#20027) wa lking toward
the taxi loop together and m eeting up with a white Toyota van, w hich resembled the one driven by BCLC
barred patron Paul JIN (SID#118418). The male driver, possi bly Paul JIN, opened up the trunk w here
&
each grabbed a b ag. They walked back to t he salon cage and proceeded t o con duct LTBls with
money in those bags.
bought in for $50,000 ...
bought in for $50,000 all in $20 bills."

·-···-···-

IN20150017636

Aprll 3

River Rock

$70,000
SID: 90767

Abstract from IN20150017636 Supplemental Report: "

BRITISH
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currency for buyi ng in at River Rocks VIP Sa lon (majority in small denomination bills).
appeared to
have had the money delivered to him by the drive r of a vehicle described as a white Bentley sedan w ith
BCLP AD3 33G driven by an unknown Asia n ma le. This vehicle has been previously linked to a banned POi
identified as UIN, Paul King."
ITrak Incident#

Date
(A/12015
Dotes}

Casino

Patron that
Conducted BuyIn at Cage

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

IN20150018549

April 8

River Rock

Jia Gui Gao
SID: 142378

$300,0000

$100x 600
$20 X 12,000

STR
Filed

· ·-·-·-·.

i··••imw:I
"·-·- -·-·-J

Abstract from iN20150018549 Suppleme ntal Report: "GAO was dropped off with the first $300K by the
unconfirmed driver of a vehicle of interest described as a Toyota Sienna van with BCLP 603MMK (associated
to UIN)."
,_...,.. ..,..

I
IN20150020601

April 18

Edgewater

$450,000
SID: 26303

_,

f>IIFINtRAC

$100 X 1,500
$20 X 14,800
$10 X 400

Abstract from IN20150020601 Supplemental Report: "On the above date at approximately 22:29
surveillance received an iLPR alert stati ng that BCLC prohibited SI0#118418 Paul JIN (prohibited unti l 2017NOV-OS) was on site. Surveillance immediately attai ned a visual and noticed SI D#26303
exiti ng JIN 's vehicle. At approximately 22:30 cage supervisor Janet HANSEN notified surveillance that
had dropped off a large quantity of $20 bills at CD9 for a large table buy in. At approximately 22:42
received $200,000 in chips at MD819. At approximately 22:38
received another $250,000 at
MDB19."
IN20150023818

Mays

River Rock

$100,000

,11,iNt AAC

$20x 5,000

SID: 10226

Abstract from IN20150023818 Supplemental Report: "On M ay 5, 2015
had $100,000 in $20 bills
delivered to him at the River Rock casino, outside of regular banking hours. Th e funds were de livered by a
white Bentley sedan, BCL AD333G. This vehicle has previously been linked to BCLC Barred patron Paul King
JIN; the vehicle has also been operated by an associate of JIN's."
!

IN20150024818

Mayll

River Rock

$220,000
SID: 663

$20 X 10,500
$10 X 1,000

PH RNTRAC

-···-··

Abstract from IN20150024818 Supplemental Report: "At 13:52 is dropped off by white Sienna driven by
JIN Pa ul. JIN exits driver-side accesses the trunk and provides a large duffel-type bag to (who exited front
passenger side).
drags the duffel-bag to Hotel-Resort. JIN drives off site via Charles Street.. .. At 13:57
enters Salon and empties the duffel-bag at CD19-VIP revealing numerous bundles of $20CDN and $10CDN,
held together with elastic bands. The Cage conducts the buy-in into two transactions."
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iTrak Incident#

IN201S0024899

Date
{A/12015
Dates)
Mayll

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

River Rock

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

$50,000

$20x 2,500

STR
Filed

'j

!

I PH A NTRAC !

j

!

5ID: 140770

Abstract from IN20150024899 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-MAR-23 a ma le patron
produced $SOK in cash (all in $20 bills} for buying in at one of River Rocks VIP rooms.
identified as
had t he cash delivered to him by unkn own occupant(s) of a vehicle described as a w hite Toyota van
outside of the resort. This vehicle is believed to be the same Sie nna van (BCLP 603MMK) associated to a
ban ned Individual, JIN, Paul King (DOB 1967-DEC-10}. There have been recent Incidents (this one included)
whereby another Asia n male has been seen operating the Sienna linked to JIN but it's highly probable that
JIN was involved on some level in providing
w ith the money this date."

i

IN201S0029238

June4

River Rock

$150,000
SID: 58336

$100x 20
$20 X 7,300
$10 X 200

IPII FINTRAC
i

Abstract from IN201S0029238 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-JUN-04 a ma le casino patron
produced $150K, majority in small bills, for purchase of chips in one of River
identified as
Rocks VIP rooms. Review of available footage incl uding a related incident suggests a prohibited ma le
off w ith the cash ."
identified previously as JIN, Pau l was involved and likely dropped

,·-·-·-·- ..,
,

IN201S0030694

June 13

River Rock

$145,060
SID: 67404

$50 X 1,500
$20 X 3,503

: PU FI NTRAC

i;.,.,_.,.,_ ...I

Abstract from IN20150030694 Supplemental Report: "On the afternoon of 2015-JUN-13 a ma le casino
patron identified as
produced $145,060 in CON cash for buyi ng in at River Rocks VIP Salon.
was drop ped off at the casino by a veh icle described as a w hite
Surveillance foot age confirms that
Toyota Sienna van (with 2 t inted sun-roofs) along with anothe r male ide ntified as
Although
the vehicle driver and license plate were not confirmed on video this dat e it is suspected this vehicle is
associated to a banned individual: JIN, Pau l King."
,.·- ···----i
IN201500343S8 July3
River Rock
$90,000
$20 x4,SOO
,11,,nu.c!
___j'
SID: 58336

'

Abstract from IN20150034358 Supplemental Report: "On the afternoon of 2015-JUL-03 a ma le casi no
patron identified as
g produced $90K (all in $20 bills) for purchase of chips in one of River
Rocks VIP rooms.
was dropped off along the resorts driveway w ith the cash inside a shopping bag by
the unknown occupants of a vehicle described as a white Cadillac SUV EXT (truck bed). Although the vehicle
license plate and/or occu pants could not be ve rified on the footage a vehicle matching this o ne's
description w/BCLP HA 9213 has been previously linked to a high profile POi/Banned ind ividua l (and his
associates); !IN, Pau l King."
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
IN20150035266

Dates)
July 8

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In

Total
Amount of

at Cage

Buy-In
$100,000

River Rock

STR
Filed

Denomination

Breakdown

i

$20 JC 5,000

7

,__
_
!

if'llflNTAACI

;

5/D: 85666

Abstract from IN20150035266 Supplemental Report: "On July 8, 2015
was dropped off at the
River Rock casino by a white Bentley Sedan, BCL: AD333G
was dropped off with the funds he used to
conduct a buy-in for $100,000. The white Bentley has been associated to BCLC Barred patr on Paul Ki ng JIN."
i

IN20150035886

July 11

River Rock

$269,990
5/D: 85666

$100 JC 250
$20 JC 12,249
$10 JC 1

Abstract from IN20150035886 Supplemental Report: "

received a cash delive ry for $199,990 from a
white Cadillac Escalade picku p.
received a cash delivery for $70,000 from a w hite Toyota Sienna. Both
vehicles are the same make and model of vehicles that have been associated to BCLC Barred patron Pau l
King JIN."

IN20150040195

August 2

River Rock

$200,000

$20 JC 10,000

SID: 100893

PIIFINTRAC

I---.··

Abstract from IN20150040195 Supplemental Report: "On 2015AUG02 at approx. 22:06h rs patron
was observed speaking on his cell phone unti l approx. 22:13hrs.
then leaves the Sa lon gaming area
and at approx . 22:lShrs meets with a wh ite Cadillac Escalade t hat is parked on River Road . Upon
s
The driver also
arrival to the vehicle, the passenger (unknown male) exits the Cadillac and greets
while ca rrying a large wh ite
exits t he vehicle and attends the trunk area. The driver t hen walks up t o
shopping bag and is passes it to
Once
receives t he bag he heads directly ba ck to the Salon
Prive where at approx. 22:18hrs he produces $200,000 all in $20 CAD bills for cash buy in. All f unds were
bricked, bu ndled and wrapped in elastic band s... Although it ca nnot be confirmed, the above noted Cadillac
Escalade t hat attended to m eet with
is very similar to the associated vehicle of: JIN, Paul King"

Total Amount of Cash Facllltated to Patrons
Bill Denomination
$100
$SO
$20
$10
$5
Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

'
-

Volume of Bills
3,875
2,542
184,943
3,407
1,012

$4,252,590
Total Dollar Amount
$387,500
$127,100
$3,698,860
$34,070
$5,060
$4,252,590
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<1%
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Provincially Banned Individual:

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Date of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Subject ID
BC Driver's Licence#
Home Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration

Not stated.
Not stated.
39905

.

BCLC Prohibition
5 Year s
• May 5, 2010 • May 5, 2015
May 5, 2015- May 5, 2020

'"
I•

•

1,
1,

The second BCLC Provincial Barring commenced
consecutive to the previous five year barring.
Reason for Ban

"Involved in an incident of activity consistent with
loan sharking. "

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Reviewed: January 1, 2015- December 31 , 2015
iTrak Incident#

Date
(A/12015
Dates)

Casino

IN20150012936

March 10

River Rock

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

$590,000

$100 X 2,676
$50 X 2,448
$20 X 10,000

5/D: 25566

STR
FIied
! il'l,iNtltAC

Abstract from IN20150012936 Supplemental Report: "A vehicle registered to BCLC Barred Patron
delivered $590,000 to Da Sheng YI. ZHAO is barred for 5 years for loan sharking activity."

!-·-·-··
IN20150017034

March 31

River Rock

Jia GuiGao
SID: 142378

$300,000

$100 X 500
$50x3,000
$20x 5,000

I PIFlNTRAC

I

Abstract from IN20150017034 Supplemental Report: "An Asian ma le, appeari ng to be
(BCLC Provincially Prohibited for 5 Years due to Loan Sharking Activity) gets out of the driver side and opens
the r ear ta il gate. GAO and
are viewed at the tru nk of the vehicle and
removes a black cloth
shopping bag and hands it to GAO. GAO then immediately leaves the area and heads directly to the Sa lon
Prive cash cag ... At approx. 18:44hrs GAO removes $300,000 from inside the black bag. The funds were all
bricked and bundled with elastic bands. GAO receives his gaming ch ips on MDB #71 and games w ithout
incident.''
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
IN20150025535

Dates)
MaylS

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Starlight

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

$100,000

$50 X 2,000

STR
Filed
;
PII FINTRAC

SID: 99395

-·-·
Abst ract from IN20150025535 Supplemental Report:
exited from vehicle carrying a paper bag in hand
while heading into the casino. (It is noted that the silver co lo red Acura BCLP#272MXV is associated to a
BCLC prohibited subject
... At 1507:35 hrs
arrived at the VIP cage,
was seen
removing bundles from the bag and placing them o n the cage counte r. Each bund les were w rapped with
elastic bands,
produced 2000 in $50 bills for tota l of $100,000 buy-in."
;

IN20150065886

December19

River Rock

$21,000

$20 X 1,050

1 Pt1FlNTRAC

I

S/D: 8278

Abstract from IN20150065886 Supplemental Report: "
(m) SID: 8278 who bought in for $21K
with bundles of $20 bills just after the cash was delivered by BCLC barred patr on
(m) SID:
39905."
Total Amount of Cash Facilitated to Patrons

"

',_

/

$1,011,000

'
Bill Denomination
$100
$50
$20
Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Volume of Bills
3,176
7,448
'
·,
16,050
'

Total Dollar Amount
$317,600
$372,400
$321,000
$1,011,000

Compliance Division
Or11n1ng Policy and B.nfo1-ceme1H llronch

Percenta11:e
31%
37%
32%
100%
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Provincially Banned Individual:

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Date of Birth
iTrak Occupation
College Nam e
iTrak Subj ect ID
BC Driver's Licence #
Home Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration
Reason for Ban

College Student
Sprott Shaw College
1S3740

'

BCLC Prohibition
.
3 Yea rs
April 28, 2014 - April 28, 2017
"On April 28, 2014 w hile you were at the
Edgewater Casino you were involved in an incident
of inappropriat e t ransfers of cash. As a r esult of
this incident and ot her incident s of similar nature,
you have been prohibited from entering all casinos,
commu nity gam ing cent res and commercial bingo
hal ls in British Columbia."

.

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Reviewed: January 1, 2015- December 31 , 2015
iTrak Incident#

IN201S0026251

Date
(A/12015
Dates)
M ay19

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

River Rock

Total
Amount of
Buy-In
$99,980

SID: 99395

Denomination
Breakdown

STR
Filed
;

$50 X 1,000
$20 X 2,499

l

!PUFINTRAC

L_______ _,

Abstract from IN201S0026251 Supplemental Report: "As a result of information sha ring between RRCR
and STAR investigators the writer has learnt t hat the Mini-Coope r that dropped of the $99,980 in relation to
s second buy in is likely BCLC banned individual
(SID 153740) ... WANG is a known associat e
of a high profile banned indi vidual: JIN, Paul King."
IN20150026673

May21

River Rock

$80,000
SID: 109940

$100 X 30
$50 X 200
$20 X 3,350

PIFIN~C]

Abstract from IN20150026673 Supplemental Report: "As a result of information sha ring bet ween River
Rock and Starlight (STAR) BCLC investigators t he w riter ha s learnt th at the Mini-Cooper that dropped off t he
$BOK to
is likely being operated by a BCLC banned individual
(SID 153740)."
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
IN20150038787

Dotes)
July 26

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In

Total
Amount of

at Cage

Buy-In
$200,120

River Rock
SID: 10241

Denomination

Breakdown

STR
Filed

·-·-·

$100 X 100
$50 X 1,302
$20 X 6,251

!i NNf'TRAC

L.______

Abstract from IN20150038787 Supplemental Report: "Footage begins on 2015-JUL-26 at approximately
1752hrs as a black Cadillac Escalade with possible BCLP: JD3578 (The owner of the Cadillac is BCLC
Prohibited patron
pulled into the South Hotel loop. At approx. 1756hrs patron
{SID#10241) was seen exiti ng from the South Hote l Entrance as he walked towa rds the Cad illac,
which was parked j ust out-front of the Sea Ha rbor Restaurant.
opened one of the passenger
was observed wa lking away from the
side doors to speak w ith the d river. At approx. 1757hrs
Cadillac carrying a large red bag in his right hand ...
was escorted into the private cash cage CD#19 by
two Guest Services staff members ...Following the count it was confi rmed that
presented
(100x$100.00, 1302x$50.00 and 6251x$20.00 bills) for a total value of $200,120.00."

Total Amount of cash Facilitated to Patrons
Bill Denomination
$100

$SO
$20
Total

$380,100

Volume of Bills
130
2,502
-.
(
12,100

Total Dollar Amount
$13,000
$125,100
$242,000
$380,100

Percentage
3%
33%
64%
100%

'
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Provincially Banned Individual:

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Date of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Su bject ID
BC Driver's Licence#
Home Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration
Reason for Ban

Cook
Not Stated.
104999
h

BCLC Prohibition
5 Year s
August 13, 2014 - August 13, 2019
" BCLC Provincially barred 5 years for inappropriate
transfer of ca sh."

,.

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Reviewed: January 1, 2015 - December 31 , 2015
iTra k Incident#

IN20150025535

Date
(A/12015
Dotes)
MaylS

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Starlight

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

$100,000

$100 X 1,000

STR
Filed

'i , 11 FINTRAC
i

SID: 99395

Abstract from IN20150025535 Supplemental Report: "At 2136:03 hrs a white Acura MDX BCLP#AM256V
was see n ent ering the front passenger door and the vehicle proceeded
arrived at t he casino driveway,
head ing to the lower parking lot. (It is noted that the white Acura MDX BCLP#AM256V is associated to a
BCLC pro hibited subject
... At 2137:02 hrs the vehicle stopped at the lower parking lot, the
unidentified driver was seen passing some paper documents and a pe n to
the drive r pointed on a spot
of the document and
was observed signing it. At 2137: 53 hrs the driver takes back t he docu m ent from
and was seen picking up a white shopping bag from t he passenger seat area and placed back down by
At 2140:06 hrs
xited the vehicle carrying the w hite shopping bag in hand while headi ng into the
casino. At 21:41 hrs
arrived at the cash cage,
was seen removing bu ndles from t he bag and placing
them on the cage counter. Each bundles were w rapped wit h elastic ba nds
prod uced 1000 in $100 bills
for total of $100,000 buy-in."

!
IN20150027159

May24

Starlight

$100,050
SID: 99395

$100 X 1
$50 X 1,599
$20 X 1,000

Abstract from IN20150027159 Supplemental Report: "At 1916:55 hrs a w hite Acura MDX BCLP#AM256V
arrived at the casino driveway,
was see n open ing t he front passenger door and removed a w hite/black
shopping bag before retu rning t o the casino. (It is noted that the white Acura MDX BCLP#AM 256V is
associated to a BCLC prohibited subject
) At 19:19 hs the vehicle was see n stopping at the
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lower parking lot, t he fema le driver whom strongly r esemble
exited the drivers door and
ente red the passenger side while an unidentified male enters the driver seat and drove off site shortly
arrived at the cage window,
was seen removing bundles of bills from the bag
after. At 1918:25 hrs
produced 1000
and placing t hem on the cage counter. Each bu ndles were w rapped w it h elastic bands,
in $20 bills, 1599 in $50 bills and 1 in $100 bill for tota l of $100,050 buy-in."
iTrak Incident#

IN20150028352

Date
(A/12015
Dates)
May30

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Edgewater

Total
Amount of
Buy-In
$150,000

SID: 99395

Denomination
Breakdown
$100 X 1,090
$50 x820

STR
FIied

I

~---

Abstract from IN20150028352 Supplemental Report: "On gaming date 2015 -MAY-30 at approximately
(S!0#99395) obtaining a bag of cash from an Asian
00:23hrs, surveillance observed patron
female at taxi loop at approximately 00:23hrs. He t hen proceeded to the salon cage for a large table buy-in
of $150,000 w ith that money, including $41,000 in $SO bills and $109,000 in $100 bi lls ... Although not
confirmed, the Asian fema le resembled
(SI0#104999) and the vehicle resembled one of the Acura
SUVs r egistered to her.
,'

.,_

Total Amount of Cash Facllltated to Patrons

$350,050
'-

Bill Denomination
$100

$SO
$20
Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Volume of Bills
2,091
2,419
'·.
1,000
. '·.

.
·.

-

Total Dollar Amount
$209,100
$120,950
$20,000
$350,050

Compliance Division
Or11n1ng Policy and B.nfo1-ceme1H llronch

Percentage
60%
34%
6%
100"/4
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Provincially Banned Individual: Jack Qin

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Dat e of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Patron Su bj ect ID
BC Driver's Licence#
Home Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration
Reason for Ban

Trading Company Owner (St ocks)
Not stated.
7346S

BCLC Prohibition
5 Year s
August 13, 2014 - August 13, 2019
" Banned by BCLC from all casinos for his
involvement in facilitating cash for players (activity
consistent w it h loan sharking)."

.

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Reviewed: January 1, 2015 - December 31 , 2015
iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

(A/12015
Dotes)
IN20150012045

March S

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Starlight

Total
Amount of
Buy-I n

Denom ination
Breakdown

$90,000

$20 X 4,500

STR
Filed

I

PII flNTRAC

SID: 99395
Abst ract from IN20150012045 Supplemental Report: "A few minut es lat er, an Asian male resembling BCLC
Prohibited Jack QIN (SID 73465) who was prohibited due to loan sharking activit ies can be seen exit ing
Shang's nood le house. W hen he exits it appears t hat he greets 2 former Starlight VIP managers (
who j ust recently exited Kirin restaurant . QIN appears to catch the attention of VIP host
w ho appears to give QIN a com plementary taxi voucher. 22:30 hrs
ca n be see walking
from where t he Mercedes wa s parked, he was carrying a full backpack t hat appeared to be the sam e one
t hat was used fo r the first buy in.
walks into t he casino w it hout interruption and hands the bag to a VIP
host in the VIP room near CD 11. Contents of t he backpack were 4500 x 20 dollar bills."
IN20150029525

June 6

River Rock

$100,000

SID: 99395

$100 X 300

Pl f lNTIW;

$50 X 1,400

Abst ract from IN20150029525 Supplem ental Report : "At 12:06
w as outside hotel lobby; da rk p/u
Toyota t ruck, BC plates: AU 2018 (associated to SID# 73465 • BCLC barred QIN, Jack) pu lled next to
and
appeared to get som ething from t he truck. Truck wa s d riven by unident ified A/M, not QIN.
pr oceeded to Salon and pr esented 1400x$SO and 300x$100 bills for $100,000 buy in."
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
Dotes)

IN20150062349

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

December 1 River Rock

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination

$140,000

$20 X 7,000

Breakdown

STR
Filed

PII FINTRAC

SID: 139536

Abstract from IN20150062349 Supplemental Report: "On December 1, 2015
conducted a
arrived at the Rive r Rock casino as the driver
suspicious buy-in for $140,000 at the River Rock casi no.
and sole occupant of a wh ite Range Rover.
went to a hotel room on the 8th floor where Jia Gui GAO
and BCLC barred patron Jack QIN were already inside. GAO had carried a large black backpack into this hotel
room.
exited the room ca rrying a large bag which contained the funds that
used to conduct
the suspicious buy-in."

'Total Amount of cash Facilitated to Patrons

,

$330,000

Bill Denomination

Volume of Bills

Total Dollar Amount

Percentage

$100
$50
$20

300
1,400
11,500

$30,000
$70,000
$230,000
$330,000

10%
21%
69%

Total

......

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Compliance Division
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Provincially Banned Individual:

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Dat e of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Su bj ect ID
BC Driver's Licence#
Hom e Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration
Reason for Ban

Restaurant Wait er
Not Stated.
66423

,.
BCLC Prohibition
5 Years
"
has a docume nted history of facilitating
cash for high level gamblers in BC Casinos and is
cu rrent ly prohibited from all BC Casinos by BCLC."

I•

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Period Reviewed: January 1, 2015 - December 31 , 20 15
iTrak Incident#

IN20150025204

Date
(A/12015
Dates)
May13

Casino

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Starlight

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdow n

$100,000

$20 x S,000

STR
Filed
I

'"""'""!\AC
!.,__ _,__
!

SID: 99395

Abstract from IN20150025204 Supplemental Report: "At 18:31 hrs a dark co lored BMW X5 BCLP#238XRC
arrived at t he casino driveway,
w as seen enteri ng the pa ssenger door and t he vehicle proceeded to drive
off site. (it is noted that this veh icl e is associated w it h a BCLC prohibited subject identified as
SI0#66423, surveillance footage also showed the driver of t he vehicle strongly resembles
At
1836:05 hrs the dark co lor ed BMW X5 BCLP#238XRC returned to the casino driveway,
w as seen exit ing
from the passenger door carrying a gr een colo r bag in hand w hile headi ng into the casino. At 1837:21 hrs
arrived at t he cage w indow,
was seen removing bundles of bills from t he bag and placing t hem on
t he cage counter. Each bundles were w r apped with elastic bands,
produced 5000 in $20 bills for t otal of
$100,000 buy-in."

- ····- ··· -

IN20150026071

M ay18

Starlight

$100,000

$20 X 5,000

PII FINTRAC

SID: 99395

...

Abst ract from IN20150026071 Supplemental Report: "A grey coloured BMW BCP#238XRC belonging t o BC
Prohib pat ron
(SID#66423) pulls up to the casino entrance.
gets in t he passenger door of t he
vehicle and the driver and
leave the property. The ve hicle returns approximately 6 minutes later at
11:42 hrs.
exits the vehicle ca rrying a black bag and ent ers the casino.
goes directly to the VIP cage
w here he hand s over several bund les of twenty dolla r bills w r apped in rubber bands. The breakdown was
as follows: 5000 X $20 = $100,000."

I"',
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
Dotes)

IN20150026933

May23

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

Starlight

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination

$100,000

$100 X 1,000

Breakdown

STR
Filed
PIIINTRAC

SID: 99395
Abstract from IN20150026933 Supplemental Report: "On the date of May 23 2015 at approximately 13:40
{SID 99395) bought in for $100,000 all in $100 dollar bil ls wrapped in elastic bands playing at
hr s
MDB 17. Upon review Footage shows the following at approximate times: 13:40 hrs
gets
dropped of by a Grey BM W BCLP 238 XRC driven by BCLC prohibited
(SID 66423).
enters into
t he casino and proceeds dir ect ly t o t he VIP. 13:41
removes two bundles of $100's bills (wrapped in
pr oceeds to the
elastic bands) from a black plastic bag and places t he bundles on the cash counter.
smoking patio."

.
Total Amount of Cash Facilitated to Patrons
BIii Denomination
$100
$20
Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Volume of Bills
1,000
10,000

•.

$300,000
Total Dollar Amount
$100,000
$200,000
•

33%
67%

$300,000

100%

Compliance Division
Or11n1ng Policy and B.nfo1-ceme1H llronch

Percentage
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Provincially Banned Individual:

CHEN

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Dat e of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Subject ID
BC Driver's Licence#
Home Address

August 6, 1969
Housewife
N/A
89530

Type of Ban
Ban Duration

BCLC Prohibition
5 Years
March 24, 2014 - March 24, 2019
"While you were on the gaming f loor of River Rock
Casino Resort on March 24, 2014, you were
involved in an incident of inappropriate transfer of
cash/chips. As a result of this incident, a history of
similar incidents, and a re peat of similar incidents
while pro hibited, you r ba n prohibit ing you from
entering all casinos, community gaming centers
and commercia l bingo ha lls in British Columbia has
bee n extended."

Reason for Ban

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Per iod Rev iew ed: January 1, 2015 - December 3 1, 20 15
iTrak Incident# Date
Casino
Patron that
(A/1 1015
Conducted Buy-In
Dates)
at Cage
IN20150015273 M arch 22
River Rock
Jlan Qiu Rong

Total
Amount of
Buy-In
$20,000

Denomination
Breakdow n
$20

X

STR
Filed

1,000

PU FINTRAC

SID: 16985

·-·-- ·-- -·

Abst ract from IN20150015273 Supplement al Report: "J ian RONG conducted a buy-in for $20,000 t hat w ill
be the subject of this report.
and RONG met with
CHEN, a patron who is BCLC Barred for
loan-sharking activities, out side the south tower of The Hotel. RONG then conducted her buy-in for
$20,000."

..

!

IN20150022804

April 30

River Rock

$20,000

$20 X 1,000
PIIFINTRAC

SID: 171614

Abstract from IN20150022804 Supplemental Report: "On the afternoon of 2015-APR-30 a fema le patron
ident ified as
was suspected of receiving de livery of $20K in CON $20 bills by a prohibited
female identified previous ly as CHEN,
was gamb ling with another female ide ntified as
who helped herself to t he cash from
s purse and initiat ed the buy in."

!".,
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iTrak Incident#

Date

Casino

{A/12015
IN20150059643

Dates)
Novemberll

Patron that
Conducted Buy-In
at Cage

River Rock

Total
Amount of
Buy-In
$20,000

SID: 61552

Denomination
Breakdown

STR
Filed
! ....._

$100 X 155
$50 X 20
$20 X 175

..,..-

PII FINTRA

Abst ract from IN20150059643 Supplemental Report: "At 20:08
leaves Sa lon and Casino-East Lobby,
walki ng to 'The HOTEL' va let parking, where he enters a white BMW X6 (1/p AB186G). Vehicle is associated
with current BCLC Prohibited patron CHEN
(sid#89530); However, driver could not be identified.
According to iTrak, CHEN is cu rrentl y BCLC Prohibited until 2019-MAR-24 for mu ltiple incide nts of
inappropriate t ransfer of cash/chips. At 20:37 a Toyota Venza pulls up to the BMW and stops in front of the
BMW.
meets the driver of the Venza and appea rs something may have been passed between the
driver and
is observed to be carrying, what appears to be, a white plastic bag. At 20:53
places bu ndle of various denominations at CD19-VIP Cage for a tota l of $20,000CDN."
r-····-·

!

IN20150063176

Decembers

River Rock

$10,000

$20x SOO

SID: 142054

!Pllrl'mlAC

!~--

Abstract from IN20150059643 Supplemental Report: "On the evening of 2015-DEC-05 a male patron
identified as Jianfeng produced $10K in CON $20 bills for purchase of chips in River Rocks VIP Salon.
Review of s past casino transactions confi rms $10K is not out of the ordi nary for him. Shortly after
receiving the chips was seen meeting w ith a veh icle associated to a banned individual (CHEN,
where he may have acquired a bag (possibly with mo re cash inside but it was not seen this date). The
license plate of t he veh icle was confirmed on came ra (as above) and an unknown Asian male was operating
the X6 (
CHEN did not appear to be inside the vehicle) . In addition to the above indicators there is
no reasonable explanation as to where may have come into possession of $10K in $20 bills."
Total Amount of Cash Facilitated to Patrons

Bill Denomination
$100
$50
$20
\ '
Total

.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

.

Volume of Bills
155
20
2,675

$70,000

Total Dolla r Amount
$15,500
$1,000
$53,500
$70,000

Compliance Division
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Percentage
22%
2%
76%
100%

Pnge 27 of28

TI1is documenl 1s I.he prope11y of the Uaming Policy and Enforcement Brunch (Compliance Division). It is confidential and sbaJJ nol be released or
disclosed in whole or µart without the pcnnission or tb<.~ General Mnnagcr or a delegalcd au1ho1ity.

Provincially Banned Individual:

XU

Profile Sheet

Personal Details
Date of Birth
iTrak Occupation
Company Name
iTrak Subject ID
BC Driver's Licence#

Import / Export Agent
Cowry Cabinets
1022S8

Home Address
Type of Ba n
Ban Ou ration

BCLC Prohibition
5 Years
Septem ber 22, 2015 - September 22, 2020
" Inappropria te transfer cash/chips and a history of
sim ilar incidents."

Reason for Ban

.

Total Cash Facilitated Resulting in Cash Buy-In at Cage
Per iod Reviewed: Janu ary 1, 2015 - December 31, 20 15
iTrak Incident# Date
Patron that
Casino
(A/12015
Conducted Buy-In
Dates)
at Cage
IN201S0068083 December30
River Rock
SID: 18354

Total
Amount of
Buy-In

Denomination
Breakdown

STR
_ Filed
,.,.

$70,000

$100 X 661
$50 X 75
$20 X 7
$10 X 1

PII FINTRAC

_ __

Abstract from IN20150068083 Supplemental Report: "At 0057 hrs,
exits resort w ith
and both get
picked up by t he same gray color Mercedes Benz bearing BC L/P AF635M . Veh icl e is associated with a BCLC
barred ,XU
SID 102258. 2nd buy in: At 0117 hrs,
returns with
in a white BMW Sedan
bea ring BC L/P CA588N. They enter west and take Dogwood elevator up to 3/F. Both sit at MDB 20 and
watch the game. At 0127 hrs,
leaves MOB 20 and removes few bundles of va rious denominations of
bills from his j acket's pocket s onto CD 19 tota ling 70K."

I $10,000

Total Amount of cash Facilitated to Pat rons

Bill Denomination
$100
$50
$20
$10
Total

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

.·

Volume of Bills
661
75
7
1

Total Dollar Amount
$66,100
$3,750
$140
$10

Percentage
94%
5%
<1
<l

$70,000

100%

Compliance Division
Or11n1ng Policy and B.nfo1-ceme1H llronch
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This is Exhibit “22” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

Privileged Document - Produced without any waiver of privilege by BCLC before the Commission of Inquiry into Money Laundering in British Columbia
pursuant to s. 29 of the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007 , c. 9

Daryl Tottenham
Rob Kroeker
Ross Alderson
Sat 2017-05-06 3:17:22 AM
Fw: COMM-8669 Final Report - Provincially Banned Cash Facilitators
COMM-8669 Final Report - Provincially Banned Cash Facilitators.docx
To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

FYI
I just got this internal GPEB report forwarded through tonight from a contact at CFSEU. Could be sent
to me in error, or it could be because of the upcoming GPEB/bclc meeting and I sense JIGIT have our
back.
It's a report done by GPEB in 2016 for activity from 2015. Couple of points to consider:
1. It's now very outdated and was when provided to JIGIT in December 2016.
2. It clearly alleges that casinos knew about the deliveries prior to buy in which we know in almost all
cases is not true.
3. It does not mention anywhere that there was an active FSOC investigation into JIN at that time and
not until mid 2015 was it identified to BCLC that he was part of organized crime.
You can see the tone in parts is consistent with the most recent report.
Regards

Ross Alderson
Director AML & Investigations.
BCLC
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Smalley, Vikki
Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 6:58 PM
To: Anzulovich, Rob; Ross Alderson; Fu, Kevin
Subject: Fw: COMM-8669 Final Report - Provincially Banned Cash Facilitators

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
From: Robinson, Ben <
Sent: Friday, May 5, 2017 6:55 PM
To: Smalley, Vikki
Subject: Fw: COMM-8669 Final Report - Provincially Banned Cash Facilitators

The attached report also has ref to a Jianwei LIANG.

B

BCLC0009255

Privileged Document - Produced without any waiver of privilege by BCLC before the Commission of Inquiry into Money Laundering in British Columbia
pursuant to s. 29 of the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007 , c. 9

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
From: Ackles, Kenneth <
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Robinson, Ben
Subject: COMM-8669 Final Report - Provincially Banned Cash Facilitators

Here is a report done by GPEB relative to what was known as of Dec 31 2015.
Bear in mind that a number of these individuals are still active.
Ken

BCLC0009255.02

This is Exhibit “23” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

October 07, 2016
Via E-Mail
Attn:

All Service Providers

RE:

Refused Cash Buy-In (By Site) Directive

Purpose
To establish a protocol to ensure a consistent approach in dealing with patrons that
have been denied a cash buy-in by a service provider due to suspicious activity. It is
the expectation of BCLC (as per the BCLC AML on line training course) that when a
patron is observed conducting a cash buy-in and suspicious behaviour is observed by
staff, that buy-in should be refused and a UFT file should be created to document the
attempted buy-in.

b>ele
playing it right

74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

To ensure the patron does not attend another service provider location and attempt to
buy-in with the same cash, (as the staff would likely not have knowledge of the
previous suspicious behaviour), a protocol has been established that all service
providers shall adhere to. Any cash buy-in which has been refused by any site for
suspicious behaviour shall not be accepted for buy-in at any location until
authorized by the BCLC AML Unit.
BCLC Directive
•

If a patron has been denied a cash buy-in for suspicious behaviour, a U FT file
shall be created in ltrak to document the incident including patrons involved,
vehicles involved, and nature of the suspicious behaviour. Please ensure the
synopsis comments include the phrase "REFUSED CASH BUY-IN" when the file
is first created.

•

An entry shall immediately be made in the patron profile comment section
indicating the refused buy-in, amount, date, time and include the phrase "Refused
cash buy-in as per BCLC Directive. No further cash buy ins to be accepted until
further notice from BCLC AML Unit."

•

Please forward an email with the file number and synopsis to

T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver. BC V5M 0A6

T 604.215.0649
604.225.6424

.c. rn

Upon receiving notification of a refused buy-in incident the BCLC AML Unit will
conduct an investigation into the circumstances of the file. Any subsequent action to
be taken with the patron will be documented in their profile by the AML Unit.
Your continued cooperation is greatly appreciated. Please contact me by email or cell
if you have any questions or concerns with this directive.
Daryl Tottenham
Manager
BCLC AML Programs

BCLC0015984

This is Exhibit “24” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

COMM-8669 Final Report

Date: April 11, 2018

Background:
•

COMM-8669 is the final report on an internal review that was initiated and completed
by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB).

•

The GPEB review examined reported incidents that alleged loan sharking or cash
facilitation (passing someone cash to gamble). Specifically, it investigated the
occurrence of provincially banned patrons engaging in cash facilitation in close
proximity to a gaming facility , in areas visible to casino surveillance .

•

The objective of the GPEB review, "was to quantify the dollar amount of buy-ins
conducted from cash that sites acknowledged was obtained from or connected to
individuals provincially banned for cash facilitation ."

•

The scope of the GPEB review was limited to incidents between January 1, 2015 and
December 31 , 2015 .

•

COMM-8669 alleges that 46 reported incidents involved 8 provincially banned
individuals facilitating a total of $6 .7 million in cash that led to buy-ins at the cage, to 25
patrons, in areas visible to casino surveillance .

•

Within the conclusion , COMM-8669 states:
"Despite site surveillance monitoring the activities of banned individuals and
documenting in iTrak that a patron obtained cash from them, the cage still accepted the
funds as buy-ins. This indicates the sites knowingly accepted cash that they
acknowledged was obtained from a banned individual and appeared of questionable
source."

Discussion:
•

The conclusion made in COMM-8669 is serious in nature, as it implies gross
negligence by the Service Providers.

•

The conclusion is not supported by factual information in COMM-8669 , resulting in a
misleading impression of the actual circumstances .

Factual issue: Volume of unmitigated cash facilitation incidents

•

The number of incidents reviewed by GPEB was 45, not 46 as stated in COMM-8669.

•

40 (88%) of the incidents reviewed occurred between January 1, 2015 and September
5, 2015.

BCLC0006815

•

In September 2015 , BCLC implemented the Sourced Cash Condition Program , which
involved placing High Risk patrons on conditions and conducting interviews, in order to
determine source of cash/chips.

•

5 (11 % ) of the incidents reviewed occurred between September 5, 2015 and December
31,2015.

•

For the 5 incidents reviewed that had occurred between September 5, 2015 and
December 31 , 2015, the total cash buy-in equaled $261 ,000.

Factual issue: Cash facilitated by a provincially banned individual

•

40 (88%) of the incidents reviewed did not contain a confirmed ID of the provincially
banned individual.

•

28 (62%) of the incidents reviewed did not contain a confirmed license plate
identification associated with the cash delivery.

Factual issue: Connection to money-laundering

•

19 (42%) of the incidents reviewed involved patrons with previous wins prior to cash
buy-in .

•

32 (71 % ) of the incidents reviewed resulted in zero casino disbursements.

BCLC0006815.02

This is Exhibit “25” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0000066

Timeline of events regarding communication of cash alternative issues with GPEB:
19 SEP 2013 - BCLC VP, CS&C, submitted cash alternatives proposal to GPEB
22 SEP 2013 -Assistant Deputy Minister responded to aforementioned proposal in writing, declining
proposal
19 JAN 2015 - BCLC UBC Sauder Cohort Team engaged in teleconference with GPEB Executive Director
Compliance Division and GPEB Executive Director Quality Assurance & Risk to discuss viability of cash
alternative options, prior to presentation of proposals to BCLC Executives
19 FEB 2015 - BCLC UBC Sauder Cohort Team presented Cash Alternatives Proposal to BCLC Executives
and UBC Associate Dean of Business
24 APR 2015 - BCLC VP, CS&C, submitted concept document seeking approval in principal speaking to 3
cash reduction alternative strategies to GPEB, Executive Director Compliance Division.
•

•
•
•

To allow cash deposits into PGF accounts at the initial account opening and for subsequent
deposits for VVIPs
To allow VVIPs to receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience cheque without a weekly
cheque issuance limit
To allow PGF overdraft privileges, at no cost, to VVIPs who meet specific criteria.
EFT International transfers was to be dealt:iunder separate cover

04 JUN 2015 - GPEB/ BCLC/ CBSA/ Law Enforcement Meeting to discuss cash alternative options
16 JUL 2015 -Joint GPEB & BCLC Compliance Meeting. GPEB provided update on cash alternatives. In
summary that Compliance had agreed in principal and that the matter would be reviewed by GPEB Policy
group.
6 AUG 2015 - Email dialogue between BCLC, Director of AML and GPEB Executive Director Strategic Policy
and Projects Division; BCLC requesting updates on cash alternative approvals
27 AUG 2015 - Convenience Cheque Proposal sent to GPEB Executive Director Strategic Policy and
Projects Division; proposal was declined based on insufficient information provided to make an informed
decision, response by GPEB Executive Director Compliance Division. GPEB wanted more information on:
•
•
•

BCLC's outline of the benefits, and potential risks to this option
How BCLC addresses the issue of source of funds, provided for a convenience cheque. Detailed
plan required which includes questions such as "how many cheques in a specific timeframe".
BCLC frame on this issue should be around safety, not around convenience.

28 AUG 2015 - BCLC Director AML responded to the concerns raised by GPEB around convenience
cheques
1 SEPT 2015 - Letter sent to BCLC CEO from GPEB, Assistant Deputy Minister addressing the proposal
from April 2015 on the 3 cash reduction alternatives.

BCLC0000066
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10 SEPT 2015 - Response received from GPEB Executive Director Licensing, Registration & Certification
Division that the convenience cheque proposal was to wait until GPEB Executive Director Compliance
Division returned from vacation at the end of September.
13 NOV 2015 - BCLC VP, CS&C submitted 3 proposals (credit, delimiting convenience cheque,
international EFTS) to GPEB Executive Director Compliance Division. Requested also to meet in person do
discuss these initiatives once GPEB had reviewed.
3 DEC 2015 - BCLC received response to the request submitted to GPEB on Nov 13, 2015. Response
received from GPEB Senior Policy Analyst requesting full business cases for the documents provided on
convenience cheques, international transfers and credit.
11 DEC 2015 - BCLC Director AML and Manager of Cash Alternatives met with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst
to discuss feedback. Result was to develop comprehensive business cases with more information.
18 JAN 2016 - Revised Convenience cheque and International Electronic Transfer Proposals sent to GPEB
Senior Policy Analyst.
28 JAN 2016 - Response received from GPEB Senior Policy Analyst requesting clarity on the information
provided and supporting documentation. Request also includes have the proposals reviewed by FINTRAC
again now that there is more information included.
11 FEB 2016 - Met with GPEB Executive Director Compliance, GPEB Senior Policy Analyst, GPEB Executive
Director Strategic Policy to discuss International EFTs/Convenience Cheques again.
12 FEB 2016 - Sent the revised proposals again to GPEB Senior Policy Analyst.
24 FEB 2016 - Meeting with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst to discuss EFT/CC proposals. Made revisions to
the proposals.
25 FEB 2016 - Revised Proposals sent back to GPEB Senior Policy Analyst.
26 FEB 2016 - Proposals went to GPEB Executive Director Strategic Policy for review.
23 March 2016 - GPEB Executive Director responds to the proposals.
24 March 2016 - Proposals get returned to BCLC with request for more information.
05 April 2016 - Proposals returned to GPEB.
08 April 2016 - Met with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst to review proposals again in person.
11 April 2016 - Met with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst to review proposals again via phone.
19 April 2016 - Proposals reviewed by BCLC corporate communications and sent back to GPEB.
20 April 2016 - Proposals sent to GPEB Executive Director; request included to forward to General
Manager of GPEB for review.

BCLC0000066.02
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14 July 2016 - Letter sent from GPEB Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager regarding the
proposals. Letter specifically states, "There is no requirement for BCLC to seek GPEB approval of these
specific proposals in and of themselves."
03 Aug 2016 - BCLC CEO responds to GPEB letter from July 14, 2016 clarifying expectations of BCLC's
anti-money laundering regime.
Aug 2016 - September 2016 - BCLC begins putting policy in place as well as the new sub-menus for iTrak.
01 Nov 2016 - International EFT and Delimiting convenience cheques implemented.

BCLC0000066.03
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Know your limitj playwithifi it.
351679

July 14; 2016

Jim Lightbody, CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Deai"Mr. Lightbody,

Re: Cash Alternative Proposals an~l Source of Funds.
This letter is in respoi1se to the two policy documents ptoposing cash alternatives that were
.submitted to the Gaming Policy and. Enforcement Branch (GPEB) on April 20, 2015 by Ross
Alderson of the B.C. Lottery Cotporatiort (BCLC);
·
Thank you for sharing these documents and I appreciate the workBCLGhas unde1taken in
preparing these ptoposals. While there is no requirement fot BCLC to seek GPEB approval of
these specific proposals in and of themselves, I appreciate the opportunity to review them and
provide con1rnent in the broader context ofgovemment's anti-money laundering (AML) effort~.
Indeed, BCLC has appropriately characterized both proposals as AML initiatives be.cause they
provide alternatives to cash entering or leaving gaming faciHties: Fundamental to the success. of
these initiatives an.d B.C.'s AML Strategy as a whol~, lJt;>wever,is the need to evaluate the source
of fi.u.tds and make a l'isk-based determination of their legitimacy prior to acceptance.
Dt1e diligence on source offunds 1;esulting from the cash alternatives proposed fa important to
enstire the AML Strategy is not undermined by provjding ·a: means to convert illipit funds. In the
case of convenience chet111es., the conversion would occur upon provision of a convenience
cheque by the service provideL In the case of international EFTs, BCLC would be relying
primarily on information pi·ovided to Canadian institutions from .a foreign bank..and ultimately
the tob11stness of that cou1my's banking system, theirAMLlegislatibn ant;!, specifically, that
flwywili investigate source offonds, The Province has previously provided written ditection to
BCLC to es.tablish the source of funds prior to accepting cash at gaming facilities:
1. In the 2016/17 mandate letter to BCLC, the Minister of Finance directed BCLC to
provide a qtiartetly report on impleiilentation of the govetnme11t's AML Strategy,
including "implementation of anti-money laundering compliance best practices with
appropriate. consideration of evaluating the source of wealth and source of funds pribr
to cash acceptance within a risk based framework,"

l\/linlstry of
Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforc;ementBranch
Office of the AssJstant
Deputy Minister and
GeMra) Manager

Ma.Jllng Address:
P.O BOX 9311
PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC VBW 9N1
Telephon<1: (260) 397:130.1
Fae.simile: (250) 387-1818

srn

Lcic<itlon:•
· Third Floor, 910 Government Street
Vlctorla,• BC
Web: WIIIW:gaming.gov,bc,ca
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2. The January 2016 letter from John Ma.zure; GeneralManager, GPEB; to Jirri
Lightbody, CEO and Presiclent,.BCLC, included the expectat1on that ''BCLC
impkment AML best practices with appropriate consideration of .evaluating source of
wealth and source of funds priorto cash.acceptance."
3. In the October 2015 letter from the Honourable Michael cle Jong, Mh1i$ter of
Finance to Bud Si11ith, BCLC Board Chair, BCLC was directed to take the
following action in response to the prevalence of 1axge and suspicious cash
transactions: "Enhance customer due diligence to mitigate the tisk of rnoney
laundering in British.Cohimbia gaming facilities through the implementation ofAML
compliance best pra:ctic~s including processes for evaluating the source of wealth and
source of funds prior to cash acc\;lptance."

4. The August2015 letter from John Mazure:, General Manager, GPEB, to.Jim
Lightbody, CE.O and President, BCLC,.asked BCLC to pursue specificactiyities.
rel~ted to enhancing the AML Strategy, including: "Develop andimpleinei1t
additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices cortSti"ucted cJrowd
fimilicial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements,
wit:h a focus on identifying source of wealth and fut1ds as integral components to
client risk assessment. .. "

In providing comments to.BCLC on the cash alternative proposals, I understand that FINTRAC
also emphasized the iteed to establish source. of.fonds to ensure the proposed cash alternatives do
not introdµce. additional risks with tespect to money laundering. ,
To ensure the Province is taking the steps necessary to eJhninate the ptoce·ed~ of crime fn;irn B.C.
gaming fadlities and to support the AML Strategy and the integrity ofgaming in B.C,, BCLC
should contemplate hot acceptin.g funds where the source of those fonds cannot be determined or
verified, within a risk~based framework. This approach could in<.;hide, for example, a som·ce of
funds questionnaire and a threshold amount over which BCLC woltld require service providers
to r~fuse to accept unsourced funds, or a maximum mm1ber of instances where unsourced fm1cls
would be accepted from a patron before refusal,
!trust that BCLC will contirn,:1e to work with GPEB to SlJpport the AML Strategy at1cl the
integrity of gaming in B.C. by evaluating source of funds prior to acceptance at gaming facjlities.

Yours sincerely,

J . in Mazu\·e
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Managet
Gaining Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finah.ce
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August 3, 2016
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria BC V8W 9N 1

Attention:

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager

I

playing it right

Dear Mr. Mazure:

Re: Anti-Money Laundering Matters - Cash Alternative Proposals
I write in regard to your letter of July 14, 2016, and further to the two proposals we
provided to you for approval on April 20, 2016 dealing with new non-cash transaction
options at casinos.

Y,1 \Vo::,t Soymour Stroot
KJrnloops, BC V2C H:2
-i-

At GPEB's request the proposals were submitted for approval however it is now the
common understanding as between our respective organizations, based on recently
acquired information, that GPEB approval is not required in regard to operational
gaming matters such as these. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
taking the time to review and comment on the proposals notwithstanding.

2b0,028,!)ti00

1· 2W.82!Ui031

?!MO Virt\llll Way

Vc1ncrn1vm,

nc VfiM OAG

I (1(14215.064\J
f· 60•1.22tU5424

In your letter you have set out a number of excerpts from earlier correspondence
between you and I, and from the Minister to the BCLC Board Chair, reminding us of
the expectations of BCLC's anti-money laundering regime. I thank you for those
reminders and can assure you that BCLC's obligations under the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) are an ever present top
priority for BCLC. Furthermore, I can confirm that BCLC remains committed to
working with GPEB and FinTRAC to ensure our anti-money laundering program is
fully compliant and one of the most robust in the industry. I am very pleased to share
that just recently (June 2016) FinTRAC completed a comprehensive audit of BCLC's
anti-money laundering program and commented that BCLC was industry leading in Its
anti-money laundering efforts.
I appreciate your suggestion that BCLC ensure its new proposals are conducted
within a risk based anti-money laundering framework, and specifically that on a risk
basis source of wealth and source of funds Inquiries should form part of that
framework. I can confirm that source of wealth and source of funds Inquiries are in
fact incorporated into the BCLC anti-money laundering program and will apply to the
proposals when implemented along with all the other program elements aimed at
countering money laundering.
With respect to the proposal on electronic funds transfers, you state that ".... BCLC
would be relying primarily on information provided to Canadian institutions from a
foreign bank and ultimately the robustness of that country's banking system ... ". I
believe some clarification is required here. BCLC will not be relying on the antimoney laundering efforts of foreign banks. BCLC will, however, be relying to some
extent on the compliance of Canadian banks with Canadian anti-money laundering
laws governing international transfers. Under our proposal, electronic funds transfers
must first be accepted by a Canadian bank prior to being transferred into a
customer's gaming account. BCLC will also subject transactions to its own anti-
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money laundering measures independent of the Canadian bank's assessment. This
will ensure that foreign transfers are subjected to two layers of anti-money laundering
screening.
Thank you again for taking the time to provide us with your comments and feedback.
Sincerely,

tif:1
President & CEO

Page2
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A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

To:
Rob Kroeker[
From:
John Karlovcec[/O=BCLC/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JOHN KARLOVCECC7E]
Sent:
Tue 2/19/2019 7:28:14 PM (UTC)
Subject: FW: Banning numbers

Rob,
Please see BCLC bans up to December 2017.
Let me know if you require anything else,
John
From: Bal Bamra <
Sent: February-19-19 11:16 AM
To: John Karlovcec
Cc: Steve Beeksma
Subject: RE: Banning numbers

Daryl Tottenham

Hi John,
These are the numbers for BCLC Bans by year. If you require the information for types of bans, please let me know.
Year

BCLC Bans

2002

1

2003

1

2004

135

2005

168

2006

228

2007

218

2008

273

2009

231

2010

290

2011

286

2012

355

2013

392

2014

386

2015

349

2016

457

2017

392

Total Bans 4162.

Thanks,
Bal Bamra BCom, CAMS
Manager, AML Intelligence
Legal, Compliance & Security Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

●Yes, and…●

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: Bal Bamra
Sent: February-19-19 10:56 AM
To: John Karlovcec <
Cc: Steve Beeksma <
Subject: RE: Banning numbers

Daryl Tottenham <

Hi John,
Steve is going through the BCLC banned files now and will report back his findings.
Thanks,
Bal Bamra BCom, CAMS
Manager, AML Intelligence
Legal, Compliance & Security Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

●Yes, and…●

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: John Karlovcec
Sent: February-19-19 10:34 AM
To: Rob Kroeker

Bal Bamra

Daryl Tottenham

Subject: RE: Banning numbers
Are you looking for all banned people or simply AML related?
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: February-19-19 10:32 AM
To: John Karlovcec

Bal Bamra

Subject: Banning numbers
Hi
Do we know how many people were banned up to December 2017?

Daryl Tottenham

This is Exhibit “27” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Background
This document is to set out expectations around BCLC's AML program in light of the number of
interviews and conditions placed on Casino Patrons since July 2015. It is to be used as a supporting
document to The BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning, Imposing Conditions or
Barring Patrons distributed to Casino Service Providers in April 2015.
As part of BCLC's AML Program, BCLC may at times place certain conditions or requirements on
patrons. All decisions must be evidence based and consistent with BCLC's AML risk based approach.
These actions may be related to a unique event, or as a result of monitoring business relationships,
and should be consistent with "Know Your Customer" (KYC) and "Customer Due Diligence
Program"(CDD) expectations as per the FINTRAC guidelines and the Proceeds of Crime Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA).
When BCLC receives credible information regarding a patron or a particular source of funds that
BCLC deem to be of high risk then BCLC will IMMEDIATELY act on that information including placing
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conditions on play. Decisions on AML related conditions will be made by either, the BCLC Director,
AML & Operational Analysis or the BCLC Director of Compliance & Investigations or designates.

Additional Suspicious Indicators warranting Conditions and/or interview.
Behaviour, activity or conduct of a patron identified as an Anti-Money Laundering associated risk
includes the following suspicious indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patron buys in predominately in cash particularly using small bills
Patron's occupation is not consistent with buy in's, either the amount or type of buy in
Patron refuses to provide information regarding occupation or employer
Patron receives cash deliveries or cash exchanges
Patron buys chips using cash and leaves the facility with no or little play
Patron attends Casino with large amount of un-sourced chips.
Patron is involved in chip passing consistent with a commercial nature

•

BCLC receive information from an outside agency, including Law Enforcement pertaining to
suspicious behavior involving the patron

In these circumstances interviews will be conducted by BCLC Investigators as per Page 7 of The
BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning, Sanctioning or Barring Patrons (dated April
16, 2015) which specifies the following:

"When the behaviour, activity or conduct of a patron is, or possibly is, identified as an Anti-Money
Laundering associated risk and it is necessary to satisfy the requirements of FINTRAC regulations
and guidelines, BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance will direct a BCLC Investigator to conduct
an interview of the patron.
Patron Interview objectives may be to determine:
- source of funds, and or;
- employment /company, and or;
- other information as needed.
Subsequent to the interview, the following are possible outcomes:
- patron is permitted to continue play
- conditions/ restrictions are placed on the patron
- BCLC Provincial barring"
Conditions that may be implemented against the patron prior to, or subsequent to an interview
are as follows:
-

Not permitted to play with un-sourced chips.
Not permitted to play with un-sourced funds.
No chip passing of a suspicious nature (commerciality)
No play utilizing a third party to make bets
Outright ban

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL: For internal BCLC discussion only.
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Once conditions are placed against the patron, the SP will be notified, and the patron will be
monitored on a regular basis by BCLC Investigations and the BCLC AML Unit. The BCLC AML Unit will
maintain a master file containing all actions taken and date of action taken.
If the patron attempts to circumvent the conditions placed against them, a BCLC Provincial Barring
will be considered at that time. If a patron refuses to be interviewed conditions will remain
indefinitely.
The patron will be advised of this process, including future expectations, through the interview with
the designated BCLC Investigator.
BCLC Director of Compliance & Investigations and Director of AML & Operational Analysis, or
designates will review the patrons behavior at their discretion (or after a minimum of six (6)
months) to determine if/when any of the conditions can be removed or should remain in place.
As per BCLC Director AML & Operational Analysis letter to Service Providers dated September 11,
2015

"When there are reasonable grounds to believe players are willingly associated with criminality
they will be banned outright. When there are reasonable grounds to believe players may be unwittingly associated with criminality, they will be banned from buying in with any un-sourced
financial instrument until the source of that instrument can be reasonably confirmed as
legitimate."

Ross Alderson
BCLC Director, AML & Operational Analysis
October 14, 2015

(approved via email)
Rob KROEKER
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
October 21, 2015

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL: For internal BCLC discussion only.
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AML & OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Player Conditions
As of October 15, 2015 there are currently 43 Casino Patrons who are prohibited from buying in with
un-sourced cash or un-sourced chips. These conditions are in place as a result of credible information
provided by law enforcement to BCLC as to the original origin of the funds. Most of these players
frequent The River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR) and are high limit table players. Three (3) of the 43
Players were already banned at the time the information was received.
As an additional requirement the above noted patrons have been requested to be interviewed by
BCLC Investigators to provide expectations and clarify source of funds.
As of Oct 15, 2015 13 patrons have been interviewed and many have stated that the cash/chips are
"borrowed" from unknown sources and paid back via bank transactions in China and/or Canada. In
some cases the patron has stated they are unaware who they are paying the gambling debt back to.
NOTE: The collection of gambling debt in China is still illegal due to the ban on Gambling in that
country.
An investigator from the Casino Investigations Department has been seconded to the AML Unit to
assist in file management around Player Conditions.
AML & Operational Analytics Unit
The AML Unit analysts continues to conduct reviews on high risk patrons to confirm that none of these
patrons have been subject of any adverse media, terrorist, sanction or politically exposed person's
lists.
The AML Unit continues to collaborate with law enforcement agencies such as RCMP Real Time
Intelligence Centre (RTIC), Federal Serious Organized Crime Unit (FSCOC), Combined Federal
Serious Enforcement Unit (CFSEU), Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) and police of
jurisdiction.
This supports BCLC's ongoing efforts to increase the safety of our gaming facilities for all patrons and
employees. As of Oct 15, 2015 there were 105 subjects classified as "undesirable" based on the
following three criteria out of our gaming facilities for a period of 5 years.
1. Public safety risk
2. Charged or suspected of Proceeds of Crime related offences
3. Gang member or associated with a gang
External Factors
The AML unit continues to monitor local and foreign political current events which impact BCLC
specifically with our Asian based VVIP players.
Examples:

-

Stock Market Losses in China
Proposed Canada/China repatriation treaty
Alleged Chinese Police operations in BC
Operation Fox Hunt (Top 100 Chinese fugitives)
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-

Decrease in gambling revenue in Macau in part due to increased Chinese pressure on flight of
capital.
Increase in Interpol warrants for Chinese Nationals for alleged Bribery & Corruption
Arrests in Macau for UnionPay Fraud (Oct 2015)
RCMP Investigation related to sources of cash and Illegal gaming

AML Training

In Sept 2015, 3 members of the AML & Operational Analytics Unit attended the ACAMS 14th Annual
AML & Financial Crime Conference. The conference was of tremendous value and had considerable
gaming related content.
Audits

Ernst and Young have been engaged to conduct the mandatory (by FINTRAC) Bi-annual Independent
AML audit. Final report is expected by end of October 2015.

1. GPEB completed a review of STR reporting processes on Sept 9 and 10 th 2015. BCLC has not
been provided with a copy of any findings.
2. BCLC were informed Sept 28 th , that GPEB had engaged a company MNP to do a review of
BCLC"s AML practices for the period . BCLC have engaged the OIPC to ensure that the
process is compliant with applicable laws.
BCLC have provided (on request) with an up to date list of players with conditions and all intelligence
BCLC have around alleged illegal gaming houses.
Chip Swap

Redacted - RCMP

• briefing note was provided to Govt. over the Chip Swap.

Cash Alternatives

Changes to PGF policy related to bank drafts have been completed. BCLC has also put into policy
requirements for better chip tracking by Service Providers. BCLC has been asked by GPEB to provide
a more detailed concept paper around offering Credit to VVIP players. BCLC are still waiting approval
from GPERB for delimiting the convenience cheque.
AML Enhancement Project

The SAS AML project is now in production phase and although there are a few outstanding to resolve
the "GO LIVE" date is still scheduled for March 2016.

BCLC0000293.02
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Board Meeting - 19 January 2016

8.5.8.

MANAGEMENT REPORT-CORPORATE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

The Audit Committee has reviewed information for the following areas for the Quarter
ended December 31, 2015:
-

Operational Gaming Compliance
Information Privacy & Security
Material Litigation

Investigation (CASINO)
•
•

Total number of Suspicious Financial Transaction Reports: 378*
Total number of Consumer Complaints investigated: 143

* Number will increase due to the fact that the Service Providers have thirty (30) days to report.

Redacted Relevance
License Plate Recognition (LPR)
LPR Total Captures: 566
•
•
•

VSE Patrons: 454
Provincially Barred: 53
Site Barred: 59

iKiosk CID Scanner)
333,478 patrons had their ID scanned
PGF Accounts (River Rock, Edgewater, Boulevard, Starlight, Boulevard and Hard Rock)
Total Number of New Accounts Opened: 43
Total Active PGF Account: 522
Total Dollars held on all accounts: $1,671,335

Page 1 of 5
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Reducing Reliance on Cash Figures

Convenience Cheques: 34 cheques for $207,084
Debit at Cash Cage: $18,283,564

Page 2 of 5
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Redacted Relevance
AM L & OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Player Conditions

As of January 4th , 2016 there are currently 48 Casino Patrons who are prohibited from buying in
with un-sourced cash or un-sourced chips. These conditions are in place as a result of credible
information provided by law enforcement to BCLC as to the origin of the funds. Most of these
players frequent The River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR) and are high limit table players. Three
(3) of the 48 players were already banned at the time the information was received.
As an additional requirement the above noted patrons have been requested to be interviewed
by BCLC Investigators to provide expectations and clarify source of funds.
As of January 4th , 2016, 29 interviews have been conducted. An investigator from the Casino
Investigations Department remains seconded to the AML Unit to assist in file management
around Player Conditions and interviews.

Page 3 of 5
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External Factors Impacting High Limit Table Play

The AML unit continues to monitor local and foreign political current events which impact BCLC
specifically with our Asian based VVI P players.
Examples:

-

-

Stock Market Losses in China
Proposed Canada/China repatriation treaty
Alleged Chinese Police operations in BC
Operation Fox Hunt (Top 100 Chinese fugitives)
Decrease in gambling revenue in Macau in part due to increased Chinese pressure on
flight of capital.
Change in philosophy in some Macau Casinos moving away from VIP Junket play. (due
to 30% + defaults on loans by junket operators)
Increase in Interpol warrants for Chinese Nationals for alleged Bribery & Corruption
Arrests in Macau for UnionPay Fraud (Oct 2015)
Arrest in Richmond BC of individual involved in falsifying 1200 Chinese Passports (for
residency purposes)
RCMP lnvestigation(s) related to sources of cash and credible allegations of Illegal
gaming in the Lower Mainland.

Audits

Ernst and Young completed the mandatory (by FINTRAC) bi-annual independent AML audit.
Final report contained no findings and seven (7) minor observations which have been, or will be
addressed by end of fiscal.
GPEB's AML audit of the River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR) is ongoing. All requested data and
supporting documentation were provided on December 3rd , 2015 and Service Provider staff
interviews were conducted at RRCR on December 9th and 10th , 2015.
Projects

BCLC continue to work with GPEB and RCMP around alleged illegal gaming houses in the
Lower Mainland. RCMP have asked BCLC for assistance to help identify specific individuals
believed to be involved in facilitating funds suspected to be proceeds of crime to Casino
patrons.
Cash Alternatives

BCLC, in consultation with GPEB Policy, have completed a detailed business case delimiting
the convenience cheque and providing international Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT). BCLC
intend to inform GPEB of the expected implementation of these proposals in late January.
AM L Enhancement Project

The SAS AML project is now in production phase and process is solid although the "GO LIVE"
date is now delayed from March 2016 for August 2016.

Page 4 of 5
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FINTRAC

In November 2015 during an internal review of RRCR Large Cash Transaction reports and
Unusual Financial Transaction reporting practices it was identified that 17 Suspicious
Transaction reports were not submitted for October 2015 and a further 39 for September 2015.
The reports were immediately submitted within the specified time period (of being identified) and
FINTRAC were advised in person on December 23 rd , 2015. BCLC is currently reviewing all large
cash transactions at RRCR for 2015 and FINTRAC have requested BCLC go back as far as
required until the problem is rectified. This is an onerous task. Of note no audits conducted in
2014 or 2015 by FINTRAC, GPEB or independently found this issue. The reason for noncompliance appears to be a belief by RRCR that there was a minimum dollar threshold for
reporting Unusual Financial Transactions. This is inconsistent with BCLC's current AML training
which is entirely risk based with no dollar value. BCLC Corporate Security is currently
conducting an investigation into where the threshold information may have originated from.
BCLC have been asked by FI NTRAC to provide a full report of voluntary non-compliance.
Historically BCLC have been reporting (to FINTRAC) transactions to and from a player's PGF
account as cash buy in's and disbursements. On December 23 rd , 2015 FINTRAC agreed that
this is inconsistent with legislation and BCLC will make the necessary changes to policy to stop
this practice. This will significantly decrease reportable cash transactions and the "churn" of the
same cash being reported.

Page 5 of 5
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Conditioned and Extreme Barring Numbers as of November 2, 2017:
Public Safety Barrings= 274
Players on Conditions = 173
Players on Source of Funds = 69
Student/Housewives SOW flagged for profiling = 91
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27 November 2015
RE: BCLC Direction to River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR)
Attention: Pat ENNIS. Director Surveillance. Great Canadian Gaming
Dear Pat,

l9ele
playing it right

th

On Thursday November 19 , 2015 I provided to you a list of 16 individuals (numbered:
1-16 on the actual list). These individuals are all known patrons of Great Canadian
Casinos, most commonly at the River Rock Casino Resort in Richmond.
The players on that list were identified by the BCLC Anti-Money Laundering Department
due to suspicious behavior involving Casino financial transactions.

74 West Seymour Street

Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

In accordance with BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning, Sanctioning or
Barring Patrons dated April 16, 2015 BCLC would like the Service Provider to conduct

T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

an education session with each player in person, except as agreed for the players listed
as 12 (AXXXX DE) and 15 (LX) on that list.

2940 Virtual Way

The purpose of these sessions is to advise the patron of the following:

T 604.215.0649

Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

604.225.6424

•

That their buy ins are being monitored by BCLC and have raised concern around
the players source of funds provided specifically:
1.
2.

.c. m

The packaging and volume of the cash is inconsistent with what would be
provided by a recognized Financial Institution
The volume of cash is inconsistent with what is to be expected, given their
occupations

•

Under federal legislation large amounts of cash are the least anonymous
financial instrument.

•

The Patron should be encouraged to avoid buying in with large volumes of cash
and utilize the cash alternative options available to them ideally using the
Patron Gaming Fund Account.

•

The patron should be advised that they need to change their buy in behavior
and the patron will continue to be monitored.

•

If there is no change in buy in behavior by December 28, 2015 BCLC may place
conditions on the patron prohibiting any buy in's with un-sourced cash and unsourced chips and will request a patron interview with a BCLC Investigator.

BCLC0004201
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•

Any obvious escalation in suspicious behavior prior to December 28, 2015 as a
result of this direction will likely result in further action taken by BCLC including
conditions being placed on play and or suspending playing privileges.

The Service Provider is to make contact, or attempt to make contact, with each patron
th
prior to December 14 2015. Once the patron has been contacted and the education
session has been conducted, the service provider is to notify one of the BCLC
Investigators located at RRCR in writing. Nothing is required to be documented in iTrak
at this time to avoid any potential embarrassment to the player or visibility outside of
limited personnel.
As part of BCLC's AML Program, BCLC may at times place certain conditions or
requirements on patrons. All decisions must be evidence based and consistent with
BCLC's AML risk based approach. These actions may be related to a unique event, or as a
result of monitoring business relationships, and should be consistent with "Know Your
Customer" (KYC) and "Customer Due Diligence Program"(CDD) expectations as per the
FINTRAC guidelines and the Proceeds of Crime Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing Act (PCMLTFA).
I greatly appreciate your cooperation and understanding.

l9ele
playing it right

74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6
T 604.215.0649

Please contact me directly should you wish to discuss further.

604.225.6424
.c. m

Regards

Ross Alderson
BCLC Director Anti-Money Laundering & Operational Analysis

Cc: Brad Desmarais, Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming, BC
Rob Kroeker, Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance, BC
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STR Monthly Trend Review Meeting
Date:

December 21 , 2016

Participants:

Bal Samra
Daryl Tottenham
Rob Kroeker
Ross Alderson - Absent

Time:

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Objective:

Assess overall compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements for monitoring , detecting
and reporting suspicious activities. Review transactional and player behaviour reports for
trending , decision making and future actions.

Minutes
STR Trends

Monthly Suspicious Transaction Reports vs
Monthly High Limit Table Drop Values
Fiscal Year 2016/17

Note: monthly totals may be
adjusted as STRs may be filed
with in 30 days of occu rring
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STR Monthly Trend Review Meeting
Trend is stable, STR continues to be reducing. Revenue has dropped, but not necessarily due to
the STR's;
s·t h
t f
UFT'
d
d . • •• • . t d
dT •
• dd

Redacted - RCMP
Discussed that anyone with a firm link to Paul Gin be assessed and removed as a business
relationship;
Update on convenience cheques/international EFT's - both options not used yet;
In an effort to provide better business for Chinese New Year, have a meeting with the SP's to
have their clients convert to bank drafts for better service;
Chip liability - all sites except River Rock are able to provide information on chip liability and
who owns what chips. River Rock will provide a new process for approval by mid-January;
iView BI tool - Dan Thompson going through the training first, followed by Brad and Cathy, and
then will release to the rest of the investigators;
For future, we should schematically lay out what we think we are doing and outline typologies
that we are worried about and triggers not working as they should;
ACAMS - changing to sixth edition after May 2017, so everyone should take their exams before
then;

2
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: July 30, 2018

Large Cash and Suspicious
Transactions Media Request

KEY FACTS:

BCLC has received a media request from the editor of The Georgia Straight for reports/tables
showing Large Cash Transaction (LCT) and Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) trends
dating back to 2010. In the same request, the Georgia Straight also requested BCLC overall
revenue in the first six months of 2017 and 2018 , as well as from BCLC's casino business-only
in the first six months of 2017 and 2018.
On July 13, BCLC provided the Georgia Straight with financial results from the first three fiscal
periods of 2017 only, as fiscal year 2017/18 financials (April 1, 2017 to March 31 , 2018) are
not released until Public Accounts Day.
A media applicant has subsequently made a FOi request for the above-noted financial results
from fiscal year 2017/18 .
BCLC's data shows that the total number and total value of STRs and LCTs has been trending
down since 2015 , when BCLC increased controls and monitoring of certain players . BCLC
based these controls on an assessment of the money-laundering risk the players presented ,
and enhanced due diligence inquiries into the source of the player's cash or chips. Increased
measures include banning some players from buying-in using cash (bank notes), up to and
including barring players from B.C. gambling facilities altogether.
Additionally, on January 10, 2018 , BCLC implemented Peter German's first interim
recommendation by requiring all gaming service providers complete a Source of Funds
Declaration for all cash and bank draft/certified cheque buy-ins of $10 ,000 or more , which
includes recording detailed information about where the patron sourced their funds before the
patron is allowed to buy in.
BACKGROUND:
Under the federal Proceeds of Crime Money (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCML TFA) , BCLC's role is to detect, deter and report large cash and suspicious transactions
taking place at B.C . gambling facilities .

BCLC is required to submit to Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC): LCT reports (money received from customers) and Large Casino Disbursement
reports (payments to customers) involving amounts of $10 ,000 or more ; and STRs for
transactions or attempted transactions of any dollar amount and in any form that are
suspicious. BCLC also reports all STRs submitted to FINTRAC to GPEB and the RCMP .
FINTRAC receives and analyzes transaction reports from BCLC as well as all other reporting
entities across Canada (casinos , banks, credit unions, realtors and so on). Where FINTRAC
sees indicators of money laundering or terrorist financing it will make a disclosure to police for
further investigation.
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Casinos across Canada account for a very small percentage of large cash transactions in
comparison to other sectors. Data obtained from FINTRAC indicates that between 2010 and
2013 in B.C., financial entities submitted 97 per cent of LCT reports whereas casinos
submitted 1.96 per cent.
DISCUSSION:
The count and total value/average value of LCTs and STRs in B.C. gambling facilities have
decreased steadily since 2015, with a significant drop in the second half of that year when
BCLC increased anti-money laundering measures, including banning some players from
buying-in using cash (bank notes) or barring players from B.C. gambling facilities altogether.

A marked decline in the count and value of LCTs/STRs also occurred in January 2018,
following the introduction of the Source of Funds Declaration for cash deposits of $10,000 or
more.

STR Value & Count
September 2014 - May 2018
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LCT Value and Count
Jan 2010- May 2018
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BCLC RESPONSE POINTS:
• BCLC is committed to ongoing improvement of its anti-money laundering program.
•

BCLC will work with Government on implementing recommendations contained
within Dr. Peter German's report, and remains steadfast in its commitment to be a
part of the solution.

•

BCLC will work in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and
regulators to keep B.C. casinos safe.

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock
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Squeeze BaccaratAvg. Drop per Week
G> Normalizing Drop figures to average drop/ week presents a clearer

picture of play and impacts of policy changes
Average Weekly Squeeze Baccarat Drop by Fiscal Period

New AML policy on
source of cash
implemented midFP10
(Note> FP12 is an
estimate)

conditioning occurs
(44 players)
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Suspicious Transaction Reports - Value & Count

Jui/Aug 2015: Source of Funds requirements

January 2015 - January 2019

implemented

*BCLC data as reported to FINTRAC
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HLT Advisory Inc. 4516 Mountainview Road, Beamsvill e, ON L0R 1B3
| www.hlta.ca

ADVISORY
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6
Date: February 22, 2018
Re: Table Game “Buy-In” Trends 2012-2017
Dear Mr. Desmarais,
This letter summarizes HLT Advisory Inc.’s (“HLT”) analysis of table game “buy-in” trends
since 2012. “Buy-In” refers to the value of table game playing chips that players acquire
to wager on table games. Further terms used in this letter are:
*

Drop – the total amount of buy-in at table games from casino customers.

*

Large Cash Transactions (“LCTs”) - transactions where a customer buys-in with
cash for $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period.

*

Player Gaming Funds (“PGF”) – transactions where a customer buys-in without
cash (i.e., from monies that were deposited into a casino account from a
recognized financial institution by way of bank drafts or electronic wire transfers).

The data used in this report was received from a BCLC database that was created in 2004
for FINTRAC reporting requirements. Transactional data is inputted directly into the
database by casino Service Providers for all LCT, PGF and Casino Disbursement
Transactions.
Up until the end of July 2016, LCTs were reported to FINTRAC for both cash and non-cash
(i.e., PGF buy-ins) transactions. At the end of July, 2016, FINTRAC instructed BCLC that
LCT filings were not required for customer non-cash buys-in using PGF funds.
Consequently, no PGF data was entered for non-cash buy-ins for the period of August and
September 2016, and a portion of October 2016. In October 2016, BCLC made changes
to the database software to allow for the reinstatement of non-cash PGF transaction
collection by Service Providers, without reporting these transactions to FINTRAC as
directed.
For the purposes of this trend analysis, HLT made estimates for total PGF transactions
(i.e., both number of transactions and corresponding value) in the 2016 (July to
December) period based on 2015 and 2017 data for corresponding months. No other
adjustments to the data were made by HLT.
Key trends over the 2012 to 2017 period that were assessed included:
*
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Total drop by source
Number and value of LCTs
Number and value of PGFs

The results are presented in a series of summary data tables and charts that follow. A
written summary of the overall key trends is first provided.
Total Drop and Win
Over the time-period total table drop was trending upwards. The resultant win ranged
from approximately $200 million to $275 million. The decline in hold rate in the latter
periods is consistent with increased baccarat wagering (i.e., typically lower hold rate than
other games). The increase in baccarat wagering is consistent with trends experienced in
other major North American table gaming markets such as Las Vegas over this period.
Table 1
Table Game Drop by Source ($ Millions)
Buy-in Source
LCT
PGF
Other
Total Drop
Hold Rate
Table Win

I
I

2012
Jan-JunI
$181.4
$46.4
$697.4
$925.1
22.1%
$204.8

I
Jul-Dec I
$190.1
$62.3
$698.0
$950.5
20.2%
$191.8

2013
I
Jan-JunI Jul-Dec I
$228.2
$243.0
$84.1
$182.7
$678.2
$685.6
$990.5 $1,111.4
20.9%
20.4%
$207.0
$227.1

2014
2015
2016
I
I
I
Jan-JunI Jul-Dec I Jan-JunI Jul-Dec I Jan-Jun I Jul-Dec I
$327.9
$368.1
$342.6
$292.5
$242.8
$233.3
$287.0
$182.1
$153.7
$158.6
$180.1
$200.5
$738.3
$770.0
$790.7
$836.9
$869.1
$979.1
$1,353.2 $1,320.1 $1,287.1 $1,287.9 $1,292.0 $1,412.9
19.7%
20.3%
21.5%
19.6%
19.2%
17.5%
$266.1
$267.4
$276.3
$251.9
$247.9
$247.0

2017
Jan-Jun I
Jul-Dec
$243.2
$240.7
$226.5
$252.0
$918.6
$968.9
$1,388.2
$1,461.6
17.7%
17.0%
$245.2
$248.5

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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Total Drop by Source
Since the beginning of 2012, drop from LCTs as a percent of total drop first increased
from 19.6 percent to 27.9 percent in the last half of 2014 and has since declined to 16.5
percent. Drop originating from PGFs increased from 5.0 percent at the beginning of 2012
to 21.2 percent in the first half of 2014. After dropping to 11.9 percent in the first half of
2015, it has increased to 17.2 percent. In the latter half of 2017, drop from PGF funds
surpassed LCT funds for the first time. Other drop (i.e., cash buy-ins under $10,000)
accounts for the largest amount of drop in each period yet it has declined from 75.4
percent to 66.4 percent of total drop over the entire period.
Table 2
Distribution of Table Game Drop by Source
Buy-in Source
LCT
PGF
Other
Total Drop

I
I

2012
I
Jan-Jun I
Jul-Dec I
19.6%
20.0%
5.0%
6.6%
75.4%
73.4%
100.0%
100.0%

2013
I
Jan-Jun I Jul-Dec I
23.0%
21.9%
8.5%
16.4%
68.5%
61.7%
100.0%
100.0%

2014
I
Jan-Jun I Jul-Dec I
24.2%
27.9%
21.2%
13.8%
54.6%
58.3%
100.0%
100.0%

2015
I
Jan-Jun I Jul-Dec I
26.6%
22.7%
11.9%
12.3%
61.4%
65.0%
100.0%
100.0%

2016
Jan-Jun I
18.8%
13.9%
67.3%
100.0%

I

Jul-Dec I
16.5%
14.2%
69.3%
100.0%

2017
Jan-Jun I
17.5%
16.3%
66.2%
100.0%

Jul-Dec
16.5%
17.2%
66.3%
100.0%

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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Number of LCTs
The total number of LCTs from cash buy-ins increased from the beginning of 2012 from
4,949 to 9,711 at the end of 2014. Since, the number has drop to generally between
8,500 and 9,000 in each period. In each period, LCTs under $20,000 account for the
largest share of all LCTs. LCTs under $20,000 accounted for 72.9 percent of all LCTs at
the beginning of 2012 and now account for 88.2 percent. The number of LCTs above
$20,000 increased to approximately 3,000 in the last half of 2014 and has since declined
steadily (approximately 1,000 in last half of 2017) and now account for approximately 11.8
percent of all LCTs, down from 27.1 percent at the beginning of 2012.
Table 3
Number of LCTs by Buy-In Level
Number of LCTs

Buy-in Level
($ thousands)
$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2012
Jan-Jun
3,610
796
125
410
8
4,949

2013
Jul-Dec
3,557
590
140
495
14
4,796

Jan-Jun
4,722
853
129
514
18
6,236

2014
Jul-Dec
5,210
1,031
140
545
34
6,960

Jan-Jun
6,364
1,330
265
692
91
8,742

2015
Jul-Dec
6,666
1,751
253
963
78
9,711

Jan-Jun
6,552
1,341
273
845
72
9,083

2016
Jul-Dec
6,603
1,183
198
533
41
8,558

Jan-Jun
6,988
990
107
255
17
8,357

2017
Jul-Dec
7,548
919
88
149
7
8,711

Jan-Jun
7,650
844
100
182
6
8,782

Jul-Dec
7,797
740
119
179
2
8,837

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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Value of LCTs
The total value of LCTs increased from $181.4 million in the beginning of 2012 to $368.1
million by the end of 2014. Since the end of 2014, the value has declined to $240.7
million. All LCTs greater than $20,000 totalled $244.2 million at the end of 2014 and since
has declined to $82.2 million (a 66.4% decrease). The largest decrease was experienced
in buy-in levels above $50,000 (e.g., decreased from $162.3 million to $31.6 million over
the same period – a 80.6 % decrease).
Table 4
LCT Value by Buy-In Level
Value of LCTs ($ Millions)

Buy-in Level
($ thousands)
$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2013

2012
Jan-Jun
$80.1
$42.8
$8.5
$47.3
$2.5
$181.4

Jul-Dec
$78.5
$36.5
$9.5
$61.2
$4.4
$190.1

Jan-Jun
$98.5
$52.0
$9.4
$62.0
$6.2
$228.2

2014
Jul-Dec
$102.6
$53.5
$9.8
$66.6
$10.5
$243.0

Jan-Jun
$124.8
$69.0
$17.2
$84.8
$32.2
$327.9

2015
Jul-Dec
$123.9
$81.9
$16.5
$114.4
$31.4
$368.1

Jan-Jun
$128.5
$69.0
$17.8
$101.0
$26.4
$342.6

2016
Jul-Dec
$131.3
$65.4
$13.3
$66.2
$16.4
$292.5

Jan-Jun
$140.3
$56.1
$7.8
$32.1
$6.5
$242.8

2017
Jul-Dec
$152.4
$55.0
$6.5
$16.9
$2.6
$233.3

Jan-Jun
$158.3
$54.1
$7.3
$21.3
$2.2
$243.2

Jul-Dec
$158.5
$50.6
$9.5
$21.4
$0.7
$240.7

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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Number of PGFs
The total number of PGF buy-ins increased by almost four times since the beginning of
2012 (i.e., from 1,094 to 4,012 or 266.7% increase). PGFs less than and greater than
$20,000 have followed the same general trend line since the latter half of 2014.
Table 5
Number of PGFs by Buy-In Level
Buy-in Level
($ thousands)
$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2012
Jan-Jun
487
362
51
192
2
1,094

2013
Jul-Dec
204
294
48
305
15
866

Jan-Jun
319
418
83
288
53
1,161

2014
Jul-Dec
406
548
82
524
198
1,758

Jan-Jun
428
526
110
760
307
2,131

2015
Jul-Dec
406
539
136
421
187
1,689

Jan-Jun
598
538
148
525
121
1,930

2016
Jul-Dec
540
673
154
525
121
2,013

Jan-Jun
1,091
1,073
201
574
106
3,045

2017
Jul-Dec
1,213
1,173
243
715
162
3,506

Jan-Jun
1,440
1,221
251
772
115
3,799

Jul-Dec
1,481
1,394
253
717
167
4,012

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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Value of PGFs
The total value of PGF buy-ins increased from $46.4 million at the beginning of 2012 to
$252.2 million by the end of 2017 (a 443.0% increase). PGFs over $20,000 increased
significantly between the start of 2013 to the first half of 2014. Following a steep decline
over the next two time periods, is has increased along the same trend line that was
experienced in the first three time periods.
Table 6
PGF Value by Buy-In Level
Value of PGFs ($ Millions)

Buy-in Level
($ thousands)
$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2012
Jan-Jun
$7.2
$13.7
$3.2
$21.6
$0.7
$46.4

2013
Jul-Dec
$3.2
$11.1
$3.1
$39.6
$5.3
$62.3

Jan-Jun
$5.1
$16.0
$5.1
$37.1
$20.8
$84.1

2014
Jul-Dec
$6.2
$22.7
$5.2
$71.6
$77.1
$182.7

Jan-Jun
$6.7
$19.9
$7.1
$99.1
$154.2
$287.0

2015
Jul-Dec
$6.0
$21.3
$8.4
$57.1
$89.3
$182.1

Jan-Jun
$9.3
$21.4
$9.3
$70.7
$43.0
$153.7

2016
Jul-Dec
$8.2
$28.0
$9.8
$69.1
$43.5
$158.6

Jan-Jun
$15.9
$41.8
$12.7
$71.4
$38.4
$180.1

2017
Jul-Dec
$16.5
$41.4
$14.8
$88.1
$39.8
$200.5

Jan-Jun
$21.5
$46.1
$15.9
$97.4
$45.6
$226.5

Jul-Dec
$22.0
$54.5
$15.9
$91.5
$68.1
$252.0

Source: HLT Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data.
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* * * * *
Should you have any questions on this letter report, please do not hesitate to contact
either of the undersigned at (416) 924-0750 or (416) 924-6209 respectively.
Sincerely,
HLT Advisory Inc.

Robert M Scarpelli
Managing Director

Drew Chamberlain
Managing Director
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……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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To:

John Karlovcec

Date:

July 18, 2018

Subject:

STR Trend Analysis

Prepared By:

Cathy Cuglietta

l9ele

The review of the number and dollar value of Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) for the period of January
2015 and June 2018 was conducted. Within this time, the highest STR quarterly dollar amount was $51,207,655
(Q3 2015) and the lowest STR quarterly dollar amount was $775,090 (Q2 2018). This represents a 98% reduction
in the three year time frame.
Additionally, the highest number ofreported STRs was 507 (Ql 2016) and the lowest number was 51 (Ql 2018) as
stated in Figure 1. This represents a 90% reduction in the number of filed STR reports.
Figure 1: STR Count & Dollar Value
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Figure 2 outlines the various programs implemented by BCLC.
Figure 2: STR Count & Dollar Value
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In January 2018, BCLC implemented a directive that all cash buy-ins at $10,000 or above, required a source of
funds receipt. Data from October 2017 to June 2018 was reviewed in order to determine if the new directive had an
impact on patron's buy-in behaviours. The data gathered and listed in Figure 3, displaying quarterly totals as a
whole and Figure 4 displaying quarterly totals by site, demonstrates that the new directive has had an impact. The
buy-in amounts above $10,000 have dropped by 60% and the buy-in amounts below $10,000 has increased by
40%. It is possible that patrons are simply keeping buy-in amounts below the $10,000 limit to avoid having to
produce a receipt for their source of funds or to avoid having to tum over confidential banking and other personal
information. These transactions give the appearance of "structuring"; a money laundering typology, but this
behaviour appears to be driven largely by privacy and convenience concerns rather than money laundering.

Figure 3: Quarterly Comparison
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Quarterly Comparison
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Figure 4: Quarterly Comparison by Property

Quarterly Comparison by Property
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The data used in this analysis was obtained from the iTrak Fintrac module and the LCT entries screen that contains
the buy-in amounts for each transaction. Quarterly date ranges used: Oct - Dec 2017 (Q3), Jan - Mar 2018 (Q4)
and Apr - Jun 2018 (Ql) . Aside from the Starlight casino, all larger casino properties listed in Figure 5 had an
increase in the amount of buy-ins below $10,000 and a decrease in buy-ins above $10,000 - the comparison made
between the Q3 totals and the Ql totals (Figure 6) .
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Figure 5: Quarter Buy-ins Per Site

Property
Parq
River Rock
Starlight
Villa

Q3

Q4
Bu -Ins Below $10 ,000
672
1077
642
752
223
269
398
533

Q1

Q3
926
927
218
641

Q4
Bu -In Above $10 ,000
1873
773
2374
1003
454
143
866
455

Q1
655
991
125
435

Figure 6: Comparison of Q3 and Q1 Totals

Change between Q3 & Q 1 Totals

Parq
River Rock
Starlight
Villa

% Change Buy-In
Below $10,000
37%
44%
-0.02%
61%

% Change Buy-In
Above $10,000
-65%

±

-58%

-72%

j

-50%
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Current Status
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed- Updated
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed

Date of Conditions
4/14/2015
6/7/2015
8/5/2015
8/5/2015
9/4/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
10/24/2017
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/11/2015
9/24/2015
9/29/2015
10/11/2015
10/13/2015
10/14/2015
10/17/2015
10/19/2015
10/19/2015
10/26/2015
10/30/2015
11/10/2015
12/3/2015

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed

12/9/2015
1/11/2016
1/11/2016
1/11/2016
2/4/2016
2/4/2016
2/5/2016
2/5/2016
2/5/2016
2/9/2016
2/16/2016
3/2/2016
3/2/2016
3/16/2016
4/7/2016
5/6/2016
5/10/2016
5/10/2016
5/12/2016
5/12/2016
5/15/2016
5/17/2016
5/17/2016
5/18/2016
5/18/2016
5/18/2016
5/20/2016
5/26/2016
5/26/2016
5/29/2016
5/29/2016
5/29/2016
5/30/2016
5/30/2016
5/31/2016
6/2/2016
6/3/2016
6/6/2016
6/6/2016
6/10/2016
6/16/2016
6/16/2016
6/16/2016
6/16/2016
6/22/2016
6/26/2016
7/7/2016

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed-Updated
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed-Play suspended Dec-14
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed-Play suspended APR-13
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed

7/25/2016
8/11/2016
8/13/2016
9/22/2016
10/3/2016
10/3/2016
10/3/2016
10/3/2016
2017-DEC-06
10/12/2016
10/26/2016
2017-FEB-24
11/1/2016
12/5/2016
12/14/2016
2017-Jan-18
2017-Feb-11
2017-Feb-07
2017-Feb-20
2017-FEB-21
2017-DEC-18
2017-MAR-14
2017-MAR-20
2017-MAR-28
2017-MAR-28
2017-Mar-29
2017-APR-10
2017-APR-11
2017-APR-13
2017-APR-19
2017-APR-25
2017-MAY-02
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-17
2017-MAY-17
2017-MAY-19
2017-MAY-24
2017-JUN-26
2017-JUL-04
2017-JUL-04
2017-JUL-18
2017-JUL-18
2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-19

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed

2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-24
2017-JUL-24
2017-JUL-31
2017-AUG-01
2017-AUG-01
2017-AUG-07
2017-AUG-17
2017-AUG-17
2017-AUG-17
2017-AUG-22
2017-AUG-22
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-21
5/26/2016
2017-SEP-29
2017-AUG-10
2017-OCT-10
2017-OCT-11
2017-OCT-11
2017-Oct-11
2017-OCT-12
2017-OCT-12
2017-OCT-17
2017-OCT-22
2017-OCT-22
2017-OCT-25
2017-OCT-30
2017-NOV-06
2017-NOV-08
2017-NOV-09
2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-20
2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-29
2017-NOV-29
2017-DEC-01
2017-DEC-05
2017-DEC-08

Conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditons Imposed
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
conditions imposed
conditions imposed
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed -Pending Int
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed

2017-NOV-23
2017-DEC-18
2017-DEC-19
2017-DEC-19
2017DEC-22
2017-dec-27
2017-Dec-27
2017-DEC-29
2017-DEC-29
2018-JAN-03
2018-JAN-03
2018-JAN-03
2018-JAN-16
2018-JAN-23
2018-JAN-23
2018-JAN-24
2018-MAR-01
2018-FEB-15
2018-FEB-14
2018-FEB-20
2018-FEB-09
2018-FEB-15
2018-FEB-15
2017-MAR-08
2018-MAR-01
2018-MAR-06
2018-MAR-06
2018-MAR-06
2018-MAR-12
2018-MAR-12
2018-MAR-13
2018-MAR-14
2018-MAR-19
2018-MAR-21
2018-MAR-21
2018-MAR-26
2018-MAR-27
2018-MAR-27
2018-APR-03
2018-APR-03
2018-MAR-26
2018-MAR-27
2018-MAR-15
2018-MAR-07
2018-MAR-07
2018-APR-01
2018-APR-04

Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed
Conditions Imposed

2018-APR-05
2018-APR-07
2018-APR-07
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10
2018-APR-10

This is Exhibit “40” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
Daryl Tottenham
Sat 14/10/2017 2:37: 17 PM
RE:
# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation

Hi Rob,
That has been done so we should be covered off at all our sites. I am also going to send a quick
note to our friends in Alberta and OLG to be aware of the name as he has an address in Edmonton .
This was a good pick up by the SP who acted on a suspicious indicator and went to the AML guys
for help and to Jim Hustler who did a bunch of work searching his name and found the linkage to
the MGM file and other fraud activities. I will keep Jim in the loop as we progress and acknowledge
his good work.
Thanks
Daryl

Da~ITottenham

Ba , CAMS

Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

•Yes. and... •
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care ,
education and community groups in B.C.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2017 11 :58 PM
To: Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Bal Bamra
Subject: Re:

Kris Gade

Bruno Gatto

Daryl Tottenham
Joseph Depaula

# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation

Daryl
Outstanding work on this matter.
I imagine you have done so but we should touch base with the major properties to make
sure they know about he banning and the individual.

From: Kevin Sweeney
Date: October 14, 2017 at 3:39 :13 AM GMT +2
To: Daryl Tottenham
Kris Gade
Cc: Bruno Gatto
Joseph Depaula
Rob Kroeker
Subject: Re:
# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation

, Bal Bamra

BCLC0004656
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Ok thanks Kris ..
Kevin Sweeney, CRM
Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC

•Yes , and ...•

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Biog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health
care, education and community groups across B.C .

From: Kris Gade
Date: October 13, 2017 at 5:52 :51 PM POT
To: Daryl Tottenham
Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Joseph Depaula
Rob Kroeker
Gatto
Bal Bamra
Subject: Re:
# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation

Bruno

Just a further FYI , I've banned him pending an interview with Investigations in order to buy
us some time to determine the best course of action .
Kris Gade , CAMS
Manager, Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC . V5M 0A6

•Yes, and ... •

bclc.com

From: Kevin Sweeney
Date: October 13, 2017 at 5:20:20 PM POT
To: Daryl Tottenham
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Cc: Joseph Depaula <
Gatto
Subject: Re:

>, Rob Kroeker
Bal Bamra

Bruno
Kris Gade

# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation

Pat has advised me and Kris about this. .. Definitely someone we need to do some work on
to ensure we understand more about him.
Thanks,
Kevin Sweeney, CRM
Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC

•Yes, and ... •

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Biog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health
care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: Daryl Tottenham
Date: October 13, 2017 at 5:17:30 PM POT
To: Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Rob Kroeker <
Bal Bamra
Subject:
# 228836 Province-wide ban pending investigation
Hi Kevin,
I know you are extremely busy but just wanted to give you an FYI on this file. He is a new face at
RR and opened a PGF account with a TD draft for 100K. While playing he indicated that he was
going to be bringing in a 5 Million draft for his account and asked when he was finished his play if
he would be paid out in cash. This set off some red flags and David Zhou talked to Jim and some
more background was completed that linked him to a multi-million dollar bank draft fraud at the
MGM which included collusion with CIBC staff in Canada to vouch for the bank drafts at MGM . It
went through the courts and he was ordered to re-pay funds along with CIBC. There is also some
other fraud indicators along with 4 files of note we got back on our RTIC search.
Staff at RR contacted the MGM in Vegas and were advised that patron is the same that we are now
dealing with but we do not have that first hand at this point. From everything I have seen and read I
am 99% confident it is the same male and given the circumstances as a whole I have frozen his
gaming privileges Province-wide and his PGF has been frozen . I have spoken to David Zhou and
they are 100% supportive of our actions and will cooperate in any way they can to assist us down
the road here.
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My concern here is the potential for fraud over the weekend or using the fact he has a PGF at RR
over at Pare and drops a ?-figure bank draft on them. I am on cell if you wish to discuss further
otherwise we will follow up on Monday to confirm ID 100% and decide our course of action. His
profile has been flagged and I am to be contacted if he shows up at any site over the weekend.
Thanks,
Daryl

Daryl Tottenham Ba, CAMS
Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6

•Yes. and... •
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care,
education and community groups in B.C.
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN:
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation

And
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
"E" Division (British Columbia)
January 2014
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INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN:
BRITISH COLUMBIA LOTTERY CORPORATION
a Crown corporation having its registered address at
74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, British Columbia, V2C 1E2, Canada
("BCLC" or "Participant")
AND:

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
with its "E" Division Headquarters located at
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, British Columbia, V3T 6P3, Canada
("RCMP" or "Participant")
(collectively, the "Participants")
WHEREAS in 1983, the Government of Canada and the Province of British Columbia entered
into an agreement pursuant to section 8(2)(f) of the Privacy Act (Canada) which permitted the
release of personal information to the Government of British Columbia, including to its provincial
public bodies.
WHEREAS BCLC is the provincial Crown corporate agent which conducts and manages
commercial gaming in the Province of British Columbia as authorized by section 207(1 )(a) of the
Criminal Code of Canada and the Gaming Control Act (BC) ("GCA") and is a provincial public
body;
WHEREAS the RCMP is the Canadian federal police force and provides policing services at th e
federal, provincial and municipal levels;
WHEREAS BCLC has the responsibility under the GCA to protect the security and integrity of
gaming in British Columbia. As a result, BCLC routinely gathers personal information about its
patrons and their activities while engaged in gaming operated by BCLC in compliance with the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (BC) ("FIPPA").
WHEREAS BCLC must comply with the FIPPA and the RCMP must comply with the Privacy Act
(Canada);
AND WHEREAS the Participants want to enter into an Information Sharing Agreement (the
"Agreement'' or "ISA") which will ensure timely and efficient sharing of information to assist with
administration or enforcement of any law or to carry out a lawful investigation.

1.0

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of this Agreement is to document the terms and conditions of the exchange
of certain personal information by the Participants, in compliance with FIPPA, the
Privacy Act (Canada) and other appl icable legislation.

2
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2.0

DEFINITIONS

(i)

"Commanding Officer" means the Commanding Officer of the RCMP, "E" Division.

(ii)

"Disclosing Participant" means the Participant who is responding to a request by
the other Participant for information.

(iii)

"FIPPA" means Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.B.C.
1996, c. 165.

(iv)

"GCA" means Gaming Control Act, Stats. B.C. 2002, c. 14.

(v)

"Member" means any person who has been appointed as an officer pursuant to
section 5 or section 6(3)(a), or other member of the RCMP appointed pursuant to
section 7(1)(a}, of the RCMP Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chapter R-10, and any Regulations
made pursuant thereto.

(vi)

"Personal Information" is defined by section 1 of FIPPA and section 3 of the
Privacy Act and consists of information about an identifiable individual that is
recorded in any form including, without restricting the generality of the foregoing:
(a) information relating to the race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age or
marital status of the individual;
(b) information relating to the education or the medical, criminal or employment
history of the individual or information relating to financial transactions in which
the individual has been involved;
(c) any identifying number, symbol or other parti.cular assigned to the individual;
(d) the address, fingerprints or blood type of the individual;
(e) the personal opinions or views of the individual except where they are about
another individual or about a proposal for a grant, an award or a prize to be made
to another individual by a government institution or a part of a government
institution specified in the regulations;
(f) correspondence sent to a government institution by the individual that is implicitly
or explicitly of a private or confidential nature, and replies to such
correspondence that would reveal the contents of the original correspondence;
(g) the views or opinions of another individual about the individual;
(h} the views or opin ions of another individual about a proposal for a grant, an award
or a prize to be made to the individual by an institution or a part of an institution
referred to in paragraph (e), but excluding the name of the other individual where
it appears with the views or opinions of the other individual; and,
(i) the name of the individual where it appears with other personal information
relating to the individual or where the disclosure of the name itself would reveal
information about the individual.

(vii)

"PIC" means the Provincial Intelligence Centre or its successor in 2014, the RealTime Intelligence Centre (RTIC).

(viii)

"PRIME" means the Police Records Information Management Envi ronment.

(ix)

"Privacy Acf' means the Privacy Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. P-21 .
3
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(x)

"RCMP" means the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Government of Canada.

(xi)

"RCMP Act'" means Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. R-10.

(xii)

"Receiving Participant" means the Participant who has made a request for
information from the other Participant.

(xiii)

"Surveillance Media" means all media, whether electronic or otherwise and in
any format, including video footage and still shots extracted from video footage,
originating from surveillance systems installed and operating in British Columbia
gaming facilities in which BCLC conducts and manages gaming .

3.0

AGREEMENT AUTHORITY

3.1

This Agreement is entered into by the Commanding Officer under the authority of section
5 and in relation to section 20 of the RCMP Act in aiding the administration of justice in
the province and in carrying into effect the applicable legislation.

3.2

This Agreement is entered into by BCLC with the authority of the GCA, specifically:
(a)
section 91 which requires BCLC to remove anyone from premises if they are not
lawfully present or if it is suspected that they are about to commit an offence;
(b)
section 92 which authorizes BCLC to refuse entry to anyone deemed
undesirable;
·
and with the authority of section 35 of the Criminal Code (R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46) which
enables BCLC to remove (or prohibit) any individual that BCLC reasonably believes is
not entitled lawfully to be on the premises or who is about to commit an offence.

4.0

SUBJECT MATTER

4.1

In order to administer the GCA, BCLC may require Personal Information in the custody
of the RCMP. In addition, the RCMP may choose to proactively disclose to BCLC
Personal Information of individuals who may be undesirable pursuant to the GCA and
are known to frequent gaming facilities. Personal Information will then be utilized by
BCLC to assist BCLC in removing or barring undesirable individuals from gaming
facilities and to provide the required written notices.

4.2

Upon receiving a request from BCLC, PIC / RTIC shall review three main categories of
criteria from PRIME:
(a)
Propensity for violence (including history related to violent and/or serious criminal
activities, duty to warns, and charges and convictions);
(b)
Person has a history of or is suspected of possession of the proceeds of crime as
defined in Part XI 1.2, section 462.3( 1) of the Criminal Code; and,
(c)
Known gang/organized crime association.

4.3

In general, PIG / RTIC will provide information based on a two year history, unless the
circumstances warrant expanding the search beyond the two year limit. This information

4
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will then be provided to BCLC so that BCLC may determine if the subject poses a threat
to public safety or is otherwise determined to be undesirable within the meaning of the
GCA and therefore, should be ejected or barred from BCLC premises.
4.4

Similarly, the RCMP may require .Personal Information in the possession of BCLC to
assist with RCMP police investigations. Such information, including but not limited to:
contact information, Surveillance Media, and financial transaction details.

4.5

The Participants will make all requests and disclosures of Personal Information within
the limits established by FIPPA and the Privacy Act (Canada).

5.0

REQUEST FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION

5.1

Either Participant may request disclosure of Personal Information regarding a specific
individual or individuals. The request shall be made in writing and provided to:
BCLC:
Vice President, Corporate Security and Compliance or designate
RCMP:
Officer-in-Charge, Provincial Intelligence Centre (PIC or RTIC)

5.2

Once a request is received, the Disclosing Participant shall advise the Receiving
Participant as to the availability of the information . It is possible that some requests for
Personal Information may be denied and require either Participant to obtain a court order
prior to disclosure.

5.3

BCLC acknowledges that there are categories of sensitive information that would not
normally be provided by the RCMP to BCLC:
(a)
correspondence or communications between the RCMP and Crown Counsel, or
between the RCMP and solicitors advising them, for the purpose of giving or
receiving legal advice;
(b)
documents which it would be contrary to the public interest to produce and, in
particular, documents which if disclosed could:
(i)
reveal correspondence or communications between the RCMP and
Crown Counsel other than those referred to in paragraph 5.3(a);
(ii)
prejudice the conduct of a criminal prosecution which is anticipated or has
been commenced but not finally concluded, wh_
ere the dominant purpose
for the creation of the documents is that prosecution (not including
reports, photographs, videotapes or other records of or relating to the
incident created by or for the RCMP on their attendance at the scene of
the incident or as a contemporaneous record of such attendance);
(iii)
harm an ongoing statutory investigation or ongoing internal RCMP
investigation;
(iv)
reveal the identity of a confidential human source or compromise the
safety or security of the source:
(v)
reveal sensitive police investigation techniques; or,
(vi)
harm international relations, national defence or security or federal
provincial relations; or,
5
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(c)

protected from production by th e Youth Criminal Justice Act, S.C. 2002, c. 1, or
by any other applicable statute .

5.4

The Disclosing Participant shall:
(a)
advise the Receiving Participant as to whether or not the Disclosing Participant is
able to provide the requested Personal Information; and,
(b)
provide, as soon as practicable, the requested Personal Information.

6.0

SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

6.1

All Personal Information and documentation provided to, collected by, delivered to or
compiled on behalf of the Participants to this ISA in the performance of their duties and
responsibil ities shall be dealt with subject to and in accordance with federal and
provincial statutes, particularly the Privacy Act (Canada), the Access to Information Act,
R.S.C. 1985, c. A-1, and FIPPA.

6.2

The Participants agree that for the purposes of section 13(1) of the Access to
Information Act, section 19(1 )(c) of the Privacy Act and section 16(1 )(b) of FIPPA, all
information disclosed and received between the Participants under this ISA Is disclosed
and received in confidence and the Receiving Participant will maintain all such
information in strict confidence and not divulge or otherwise communicate it to any
person other than as permitted by, and to the limited extent necessary to fulfill the
purpose of, this Agreement.

6.3

Where a Participant receives a request under the Access to Information Act, the Privacy
Act, FIPPA, or in connection with any administrative or court proceeding including
without limitation a court order, notice of application, demand for production of
documents, summons or subpoena for disclosure of records that are subject to this ISA,
that Participant shall immediately consult the other Participant to this ISA before
disclosing the records to the applicant.

6.4

The Participants agree to establish a media relations plan to regulate contacts with the
media in re lation to this ISA. All media releases shall be reviewed by both Participants to
the ISA before disclosing those media releases to the media and the public.

7.0

DISCLOSURE OF SURVEILLANCE MEDIA

7.1

The RCMP acknowledges that BCLC's Surveillance Media constitutes highly confidential
and proprietary information of BCLC that is not disclosed to or otherwise available to the
general public and agrees that it will:
(a)
retain Surveillance Media disclosed by BCLC in strict confidence and within its
sole custody, possession and control other than as provided for in accordance
with this Agreement;
(b)
not reproduce, release, divulge, disclose or otherwise distribute Surveillance
Media or the contents thereof to any person outside of the RCMP and the
Category I law enforcement RTIC partners, other than as provided for and in
accordance with this Agreement; and,

6
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(c)

keep confidential all documents, materials or information regarding or containing
information disclosed in the Surveillance Media, including notes or memoranda
based on the Surveillance Media, and to destroy any such documents and
materials upon conclusion of the matter in respect of which disclosure of the
Surveillance Media was made, subject to the retention and disposal requirements
of the Library and Archives of Canada Act, Slats: Can. 2004, c. 11 and the
RCMP Retention and Disposal Schedule.

7.2

If the RCMP deems it necessary, for the purposes of assisting with the administration or
enforcement of any law or to carry out a lawful investigation, to provide Surveillance
Media to expert advisors or consultants retained by it, then the RCMP shall obtain from
that person written confirmation that the person will keep the Surveillance Media strictly
confidential, not make any copies of the Surveillance Media, maintain it in a secure
manner at all times, and return it to the RCMP as soon as practicable.

7.3

In the event that the RCMP receives any request or demand whatsoever that could
result in disclosure of Surveillance Media, including without limitation any request under
the Access to Information Act, the Privacy Act, FIPPA, or in connection with any
administrative or court proceeding including without limitation a court order, notice of
application, demand for production of documents, summons or subpoena, the RCMP
shall promptly and prior to making any disclosure of Surveillance Media give notice to
BCLC in accordance with section 9.1 of this Agreement so that BCLC may seek a
protective order or other appropriate remedy in respect of the Surveillance Media.

8.0

COSTS

8.1

In the event that a Receiving Participant requests information and the Disclosing
Participant incurs a cost in producing, gathering, copying or amassing the requested
information, the Receiving Participant shall fully reimburse the Disclosing Participant for
its costs PROVIDED THAT neither Participant shall seek reimbursement for any staffing
costs associated with fulfilling a request for information.

9.0

NOTIFICATION

9.1

All notices or communications provided for in this ISA will be in writing and will be mailed
or delivered to the individuals or positions responsible for the discharge of the
obligations detailed in this Agreement. For the purposes of deliv~ry of Notice, the
addresses for delivery are:

For BCLC:
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Attn: Brad Desmarais; Vice President Corporate Security and Compliance
2940 Virtual Way,
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6

For the RCMP:
OIC, Provincial Intelligence Centre (PIC / RTIC)
14200 Green Timbers Way (Mail stop #701 ), Surrey, BC V3T 6P3
7
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or at such address as a Participant has advised in writing.
9.2

Any such notice or communication given by mail will be deemed to have been delivered
72 hours after having been deposited in the mail service with fi rst class postage prepaid.
If given by electronic transmission, then such notice or communication will be deemed
effective when received.

10.0

LIABILITY

10.1

The Participants agree that claims for damage and/or liability from third parties, the
applicable provisions of the RCMP Act, the Crown Liability and Proceedings Act, R.S.C.
1985, c. C-50, and the Provincial Police Service Agreement shall apply and that the
RCMP shall be deemed to be acting pursuant to paragraph 11 (1 )(b) of the Police Act
while performing its duties under this Agreement.

10.2

Each Participant waives all claims against the other Participant in respect of damage
caused to its personnel and/or its property by personnel or agents (excluding
contractors) of the other Participant arising out of, or in connection with, the
implementation of this Agreement.

10.3

However, if the damage described in Section 10.2 results from reckless acts or reckless
omissions, willful misconduct or gross negligence of a Participant, its personnel or
agents, the liability for any costs will be the responsibility of that Participant alone.

10.4

If one Participant receives notice of a claim by a third party for damage of any kind,
caused by one of the Participant's personnel or agents arising out of, or in connection
with, the implementation of this Agreement , the receiving Participant will notify the other
Participant as soon as is practicable.

10.5

In the event of a notice of claim as described in Section 10.4, the Participants will consult
and attempt to resolve the claim. If required, the Participants will divide financial
responsibility between themselves to satisfy the claim. If such liability results from
reckless acts or reckless omissions, willful misconduct or gross negligence of a
Participant, its personnel or agents, the liability for any costs will be the responsibility of
that Participant alone.

10.6

These provisions will survive the termination of this Agre~ment for any reason
whatsoever.

11.0

TERM OF AGREEMENT

11 .1

This Agreement will come into full force when signed by both Participants.

11.2

This Agreement will remain in full force and effect until replaced by another agreement
or terminated in accordance with this Agreement.

8
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11.3

This Agreement may be terminated at any time by either Participant if the other
Participant fails to meet its obligations under this Agreement.

11 .4

In compliance with the directive issued by the Solicitor General of Canada (2002) to the
Comm issioner of the RCMP that addresses agreements entered into by the RCMP, the
Participants agree:
(a)
to reviews, audits and evaluations of any aspect of this Agreement;
(b)
to amendments by mutual written agreement at any time duly executed by the
Participants to this Agreement; and,
(c)
that either of the Participants to this Agreement may terminate participation in
this agreement upon provision of thirty (30) days written notice to the other
Participant of their intention to terminate this Agreement.

i 1.5

Nothing in this Agreement is in any way intended to replace or amend any obligation that
either Participant is bound to or required to perlorm by operation of law.

11.6

Nothing in this Agreement shal l be interpreted to conflict with or derogate from the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Act, or Royal Canadian Mounted Police Regulations, 1988, or
the British Columbia Police Act, R.S.B.C . 1996, c. 367 and Regulations under the Police
Act but shall be interpreted in all respects to be subject to the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police Act and Royal Canadian Mounted Police Regulations, 1988 or the Police Act and
Regulations under the Police Act. Should any provision of this Agreement be found in
conflict or derogation of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act or Royal Canadian
Mounted Police Regulations, 1988, or the Police Act and Regulations under the Police
Act such provision shall be null and void.

12.0

General

12.1

This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws in force
in the Province of British Columbia and the federal laws of Canada, without reference to
any choice of law or conflict of law principles.

12.2

Each Participant is an independent contractor for the purposes of this Agreement and
will not be deemed to be a servant, employee, agent, partner or joint venturer of any
other Party.

12.3

If any provision of this Agreement is determined by any court of competent jurisdiction to
be illegal or unenforceable, that provision will be severed from this Agreement and the
remaining provisions will continue in full force and effect so long as the economic or
legal substance of the transactions contemplated hereby is not affected in any manner
materially adverse to either of the Participants.

12.4

Each Participant will perform the acts, execute and deliver the writings, and give th e
assurances necessary to give full effect to this Agreement.

12.5

This Agreement contains th e entire agreement of the Participants concerning the subject
matter of this Agreement, and no other understandings or ag reements verbal or
otherwise exist between the Participants with respect to such subject matter.

9
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12.6

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts or by fax or other
electronic means, each of which will be deemed an original and all of which together will
constitute one and the same agreement.

12.7

This Agreement reflects the good faith and spirit of cooperation of the Participants, but is
not legally binding on any of the Participants.

Authorized representatives of the Participants:
BRITISH COLUMBIA LOTTERY CORPORATION

ROY AL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLIC E

...
BraDesmarais
Vice-President
Corporate Security and Compliance

Date

Date
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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May 12, 2017

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
3rd Floor - 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3
Attention:

I

playing it right

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister

Dear John:
Re: Your Letter Dated May 8, 2017

7•1 Wost Suyrnour Stt'oflt
oc we ff2

Karnloops,

I write in response to your letter of May 8, 2017, which references various aspects of
BCLC's anti-money laundering program. I very much appreciate your offer of
enhanced cooperation and support for BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts.
With respect to your inquiries about BCLC's coordination and collaboration with police
generally and the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT) specifically, I can
advise you that since the date of the team's inception BCLC has made collaborating
with and supporting their efforts a top priority. This is in addition to the $3 million
dollars per year BCLC has committed to JIGIT funding. Reports back to BCLC from
the Officer-in-Charge of JIGIT and others have commended BCLC for the very high
level of collaboration and support BCLC's AML Department have provided to JIGIT.
More specifically, I can advise you BCLC has held on site training and orientation
sessions with a number of members from JIGIT to ensure they have a strong working
knowledge of BCLC's gaming operations, AML program, type of data collected, and
our transaction analysis abilities. Additionally, I can advise that the Director of
BCLC's AML Department is in frequent communication with the OIC JIGIT, and in
some circumstances daily communication.

l 2!.>0.82a.5ci00
I :'50.828. bG:'.l 1

2040 Vhluol Wny

Vanc:ouw,,

nc

V!,M OM

r 604.21 !,.0049
I G04.22:dl424

In regard to support of police efforts more generally, please be reminded that it was
BCLC's analysis of transactions and other operational gaming data that led to the
identification of a key suspect associated to illegal gaming operations in the Lower
Mainland. Further, it was BCLC's complaint to the police and briefing on BCLC's
analysis that provided the information that allowed the police to begin to target that
suspect. Prior to BCLC's action on that matter, the activities of a suspected major
illegal gaming crime figure appear to have gone undetected. On a broader note, in
2014 BCLC initiated and executed an information sharing agreement with the RCMP
- an unprecedented anti-money laundering measure in Canada. When JIGIT was set
up in 2016 BCLC immediately initiated a review of the existing information sharing
agreement. That review resulted in updates to the agreement which ensured BCLC
could provide support to JIGIT's efforts. The creation of the agreement in the first
instance was an important addition to BCLC's AML program. The agreement enabled
a more strategic level of coordination between BCLC and police across the province.
One outcome of the agreement is that it has allowed BCLC to identify individuals and
their associates involved in or linked to organized crime and proactively ban those
individuals from casinos across the province. Because of this unique cooperative
effort between BCLC and police, 260 individuals have been banned from provincial
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gaming sites helping to ensure our facilities remain free from criminal influences and are safe for the
public.
You have asked for an update on our efforts to increase the sophistication and capabilities of BCLC's
AML program through software tools and data analytics.
SAS, an AML and business intelligence
software solution, is going through the final stages of being brought on-line this very week. The SAS
solution is utilized by a number of Canada's largest banks in their AML programs. We understand
BCLC's implementation of SAS is the first in the world in the gaming industry. Note however that SAS is
only one of a number of software and web-based solutions BCLC employs in its AML program. We have
also augmented our program with other solutions that have emerged in the last year. As I am certain you
can appreciate, the functioning of BCLC's AML program and use of automated solutions results in a multifacetted program, a description of which is beyond what can be meaningfully covered here. I would be
pleased to arrange a technical briefing, at a time convenient to you, on the automated solutions employed
and how the technology supports our AML efforts.
In your correspondence, you make inquiries about source of funds. BCLC's anti-money laundering
program incorporates both source of funds and source of wealth determinations. Moreover, our antimoney laundering program employs comprehensive customer due diligence and customer on-going
monitoring procedures. Tens of millions dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's
program and 131 customers have been placed on buy-in restrictions.
BCLC's entire anti-money
laundering regime was recently audited by the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (Fin TRAC). This was the most comprehensive review of BCLC's program to date with
upwards of six dedicated FinTRAC anti-money laundering and terrorist financing experts reviewing every
aspect of its' program. FinTRAC found that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant
with all customer due diligence, transaction and on-going monitoring requirements but also provided
feedback to us to the effect that BCLC's program was the leader in the sector. In addition to FinTRAC
audits, BCLC is required under federal law to have an independent audit and assessment of its antimoney laundering program completed once every two years. BCLC has just completed the selection and
engagement process for that audit for 2017. BCLC has selected a prominent international audit firm to
conduct the work. To help address your comments we will ensure that BCLC's customer due diligence,
transaction handling (including source of funds and wealth procedures) and customer on-going
monitoring procedures are specifically reviewed during the audit. As is our standard practice, BCLC will
share the results of the audit with GPEB once completed later this year.
You express concerns about instances where casino customers present $20 dollar denomination bank
notes wrapped in elastic bands, and I agree that caution is needed in these circumstances. When this
type of circumstance occurs, as part of BCLC's customer due diligence procedures, BCLC makes
inquires around the source of funds and other factors relevant to the transaction. In more than one case
BCLC has determined that the $20 bank notes originated from a registered money services business
(MSB). Upon further inquiries, BCLC determined that MSBs often issue $20 bank notes because that
denomination makes up the vast majority of Canadian currency in circulation. Further, BCLC has learned
it is a fairly standard practice for an MSB to bundle large numbers of bank notes, of any denomination,
with elastic bands as that is simply the most practical way for them to handle the money. As a result of
inquiries, and despite initially appearing suspicious, follow-up inquiries in some cases have pointed to
nothing untoward. Having said that I can assure you we will remain vigilant on this front and welcome any
additional information or support GPEB can provide.
Linked to source of funds, you raise concerns about bank drafts and specifically the mechanics behind
transactions between a bank and its customer where a bank draft is issued. BCLC does accept bank
drafts from Canadian banks and credit unions (both of which are reporting entities under Canadian antimoney laws and who are required to have comprehensive and effective anti-money laundering programs)
where customer due diligence has been completed and the customer holds a casino account. BCLC has
no line of sight into a casino customer's bank accounts or any other financial services provided to a
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customer by a financial institution. While BCLC has had some discussions with financial institutions
around the sharing of information in furtherance of anti-money laundering, financial institutions generally
are not receptive to the sharing of their customer and commercial banking information with BCLC for the
obvious privacy and commercial reasons. BCLC does make inquiries of its customers in relation to bank
drafts however, not being an enforcement agency BCLC's powers to conduct these inquiries are quite
limited. Ultimately, BCLC has no means and no authority to require banks to disclose how a bank's
customer conducts its business with the bank. GPEB and the police, however, do have access to court
processes including search warrants and production orders which allow you to compel the disclosure of
financial information and conduct much more in-depth inquiries than BCLC is permitted to do. We
understand that through this type of work GPEB has concluded that some bank drafts are suspect - as
you have noted in your letter. BCLC relies entirely on GPEB and the police to advise it where there are
suspicions around a bank's conduct in the issuance of bank drafts. In fact, several weeks ago GPEB
advised BCLC that as many as 10 casino customers were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank
drafts at Canadian banks. BCLC asked GPEB to provide the names of those customers so that BCLC
could immediately ban the customers in question pursuant to its authority in section 92 of the Gaming
Control Act. BCLC has no tolerance for money laundering or any other illegal activity and wishes to
protect its facilities, staff and the integrity of gaming. We have not yet received the names of the
customers involved from GPEB. I would welcome you doing anything you can to expedite BCLC being
provided the names of customers in question so that we can get them out and keep them out of our
gaming sites.
I am seeking your assistance on one additional item. In my letter to you of September 16, 2015, I
reported that our staff, as well as those of our service providers, were receiving reports from casino
customers of high stakes illegal gaming houses being operated in the lower mainland. Through open
source analysis, we were even able to provide at least one possible address. Our customers continue to
report these illegal gaming houses remain operating. I would appreciate receiving any information you
can share around what action has been taken in response to these reports and whether any illegal
gaming houses have been located and shutdown.
We remain fully committed to keeping all illegal activities out of our gaming facilities and look forward to
GPEB's continued support of our efforts.

Yours~

#Lightbo't
t~~ident & CEO
cc:

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
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June 16, 2017
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
PO Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9N1
Attention:

I

Mr. Len Meilleur
Executive Director, Compliance Division

playing it right
Dear Mr. Meilleur,
Re:

Press Conference on Illegal Gambling and Casino Money Laundering

I am writing about the press conference GPEB held in conjunction with the CFSEU on
June 13, 2017. I wish to extend my congratulations to you on the successes GPEB has
had in its partnership with the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team and which you
announced at the press conference. BCLC is thankful for the effort GPEB has put Into
the investigation.
BCLC welcomed the news that a number of Illegal gambling operations in the lower
mainland had been shutdown. However, It was very troubling to learn through the press
materials that sophisticated international organized crime groups had laundered funds
through BCLC casinos. As you know, BCLC has committed considerable resources,
staff and effort to developing Its anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing
program. I know you are also aware that BCLC's program has been scrutinized by GPEB
audit staff and that it has recently undergone a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with
no deficiencies in its anti-money laundering procedures identified. Nonetheless, BCLC's
program is not static and we are committed to a course of continuous improvement.
Moreover, we recognize that criminal elements will adapt and seek new ways to launder
proceeds of crime in r-esponse to countermeasures and for this reason, BCLC's program
must adapt and evolve on an ongoing basis. Given what we learned from the press
conference, BCLC Is seeking GPEB's assistance. It would seem a vulnerability In our
program has been exploited by organized crime. in order to address this vulnerability
and prevent further laundering attempts, I ask that you share with us the specific details
of the money laundering methodology you determined was used by these organized
crime groups to launder proceeds of crime through legal casinos. This information will
allow us to make the changes needed to better protect our operations from money
laundering threats and close any gaps.

7~ West Seylll()\I( StrMt
Kamloopo, BC V2C IE2

l 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

:>940 Vir111al Way
Vancouver, nc V5M OM

l 004,216.0049
f 004.225.0424
bclc.corn

As troubling as it was to learn of a laundering vulnerability at our casino facilities, we
were even more concerned to learn of serious threats to public safety. It was deeply
alarming to hear that top tier organized crime figures participating in or linked to crimes
such as kidnapping and extortion were frequenting our facilities. Clearly, individuals
engaged in these types of criminal activities present the highest order of risk to public
safety. The safety of our customers, the staff of our service providers, and our own staff
who work in casinos must be paramount. I am certain that you agree. BCLC simply
cannot have these individuals exposing our customers and staff to personal safety risks
through their laundering activities or any other criminal activity. The Gaming Control Act
grants BCLC the statutory authority to ban any individual from its casinos. I ask that
GPEB provide BCLC with the names of the 9 individuals arrested so far In the
investigation, as well as the names of any other individual the Investigation has revealed
to be involved in or connected in any way to criminal acts related to gaming, so that
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BCLC can immediately ban those individuals from our facilities to protect the safety of
our customers and staff.
Given the threats to public safety, I would appreciate a response at your earliest possible
convenience.

I

Sincerely,

playing it right
Robert l<roeker
Vice President, Corporate Security and Compliance

cc. Mr. Murray Dugger, Western Regional Manager, Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre

74 West Seymour Street
KfH1ll00J)$, 80 V'iC 1E?
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June 15, 2017

Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
Mailstop #408/409
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3

I

playing it right
Attention: Kevin Hackett
Assistant Commissioner

Dear Assistant Commissioner Hackett:
Re: Press Conference on Illegal Gaming & Casino Money Laundering

I am writing in regard to the press conference held on June 13, 2017, covering the
recent activities of the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team. Congratulations on
the successes achieved to date. BCLC is thankful for the dedicated effort CFSEU
has put into this initiative. We are also pleased with having been able to support the
team operationally where appropriate and where asked to do so.
It was most encouraging to hear of the inroads JIGIT has made in addressing illegal
gaming operations in the province. However, it was disturbing to hear that money
laundering conducted by sophisticated organized crime groups was occurring at
casinos. As you may be aware, BCLC has invested extensively in its anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing program. Our program has recently gone
through a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with no material compliance issues
being identified.
Having said that, we recognize that the program can never be
static, our efforts must continue to evolve and improve, and we must remain ever
vigilant. In that regard I would very much appreciate if you could share with us the
methodology used by these organized crime groups to undermine the anti-money
laundering efforts at our casinos so that we can review our program and, working with
our service providers, make the adjustments necessary to prevent any further
attempts at laundering at our casinos.

74 Wes1 Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

I 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

29/40 Virtual Way
Vancouve1, 8C V5M OA6

T 604.215.0649
604.225.6424
bclc-.corn

Even more important to us is the safety of our customers, the staff of our service
providers, and our own staff working in casinos. It was alarming to hear that criminals
have been frequenting our facilities exposing staff and the public to money laundering
activities and putting them at risk. Under the provincial Gaming Control Act, BCLC
has the authority to ban any person from entering any gaming site in the province. I
ask that CFSEU provide us with the names of the nine individuals arrested, and any
other person CFSEU has determined is involved in criminal acts that are in any way
related to gaming, so that we can ban those individuals from our facilities to protect
the safety of our customers and staff.
Again, congratulations on your success. I look forward to your response.

You~,l

ts~~~hn~z
cc:

Rob Kroeker, VP, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Kevin Simcoe
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ross Alderson
October-27-15 3:32 PM
Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais; Kevin Sweeney
FW: TASK 2567 Re: BCLC request in SFTP

FYI
See below response to a RTIC request.
Ironic that the Minister has asked us to cooperate with law enforcement and enhance our AML COD and KYC program (and
happy to put that in writing), while at the same time GPEB have instructed RCMP to stop providing us with any information.
This also flies in the face of the June 4 th AML summit where all parties agreed that better information sharing was the key to
success. I am extremely disappointed in the recent actions of GPEB which appear to be entirely political and self-serving
rather than in the best interests of gaming in this province.
Ross Alderson CAMS
Director, AML & Operationa l Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

From: Brad Rudnicki
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2015 3:17 PM
To: Ross Alderson
Subject: FW: TASK 2567 Re: BCLC request in SFTP
Ross-RTIC request denied.
See below.

From: RTICBC
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2015 3:14 PM
To: Brad Rudnicki
Subject: TASK 2567 Re: BCLC request in SFTP
Brad Rudnicki,
RTIC is not processing these requests at this time. RCMP has been communicating with BC Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch and a new process may be developed.

Regards,

Mike Caruth (Cpl)

Real Time Intelligence Centre BC
RCMP E DIV HQ, Green Timbers, Surrey BC

» > Brad Rudnicki

2015/10/27 1:37 PM » >
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Please see SFTP for request.
https://sftp.bclc.com:4450/

Brad Rudnicki, CAMS
Business Intelligence Analyst, AML & Operational Analytics
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be disclosed
without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.
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This is Exhibit “44” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker
Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Wed 10/01/2018 10:53:16 PM
RE: RCMP-BCLC ISA Suspension - Adverse Impacts to AML and Security Programs

Thx Rob.

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 2:06 PM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Subject: FW: RCMP-BCLC ISA Suspension - Adverse Impacts to AML and Security Programs

-----Original Message----From: Sandra COLASACCO
Sent: October-28-151:54 PM
To: Rob Kroeker;
Cc: Jim D. Lightbody;
Brian CANTERA; Kathy FURGASON; Kyle FRIESEN
Subject: Re: RCMP-BCLC ISA Suspension -Adverse Impacts to AML and Security Programs

Good afternoon Gentlemen,

After speaking with Len and reading the e-mail train, it appears there have been some misunderstandings and
mis-communications.

Firstly, as a result of my meeting with Len, I understood the plan going forward was that the sharing of
information with BCLC would be done under the auspices of a new MOU with GPEB. Consequently, I sent the
RTIC an e-mail message advising them of this matter and that Requests For Information would be suspended
until such time as the new MOU was in place. At no time did I tell anyone that GPEB requested that the RCMP
no longer communicate with BCLC. I do not know from whom BCLC received this information but it is
incorrect and a misinterpretation of my message.

Secondly, in the same way that Len thought the RTIC-BC would be communicating this position with BCLC, I
assumed that GPEB had discussed this matter with BCLC both prior and after our meeting. In fact, I was
waiting to be contacted by the newly hired manger of the GPEB Intel Unit in order to begin developing the
new MOU.

Given my understanding of GPEB's roles and responsibilities, the creation of an MOU between GPEB and the
RCMP made sense to me. I must admit that I was a bit uncomfortable with the current ISA given that BCLC is
not designated as a Category II agency by either CPIC or CISBC.
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It is also clear from the e-mails that both GPEB and BCLC have differing interpretations of their roles and
responsibilities when it comes to the "security and integrity of gaming" in BC. I look forward to discussing this
matter and am prepared to work towards a collaborative solution. I spent 10 years at IPOC as both a NCO and
OIC so AML efforts are dear to my heart.

I have also cced the A/OIC at the RTIC-BC - S/Sgt. Kathy Furgason and Mr. Kyle Friesen - RCMP Counsel from
the DOJ for their awareness. I am hoping that Mr. Friesen will be involved in future discussions regarding the
current ISA and any future MOU.

Thank you

Sandra
Superintendent Sandra Colasacco
Division Intelligence Officer, CIS
Designated Officer, Witness Protection
RCMP "E" Division,
Address:
14200 Green Timbers Way, Mailstop 708
Surrey, BC
V3T 6P3

sent from my Blackberry
Surintendant Sandra Colasacco
Officier au renseignement pour la Division E Gendarmerie royal du Canada (GRC), 14200, chem in Green
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Timbers, bo1te postal #708 Surrey, Colombie-Britannique, V3T 6P3

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: October-28-15 8:01 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Jim D. Lightbody; 'Sandra COLASACCO'
Subject: RCMP-BCLC ISA
Importance: High

Good morning Rob:

Subsequent to your email last evening I contacted Supt. Sandra Colasacco, RCMP E Division Intelligence
Officer. I met w ith Supt. Colasacco several weeks ago to discuss operational matters of which included:

1.
GPEB' role and responsibilities under the current Government MOU with the RCMP and "E" Division
Policy on gaming;

2.

The establishment of our new Intelligence Unit and how to best integrate that with the RCMP; and

3.

If there was interest by the RCMP in the establishment of a new MOU with GPEB.

This is all in keeping with the Ministers increased expectation that GPEB w ill be more visible and work closely
with police. I accept that it is my responsibility to ensure that occurs.
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At the time of the meeting and on previous occasions the RCMP/BCLC ISA was discussed. Certain sectors
within the RCMP were under the impression that BCLC was the enforcement body with respect to the CGA. In
fact the ISA reads, "whereas BCLC has responsibility under the CGA to protect the security and integrity of
gaming in British Columbia."

GPEB questioned the RCMP's interpretation of this. We also asked about whether a Federal PIA or a
Provincial PIA or consultation had been done on the sharing of information by the RCMP and the collection by
BCLC, under the auspices in the agreement that BCLC was responsible for the "integrity" of gaming in B.C. I
also asked BCLC about this and was informed there was no requirement for such consultation or assessment
occurring. If that is incorrect could you please clarify.

I consulted with MOJ Police Services and they deemed this agreement as something that should be between
the enforcement body (GPEB) and the RCMP. The ADM after his recent discussions with the Commanding
Officer of the RCMP expressed to the Minister (in a recent meeting) that there was confusion in the RCMP
about GPEB's and BCLC's role.

The RCMP decided to review its policies and outstanding agreements with government. I support that as
some of the information is outdated. Supt. Colasacco informs me that he identified some concerns,
particularly that BCLC is not a Cat II Law Enforcement partner, meaning an agency with a specific law
enforcement role. His instruction to staff was that the ISA be suspended w ith the intent that a new MOU be
put in place.

I expressed concern to Supt. Colasacco that the messaging to RCMP staff appears to have been that they are
to cease all communication with BCLC and that is of concern to me as no such message was ever delivered on
our part. He believes that front-line staff are misinterpreting his direction on this and he will follow up upon
his return to Vancouver this week. He will get back to me and I will then request a call with the three of us to
discuss how we can best expedite the process.

GPEB is committed to working with BCLC in support of any information it receives which would lead to
prohibition of and any possible charges of those individuals. I accept responsibil ity for not communicating to
BCLC the review of these processes in a t imely manner. I expressed to Supt. Colasacco that my belief was that
BCLC would be informed in writing as to the reasons for the suspension of the ISA and review. The intent
here is to protect all entities, RCMP, GPEB and BCLC and to ensure that we are all compl iant with privacy
legislation.

I have copied Supt. Colasacco to ensure he is informed of the concern and impact that any delay in sharing
such information may have on our respective agencies and to request a follow up discussion with you and I.
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Please give me a call if you have any questions.

Your sincerely,

J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3 Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov
Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

E-mail:

Website:
www.gaming.gov.bc.ca<http://www.gaming.gov.bc.ca<http://www.gaming.gov.bc.ca%3chttp:/www.gaming
.gov.bc.ca>>

This communication (both the message and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or persons to
whom it is addressed and must not be shared or disseminated unless authorized by law or without the
expressed authority of the sender. This communication may contain privileged or confidential information. If
you have received this message in error or are not the named recipient, please immediately notify the sender
and delete the message from your mailbox and trash without copying or disclosing it.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Programs

Rob Kroeker
Rob Kroeker
Tue 09/01/2018 3:26:15 PM
FW: CONFIDENTIAL: RCMP-BCLC ISA Suspension - Adverse Impacts to AML and Security

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: October-28-15 10:40 AM
To: 'Meilleur, Len FIN:EX'
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Jim D. Lightbody; 'Sandra COLASACCO'
Subject: RCMP-BCLC ISA Suspension - Adverse Impacts to AML and Security Programs

Good morning Len
Thanks for the quick response.
In regard to the ISA, it is important to note that it was not developed by investigative staff at either the RCMP
or BCLC, rather it was produced by highly skilled legal staff within the RCMP and BCLC working in
collaboration to ensure a sound legal foundation and that the roles, responsibilities and interests of both
organization were properly addressed and protected. It is unfortunate that questions have been cast over
the validity of the ISA without either BCLC or the legal representatives responsible for the drafting of the
agreement being present so that they could respond to questions raised. That may have avoided the present
unfortunate circumstances. I continue to have confidence in those legal experts and am certain that the
RCMP's review of the ISA will find that it is properly constituted and legally sound. Having said that, If the
RCMP decides that it would prefer the ISA in another form BCLC is completely committed to working with
them in that regard.
With respect to comments about who is responsible for the "security and integrity of gaming", to us parsing
who has a more dominate or lesser role is not productive or a concern of BCLC's. Suffice it to say that, the
public interest would dictate that all parties involved - police, GPEB, BCLC, MoJ - have a role in ensuring that
gaming sites are safe, secure, and operate with integrity, and further it is clear that each agency has more
than sufficient legislative authority to pursue these objectives.
The federal Ministry of Finance (via FinTRAC) has designated BCLC as the reporting entity responsible for AML
compliance at gaming sites across the province. A key feature of our AML program is our customer due
diligence protocols which were supported in part by the ISA and cooperation with police. The ISA allowed us
to engage in more robust customer due diligence checks than would otherwise be the case and provide better
overall information to Fin TRAC where suspicious transaction reports are indicated. Without this capability
our COD efforts are adversely affected and weaker and the quality of the information we provide to Fin TRAC
(and that FinTRAC is ultimately able to provide to police) is poorer. In addition, the ISA allowed us to
develop our proactive banning program - which was at the request of police agencies across the province.
This was (and is) something BCLC was very supportive of and that we understood was useful to police as well.
Without the ISA we cannot run this program and our abilities around providing security at our sites is
diminished. BCLC saw working with police to keep known criminals and gang members out of gaming sites as
a very positive initiative. In addition, the ISA allowed BCLC to share information with the RCMP including
surveillance information and intelligence.
I understand from your note below that GPEB is willing to step in to provide information to BCLC in the
interim to support a proactive banning program. While this is appreciated, my understanding is that BCLC
does not currently have an ISA with GPEB that would allow for this exchange of information. More
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importantly, GPEB is responsible for the regu lation and oversight of gaming services from a governance
perspective. GPEB would put itself into a direct conflict of interest if it were to participate in BCLC's
operationa l security and AML programs. GPEB cannot both be part of the program operationally and oversee
and audit those same programs.
If there is interest in restoring the lost functionality of BCLC's AML and proactive banning programs, BCLC
would welcome a meeting at the earliest possible convenience between GPEB, BCLC and the RCMP to sort out
the ISA issue that has been raised . I would suggest that Jim Lightbody and John Mazure also attend any initial
meeting to make sure there is clarity around objectives and outcomes.
Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columb ia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bc lc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: October-28-15 8:01 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Jim D. Lightbody; 'Sandro COLASACCO'
Subject: RCMP-BCLC ISA
Importance: High
Good morning Rob:
Subsequent to your email last evening I contacted Supt. Sandra Colasacco, RCMP E Division Intelligence
Officer. I met with Supt. Colasacco several weeks ago to discuss operational matters of which included:

1.
2.
3.

GPEB' role and responsibilities under the current Government MOU with the RCMP and "E" Division
Policy on gaming;
The establishment of our new Intelligence Unit and how to best integrate that with the RCMP; and
If there was interest by the RCMP in the establishment of a new MOU with GPEB.

This is all in keeping with the Ministers increased expectation that GPEB will be more visible and work closely
with police. I accept that it is my responsibility to ensure that occurs.
At the time of the meeting and on previous occasions the RCMP/BCLC ISA was discussed. Certain sectors
within the RCMP were under the impression that BCLC was the enforcement body with respect to the CGA. In
fact the ISA reads, "whereas BCLC has responsibility under the CGA to protect the security and integrity of
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gaming in British Columbia."
GPEB questioned the RCMP's interpretation of this. We also asked about whether a Federal PIA or a
Provincial PIA or consultation had been done on the sharing of information by the RCMP and the collection by
BCLC, under the auspices in the agreement that BCLC was responsible for the "integrity" of gaming in B.C. I
also asked BCLC about this and was informed there was no requirement for such consultation or assessment
occurring. If that is incorrect could you please clarify.
I consulted with MOJ Police Services and they deemed this agreement as something that should be between
the enforcement body (GPEB) and the RCMP. The ADM after his recent discussions with the Commanding
Officer of the RCMP expressed to the Minister (in a recent meeting) that there was confusion in the RCMP
about GPEB's and BCLC's role.
The RCMP decided to review its policies and outstanding agreements with government. I support that as
some of the information is outdated. Supt. Colasacco informs me that he identified some concerns,
particularly that BCLC is not a Cat II Law Enforcement partner, meaning an agency with a specific law
enforcement role. His instruction to staff was that the ISA be suspended with the intent that a new MOU be
put in place.
I expressed concern to Supt. Colasacco that the messaging to RCMP staff appears to have been that they are
to cease all communication with BCLC and that is of concern to me as no such message was ever delivered on
our part. He believes that front-line staff are misinterpreting his direction on this and he will follow up upon
his return to Vancouver this week. He will get back to me and I will then request a call with the three of us to
discuss how we can best expedite the process.
GPEB is committed to working with BCLC in support of any information it receives which would lead to
prohibition of and any possible charges of those individuals. I accept responsibility for not communicating to
BCLC the review of these processes in a timely manner. I expressed to Supt. Colasacco that my belief was that
BCLC would be informed in writing as to the reasons for the suspension of the ISA and review. The intent
here is to protect all entities, RCMP, GPEB and BCLC and to ensure that we are all compliant with privacy
legislation.
I have copied Supt. Colasacco to ensure he is informed of the concern and impact that any delay in sharing
such information may have on our respective agencies and to request a follow up discussion with you and I.
Please give me a call if you have any questions.
Your sincerely,
J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca
This communication (both the message and any attachments) is intended for use by the person or persons to whom it
is addressed and must not be shared or disseminated unless authorized by law or without the expressed authority of
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the sender. This communication may contain privileged or confidential information . If you have received this message
in error or are not the named recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete the message from your
mailbox and trash without copying or disclosing it.
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To:

Rob Kroeker
Babcock[
Jim D. Lightbody
From:
Sent:
Sat 13/01/2018 1:04:05 AM
Subject: RE: Mackin request

Susan Dolinski[

Laura Piva-

I would like us to tell the facts versus trying to just answer the reporter's exact question. I propose something
to this effect as our position:
-BCLC learned in Oct 2015 that our ISA with the RCMP had been suspended. RCMP communicated this to BCLC
and that GPEB proposed a new MOU between GPEB and RCMP instead of the ISA between BCLC and RCMP .
Subsequent discussions between the parties led to a reinstatement of the ISA between BCLC and RCMP in Nov
2015.
That is the fact and it's fair commentary. I'm open to grammar changes, but we'll stand firm on this.
I fully appreciate Laura's tough position on this. Laura, you have my full support. This is all about transparency
and accountability.
Thank you,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 4:40 PM
To: Susan Dolinski

>; Jim D. Lightbody <

Laura Piva-Babcock

Cc: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: RE: Mackin request
The issue in play is this statement: The agreement was suspended for a few short days in Fall 2015 at the

discretion of the RCMP. GPEB is not party to the agreement and did not make an ISA suspension request.
Any decisions about the terms of the agreement are made by the RCMP and BCLC.
The emails we have, which Suzanne attached clearly establish that GPEB was involved in discussions that lead
up to the suspension of the ISA. Further, no one but the RCMP can say for how many days or weeks the ISA
was suspended. Nonetheless, the length is irrelevant to the issue of the impact on the program. Without the
ISA the proactive banning program is much less effective. These points mean the statement being provided
by government is at best misleading. This statement from Supt. Colasacco from the second email is
unequivocal:

Firstly, as a result of my meeting with Len, I understood the plan going forward was that the sharing of
information with BCLC would be done under the auspices of a new MOU with GPEB. Consequently, I sent the
RTIC an e-mail message advising them of this matter and that Requests For Information would be suspended
until such time as the new MOU was in place
This is specific and precise. The ISA was suspended as a direct result of his conversation with Len Meilleur.
There are no "BCLC truths" There are facts or there aren't. This specific information directly supports the fact
the ISA was suspended, and was done as a result of whatever Len said at that meeting. It can hardly be more
clear than this . To suggest we do not have specific documentation to support the facts is incorrect. Further,
Len affirmed to me in conversation the ISA was cancelled as result of his interjecting himself into the matter
and suggesting the ISA was improper - this is further evidence of the facts and completely consistent with the
email segment above. Further, John said to me yesterday when discussing how this came about, and this is a
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direct quote: "who are we to direct the police, and that was my conversation with Len." John was explaining
that it was his view Len should not have been trying to influence the RCMP in relation to our ISA- a statement
which would make no sense if GPEB was totally uninvolved as the response points are an attempt to suggest.
From: Susan Dolinski
Sent: January-12-18 4:11 PM
To: Rob Kroeker

Jim D. Lightbody

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Subject: RE: Mackin request
Importance: High

Hi - there is a lot of context here Jim that you haven't been copied on however I will do my best to summarize
it.
The bottom line is - there are discrepancies and disagreement between the position that GPEB has and
Security and Compliance on three issues related to the ISA: 1) dates of suspension and reinstatement and 2)
how the suspension occurred 3)Whether or not this matter should be referred to the RCMP.
Regarding Point #1: The best we can say is that it was reinstated in November 2015. We do not have the
details/facts beyond that and anything put forward has been edited. Please see the emails and highlighted
sections attached .
Regarding Point #2: GCPE and GPEB have struck out any mention of GPEB requesting the ISA be suspended or
raising an issue to the RCMP related to the ISA.
Regarding Point #3: BCLC has taken the position we will not refer the question to police. GCPE and GPEB are
in support of referring to police . So far we have maintained our position .
Jim - Laura has been working hard to determine and move forward the facts - BCLC's truth . Unfortunate ly, in
this case we do not have specific documentation to uphold our truth (the two attached emails are the
background provided by Rob but they don't answer the specific questions raised) . Compounding that is the
fact that we have determined that the reference to ISA in the timeline that was released to Mackin in the FOi
is inaccurate . I would like to say that we need to stand by the facts however the exact facts are not clear or
documented. Please let me know how you would like to proceed after you review these emai ls.
Thank you,
Susan

Susan Dolinski
Vice President, Social Responsibility & Commun ications
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling supported health care, education and community
groups across B.C.
From: Rob Kroeker
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Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 3:35 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody

Laura Piva-Babcock

Susan Dolinski

Subject: RE: Mackin request
Only thing I would offer is we may want to it is our understanding from communications from the RCMP and
GPEB that the ISA suspended due to issues GPEB raised.

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: January-12-18 2:48 PM
To: Rob Kroeker

Laura Piva-Babcock

Susan Dolinski

Subject: RE: Mackin request
Then that is our position to stand by. The truth.
Answer to question #1 needs to change. We can't comment as to why the ISA was suspended . We can say
when we asked, we received communication from the RCMP it was at GPEB's request. We can comment on
why it was reinstated though. And we can add GPEB is now supportive of our ISA with the RCMP.
GPEB may want to comment on why or whether it was a misunderstanding .
We have to stand by the truth and sometimes it hurts.
Thanks

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 2:36 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody

Laura Piva-Babcock

Susan Dolinski

Subject: RE: Mackin request

I have the emails confirming it was suspended and GPEBs roll in the matter. The start date is
unknown to us but we discovered it late Sept to mid Oct 2015 and know it was reinstated on or
shortly after Nov 2 2015.

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Date: January 12, 2018 at 2:23:08 PM PST
To: Rob Kroeker
Laura Piva-Babcock
Dolinski
Subject: RE : Mackin request

Susan

We need to stand by the truth as WE know it. Only Rob knows the truth, so that is what WE need to stand
behind. This sounds like a "he said, he said" between Rob and John M. Can we get confirmation from RCMP or
at least a record that we did not receive any notification of individuals to bar between the dates in question?
I'm coming into this conversation late and don't understand why we're now questioning the dates the ISA was
suspended as per the original document? What new information do we have that contradicts the origina l FOi
doc?

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 1:24 PM
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To: Laura Piva-Babcock
Cc: Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: RE: Mackin request

Susan Dolinski
Rob Kroeker

I will not sign off on this as it runs contrary to the records we have an what I was told directly by the RCMP
and a senior member of GPEB at the time. I feel obligated to state I am fee ling that government is pressing
us/me to agree to a response that is not factua lly correct and have become extremely uncomfortable w ith
what is occurring.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Lega l, Compl iance, Security
British Columb ia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BC LCI Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Sent: January-12-18 1:08 PM
To: Susan Dolinski <
Subject: Mackin request

>; Rob Kroeker <

Hello,
Here is what I have received back from Megan as the messaging for the Mackin response. (I've attached the
record for your reference):

1.

BCLC-RCMP information sharing agreement (ISA) suspended on the request of GPEB. Can BCLC explain
when and why the ISA was suspended and reinstated?

The document included in the FOi package was in fact, incorrect. The agreement was suspended for a few
short days in Fall 2015 at the discretion of the RCMP. GPEB is not party to the agreement and did not
make an ISA suspension request. Any decisions about the terms of the agreement are made by the
RCMP and BCLC. The ISA was not suspended in 2016 or 2017.
2.
Why was BCLC's ability to proactively ban organized crime figures crippled between November 2016
and September 2017? What has been done since September 2017?
The dates do not correspond with the suspension of the ISA, this is an error in this draft document. [fyi
from LPB, the messaging confirming the impact of the suspension has been removed]
At this point, I believe we will have to proceed with this messaging. I believe once we send this though, we'll
have more questions from this reporter. If you have any feedback, please let me know within the hour.
Thanks,
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Laura Piva-Babcock
Director, Communications
74 West Seymour Street, Kam loops, B.C. V2C 1E2

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com

Last year more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education
and community groups across B.C.
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
John Karlovcec
Jim D. Lightbody[
Susan Dolinsk
Laura Piva-Babcock
Wed 10/01/2018 10:40:48 PM
RE: MEdia Request: theBreaker - AML Suspension of BCLC ISA

Thanks Rob. I will check in with GCPE. I got an email a couple of hours ago asking where this was at.
haven't responded yet. L
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: January-10-18 2:38 PM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock
John Karlovcec <
Cc: Jim D. Lightbody <
Susan Dolinski <
Subject: RE: MEdia Request: theBreaker -AML Suspension of BCLC ISA

Hi Laura
So had the call with John Mazure. I sent him the emails showing the ISA was in fact suspended and that it
was done on the heels of GPEB raising concerns about the RCMP having an ISA with BCLC and not GPEB.
He agrees now that the ISA was suspended and that it came out of discussions GPEB had with the RCMP. He
said he did recall something about it and that he had a conversation with Jim on info sharing but had
mistakenly recalled that was about JIGIT. He offered that at the time the ISA was suspended he questioned
Len as to why he had gotten in the middle of our ISA with the police.
John said he is worried that this makes GPEB look bad and didn't want us to point fingers at them in the
media. I explained we had no intention of doing so and in fact that is why we suggested to GCPE that GPEB
should provide the messaging on the suspension, and not us, so that GPEB can control messaging around why
they had raised concerns about our ISA with the police. I explained the challenge arose when GCPE came
back with messaging from GPEB stating the events never occurred. I said we could not sign off on that
messaging as it ran contrary to the demonstrable facts.
John said they did not want the media inquiry directed to them and wanted us to provide response points that
would tell the reporter to go to the RCMP to ask his questions. I said I was not comfortable with BCLC
drawing the RCMP into the matter as the issue was not initiated by them . Further, we very much value our
relationship with the police and do not want to draw them into these types of GPEB issues unless it was
absolutely necessary. John said he understood that and he wou ld take on responsibility for directing the
reporter to the police for a response to the question on why the ISA was suspended.
Not sure where that leaves us on this one other than we need to take care to make sure there is no response
from us telling the reporter to go ta lk to the police.

From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Sent: January-08-18 1:07 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
John Karlovcec <
Subject: FW: MEdia Request: theBreaker -AML
Importance: High
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Hi,
GPEB has indicated they did not suspend the ISA? See GCPE's response to our suggested messaging below.
Rob or John, can you call me. Thank you. L
From: Togneri, Cassandra GCPE:EX f
Sent: January-08-18 12:42 PM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Cc: Lara Gerrits
Nelson, Tiffany GCPE:EX <
GCPE:EX <
Subject: MEdia Request: theBreaker -AML
Importance: High

1

>; Harris, Megan A

Hi Laura - let me know if you can't see the formatting this time:
Reporter/ Outlet/ Contact: Bob Mackin/ theBreaker.news /
Deadline:Today
Questions and Answers: Provide response on background
1.

2.

BCLC-RCMP information sharing agreement {ISA) suspended on the request of GPEB. Can BCLC explain
when and why the ISA was suspended and reinstated?
•

QuestieRs regardiRg tl:le ISA sl:leuld be ElireGted te tl:le GamiRg PeliG•/ aREI ERferGemeRt ElraRGl:I
The ISA was not suspended by GPEB.

•

GPEB is not a party to the ISA and does not have any authority over this
agreement that is between the RCMP and BCLC.

Why was BCLC's ability to proactively ban organized crime figures crippled between November 2016
and September 2017? What has been done since September 2017?
•

3.

4.

Tl:lis was as a result gf tl:le GaRGellatieR gf tl:le ISA. The ISA was not suspended.

Also, regarding the Analysis of Casinos Accepting the Cash during the 2015 calendar year: Why was
nothing done by BCLC while gaming sites were knowingly accepting cash that they acknowledged was
obtained from questionable sources?
•

BCLC only became aware ofthis report in the latter part of 2017.>Me 1-:!aue Rew
re11iewed tl:le repert aREI Gempleted furtl:ler assessmeRt iRternall'I Elased upeR eur
aRal'lsis gf tl:le repert a Rd etl:ler data rele11aRt te tl:le GirGumstaRGes, we 1-:!aue feuREI R8
e11ideRGe tl:lat tl:le GasiRe kRewiRgl'I aGGepted Gasl:I frem a baRRed perseR However,
starting in mid-2015, controls were put in place to reject any transaction where the
casino had reason to believe a patron obtained funds from a third party, banned or
otherwise.

•

Those controls include XX.

Why is Ross Alderson no longer with BCLC?

•

Ress AlderseR resigRed for perseRal reaseRs BCLC has a new Interim Director of AML
and Investigations. We're unable to discuss the specifics as they relate to the personal
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privacy of an individual.

Cassandra Togneri
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Ministry of Attorney General
Government Communications and Public Engagement
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Rob Kroeker <
RE: BCLC Mackin request
Thu 11/01/2018 9:54 AM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock <
We no longer have the exact start date – we believe it was late September. It was back up by the first
week of November – we are certain on that.
GPEB said they would take responsibility for referring the matter to the RCMP not us – so that response
should not come from us. Not sure how we get that referral issue over to GPEB? If we have to provide
a response we could say: BCLC was not provided the details of the reasons for suspension however we
understand it occurred after discussions between GPEB and the RCMP. This is true, balanced and
factual. We have the documentation to fully support this response. I would suggest you provide the
two emails I provided to you to GCPE so they can judge for themselves.
With respect to the second question I believe the response being suggested by government is
misleading and incomplete. I will not support or sign off on that. Our answers need to be factual,
honest and complete. We should respond: The ISA was suspended between late Sept 2015 and early
November 2015. The suspension of the ISA had a substantial and adverse affected BCLC’s proactive
banning program. This was rectified when the ISA was reinstated.
From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Sent: January-11-18 9:37 AM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: FW: BCLC Mackin request
Importance: High

Susan Dolinski <

Hi,
See below. We will need to determine how to proceed as I know you were not in favour of BCLC
directing this question to the RCMP.
Also, can you confirm for me the timeframe in which the ISA was suspended? Thanks. L
From: Harris, Megan A GCPE:EX [
Sent: January-11-18 9:33 AM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock
Cc: Lara Gerrits
Subject: RE: BCLC Mackin request
Importance: High

Nelson, Tiffany GCPE:EX <

Good morning Laura,
We’ve spoken to John Mazure to confirm this and he is clear that GPEB did not request nor is aware of
the ISA being suspended between Nov. 2016-Sept 2017. He said that in October 2015, GPEB did raise
concern to RCMP about the ISA between RCMP and BCLC however, did not request them to suspend it.
At this time, RCMP did temporarily suspend the ISA for a matter of days and all questions around this

should be directed to them. That short suspension does not account for the timeline that the reporter is
asking about.
The RCMP will answer the first question. However, from the above information, I anticipate the answer
will contradict your provided statement to question 2. Our suggested messaging is below in red.
Thanks,
Megan

Begin forwarded message:
From: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Date: January 10, 2018 at 3:21:11 PM PST
To: "'Harris, Megan A GCPE:EX'" <
Subject: RE: Mackin request
Hi Megan,
Our VP of security met with John Mazure today. John did recall that the ISA was suspended and that it
came out of discussions GPEB had with the RCMP. As such, John said he would take on responsibility for
directing the reporter to the police for a response to the question on why the ISA was suspended.
Has Bob Mackin contacted you with any of these questions? Perhaps you can answer the question of
the suspension of the ISA and we can answer questions 2 and 3, or we can respond to Bob and direct to
you (GPEB). See below.
1.
BCLC-RCMP information sharing agreement (ISA) suspended on the request of GPEB. Can BCLC
explain when and why the ISA was suspended and reinstated?
*
Questions regarding the suspension of the ISA should be directed to the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch. RCMP “E” Division.
2.
Why was BCLC's ability to proactively ban organized crime figures crippled between November
2016 and September 2017? What has been done since September 2017?
*
This was as a result of the suspension of the ISA. The ISA was not suspended during this time.
3.
Also, regarding the Analysis of Casinos Accepting the Cash during the 2015 calendar year: Why was
nothing done by BCLC while gaming sites were knowingly accepting cash that they acknowledged was
obtained from questionable sources?
*
BCLC only became aware of this report in the latter part of 2017. However, starting in mid-2015,
controls were put in place to reject any transaction where the casino had reason to believe a patron
obtained funds from a third party, banned or otherwise. (if asked) For security reasons, BCLC cannot
disclose those controls.
-----Original Message----From: Harris, Megan A GCPE:EX [
Sent: January-10-18 12:07 PM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock <

Subject: Mackin request
Hi Laura,
Any movement on this one? I saw some of our internal chat from law enforcement saying that there was
no suspension of an ISA
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October 14, 2015

Len Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch

Dear Len,
I write in response to your letter of October 13, 2015, requesting a copy of
BCLC data pursuant to an audit being undertaken by MNP on behalf of GPEB
in relation to BCLC's compliance with the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA), and in particular the
provisions of that Act dealing with customer due diligence, large cash
transactions and suspicious transactions. Thank you for the written request.

I
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I very much appreciate the opportunity to continue to work cooperatively with
you as a collegial and collaborative approach can only enhance our collective
effectiveness on these critical issues.
The data that you have requested in your letter and that exists electronically
has now been pulled from BCLC systems and is ready for delivery. While we
just received your request yesterday, your advice to us of September 28, 2015,
that such a request would be forthcoming let us begin work on pulling the
information at that time. BCLC has not previously been asked to pull data from
its databases to send out to a third party so the exact scope of the work
required and effort involved to complete that task was not initially known to us.
Usual auditor protocol has been for audit firms, and even FinTRAC, to work
directly in the BCLC systems environment for security and confidentiality
reasons. Despite this we committed to GPEB to do all that we could to have
the data pull completed by October 9, 2015, which we understood was
agreeable. I am advised that pulling the data into the custom report MNP
asked for proved to be an involved process requiring our IT department to
undertake some specialized work. Unfortunately, despite the best efforts of
staff dedicated to this task, the data pull took one business day longer than
anticipated and the data pull was not completed until yesterday.
The data requested and to be released contains highly sensitive personal
information. MNP has indicated to BCLC that it intends to make and retain
copies of the data beyond the time of the engagement. Moreover, MNP
insisted that BCLC remove the clause restricting data copying from BCLC's
non-disclosure agreement. Additionally, BCLC has no information with respect
to MNP's data storage and privacy protocols, including such information as
server locations, system capabilities, data security, or privacy breach protocols.
For these reasons BCLC has been directed to, prior to the data being delivered
to MNP, conduct a consultation with the BC OIPC to ensure that BCLC is
acting lawfully and with appropriate due diligence in handing over sensitive
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personal information in these novel circumstances. BCLC is working quickly to
obtain the OIPC guidance and has made sure the OIPC understands this
matter is of the utmost urgency. In the alternative, if GPEB has already
received a written opinion from the OIPC that could provide clarity on this
situation, it could expedite matters if GPEB were to provide a copy of the same
to BCLC.
One other related issue has arisen. You may recall that in a recent discussion
with BCLC, GPEB itself raised the issue of GPEB's authority to request
information for audit purposes under section 78(2)(c) of the Gaming Control Act
(GCA). There can be no doubt, and I believe we are iff complete agreement,
that GPEB has broad authority under this provision to conduct audits of BCLC.

I
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Solicitor client privilege
Solicitor client privilege
:The MNP audit, as
presented, appears to be a review of BCLC's compliance with provisions of the
federal PCML TFA (while there is a mention of "k,now your customer"
requirements found in the GCA in the Management Consulting Professional
Services Agreement between the Province and MNP, BCLC could find no
provisions of that nature in that Act). For our records it would be of assistance
to us if GPEB could clarify which specific section of the GCA the audit is meant
to address.
As is always the case, should you have any questions or wish to discuss any of
the matters covered herein please do not hesitate to give me a call. In closing,
I will be in touch to arrange the data transfer as soon as we have received the
guidance from the OIPC.
Best Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Vice President
Corporate Security & Compliance

cc:

John Mazure, General Manager, Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
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Giesbrecht, Al FIN:EX
;rom:

Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Thursday, October 8, 2015 7:19 AM
Giesbrecht, Al FIN:EX
FW: MNP Audit:- Release of Player Information

Sent;
To:
Subject:

From: Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX

Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2015 10:40 PM
To: 'Rob Kroeker'; Meilleur, Len AN:EX
Cc: Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney

Subject: RE: MNP Audit - Release of Player Inforrpation
A few points of clarification, which are embedded:below.
I am happy to discuss as required.
Dave Boychuk, CPA-CMA
Director I Operations I Gaming Policy and Enforc~ment Branch
Ministry of Finance

~~·· .. '"············•······•···

·

......

:rom: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Cc: Boychuk, Dave FIN:EX; Rob Kroeker; Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney
Subject: MNPAudit - Release of Player Information
Hi Len
This note is to confirm our conversation of the this afternoon:
•
•

•

In response to BCLC's concerns about the removal of confidential player information from BCLC's secure
environment and delivery to MNP, a private sector service provider, GPEB conducted a consult with the OIPC.
Dave Boychuck conducted the consult with the OIPC and advises the OIPC has concluded there are no issues
with BCLC delivering the information requ~sted in the attached excel spreadsheet to GPEB, who will in turn
deliver the same information to MNP.
o I have engaged OIPC in a discussion regarding the disclosure of personal information from BCLC to
GPEB, and in turn GPEB sharing this information with MNP. We agreed that:
11
GPEB can rely on s, 31.l(l)(c} of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(FIPPA) to in respect of th~ disclosure from BCLC to GPEB;
" That MNP being under contract to the province by way of a General Services Agreement
{GSA) means that MNP meets the definition of employee under FIPPA;
., That GPEB can share personal information with MNP under s. 32.2 of FIPPA.
GPEB advises the OIPC is aware that neither a Security Threat Rlsk Assessment nor a PIA has been completed in
regard to this work.
o I made no such statement. I did not discussPIA's nor STRA's in respect of MNP with OIPC. I do not
believe that this issue is relevant to the disclosure of information from BCLC to GPEB. Personally
identifiable information currently flows between BCLC and GPEB.
l

GPEB4198.0001
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•

GPEB advises the OIPCis aware that the physical security of the site where the BCLC data will eventually be
stored and used has not been formally assessed nor has the security of the systems that will be employed by

MNP.
o

For further certainty; what I discussed with OIPC istha~ the contract with MNP includes the template
language and consequent obligations on MNP as a provider relating to data use, storage, and disclosure."-__..'
This includes language restricting storage of data on extra-territorial servers.
•
GPEB is not in a position to share with BCLC the written advice received from the OIPC on the matter.
o Not at this time.
•
GPEB will provide a letter to BCLC requesting the information and will state in the letter that it takes
responsibility for the security and safe keeping of BCLC's data.
•
BCLC continues to work to provide the information that can be extracted electronically, but as noted earlier last
week this requires the development of custom reportsjust for this purpose. BCLC is targeting end of this week
for this work to be complete.
•
Completion of the data fields highlighted in red will be a manual process and no estimate for how long it will
take to review the appox 76,000 reports to manually pull this data is yet available. BCLC continues its work on a
plan for addressing this request.
~
o As it happens l have long and significant experience in large data set integration. I would be happy to
meet with BCLC and MNP to strategize a way in which the request can be optimized such that we meet
the ends that MNP is set to achieve, in a timely fashion, without undue hardship in manual collation of
data for BCLC.
•
MNP has not executed the non-disclosure agreement provided to it last week.
•
MNP left a message with BCLC stating that it has issues with the agreement General Counsel for BCLC has
made attempts to reach MNP in regard to their concerns and has left a message but ho further contact from
MNP has been received by BCLC.
•
In response to Dave Boychuck's question, and as has been stated earlier, BCLC confirms there are absolutely no
concerns or questions raised about GPEB's statutory authority to require GPEB's access to this
information. BCLC's concern is that BCLC has never been asked to turn over this type oramount of personal
...__·
information to a private sector service provider for storage and use at sites and systems that have not been
formally assessed or verified. BCLC's only concern is the secu~ity of the very sensitive personal information that
is being taken from its custody. All prior audits, including FinTRAC audits and audits done by national
accounting firms have occurred at BCLC's site to avoid this risk· from arising in the first instance. BCLC's only
concern is proper data security and confidentiality.
o As noted above, I have canvassed with OIPC in respect of GPEB's authority to collect information
authorized by another enactment, and the Branch's a½lthority to share that with MNP. Given that the
authority under the GCA is common ground of agreement, I do not believe issues of data security and
privacy remain.
Think that about covers it. Let me know if you have any corrections or additions.
See you tomorrow morning.

Rob
This email is intended only for the addressee; It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
'
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Nanninga, Tanera AG:EX
From:

Eby, David AG:EX

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, September 21, 2017 2:07 PM
Smith, George AG:EX; Fyfe, Richard J AG:EX
RE: 2015 EY Audit and 2016 FinTRAC Audit

Can we please confirm that this is what they want publicly released with the other material?

D.
From: Smith, George AG:EX

Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 9:28 PM
To: Eby, David AG:EX; Fyfe, Richard lJAG:EX
Subject: Fwd: 2015 EY Audit and 2016 FinlRAC Audit

FYI
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Jim D. Lightbody"
>
To: "Smith, George AG:EX
a>
Cc: "Godfrey, Sam AG:EX
>, "Bud Smith"
a
udit and 2016 FinTRAC Audit
George,
For further information and perspective, I'm forwarding the note and attachments belqw. Rob
Kroeker is our VP Security & Compliance. I asked him to send me the audits by FinTRAC and
EY, completed around the same time as the MNP review, that provide a much more fulsome
report on our AML practices.
Rob also provides commentary on some of the circumstances of the MNP review that the
Minister should know. See below.
We can expand more tomorrow morning.
Best regards,
Jim

!

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Rob Kroeker" <
To: "Jim D. Lightbody" <
"Bud Smith"
<bsmith@urbansystems.ca>
S
nd 2016 FinTRAC Audit
Jim
The EY Report is dated November 23, 2015. That audit covered the period Oct 1, 2013
- Ju Jy 31, 2015 and was a comprehensive audit of the entire AM l Program me .

BCLC00042 18 .02

BCLC0004218

The FinTRAC Audit is dated July 14, 2016. That audit covered the period September 1,
2015 to February 29, 2016 and was a comprehensive audit of the entire AML
Programme.
The MN P Aud it is dated July. 26, 2 016. That audit covered the period September 1,
2013 to August 31, 2015. This audit focused only on select transactions at River Rock.
You might recall the Audit lead from MNP left MNP to take employment with a
competitor prior to the engagement being completed.
In addition you may recall that MNP based its work on a data extract from our database
- something Which has never been done before. We were able to determine their
finding that mandatory fields in a number of large cash transaction reports (LCTs) were
left blank, and thus were non-compliant, was in error as a resultof apparent data
corruption occurring during their data extraction process. We checked the LCTs in
question both in our database from which the extract was taken and the FinTRAC
database. The reports were complete and compliant. We asked MNP to confirm our
findings by directly auditing our database rather than the extract and/or confirming
directly with Fin TRAC the reports were in fact submitted in comp!iantform. MNP
declined to follow either course and did not make any changes to their report.
One other item that was noteworthy was that despite starting off being described as an
audit, when the work was concluded MNP inserted into its report on page 3 "This
engagement is not an audit and did not include any control testing".

Rob

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete the email.
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BCLC Response Plan to GPEB MNP Report
On July 26, 2016 the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch received the MNP Anti-Money Laundering
report. BCLC responded to all of the recommendations for BCLC in November 2016.

playing it right
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Responsible
organization

Section

4.2

Recommendation

Response Plan

Status

Subsections 9.6(1) and (2) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, as
Should consider implementing a policy well as Fin TRAC Guideline 4 , section 6 and FinTRAC's Guidance on the Risk-Based Approach to
requirement that Service Providers
Combatting Money Laundering and Terriorist Financing, require BCLC to implement a risk-based
compliance regime. A directive issued under the provincial Gaming Control Act to BCLC or service
providers requiring a prescriptive compliance approach in the form recommended here may give rise to
a direct conflict of laws as between federal and provincial requirements. A directive of this nature could
result in confusion for service provider staff as between provincial and federal requirements.

•

Define its accepted level of risk for
unsourced cash and then develop clear
roles and responsibilities for

5.6

GPEB - Regulator, Enforcement

As per 4.2 above GPEB to develop response

BCLC - Manage gaming and reporting
entity
Service Provider - Risk identification
At the direction of the Minister
responsible for gaming, consider-

GPEB

-

5.35

5.52

5.74

4.3

5.68

As per 4.2 above

Source of funds can only be verified by
obtaining documentation for the
withdrawal of cash from a financial
As per 4.2 above. GPEB to develop response
institution or entity covered under the
PCMLTFA
BCLC policy already exists directing Service Providers to stop and refuse transactions ¼here a customer
A directive from GPEB may also support does not provided required identification
BCLC in creating a policy ¼hich would
mandate the Service Provider to decline
a transaction when mandatory
occupation data is no provided by the
patron
The review of proposed cash alternative BCLC has completed work on permitting international electronic funds transfers and delimiting return of
solutions, including credit, and the
funds cheques. These changes have been implemented
impact of these solutions should remain
a priority for both GPEB and BCLC
Cash alternatives allow Service
Providers to receive funds,
strengthening the overall compliance
regime
,_,;¼'ith minimal impact on revenue

____ __

5.56

Depending on GPEB / Minister's risk
tolerance for large unsourced cash
transactions, revise policies regarding
BCLC will await GPEB's analysis of this recommendation
tolerance of high risk play and
consequences of unacceptable high risk
activity

4.8

Consider whether its risk assessment
process adequately reflects current
thinking around money laundering and
terrorist financing risk. The risks
associated to specific facilities should
be evaluated, rather than simply dra¼'ing
geographic boundaries for risk

5.48
BCLC

5.49

Rather than base a facilities risk
assessment by region , risk assessments
should include factors specific to the
facility. Consider if the risk register
reflects the current environment as it is
not as granular as other jurisdictions
reviewed by MNP

Consider developing new cash
alternative programs and products that
include

5.7

Or1 Hold

BCLC has reviewed its risk assessment. BCLC's risk assessment takes into account geographic risk
elements. The risk assessment looks at both risk by region ¼'ithin the province and site specific risks
¼'itin each region , including risks such as local crime rates in and around gaming sites. In June 2016
BCLC's risk assessment was the subject of an indepth Fin TRAC Compliance Review and was found to
be fully in compliance with the PC(ML)TFA. Moreover, during the exit interview phase of the Compliance
Review, Fin TRAC indicated that BCLC's risk assessment was one of the most robust in the industry

Complete

BCLC has reviewed its risk assessment. BCLC's risk assessment takes into account geographic risk
elements. The risk assessment looks at both risk by region ¼'ithin the province and site specific risks
¼'itin each region, including risks such as local crime rates in and around gaming sites. In June 2016
BCLC's risk assessment was the subject of an indepth Fin TRAC Compliance Review and was found to
be fully in compliance with the PC(ML)TFA. Moreover, during the exit interview phase of the Compliance
Review, Fin TRAC indicated that BCLC's risk assessment was one of the most robust in the industry

Complete

BCLC has been developing and introducing new cash alternative payment options since 2012. At the
time of the MNP review two cash alternatives sat with GPEB for approval. GPEB have since stated their
approval is not required as these are operational gaming matters falling outside of their mandate. The
two new cash alternative payment options have now been implemented

Complete

The ability of non-Canadian players to
International EFT and wire transfers were in the process of development prior to the time of this review
fund PGF accounts and repay credit if
That work is complete and international EFTs have been implemented
subject to cash restrictions in their home
country (i.e. China) , and

Complete

allocating how defaults on repayment
will be determined (i.e. between BCLC
and service provider

Complete

Credit has been evaluated and is presently not approved by GPEB and thus is not currently proposed by
BCLC in the short term
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Responsible
organization

Section

Recommendation

Response Plan

Status

4.5

If GPEB implements a policy regarding
the refusal of large or frequent
unsourced cash deposits, BCLC's
procedures to address the policy should
include refresher training to Service
Providers pertaining to BCLC's reporting
requirements of attempted transactions
to ensure reports are appropriately
identified

BCLC will await direction from GPEB/Minister BCLC notes, subsections 9.6(1) and (2) of the Proceeds
of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, as well as Fin TRAC Guideline 4, section 6
and FinTRAC's Guidance on the Risk-Based Approach to Combatting Money Laundering and Terriorist
Financing, require BCLC to implement a risk-based compliance regime. A directive issued under the
provincial Gaming Control Act to BCLC or service providers requiring a prescriptive compliance
approach in the form recommended here may give rise to a direct conflict of laws as between federal
and provincial requirements. BCLC would need clarification from the federal regulator and provincial
regulator as to which requirement was to be given paramouncy ncial requirements are not aligned ¼'ith
or conflict with federal law

0!1 Hold

Facility staff should be regularly trained
on the completion of the forms used for
reporting, including UFT reporting

Servie Provider staff receive intial AML training prior to commencing duties and also recieve periodic
refresher training. In June 2016 FINTRAC completed a comprehensive review of BCLC UFT and STR
reporting processes including that of RRCR and found BCLC to be fully compliant with PCML TFA. UFT
is an internal industry reporting process for SP's to report transactions to BCLC for review

Complete

BCLC revieVJS and updates it's AML training on a periodic basis and whenever requirements under the
Anti-money laundering training programs
PC(ML)TFA are amended. In June 2016 FINTRAC completed a comprehensive review of BCLC's AML
should be evaluated for up-to-date
regime. BCLC has undertaken a full review, taking into account guidance from FINTRAC
content and effectiveness
Enhancements to BCLC's AML training program will be in place in 2017

Compfete

4.11

5.47

4.12

BCLC

4.12

Training should be provided in the
primary language of the candidate,
particularly for its high risk exposed
employees (those working in high-limit
rooms)

BCLC has reviewed this recommendation. Federal Anti-money laundering laVJS and FinTRAC
Guideance and directives are provided only in Canada's official languages: French and English
Compliance revieVJS and audits conducted by Fin TRAC in B.C. are conducted in English only. Nationally
recognized accounting firms, which reporting entities under the PC(ML)TFA reply upon to conduct
statutorily mandated bienial independent compliance reviews, offer services only in English or French
Prescribed reporting to Fin TRAC under the PC(ML)TFA and under the Criminal Code may only be
conducted in English or French. For security related reasons casino operations and all transactions and
communications betv,1een gaming staff and customers are required to be conducted in English only in
BC casinos. BCLC's service providers employee more than 5000 staff reflecting a broad range of
nationalities and languages other then English or French Conducting AML training in myriad languages
that are not used in either casino operations or AML compliance audits and reviews would introduce a
substantial risk of confusing and misunderstood communications potentially leading to compliance gaps
and errors. Given the risk of reporting errors and other compliance gaps implementing this
recommendation could introduce, BCLC ¼ill not pursue the recommendation further

Complete

BCLC has reviewed its customer due diligence process in light of this recommendation , the
requirements under the PC(ML)TFA and Fin TRAC Guidance on KYC requirements. In addition , BCLC
has consulted ¼'ith other casinos and reporting entites on appropriate KYC measures. BCLC's COD and
KYC measures meet all requirements. In addition , in June 2016 FinTRAC conducted a comprehensive
review of BCLC's entire AML program. The Fin TRAC review involved site visits to RRCR and a number
of RRCR staff interviews to test its COD and KYC processes. Fin TRAC found BCLC's program to be
fully compliant

Complete

5.55

4.14

The KYP framework at RRCR is a taskdriven compliance activity rather than a
risk management activity. Provide
further guidance as the manager and
responsible entity for AML regulatory
obligations to enhance and enforce
appropriate KYP measures

5.54

Additional training for employees in the BCLC revieVJS and updates its AML training on a periodic basis and whenever requirements under the
VIP area focused specifically on
PC(ML)TFA are amended. In June 2016 FINTRAC completed a comprehensive review of BCLC's AML
suspicious indicators and required
regime. BCLC has undertaken a full review, taking into account guidance from FINTRAC
actions to improve independent thinking Enhancements to BCLC's AML training program will be in place in 2017

4.7

Enhance the COD processes from both
a risk management and revenue
generation perspective with
modifications and additional resources
to meet EDD expectations for high risk
patrons

4.9

Review its EDD process to ensure the
data collected and information gleaned
provides a clear picture of the risks and
profile of the patron for risk assessment
and mitigation

Complete

BCLC has reviewed its customer due diligence process in light of this recommendation , the
requirements under the PC(ML)TFA and Fin TRAC Guidance on KYC requirements. In addition , BCLC
has consulted ¼'ith other casinos and reporting entites on appropriate KYC measures. BCLC's COD and
KYC measures meet all requirements. In addition , in June 2016 FinTRAC conducted a comprehensive
review of BCLC's entire AML program. The Fin TRAC review involved site visits to RRCR and a number
of RRCR staff interviews to test its COD and KYC processes. Fin TRAC found BCLC's program to be
fullv comoliant

Complete

BCLC has reviewed its customer due diligence process in light of this recommendation , the
requirements under the PC(ML)TFA and Fin TRAC Guidance on KYC requirements. In addition, BCLC
has consulted ¼'ith other casinos and reporting entites on appropriate KYC measures. BCLC's COD and
KYC measures meet all requirements. In addition , in June 2016 FinTRAC conducted a comprehensive
review of BCLC's entire AML program. The Fin TRAC review involved site visits to RRCR and a number
of RRCR staff interviews to test its COD and KYC processes. Fin TRAC found BCLC's program to be
fully compliant

Complete

BCLC has reviewed its customer due diligence process in light of this recommendation , the
requirements under the PC(ML)TFA and Fin TRAC Guidance on KYC requirements. In addition, BCLC
has consulted ¼'ith other casinos and reporting entites on appropriate KYC measures. BCLC's COD and
KYC measures meet all requirements. In addition , in June 2016 FinTRAC conducted a comprehensive
review of BCLC's entire AML program. The Fin TRAC review involved site visits to RRCR and a number
of RRCR staff interviews to test its COD and KYC processes. Fin TRAC found BCLC's program to be
fully compliant

Complete

5.83
BCLC

5.15

EDD measures could be more
qualitative, and a formal response to
specified risk ratings could be created

5.16

Any backlog observed by this review was a temporary circumstance arising from an underreporting
issue discovered by BCLC at the River Rock facility October 2015. Additional BCLC staff were
reassigned to assist the AML unit with the under reprorting issue so that normal transaction monitoring
Outsourcing the EDD process for higher
could continue to be carried out while the underreporting issue was addressed contemporaneously. The
risk patrons should be considered to
reviewer was made aware of these circumstances at the time of its work. Any backlog that may have
clear the current backlog
been observed was transitory in nature. Moreover, the outsoursing of core AML processes would
unnecessarily introduce a higher level of risk into the AML program and increase the chance of error
resulting in non-coml)iance

4.1

5.24
5.28
5.29

BCLC continues with the process to automate aspects of its AML program to provide greater efficiency
Prioritize and appropriately resource the
and enhanced transaction monitoring capabilities. BCLC pursues a "continuous improvement"
ongoing- implementation project
philosophy with respect to its AML program and continually seeks to improve and enhance its efforts and
(schedule for roll out in fall of 2016) to
petiormance
improve the quality of the data used for
ongoing risk assessment and
compliance monitoring and reporting

Complete

Comptete
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Responsible
organization

Section

Recommendation

Response Plan

Status

4.11

Ensure that reporting forms used by the
facilities are up to date and include
valuable information fields for
mandatory completion for unsourced or
high volume cash transactions such as
source of funds, source of wealth and
purpose and intended nature of
relationship information

BCLC reviewed its forms in light of this recommendation. In June Fin TRAC conducted a comprehensive
review of BCLC's entire AML program and found no issues ¼'ith transaction reporting or record keeping
requirements

Complete

4.13

It is BCLC's understanding that it is not possible to successfully submit an LCT into the BCLC Fin TRAC linked systems with a designated mandatory field left blank Such a report would be rejected
by the Fin TRAC system and flagged for immediate follow-up and remediation. BCLC suspects that this
anomalous finding may be related to the reviewer's unique methodology where it worked in a select data
extraction from BCLC's database rather than the actual production database. This a process that has
MNP identified instances ¼here nonnever been attempted before and deviates from standard audit practice ¼here auditors work directly in
cash transactions processed to RRCR's
the production database which removes the risk of these types of errors. BCLC has reviewed the data
PGFs were over-reported to FINTRAC,
extraction as a result of this finding and compared it to the production data It appears that during the
and instances ¼here mandatory fields in
extraction process some data fields did not populate into the extraction sample in some limited
LCTRs were left blank. Both issues are
instances. In other words BCLC, when working directly in the production data as opposed to a select
contrary to the PCML TFA and require
extraction of the data, cannot find the LCT errors referred to here, BCLC suggested the reviewer re-run
remediation and disclosure to FINTRAC
their analysis in the production database or provide the suspect reports to Fin TRAC directly for
verification that mandatory fields were completed as required ¼hen the form was submitted. The
reviewer declined the opportunity to take either of these steps and correct what appear to erroneous
findings. Upon revieVJing the actual production data BCLC is confident the exceptions reported here did
not in fact occur

Complete

5.27

Due diligence on large volumes of slot
Cash Disbursement Reports (CDR)
should be monitored for suspicious
activity

BCLC implemented processes in 2016 to review slot play based on CDR levels and it is currently built
into the AML program. This is on top of current due diligence practices ¼hich Fin TRAC found to be
compliant in June 2016

Complete

As per4.13 BCLC identified the PGF issue in Nov 2016 and engaged Fin TRAC for guidance as this
reporting practice had been in place since 2012. On witten confirmation from FinTRAC BCLC ceased
this practice in July 2016. BCLC have requested guidance from Fin TRAC on all new Cash alternatives
and reporting obligations

Complete

5.44

Create a template for Unusual Financial
Transaction (UFT) reports for service
providers to use to ensure that all
required information is included and to
create consistency in the quality of
submissions between facilities

BCLC has reviewed its UFT process in the context of this recommendation. BCLC requires immediate
email notification from service providers of a UFT for timeliness. Any specific detail pertaining to the
transaction are reported through the
for consistency, completness, security and
protection of privacy requirements. Implementing a stand alone form outside of the existing database
¼ill introduce risk of reports or data being missed and a privacy breach risk that do not currently exist

Complete

5.4

VIP Hosts have the most significant
interaction and kno¼'ledge of the VIPs
and ability to flag instances of receipt
and use of unsourced cash for
suspicious transaction reporting
Consideration should be given to cross
functional reporting lines to the Director,
Table Games for a consistent approach
to compliance across all table game
points of access susceptible to the
acceptance of unsourced cash

BCLC has reviewed this recommendation. VIP hosts and all Table Game staff must complete antimoney laundering training which includes training related to large cash transaction handling and the duty
to report in regard to these transactions Additionally, Surveillance live monitors all large cash
transactions irrespective of the staff involved in the transaction be they VIP hosts, Table Games staff,
Cage staff or any other employee. FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's AML program in June 2016 including that
of RRCR and found BCLC to be compliant ¼'ith PCML TFA with no evidence of non reporting
transactions

Complete

5.46

BCLC has reviewed its UFT reporting process in the context of this recommendation. There appears to
Floor staff should have more active
be some misapprehension expressed in the review in regard to BCLC's UFT reporting process. All floor
involvement in the UFT reporting
staff recieve mandatory AML training and have a positive duty to bring forward and report any unsual
financial transactions, irrespective of their specfic role Further, Surviellance is not restricted to
process. UFT reporting is currently
carried out by surveillance staff ¼ho only information based solely on video surveillance. Surveillance operators are at all times in direct
have limited info based on video
communicaiton ¼'ith floor staff via two way radio. FINTRAC conducted a comprehensive review of
surveillance
BCLC's AML program in June 2016 including that of RRCR and found BCLC to be fully compliant ¼'ith all
aspects of the PCML TFA related to transaction reporting and record keeping

Complete

5.19

Establish a dedicated, cooperative interagency AML investigations unit
comprised of GPEB and BCLC
investigators to delineate the roles
between operational and AML
investigations and regulatory
compliance investigations

BCLC

5.1

Any backlog or workload issues observed during this review were a temporary circumstance arising
from
by BCLC at the River Rock facility October 2015. Additional
Operating levels for BCLC Investigators
BCLC staff were reassigned to assist the AML unit with
so that normal
may need to be reviewed as the current
transaction monitoring could continue to be carried out
was addressed
staffing levels assigned to RRCR do not
contemporaneously. The reviewer was made aware of these circumstances at the time of its work. BCLC
appear to be sufficient
closely monitors work demands on AML investigators on a weekly basis. Workloads remain managable
and no similar backlogs have developed since the one in November - December 2016

Complete

All

4.4

Jointly evaluate the resourcing and
functioning of existing investigative
units. Effective multi-agency units would
promote the sharing of information and
resources

Complete

BCLC

5.36

Review all of the FINTRAC reporting
(LCTR/CDR) for non-cash for all
facilities which offer PGF accounts
should be done immediately to stop
unnecessary and incorrect reports

5.32

Service Providers

GPEB

GPEB on lead for response

BCLC and GEB executive have worked through roles and responsibilities. The GCA alloVJS sharing of
information in appropriate circumstances between GPEB and BCLC. Since the MNP review JIGIT was
created as the primary agency to investigate ML and POC related activity. BCLC has MOU with JIGIT
allo¼'ing for effective and efficient information floVJS and coordination. GPEB has investigators assigned

toJIGIT
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0008107

Brad Desmarais[
Garth Pieper
Sat 2016-02-06 5:39:48 PM
Fw: Opportunity for $1 S0K High Limit Betting
Opportunity for $150K High Limit Bettinq.pdf
To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Hi Brad,
I'm not aware of the understanding that Rob is speaking about, although I appreciate where he is
coming from. Let me know if you concur and I w ill communicate that to Jag and Terrance. Edgewater
has elected to pass on the opportunity as of this morning.
Thanks, Garth
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Saturday, February 6, 2016 6:38 AM
To: Brad Desmarais; Garth Pieper; Kevin Sweeney; Ross Alderson
Subject: Fw: Opportunity for $150K High Limit Betting

Garth & Brad
Just had a chance to review this. Our understanding that was that this play would be limited to noncash buy-ins
Rob.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Garth Pieper
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2016 4:43 PM
To: JFields;
Cc: Brad Desmarais; Rob Kroeker; Susan Dolinski; Amanda Hobson; Karen Gray; Jerry Williamson; Kevin
Sweeney; Darren Jang; Laird Robinson; Bonnie Armand; CasinoFinancelnfo; ConsumerServices; ALL- Casino &
CGC Regional Managers; Data Centre Operations
Subject: Opportunity for $150K High Limit Betting

Good afternoon,
Please see the attached letter outlining the opportunity to increase the table aggregate limits in the
designated high limit rooms to a maximum of $150,000. This is a trial for the period of February 6, 2015 to
February 28, 2016, and is only applicable to River Rock Casino Resort, Grand Villa Casino and Edgewater
Casino.
As indicated in the letter, please reply back to me indicating your intention to implement or not implement
the $150,000 limit in your casino.
Please let me know if you have any questions, and I wish you success over this weekend and the entire
Chinese New Year.
Regards,
Garth
Garth Pieper
Director, Operations

BCLC0008107

BCLC0008107

Casino & Community Gaming, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Biog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups
across BC.
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CASE STUDY: MANCINI
LA W & POLIT ICS

Lawsuit cites B.C. casino moneylaundering allegations
Civil forfeiture court action alleges accused money launderer was
paid out more than $2 million by B.C. casinos over a 10-month
period

"Mr. Mancini was attending casinos for the sole purpose of laundering the n1oney," the lawsuit
alleges, saying a police investigation found 11ancini was paid out $2,189,880 by B.C. casinos between
ove1nber 2014 and October 2015.

through B.C. casinos, recent court documents filed by the province's director of civil
forfeiture suggest gambling facilities continue to be targeted by those looking to protect
their ill-gotten gains.

Sources: www.biv.com & www.theprovince.com
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MEDIA REPORTS
•
•
•
•

Landscaper by trade
Paid out over $2.1 million by casinos
Claimed it was "just luck"
Stopped for DU I investigation

Search Warrant Yield
•
3 cheques from casino -- $13,250, $9,005 & $6,830
•
Over $12,000 cash in plain view
•
Over $24,000 cash hidden
•
Several large rocks of crack cocaine
•
A bottle of 40-50 pills
•
A flap of 19 yellow pills
•
Illegal radar-detection equipment
Source: www.theprovince.com
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CASINO ACTIVITIES BCLC ANALYSIS
•

November 2014 to October 2015 - 11 months

•

Was already on BCLC AML continuous monitoring

•

Played across 9 casinos in BC

•

92 Casino Disbursement Reports (over $1 OK in 24 hrs)

•

No large cash transactions (Slot machines only)

•

Played on over 65 machines total

•

All jackpot wins (except 1 Redemption)

•

Not enrolled in rewards program

•

After traffic stop play was reviewed by Surveillance.
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CASINO DISBURSEMENTS
Cash Disbursements

•

Most in a day: 27

•

Total completed: 813

•

Total disbursements: $1,815,266.00

Cheque Disbursements

•

Most in a day: 4

•

Total completed: 62

•

Total disbursements: $374,614.00

Total of All

•

Completed: 875

•

Disbursements: $2,189,880.00
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CASINO DISBURSEMENTS

_

-

Cheque
Disbursement Total
Cash
Disbursement Total
LCT
Disbursement Total

Non-sequential Large Cash Transactions (92 Total)
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CASINO DISBURSEMENTS
Example (Per visit@ a casino)
Type of Disbursement

# In Cash

-

# In Cheque

-

25
6

- - -

14

-

21

10

-

9

$6,030.00

1

-

$4,200.00

4

-

$6,400.00

1

24

- - -

5

2
2

-

Four

E

cash
Disbursement Total

$3,555.00

ci:1n

$2,620.00

nnn nn
nFii:.

nn

$3,750.00

I
$3,750.00

$4,215.00

I

$12,528.00

$12,528.00
$40,447.00

$6,030.00

$15,985.00

---

,. - -

$4,200.00

--

$19,930.00

--

--

$16,615.00

---

$40,336.00

---

$31 ,405.00

$40,447.00
$22,015.00
$24,130.00
$56,951 .00
$31 ,405.00

$4,000.00

$9,910.00

$13,910.00

$10,065.00

$27,336.00

$37,401.00

$1 1,715.00
$0.00

-

$4,040.00

E

LCT
Disbursement Total

---

$0.00
11'.A

-

9

Three

E

Cheque
Disbursement Total

$0.00

1

3

-

Two

One

-

-

4

16

r;-

Cheque Amount

$0.00

4

=®=
-0
-

r;-

---

$6,675.00
$17,627.00

$18,390.00
$17,627.00
$30,920.00

$6,000.00

$2,450.00

$8,450.00

$4,080.00

$4,200.00

$8,280.00

$19,820.00

$28,100.00

$0.00

$39,608.00

$39,608.00

$0.00

$12,885.00

$12,885.00

--

$22,470.00

----
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GAMING ANALYSIS
•

Plays multiple machines at a time

•

Plays $100 hands

Play Examples
•

15 lines, 5 line bet, for $75 total bet

•

15 lines, 10 line bet, $90 total bet

•

Wagered $27 to $90 a hand, depending on credits
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GAMING ANALYSIS CONTINUED
•

Did not use Rewards program
•

Accurate amount of wagered inconclusive

•

Majority of jackpots paid in cash (would expect fro ML more cheques)

•

Actively gambling & putting funds at risk
•

Note number of CDRs vs. 1 IVS/TITTO ticket

•

Frequented many gambling facilities in BC

•

Narrow selection of machines
•

•

Played almost only on $1 machines, with bets up to $90 a spin

No issued found with machines Mancini played on
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MANCINI: CIVIL FORFEITURE
•

British Columbia (Director of Civil Forfeiture) vs. Gerald John Collins
and Michael John Mancini

•

Sought forfeiture of $70,800 & 2014 Chevrolet Camara

Court Decision:
•

Only forfeited $41 ,715

•

$29,085 from casino cheques not forfeited, held in trust

•

Vehicle not forfeited

•

No criminal charges laid

Source: www.biv.com
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Time required to move cash through slot machines
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Abstract:
This work is an empirical study on the time needed to load and disburse cash using bill validators on slot
machines and stand-alone cash dispensers in casinos in British Columbia under a Ticket In Ticket Out
(TITO) system. The results were extrapolated to estimate the approximate time required to process
$1 ,000,000 with different average bill amounts in the cash mix and three different bill validator machines
in common use. The average value per bill using the cash mix used by the public in the casino was $33 .11
(SE $2.11). The mean time/accepted note ranged from 4.12 (MEI Advance) to 9.65 seconds (UBA). This
implies that the time needed to load $1 ,000,000 onto credit slips using bill validators on slot machines
ranges from 35 to 81 hours, excluding rest breaks and other breaks. The time needed to redeem
$1 ,000,000 is estimated to be 3 hours. This implications of these finding for illicit actors to successfully
launder large amount of cash are discussed. Given the time needed to physically handle the cash, and
other control systems currently in use in casinos in British Columbia, processing large amounts of cash
using bill validators on slot machines would require a highly organized team that would find it difficult to
elude detection.

Keywords:
money laundering; refining ticket in ticket out (TITO); bill validators; casinos; slot machines

Article classification:
Research Paper

1. Introduction
Background
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Casinos in Canada are subject to reporting and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) program requirements as
set forth in the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTF A, 2000).
This includes obligations to implement and carry out Know Your Customer (KYC) procedures, report
large cash transactions of $10,000 or more, and report suspicious transactions and attempted suspicious
transactions (Duhaime, 2016).
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has recognized in its most recent Mutual Evaluation Report
(2016) that Canadian casinos represent a relatively high level of AML compliance as compared to other
designated non-financial business and professions (DNFBPs), and have a good understanding of moneylaundering and terrorist financing risks and of the most frequent money-laundering typologies in their
sector. Casinos were described as being adequately aware of their reporting obligations under the
legislation; suspicious transaction and threshold-based reporting levels were reported to be very low in all
Canadian DNFBPs with the noted exception of casinos (F ATF, 2016).
Perceived risk of the casino industry
As cash-intensive enterprises, casinos represent a higher risk for money laundering and terrorist financing
(NAICS, 2014).
Following negative media reports in 2011, the British Columbia Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor
General ordered a review of AML methods employed in gaming establishments across the province.
While the review found that, overall, the AML program elements in place were appropriate and robust,
cash transactions were identified as a vulnerability due to anonymity associated with cash buy-ins
(Province ofB.C., 2011).
Several recent cases reported in the media in Canada refer to illegal actors laundering money through
casinos and in some cases specifically through the use of slot machines (Lee & Shaw, 2014; Smyth,
2016).
Are slot machines an adequate tool for money laundering?
Slot machines in British Columbia require the player to load a credit slip (Ticket In Ticket Out system, or
TITO) by placing currency into cash validators attached to the machine. A player may only load the value
on a single machine to a particular limit (e.g. $2,500). A player may use the stored value on a ticket slip
to transfer to another machine, and losses and winnings are deducted/added to the tickets. At any point,
the player may take the Ticket Out and redeem cash from a cash dispenser in the casino or at the cash
cage.
Tickets cannot be used in other casinos or be redeemed in any other way, i.e. prepaid cards; however, the
tickets may be attractive for illicit activities in place of actual currency and because of the anonymous
nature ofloading the tickets and ofredeeming cash. The Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) previously reported that the TITO system may be vulnerable due to
anonymity especially in combination with automated redemption terminals (FINTRAC, 2009).
The logistics of using slot machines to process and (ultimately) launder cash have not been reported in
detail. In particular, the time required to physically input a large amount of cash in a live casino scenario
has not been empirically tested or reported on. Therefore, before speculating on possible moneylaundering methods incorporating slot machines, it is necessary to consider the time investment.

2
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Would the time required to input very large amounts of money into slot machines act as a deterrent to
illicit actors? This report summarizes an empirical study on the time needed to load and disburse cash
using bill validators and dispensers in casinos in British Columbia. The results are extrapolated to
estimate the approximate time required to process $1,000,000.

2. Materials and Methods
All casinos in British Columbia are managed by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC), which
is a Crown corporation. The BCLC confirmed to the research team that all slot machines in use in casinos
in the province currently include one of three types of bill validators -MEI SC Advance, MEI CashFlow
(SC83), and UBA (UBA-lx-SS series by JCM) - and gave the research team access to data outlining the
breakdown of slot machine and validator types across the province. The team determined the appropriate
methodology based on the data provided, independent of the BCLC, and the BCLC then arranged testing
sites, days, and currency as requested.
The breakdown of bill validator types in individual casinos varies. All bill validators accept Canadian
currency notes in any denominations, inserted in any of the four possible orientations. Note that coins for
$1 and $2 are not accepted by the bill validators. The bill validators occasionally reject a note because the
player did not insert it properly, the bill was very worn, or the bill was folded, etc. The credit limit on the
machines varies, with the maximum available limit at $2,500 on a single machine.
Software updates are carried out by engineers across all machines, validators, and casinos as available
and required. These include updates to accept new editions of currency as they enter circulation. Provincewide updates ensure a slot machine and bill validator at a casino in Northern British Columbia is running
identical software and updates as a machine in the Lower Mainland.
This empirical study took place over two days, with seven team members (alternating as feeders and
recorders) using 18 machines. Testing occurred at the River Rock Casino in Richmond, British Columbia,
a casino in which all three bill validator types are in active use. On each day, casino management
"reserved" machines with validators of each type with a $2,500 credit limit (the maximum available) that
were in close proximity of each other. Management provided bundles of notes that were not sorted by
denomination and represented the mix of denominations typically used by players on the slot machines.
For each timed trial, one member of the team fed notes into the bill validators while a second member
recorded the number of notes attempted, the number of notes accepted, and the number of notes rejected
by the bill validator. Bills were fed to the bill validator until the machine refused to accept any more notes
because the credit amount was at $2,500 or the new note would have exceeded $2,500. At this point, the
Ticket Out was printed for the full credit. The time when the trial started and ended was recorded by the
observer on a stopwatch. No actual gambling took place.
Team members switched positions (i.e. the observer became the feeder and vice versa) and did another
trial with a different set of notes. Teams also switched between machines. The experiment attempted to
balance tests across machines but this was not always possible.
The estimated time/accepted bill was computed for each machine type (v) using a ratio-of-means
estimator (Cochran, 1977):

3
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where the summation signs are taken over all trials for that bill validator type.
The average number of accepted bills/dollar credited is computed in a similar fashion but pooled over all
trials of all validator types because the note distribution is expected to be the same in all trials for all
machines:

The predicted time to process $1 ,000,000 for a bill validator type is then found as:

All standard errors were computed using bootstrapping. Approximate 95% confidence intervals for

estimates can be computed using the large sample approximation.

3. Results

A summary of the raw data for the timed trials to load the credit value in the slot machines is presented in
Table 1 and Figure I. In three trials, the maximum credit limit was $500 rather than $2,500, as casino
staff had mistakenly set a single machine at the lower limit value; timed trial data was nonetheless
collected from the three testing runs on this machine and included in the data for that bill validator type
(MEI Cash Flow). There were no obvious outliers and there did not appear to be pattern among our
testers where, for example, one tester was consistently slower than another tester.
The bundle of notes consisted of mostly $20 denominations with fewer $50 (or larger) and the occasional
$10 and $5 denominations. The average number of bills/dollar credit limit U was .030 (SE 0.0016)

corresponding to an average value per note of 1/0.030 = $33.11 (SE $2.11 ). Hence a million dollars is
represented by approximately $1 ,000,000/$33.11 or 30,200 notes. This corresponds to a stack about 2.7
m tall ( assuming an average thickness of 91 micrometers for the polymer notes
(https://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontier_Series)).
4
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The summary of the mean processing time per note for each validator type and the approximate time
needed to process $1,000,000 is given in Table 2. The processing time/note for the UBA machines is
approximately 2x longer than for the two other machines . It would take about 40 uninterrupted hours to
process $1 ,000,000 using the observed distribution of denominations in our trials for the MEI machines
and about 2x as long for the UBA machines. These values exclude rest breaks and set-up time.
A summary of the raw data for the time to redeem the credit slips is presented in Table 3. It takes
approximately 25 s to redeem a single Ticket Out for $2,500, or approximately 3 hours to redeem tickets
totaling $1,000,000.
4. Discussion

Processing large cash volumes through slot machines
The estimated time to process $1,000,000 represents the cumulative time at the bill validators. It is
important to note that the time figure represents an ideal and uninterrupted scenario, excluding any other
activities expected to occur in real life, including rest breaks, set-up, interaction with casino staff,
conversation with any other individuals, moving between machines, and actual gambling. Incorporation
of even a few of these activities could conceivably double or triple the time required. It is unlikely that a
single person would process this amount of currency in one continuous and uninterrupted session. It is
possible that this processing could be divided among many individuals, each of which may spend only a
small amount of time at a machine, however interruptions and other activities such as gambling would
still lengthen the total time required for each individual.
The input alone of cash into slot machines does not obscure the money's origin; a Ticket Out for inputted
money does not give the holder any paper trail to claim another origin, such as jackpot winnings.
However, Tickets Out could facilitate the refining of bills ( converting a larger bundle of small
denomination bills into larger denomination bills, which can be more easily transported) (FINTRAC,
2009). The hours invested by the individual or team to insert the money would represent only the first
step if the player(s) had a desire to obscure the origin of funds.
Table 4 presents the approximate time to process $1 ,000,000 in notes set at specific values. To input that
amount in $10 notes into the MEI Advance bill validator type (the fastest of the three types) would take
approximately 114 continuous hours; the estimated time would double for $5 notes. Gambling, rest, and
interactions with others would increase the estimate significantly. These timeframes are relevant to the
scenario described above, that of attempting to refine bills to larger denominations, as the player( s) would
begin with smaller denomination bills.

Mitigating controls
It is important to note strategies employed by the BCLC and service providers ( casinos and community
gaming centres) that would mitigate the type of refining activity described. All front-line and surveillance
staff working in gaming facilities are required to undergo AML training that must be refreshed every two
years. The most recent version of the course, completed through video training segments delivered online
with a mandatory final test, includes detailed descriptions of suspicious and reportable behaviour and
transactions on the casino floor, as well as reporting thresholds for Large Cash Transaction Reports
(LCTR). Possible scenarios used as examples include players inserting large amounts of small
denominations into slot machines, gambling very little, and retrieving Tickets Out; players who appear to

5
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be exchanging tickets, chips, or cash to cash out; or multiple players who are spread out yet appear to be
connected or collaborating based on the observations of staff (BCLC, "BCLC Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) for Casino and CGC", 2017). Suspicious behaviour examples such as these, which are based on
FINTRAC Guidelines (FINTRAC, 2017), are also outlined in detail in the BCLC AML Manual (BCLC,
"BCLC AML Manual", 2017).
In addition to staff awareness and reporting, slot machines have embedded technology (Gaming
Management System or GMS) that can be set to specific thresholds by BCLC to monitor for suspicious
activity, including inserting cash but recording little to no play. When suspicious activity is detected based
on the previously set thresholds, the GMS generates alerts to staff, including surveillance operators,
triggering additional follow-up activity and monitoring (BCLC, "BCLC Slots Policy", 2017). According
to BCLC staff, this technology is currently being tested (for ideal threshold settings) and rolled out
incrementally in gaming facilities across the province.
5. Conclusion

The question posed for this experiment was if the time required to input very large amounts of money
into slot machines would act as a deterrent to illicit actors. Does the inconvenience of committing more
than 100 hours to the input of smaller denomination bills rule out slot machines as a tool for money
laundering?
While it may be inconvenient for a single individual, it is conceivable that an organized criminal group
could task a team of individuals with inputting cash to both speed up the overall timeline and lessen the
likelihood of detection or suspicion by casino staff A team of 20 people could each spend 1 hour per day
over 5 days at 5 different local casinos. This type of team refining activity can be included in money
laundering typologies for casinos. Red flags would include individuals frequently appearing across
multiple casinos in the same area with significant cash amounts and redeeming a large percentage of the
inputted cash back from redemption machines. This type of activity would be challenging to identify due
to the anonymity associated with cash buy-ins unless the same individuals were used on a regular basis,
facilities had an adequate number of slot floor staff trained in AML typologies, or had bill tracking
capabilities installed on slot machines. Both the training content and slot machine technology present in
British Columbia gaming facilities would appear to mitigate for this refining typology.
The minimum time investment required should be a consideration when discussing possible money
laundering activities and scenarios involving slot machines. The trial results presented here provide a
baseline estimate to be used going forward when investigating or proposing money laundering
methodologies that include slot machines.
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Table 1. Summary of data from timed trials.
Max Credit
Number of
Number of
rejected bills
Allowed
accepted bills

Tester

Validator
Type

N.H.

MEI Advance

K.K.

MEI Advance

c.s.
c.s.

MEI Advance

A.A.

MEI Advance

c.c.

MEI Advance

S.K.

MEI Advance

N.H.

MEI Advance

A.A.

MEI Cash Flow

c.c.
c.c.
c.c.
c.c.

MEI Cash Flow

A.A.

MEI Cash Flow

A.A.

MEI Cash Flow

c.c.

MEI Cash Flow

G.M.

UBA

S.K.

UBA

S.K.

UBA

N.H.

UBA

N.H.

UBA

S.K.

UBA

MEI Advance

MEI Cash Flow
MEI Cash Flow
MEI Cash Flow

2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
500
500
500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500

92
112
90
73
84
49
68
78
68
24
24
19
34
57
64
53
97
81
94
65
62
92

2
1
4
6
3
0
2
1
14
3
9
0
10
21
9
5
13
3
18
9
11
7

Time (s)

528
488
344
361
288
155
238
258
361
137
203
94
209
366
350
266
970
679
945
640
705
800
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Table 2. Mean processing time/accepted note and the estimated time to process $1,000,000
based on the observed distribution of note denominations corresponding to an average
value per note of $33.11 (SE $2.11).
SE (Estimated
time to process
$1,000,000)
(h)

Mean time/
accepted note
(s)

SE (mean time/
accepted note)
(s)

Estimated time
to process
$1,000,000
(h)

MEI Advance

4.12

0.32

35

4

MEI Cash Flow
UBA

5.79
9.65

0.33
0.42

49
81

4
5

Validator
Type
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Table 3. Raw data for redemption trials
Amount
Redeemed

Time

$2,460
$2,490

26.7
23.5

$2,455

23.9

(s)
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Table 4. Mean processing time/accepted note and the estimated time to process $1,000,000
based on lower and higher average note denominations.
Average
value/
note
($)

Mean time/
accepted
note
(s)

SE (mean
time/accepted
note)
(s)

Estimated time
to process
$1,000,000
(h)

SE (Estimated
time to process
$1,000,000)
(h)

MEI Advance

5

4.12

0.32

229

18

MEI Advance

10

4.12

0.32

114

9

MEI Advance

20

4.12

0.32

57

4

MEI Advance

50

4.12

0.32

23

2

MEI Advance
MEI Cash
Flow
MEI Cash
Flow
MEI Cash
Flow

100

4.12

0.32

11

1

5

5.79

0.33

322

18

10

5.79

0.33

161

9

20

5.79

0.33

80

5

Validator
Type

MEI Cash
Flow
MEI Cash
Flow

50

5.79

0.33

32

2

100

5.79

0.33

16

1

UBA
UBA
UBA
UBA
UBA

5
10
20
50
100

9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

536
268
134
54
27

23
12
6
2
1
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-

usA

250 -

I

I

I
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90

Accepted Bills
Figure I. Summary of results of timed trials. The credit limit was $2,500 for all but three trials.
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To:
'Anna Fitzgerald (
Cc:
Kevin Sweeney[
Brandi Chan
; Kris Gade
From:
Ross Alderson
Sent:
Wed 2016-09-21 6:20:02 PM
Subject: RE: Proactive STR reporting

)'
]
'Len Meilleur - BC Public Service'[

Hi Anna,
Just to back up from the email and our subsequent conversation yesterday.
If GPEB deem it relevant to an investigation or an investigative audit under the GCA1 Suspicious Transaction
Reports (STR) information wi ll be made available to GPEB as per a Section 86(1) request.
Outside of the MOU's that GPEB has with RCMP and FINTRAC, obviously GPEB also have Investigators
embedded within JIGIT who will also receive the same STR information within hours of it being submitted to
FINTRAC. This process will not change.
As we discussed yesterday a monthly request for all STR reports submitted to FINTRAC within that month
would allow BCLC to put a package together for inspection, audit, examination or remova l as per the
guidelines under Section 79 of the GCA.
Please email all Sect 86(1) requests to Kris GADE, Manager of Investigations and Brandi Chan BCLC
Investigation Assistant. Brandi will then coordinate the re lease of all documents pertaining to Section 86(1)
requests in either hard copy form or via the SFTP whichever is most appropriate.
As we also discussed BCLC is ab le to provide a ton of data to GPEB around STR trends and figures and I wil l
bring some examples to you at our October 7th meeting. This includes STR numbers and$ amounts similar to
the report I provided Monday.
I appreciated the opportunity to discuss this change in process with you yesterday and want to reinforce my
full commitment to cooperation with GPEB, and to compliance within the regu latory guidelines we all operate
under.
Regards
{86} (1) On request of the general manager and within the time period specified by the general manager in the request, the
lottery corporation, a registrant, a licensee and an eligible organization must provide to the general manager any information,
records or things that the general manager considers relevant to an investigation or an investigative audit under this Act.)

1

Ross Alderson CAMS.
Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

•Yes, and... •

Connect with us~
Twitter @BCLC I Face book BCCasinos

I fil.Qg I bclc.com
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Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 12:54 PM
To: Anna Fitzgerald (
Cc: Kevin Sweeney
Subject: Proactive STR reporting
Hi Anna,
We have internal legal opinion that BCLC is in non-compliance with the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia) (FIPPA) by proactively disclosing player's personal information to
GPEB outside of the regulatory reporting requirements. As a result and effective immediately I have directed
the Investigations group to cease the practice of providing copies of Suspicious Transaction Reports to GPEB
Investigators.
Suspicious Transaction Reports are provided to FINTRAC, the regulatory body responsible for AML
compliance. BCLC also provides a copy to RCMP through the BCLC/RCMP Information Sharing agreement
which was recently updated to allow proactive disclosure of personal information where there is activity
related to the Proceeds of Crime, (Money laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. Conversely that agreement
allows RCMP to disclose personal information of individuals who may be undesirable.
This above noted action will in no way impact BCLC's cooperation to meet all regulatory reporting obligations
to GPEB under the Gaming Control Act and my hope is we continue to work together to stream line processes
to bring value to both organizations while mindful of meeting legal requirements. It is my understanding
from talking to JIGIT that GPEB have an MOU with RCMP and of course have GPEB investigators imbedded
within JIGIT. I also understand that GPEB have an MOU with FINTRAC.
Background
In January 2016, Canada's Information and Privacy Commissioners and Ombudspersons called on all levels of
government to protect, respect and promote privacy and access to information rights and principles when
embarking on information-sharing initiatives. Information sharing can include data comparison and analysis,
joint access to databases, file duplication, and other activities.
Section 30 of FIPPA requires "reasonable security arrangements to protect the personal information in its

custody or under its control":
"A public body must protect personal information in its custody or under its control by making reasonable
security arrangements against such risks as unauthorized access, collection, use, disclosure or disposal."
Section 33.2(i) is a discretionary authorization to disclose personal information (PI) to law enforcement within
Canada only, but this section is meant to be activated only to assist with a specific investigation.
BCLC must comply with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (British Columbia) (FIPPA)
privacy protection provisions. FIPPA defines personal information as recorded information about an
identifiable individual other than contact information.
Please feel free to contact me directly should you wish to discuss further.
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(I have cc'ed Kevin SWEENEY as Director responsible for BCLC Security, Privacy & Compliance.)
Regards
Ross Alderson CAMS .
Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC , V5M 0A6

•Yes, and... •

Co nnect wi th us~
Twitter @BCLC I Face book BCCasinos

I filQg I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care . education and
community groups across B.C.
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Meilleur, Len FIN:EX[
Anna Fitzgerald[
Ross Alderson
Tue 2016-11-08 9:05:07 PM
Re: Legal Opinion on Sharing of Information

Rob Kroeker[

Hi Len,
My intent is to provide Anna with a letter from our legal department tomorrow.
I also did not anticipate this level of delay as the requirements of Sect 79 of the Act and how it relates
to Sect 86 seemed fairly straight forward however it appears on the investigative side particularly there
is little alignment. A legal services Branch review may be the best way forward.
Regards
Ross Alderson
Director AML & Investigations.
BCLC
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Ross Alderson; Anna Fitzgerald
Subject: Legal Opinion on Sharing of Information

Good morning Rob:
I realize you are out of country. As this information sharing piece seems to be as Ross says, "going around in
ci rcles", might I request on behalf of GPEB that you share your legal opinion with us so our Legal Services
Branch might review it.
We are seeking advice on the content of Ross' email to Anna and the new requirements which are being
instituted by BCLC. My view is that email is a sufficient use for now, while we work out a secure protocol of
sending records and that we will provide a file/no and reason for our request. However I believe Section
86(1) does not require us to sign for anything or return copies. The return of cop ies and providing a receipt
would be appropriate only when it involves the inspection/or audit of a facility and we are removing original
records.
I am truly concerned about the amount of time being expended on an issue that seems to have arisen for
some reason unknown to me. The legal opin ion you obtained may help to clarify that.
Regards and thank you,
Len
J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance

BCLC0012990

Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox.
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To:

Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX[

; Ross Alderson[
Sweeney[
From:
Rob Kroeker
Sent:
Thur 2016-09-29 6:40:26 PM
Subject: Re: Section 86 Gaming Control Act (A response from GPEB)
Cc:

Kevin

Hi Len.
Thanks for additional details. Sounds like everything is in hand for now. If there is something you would
like me to engage on ahead of Anna, Kevin and Ross meeting just let me know.
Rob.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX; Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney
Subject: RE: Section 86 Gaming Control Act (A response from GPEB)

Rob,
Thanks very much for your response . I am uncertain if you have been copied or have seen the email trail
during the last several business days between Anna and Ross. I am not concerned about specific instances, as
staff for the most part, seem to get those resolved . What caused me to become involved was staff escalating
this to me over a concern about gaming services providers becoming conflicted on both their ability and
requirement to release information upon demand under Sec 86(1). This includes a confusion about what level
of detail needs to be provided in the Section 86(2) reporting.
In the email trail I read Ross was having a dialogue with GSP's and providing some direction as to BCLC's
expectations of what information will/can be shared by them to GPEB. Some of this direction has been
refined or revisited over the last few days and I agree with you wholeheartedly that Anna, Ross and Kevin,
will meet to discuss this under the guidelines and framework provided in our email and consultation with our
legal services.
I just spoke with Anna and asked her to keep me informed. She will be speaking to Ross today about a PIA we
are doing and our desire to have an ISA in place. We will also be considering a revision to our section 86(1)
form to make this process more fluid for BCLC, registrants and licensee's.
Regards,
Len
J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
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Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Webs ite : www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox.

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2016 3:32 PM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX; Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney
Subject: RE: Section 86 Gaming Control Act (A response from GPEB)
Hi Len
BCLC will at all times be in compliance with the GCA and all other statutory and regulatory requirements.
BCLC believes it fully cooperates, and even gone beyond the requirements, in regard to section 86 requests.
If you are aware of a specific instance or instances where information has been requested pursuant to a GPEB
investigation or investigative audit and it has not been provided please send me the file number of that
investigation and the information that has been requested and not provided and I will follow up right away.
I understand Ross, Kevin and Anna are meeting ve ry shortly to discuss the flow of info and I am sure they will
be able to sort out any issues. Having said, if you think they need assistance at any point let me know and
join in the discussions.
Regards,
Rob

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: September-28-16 2: 13 PM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Section 86 Gaming Control Act (A response from GPEB)
Good afternoon Rob:
I am sending this email to provide GPEB's response and outline our posit ion w ith respect to Ross Alderson's
dialogue and email to Anna Fitzgerald. I have consulted with our legal counsel and I am hopeful that we can
resolve th is through the followi ng:
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1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Section 86(1) is very clear: a registrant or a licensee must provide to the general manager
information, records or things that the general manager considers relevant to an investigation or an
investigative audit. All GPEB requests under this section are made in the context of an investigation
being carried out under section 81.
Section 97(2.1) states that a registrant or licensee that refuses to comply with section 86(1) commits
an offence.
We have received advice that the lottery corporation has no authority under the GCA to prevent a
registrant or licensee from complying with its legal obligation under section 86(1). Mr. Alderson in
his email to Ms. Fitzgerald on September 20, 2016, states, "we have an internal legal opinion that
BCLC is in non-compliance with [FOIPPA] by proactively disclosing player's personal information to
GPEB ... " However, this opinion does not seem to be relevant in the present context. As I stated on a
call last week with you and Mr. German, GPEB does not seek "proactive" disclosure under section
86(1).
It appears that the lottery corporation's position in respect of section 86(1) focuses primarily on the
concept of "ownership" of data. However, in our view, "ownership" is not relevant as there is a lawful
obligation on the part of GSP's to provide those records or things relevant to an investigation.
We have received advice that that there is no conflict between section 86(1) and FOIPPA. Section
33.l(l)(c) contemplates that personal information may be disclosed "in accordance with an
enactment of British Columbia ... that authorizes or requires its disclosure". Section 86(1) clearly does
this - i.e. it requires disclosure, by the lottery corporation or its service providers, registrants under
the GCA). Viewing the provisions together we suggest that the lottery corporation must arrange its
relationship with its service providers in a manner that does not require service providers to choose
between complying with section 86(1) and its obligations under the respective service contract.
GPEB continues and expects to receive reports under 86(2) from BCLC, a registrant or a licensee
about any conduct, activity, or incident occurring in connection with a lottery scheme which involves
or involved the commission of an offence under a provisions of the Criminal Code or the Act. This
includes STR's as we deem that conduct, incident, or activity to be relevant to a lottery scheme and
we continue to investigate whether the conduct, activity or incident is breaching provisions of the
Criminal Code, (i.e. proceeds or crime, money laundering).

There may be instances where GPEB directs the GSP not to disclose to anyone information that has been
provided under Section 86(1). I am sure you can appreciate the reasons for that which include protection of
an ongoing investigation, technique or safety reasons. That would be in rare instances and GPEB staff have
been advised of my expectations around that. I do believe and have ordered that in all other instances BCLC
should be informed so you have knowledge of data being shared under authority.
If you have any questions please give me a call. If you would share your legal opinion with us we could
further consult with our Legal Services Branch to ensure we have not missed something in our representation
of the facts.
Warmest regards,
J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl
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Website: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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RULES RESPECTING CHIPS

APPLICATION
1.

The Corporation may authorize a casino operator to issue chips designated for use in
casino games at a particular casino on behalf of the Corporation, and these Rules
apply to all chips issued by a casino operator on behalf of the Corporation.

OWNERSHIP, POSSESSION, & USE OF CHIPS
2.

A chip is and at all times remains the property of the Corporation regardless of whether
it is in the possession of a chip holder.

3.

If so authorized by the Corporation, a casino operator may issue a chip to an individual
in exchange for money equal to its face value, and subject to these Rules, an individual
may only obtain a chip from a casino operator at a casino.

4.

The issuance of a chip to an individual in exchange for money equal to its face value
is not a deposit.

5.

Subject to and in accordance with these Rules, a chip holder may:
(a)

exchange a chip for casino game play equal to its face value at the casino
where the chip was issued; or

(b)

redeem a chip for money equal to its face value at the casino where the chip
was issued.

In addition to the foregoing, from time to time and on public notice, the Corporation
may enumerate the circumstances in which a chip holder may convey a chip to the
casino operator at the casino where the chip was issued, either (i) as a tip, or (ii) in
exchange for food, beverages and/or other amenities.

6.

A chip holder bears the risk of loss or damage to a chip while it is in his or her
possession.

7.

Subject to these Rules and unless otherwise required by law, a chip is nontransferable. From time to time and on public notice, the Corporation may enumerate
the circumstances in which a chip may be transferred.

REDEMPTION & SURRENDER OF CHIPS
8.

Subject to these Rules, a chip holder may present a chip to the casino operator at the
casino where the chip was issued, and the casino operator will promptly redeem the
chip for money equal to its face value.

9.

A chip holder who presents a chip to a casino operator for redemption is deemed to
represent and warrant to the Corporation and the casino operator at the time of
presentation that he or she lawfully possesses the chip and complied with the

Effective February 5, 2018
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Corporation's rules in coming into possession of the chip, and such representations
and warranties will survive the redemption of the chip.
10.

At any time the Corporation may demand that chips in a chip holder's possession be
surrendered and promptly upon such demand the chip holder will surrender all of the
chips in the chip holder's possession to the Corporation.

11.

The Corporation may, in its discretion, refuse to redeem a chip for money (including
chips surrendered on demand), including for the following reasons:
(a)

if the chip holder:
(i)

has not complied with the Corporation's rules;

(ii)

does not satisfy the Corporation that the chip holder is lawfully entitled
to possession of the chip;

(iii)

upon request by the Corporation, does not provide:
(A)

satisfactory evidence of the chip holder's identity;

(B)

any information reasonably requested by the Corporation related
to the chip holder or the chip including how the chip holder
acquired the chip; and

(C)

a release of any further claims relating to the chip;

(b)

if the chip has been altered, damaged, or the Corporation suspects that the
chip may be counterfeit; and

(c)

in the event of a dispute about a chip.

12.

If the Corporation or a casino operator refuses to redeem a chip when presented, it
may take possession of the chip from the chip holder, and must issue a receipt as
evidence that the chip was surrendered or presented for redemption, pending further
determination of the matter by the Corporation. Such a receipt is not evidence that
the chip holder is entitled to payment of the money equal to the face value of such
chip.

13.

The Corporation is not required to inquire into the right of a chip holder to possess any
chip presented for redemption.

CHIP RECALL
14.

The Corporation may any time recall the chips currently designated for use in a
particular casino, require the return of all such chips, and designate new chips for use
in the casino.

Effective February 5, 2018
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15.

The Corporation will provide public notice of a chip recall. The notice will provide a
period of at least 14 days after the initial date of the recall during which chip holders
may present chips to the casino operator for redemption.

16.

In the event of a chip recall, chip holders must present all chips in their possession at
the casino where they were issued for redemption within the 14-day redemption
period.

17.

The Corporation may refuse to redeem any chips that are not presented for
redemption by the chip holder at the casino within the 14-day redemption period.

CHIP IDENTIFICATION

18.

A chip may be equipped with RFID (radio frequency identification) or other technology
that allows the Corporation to track the chip and a chip holder's compliance with these
rules.

GENERAL

19.

The Corporation may from time to time amend these Rules.

20.

The Gaming Control Act and the other rules of the Corporation apply to these Rules.
In the event of any discrepancy or inconsistency with these Rules, the Gaming
Control Act shall prevail.

21.

In these Rules:
(a)

"casino" means a facility for casino games conducted and managed by the

Corporation;
(b)

"casino operator" means a services provider who has entered into an

agreement to provide services relating to the Corporation's conduct,
management and operation in a casino;
(c)

"chip" means a physical chip, marker or token authorized and designated by
the Corporation for use in a particular casino;

(d)

"chip holder" means an individual having possession of a chip;

(e)

"Corporation" means British Columbia Lottery Corporation, and in Sections 9,

10, 11 (excluding 11(a)(i)), 13 and 17 of these Rules, also means a casino
operator acting on behalf of the Corporation; and
(f)

"game" means a lottery scheme within the meaning of section 207(4) of the

Criminal Code and "gaming" carries an equivalent meaning.

Effective February 5, 2018
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22.

Where the word "include", "includes", "including", "included" or other variation on
"include" is used in these Rules, such word is deemed to be followed by the words
"without limitation".

23.

A provision in these Rules relating to the discretion, approval, consent, authorization,
determination, option, satisfaction or opinion of the Corporation, of that the
Corporation "may" take a particular action, is in the sole, absolute and unfettered
discretion of the Corporation (or where applicable, the casino operator acting on
behalf of the Corporation), with no requirement to act reasonably or provide reasons.

24.

Unless the context otherwise requires, words importing the singular include the plural
and vice versa and words importing gender include all genders.

25.

In the event that any provision of these Rules is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be void or unenforceable, such determination shall solely affect such
provision and shall not, in itself, render void or unenforceable the remaining provisions
hereof.

Effective February 5, 2018
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BCLC - GPEB Investigations Protocol
Document
Context
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB),
will distinguish their roles and responsibilities as per the Key Principles summarized in the June 29 th ,2015,
letter co-signed by both parties to the Minister of Finance and the reporting requirements outlined in the
applicable provincial legislations: primarily, the Gaming Control Act (GCA) and the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA).
The following protocol document is not legally binding; rather, its aim is to provide the basis of agreement
between BCLC and GPEB to facilitate and administer the efficient, effective, and secure provision of
information. Furthermore, it is intended to elucidate the distinctive roles and illustrate the specific
responsibilities of each body within the limits of and compliance with the aforementioned legislation. The
shared objective is to heighten the accountability of each body to its internal and external stakeholders,
most notably the Province of British Columbia, and to guide the process for the sharing of information
related to Investigations and Investigative Audits as defined by the GCA.
In an effort to fulfill the agreed upon key principles and common objectives, BCLC and GPEB have
engaged various third parties and internal legal resources to provide feedback and recommendations in
relation to the current processes. One such example, the 2016 GPEB Section 86 Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA) Review conducted by the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC)
in OIPC File F16-68186, outlines recommendations made in relation to the collection of personal
information through GCA Section 86 demands. These recommendations will be clarified here.

Roles & Responsibilities
BCLC
BCLC is "responsible for the conduct and management of gaming on behalf of the government." 1 This
includes "agreements with registered gaming services providers for services required in the conduct,
management or operation of provincial gaming." 2 As an agent of the government, BCLC and, in turn, its
service providers will adhere to the reporting and disclosure requirements outlined by the GCA and
FOIPPA, and notify GPEB of all instances falling within the specifications of Section 86(2) of the GCA.
Similarly, as a business with customers, BCLC will protect and reasonably manage the information

1 Gaming
2

Control Act (GCA) s. 7(1)
GCA s. 7(1)(f)
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obtained from its customers to ensure any disclosure is done in accordance with both the GCA
requirements and the FOIPPA disclosure standards.

GPEB
GPEB is "an office of the government under the direction of the general manager" 3 tasked "to carry out
the responsibilities given to it under this Act" 4 by providing regulatory oversight to BCLC and its gaming
service providers. GPEB bears the responsibility of "the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing" 5 in
BC, which includes offences under the GCA and, when under authority of police of jurisdiction, by
extension the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC). GPEB will manage and outline exactly what is required in
relation to an investigation to satisfy the expectations of the OIPC to avoid "overly broad" requests and
the subsequent "over-collecting [of] personal information." 6 In the event GPEB identifies some of the
information collected as "irrelevant or inappropriate" and determines that this information "will not be used
to make a decision that directly affects an individual," 7 said information will be either returned to BCLC, or
destroyed in accordance with government's information management legislation. 8

Gaming Services Providers
Gaming Services providers are contracted to operate gaming facilities on behalf of and under the
instructions, policies, and directions of BCLC. To facilitate this undertaking, gaming services providers
utilize BCLC's databases. As registered gaming services providers, they are subject to the regulatory
oversight of GPEB and will adhere to the regulations of the GCA and the supplementary Gaming Control
Regulation (GCR). As per the GCR, gaming service providers are required to "immediately report to the
general manager any conduct or activity at or near a gaming facility that is or may be contrary to the
Criminal Code, the Act or any regulation under the Act." 9 Therefore, gaming service providers will provide
information to GPEB as required under the GCA and GCR.

Police
Police have full jurisdictional enforcement of the CCC and can investigate and issue violation tickets in
relation to the GCA. BCLC has an Information Sharing Agreement (ISA) with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP). This agreement allows sharing of information related to suspected criminal
activity that is appropriate under FOIPPA disclosure standards. BCLC and the Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Unit (CFSEU-BC) have an existing agreement in place to "proactively ban Provincial
Tactical Enforcement Priority (PTEP) individuals who frequent gaming facilities, such as casinos, and who
are considered 'undesirable' under the Gaming Control Act." 1 Furthermore, in 2016 CFSEU-BC
established the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT) comprised of police and other
organizations, including GPEB. As per their mandate, "JIGIT will gather intelligence concerning the
gaming industry and manage this information effectively to ensure that all facets of the gaming industry
operate with honesty and integrity. The aim is to prevent criminal attempts to legalize the proceeds of
crime through gaming facilities, while at the same time be a central repository of information and
intelligence on illegal gaming activity in the province." 10

°

3

GCA s. 22(1)
GCA s. 22(2)
5 GCA s. 23
6 OIPC File F16-68186
7 FOIPPA s. 31
8 OIPC File F16-68186
9
Gaming Control Regulation (GCR) s. 34(1)(t)
10 Website link CFSEU-BC JIGIT
4
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FINTRAC
At a federal level, BCLC and its service providers are regulated by the Financial Transactions and
Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) and are subject to the reporting requirements outlined in
the FINTRAC Guidelines. 11 FINTRAC is responsible for both regulating and auditing as well as receiving
and analyzing information from reporting entities. FINTRAC also discloses money laundering offences to
police.
Anti Money Laundering (AML) intelligence, including Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) containing
personal information, submitted by BCLC and its service providers to FINTRAC will also be shared with
JIGIT as an extension of the ISA between BCLC and the RCMP. GPEB is a key stakeholder in the
province's AML compliance strategy and an integrated partner with JIGITand BCLC All parties are in
agreement that information provided to JIGIT by BCLC and its service providers related to AML will be
shared with GPEB as GPEB deems relevant. At GPEB's request, BCLC will also provide high-level AML
analysis and reporting, for example STR statistics.

Guidelines
Gaming Control Act - Section 86 Reporting
Information to be provided to the general manager
86 (1) On request of the general manager and within the time period specified by the general manager in
the request, the lottery corporation, a registrant, a licensee and an eligible organization must provide to
the general manager any information, records or things that the general manager considers relevant to an
investigation or an investigative audit under this Act.
When GPEB makes a Section 86(1) demand of BCLC and/or its service providers it is a mandatory
regulatory requirement. The demand must be relevant to an existing investigation, as determined by the
general manager, and will specify requirements in a consistency of wording. 12 Safeguards related to the
integrity of the manner by which information from BCLC databases is shared with GPEB have been
identified and will be implemented through a consistent process flow, as summarized below and in the
Sect 86(1) Demand Flowchart.
GPEB will send all 86(1) demand forms of BCLC by email attachment to a BCLC-monitored Special
Purpose Mailbox (SPM). BCLC will seek clarification by return email, if necessary, and process said
demand forms in accordance with the legislation. Due diligence will be employed to transmit personal and
confidential information in a manner as to adhere to the disclosure standards contained within FOIPPA. 13
To ensure all GPEB demands for records of BCLC under the Act are processed in a timely manner and to
create an auditable record, all 86(1) demands will be compiled by BCLC and saved to a shared Secure
File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) server. Once uploaded, BCLC will respond to the original email, notifying
GPEB of the uploaded documents available in the SFTP server.
Any subsequent demands by GPEB for new information from BCLC will be processed in the same
manner through the SPM and SFTP server, so they can be tracked appropriately. If the investigation is

11
12

13

FINTRAC Guidelines
OIPC File F16-68186
FOIPPA s. 33.1(1)(c)
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undertaken at the request of BCLC, or if the general manager otherwise considers it appropriate to do so,
GPEB will provide a report of the results of the investigations to BCLC as outlined in Section 81 (4). 14
Information to be provided to the general manager
86 (2) The lottery corporation, a registrant and a licensee must notify the general manager immediately
about any conduct, activity or incident occurring in connection with a lottery scheme or horse racing, if the
conduct, activity or incident involves or involved
(a) the commission of an offence under a provision of the Criminal Code that is relevant to a lottery
scheme or horse racing, or
(b) the commission of an offence under this Act.
In summary, Section 86(2) requires BCLC and its service providers to notify the general manager, GPEB,
without delay when the commission of a Criminal Code offence that is relevant to a lottery scheme or a
Gaming Control Act offence occurs. The occurrence may take place at a BCLC property, a Lottery Retail
location, a registered gaming establishment such as a casino or Community Gaming Centre (CGC), or on
the internet platform PlayNow.com.
BCLC and gaming services providers will notify GPEB of such occurrences via email and provide the
related file number. Notifications from BCLC will contain a synopsis of the report, no personal information
will be transferred via email The BCLC file will include a comprehensive explanation of the investigation
and offence(s) identified, including information of the site and/or patrons involved, and will be made
available to GPEB via the SFTP at the time the email notification is sent.
GPEB will download and review the full file and advise BCLC as soon as practicable whether or not they
are conducting a regulatory or criminal investigation. Ongoing communication between GPEB and BCLC
and adherence to the protocol appendices flowcharts will ensure that no GPEB investigation is
compromised, while also allowing any corporate or contractual investigation to be completed in a timely
manner by BCLC. In instances wherein BCLC is the victim of a crime, BCLC will report the matter to the
police of jurisdiction and notify GPEB of the police file number and jurisdiction for GPEB to assist police, if
required. This will prevent duplication of effort by both BCLC and GPEB.

Gaming Control Regulation - Section 34 Reporting
Conditions of registration for gaming services providers
34 (1) Subject to subsection (2), it is a condition of registration of a gaming services provider that it must
(t) unless the gaming services provider is a lottery retailer to which subsection (2) (a) applies or is a
hospitality retailer to which subsection (2) (b) applies, immediately report to the general manager any
conduct or activity at or near a gaming facility that is or may be contrary to the Criminal Code, the Act or
any regulation under the Act.
The criteria for a GCR Section 34 notification is broader than Section 86 of the GCA and only relates to
gaming service providers. GPEB will provide guidance to gaming service providers on the criteria for a
Section 34 notification as per their mandate.
Wherein a scenario has been deemed to have reasonably met reporting criteria under 34(1)(t), a service
provider will immediately send an email to GPEB to notify of the report and provide the file number. GPEB

14

GCA s. 81 (4)
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will review the notification to determine if further action is required with the gaming service provider or with
BCLC. In the case where it relates to BCLC directly then GPEB will submit a Section 86(1) demand to
BCLC through the SPM. The report itself will be uploaded to the SFTP for GPEB to access upon receipt
of a Section 86(1) demand, as per the previously outlined process.
For gaming services providers, GPEB will submit a section 86(1) demand direct to the gaming services
providers.
In the event of a GPEB demand for information from BCLC that cannot be uploaded to the SFTP, BCLC
will coordinate to have the information made available for collection, as soon as practicable.

Dispute Mechanism
The determination and interpretation of reporting criteria under Section 86(2) of the GCA will be subject to
the Reasonable Person's Test when it is reasonable to expect an offence has taken place. GPEB will
advise gaming services providers on the criteria for reporting under the GCA Regulation 34(1) and
provide BCLC with a copy of that criteria so BCLC can effectively manage the gaming service providers
for compliance. As recommended by Peter GERMAN in his advice to BCLC and GPEB, 15 a dispute
mechanism with two levels of escalation will assist both parties resolve any areas of disagreement and/or
difference of interpretation.
The proposed "dispute resolution process should begin at the investigative level, and be raised
expeditiously to senior leaders in both organizations with a mediated resolution occurring by the use of a
third party." 16
To facilitate this process, BCLC and its service providers will immediately recognize any issues related to
the identification of reporting criteria and notify GPEB of such. Both parties will isolate the issue in
question and attempt to resolve any misinterpretations or areas of confusion at the lowest level possible,
typically at the Investigator level followed by the direct supervisor level, Manager, and Director level, as
required.
Should the matter remain unresolved, escalation to the General Manager of GPEB and the CEO and
President of BCLC (or their respective delegates) may be required for further consideration of the issue at
hand.
In the instances wherein resolution cannot be met at this level, a previously agreed upon third party will
work with both organizations to mediate an agreed upon solution.

Supporting Documentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15

BCLC's 2014/15 Mandate Letter Requirement Update (June 29, 2015)
FASKEN MARTINEAU Memo RE: Roles & Responsibilities File# 240161.00006
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Regulation
GERMAN Opinion Letter
KEIM Legal Memo
OIPC File F16-68186

GERMAN Opinion Letter p. 30
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•

PIA-Personal information collected under Section 86 of the Gaming Control Act; OIPC File F1668186

Signed on Behalf of GPEB

Signed on Behalf of BCLC

John Mazure, General Manager

Rob Kroeker, Vice President

Date:

Date: June 30, 2017

June 29, 2017
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Appendices
Section 86(2) Notification Flowchart
S86(2) Notification Flowchart (BCLC to GPEB)
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Section 86(1) Demand Flowchart
586(1) Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC}
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Section 86(1) Investigative Audit Demand Flowchart
S86(1) Investigative Audit Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC)
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Section 34 Notification Flowcharts
534(t) Notification Flowchart (Gaming Service Provider to GPEB)
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S34(2)(a)(b) Notification Flowchart (Lottery Retailers to GPEB)
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

3551.79
Bud Smith
Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 Seymour Street
West Kamloops BC V2C 1E2

Dear Mr. Smith:
This Mandate Lette;I' cotiffrm~ your otganiz,ation's mandate, provides government's: annual
sb.·ategic direction iin<l sets out k€:}y pei'fottnJlnce expectatlon:S. for the 2017/18 iiscal year.
On behalf of the Provjnce of Briflsh Cohunbia, thank yoµ ,for your lea~ership and the:
contributions made by the.British Columbia Lottery Corporation over the past year in suppmt of
government's objective of providing legal gmning i'n a safe and responsible rnanner benefiting all
British Columbians. In patiicular, congi:atulations on the efforts made towards. the following
contributions and achievements;
•

•
•

•
•

Contributing to the integrity of gambling through the conduct and managemen't'of
gambiing ina social responsible nmnne1', while exceeding the 2015/16 net income target
of $1.216 billion.by $97.5 million;
Working with government to combatillegiil gaming and advancing government's AntiMon.ey Latwdering strategy, i11cluding.e11ha11cing Customer Due Diligence, and by
providing fi:u1ding fol' the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Teru.l.). (JJGIT);
Working with govenunentto implement commitments from th{I Plan for Public Health
and Gambling (Februa1-y 2015), in.eluding completing three and making significant
progress on four of the commitments that pertain to the Corporation;.
Attaining a Comprehensive Cost Ratio of 42% and surpassing tl~e 2Ql5/16target of
43.3%;and,
Substantially completing the recommendations-made by Internal Audit & Advisory
Services (IAAS).
·
.. J).

,Minist,y of F;n~nce

Office ofthe Mi!ii<tcr

Mailing ,lddiilisi

Loattidm

PO llo, 91}18·Stn-Prov Govt
VktorinBC VP,W~l{2

501 BdleviUo Sfrcot

·1,leJ>ho".<'< 2so ;l87-tl51

weq_·~ltc!

l'ccsirnile: _ 250 387-559.4

ww,1•;g<>v.l>c.c•/fin
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B.C. 's Corporate Governance Framework takes a principles~based approach in providing
direction for effective governarn;e of ministries and Public Sector 0l'ga11izations (PSDs} · $lnc<;i
June 2014, the Taxp~ytit A<;coufitabiUty Principles- (TAP) have provided guidance to ensure that
the actions taken and services provided strengthen aecountability and promote cost control while
meeting the public policy objectives established.by government on behalf of the citizens ofRC.
I would also 1ike. to recognize the contributions BCLC 1nakes to local and regional ecoJJ.on:iiesin
British Columbia, and i11 particular the imp·ortance of the corporation's head office to the
Kamloops area.
It is critical that public sector organizations operate as efficiently -as possible, in order to ensute
British Columbians are provided with effective services at. the lowest cost posslble. Tl:tisreq1.Jires
constant foous 011 m,iintaining a cost-conscious and principled i,:tilture through the efficient
delivexy of servicie"s that staiid the tel,t _of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous economy
in an environmentally sustaina:ble-_mannei·. This is critical to government's commihnent-to
control spending and balance the budget. For this reason, it is essential that.BCLC contains costs
and meets its projected revenu6 target$.

Govetrunent is inaking open information a priority across the public sector to enhance
goverhment transparency and accountability in the use of public resources, the delivery o-f
programs and public services. With that in mind, it is government's expec{Mion thatBCLC will
foster a qultul'e of transparency and information snaring with government.
Government seeks to deliver legal gaming in a sound ·and responsible manner that promotes the
integrity of gaming and public safety. Under the Gaming Control Act, th(l Lottery Cotporation is
responslbie for the c.onduct and managementof gaming on belw.lf of government.
The Lottery Corpora.tion is dfre_cted to conduct its business in a manner that meets govermnent's
expectations for social rnsponslbiTity, public safety,.gaming integrity, and projected financial
targets. This is achieved through a culture of innovation ancl cost contafom:ent as well as
coinmitmentto responsible gambling and anti-money laundering efforts.
To achieve this mandate, thrfBrii;lsh Columbia Lottery Corporation is specifically directed to
tal<e the following strategic actions:
1. BCLC wm optimize the Corporation's financial performance aµd sust;clin net return to the
Province in accofdi\llce with govenltllent direction on cost containment, responsible
gambling, and anti-money laundering, and in alignment with the Taxpayer Accountability
Ptfociples by:
·
a) Cohtin~iing to seek business opp0ttunities such as new gambling facilities and
eGa,ming f'i:om a social respon~ible pel'Spective with particular attention to impacts
on probJetn gambling, money laundering, public safety, and sµbsequently
developing strategies to mitigate risk;
b) Providing a long term Capital Plan to the Ministry ofFina11ce setting, out the
corpoi"ation's capital and spem:Jing and 111aµagemei1t p!at)s, inch.1di11g significant
IT and Kamloops head office facility development projepts; over the next five
yel"\rs;
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c) Reviewing its approach-to Cbminissions:paid to g!l"ming service. providers and
implementing changes subject to the approval of its board of direotots;
d) Achieving financial targets as approyed by Tteasury Board;
e) Repo1iin:g on the implementation of the new PlayNowsubsidiai·y; which will be
managed by the safne controls and accountabilities to BCLC' s Board; and
f) Providing qm,1rtedy reports to the Ministry of Finance that provide fihanciai
forecasts, and discuss and identify issues and tisk~.
2, Continue to support government in the lmplementationofits Anti-Money Laundering

(AML) Strategy and mitigation of rela_ted il1egal activities, including but not limited to:
a) Undertaking acti:vities to ensure the .Corporation's compliance regimeis focused
on preserving the integrity and reputation of I3. C.'s gaming industry ifi the pu\}lic.
interest;
·b) W01:king collaboratiwly with GPBB to determine and implement fneasures that
effectively cwnbat money laundering liild illegal activities in B.C. gambling
fac.ilities;
c) Funding, in accordance with government's announced direction,_the Joint Illegal
Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT),a dedicated,. coordinated, multi-jurisdictional
investigative and (ln.forcementtesponse to unfowful activities WithinB.C..gamili.g
facilities and ill!-Jgal gambling Jn B.C.;
d) Collecting and sharing information and d_ata with GPBB- that supports measures tp
address money laundering_ in B.C. gaming facilities, illegal gaming in the
province, and JIGlT operations; and
e) Enhancing AML !)est practices with appropriate c.onsideratiort of evaluating
source of fimds.pdor to cash acceptance :within a rlsk-'based frarneWoi"k; and
f) Providing a quarterly report to the Minister ofFinance on BCLC's activities
related to-the above.
.3. Implement the five re1naini11g comtttittn(lnts tha.t BCLC is tesponsible for inthe Plan for
Public Health and Gambling (February 2015), This includes offering titne ;md 1iiortey
budgeting tools to·Encore Rewards mernbers and PlayNow.com customers and
implem:enting customized responsible gambling messaging on PlayNow:com. BCLC will
continue t()_ partner wit.h GPEB in the hnplemei1tation Of thl;l fou1· remaining commitments
fonyhich they are jointly re.sponsible, in.eluding imple1nenting a.Gai:n.eSense Advisor
presence in Community Gaming Centres and undertakirtg key research projects related to
online problem gambling and high-risk features of-Electronic Gaming Machine~. BCLC
wiii submit bi-annual progress reports to the Minister ofFlnan~e ru1d the General
.
Marn1ger, GPEB on the jmplementation of c01m'llitrnent.s under the Plan.
4. BCLC will report out on the completion of-implementation of the recommendations from
the Reviei:V ofthe British Columbia Lottery C01poration (December 2014) by Internal
Audit and Advisory Services.by June 30, 2017.
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The ongoing culture shift to principled public. sector govel"nance re1tiains a p1'iority for
government PSOs are expected to unde1iake more compre.hensive professional developmentto
enhance oi'ientation of their board members and senior executives. Govetnment will he
providing pi:ogramining and resources· designed to complement components 9f or1entation to
ensul'e undetstanding of the accountabilities and expectations of public sector boards and
organizations. For detailed information about TAP directives, please refer to the following lihk,
Taxp!.\Yel' Accountability Principles.
Goverl)tnent is co:mmitted to continue to revitalize the rel_ationship between Government and

PSOs. This strong focus on 'increased two-way communication supports and ensures a common
understanding of Government's expectations. Timely com1n;utiication of emerging issues whkh
may affecrthe bush1ess oftbe British Columbia LQttei'y Cotporation m(i/ot thefotetests of
government is ci'itical to bµilding trust and the effective delivery of public services, including
information on any ril)ks to 4chieving financial forecasts-and perfoimance targets. With the TAP
embedded in the Annual Service Plans and Reports, this will support bo.ard chairs i:n assessing
and communicating the organization's overall perfoi1tiance,
In addition, it is expected that your organization wm continue to be diligent in ensuring
famHiatjty with and adherence to statutory obligations and policies that have broad application
across the public sector. Please refer to the following link for a summary of these
account!'I\Jilities, link to Crown Accountabilities.
Each board member is required to acknowledge the direc.tion pi·ovided in the. Mandate Letter by
signing this.letter. The Mandate Letter is to be posted publicly on your organization's welisite,
and a copy signed by all board members provfc!ed to the rtijhistiy and made available t-0 the
public upon teques(
I look forward to our regular meetings focusing on strategic p1forities, performance against TAP,
and wol'king together to pi:otect the p1.1blic interest .at all. titn9s.

Sincerely,
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Signed.by:

. ~02-{AA,,iQt./
Ttud.i Brown, Dir. ctot
British Columbia: ottery G;orp,otf\tion

~
.J;
Robe.ttHoldcn, Director

t5 ~\ (o ,

.Date

'CeC- 5 I

ectb ·

British Columbia. Lottery Gwp·oratil)n

GJ,

J~J'l-..-__ ~vd~)

Wendy Llsogar-Co.cohia; Director
British 'Columbia Lottery Corporntion

l!c=:'

Ml)tthew Watson, Director

Da.tc

Dec 5, 2016

Date

Bd<l,~Lo: co,pora<lon

Andr~lrector
B1·itish C.olumbia Lottery 'Corp6ratioii

Date
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-6cc:

Honourable Christy Clatk

Premier
Kirn Henderson
Deputy Minister to the Preinier and CabinetSecretal'y

Athana Mentz(,)lopoulos Deputy Miuisrer and Secr()taryto Treasury Board
Ministry of Pinanc()
Cheryl Wenez()rud,Yolland
Associate Depttty Minis.ter
Minish'y of Finance

ChristtnaAnthony

Tn1diBrown
Robert Holden
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia,
Moray Keith
Matthew Watson
Andrew Brown
Board Members
Public Sector Organization

Jim Lightbody
Chief Executive Officer
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
JohnMazure
Assistant Deputy Ministm·
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Attachment:. Taxpayer Accountability Principles
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Acco.untability

Transparently manage responsibilities according to a set of
common public sector principles in the best interest of the
citizens oftb~ province. By enhancing organizational efficiency
and effectiveness in the planning, reporting and c;leci~ion making,
public sector organizations will ensure actkins are aligned with
government's strategic mandate.
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lnfegl'ity

Make decisions and take actions that are transpm-ent, ethical and
free from conflict of interest. Require the establishment of a

Sh'ong ethical code of conduct for all eni.ployees and executives.
Serve the citizens of Bdtish Columbia by respecting the shared
public trust and acting in accordance with the taxpayer
accountability prh1ciples.
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Know your limit, play within it.

FEB O8 2017
350705
Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
V5M0A6
Dear Mr. Lightbody

Re:

Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team

The Ministry of Finance's Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), The Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General's (PSSG) Policing and Security Branch (PSB), and the RCMP "E"
Division have agreed to the creation of the Joint Illegal Gaming and Investigation Team (JIGIT)
within the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit B.C. (CFSEU-BC). JIGIT is an initiative to
help combat police-reported increases in illegal gambling and to increase investigation into the
manner in which funds flow through provincial gambling facilities.
I want to thank you for the financial contribution that the British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC) will make to JJGIT and the continued cooperation between our two organizations on
compliance.
PSB and GPEB have entered into a Letter of Understanding, which outlines the purpose, structure,
governance, funding, duration, performance reporting; and confidentiality requirements of JI GIT.
The Letter of Understanding is confidential in nature and is attached for your reference.
This letter provides for the agreement between BCLC and GPEB regarding performance reporting,
financial reporting, confidentiality and public communications, as specified below.
Performance Reporting
GPEB will provide BCLC with bi-annual performance information based on reporting received from
CFSEU-BC. The report will outline the efforts of JIGIT .and include gambling specific metrics .
. . . /2

Ministry of
Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
. Minister's office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 9202 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BG VBW 9N1
Telephone: (250) 387-1301
Facsimile: (250) 387-1818

Location/ Courier Address:
Third Floor, 91 0 Government Street
Victoria, BG VBW 1X3

Web: www.gaming.bov.be.ea
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The report provided to BCLC may include:
• Number of active JIGIT files
• Total number ofinvestigative techniques [investigative efforts against targets (e.g,,
surveillance,judicial authorizations, warrants, interviews etc.)]
''
• Total number of police seizures {including a breakdown of what those were and the value)
• Total number of arrests, charges, convictions and dispositions.
Financial Reporting
Financial reporting on JIGIT will be provided to BCLC on a quarterly basis, in a mutually agreeable
form, noting the province cannot disclose information that would be detrimental to JIGIT operations
or compromise police investigations. I understand discussions are underway between our two
financial departments to determine what format this reporting will take.
Confidentiality
Any reports generated or produced in connection to JIGIT, including performance reports and
financial reports, shall remain confidential unless otherwise agreed to by PSB and GPEB or where
required by law or regulatory disclosure requirements.
The attached Letter of Understanding between GPEB and PSB must also remain confidential.
Public Communications
External, public-facing communications of JIGIT activities, such as media releases and press
conferences, are within CFSEU-BC jurisdiction. The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General have requested that JIGIT communication of investigative matters pre
and post operation be shared by the RCMP with both Ministries as early as possible to the extent
advisable by the CFSEU-BC. The Ministry of Finance will ensure that BCLC is briefed on these
issues where advisable by the CFSEU-BC.
The attached Letter of Understanding may be amended as required.
Yours sincerely,

~

JohnMazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
pc: Mr, Clayton J. D. Pecknold, Assistant Deputy Minister and Director of Police Services
Mr. J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur, Executive Director, Compliance Division
Ms. Amanda Hobson, Vice-President, Chief Financial Officer, Finance and Corporate Services,
BCLC
Mr. Rob Kroeker, Vice-President, Corporate Security and Compliance, BCLC
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June 20 2017

Clayton J. D. Pecknold
Assistant Deputy Minister and Director of Police Services
Policing and Security Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
PO Box 9285 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC V8W 9J7
Dear Mr. Pecknold,
The Gaming Policy and Enforeement Branch (GPEB) would like to propose the following
amendment 10 the letter of understanding dated February 7, 20 I 7 between the Ministry of Public
Safe~y and Solicitor General (P.SSG) and the Ministry of Finance (MoF) regarding the creation,
operation and fµnding of the Joint lllega( ·Gaming Investigation Team (JfGIT) (see attached letter).
GPEB proposes amending Section 5, Paragraph 2 on page 3:
"A review will be undertaken by PSSG, MoF and the RCMP I CFSEU-BC late in
year two to determine ifJIG/Twill continue heyond this five year
mandate. Another review would take place in the fourth year of operation to
determine whether JIGIT should conlinue to deliver on its mandate after year five.
Terms ofthe review will be established through consultation. and agreement
between the parties. "
To the follow.ing language:
"A review will be undertaken by PSSG, MoF and lhe RCMP I CFSEU-BC in
year four (2019/20) to determine ifJ]Gll'wi/1 continue beyond this five year
mandate. Terms ofthe review will be established through consultation and
agreement between the parties"
This proposed change is necessary to clarify that a single review in year four (20l9/20) is the only
review necessary to detennir:ie whether the mandate should be extendecl beyond five years rather than
two separate revlews.

../2

Ministry of
Finance

Gaming Polley and
Enforcement Branch
Office of lhe Assistant
Deputyl,4inister and
General Manager

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Telephone: (250) 387·!i!01
Fac:siml\e: (250) 387-1818

LocaUon:
Th~d Floor, 91 o Govemment Street
Vlcloria, BC

Web: www.gamlng.9ov.bc.ca
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It is understood and agreed that all terms and conditions forming the .original letter of understanding,
as well as tpe above stated .imendment of Section 5, Patagraph 2, shall remain in full force and effect
during the d_uration of the letter of understanding.
Please indicate approval of the proposed amendment by-signing below and returning it to GJ>EB.
Yours-truly,

azure
s slant Deputy Minister and General Manager
aming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance

yto1i J. D. Pee
Assistant Depu
inister and Director of Police Services
Policing and Security Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor-General

pc: Ms. Tonia Enger, Executive Director and Deputy Director, Policing and Security Branch
Ms. Alana Best, Executive Director, Policing, Security. and Law Enforcement Infrastructure and
Finance
Mr. J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur, Executive Director, Compliance Division, Gaming Policy
Enforcement Branch

Page 2 of2
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This is Exhibit “60” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

CORPORATE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

Decision Document

Subject:

Convenience Cheques

Aug 27, 2015

Issue Lead:

Manager Cash Alternatives & Special Projects

Submitted to:

Director AML & Operational Analysis

Overview

The objective of this initiative is to increase public safety and improve BCLC's AML program
through the elimination of the $10,000 threshold and restrictions on frequency for convenience
cheques. It is recommended that BCLC, with advice to GPEB, should revise its buy-in/cash out
policy to allow for cash-outs to be paid by cheque, where cash-out cheques clearly and
unequivocally indicate that the funds are not from gaming winnings.
Discussion

When a patron chooses to cash out their buy-in money (non-winnings), they have the option of
receiving their funds back in cash or a convenience cheque in an amount up to $10,000 once
every 7 days, after which the remaining amount will be returned via the original buy-in payment
method. 1
These cheques are issued for the convenience and safety of patrons to provide an alternative to
carrying large amounts of cash. A patron who has a verified win however (a win confirmed by
casino staff), is entitled to receive a cheque for the full amount of winnings. Regardless of the
payment method or combination of payment methods, standard FinTRAC reporting guidelines
apply.
BCLC is proposing to modify its business practice to allow all players to receive the full amount
of cash outs via convenience cheque, without a weekly cheque issuance limit. To address
concerns related to the potential for facilitation of money laundering, convenience cheques are
already clearly identified as not being gaming winnings (prominently stamped "Return of Funds
- Not Gaming Winnings") and the cheque recipient is identified through standard customer due
diligence practices. These practices will continue to apply to all cheques of this type, and thus
control for the potential money laundering risk. Potential laundering benefits are negated by
ensuring the launder is identified and an audit trail with respect to the funds is created in the
financial system, just as directly depositing $20,000 cash into a bank would not put the
launderer any further ahead, even though the money is now "in the system".
As well, for amounts of $10,000 and above, Large Cash Transaction Reports are created at
both buy-in and cash out. This means that, on review, an investigation would be able to
immediately determine both the buy-in amount and the cash-out (cheque) amounts. This will
allow service providers, BCLC and enforcement bodies to easily identify any instances of buyins and cash-outs without a "normal" amount of play.
For instances where patrons wish to make a withdrawal from their Patron Gaming Fund
account, the same option to receive a cheque for the full amount will continue to be available as
1

Convenience Cheques amounted to $168,093 for the 1st Quarter of 2015/2016 as compared to the previous quarter of $78,271,
indicating a much underutilized cash alternative.
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well, subject to all existing regulations and reporting requirements, including the condition that
all money deposited will be treated as non-winnings (even if deposited from verified winnings),
so any cheque issued from a PGF should follow the same procedure as cash; clearly identifying
the money as a return of funds/non winnings. BCLC's current policy already follows this, which
lends to the expansion for convenience cheques.
Benefits
•

De-limiting convenience cheques would provide for an audit trail related to buy-in and
cash out funds providing a superior document and evidence trail for financial intelligence
units and enforcement agencies.

•

System alerts to BCLC are in place each time a convenience cheque is issued which will
allow for a higher degree of monitoring of gaming transactional data.

•

Compliance with cheque issuance policy is monitored and audited.

•

Increased public safety, as cheque issuance enhances the security for patrons who do
not wish to exit the gaming facility with large quantities of cash.

•

Currently policy allows service providers, at their discretion, to accept cheques issued by
any Canadian casino or community gaming centre. By increasing the limit of the
convenience cheque there may be a decrease the amount of cash returning into the
facility.

•

A reduction in cash returning to gaming sites will reduce laundering opportunities as well
as the volumes of Large Cash Transaction and Suspicious Transaction reports, which in
turn will improve the quality of the data submitted to FinTRAC.

Recommendation
Implement the proposed changes to the policy around convenience cheques to reflect the delimiting of convenience cheques for patrons.
Recommended policy changes:

3-9. 4 Cage - Service
Provider Cheques - 1:
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This is Exhibit “61” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

CORPORATE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

Decision Document

Subject:

International Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT)

Issue Lead:

Manager Cash Alternatives & Special Projects

Submitted to:

Director AML & Operational Analysis

Decision Discussion

The objective of this document is to review the issues and the feasibility of casinos in BC
accepting international transfers (i.e. Hong Kong, Singapore) to make it more convenient for
players originating from overseas to patronize casinos in this province. By allowing this type of
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT or Wire transfer), an opportunity is created for increased
revenue by making it easier for players to access their funds through the use of Patron Gaming
Fund (PGF) accounts.
BCLC believes utilization of EFTs will have the added benefit of decreasing the amount of cash
coming into, and leaving, casinos, which in turn will create a safer environment overall. It will
also limit the ability of loan sharks or other criminal groups to target foreign players. The use of
existing EFT systems in the Canadian banking system will provide comprehensive AML
screening of any EFT within the financial services industry which would be measures that are in
addition to BCLC's own AML regime, thus enhancing money laundering controls.

Current Status

The current practice in BC gaming facilities is to only accept EFT's and wire transfers from a
Canadian or a U.S. regulated financial institution (FI). Under the current procedures, a Service
Provider (SP) opens a separate, non-interest-accruing FI account specifically for use for patron
gaming account funds. All monies transferred by a guest must first be transferred to a SP
corporate FI account until cleared by the FI for use by the SP. The FI inquiries include source of
funds. After the funds have been cleared for use, the funds are transferred to the patron's
gaming funds account for subsequent withdrawal for gaming usage.
Interviews were conducted with various Fis to review the specifics of their customer due
diligence process to give BCLC confidence in accepting international transfers. Fis at the
branch level work in partnership with their parent FI with respect to investigating suspicious or
unusual transactions. The following process is consistent across all Fis:
•
•
•
•

Patrons that the Fis interact directly or indirectly with are compared to the anti-terrorism
list;
Significant Transaction Report is reviewed daily by branch personnel and determination
is made if any further action is required for transactions;
Fis have job aides in place to guide them on what to do for various situations;
Fis, at the branch level, make the determination if transactions are suspicious or unusual
in nature; this includes reviewing transfers coming in under the reporting threshold or
multiple transfers that are inconsistent to the business norm;

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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If a transaction is deemed to be unusual, Fis at the branch level will refer them back to
the parent FI for review;
The parent FI will flag any suspicious transactions and will interview the customer for
information regarding source of funds;
The parent FI will also document all conversations with the patrons as multiple
departments are usually involved if an investigation ensues;
FI employees are responsible to ensure all transactions are legitimate;
Fis will ask the transfer sending FI for a 3 month history on the client if they are unsure
of the client.

Additional notes on international transfers:
• With international transfers, the FI sees both the originating country and any patron
notes attached outlining the reason the money is being sent;
• The Canadian FI has to be satisfied with the due diligence conducted by the sending FI
and the information around source of funds;
• Funds can be held for up to 21 days or more depending on the location of the originating
FI;
• Fis also have a "recall period" where the funds can be clawed back if requirements are
not satisfied or the transaction is called into question;
• The length of time an FI will hold the funds depends on how well the receiving FI knows
their customer;
• Fis can also decline servicing a business and/or patron if they consider the risk too high
with respect to the client or the jurisdiction it is coming from.
Current FI practices indicate that robust due diligence and know your customer process related
to the acceptance of international transfers.
Risks & Mitigation Strategies
Financial Institutions
Some risks associated with accepting international transfers from the FI perspective include:
•
•
•

•
•

If FI employees go on vacation, there is a possibility that trends do not get identified with
the replacement staff and the transactions will not be flagged;
Fis will miss some transactions as they will not deem them to be suspicious or unusual
when in fact they are;
Unusual transactions by correspondent Fis which would include:
o Wire transfer volumes that are extremely large in proportion to the asset size of
the FI;
o When the Fl's business strategy and financial statements are inconsistent with a
large volume of wire transfers;
o A large volume of wire transfers of similar amounts in and out on the same or
next day.
International funds transfer which are not consistent with the customer's business;
International transfers funded by multiple monetary instruments;
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Large wires by customers operating a cash business;
High volume of wire transfers with low account balances.

Mitigation strategies from the FI include but are not limited to the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fis must comply with laws to monitor financial transactions, including checking
identification of the sender and the recipient; Customer due diligence information must
be adequate and effective to detecting unusual and suspicious activities;
Fis are required to report large transactions to authorities;
Fis are required to have comprehensive policies, procedures and processes to manage
the AML risks of its funds transfer activities;
Fis provide enhanced scrutiny for transfers to or from certain jurisdictions;
Fis establish limits on the amount of funds that may be transferred to or from the FI for
noncustomers, including the type of funds accepted by the originating FI;
Fis maintain documentation of individuals consistent with the Fl's recordkeeping policies;
Fis monitor funds transfer processes in order to identify suspicious activity.

SPs and BCLC
Risks associated with accepting international transfers from BCLC/SP perspective include:
•

•
•
•

•

Customer Service may be affected because the Fis can hold the transfer for up to 21
days for U.S. transfers and that could be increased for other international transfers (i.e.
Hong Kong);
Funds may be "clawed" back by the Fis if they deem a transaction to be suspicious or
unusual which would also affect customer service;
BCLC and the SP will be reliant to an extent on the Fis customer due diligence process
and that the FI has confirmed the legitimacy of source of funds;
BCLC does not have eyes on the international transfers coming in, but the SP's do;
BCLC would see the incoming amount after the fact, but not necessarily the actual
transfer document;
BCLC will rely on SPs to ensure appropriate checks have been done with the incoming
international transfers.

Mitigation strategies from BCLC/SP perspective:
• Despite FI AML screening, BCLC and SPs would still be required to make their own
inquiries in regard to source of funds from customers sending international transfers and
to document those efforts;
• Given FI oversight by both the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions and
FinTRAC, there are strong grounds to have confidence in the due diligence provided by
the Fis;
• BCLC will include reviews of SPs handling of international transfers in its SP audit
program;
• International transfers would only be accepted from customers that are known to BCLC,
who hold PGF accounts, and where customer due diligence has been conducted.
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Benefits
The benefits of accepting international transfers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decrease large cash transactions;
Decrease suspicious transaction reports;
Increase positive customer experience by expanding on the existing cash alternatives
offered;
Making it a safer environment by expanding on the existing cash alternatives offered;
Ease of convenience for people to have the money waiting for them at the casino site if
they are travelling from another country;
Preferable alternative to offering credit to international guests;
Increased revenue from out of town guests;
Increased usage of PGF accounts;
Secure method to transfer and accept funds;
Opportunity to have better Intelligence on patrons using international transfers as there
is better insight into the origin of funds as compared to cash;
All international transfers go through a Schedule 1 Canadian bank who must perform
their COD and KYC on the incoming transfer including submitting a report to FinTRAC;
Will limit the ability of loan sharks or other criminal elements to target Asian based
gambling customers; and,
Increased cooperation with Fis including leveraging their Fraud Detection and AML
programs.

Recommendation
It is recommended that BCLC develop the policies and procedures necessary to allow for the
international transfer of funds to specified Canadian Fis for eventual settlement in PGF
accounts.
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This is Exhibit “62” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Decision Document

Subject:

Credit - High Net Worth Customers

Issue Lead:

Manager Cash Alternatives & Special Projects

Submitted to:

Director AML & Operational Analysis

Overview

The objective of this document is to review and identify the considerations relevant to the
implementation of a process to offer credit to BCLC's high limit table players - sometimes
referred to as very important players (VIPs). Falling within the mandate to manage gaming
operations, BCLC intends to create a new program under which it would offer select, credit
worthy casino customers additional alternatives to fund table games play through a safe,
efficient and secure method at gaming facilities. The primary driver behind this initiative is to
reduce the risk and frequency of this customer cohort bringing in large amounts of cash to the
casino.
Establishing and maintaining strong credit assessment procedures and limiting the credit
program to low credit risk VIP guests would work to mitigate the risk of non-payment of
balances owed to the casino. Prior to offering credit services to customers, appropriate
agreements, terms and conditions, waivers on ability to share personal and financial information
about the guests must be developed. Policies and procedures around the credit application and
assessment process and the credit program must be designed to meet Gaming Control Act and
Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act requirements including
know your client and reporting requirements.
The Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), BCLC, and gaming service providers (SPs)
work to prevent criminal attempts to legitimize proceeds of crime through gaming facilities. A
number of initiatives are being pursued by BCLC in an effort to reduce the amount of cash that
is brought into facilities and encourage the use of traceable, non-cash alternatives. Offering
credit in limited circumstances is one of those initiatives designed to discourage patrons from
arriving at BCLC gaming facilities with large amounts of cash.
Casinos in other jurisdictions, such as in Las Vegas, have offered credit to patrons for a number
of years. BCLC has reviewed a number of the processes and best practices from that
jurisdiction and how they could be adapted to the gambling model in BC.
BCLC has interviewed a number of VIP players focussing on the use of cash. The
overwhelming majority of players who have PGF accounts but also utilize cash have stated that
they only use cash as a form of convenience when their PGF account funds become depleted
outside of usual banking hours. There are limited options available to them outside of business
hours other than resorting to cash reserves or, in some cases, borrowing cash. In many
instances the precise source of the cash cannot be confirmed through open source inquiries.
Players often report borrowed cash is acquired from other players known to them or business
associates. Acquisition of cash in this manner presents a high level of risk for player safety as
well as the opportunity for money laundering. Most of the patrons interviewed advised they see
credit as the most viable and convenient alternate to borrowing cash.
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Analysis conducted of Fiscal Year 2015 (April 1 2014- March 31, 2015) results indicates that
there was $375 million dollars in cash buy-ins brought in to BC casinos by customers with
existing PGF accounts. For the same period, there was an additional $330 million dollars in
cash buy-ins, of $10,000 or more, from non PGF account holders. The cash buy-in total for
FY15 was $830 million. Based upon available research to date, BCLC believes the use of large
sums of cash outside of banking hours by customers may be reduced by the offering of credit to
a limited subset of the VIP customer group.

Proposed Program

Credit is offered in some jurisdictions in the form of "markers". Casino markers are effectively
lines of credit provided to VIP guests who are well known to the casino and who, through the
casino due diligence procedures, have demonstrated that they have sufficient financial
resources and capability to repay the credit extended.
BCLC is proposing to offer credit similar to the marker system. Credit would be extended in the
form of a yet to developed standardized loan agreement. Both secured and unsecured
agreements are under consideration. To qualify for credit under the proposed program,
customers would apply for casino credit by providing detailed personal and financial information
(including chequing account details from a Canadian or US financial institution on which credit
can be drawn) and agreeing to the terms of the credit program.
A casino credit committee will be created to assess applications and make business decisions
in regard to credit applications and program management. The committee will be responsible for
checking applicants against self-exclusion lists and performing background checks (i.e. Equifax)
to determine an appropriate level of credit to offer the customer. Credit will only be offered to
those VIP customers with Player Gaming Funds accounts. The assessment will include the
level of credit that the customer has at other casinos and whether or not those accounts are in
good standing.
Credit provided to a guest will be on a short-term, interest free basis for the exclusive purpose of
playing table games. Customers would acquire credit from either the table games or the cash
cage after the initial amount that is available to the customer has been established. The Tables
Games Manager or Cage Manager would review the guests credit status in the system,
including whether they are on a self-exclusion list, determine the level of credit available to the
player, less any outstanding balance, and provide the guest the related forms to sign to
acknowledge the amount of credit being drawn and a commitment to repay.
Winnings at the conclusion of a gaming session will first be applied to any outstanding credit
balance. This would be a standard term of the credit program. Once the credit is repaid, the
information would be updated at the table, with paperwork retained for audit trail and accounting
purposes.
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Where the credit is not repaid in the timeframe set out in the agreement, a defaulting customer
would be subject to standard commercial collection processes, program penalties and fees, and
in egregious cases possible criminal charges.

Key Characteristics of the Program
The credit program will require the following characteristics to be successfully implemented in
BC casinos.
•

A desirable value proposition to casino guests that is convenient, safe, secure, efficient
and easy to understand;

•

Compliant with applicable laws and regulations, including the Gaming Control Act, the
Criminal Code of Canada, and the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act.

•

Comprehensive program policies and procedures including procedures that will ensure
that funds on loan are not diverted to non-gaming related activities (i.e. patron walking
out the door with funds).

•

Comprehensive customer agreement.

•

Clearly defined credit limits, and repayment and collection terms.

•

A credit committee to review credit applications, perform due diligence/background

checks and recommend appropriate credit terms to be offered to the applicant in
accordance with the established credit guidelines and limits to be defined under the
program policy and procedures;
•

Verification of customer credit worthiness through a third party personal credit review i.e.
Equifax.

•

Procedures ensuring customers who have self-excluded are not considered for or
offered credit.

•

Terms and conditions, and policies and procedures that see repayment made only by
the individual to whom credit was extended and only by non-cash, AML compliant
means.

•

Terms and conditions, and policies and procedures setting out when and how collection
of delinquent accounts is to be managed as well as automatic bans from all casino
gambling in BC where an individual's credit account is delinquent.

•

Policies and procedures dealing with the financial treatment of amounts in default.
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Areas for Further Consideration

The following areas would be researched pending GPEB approval:
•

Cost sharing associated with this program, as between BCLC and SPs, will need to be
determined including program development, implementation, maintenance, and financial
collection costs and the risks of non-collection. SPs have suggested risk sharing in the
same proportion as table game win.

•

A credit application committee consisting of BCLC and Service Provider Senior
Management will need to determine who is ultimately responsible for vetting and
approving credit limits for the patrons and who will hold the player information. It would
be a competitive advantage for one facility or one SP to offer credit over another SP or
facility who does not offer credit, however having a patron with available credit at
multiple facilities would present a higher risk. Recommendation at this time would be to
have BCLC determine credit risk for the player and relay this information to the sites; this
would ensure the information is kept with one body and shared accordingly with our SPs.

•

BCLC will develop a process to track credit limits and existing balances to determine
what is outstanding at any given point in time. This process will be accessible to all SPs
at all times. Information sharing capability will be established. BCLC will explore the
capabilities of the current Gaming Management System (GMS) to assist in this process.
BCLC would explore credit thresholds per patron and/or whether there should be a
maximum aggregate credit provided to VIP guests by site. Maximum amounts of credit
provided to any one individual VIP shall not exceed a certain dollar value and the
maximum aggregate credit provided to VIP guests by site does not exceed a certain
dollar value. Consideration should be given around the SP's having the authority for
granting credit to individual guests up to a certain threshold provided the appropriate
credit check have been completed; anything above that would require BCLC's
concurrent approval on the credit application.

•

BCLC will incorporate a media strategy around the bad debt expense that may occur to
mitigate the perceptions of being portrayed as neglectful or going after people's equity.
BCLC will establish acceptable percentages pertaining to customer loans and what is an
acceptable risk and avoid offering credit beyond their means. BCLC will also address the
reputational risk associated with the negative perception of offering credit in the first
place by establishing an appropriate credit application and monitoring procedures so
only guests with the financial capability to repay extended credit will be offered eligibility
for the program. Additionally, self-excluded individuals would not be permitted to use the
credit program to obtain additional credit.

•

BCLC will put in place policy and procedure around patrons that default on credit.
Appropriate credit application and monitoring procedures will be established. Policies
and procedures and credit program terms offered to guests will provide BCLC and the
SP with sufficient legal recourse to recover balances due, which may include obtaining
legal security over assets from which to recover amounts owed if repayments are not
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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made when due. Financial exposure to bad debts will also be mitigated by capping the
total dollar exposure to an acceptable amount of aggregate outstanding credit and
establishing a customer credit collections function within the casinos or BCLC with
escalating steps to recover funds owed.
•

BCLC will establish a process to determine credit risk for out of town patrons (i.e. Guests
from China). Research will be conducted to identify jurisdictions that do not recognize
casino debt/markers and are not legally enforceable for collection procedures to ensure
credit is not granted to these residents unless sufficient local security has been legally
obtained as collateral on the credit provided.

•

BCLC will review the credit and collection feature offered by the Gaming Management
System to utilize existing capabilities.

•

BCLC will review Responsible Gaming messaging around offering credit in casinos.
Policies and procedures will be established around collecting from players who selfexclude with debt.

•

BCLC will ensure that the banking industry is educated and aware of the implementation
of the credit program so that stop payments cannot be enforced by the patron.

Refer to Appendix A for SWOT Analysis.
Regulatory Considerations

Currently, the Responsible Gambling Standards for the BC Gambling Industry under the
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch states that "Gaming service providers may not extend credit
or lend money to patrons as per provincial policy." Accordingly this initiative cannot proceed
further until there is agreement from GPEB on changes to existing policy.
Next Steps

Providing GPEB is supportive of the program terms outlined in this document, BCLC will
commence drafting a formal credit program policy and procedure document. The plan is to
work with SP's to assist with drafting the required program policies, procedures and
agreements; as well, getting the appropriate legal advice on the proposed program and
enforceability in the Province of British Columbia.
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Appendix A: SWOT Analysis
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Strength
- Increased insight into player information
and Know Your Customer Intel; better
player data can be analyzed for internal use
by other departments;
- Better detection on undesirable players
provided the increased insight into player
information;
- Responsible Gaming oversight with
increased controlled processes;
- Reduction of large influx of cash coming to
casinos;
- Increased player safety with less cash
coming to properties;
- Ease and convenience for players to access
short term interest free loans for immediate
play;
- Confirmed audit/paper trail on money
borrowed and gambled per player;
- Gaming Management System has the
capability for credit and collections already
in place;
- Reducing loan sharking in casinos;
- Allow players to review their gaming activity
with statements provided by the casino on
loans granted; easier to track play;
- Numbers show that we could influence
$375 million dollars for credit allowance and
not entering the casino sites in cash;
Opportunities
- Source of funds would not be questioned
with credit allowance, fewer reportable
transactions;
- Better player data can be analyzed for
external use by others (i.e. GPEB or
contribute to research data for Responsible
Gaming);
- Incoming Auditing Firms would have an
easier time tracking transactions;
- Perceptually, following an industry norm
(i.e. Vegas offers credit);
- Competitive advantage over casinos across
Washington State that do not offer credit;
- Allows us to compete better with industry
entertainment;

Harmful
Weakness
- Risk of non-collection of outstanding
balances;
- Purposeful default vs. unintentional default
(i.e. patron dies due to unfortunate
circumstances and has a debt);
- Risk of offering program to non-resident
guests with no access by BCLC or SP to
assets/equity;
- Risk of credit defaulting guest or their
friends no longer playing at a casino where
they owe;
- Risk of guest using credit as an interest free
loan for non-gaming related activities;
- Risk of guest using chips to pay other
casino loans through redemption of chips
for cash or otherwise;
- Guests leaving the site without repaying
their loan;
- Additional labour costs associated with
credit application review and collection;

Threats

-

-

Risk of negative media associated with
providing customer credit;
Risk of negative media associated with the
bad debt expense at end of fiscal year;
Responsible Gaming impact that people are
operating on credit can be viewed
negatively;
Reliant on Equifax to service our players
(i.e. they can make mistakes or can't offer
the service in a timely manner);
Holding more personal information which
could comprise integrity if leaked;
Identity fraud - loaning money to wrong
individual;
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To:
Meilleur, Len FIN:EX[
Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
(
a)[
Cc:
Ross Alderson[
Kevin Sweeney[
Wu[
]
From:
Rob Kroeker
Sent:
Fri 13/11/2015 7:20:18 PM
Subject: Cash Alternative Proposals - Additional Information
04 23 2015 Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos.pdf
08 27 2015 Convenience Cheques - Penultimate Draft.pdf
10 23 2015 International Transfers Penultimate.pdf
10 21 2015 Credit Penultimate.pdf

Nicole

Hello Len and Michelle
Please find attached documents setting out further detail in relation to BCLC's cash alternative initiatives
related to PGF account overdraft (credit) and de-limiting convenience cheques. This information is in
addition to that provided in April of this year (I have attached a copy of that document as well for
reference). I have also attached a document outlining a further initiative related to international electronic
funds transfers. This document is new but the concept has been discussed fairly extensively in other forums
including the summit held in June of this year.
If we are to move forward, the next steps will involve development of the full program business mechanics for
each item which will involve a considerable investment of time and resources. It would make little sense to
move to that stage absent knowledge of GPEB's position. We are hoping this information will be of
assistance to you.
There has been considerable e-mail and correspondence traffic on these initiatives and related AML matters
over the last seven months. In the interests of getting to a decision point, I would like to suggest that once
you have had a chance to review this most recent documentation, rather than a further exchange of
correspondence, that we then set up a meeting in the next few weeks to discuss, in person, any remaining
questions or concerns GPEB may have. In this way were are hoping to be of assistance in arriving at a
decision so that we can then focus our resources and efforts accordingly.
Regards,

Robert Kroeker BA, LL.B, MPA
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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Cash Alternatives
Preamble
BCLC's mission is "To conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the benefit of
1
British Columbians." This mission is embedded in BCLC's core values: Integrity, Social Responsibility,
2
and Respect and directs BCLC in its focus on building public trust.
Public trust is achieved by
establishing a reputation as a fair and equitable organization, and through solid corporate citizenship.
This is critical to the success of the gambling industry in BC.
BC casinos are particularly susceptible to negative public perception. This is due in part to the

misinterpretation of statistics and reports presented by the news media relating to money laundering and
loan sharking in and around BC casinos. While the use of cash in casinos is significant, the figures and
statistics presented by the news media are misleading.
That being said, the potential risks to public safety inherent in the presence of large sums cash are
obvious. BCLC is aware of numerous instances in which casino patrons have been followed from a Lower
Mainland casino property and subsequently robbed. It is the opinion of BCLC Corporate Security &
Compliance Division that there is significant risk of a violent incident occurring in, near, or in connection to
a BC casino as a direct result of the frequent movement of large sums of cash in and out of these
facilities.
Lower Mainland casinos are unlike any others in North America. There is a local population of primarily
Chinese "high rollers" in this region, who choose to spend exceedingly large amounts of money in these
facilities. In order to maintain integrity and remain compliant with all relevant legislation, BCLC and its
Service Partners have established a rigorous Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance regime that is
presently recognized as the "gold standard" of AML programs, comparative to other Canadian gaming
jurisdictions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the BCLC AML compliance regime is scheduled to undergo
substantial enhancements in 2015/ 2016.
It is BCLC's contention that the prevalence of large cash transactions in BC casinos, and the ensuing
negative public perceptions and safety concerns, may be mitigated by a change in the current regulatory
restrictions upon various cash alternatives.
WIP'S
A "relatively small group of regular casino patrons, commonly known as 'VVIP's' (or, Very, Very Important
Players)," are responsible for a substantial percentage of the table game revenue generated in BC
casinos. 3 WIP's frequent the high limit rooms in Lower Mainland casinos and regularly wager tens of
4
thousands of dollars per hand, primarily at Baccarat. BCLC and its service providers have introduced

1

BCLC.com "Our Mission and Values" [Online] [Available: http://corporate.bclc.com/who-we-are/our-mission-andvalues.html] fAccessed April 2015].
2
See footnote 1.
3
"Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos" UBC Sauder Report, BCLC Team 5 Module 4, Group 4 - September 2014 (Page
3)
4
See footnote 3. (Page 3)
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$100,000 per hand aggregate bet limits on tables in the high limit salons to accommodate the demand for
this level of play.
These individuals and their associates are also primarily responsible for the "suspicious financial
transactions" that occur in and around BC Casinos. BCLC and its Service Partners report all such
transactions to police and regulatory bodies in accordance with policy and legislation. This is both an
onerous and complicated process.
"BCLC is committed to maintaining best practices with regard to its customer identification obligations and
has implemented Customer Due Diligence and Know your Customer (CCD/KYC) policies and
procedures." 5 Players whom are known to have criminal backgrounds or whom associate with known
criminals for the purposes of obtaining funds intended to be used for gambling in BC Casinos, are
identified as undesirables and frequently prohibited by BCLC from entering these facilities.
To facilitate buy-ins for high-limit tables, WIP's arrive at the facilities with significant sums of cash,
exposing the player and the casino to significant security and reputational risks.

CHEQUES
BCLC and its service providers distribute two types of cheques to casino patrons: verified win cheques
and return of funds - not gaming winnings (also referred to as non-verified win) cheques. '"Verified win'
means the casino or community gaming centre employee has determined that gaming chips or gaming
tickets were acquired as a result of a documented win on a table game, a jackpot on an electronic gaming
6
device, or a cash amount verified as a Service Provider or BCLC marketing promotion prize."
Aside from the procedural differences involved in the processing of verified winnings and non-verified
winnings cheques, the distinguishing factor between the two types of cheques is the notation "Return of
Funds-Not Gaming Winnings" prominently affixed to the front of a non-verified winnings cheque. 7
Current GPEB directive allows BCLC and its service providers to return a maximum of $10,000.00 by
8
cheque for non-verified wins once every 7 days, per casino patron. While these return of funds - not
gaming winnings cheques prevent patrons from leaving the casino with cash, subsequently mitigating
security concerns and facilitating customer service, the thresholds of $10,000.00 every 7 days have
proven to be inadequate for the WIP's who visit the casino multiple times per week and deal in
significantly higher volumes of cash.
PGF ACCOUNTS

Once a player has met the registration requirements to open a Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) Account, he
may deposit funds into his PGF account via bank draft, certified cheque from a Canadian Casino, wire
transfer, electronic funds Transfer (EFT), debit card transaction, Internet banking transfer from an
authorized personal bank account, or cash/chips from a verified win (as noted above) issued at the same
casino opening the account. When withdrawing funds from a PGF account, he may be issued cash,
return of funds cheque, electronic funds transfer, wire transfer, or internet transfer to an authorized bank

5

BCLC "Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Compliance Manual" V2 - February 2015 (Section 31
Page 17)
6
BCLC "Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures" September 2014 (Section 1.51
Page 1)
7
See footnote 6 (Section 3.94 Page 2)
8
See footnote 3. (Page 6)
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account. All cheques issued from PGF accounts are return of funds cheques; a player cannot receive a
verified win cheque from his PGF account.
At this time, a player's PGF account must stay in a positive balance; overdraft is not extended via PGF
9
account. Furthermore, PGF accounts are site specific and are only assigned to an individual patron.
Players that create, utilize, and carry a positive balance on PGF accounts are granted the added benefit
of having funds available at any time of day, without incurring the safety risks associated to carrying cash
to the casino or the inconvenience of being restricted to regular bank hours for subsequent buy-ins
throughout
a
gaming
session.
PGF account holders are not presently permitted to deposit non-verified wins into these accounts. These
patrons are often forced to leave the casino with a verified win cheque and large amount of cash or
casino chips due to the current limitation upon non-verified win cheque issuance, thereby creating a
safety concern.
INFORMAL MONEY TRANSFER SYSTEMS/ CASH DROPS
In circumstances where players run out of money (in the PGF account or from the original cash buy-in)
and are required to utilize an alternative means of acquiring funds outside of regular banking hours,
WIP's may utilize informal money transfer system (IMTS) to extend gaming sessions. An example of this
type of transaction occurs when a VVIP runs out of chips at a table, a phone call is placed to an informal
money transfer agent, a cash drop is made outside the casino, and the VVIP presents the cash at the
cage for a subsequent buy-in to continue gaming.
Both the player and the casino are exposed to the safety and security risks involved in this type of
transaction. This behavior requires BCLC and its service providers to file a large number of Suspicious
Transaction Reports (STR). While they are different from loan sharks, IMTS present an equally
challenging burden for BCLC and its service providers in that the nature of the transaction, specifically the
source of funds, is unknown.
Preliminary research into this process indicates that the players utilizing IMTS pay fees ranging from 1%
to 5% of the amount of the cash provided. While these fees are far from the interest fees charged by loan
sharks (i.e. 60% or greater), they do become costly to patrons who avail themselves of this service for
substantial amounts of cash on a routine basis. Cash drops in excess of $250,000 are not uncommon.
FINTRAC REPORTING

Large Cash Transaction Reports (LCTRs) are reported to FINTRAC after any single transaction of
$10,000 or more or any combination of transactions totaling $10,000 or more in a 24 hour period is
conducted by a player. Similarly, a LCTR is reported for any foreign monetary exchanges of $3,000 or
more.
Casino Disbursement Reports (CDRs) are reported to FINTRAC after a single disbursement of $10,000
or more or a combination of transactions totaling $10,000 or more in a 24 hour period are completed for a
player. CDRs are also reported when a casino awards a player with a complimentary item or service
valued at $10,000 or more.
Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) are reported to FINTRAC when BCLC and its service providers
have reason to believe the transaction is suggestive of either a questionable source of funds or behaviour
9

See footnote 6. (Section 3.83 Page 6)
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that is indicative of money laundering or terrorist financing activity. The unknown circumstances
surrounding informal money transfer systems utilized by WIP create a large number of STRs.
RATIONALE

The extensive amount of Suspicious Financial Transaction reports generated by BCLC Corporate
Security & Compliance each year is the primary source of negative news media attention relative to BC
Casinos. The movement of substantial amounts of cash into and out of casinos presents a significant
safety concern to patrons and staff of BC Casinos. With the implementation of a robust AML Compliance
Regime, BCLC and its Service Partners are confident that the advancement of cash alternative
remittance and payment methods will not increase the risk of money laundering in BC Casinos.

Proposed Change #1
To allow cash deposits into PGF accounts at the initial account opening and for subsequent
deposits for WIP's.

Consistent with current PGF procedures, a minimum deposit of $10,000 or more would be required at the
time the account was opened to ensure a FINTRAC report would be generated for the transaction,
creating an audit trail for the details of the initial buy-in. Similarly, subsequent buy-ins would be subject to
Large Cash Transaction Reports as they are at this time.
Existing procedures would remain in place for PGF account creation including stringent verification of
identity and declaration of the source of funds entering the account. The proposed change would only
apply to PGF accounts, both active and new, for an approved group of WIP's pre-determined by BCLC
and its Service Partners. A robust CDD/ KYC regime is imperative to the integrity of this proposed
change.
RISKS

AML: By their nature, cash deposits present money laundering risks. To mitigate such risks, BCLC would
monitor the cash deposited into PGF accounts to ensure the funds are used for gaming purposes. Should
a VVIP deposit cash into his PGF account and withdraw the funds before putting them into play, a BCLC
Investigator would review the transactions to determine whether an interview and potential ban are
warranted.
Safety: As many players habitually deal in cash, initial and subsequent funding of PGF accounts would
likely involve large quantities of cash entering the casino. That said, allowing VVIPs to deposit cash into
PGF accounts mitigates the safety risks associated to cash drops (re-entering the casino with cash) and
cash outs (leaving the casino with cash). "Statistics have demonstrated that the greatest risk of robbery in
and around casinos occurs when the cash is leaving the premises; not when it is brought to the
premises." 10 Also, the ability to deposit non-verified win funds (i.e. buy-ins) into PGF account will reduce
the overall number LCTR's.
Acceptance: For both cultural and superstitious reasons, many WIPs prefer to deal in cash. Acceptance
will be a slow, gradual process whereby word of mouth among VVIP's will generate interest.
BENEFITS
10

See footnote 3. (Page 21)
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To the Player

Convenience: Funds are available at any point in a player's gaming session, regardless of the time of day
he or she chooses to access them.
Safety: At the end of a session, remaining funds can be left in the PGF account for the next gaming
session or cashed out in the form of a return of funds cheque, eliminating the need to leave the casino
with large quantities of cash.
To BCLC, its Service Providers, and its Regulatory Bodies

Decrease in STR reporting: Players are not currently required to provide information about the cash used
to buy-in to a table; however, PGF account holders would be required to account for the source of the
cash used to fund the PGF account, subsequently decreasing the number of STR reports filed to
FINTRAC and giving Investigators more time to investigate suspicious activity.
Enhanced audit trail: With an increased number of VVIP players utilizing PGF accounts, additional
information would be obtained through the transactions in and out of a PGF account that fall below the
LCT thresholds. This additional information acquired through the use of PGF accounts paired with LCT
reports filed as per current procedures, would give BCLC, its Service providers, and its regulators a more
concise depiction of a VVIP's account funding and game play.

Proposed Change #2
To allow WIP's to receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience cheque, without a weekly
cheque issuance limit.

Consistent with current procedures, the caveat "Return of Funds-Not Gaming Winnings" would be clearly
posted on the front of the cheque, dispelling any concerns related to legitimizing the funds.
RISKS

Acceptance: As previously noted, many VVIP's choose to deal in cash for cultural and superstitious
reasons; therefore, cash is the preferable currency. While a cheque is more convenient for the player, the
issuance of a cheque requires a player to hold or have access to a bank account or a money remitter.
This may be problematic for players visiting BC.
BENEFITS
To the Player, BCLC, and its Service Providers

Enhanced safety: The increased issuance of Return of Funds cheques would "reduce the security risks
11
and vulnerabilities associated with clients leaving a casino with large sums of cash." In particular, the
issuance of cheques significantly mitigates the risk of patrons being susceptible to armed robbery.
11

Province of British Columbia "Summary Review of AML Measures at BC Gaming Facilities" - April 2011 [Online].
Available: http://www.pssq.qov.bc.ca/gaming/reports/docs/rpt-pssq-anti-money-launderinq-measures-feb-2011.pdf.
[Accessed April 2015] (Page 9)
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To the Player
Convenience: while the Return of Funds cheques are clearly marked with "not gaming winnings," a
cheque is more efficiently deposited into the financial system than cash.
To BCLC, its Service Providers, and its Regulatory Bodies
Enhanced reporting: Buy-ins and Return of Funds cheque disbursements of $10,000.00 or more would be
reported to FINTRAC as per current procedures; a comparison of these two records can be reviewed to
determine whether the withdrawal is a portion of the buy-in.
Enhanced audit trail: When a Return of Funds cheque is disbursed to a player, the cheque would display
the name of both the issuing institution and the VVIP and would therefore be traceable through
supplemental STRs filed by the payee and the payer (the bank). Subsequently, this enhances the audit
trail and reporting capabilities for FINTRAC and mitigates AML risks.

Proposed Change #3
To allow PGF overdraft privileges, at no cost, to WIP's who meet specific criteria.
Players who may be offered such privileges would be chosen against criteria as determined by BCLC and
its Service Providers. Eligible patrons would be subject to robust CDD/ KYC measures and central credit
verification, prior to receiving overdraft privileges.
Furthermore, the conditions of credit extension and repayment would be clearly articulated to the player
and likely require the funds to be repaid within a specified period and any player with an outstanding PGF
Overdraft would be unable to buy-in until repayment has been made. 12
RISKS

Liability: Should a player with a balance owing disappear or leave the country, a process would be
required to go about collecting the funds. A contingency fund for covering delinquent accounts requires
contemplation. The nature of liability and responsibility will also need to be determined between BCLC
and its Service Providers.
Responsible gambling: The extension of overdraft privileges may be perceived as facilitating gambling for
a player with problem gambling tendencies. BCLC's Responsible Gambling team has been engaged to
provide feedback related to the selection and implementation process, and have not expressed any
significant concerns. The players who would be offered this service will be confirmed to have significant
personal wealth and no history of past or current credit default with other gaming facilities.
BENEFITS

To the Player

12

See footnote 3. (Page 17)
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Enhanced safety: The risk of armed robbery associated to cash drop offs would be mitigated as overdraft
privileges would be extended to selected VVIP's who would no longer be required to contact an IMTS
agent.
Convenience: The extension of overdraft privileges would allow players to continue gaming without the
interruption of contacting an IMTS agent.
To BCLC, its Service Providers, and its Regulatory Bodies

Enhanced audit trail: Cashless options facilitate the traceability of transactions from initial cash buy in, to
table activity (including overdraft extended), to disbursements. The increased traceability would aid in
reporting for BCLC, FINTRAC, and financial institutions.
Incremental revenue: The extension of overdraft privileges would allow VVIP players to continue playing
at a table, rather than experiencing an interrupted session when they are required to wait for the IMTS
agent and ensuing cash buy-in to take place.

Conclusion
The safety benefits, coupled with the potential reduction in Suspicious Financial Transaction Reports and
opportunities for significant incremental revenue, appear to outweigh the risks associated with this
proposal. The inherent benefits associated to cash alternatives and the resulting enhancements to CDD/
KYC capabilities for VVIP's will also improve the detail of the reports submitted to FINTRAC and law
enforcement agencies. Furthermore, the anticipated reduction in cash drops for WIPs will mitigate
concerns related to the public safety of BC casinos. BCLC believes that this will also reduce the negative
attention from news media.
As per previous discussions with GPEB Representatives, BCLC agrees that all stakeholders in the BC
Gaming Industry should convene to discuss the risks and benefits of amending guidelines relating to cash
alternatives in BC Casinos. The source of the cash that is introduced into these facilities, rather than the
source of wealth of those in possession of the cash, remains of primary concern to all parties involved in
the industry. BCLC and its Service Partners must continue to maintain its robust AML regime in order to
preserve the integrity of the BC gaming industry. We remain committed to doing so.
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Problem Statement
BCLC would like to allow British Columbia (BC) Casinos to accept international transfers to
make it more convenient for players from overseas, specifically for the Lower Mainland Asian
based high limit players who make up most of the high limit table play. The objective of this
document is to seek the General Manager's endorsement of this policy change.
By allowing this type of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT or Wire Transfer), BCLC is decreasing
the amount of cash coming into the facilities which in turn will create a safer environment
overall. By allowing international EFTs through financial institutions there is a better ability to
trace source of funds and the risk is minimized by leveraging the existing due diligence already
conducted by financial institutions in addition to the enhanced due diligence that BCLC also
performs.
BCLC believes that international EFT's would enhance the customer experience while
disrupting and decreasing the potential for money laundering.

Background
BCLC's mission is "to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the
benefit of British Columbians." This mission is embedded in BCLC's core values: Integrity,
Social Responsibility, and Respect and directs BCLC in its focus on building public trust. Public
trust is achieved by establishing a reputation as a fair and equitable organization, and through
solid corporate citizenship. This is critical to the success of the gambling industry in BC.
There are potential risks to public safety inherent in the presence of large sums of cash,
including robbery. While relatively infrequent, BCLC is aware of instances in which casino
patrons have been followed from a Lower Mainland casino property and subsequently robbed. 1
Giving customers more options to travel to and from gaming facilities without the need to carry
cash will enhance customer safety by substantially reducing the risk of robbery.
Lower Mainland casinos are unlike any others in North America. There is a local population of
primarily Chinese "VVIPs" 2 in this region, who prefer high limit play. In order to maintain
integrity and remain compliant with all relevant legislation, BCLC and its Service Providers (SP)
have established a rigorous Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance regime that is presently
recognized as the "gold standard" 3 compared to other Canadian gaming jurisdictions AML
programs.
It is BCLC's contention that the prevalence of large cash transactions (LCTs) in BC casinos, and
associated safety concerns, may be mitigated by the addition of new cash alternatives, including
accepting international EFTs.

1

There were 17 robberies noted that took place between March 2012 and December 2015 that were associated with people
leaving the casino with cash; one in particular for $69,000.
2
WIP (Very Very Important Players) are patrons that have a $150,000 yearly spend, or a greater than $5000 theoretical net win
fer month.
Gold standard is in reference to a high level of standard compared to other jurisdictions as stated by FINTRAC.
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Based on information provided by customers and law enforcement there is grounds to believe
that organized crime groups have approached some high limit players and provided them with
cash for gaming. This holds significant reputational risk for all stakeholders involved in the
industry. Repayment in these circumstances may allow the cash facilitators to hide the origins
of the funds; providing alternatives to cash such as EFT's helps reduce this money laundering
potential.
As stakeholders work together to minimize the volume of cash moving through casinos, it is
critical that suitable cash alternatives are provided to patrons. If cash is discouraged without
sufficient alternatives, there is a real risk that some patrons will take their cash to illegal gaming
houses. These sites are unregulated and unsafe. Further, it is BCLC's experience that when
high limit players take their play to illegal gaming houses, BCLC's high limit table drops are
impacted. As a result, BCLC is committed to providing cash alternatives as a convenience to
VVI P players in order to retain players who have the means and desire to play at higher limits.
The current practice in BC gaming facilities is to only accept EFT's from a Canadian or a U.S.
regulated financial institution. The SP opens a separate, non-interest-accruing account with
their financial institution for receiving EFTs that will eventually end up in the patrons Patron
Gaming Fund (PGF) account. All monies transferred by patrons must first be transferred to this
account until clearance for use by the receiving Canadian financial institution, and while
investigation by the financial institution regarding the "source of funds" is completed. After the
money has been cleared for use, the funds are transferred to the patron PGF account for
subsequent withdrawal by for gaming usage.
Interviews were conducted with various financial institutions to review their customer due
diligence (COD) processes so that BCLC would be confident in accepting international EFTs.
Financial institutions at the branch level work in partnership with their parent financial institution
with respect to investigating suspicious or unusual transactions. The following process is
consistent across all financial institutions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
4

Patrons that the financial institutions interact directly or indirectly with are compared to
the antiterrorism list;
Significant Transaction Report4 is reviewed daily by branch personnel and determination
is made if any further action is required for transactions;
Financial institutions have job aides in place to guide them on what to do for various
situations;
Financial institutions at the branch level make the determination if transactions are
suspicious or unusual in nature; this includes reviewing transfers coming in under the
reporting threshold or multiple transfers that are inconsistent with the business norm;
If a transaction is deemed to be unusual, financial institutions at the branch level will
refer them back to the parent financial institution for review;
The parent financial institution will flag any suspicious transactions and will interview the
customer for information regarding source of funds;
The parent financial institution will also document all conversations with the patrons as
multiple departments are usually involved if an investigation ensues;
Financial institution employees are responsible to ensure all transactions are legitimate;

Report specific to financial institutions showing account activity and transactions.
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•

Financial institutions will ask the EFT sending financial institution for a 3 month history
on the client if they are unsure of the client.

Additional notes on international EFTs:
• The receiving financial institution sees the country of origin, and also any patron notes
attached outlining the reason the money is being sent;
• The Canadian financial institution has to be satisfied with the due diligence conducted by
the sending financial institution and the information around source of funds;
• Once funds are cleared, the receiving bank can put a hold on the funds until they are
comfortable with accepting the funds;
• The receiving bank can also send back the funds if they are not comfortable with the
source of funds;
• Financial institutions will hold the funds during a review period depending on how well
they know their customer;
• Financial institutions can also decline servicing a business and/or patron if they consider
the risk too high with respect to the client or the jurisdiction it is coming from. 5
Current financial institution practices indicate that they have a COD process that we would have
confidence in when accepting international EFTs.
It is also important to note that Asian financial institutions 6 are currently going through the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)7 review to ensure their programs are up to the FATF
standards of AML. Some enforcement actions Asian financial institutions have endorsed are:
•
•
•
•

Integrity of process, data and technology; ensure staff and management understand and
manage the risk;
Awareness of board and senior management on the seriousness of meeting compliance
obligations;
They are moving from a tick box exercise to an effectiveness test on their AML programs
in financial institutions;
Asian Pacific Regulators (APAC) are watching and taking notes to ensure that
everything is compliant.

5

BCLCs approach to accepting international transfers will be consistent with that of Financial Institutions who take their
guidance from Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OFSI) when it comes to high risk countries. BCLC is aligned
with what the banking industry is currently doing. There is no intent to receive a transfer directly to a Casino from a foreign
country.
6
Information collected from the ACAMS webinar (Jan 4, 2016) "APAC Focus: New AML Challenges and Solutions for Asian
Financial Institutions" presented by Jodie Arthur, Head of Financial Crime MLRO 16:IB, ANZ, and Richard Moore, Managing
Director, Group Head - Financial Crime and Security Services DBS Bank. Moderator was Hue Dang, Head of Asia ACAMS.
7

FATF is the global watchdog on AML/combating the financing on terrorism (CFT). Their latest principles for member countries
to implement are a revised set of 40 principles for AML in June 2003 and 8 Special Recommendations on CFT issued in October
2001 followed by a 9th recommendation on cash couriers in October 2004. With regard to CTF, the FATF is especially concerned
about the misuse of non-profit organizations, wire transfers through banks, hawala transfers (alternative remittances) and cash
couriers (for smuggling of cash cross border).

3
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Goals and Objectives
BCLC's AML mission statement is to "create an efficient best in class AML program that will
meet federal compliance regulations pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act of Canada in order to solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in
British Columbia." Part of the strategy to support this mission is to develop and implement
additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from cash-based to electronic
and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new ways to promote existing
and new cash alternatives. By doing so, BCLC will decrease the large influx of cash coming
and going in casinos, thereby further decreasing the possibility of money laundering and
decrease the potential for patrons to play with proceeds of crime.
The financial cost of implementing this change is minimal. Return on investment was never the
intent of this initiative instead it is for increased public safety, industry integrity and to offer cash
alternatives to further mitigate money laundering risks.
This aligns with BCLC's core values of conducting gaming in BC with integrity and social
responsibility and also with the direction provided by the General Manager of GPEB, John
Mazure in his letter dated August 7, 2015 to BCLC requesting BCLC to increase its efforts to
develop and promote the use of cash alternatives:
"Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from
cash-based to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new
ways to promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should form part of a
broader strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, including
implementing a performance measurement framework and an evaluation plan to determine
service provider participation."
By implementing EFTs, an increase in player safety and a reduction in LCT reporting is
anticipated. This option aligns with AML strategy by taking un-sourced cash out of properties,
and having financial institutions conduct additional vetting of customers on a level BCLC cannot
do due to access to data and privacy legislation 8 . Financial institutions have a much broader
view of client's financial holdings through access to banking history including a more
comprehensive view into transfer of funds patterns. Banks may conduct much more informed
interviews with customers on source of funds, and they can confirm source of funds from an
employer. By providing cash alternatives like international EFT's, BCLC can leverage banking
AML controls in addition to its own AML program and thus further reduce the probability of
having money laundering activity occur within BC Casinos.

Description of Proposed Initiative
The initiative of cash alternatives and specifically accepting international EFTs was
collaboratively worked on with the SPs. They support offering cash alternatives and are in full
favor of permitting international EFTs.

8

BCLC cannot get patron banking information, activity, or transactional history as financial institutions do.

4
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The process of accepting EFT's has already been implemented by BCLC / SPs with US and
domestic banks. To accept international EFTs, there is no change to BCLC or SP processes,
but policy would be expanded to accept EFT's from foreign financial institutions.
As with EFTs from US and domestic banks, all monies transferred by the patron from their
international bank must first be transferred into a SP corporate account at a Schedule 19
Canadian bank. The money will be held in the SP's receiving account until clearance for use by
the receiving Canadian financial institution, and while investigation by the financial institution
regarding the "source of funds" is completed. After the money has been cleared for use, the
funds are transferred to the casino PGF account at the same financial institution for subsequent
withdrawal by the patron for gaming usage.
BCLC and the SP would benefit from the financial institution's ability to more comprehensively
investigate into the source of funds and would also continue with its own COD processes. 10 It is
a pre-requisite for all patrons to have a PGF account to receive EFTs at a gaming facility.
BCLC and the SP will continue to ensure that a COD interview of the player is done before
offering the customer a PGF account and the option of accepting international EFTs. This
service would not be offered to an unknown client. It will only be offered to customers if BCLC
and the SP have conducted sufficient COD and are confident that they have a legitimate source
of funds.
All international EFT's would go through a Schedule 1 Canadian bank who must also perform a
COD and Know Your Customer (KYC) on the recipient of the incoming EFT including submitting
a report to FI NT RAC.
In April 2015, BCLC introduced education sessions around cash alternatives with players who
predominately utilize large amounts of cash. There are also SP marketing initiatives being
worked on to incentivize players to use cash alternatives by offering bonuses to players who
normally play at higher volumes and increased advertising in sites regarding cash alternative
offered (Appendix A).
BCLC and / or SPs would take the following steps when implementing international EFTs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review the account opening documentation including client identification and transaction
activity;
Only accept international EFTs from clients that hold an existing PGF account;
Report all applicable transactions to FINTRAC(see Appendix C for FINTRAC
guidelines);
Review individual account activity to determine whether the actual customer account
activity is consistent with anticipated account activity;
Monitor and review overall trends in the nature, size or scope of the incoming
international EFTs;
Determine whether ongoing monitoring is sufficient to identify suspicious activity;
Determine if the risk level for the customer sending the international EFT is appropriate
or if it should be modified;

9

As per the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, Schedule 1 banks are allowed to accept deposits and are not
subsidiaries of a foreign bank.
10
This includes researching and documenting politically exposed persons which BCLC currently does already.

5
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•
•
•

Educate the rece1v1ng Canadian financial institutions about BCLC's policy to accept
international EFTs and due diligence process;
Ensure proper procedures are in place to conduct regular reviews around SP's
accepting international EFTs;
Ensure policy is updated to allow for acceptance of international EFTs.

Risks & Mitigation Strategies
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Risk:

In certain circumstances there is a potential risk that financial institutions will not identify
suspicious funds that are being transferred to the financial institution through an international
EFT. For example:
•
•

If financial institution employees go on vacation, there is a possibility replacement staff
will not identify trends and transactions will not be flagged;
Financial institutions may miss some transactions as they will not deem them to be
suspicious or unusual when in fact they are;

Mitigation Strategy:

It is critical to reiterate that it is a pre-requisite for all patrons to have a PGF account to receive
EFTs at a gaming facility. BCLC and SP will continue to ensure that a COD interview of the
player is done before offering the customer a PGF account, and the option of accepting
international EFTs. This service would not be offered to an unknown client. It will only be
offered to customers if BCLC and the SP have conducted sufficient COD and are confident that
they have a legitimate source of funds.
In addition, BCLC understands that financial institutions have a number of money laundering red
flags that would result in additional scrutiny by financial institution staff, including:
•

•
•
•
•

Unusual transactions by sending financial institutions which would include:
o EFT volumes that are extremely large in proportion to the asset size of the
financial institution;
o When the financial institution's business strategy and financial statements are
inconsistent with a large volume of EFTs;
o A large volume of EFTs of similar amounts in and out on the same or next day.
International EFTs which are not consistent with the customer's business;
International EFTs funded by multiple monetary instruments;
Large EFTs by customers operating a cash business;
High volume of EFTs with low account balances.

BCLC also understands that financial institutions take the following steps to mitigate the risk of
money laundering through international EFTs:

6
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Financial institutions must comply with laws to monitor financial transactions, including
checking identification of the sender and the recipient; COD information must be
adequate and effective to detecting unusual and suspicious activities;
Financial institutions are required to report large transactions to FI NT RAC;
Financial institutions have sound policies, procedures and processes to manage the
AML risks of their funds transfer activities;
Financial institutions provide enhanced scrutiny for transfers to or from certain
jurisdictions;
Financial institutions establish limits on the amount of funds that may be transferred to or
from the financial institution for noncustomers, including the type of funds accepted by
the originating financial institution;
Financial institutions maintain documentation of individuals consistent with the financial
institution's recordkeeping policies;
Financial institutions monitor funds transfer processes in order to identify suspicious
activity.

SPS AND BCLC
Risks associated with accepting international EFTs with respect to transactions involving
BCLC/SP include:
Risk:

•

If the receiving bank is not comfortable with the source of funds, they can refuse to
accept the funds and send them back to the originating bank. This would potentially
damage the gaming facility's relationship with the patron, leading to the patron
withdrawing from gaming from that facility, if an explanation was not provided to the
patron.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

SPs will discuss with patrons the new EFT process and explain how the service is
offered through their financial institution. This would include explaining SP and BCLC's
limitations if the EFT is not accepted by their financial institution

Risk:

•

BCLC and SP are relying in the financial institutions COD process and that they have
confirmed the legitimacy of source of funds.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

We have confidence in the due diligence provided by the financial institutions based on
the information they have shared with their processes. As discussed, BCLC and SPs
will also conduct their own COD with casino patrons when opening PGF accounts.

Risk:
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•
•

BCLC does not see the international EFTs coming in, but the SP's do; BCLC would see
the incoming amount after the fact, but not necessarily the actual transfer document;
As a result, BCLC is relying on the SP to ensure appropriate checks have been done
with the incoming international EFTs.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

•
•

BCLC will ensure that SPs understand that they are only to accept international EFTs
from customers that are known to the establishment, where proper COD has been
conducted and the customers are found to be trustworthy and reliable;
BCLC will establish a review process to ensure that the SPs are following due diligence
for international EFTs;
SP checks with incoming international EFTs include: 11
o Reviewing that the payee name for the EFT is not from a third party account.
This is checked from the bank statement by the SP Head Office Treasury.
o Treasury also matches the patrons name and financial institution branch number
recorded on the international EFT transfer form to the patron's previous EFT
account information to ensure they are the same.
o If Treasury receives an unexpected EFT deposit, Treasury will contact the
respective gaming facility and the issuing bank for more information to confirm
the EFT deposit.
o If the payee name for the EFT is from a third party, Treasury will return the EFT
deposit by completing and sending the Electronic Credit Return Memorandum to
the bank; notify SP Surveillance who will complete an iTrak report; complete a
section 86 report to GPEB and notify the BCLC Casino Security Investigator.
o There will be a hold period on EFT before the customer can access the funds
they deposited, which will be until the receipt of funds are confirmed by Treasury.

OTHER

As China continues to crack down on money leaving the country, is the EFT option a feasible
solution given the Chinese restrictions on the movement of cash? BCLC has identified that
many Chinese customers have businesses outside of China. Because they are transferring
money from jurisdictions outside of China, there is no conflict with the allowance of only $50,000
per person per year to be taken out of China.
There is concern around ensuring the originating source of transfer is from the same individual
and not someone else in the foreign country. BCLC intends to mitigate this risk by only allowing
international EFTs for patrons BCLC/SP have vetted with proper due diligence.
This proposal was also reviewed by FINTRAC and the following comments were received:
The cornerstone of this initiative seems to be a reliance on the robustness of the "international
banking system': specifically they will investigate source of funds and they allow for a better
ability to trace source of funds. Canadian institutions are reliant on the information provided by
the sending institution and depending on the country of origin and their AML legislation, the
11

Important to note that this option would only be open to customers that the SP has already vetted and conducted CDD on.
BCLC would also ensure that people using the EFT option are appropriately checked through all CDD processes.
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quality of that information can vary. There is also no obligation to identify source of funds under
the PCML TFA, so banks would only be doing this if their internal policies dictate. Finally, the
bank may believe the transfer is very suspicious and will file an STR themselves but would
never share this information with BCLC, so the fact that BCLC receives an international transfer
through a bank in no way alleviates or diminishes whether or not it is proceeds of
crime. Consequently, the assertion that STRs would decrease is a concern because the influx
of money will still be coming into the casino just in a potentially different format and possibly
introducing new risks.
BCLC has reviewed these comments and maintains that we are in fact reliant on the Canadian
banking system rather than the international banking system. Through our discussions with the
various Canadian financial institutions, they make a concerted effort to identify source of funds
and have implemented these in their internal policies already. Finally, if the banks are filing
STRs, and BCLC is conducting COD, there is confidence that we can disrupt potential money
laundering efforts. BCLC/SP would not be accepting international transfers from unknown
customers. Nor would BCLC permit outbound EFT's to different financial institutions other than
the originating account and only in the same name of the BCLC customer. This service would
only be offered to patrons that have been vetted through BCLC and SP COD.
Overall, BCLC and the SP are confident with the risk mitigation strategies to permit international
EFTs. The transfer of funds would follow the same protocol as it does now from bank to bank,
not directly to our casinos. Only when the funds have been vetted through the banks and they
accept the transfer will the money be transferred to the casinos.

Cost/ Benefits Analysis
The benefits of accepting international EFTs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decrease LCTs;
Decrease STRs;
Increase customer experience by expanding on the existing cash alternatives offered;
A safer environment by expanding on the existing cash alternatives offered;
Ease of convenience for people to have the money waiting for them at the casino site if
they are travelling from another country;
Increased revenue from out of town guests;
Increased usage of PGF accounts which allows for better tracking of patrons;
Simple and secure method to transfer and accept funds;
Opportunity to have better intelligence on patrons using international EFTs as there is a
better insight to origin of funds compared to cash;
Will limit the ability of criminal elements that may wish to target Asian based gambling
visitors to lend them cash;
Increased cooperation with financial institutions including leveraging their Fraud
Detection and AML programs.

BCLC has done some analysis around the potential amount of funds that would come in by
international EFTs and based on our numbers the projection was approximately $40,000,000

9
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annually. A date range of Dec 1, 2014 to Nov 30, 2015 was taken to run the report of reportable
transactions sent to FI NTRAC. Within this timeframe, 9006 patrons had LCT reports and of this
number, 541 patrons had addresses listed outside of Canada. 12

Measure of Success
•

Increased usage of EFTs;

•

Increased usage of PGF Accounts;

•

Although it would be difficult to predict the uptake on patrons utilizing international EFTs,
we can see from other cash alternatives that they have shown progressive positive
trends year over year (Appendix B). Appendix B shows the growth of debit usage at the
cage service and the offering of convenience cheques since inception.
BCLC
anticipates the introduction of international EFTs will be met with a similar, positive
response and uptake.

•

Only those SPs that offer PGF accounts would be eligible to participate in this offering;
getting acceptance and implementation from all five facilities 13 would be a metric of
success.

Recommendation
The recommendation is to accept international EFTs as the additional due diligence being
conducted by Financial Institutions is built upon the COD foundation conducted by BCLC / SP
when opening PGF accounts. Combined the due diligence of both parties offer strong risk
mitigation and minimize the risk of money laundering. BCLC is confident that patrons using this
service will have been sufficiently vetted by BCLC / SP and the Financial Institution COD
process will offer an additional level of security.

12
13

This includes countries such as China, US, Singapore, Hong Kong, Egypt, Malaysia and Korea.
Five facilities include River Rock, Edgewater, Starlight, Grand Villa and Hard Rock.

10
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Appendix A
Sample Marketing Initiative for Cashless Play:

Business Goals
•
•
•

Stop market share loss YOY to at least maintain YOY market share for last 2 weeks of
the month. (not YTD - just for these two weeks)
Grow Theo Win of all participating Prive Members by 5% vs prior 4 weeks
Achieve promotional cost of sale of at most 30% after split

Offer: (Entice players to come in with a bank draft and open PGF accounts; cashless targeted
promotion)
•

One time offer. 2 week promotion period, pending approval with following caps:
- 100K PGF Account or not: $5,000 for VVIP
- Existing VVIPs with no PGF + Bank Draft: $1,000,
- Existing PGF accounts get $500.

Rules:
•
•
•
•

Must be escorted to cage by VIP GR team member (formerly known as Player
Relations)
Must play, if not we will not offer next visit - this will be managed subtly by the VIP GR
team.
Must be enrolled in Prive program
Players tracked in salesforce to adequately track ROI, who's received what etc.

Target I Eligible Prive members
•
•
•

Top 50 VVIP last 365 win/loss
Top 50 VIP last 365 win /loss (also if we have any VIP who we know are "VIP big" but
because we have tracking issues aren't on the top 50 list these will also be targeted)
On a reactive basis - if any Prive member requests same promo (aka complains), then
the VIP GR team member will manage and escort and approve cage to get issue
bonus.

11
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Appendix B
Debit at the Cage trend lines from inception to current year:

Debit at Cage

2012

2013

2014

2015

Ql

$135,850

$6,195,971

$9,453,740

$14,358,118

Q2

$531,600

$7,341,622

$9,072,646

$15,088,333

Q3

$1,413,600

$6,961,432

$10,796,198

$18,283,564

Q4

$3,503,702

$8,704,650

$11,703,689

Total

$5,584,752

$29,203,675

$41,026,273

$47,730,015

$20,000,000 - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $18,000,000 + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$14,000,000

+-------~=-----------L-~~:::::::::___________

$12,000,000

+------------::.:.:.-:.-:.~-;.~i'.,.- -

~

2012

$10,000,000

+--.~;:;:;:::::::;.;:;;;;..-::::::.:,0,,::...::...._______

-

2013

$16,000,000

$8,000,000
$6,000,000

+-----=--=--=-~-=;:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:..;.-;.---:::::ao---e:::::.....::=---+--~~=--------=--------

2014
~

2015

$4,000,000 - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - $2,000,000
$0

+------------ =-: : --=-------

L ____..~~~:::::::::=-------r-----,
Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Note: This was a tool which was a last addition to the cash alternatives. It was not anticipated
that it would do this well, but this initiative has shown a significant increase in usage.
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Convenience Cheques trend lines from inception to current year:

Convenience Cheques

2012

2013

2014

2015

Ql

$54,173

$99,347

$143,301

$168,094

Q2

$76,052

$149,302

$151,816

$188,263

Q3

$90,723

$206,018

$201,157

$207,084

Q4

$99,359

$122,781

$78,271

Total

$320,305

$577,448

$574,545

$563,441

~

2012

-

2013
2014

~

Ql

Q2

Q3

2015

Q4

Note: At the launch of this initiative, the initial threshold amount was $5000 and was later
increased to $8000 in January 2013. As of April 2014 the new threshold amount increased to
$10,000. Graphs depict a significant growth once the limits were changed and the trends
indicate it's a positive growth.
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Problem Statement
BCLC and our respective Service Providers (SPs) would like to offer credit to our VVIP 1 players in
British Columbia (BC) Casinos. This credit program would offer select credit worthy casino guests'
additional alternatives to conveniently fund table games play through a safe, efficient and secure
method at our gaming facilities. This will reduce the risk and/or inconvenience of having our guests
bringing large sums of cash to the casino and will also have the added benefit of reducing the filing of
suspicious cash reports.
The objective of this document is to seek the General Manager's endorsement of this program by
providing evidence of how it is a sound, operational and business decision and is extremely important
to continued Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance.

Background
BCLC's mission is "to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the benefit
of British Columbians." This mission is embedded in BCLC's core values: "Integrity, Social
Responsibility, and Respect" and these values direct BCLC in its focus on building public trust. Public
trust is achieved by establishing a reputation as a fair and equitable organization, and through solid
corporate citizenship. This is critical to the success of the gambling industry in BC.
There are potential risks to public safety inherent in the presence of large sums of cash moving in and
out of BC gaming facilities. BCLC is aware of numerous instances in which casino patrons have been
followed from a Lower Mainland casino property and subsequently robbed. 2 It is the opinion of BCLC
Corporate Security & Compliance Division that there is significant risk of a violent incident occurring in,
near, or in connection to a BC casino as a direct result of the frequent movement of large sums of
cash in and out of these facilities.
Lower Mainland casinos are unlike any others in North America. There is a local population of
primarily Chinese "VVIPs" in this region, who choose to spend large amounts of money in these
facilities. In order to maintain integrity and remain compliant with all relevant legislation, BCLC and its
Service Partners have established a rigorous Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance regime that is
presently recognized as the "gold standard" 3 of AML programs, comparative to other Canadian
gaming jurisdictions.
It is suspected that organized crime groups in the Lower Mainland are targeting VVIP to assist them in
"cleaning" their suspected proceeds of crime. The funds are likely paid back as a "fake" business
transaction, or in some cases the winnings potentially refined from one denomination into another to
appear more legitimate. From discussion with law enforcement, it is suspected that hundreds of
millions of dollars in cash per year is being introduced into casinos by this method . This holds
significant reputational risk for all stakeholders involved in the industry, including the provincial
government.
As stakeholders work together to minimize the volume of cash moving through casinos, it is critical
that suitable cash alternatives are provided to patrons. If cash is discouraged without sufficient
alternatives, there is a real risk of a large drop in casino revenue as some patrons take their cash to
illegal gaming houses. As a result, BCLC are committed to providing cash alternatives to help drive
1

VVIPs (Very, very important players) are patrons that have a $150,000 yearly spend , or a greater than $5000 theoretical net win per month.

2

There were 17 robberies noted that took place between March 2012 and December 2015 that were associated with people leaving the casino with
cash; one in particular for $69,000.
3
Gold standard is in reference to a level of high standard compared to other jurisdictions as stated by FINTRAC.
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out criminality from BC's casinos while retaining patrons who wish to play with large amounts of
money. This is a major success factor and why these initiatives are being driven by AML experts at
BCLC and supported by business units.
It is BCLC's contention that the prevalence of large cash transactions (LCT) in BC casinos, and the
ensuing negative public perceptions and safety concerns, may be mitigated by a change in the current
regulatory restrictions upon various cash alternatives by approving a credit process within the casinos.
Establishing and maintaining strong credit assessment procedures and limiting the credit program to
low risk VIP guests would help mitigate the credit risk for non-payment of balances owed to the
casino. Prior to offering credit services to customers, appropriate agreements, terms and conditions,
waivers on ability to share personal and financial information about the guests must be developed.
Policies and procedures around the credit application and assessment process and the credit program
must be designed to comply with "know your client" and "anti-money laundering" laws, Gaming Control
Act, Proceeds of Crime Money Laundering and the Terrorist Financing Act, as well as credit history
and FINTRAC reporting requirements.
This also coincides with the Public Health Report on Gambling recommending further reducing access
to money in gaming facilities. Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), British Columbia Lottery
Corporation (BCLC), and gaming service providers (SP) are working to prevent criminal attempts to
legitimize illegal proceeds of crime through gaming facilities. A number of steps are being taken to
reduce the amount of cash that is brought into facilities and encourage the use of traceable, non-cash
alternatives. In order to discourage patrons from arriving at BCLC gaming facilities with large amounts
of cash, the opportunity for accessing cash at the facility must be made available.
Casinos in other jurisdictions such as in Las Vegas have offered credit to patrons for a number of
years. BCLC has reviewed a number of the processes and best practices from that jurisdiction and
how they could be adapted to the "Conduct and Manage" Gambling model in BC.
BCLC has also interviewed a number of VIP players focussing on the use of cash. The overwhelming
majority of players who have PGF accounts but also will utilize cash have stated that they only use
cash as a form of convenience when their PGF bank roll runs out. There are limited options available
to them outside of business hours other than in some cases borrowing cash. In many cases the
source of the cash is largely unknown and is borrowed from business associates. This presents a high
level of risk. Most of the patrons interviewed advised they see credit as the most viable and
convenient option.
Analysis conducted of Financial Year 2015 (April 1 2014-March 31, 2015) indicates that there was
$375 million dollars in cash buy-ins brought in from Players with existing PGF accounts. BCLC believe
this could be dissipated substantially by the allowance of credit. In the same period there was another
$330 million dollars in cash buy-ins over the Fintrac reporting threshold from non PGF Players which
could also be influenced into a cash alternative with credit allowance. This cash currently accounts for
a total of $830 million which could be largely minimized through the implementation of a credit
program.
Research is being conducted with various stakeholders, both internal and external, to look at how both
BCLC and the SPs, could extend credit to players while ensuring it fits within our risk based approach
to AML.

Goals and Objectives
2
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The AML mission statement is to "create an efficient best in class AML program that will meet federal
compliance regulations pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act of Canada in order to solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in British Columbia."
Part of the strategy to support this mission is develop and implement additional cash alternatives,
focusing on furthering the transition from cash-based to electronic and other forms of transactions and
instruments, and exploring new ways to promote existing and new cash alternatives. By doing so,
BCLC will decrease the large influx of cash coming and going in casinos, thereby decreasing the
perception of money laundering and decrease the ability for patrons to play with proceeds of crime.
Financial costs and revenues
This both aligns with BCLC"s core values of conducting gaming in BC with Integrity and Social
Responsibility and also with the direction provided by the General Manager of GPEB, John MAZURE
in his letter dated August 7, 2015 to BCLC requesting BCLC to increase its efforts to develop and
promote the use of cash alternatives:
"Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from cashbased to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new ways to
promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should form part of a broader strategy
for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, including implementing a performance
measurement framework and an evaluation plan to determine service provider participation."
BCLC and the SP will see an increase in player safety and a reduction in Large Cash Transaction
reporting.

Proposed Initiative
The initiative of offering credit to VIPs has been collaboratively worked on with all of BCLC's Casino
Service Partners. They support the strategy behind offering cashless alternatives and are in full favor
of implementing the changes. Their only comments have been enquiries around when these
initiatives will come to fruition.
BCLC will continue to promote cash alternatives as a viable option for gaming. In April 2015, BCLC
introduced education sessions around cashless alternatives conducted by the Service Partner staff
with players who predominately utilized large values of cash. There are also marketing initiatives
being worked on to incentivize players to use cashless alternatives; and increased advertising in sites
regarding the cashless alternatives offered.
Casino credit provided to VIP guests who are well known to the casino and who, through the casino
due diligence procedures, have demonstrated that they have sufficient financial resources and
capability to repay the credit extended. Guests must apply for casino credit by providing detailed
personal and financial information (including chequing account details from a Canadian or US
financial institution on which credit can be drawn) and agreeing to the terms of the credit program.
The casino credit committee 4 will assess the application, check the patron against self-exclusion lists,
and perform background checks (i.e. Equifax) to determine an appropriate level of credit to offer the
guest. Credit will only be offered to those VIP guests with Player Gaming Funds accounts. The
4

Who participates in the credit committee is yet to be determined; participants from BCLC and the SP or just BCLC due to
restrictions in privacy and information sharing .
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assessment will include the level of credit that the guest has at other casinos and whether those
accounts are in good standing.
Credit provided to the guest will be on a short-term, interest free basis 5 to play table games.
Customers would acquire credit from either the table games or the cash cage after the initial set up is
complete. The Tables Games Manager or Cage Manager would review the guests credit status in the
system, including whether they are on a self-exclusion list, determine the level of credit available to
the player and provide the guest the related forms to sign to acknowledge the amount of credit being
drawn and a commitment to repay.
If the guest wins more money than the credit they were extended, the expectation would be that the
credit line is repaid before the guest leaves the table or at the latest, before they leave the casino.
This would be included as part of the terms and conditions of the credit program offered to guests.
Once the credit is repaid, the information would be updated at the table, with paperwork retained for
audit trail and accounting purposes. If the credit is not repaid in the established timeframe, the
customers may be subject to a penalty fee and/or the creditor would have grounds to sue the
individual for payment. 6

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROGRAM

The credit program will require the following characteristics to be successfully implemented in the
casino industry:
•

Program needs to offer a desirable value proposition to our casino guest's that is convenient,
safe, secure, efficient and easy to understand;

•

Program will be designed to comply with applicable laws and the regulations thereunder,
including the Gaming Control Act, the Criminal Code of Canada, and the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and the Terrorist Financing Act ("PCMLTFA");

•

Program will adhere to FINTRAC reporting, record keeping and identification requirements;

•

As this would be a short term interest free loan, terms and conditions to be clearly drafted to
prohibit the loan going to non-gaming related activities (i.e. patron walking out the door with
funds);

•

Customer credit applications and forms will be drafted; legal terms and conditions of the
program will be defined and agreed to by the guest prior to offering credit. Terms and
conditions will include the company's ability to perform background checks and share
information with law enforcement, credit collection agencies, credit monitoring agencies, BCLC
and other BC casino service providers;

•

Customer credit limits and repayment terms need to be clearly defined;7

5

Decision is to be determined whether interest to be charged on default payments.
If an individual defaults on a loan payment, the creditor has the right to sue. Canada does not have a debtor's prison in
Canada. There is one scenario in which a debtor could go to jail. If the creditor sues and obtains judgment against an
individual , the creditor has the right to order the individual to appear for a judgment debtor's examination. At this
examination , the creditor has the right to ask questions about the financial situation , including assets , liabilities , income and
employment situation . If the individual is served with a notice to attend a judgment debtors examination and fails to show up
than they are in contempt of court after which a judge could order the individual to be put in jail.
7
Guests will be offered credit to commensurate with their level of security provided, ability to repay, financial position,
6

4
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•

A credit application committee will be established to review credit applications, perform due
diligence/background checks and recommend appropriate credit terms to be offered to the
guest in accordance with the established credit guidelines and limits to be defined under the
program policy and procedures;

•

Customer credit worthiness will be validated through a third party personal credit review i.e.
Equifax;

•

Customer needs to have a Patron Gaming Fund account established before credit will be
granted;

•

Customers will be vetted against the self-exclusion list to ensure credit is not granted to those
not permitted to gamble or those who do not qualify;

•

Contract needs to be established between the guest and the casino to allow funds to be
withdrawn/debited from their established bank accounts upon default on payment;

•

Repayment of credit balances must be made directly by the casino guest and may be by
verified win at the table at which they have played or at the cash cage, or to their Patron
Gaming Funds account by the methods permitted under that program;

•

Criteria will be established to determine if and when it would be appropriate for a balance due
from a guest to be impaired and potentially written off as non-recoverable;

•

Patrons will be banned from playing in any BC Casino until the debt is repaid.

Risk & Mitigation Strategies
Currently, the Responsible Gambling Standards for the BC Gambling Industry under the Gaming
Policy Enforcement Branch states that "Gaming service providers may not extend credit or lend
money to patrons as per provincial policy." This policy would need to be amended to allow the
development and implementation of the credit program for BC Casinos.
BCLC will not undermine the efforts of Responsible Gaming by not offering credit to barred or
voluntary self-excluded players. If a player returns after being self-excluded, a caveat would be
placed that this individual cannot be extended credit. As well, BCLC and the SP would place controls
around not offering credit to vulnerable players; while ensuring that once credit checks have been
completed and found that patrons do not qualify, that we do not look at other ways to extend credit.
BCLC and the SP have identified that there may be a concern around the use of our global cash
machines on site versus credit offered by casinos . Some patrons who use the global cash machines
will want the interest free loans offered by the casino, but they may not necessarily be our VIP
players. BCLC and the SP would ensure that the messaging around who is granted credit is clear and
cause for no concern around this area.
AREAS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION

The following areas would be explored pending GPEB approval:
•

Cost sharing associated with this program will need to be determined including program
development, implementation, maintenance, and financial collection costs and the risks of non-

repayment history and player status.
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collection. Currently table games provide a revenue split of 60% to BCLC and 40% to the
Service Provider; recommendation to continue with this cost splitting or as determined after
review.
•

A credit application committee consisting of BCLC and Service Provider Senior Management
will need to determine who is ultimately responsible for vetting and approving credit limits for
the patrons and who will hold the player information. It would be a competitive advantage for
one facility or one SP to offer credit over another SP or facility who does not offer credit,
however having a patron with available credit at multiple facilities would present a higher risk.
Recommendation at this time would be to have BCLC determine credit risk for the player and
relay this information to the sites; this would ensure the information is kept with one body and
shared accordingly with our SPs.

•

BCLC will develop a process to track credit limits and existing balances to determine what is
outstanding at any given point in time. This process will be accessible to all SPs at all times.
(i.e. 24/7) Information sharing capability will be established . BCLC will explore the capabilities
of the current Gaming Management System (GMS) to assist in this process. BCLC would
explore credit thresholds per patron and/or whether there should be a maximum aggregate
credit provided to VIP guests by site. Maximum amounts of credit provided to any one
individual VIP shall not exceed a certain dollar value and the maximum aggregate credit
provided to VIP guests by site does not exceed a certain dollar value. Considerations should
be given around the SP's having the authority for granting credit to individual guests up to a
certain threshold provided the appropriate credit check have been completed; anything above
that would require BCLC's concurrent approval on the credit application.

•

BCLC will incorporate a media strategy around the bad debt expense that may occur to
mitigate the perceptions of being portrayed as neglectful or going after people's equity. BCLC
will establish acceptable percentages pertaining to customer loans and what is an acceptable
risk and avoid offering credit beyond their means. BCLC will also address the reputational risk
associated with the negative perception of offering credit in the first place by establishing an
appropriate credit application and monitoring procedures so only guests with the financial
capability to repay extended credit will be offered eligibility for the program . Additionally, selfexcluded individuals would not be permitted to use the credit program to obtain additional
credit.

•

BCLC will put in place policy and procedure around patrons that default on credit. Appropriate
credit application and monitoring procedures will be established . Policies and procedures and
credit program terms offered to guests will provide BCLC and the SP with sufficient legal
recourse to recover balances due, which may include obtaining legal security over assets from
which to recover amounts owed if repayments are not made when due. Financial exposure to
bad debts will also be mitigated by capping the total dollar exposure to an acceptable amount
of aggregate outstanding credit and establishing a customer credit collections function within
the casinos or BCLC with escalating steps to recover funds owed.

•

BCLC will establish a process to determine credit risk for out of town patrons (i.e. Guests from
China). Research will be conducted to identify jurisdictions that do not recognize casino
debt/markers and are not legally enforceable for collection procedures to ensure credit is not
granted to these residents unless sufficient local security has been legally obtained as
collateral on the credit provided.

•

BCLC will review the credit and collection feature offered by the Gaming Management System
to utilize existing capabilities.

6
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•

BCLC will review Responsible Gaming messaging around offering credit in casinos. Policies
and procedures will be established around collecting from players who self-exclude with debt.

•

BCLC will ensure that the banking industry is educated and aware of the implementation of the
credit program so that stop payments cannot be enforced by the patron .

Refer to Appendix A for SWOT Analysis .

Cost/Benefit Analysis
Waiting from information from FINANCE

Measure of Success

Recommendation
Provided GPEB is supportive of the program terms outlined in this document, BCLC will commence
drafting a formal credit program policy and procedure document. The plan is to work with our SP's to
assist with drafting the required program policies, procedures and agreements; as well, getting the
appropriate legal advice on the proposed program and enforceability in the Province of British
Columbia.
Until then, BCLC will continue to research and provide solid mitigation strategies to the areas of
further consideration identified above.

Appendix A: SWOT Analysis
Helpful

Harmful
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Streng1!:),

Weakn ~

-

-

-

coC

.....
Q)

Increased insight into player information
and Know Your Customer Intel; better
player data can be analyzed for internal
use by other departments because we
would have credit history, how often credit
is being requested, comparison to see if
betting has increased due to credit etc.;
Better detection on undesirable players
provided the increased insight into player
information with respect to credit history;
Reduction of large influx of cash coming
to casinos;
Increased player safety with less cash
coming to properties;
Ease and convenience for players to
access short term interest free loans for
immediate play;
Confirmed audit/paper trail on money
borrowed and gambled per player;
Gaming Management System has the
capability for credit and collections already
in place;
Reducing loan sharking in casinos;
Allow players to review their gaming
activity with statements provided by the
casino on loans granted; easier to track
play;
Numbers show that we could influence
$375 million dollars for credit allowance
and not entering the casino sites in cash;

-

Risk of non-collection of outstanding
balances;
Purposeful default vs. unintentional
default (i.e. patron dies due to unfortunate
circumstances and has a debt);
Risk of offering program to non-resident
guests with no access by BCLC or SP to
assets/equity;
Risk of credit defaulting guest or their
friends no longer playing at a casino
where they owe;
Risk of guest using credit as an interest
free loan for non-gaming related activities;
Risk of guest using chips to pay other
casino loans through redemption of chips
for cash or otherwise;
Guests leaving the site without repaying
their loan;
Additional labour costs associated with
credit application review and collection;

c

Opportunities

-

coC

-

.....
Q)

x

w

-

Threat~

Source of funds would not be questioned
with credit allowance, Fintrac would see
less cash transactions;
Better player data can be analyzed for
external use by others (i.e. GPEB or
contribute to research data for
Responsible Gaming);
Incoming Auditing Firms would have an
easier time tracking transactions;
Perceptually, following an industry norm
(i.e. Vegas offers credit);
Competitive advantage over casinos
across Washington State that do not offer
credit;
Allows us to compete better with industry
entertainment;

8

-

Risk of negative media associated with
providing guest credit;
Risk of negative media associated with
the bad debt expense at end of fiscal year;
Responsible Gaming impact that people
are operating on credit can be viewed
negatively;
Reliant on Equifax to service our players
(i.e. they can make mistakes or can 't offer
the service in a timely manner);
Holding more personal information which
could comprise integrity if leaked;
Identity fraud - loaning money to wrong
individual;
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Questions:
1.

Generally, the document doesn't provide a financial business case. If BC casinos provide credit, what is
the resulting expected increase in revenue and how is BCLC coming to this estimate? How much of the
increase in revenue will be offset by the cost of providing loans (e.g. setting up process with SPs, system
requirements (e.g. Equifax), additional FTEs, cost of interest free loans), particularly the expected default
rates? What is the anticipated default rate? There is a significant risk-what is the financial benefit?
(finance)
Finance - Is BCLC able to quantify or identify a range for the potential costs associated with this credit
program, such as:
•
bad debt expense/allowance
•
one-time costs (ex. program set-up, required system upgrades)
•
on-going costs (ex. labour for administration/credit assessment/tracking/collections, system
maintenance)
•
media strategy costs
•
any costs to service providers
•
capital outlays

2.

This proposed cash alternative is positioned as furthering the AML strategy. Benefits are seen in terms
of player safety (i.e. less cash coming into casinos), discouraging "loan sharking", and possibly additional
revenue, but a clear articulation of the benefits to the AML strategy should be articulated.

3.

Under the SWOT Analysis, the following is included under "Opportunities": "perceptually, following an
industry norm (i.e. Vegas offers credit)". This is then followed by the statement that this would provide
a competitive advantage over Washington State that does not offer credit. Is offering credit really an
"industry norm" outside of Las Vegas? Do other Canadian jurisdictions with casinos offer credit (crossjurisdictional analysis would be useful)? This is important information for decision makers. (get info
from cdn casinos)

4.

As mentioned in the document, BC's Responsible Gambling Standards provide: "5.1 Gaming services
providers may not extend credit or lend money to patrons as per provincial policy." How will BCLC
ensure that providing credit is not undermining responsible gambling efforts in BC? Not offer credit to
self barred individuals,

5.

What steps would the BCLC take to mitigate the risk of public backlash against offering credit to
individuals to allow them to continue gambling? (media)

6.

The document provides: "Based on available research to date, BCLC believes the use of large sums of
cash outside of banking hours by customers may be reduced by the offering of credit to a limited subset
of the VIP customer group." However, the document only refers to interviews with "a number of VIP
players focussing on the use of cash." Can you provide more information about the research that has
been conducted to come to this conclusion?

7.

The report identifies $330 million in cash buy-ins from non-PGF account holders for FY 2014-15. Is there
an intention to sign these players up as account holders and, if so, what will BCLC / SPs do differently to
get them to sign-up? (Education)

9
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8.

The proposal is for interest-free loans. Is there an intention to charge interest after a certain point in
time? (Ross/Finance)

9.

There is a mention of "possible criminal charges" for "egregious cases" of credit defaults. Given it is up
to the Crown to pursue criminal charges, what is an example of a case that could potentially result in
criminal charges? (Legal)- took out and explained.

10. Under key characteristics, the document contemplates repayment being made only by the individual
who received credit and only by non-cash, AML compliant means. What forms of repayment would be
accepted and how do you confirm where that money is coming from?
(bankdrafts, EFT's, certified cheques-coming from the bank, which of course the banks have done their
due diligence)
11. What is that range BCLC is considering for cost/ risk sharing with SPs - there is only mention of the 40%
cost share proposed by SPs? (What is the decision on cost sharing)
Finance - What kind of cost sharing between BCLC and SPs is being considered? Will costs be incurred by
all SPs or just those with patrons using the credit program?
12. What maximum amount of credit would potentially be provided to individual clients? What percentage
of clients would be eligible for credit? ( determined by credit checks, possible thresholds)
13. BCLC is considering providing credit to out of country patrons (e.g. guests from China). How could you
mitigate the risk of credit default with out of country patrons? (liability sits with SP's for out of town
guests?)
14. There is reference to ensuring the banking system is educated to ensure that "stop payments cannot be
enforced by the patron." How does BCLC propose to restrict stop payments by the banking industry?
(we were informed by banks that if we communicated to them, and as per the patron agreement, they
would allow stop payments)
15. From the SWOT, strengths include "increase insight into player information and Know Your Customer
Intel" as well as "Better detection on undesirable players provided the increased insight into player
information ." How does this result from providing credit to customers who are already PGF account
customers? Remove (Site holds the paper trail on lending and paying back methods, better history)
16. Opportunities include "Better player data can be analysed for external use by others (i.e. GPEB or
contribute to research data for Responsible Gaming)." What additional data will be gathered that will
further responsible gaming research and how does BCLC intend to make this available to researchers?
Remove
17. Strengths include "Responsible Gaming oversight with increased controlled processes." How does
providing credit further responsible gaming oversight?"
18. Audit - There a risk that patrons will be forced to rely on loan sharks to pay off their gambling debts and
unsourced cash. BCLC has mentioned monitoring how patrons repay to ensure AML compliance, but is
that feasible?yes

10
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19. Audit - What is going to stop patrons from taking out credit and walking out of the casino with chips and
repaying the credit with cash (a form of coloring up/converting)? (monitoring the player, and cash is not
accepted as a form of payment for credit)
20. Audit - Who will carry the accounts receivable and the expense in the event of a loss on their books,
BCLC or SPs? (tbd)

21. Audit - How often will BCLC update financial information or KYC checks on patrons, what's stopping a patron
from moving all their assets and hiding wea lth then not paying their debt? (Every 6 months)

22. Audit - How wil l BCLC deal with the situation where a person VSEs after accumulating significant debt? Is there
going to be a reluctance on BCLC to co llect from VSE'd individuals? If so does that create an incentive for patrons
on credit to VSE themselves?

23. Audit and Finance - Is BCLC going to establish their own collection authority or outsource it to a third party?
There may be a significant negative perception with a Crown Corporation encouraging gambling as well as being
the debt collector.

24. Finance - It is indicated that "both secured and unsecured agreements are under consideration". What is
the rationale for considering unsecured agreements (as these seem to have greater risk), and how will it
be determined who qualifies for these agreements?

25. Finance - What portion of the $375 million in cash buy-ins brought into BC by customers with existing
PGF accounts are from international/out of town patrons?

26. Finance - Does this program have a negative impact on BCLC's bottom line? Ultimately, how much
could the Province potentially lose?

27. Finance - Is BCLC planning on bringing in industry experts (e.g. in area of casino collections) to flesh out
policies and controls?

28. Finance - Is there the opportunity to look at other jurisdictions (e.g. Las Vegas) that have credit programs
and draw from their experiences? yes

29. Finance - What is the proposed timeline for this program? (program will not proceed until all processes
are securely in place)

11
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Problem Statement
BCLC would like to delimit the $10,000 threshold and weekly limit for convenience cheques.
The objective of this document is to seek the General Manager's endorsement of this policy
change by providing evidence of how it is a sound, operational and business decision, and is
extremely important to continued Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance.
While the primary benefit is enhancing safety for all casino patrons who exit gaming properties
with large sums of cash, this proposal will have the added benefit of reducing suspicious cash
reports and help eliminate redundant reporting related to the "churn" of the same cash. The
convenience cheque will replace some of the cash that would have originally been a
disbursement (or pay out) from a Casino.

Background
BCLC's mission is "to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the
benefit of British Columbians." This mission is embedded in BCLC's core values: Integrity,
Social Responsibility, and Respect and directs BCLC in its focus on building public trust. Public
trust is achieved by establishing a reputation as a fair and equitable organization, and through
solid corporate citizenship. This is critical to the success of the gambling industry in B.C.
There are potential risks to public safety inherent in the presence of large sums of cash moving
in and out of B.C. gaming facilities. While relatively infrequent, BCLC is aware of reports of
instances in which casino patrons have been followed from a Lower Mainland casino property
and subsequently robbed. 1 Giving customers more options to travel to and from gaming facilities
without the need to carry cash will enhance customer safety by substantially reducing the risk of
robbery.
Lower Mainland casinos are unlike any others in North America. There is a local population of
primarily Chinese "VVIPs" 2 in this region, who prefer high limit play. In order to maintain
integrity and remain compliant with all relevant legislation, BCLC and its Service Providers (SP)
have established a rigorous AML compliance regime that is presently recognized as the "gold
standard" 3 compared to other Canadian gaming jurisdiction AML programs.
Based on information provided by customers and law enforcement there is grounds to believe
that organized crime groups have approached some high limit players and provided them with
cash for gaming. This holds significant reputational risk for all stakeholders involved in the
industry. Repayment in these circumstances may allow the cash facilitators to hide the origins
of the funds; providing alternatives to cash such as delimited convenience cheques helps
reduce this money laundering potential.
1

There were 17 robberies noted that took place between March 2012 and December 2015 that were associated with people
leaving the casino with cash; one in particular for $69,000.
2
WIPs (Very, very important players) are patrons that have a $150,000 yearly spend, or a greater than $5000 theoretical net win
fer month.
Gold standard is in reference to a high standard level compared to other jurisdictions as stated by FINTRAC.
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As stakeholders work together to minimize the volume of cash moving through casinos, it is
critical that suitable cash alternatives are provided to patrons. If cash is discouraged without
sufficient alternatives, there is a real risk that some patrons will take their cash to illegal gaming
houses. These sites are unregulated and unsafe. Further, it is BCLC's experience that when
high limit players take their play to illegal gaming houses, BCLC's high limit table drops are
impacted. As a result, BCLC is committed to providing cash alternatives to help disrupt
potential criminal groups who may target VVIP players while retaining players who have the
means and desire to play at higher limits.
It is BCLC's contention that the prevalence of large cash transactions (LCT) in B.C. casinos,
and the ensuing negative public perceptions and safety concerns, may be mitigated by a
change in the current processes around various cash alternatives including delimiting the
convenience cheque.
BCLC and its SPs currently distribute two types of cheques to casino patrons: 4 verified win
cheques and return of funds - not gaming winnings (also referred to as non-verified win)
cheques (Appendix A). 'Verified win' means the casino or community gaming centre employee
has determined that gaming chips or gaming tickets were acquired as a result of a documented
win on a table game, a jackpot on an electronic gaming device, or a cash amount verified as a
SP or BCLC marketing promotion prize.
Aside from the procedural differences involved in the processing of verified winnings and nonverified winnings cheques, the distinguishing factor between the two types of cheques is the
notation "Return of Funds-Not Gaming Winnings," prominently affixed to the front of a nonverified winnings cheque.
GPEB correspondence 5 (Appendix B) allows BCLC and its SPs to return a maximum of $10,000
by cheque for non-verified wins once every seven days, per casino patron. 6 While these
cheques reduce the number of patrons leaving the casino with cash, subsequently mitigating
security concerns and facilitating customer service, the threshold of $10,000 every seven days
has proven to be inadequate for the VVI Ps who visit the casino multiple times per week and
deal in significantly higher volumes of cash.
An assessment of convenience cheque usage was done from April 1, 2015 to December 17,
2015 whereby BCLC reviewed all incidences where a convenience cheque was used as partial
payment. Analysis shows that although BCLC paid out $537,440 in convenience cheques,
there was still an additional $632,743 disbursed in cash to recipients of these convenience
cheques. Of the $632,743 approximately $419,000 7 could have been paid via convenience
cheque had there been no limit on the convenience cheque amount. On a larger scale, looking

4

Patrons do not have to have a patron gaming fund account to be offered a convenience cheque.

5

On February 4, 2014, Bill Mccrea GPEB Executive Director Quality Assurance 6: Risk authorized (by email) that customer
convenience cheques can be written up to $10,000.
6
This limit originally started at $5000 in April 2012, raised to $8000 in January 2013 and finally to $10,000 in April 2014. Since the
increase in limits, a lift of 30% in utilization of convenience cheques since inception has occurred.
7
Difference attributed to the fact that not all patrons took the full amount of the convenience cheque; $419,000 was attributed
to the patrons that took the max of $10,000 in convenience cheques.
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at the cash disbursements over $10,000 from the same time period, there was $268,961,181 8
paid out in cash that could have been captured as convenience cheques.
These cheques are issued for the convenience and safety of patrons to provide an alternative to
carrying large amounts of cash. A patron who has a verified win, however (a win confirmed by
casino staff), is entitled to receive a cheque for the full amount of winnings. Regardless of the
payment method or combination of payment methods, standard FINTRAC reporting guidelines
apply (see Appendix E for FINTRAC reporting requirements).
Where patrons wish to withdraw funds from their Patron Gaming Fund (PGF), the current policy
allows the customer to receive a cheque for the full amount, even if it exceeds $10,000. This
will continue and is subject to all existing regulations and reporting requirements, including the
condition that all money deposited into the PGF be treated as non-winnings. 9 Any cheque
issued from a PGF must clearly identify the money as a "Return of Funds - Not Gaming
Winnings" which ensures that the funds cannot be falsely claimed to have originated from
gaming winnings.

Goals and Objectives
BCLC's AML mission statement is to "create an efficient best in class AML program that will
meet federal compliance regulations pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act of Canada in order to solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in
British Columbia." Part of the strategy to support this mission is to develop and implement
additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from cash-based to electronic
and other forms of transactions and instruments, while exploring new ways to promote existing
and new cash alternatives. By doing so, BCLC will decrease the large influx of cash coming
from and going into casinos, thereby decreasing the risk of money laundering and the potential
for patrons to play with proceeds of crime.
The financial cost of implementing this change is minimal and return on investment is not the
intent of this initiative. Instead it is for increased public safety and to offer cash alternatives to
mitigate money laundering risks. It is also consistent with good AML practices. For example, if
a patron walks away with a convenience cheque, they can come back to the casino and return
the cheque for continued play. This mitigates new cash coming into the facilities, thereby
further mitigating money laundering risks.
This aligns with BCLC's core values of conducting gaming in B.C. with Integrity and Social
Responsibility and also with the direction provided by the General Manager of GPEB, John
Mazure, in his letter dated August 7, 2015 to BCLC requesting BCLC increase its efforts to
develop and promote the use of cash alternatives:
"Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from
cash-based to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new
8

This amount is determined by all the people who walked away without accepting a convenience cheque because their
disbursement exceeded $10,000. These WIPs are reluctant to get a convenience cheque as partial payment because it makes
little sense to receive a cheque for $10,000 and still walk away with $190,000 in cash as an example.
9
This applies even if the PGF account has verified winnings deposited.

3
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ways to promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should form part of a
broader strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, including
implementing a performance measurement framework and an evaluation plan to determine
service provider participation."
Overall, BCLC anticipates delimiting convenience cheques will increase player safety, decrease
LCT reporting, and provide more accurate data regarding cash buy-ins reported to FINTRAC.

Description of Proposed Initiatives
BCLC would like to allow all players to receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience
cheque, without a weekly cheque issuance limit. To ensure that it is clear that the cheque does
not represent game winnings, convenience cheques are prominently stamped "Return of Funds
- Not Gaming Winnings".
The initiative to delimit the convenience cheque has been collaboratively worked on with
BCLC's entire network of casino SPs. They support the strategy of offering cash alternatives
and are in full favour of implementing the changes. Their only comments have been enquiries
around when these initiatives will come to fruition.
Convenience cheques are already implemented with a threshold of $10,000. To delimit the
amount, there is no change to process but it will require change to existing policy (Appendix C).
BCLC would also educate the financial institutions via conferences, email and one-on-one
conversations about the change to convenience cheques 10 .
BCLC will continue to promote cash alternatives as preferred options for gambling. In April
2015, BCLC introduced education sessions around cash alternatives conducted by the SP staff
with players who predominately utilized large values of cash. There are also marketing
initiatives being developed to incentivize players to use cash alternatives (see example of
marketing initiative in Appendix D), and increased advertising at casinos regarding the cashless
alternatives offered.

Risk Analysis and Mitigation
Risk:

•

It may attract players who wish to refine their cash and receive a cheque in the hopes
this will legitimatize it.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

Cheque Production - BCLC internal procedures do not change when it comes to
identifying suspicious behaviour on site which includes refining practices. By issuing a
cheque clearly marked NOT GAMING WINNINGS, the recipient is forced to either play

10

Financial institutions as part of the IAFCI (International Association of Financial Crimes Investigators) have been informed as
part of our regular monthly meetings.

4
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on it again or deposit it into a financial institution which removes any anonymity.
also:
o
o
o

SP

Establishes the identity of the cheque recipient by verifying acceptable photo
identification;
Documents the full name, date of birth and cheque amount in an Incident
Report 11 ;
Ensures the customer is not currently voluntarily self-excluded;

•

Reducing Churn - Presently, a customer can walk out of a casino with a large sum of
cash and neither BCLC nor any investigative agency have any insight into its next
destination, or if it is the same cash returning to the same casino or other casinos.
When a Return of Funds cheque is disbursed to a player, the cheque displays the name
of both the issuing institution and the patron and is therefore traceable if required for
subsequent investigation, including by other government agencies (i.e. Revenue
Canada). This not only enhances the audit trail and reporting capabilities for FINTRAC,
it also allows BCLC and SPs far better visibility into disbursements to specific
individuals, which are auditable and traceable from the casino to the financial institution
or to another casino.

•

Financial Institutions - Financial institutions have their own processes to mitigate
money laundering and, depending on the client, do what they deem appropriate for
customer due diligence. For example, if a client is bringing in convenience cheques on a
regular basis, depending on their familiarity with the client, the teller would likely log
them as unusual transactions. From an investigative standpoint, not only will an audit
trail be formed on the casino side, but also at the financial institution. BCLC has
discussed delimiting convenience cheques on multiple occasions with representatives
from B.C. banks and credit unions through workshops, conferences and seminars. No
concerns have been raised by these institutions, many of whom are already familiar with
these cheques.
It is also important to note that banks are regulated in Canada and are subject to
FI NT RAC reporting requirements and audits.

•

AML Strategy - BCLC currently has a progressive AML program. BCLC has a
comprehensive Customer Due Diligence (COD) program, as required by the
PCM LTF A 12 . BCLC takes a risk based approach to verify a casino patron's occupation
and I or source of wealth through open source intelligence and other databases. In
addition to this, court records from a variety of jurisdictions also supply BCLC with
reliable information relating to a patron's criminal history. Over 400 global intelligence
lists are currently utilized by the BCLC AML unit to ensure VVIPs are not "undesirable"
clients.

•

BCLC and its SPs will continue to employ effective standards and appropriate AML
strategies including but not limited to the following:

11

A report detailing information relevant to an exceptional occurrence entered into our ITRAK system - each issuance of a
convenience cheque is recorded in ITRAK.
12
Proceeds of Crime Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act of Canada

5
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o
o
o
o
o

•

Mandatory AML training for all staff delivering gaming services;
Differentiating verified wins from funds not known to be from winnings;
Prohibiting customers from exchanging bills for cheques without game play;
Restricting the movement of gaming chips between players and gaming facilities;
Reporting large cash buy-ins, disbursements, and suspicious transactions to
FINTRAC.

BCLC also has an Information Sharing Agreement (ISA) with the RCMP to assist BCLC
in proactively identifying and prohibiting any persons who present a risk to the safety and
integrity of casinos in B.C. and who may frequent casinos. This includes persons known
to have been involved in activities relating to the proceeds of crime, as well as those with
known gang affiliations.

Risk:

•

Lack of uptake and acceptance by patrons who prefer cash for cultural and/or
superstitious reasons, or because they are visiting B.C. and do not have access to a
bank account or a money remitter.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

BCLC and SPs will continue to advertise and educate both staff and patrons about cash
alternatives such as convenience cheques. Convenience cheques will likely never
completely replace cash, as cash is still the most convenient payment for slot and table
play in the casinos. BCLC is simply ensuring there are sufficient viable alternatives to
large amounts of cash entering and leaving casinos. As noted earlier when cash leaves
the facility it becomes anonymous, therefore when cash comes into the casino it is
primarily regarded as un-sourced cash. 13

•

BCLC will direct efforts to increase convenience cheque usage by high value VVI P who
play with large amounts of cash. It is recognized that there are cultural considerations
and it will take time to change player preference to accept other options besides cash.
However, BCLC believes with the right marketing/advertising and player education, this
will be more widely adopted. 14

Other:

On June 4, 2015, an AML Summit meeting was jointly hosted by BCLC and GPEB. Included
among the attendees were representatives from RCMP, CBSA, CRA, FINTRAC, GPEB, Police
Services and the Ministry of Finance, as well as representatives from the financial sector.
Participant list can be found in Appendix F.
The aim of the summit was primarily a discussion workshop as part of the final phase of the
B.C. Government's AML Strategy from 2011. As a result of the workshop, a concept paper was
drafted looking at enhanced measures around AML including recommendations around several
13

Also referred to as unknown source of funds.
There have been no marketing initiatives to show the success of migrating players to convenience cheques as of yet.
Currently, it has only been word of mouth to educate players. However, Appendix D shows a sample marketing plan for cashless
play.
14

6
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cash alternative measures proposed by BCLC, namely offering credit to VVI P players and
delimiting the convenience cheque.
The Western Canada Regional Manager for FINTRAC, was amongst those who agreed that
delimiting the convenience cheque was an excellent proposal. His only comment at that time
was that BCLC should discuss this change with the financial institutions so that they were aware
of the pending new process.
FINTRAC has subsequently reviewed a high level summary of the proposal and provided some
comments as attached (Appendix H). A number of the comments have been addressed within
this document which provides a more detailed review of the proposal than what was presented
to FI NT RAC. Other comments have been specifically addressed below.
As per FI NTRAC's request, stats around convenience cheques written, cheques going to the
same patrons and high risk patrons can be seen in Appendix I for calendar year 2015 (JanDec). There were 109 cheques written for a total of $641,799.86 in the year 2015. There were
41 multiple cheques written for 14 of the same customers for a total of $257,652. From this
group, only two patrons were noted on the high risk list15 with two cheque issuances each.
Some of the risks identified by FI NTRAC include:
Risk:

•

Cheques maybe endorsed to a third party.

Mitigation Strategy:

•
•

BCLC / SP will not accept third party cheques. If a patron has brought in a cheque that
has been endorsed to them, BCLC / SP will not accept it.
If a patron has endorsed a convenience cheque to a third party and it has gone to the
bank, the banks will conduct their own COD processes on patron activity and will file
STR's based on their policies. It is important to note that this is an improvement over
transferring cash, as we now have a paper trail of the third-party endorsement and to
whom the payment is actually going. By providing a cheque, BCLC / SP is creating a
paper trail which may be used in any future investigation.

Risk:

•

Since all cheques go through cheque processing services, no one at a financial
institution would ever see the notation printed at the bottom of the cheque indicating it
was not a verified win.

Mitigation Strategy:

15

The high risk list includes patrons that have had 2 or more STR's in the last 5 year period, or anyone that is a politically
exposed person. It can also be any patron that BCLC has flagged by virtue of suspicious activity or BCLC feels is a risk to the
Corporation and/or Government.
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•

In previous meetings with the International Association of Financial Crimes Investigators
(IAFCI), 16 BCLC was advised by banking industry staff that they do review the cheque to
determine if it was a verified win or return of funds. The financial institutions also review
transactional history for unusual activity with patron accounts and file their own STRs if
they deem activity suspicious. There are two checkpoints where cheques are being
monitored: the first by BCLC tracking the number of cheques and the amounts being
written to individuals, and the second by banks monitoring the account activity with the
number of cheques coming in to specific individuals.

Risk:

•

Patrons will continuously visit gaming facilities with cash to convert to cheques.

Mitigation Strategy:

•

•

For the time period of August 2015 - January 2016 at River Rock Casino, there were 24
cheques provided and only three cheques redeemed at the site. BCLC has alerts in
place to monitor every time a cheque is issued. The BCLC AML team monitors
frequency and volume of cheques being issued and will file STR's based on suspicious
activity and also place conditions on patrons if necessary.
Anytime a patron comes in with large cash buy-ins, BCLC will look at past play to
determine if the patron had a recent win, which would include the issuance of cheques.
If the patron is returning with $20 bills, this would indicate unusual behaviour and a
report would be sent to FINTRAC and GPEB.

Returning non-winning gaming funds by way of cheque is not new in Canada. Casinos in
Ontario currently provide unlimited dollar amount cheques back to players. Their cheques are
not differentiated between winnings and non-winnings (i.e. not marked 'RETURN OF FUNDS').
FINTRAC, the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), the provincial gaming regulator and the Alcohol
and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) have not found fault with this process. BCLC did
request information from other Canadian jurisdictions with respect to cheque issuance, and
were told that they would not share information of this nature.

Cost/ Benefits Analysis
Having unlimited convenience cheques provides increased public safety, as it enhances the
security for patrons who do not wish to exit a gaming facility with large quantities of cash. Other
benefits include a reduction in volume of LCTs and STRs, which in turn will improve the quality
of data submitted to FINTRAC. Current policy allows SP discretion to accept cheques issued by
any Canadian casino or community gaming centre. By increasing the limit of the convenience
cheque, it may decrease the amount of cash returning to the facility, which in turn may decrease

16

A non-profit international organization, which provides services and an environment within which information about financial
fraud, fraud investigation and fraud prevention methods can be collected, exchanged and taught for the common good of the
financial payment industry and global society.

8
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the amount of STRs and LCT reports by eliminating the "churn" of over reporting on the same
cash. 17

For example, if a patron buys-in for $50,000 cash, a LCT and potentially a STR is reported to
FINTRAC. The patron plays and through a series of bets that he wins and loses ends up being
back at $50,000. The player is paid out in cash as it is currently the only avenue; it is not
considered a verified win as the "buy-in vs. winnings" does not apply. A disbursement for
$50,000 is than reported to FINTRAC.
The next day, the patron buys in with the same $50,000 and another LCT and potentially a STR
is reported to FINTRAC. This pattern is repeated multiple times, (i.e. 5) over a period of a week,
which is very common with players particularly high limit gamblers. The player finally loses all
their money on their fifth occurrence.
The patron will therefore over a period of 7 days, have $250,000 in cash buy-ins reported and
$200,000 in disbursements, when in fact, it was only ever $50,000 put at risk. This gives
FINTRAC, and potentially CRA) a false representation of the total actual value of the
transactions conducted by this individual.
It is extremely onerous on BCLC or the SP to go back through casino transaction history to
confirm the above example. It should also be noted that the player may have gone to multiple
casinos in this timeframe and it is virtually impossible to track where the source of funds were
originally from. The player can be asked, but if some winnings were from a casino and some
were not, it would be very challenging to track and verify the cash was the actual disbursement.
Providing the player with a "RETURN OF FUNDS" cheque would be the obvious alternative to
amend this situation. There would be no ambiguity around the source of funds. In the same
scenario above, if the player returned each day with the cheque, only the original $50,000 cash
deposit would ever be reported to FI NTRAC as origin of the cheque buy-ins would be known
and are not reported to FINTRAC (Appendix E outlines FINTRAC requirements for reporting).
This approach would also be valuable for the BCLC AML department. For example, if a player
is paid out by a "RETURN OF FUNDS" cheque, and then the player returns the next day with
un-sourced cash, it immediately raises suspicion around the transaction and source of funds.
De-limiting the convenience cheques would provide better audit/paper trails as convenience
cheques are documented and tracked.
BCLC's current practices include the creation of system alerts every time a convenience cheque
is issued. This ensures the compliance around the cheque issuance process is monitored.
These alerts are tracked by the BCLC AML Analyst and then reviewed to see if a patron has
received several cheques in a short time frame, indicating potential refining. 18
Another benefit for convenience cheques is being able to cash them at any SP site, providing a
clear auditable paper trail as previously noted. A patron who has received a cheque may cash it
at the same facility or at another facility. Cheques from another site are verified by telephoning
the issuing site and ensuring all the information on the presented cheque is correct including:
17

Position is supported by FINTRAC as per a meeting dated December 23, 2015 between Murray Dugger (Regional Director,
Western Region - FINTRAC), Robby Judge (Regional Compliance Manager - FINTRAC), Ross Alderson (Director of AML - BCLC) and
Rob Kroeker (Vice President Corporate Security 6: Compliance)
18
Changing of an amount of money from smaller denomination bills into larger ones or from one form into another.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Cheque number;
Date of issuance;
Patron name;
Dollar value;
Signatory;
Acceptable ID particulars of patron shown at time of cheque issuance.

This ensures that cross checks between sites is happening, and very little opportunity to
produce counterfeit cheques.

Measures of Success
•

The reduction in STRs and LCTs.

•

Increase in the usage of convenience cheques. It is an underutilized cash alternative
due to limitations imposed by the $10,000 threshold. Currently, BCLC is averaging 10
cheques a month, average amount is $10,000. In the last 8 month period, $511,938 was
issued in convenience cheques. These figures are low because the current limit is
impractical specifically for high limit and regular (more than twice weekly) players.
Because VVIP players are playing with large amounts of money (i.e. $150,000 and
above), convenience cheques with a $10,000 limit are of little interest. Players see little
use in a partial cheque cash-out and opt for all cash instead of waiting for the cash cage
to produce a cheque. An increased usage is anticipated by high value players if cheque
delimits occurred.

•

Although it is difficult to forecast uptake on delimited convenience cheques, since
inception of this product and limit changes, usage has shown a progressive positive
trend year over year. Appendix F shows the growth of debit at the cage. BCLC
anticipates that by delimiting the amount and frequency of the cheques, the same
positive trend will continue.

Recommendation
Recommend delimiting the convenience cheque to an unlimited amount and remove the
limitation of issuing one cheque per patron per week.
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Appendix B
GPEB EMAIL
From: Mccrea, Bill J FIN:EX
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 10:01 AM
To: Brad Desmarais
Subject: RE: Cash Alternatives Reporting

]

Thanks Brad,
I appreciate being able to provide these reports to our AML team . Going forward would you please send
this to me when it is completed by Cathy.
We have seen good increases, from last year's Q3 , in the use of the cash alternatives. This is especially
the case in use of debit at cage and the PGF activity. I know you would prefer the ability to write cheques
to customers for all amounts, but we have agreed that customer conven ience cheques can be written up
to $10 ,000. Please let me know if you put this in place .
Lastly, I had written you earlier asking for the final versions of the Policies and Procedures for U.S.
banking . Would you please send these when you are able. Thanks.

Bill Mccrea BES MBA FCIP
Executive Director Quality Assurance & Risk

Province of British Columbia
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Location: 3rd Floor 910 Government Street V8W 1X3
Mailing:

PO Box 9311 Stn Prov Govt Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete the email.
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Appendix C
Section: 3-9.4 Cage - Service Provider Cheques
GENERAL
1.1

Service Provider cheques shall have a duplicate copy.
1.1.1

Duplicate carbon copy cheques may be used or the cheques may be
photocopied.

1.1.2

One copy of all Service Provider cheques shall be kept in a file at the Cash
Cage for review by the BCLC Gaming Compliance Officer (GCO).
1.1.2.a

The GCO shall remove the file to the BCLC on-site office for
review after which the GCO shall destroy the cheque copies by
secure shredding.

1.2

Cheques shall be issued in numbered sequence.

1.3

The Service Provider is responsible for providing and updating the authorized signature
list as required.

1.4

The Service Provider shall check the CRS Subject Module to ensure the patron is not
currently voluntarily self-excluded or prohibited prior to issuance of a cheque.
1.4.1

If the patron is determined to be voluntarily self-excluded or prohibited, see
General - Gaming Integrity - Postpone or Delay Jackpot and General Cash Assets - Ineligible Wins; or
1.4.1.a

1.5

1.6

In the case of 'Return of Funds - not Gaming Winnings cheques'
- the cheque shall not be issued, and Security shall be contacted
to escort the individual off the premises.

Requested cheques must be made available immediately, except as noted below:
1.5.1

Payouts for 'verified wins' in excess of $2,000.00 or more: the Service
Provider shall issue a winner's cheque upon request by verified winners.

1.5.2

Requests for winner's cheques for 'verified wins' less than $2,000.00 shall be
left to the discretion of the Service Providers, upon request by verified
winners.

If a cheque is issued for an amount of $10,000.00 or more the Service Provider must
ensure a Casino Disbursement Report FINTRAC Entry is completed.
1.6.1

A copy of the cheque and back-up documentation shall be kept in the file in
the Cash Cage for review by the BCLC Gaming Compliance Officer.

1.7

Requests received from patrons for replacement cheques (to cover lost, stolen,
damaged, stale dated cheques) shall be made in writing to the Casino/CGC Manager.

1.8

If a replacement cheque is issued, the Casino/CGC Manager shall complete an Incident
Report in CRS.
[Subsection 1 amended 01/05/2015]
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2

'WINNER'S' CHEQUES
2.1

Upon request, the Service Provider shall provide winner's cheques for 'verified wins' only
to winners showing acceptable identification . See General - Customer Service Standards
and Expectations.
2.1.1

A slot machine cancelled credit (CC) is not a slot jackpot.

2.1.2

A slot machine ticket or an accumulation of a number of slot machine tickets
does not, in themselves, constitute a 'verified win.'

2.1.3

A prize won as a result of a Service Provider or BCLC marketing promotion is
considered a 'verified win' for cheque issuance purposes.

2.1.4

Except for table game jackpot payouts, a table game 'verified win' is defined
as the cash out minus the buy in.

2.1.5

A prize won as a result of a Bingo game is considered a 'verified win'.

2.2

If the Service Provider cannot verify the win, a 'verified win' winner's cheque shall not be
issued.

2.3

To control any attempts to launder money through the casinos, when issuing any Service
Provider winner's cheque, the Service Provider shall ensure the following are
documented on both the cheque stub and, if the Large Cash Transaction Report (LCTR)
or Large Casino Disbursement Report (LCDR) is applicable (any transaction $10,000 or
more), in the 'notes' area of the electronic FINTRAC Module in CRS once the daily totals
are $10,000.00 or more:
2.3.1

The table number and/or slot machine number and the GMS jackpot
transaction slip number of the verified win and/or the name of the marketing
promotion; and

2.3.2

The name and GPEB number of the casino employee that verifies the win.

2.3.3

A photocopy of the table tracking card or the slot machine/electronic gaming
device jackpot printout from the slot management system or the marketing
promotion transaction slip from GMS shall be attached to the cheque stub or
the photocopy of the cheque as evidence of the verification of the win.
[Amended 09/20/2012 , 01/05/2015]

3

'RETURN OF FUNDS - NOT GAMING WINNINGS' CHEQUE
3.1

To better protect the safety of customers and to facilitate good customer service, the
Service Provider may, at their discretion and upon the request of the patron, issue a
cheque that is not for verified wins only under the following conditions.

3.2

Convenience Cheques
3.2.1

A Service Provider 'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Convenience
cheque must;
3.2.1 .a

Be distinctly different and distinguishable from the cheques
issued for 'verified wins';

3.2 .1 .b

Have prominently endorsed on the face the phrase - 'Return of
Funds - Not Gaming Winnings';

3.2.1 .C

Be for return of buy-in funds or small unverified wins i.e. wins
that are less than the jackpot lock up limits so do not require
jackpot verification/hand pay.
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[Amended 01/15/2013, 11/04/2014]

3.2.2

The Service Provider shall establish the identity of the customer by verifying
acceptable photo identification; and shall
3.2.2.a

Document the full name (Surname and Given name) and date of
birth in the Incident Report in CRS;

3.2.2.b

Ensure the customer is not currently voluntarily self-excluded by
checking the CRS Subject Module;
(1)

3.2.3

The Service Provider shall create an Incident Report in CRS for the issuance
of any 'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Convenience cheque, and
shall:
3.2.3.a

3.3

If patron is found to be voluntarily self-excluded, the
convenience cheque shall not be issued, and Security shall
be contacted to escort the individual off the premises.

Set the appropriate drop down menus to:
(1)

Type - Gaming

(2)

Specific - Cage

(3)

Category - Convenience Cheque

(4)

Note in the 'Narrative' field, the Surname and Given name of
patron, date of birth and cheque amount (i.e. SMITH, John $4,500)

(5)

If patron already has a Subject Profile in CRS, add the
profile to the incident report. If the patron does not already
have one, a Subject Profile shall be created .

Return of PGF Cheques
3.3.1

3.3.2

A Service Provider 'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Return of PGF
cheque must;
3.3.1 .a

Be distinctly different and distinguishable from the cheques
issued for 'verified wins';

3.3.1 .b

Have prominently endorsed on the face the phrase - 'Return of
Funds - Not Gaming Winnings';

3.3.1 .C

Be for any amount if it is issued for the return of funds from a
PGF account in accordance with the Cage - Patron Gaming
Funds Accounts policy.

The Service Provider shall establish the identity of the customer by verifying
acceptable photo identification; and
3.3.2.a

3.3.3

Documenting the full name (Surname and Given name) and date
of birth in the Incident Report in CRS.

The Service Provider shall create an Incident Report in CRS for the issuance
of any 'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Return of PGF cheque, and
shall:
3.3.3.a

Set the appropriate drop down menus to:
(1)

Type - Gaming
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(2)

Specific - Cage

(3)

Category - Return of PGF Cheque

(4)

Note in the 'Narrative' field, the Surname and Given name of
patron, date of birth and cheque amount (i.e. SMITH, John $4,500)

(5)

If patron already has a Subject Profile in CRS, add the
profile to the incident report. If the patron does not already
have one, a Subject Profile shall be created .
[Subsection 3 amended 09/20/2012]

4

CASHING OF SERVICE PROVIDER CHEQUES
4.1

Service Providers may, at their discretion, accept cheques issued by any Canadian
casino or community gaming centre.

4.2

A patron who has received a Service Provider cheque may cash it at the same facility or
at another facility;
4.2.1

4.2.2

Cheques from another site shall be verified by telephoning the issuing site
and ensuring all information on the presented cheque is correct:
4.2.1 .a

Cheque number;

4.2.1 .b

Date of issuance;

4.2.1 .C

Patron name;

4.2.1.d

Dollar value;

4.2.1 .e

Signatory;

4.2.1.f

Acceptable identification particulars of patron, shown at time of
cheque issuance.

Patron shall be required to produce the same identification for cashing
cheque as was produced at issuing casino.

4.3

Any other personal cheques, third party cheques, or money orders shall not be accepted
or cashed at a facility except as per Cage - Patron Gaming Fund Accounts and Cage Hold Cheque Option policies.

4.4

A Service Provider's cheque shall be redeemed in GMS, using the Buy Forex screen and
the Canadian Cheque tenderset;
4.4.1

Comments shall be noted after the patron's name to indicate the issuing site;

4.4.2

Cheques shall be transferred to the vault at end of day for subsequent
deposit to bank;

4.4.3

Redeemed cheques are ineligible for buy back by patron after redemption.
[Amended 09/20/2012]

5

RECORD-KEEPING AND RECONCILIATION

5.1

Cheques that have been redeemed or voided shall be stamped in an obvious manner to
indicate such.

5.2

Redeemed cheques shall be included in the bank deposit.
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Appendix D
Sample Marketing Initiative for Cashless Play:

Business Goals
•
•
•

Stop market share loss YOY to at least maintain YOY market share for last 2 weeks of
the month. (not YTD - just for these two weeks)
Grow Theo Win of all participating Prive Members by 5% vs prior 4 weeks
Achieve promotional cost of sale of at most 30% after split

Offer: (Entice players to come in with a bank draft and open PGF accounts; cashless targeted
promotion)
•

One time offer. 2 week promotion period, pending approval with following caps:
- 100K PGF Account or not: $5,000 for VVIP
- Existing VVIPs with no PGF + Bank Draft: $1,000,
- Existing PGF accounts get $500.

Rules:
•
•
•
•

Must be escorted to cage by VIP GR team member (formerly known as Player
Relations)
Must play, if not we will not offer next visit - this will be managed subtly by the VIP GR
team.
Must be enrolled in Prive program
Players tracked in salesforce to adequately track ROI, who's received what etc.

Target/ Eligible Prive members
•
•
•

Top 50 VVIP last 365 win/loss
Top 50 VIP last 365 win /loss (also if we have any VIP who we know are "VIP big" but
because we have tracking issues aren't on the top 50 list these will also be targeted)
On a reactive basis - if any Prive member requests same promo (aka complains), then
the VIP GR team member will manage and escort and approve cage to get issue
bonus.
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Appendix E
FINTRAC Reporting Guidelines
Large Cash Transaction:
•
•
•
•

If you receive an amount of $10,000 or more in cash in the course of a single transaction.
If you receive two or more cash amounts of less than $10,000 each that total $10,000 or more
within 24 consecutive hours of each other.
Applies to purchase of chips, tokens, plaques, deposits to accounts, payment on markers and
bets of currency.
BCLC as the reporting entity must send all large cash transaction reports to FINTRAC for all SPs
through batch filings within 15 calendar days after the transaction.

Casino Disbursements:
•
•
•

•

If you make a disbursement, in an amount of $10,000 or more, in the course of a single
transaction.
If you make two or more disbursements of less than $10,000, that total $10,000 or more within 24
consecutive hours of each other.
Applies to redemptions of slot tickets, chips, tokens or plaques; front cash withdrawals; payments
on bets, including slot jackpots; cashing of cheques or other negotiable instruments; comps in the
form of reimbursements to clients of travel and entertainment expenses.
BCLC as the reporting entity must send all casino disbursement reports to FINTRAC for all
Service Providers through batch filings within 15 calendar days after the transaction.

Suspicious Transactions:
•

•

Are financial transactions where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that they are related to:
o The commission of a money laundering offence or attempted commission of a money
laundering offence;
o A terrorist activity financing offence or attempted commission of a terrorist activity
financing offence.
Must be reported to FINTRAC within 30 days of the transaction or when reasonable grounds
were established.

Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT) & Foreign Exchange (FOREX):
•
•
•
•

EFT's of $1000 or more require customer identification.
EFT's of $10,000 or more must be reported to FINTRAC.
A record must be kept for all FOREX transactions
FOREX transactions of $3000 or more require customer identification.
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Terrorist Financing/Property:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Terrorist financing provides funds for terrorist activity;
May involve funds raised from legitimate sources, such as personal donations and profits from
businesses and charitable organizations; may also involve funds from criminal sources, such as
the drug trade, the smuggling of weapons and other goods, fraud, kidnapping and extortion.
The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or indirectly with the property of a
"terrorist group" or "listed person".
Listed persons and/or terrorist organizations are published on a list maintained by the Office of
the Superintendent of Financial Institutions.
A listed person includes an individual, a corporation, a trust, a partnership or fund or an
unincorporated association or an organization.
List must be checked prior to opening an account.
Should BCLC or its service providers become aware of, or come into possession or control of
terrorist property, the service provider must immediately stop the transaction and secure the
property (i.e. any type of real or personal property in possession or control such as cash,
cheques, bank drafts and travellers cheques)
A report must be made immediately, BCLC notified and the report submitted to RCMP or CSIS
without delay in the prescribed paper form.
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Appendix F
Participants from the June 4, 2015 AML Summit:
Participants
Len Meilleur
David Pyatt
Michele Jaggi-Smith
Brad Desmarais
Ross Alderson
Kevin Sweeney
Murray Dugger
Kevin Hackett
Calvin Chrustie
Wayne Rideout
Dennis Erickson
Pierre McConnell
Peter McLelan
Bernie Beck
Rob Kroeker
Glen Atchison
Ros Smith
Krista Ober
Caroline Darts
Phil Tawtel
Tom Steenvoordern
Luke Clark

Executive Director, Compliance Division, GPEB
Community Supports, GPEB
Director, Strategic Policy and Projects Division, GPEB
VP Corporate Security and Compliance, BCLC
Director, AML and Operational Analysis, BCLC
Director, Compliance & Investigations, BCLC
FINTRAC
Chief Supt., Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
Investigator, Criminal Operations Federal Policing
Assistant Commissioner, RCMP
Division Intelligence Officer RCMP
TD Bank
Western Union
Ascendant FX
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Gateway Casinos and Entertainment Limited
Edgewater Casino
Canada Border Services Agency
Criminal Investigations Division, Canada Revenue Agency
Civil Forfeiture Office, Ministry of Justice BC
Police Services Division, Ministry of Justice BC
Director, Centre for Gambling Research at UBC

Observer
Lee Bergeman

Criminal Operations Federal Policing

Facilitation
Kim Thorau
Rachel DeMott
Lisa Burke
Greg Tonn

Perrin, Thorau and Associates Uc.
Strategic Policy and Projects Division, GPEB
Operations Division, GPEB
Compliance and Enforcement Sec., Ministry of Justice
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Appendix G
Debit at the Cage trend lines from inception to current year:

Debit at Cage

2012

2013

2014

2015

Ql

$135,850

$6,195,971

$9,453,740

$14,358,118

Q2

$531,600

$7,341,622

$9,072,646

$15,088,333

Q3

$1,413,600

$6,961,432

$10,796,198

$18,283,564

Q4

$3,503,702

$8,704,650

$11,703,689

Total

$5,584,752

$29,203,675

$41,026,273

$47,730,015

$20,000,000
$18,000,000
$16,000,000
$14,000,000
$12,000,000

~

-+- 2012
-

$10,000,000

2013
2014

$8,000,000
~

$6,000,000

2015

$4,000,000
$2,000,000
$0
Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Note: This was a tool which was a last addition to the cash alternatives. It was not anticipated
that it would do this well, but this initiative has shown a significant increase in usage.
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Convenience Cheques trend lines from inception to current year:

Convenience Cheques

2012

2013

2014

2015

Ql

$54,173

$99,347

$143,301

$168,094

Q2

$76,052

$149,302

$151,816

$188,263

Q3

$90,723

$206,018

$201,157

$207,084

Q4

$99,359

$122,781

$78,271

Total

$320,305

$577,448

$574,545

$563,441

-+- 2012
-

2013
2014

~

Ql

Q2

Q3

2015

Q4

Note: At the launch of this initiative, the initial threshold amount was $5000 and was later
increased to $8000 in January 2013. As of April 2014 the new threshold amount increased to
$10,000. Graphs depict a significant growth once the limits were changed and the trends
indicate it's a positive growth.
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Appendix H
From: Dugger, Murray (FINTRAC/CANAFE)
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 10:38 AM
To: Ross Alderson
Cc: Bal Samra; Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Judge, Robby (FINTRAC/CANAFE)
Subject: RE: BCLC Casino proposals

Ross,
Thank you for providing FINTRAC the opportunity to review and comment on
your proposals. As you noted, these initiatives were discussed at the AML
Summit in June a lthough I do not recall that all parties necessarily agreed with
them. Our comments on each initiative are as follows:
Delimiting the Convenience Cheque
When this idea was proposed at the AML Summit, I challenged it, and
suggested that before going forward BCLC should quantify the AML risk of the
current convenience cheques with limits. Specifically: How many cheques are
currently being written? How many are going to the same patrons, and are
these patrons high risk? How often are these cheques being endorsed to a third
party, how often is it the same third party? Are these third parties other patrons
or otherwise "known to police"? At the time, BCLC stated they had not looked
at any of these issues - has this happened in the interim? It would be imprudent
from our perspective to abandon the limits when you have not look at what
AML risk the current environment has.
There was also a representative from the banking industry at the AML Summit
who suggested that since all cheques go through cheque processing services,
no one at a financial institution would ever actually see the notation printed at
the bottom of the cheque indicating it was not a verified win, which diminishes
these cheques as an AML measure. Keep in mind that money laundering is the
conversion of the illicit funds, therefore if BCLC provides a cheque (regardless of
the notation on the cheque) that conversion has occurred. So your assertion
that these cheques cannot be used for money laundering is incorrect.
Under Benefits, you identify a decrease in the number of LCTRs and STRs by
eliminating the "churn". We would have to ask what proportion (number and
value) of these cheques are currently being returned to the gaming sites to be
cashed, or does the patron who receives these cheques come back with more
cash to then convert it to another cheque? You seem to suggest in your last
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bullet that this would not be an unusual situation. Moreover, the suggestion this
wi ll reduce STRs is always a concern, because the influx of money will still be
coming into the casino just in a potentially different format.
International Electronic Fund Transfers
The cornerstone of this initiative seems to be a reliance on the robustness of the
"international banking system", specifically they will investigate source of funds
and they allow for a better ability to trace source of funds. Canadian institutions
are reliant on the information provided by the sending institution and depending
on the country of origin and their AML legislation, the quality of that information
can vary. There is also no obligation to identify source of funds under the
PCMLTFA, so banks would only be doing this if their internal policies
dictate. Finally, the bank may believe the transfer is very suspicious and will file
an STR themselves but would never share this information with BCLC, so the fact
that BCLC receives an international transfer through a bank in no way alleviates
or diminishes whether or not it is proceeds of crime. Consequently, the assertion
that STRs would decrease is a concern because the influx of money will still be
coming into the casino just in a potentially different format and possibly
introducing new risks.
As BCLC is an important partner in the Canada's AML regime, we appreciate
the opportunity to provide comment and highlight risk areas that should be
considered. We can discuss these issue further at our forthcoming meeting.
Regards,
Murray Dugger
Regional Director, Western Regional Office I Directeur regional, Bureau regional de l'Ouest
Regional Operations and Compliance Sector I Secteur des Operations regionales et conformite

Telephone I Telephone 604-666-8245
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada I Centre d'analyse des
operations et declarations financieres du Canada

Government of Canada I Gouvernement du Canada
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Appendix I
Calendar Year 2015
Date Created

Property

Incident Number

SID

Cheque Total

11-Jan-15

River Rock

IN20150002122

170035

$458.19

21-Jan-15

River Rock

IN20150003800

170564

$170.00

24-Jan-15

Hard Rock

IN20150004442

115656

$2,661.00

8-Feb-15

River Rock

IN20150007068

171568

$1,345.00

14-Feb-15

Kamloops

IN20150008197

166936

$5,000.00

16-Feb-15

River Rock

IN20150008665

47726

$8,000.00

23-Feb-15

Cascades

IN20150010098

10016

$20,000.00

5-Mar-15

Kelowna

IN20150011938

173064

$5,000.00

21-Mar-15

River Rock

IN20150015155

23373

$7,525.00

21-Mar-15

Grand Villa

IN20150014981

172158

$3,000.00

23--Mar-15

Gfflfld Villa

IN20150015313

24-Mar-15

River Rock

IN20150015565

84637

$10,000.00

1-Apr-1 5

Edg ewate r

IN201500 17109

65574

$10, 000 .00

2-Apr-15

Hastings Park

IN20150017493

41356

$5,000.00

6-Apr-15

Starlight

IN20150018145

91357

$1,290.00

7-Apr- 15

Edgewater

IN20 15001841 7

65574

$5,800. 00

10-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150018961

156774

$8,000.00

11-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150019015

25455

$3,633.00

11-Apr-15

Langley

IN20150019103

CUMMING, Robert

$341.44
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11-Apr-15

Edgewater

IN20150019110

GILLIS, Troy

$6,225.00

12-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150019364

23910

$8,000.00

15-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150019842

84639

$5,200.00

17-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150020287

128686

$4,850.00

18-Apr-15

Edgewater

IN20150020588

16538

$5,600.00

25-Apr-15

Kelowna

IN20150021720

24768

$8,025.00

26-Apr-15

River Rock

IN20150021982

25455

$3,712.00

11-May-15

River Rock

IN20150024861

48832

$9,520 .00

13-May-15

Edgewater

IN20150025175

SATOMURA, Ryuki

$1,802.35

15-May-15

River Rock

IN20150025561

89961

$5,000 .00

15-May-15

River Rock

IN20150025544

157853

$79.90

21-May-15

River Rock

IN20150026623

164436

$9,000.00

22-May-15

Edgewater

IN20150026816

16538

$5,000.00

31-May-15

Hard Rock

IN20150028465

177605

$10,000.00

8-Jun-15

River Rock

IN20150029879

164436

$5,000.00

13-J un-15

Edgewater

IN20 150030714

65574

$10,000.00

14--Jun,.15

Grand \lilta

10886

$4,000.00

14-Jun-15

Grand Villa

IN20150030955

UJll6

$6,000.00

21 -Jun-15

Hard Rock

IN20150032061

85650

$10,000.00

28-Jun-15

Edgewater

IN20150033422

179448

$5,008.25

1-Jul-15

Hard Rock

IN20150034035

172508

$1,600.00

1-Jul-15

Langley

IN20150033952

$5,300.00

4-Ju l-15

Edgewater

IN20150036000

MATYUS,
Samantha
65574

$10,000.00

5-Jul-15

Edgewater

IN20150034697

83315

$10,000.00
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6-Jul-15

River Rock

IN20150034962

116844

$6,000.00

8-Jul-15

River Rock

IN20150035353

50711

$4,877.50

10-Jul-15

Elements

IN20150035632

100034

$5,000 .00

11 -Jul-15

River Rock

IN201 50035774

85650

$6, 000.00

12-Jul-15

Edgewater

IN20 150036001

65574

$10,000.00

19--Jw- 5

Grand lta

37338

10886

10,000.00

21-Jul-15

Elements

IN20150037825

70700

$5,000.00

23-Jul-15

River Rock

IN20150033201

132991

$7,000 .00

29-Jul-15

River Rock

IN20150039575

151629

$10,000 .00

30-Jul-15

Edgewater

IN20150039316

27863

$5,000 .00

6-Aug-15

River Rock

IN20150040912

168107

$52.00

10-Aug-15

Nanaimo

IN20150044457

182479

$1,000.00

24-Aug-15

River Rock

IN20150044171

141232

$6,000 .00

29-Aug-15

River Rock

IN20150044935

182805

$6,254 .63

31-Aug-15

Kelowna

IN20150045571

159046

$2,061.00

8-Sep-15

Hard Rock

IN20150047034

27271

$4,000.00

10-Sep-15

Kelowna

IN20150047316

10341

$9,504.00

13-Sep-15

River Rock

IN20150047852

183731

$10,000.00

19-Sep-15

River Rock

IN20150048823

183991

$10,000.00

25-Sep-15

River Rock

IN20150049931

48505

$10,000.00

26-Sep-15

Hard Rock

IN20150050173

4672

$10,000.00

28-Sep-15

Edgewater

IN20150050482

QUEENIE, Gomilla

$2,108.71

29-Sep-15

Elements

IN20150050766

184613

$1,504.80

2-Oct-15

Elements

IN20150051384

184787

$1,700.00

14-Oct-15

River Rock

IN20150053576

94765

$9,000.00
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17-Oct-15

Edgewater

IN20150054100

146391

$10,000.00

18-Oct-15

Langley

IN20150054435

185020

$5,000.00

22-Oct-15

Starlight

IN20150055093

37613

$8,000 .00

28-Oct-15

Edgewater

IN20150056037

151629

$10,000 .00

30-Oct-15

River Rock

IN20150056526

12478

$6,245.00

1-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150057003

186477

$3,000.00

2-Nov-15

Kelowna

IN20150057065

186512

$115.00

6-Nov-15

Penticton

IN20150057852

96500

$7,013.90

7-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150058070

20497

$5,000 .00

9-Nov-15

Kelowna

IN20150058331

20466

$1,801.00

15-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150059404

107597

$9,400.00

16-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150059613

187257

$1,109 .19

19-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150059999

61811

$10,000.00

20-Nov-15

Edgewater

IN20150060264

102992

$10,000.00

25-Nov-15

River Rock

IN20150061184

67510

$3,000.00

27-Nov-15

Starlight

IN20150061650

21358

$5,000.00

3-Dec-15

River Rock

IN20150062701

94765

$10,000.00

3-Dec-15

Hard Rock

IN20150062658

283858

$10,000.00

4-Dec-15

River Rock

IN20150062878

21358

$5,000.00

5-Dec-15

Starlight

IN201500623108

21358

$5,000.00

11-Dec-15

Hard Rock

IN20150064190

55366

$5,500.00

17-Dec-15

Edgewater

IN20150065399

74637

$10,000.00
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IN20150065409

156752

$4,000.00

20-Dec-15

River Rock

IN20150066120

147618

$8,000.00

22-Dec-15

River Rock

IN20150066380

31862

$7,000.00

31-Dec-15

Hard Rock

IN20150068222

55366

$4,000.00

109

Total Cheques

Total Value

$641,799.86

Patrons with Multiple Cheques
SID

Cheque
Total

Total$
Value

HRP

PGF
Account

16538

2

$10,600

No

No

25455

2

$7,345

No

No

45644

2

$11,007

No

No

55366

2

$9,500

No

No

59158

2

$4,000

No

No

62853

2

$20,000

No

Yes

85650

2

$16,000

No

Yes

94765

2

$19,000

No

No

151629

2

$20,000

No

No

164436

2

$14,000

No

No

10886

4

$28,000

Yes

Yes

12796

4

$25,200

Yes

Yes

21358

4

$22,000

No

No

152313

4

$5,200

No

No

65574

5

$45,800

No

Yes

41

$257,652

Total
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BCLC0000325

October 31 , 2016
Terrance Doyle
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
8811 River Road
Richmond , B.C.
V6X 3P8

ti>ele

Dear Mr. Doyle:
RE : Letter of Authorization for International EFT's and Delimited Convenience
Cheques

playing it right

In furtherance of its commitment to developing and implementing additional cash
alternatives for use at casinos in British Columbia, BCLC is pleased to offer Great
Canadian Gaming Corporation ("GCGC") the opportunity to implement the following
additional cash alternatives:

1.

2.

Elimination of the $10,000 threshold for convenience cheques to an unlimited
amount;
Acceptance of International Electronic Funds Transfers.

This letter is to confirm that GCGC is authorized to commence offering these services to
its customers on the understanding that GCGC , on a continuing basis, commits the
resources, staff, training and executive oversight needed to ensure that al l applicable
requirements are followed when providing these services to casino patrons.
Please be reminded that casino service providers are required to comply with BCLC
policies and procedures , including those that relate to FINTRAC and anti-money
laundering reporting and other requirements. The service provider's responsibility is to
assist BCLC by creating and reporting large cash transactions, casino disbursements,
foreign exchanges and incidents relating to any unusual financial transactions that arise
within the reporting timelines via the BCLC casino reporting system and in accordance
with BCLC policies and procedures. In addition, please be advised that should a
compliance lapse occur, whether through intentional action , negligence or inadvertence,
BCLC may exercise its rights under the indemnity provisions found in the casino
services operating agreements.

74 Wes t Seymour Street
Kam loo ps, BC V2C 1E2

T 250.828.5500
F 250.828.5631

294 0 Virt ual Way
Vancouver, OC V5M OA6

T 604.2 15.0649
F 604.225.6424
bclc.com

If for any reason BCLC determines that GCGC is not conducting appropriate or sufficient
due diligence with respect to the conduct or monitoring of transactions, BCLC may
revoke its approval to operate these additional cash alternative programs immediately
and without notice.

Rob Kroeker
VP Corporate Security and Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

ature
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BCLC0005105

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker
Meilleur, Len FIN:EX[
Henderson, Jeff FIN:EX[
Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX
Fri 21/07/2017 1:55:40 AM
FW: Cash Alternative in Casinos - Extension of Credit.

]

Hello Rob,
Len has asked me to follow up with you regarding BCLC's interest in offering credit to B.C. gambling facility
patrons.
BCLC submitted a "Decision Document" for "Credit - High Net Worth Customers" to GPEB in November 2015.
After a review by policy, compliance and audit staff at GPEB as well as the Ministry of Finance's Chief Financial
Officer, GPEB provided a written response to this submission on December 3, 2015. This response included a
number of questions about the cred it proposal, some of them re lated to the financial risk to the Province.
GPEB never received a further submission or any response to these questions from BCLC. Initially we were
advised by BCLC that significant work was required to work out the details of the credit proposal before any
follow-up could be submitted. We were later advised by BCLC that no agreement had been reached between
BCLC and the service providers on the provision of credit and that the initiative was not moving forward.
As you know, service providers are not currently permitted to offer credit to patrons (section 5 of BC's
Responsible Gamb ling Standards). For the General Manager to revise these Standards and permit credit,
GPEB would need to be confident that BCLC had looked at the risk to responsible/ prob lem gambling that are
posed by the provision of credit and taken steps to mitigate the risk .
GPEB also anticipates that the Ministry of Finance's Chief Financial Officer wou ld expect to see, at a m inimum,
his initial questions addressed, particularly those related to risk to provincial revenue, before he would
endorse BCLC providing credit to patrons.
However, before any work is done on this initiative by GPEB and the Ministry of Finance, it seems reasonab le
that BCLC would reach an agreement in principle with its service providers on the framework for providing
credit to patrons (e.g. how risk would be shared between the organizations).
With respect to GPEB's lack of willingness to meet to work through all of the issues at once regarding the
other cash alternative proposals, various GPEB staff (including myself, Len Meilleur and Jeff Henderson) met
with BCLC staff (including you, Ross Alderson and Bal Bamra) in person on at least three occasions to discuss
the proposals (Dec. 11, 2015, Feb. 11, 2016, and April 8, 2016) . In addition, Jeff Henderson had numerous
phone calls with Ross and Bal to help deve lop the proposals. Meeting to work through all of the issues at
once on both proposals was not an option because the proposals had significant gaps that needed to be filled
by BCLC. GPEB spent significant time helping BCLC work through how to address those gaps. GPEB would
have been more than happy to have seen the process of drafting proposals expedited, allowing GPEB
resources to be used in other areas. Typically where information is sought and repeated requests are
necessary stems from business cases that are poorly written, lack substantiated outcomes/benefits, have
large gaps of information, and lack evidence-based facts or figures. I also acknowledged to you on two
separate occasions that BCLC's cash alternatives proposal did unfortunately reside with GPEB for a period of
time due to lack of resources and I explicitly expressed my regret. At the time this proposal was first
subm itted to GPEB, government was experiencing a hiring freeze and I did not have the personne l resources.
Once Jeff was hired, the cash alternative proposals was made his priority and he quickly and co llaboratively
managed this matter with BCLC staff. I'm sure you can appreciate the human resource capacity difference
with GPEB's FTE count of 146 vs. BCLC's FTE count of approximately 850 employees. This is also why GPEB
executive have stressed the importance of bringing new initiatives to GPEB at the earliest opportunity.

BCLC0005105

BCLC0005105

Once you have achieved agreement with service providers on providing credit to patrons (e.g. how risk would
be shared between the organizations) I would be happy to discuss credit options with BCLC.
Please don't hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Michele

Michele Jaggi-Smith

I

Executive Director

Strategic Policy and Projects Division
Gaming, Policy and Enforcement Branch

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 4:38 PM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Cash Alternative in Casinos - Extension of Credit.
Hi Len
Please see the attached proposal that was submitted in April 2015 - other earlier requests were made by SPs
as well as and early as 2012. Also attached is the last letter of which I am aware we received from John Mon
the matter of cash alternative proposals.
We spent nearly a year going back and forth with the policy group at GPEB on the wording of the proposals
and information provided; on top of the initial work that went into the original proposal. From our
perspective each round of discussion, document editing and responses to questions was met with more
questions and requests for more information. Requests to speed the process up by meeting in person to work
through all issues at once and to get to an end point were, in our view, not welcomed. This is why it took over
a year to get two alternatives in place - international EFTs and enhanced convenience cheques. You will see
from JM's letter that after a year of seeking approval, which we were told was required, JM then said his
approval wasn't necessary.
Through all of this process, I agree credit has been left hanging. We were left with the impression given all
the process that was put in place and JMs last letter there was no real support for credit at GPEB. It was quite
surprising for us to hear Ken suggest it was something we ought to have been pursuing. The way the issue
was raised at the meeting gave the impression it was something BCLC had failed to pursue -you will recall
Ken made absolutely no mention of the fact the issue had been submitted by BCLC to GPEB and that much
work had already gone into looking at it by both groups. Hence my comment it was something that had been
under consideration for quite some time. As you note in your letter it is important that representations made
to outside groups are accurate - I would add that to be accurate the information provided needs also to be
complete so as not to leave an incorrect and unfavourable impression.
Hope this helps to clarify the understanding from our perspective.
I am always available for a call to discuss these matters.
Regards,
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Rob Kroeker
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 2:14 PM
To: Jim Lightbody
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Ken Ackles
Subject: Cash Alternative in Casinos - Extension of Credit.
Good afternoon Jim,
Please find attached a letter and attached correspondence concerning the issue of credit in BC Casinos. If you
have any questions please feel free to give me a call.
The original is being sent by post.
Regards,
Len
J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finan ce
Location: 3rd Floor, 910 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1X3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9Nl

Website : www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox.
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Thu 01/03/2018 12:06 PM
Jim D. Lightbody
AML improvements
To: Rob Kroeker <
<
>

Brad Desmarais <

Susan Dolinski

I have confirmed with the Ministry (DAG, MA and ADM) they would prefer we wait until the German
recommendat ions come out before implementing the three improvements. We should advise Peter German of
our plans and suggest he may want to reference them in his report. Doug Scott did have a concern about the
convenience cheques, but I believe I allayed those concerns.
They also agreed we will be tightly aligned on the communications plan around the release of the report and
Susan and Shawn Robbins will be the leads. Doug, Sam, John M and I will also serve as the steering committee.
I know the postponing of our 3 plans may cause some concerns internally and with SP's, and I trust you will
advise them it is not 'if", rather "when" we implement these improvements and we are not anticipating a long
time (weeks, not months).
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street , Kam loops BC V2C 1 E2

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way , Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Brad Desmarais
Rob Kroeker[
Tom Maryschak
Thur 02/08/2018 4:19:19 PM
RE: AML

Charlene Nielson

Brad,
Yesterday the AML team asked the directive and Q&A be sent out through channel, this has been
communicated to SPs - do we need to pull this back?
I can put a hold on the player facing communication (posting at the cash cage and cools signs).
If the reason to hold off is the use or promotion of PGF accounts until a meeting with government, I have built
the communication such that we could just communicated the $2Sk cash limit and avoid any mention of the
PGF changes.
I wanted you to beware there is an option if that is in fact the issue.
Tom
From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 8:17 AM
To: Tom Maryschak <
>
Cc: Rob Kroeker <
Charlene Nielson <
Subject: AML

>

Tom
Can you please hold rolling out anything on the new directives until you hear from me or Rob? We
are awaiting on the results of a conversation with Gov't. You can continue working on content but
we can't communicate It just yet.

BCLC0005095
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Tom Maryschak
Rob Kroeker[
Brad Desmarais
Thur 02/08/2018 3:17:25 PM

Charlene Nielson[

]

AML

Tom
Can you please hold rolling out anything on the new directives until you hear from me or Rob?
We are awaiting on the results of a conversation with Gov't. You can continue working on
content but we can't communicate It just yet.
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STR / Cash Conditions Monthly Trend Review Meeting

Top 5 - Number of Transactions by Bank and Branch Location
April 1- 22, 2018

Redacted - RCMP
Collecting account numbers proves to be a challenge because the bank draft does not contain that
information for players , although it does come from a verified bank account.
Peter Germans recommendation at a minimum "the declaration must outline a customers ID and provide
the source of their funds , including the financial institution and account from which the cash or financial
instrument was sourced, " which we are still in compliance.
•

Handling out of country players wanting to bring in funds (i.e. Mr. TEE , Singapore)
o
Ensure patron has a Canadian institution to which funds must be transferred to first.

•

$9K threshold spreadsheet
o
Ask for ID around 2-3 K mark
o
Mandatory surveillance checks for cash buy-ins at 2K
ID players at 2K mark, surveillance checks for VSE , cash conditions , etc. - speak to SPs before
instituting this process
Add structuring onto agenda for Rob's SP meeting

•

AML Policy Updates and On-line Courses:
o
Delimit PGF accounts;
o
Delimit Convenience Cheques for non-PGF patrons;
o
$25 ,000 cash disbursement cap.

Everything on hold until the German report is released ;
Strengthen policy around convenience cheques ; if minimum play, document as STR, subsequent play to
be refused.
•

PTEP matches
o Throw all PTEP matches on 60 days under investigation as it takes time to do the prep work
around the 103 plus the egaming matches.

t+>ele
playing it right
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BCLC0015641

STR / Cash Conditions Monthly Trend Review Meeting
June 26, 2018

Date:
Participants:

Bal Samra
Daryl Tottenham

Rob Kroeker
John Karlovcec

Time:

11 :30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Objective:

Assess overall compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements for monitoring, detecting
and reporting suspicious activities. Review transactional and player behaviour reports for
trending, decision making and future actions.

Agenda
Outstanding Items:
•

None

New items:
•

Two hour training sessions conducted at the following sites (multiple sites attending each session):
Date

Site

Time

May 11, 2018

Elements

1:00 pm

May 15, 2018

Starlight

9:00 am

May 16, 2018

Grand Villa

9:00 am

May 17, 2018

Parq

1:00 pm

May 18, 2018

River Rock

10:00 am

•

Reiterate training efforts with all SP's and have them all provide a plan
o
Spot check (interview) dealers and dealer supervisor at River Rock, Parq , Villa , Starlight,
Cascades, Elements and Hard Rock (if strike stops).
o
Set up mandatory training for dealers and dealers supervisors if showing signs of failure.

•

STR numbers are consistently low
o
Create an STR numbers and value chart from January 2015 to June 2018 , trend analysis by
quarter, point out programs that correspond with any glaring points: due mid July.

•

Structuring (with new SOF requirements)
o
Players are monitored and immediately put on cash conditions

•

Chip Reconciliation
o John to set up a meeting with Garth and Kevin re: chip tracking program

•

All Directives/Changes on AML programs are on hold until the German report is released and discussions
have ensued with the Ministers office including:
o
PGF account from $10 ,000 to $0;
o
Delimiting convenience cheques for non-PGF players;

t+>ele
playing it right
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o
o
o
o

2

STR / Cash Conditions Monthly Trend Review Meeting
$25,000 cash disbursement maximum;
$10,000 receipting - amend to receipt only required when $10 ,000 threshold reached;
ID requirement from $9000 to $5000;
Cheque verified win in policy;

t+>ele
playing it right
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Know your limit, play within it.

August 9, 2018
552607
Jim Lightbody
President and CEO
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Street
KamloopsBC V2C 1E2

Dear Jim,
Thank you for suspending the implementation of a British Columbia Lottery Corporation' s (BCLC)
directive that updated Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account and convenience cheque policies and
procedures for Casino Service Providers on August 2, 2018 at my request.
As you are aware, government is initiating policy-related work stemming from the German Report
recommendations through an internal deputy minister committee. Some of the recommendations overlap
the areas where BCLC's proposed changes are directed. In order to minimize the impact on service
providers, these recommendations should be considered before the proposed changes are implemented.
Government will decide how to move forward as quickly as possible with the best ways to implement
them.
A robust Source of Funds process minimizes any incremental risk associated with the implementation of
the proposed changes to the PGF and convenience cheque policies. As you know, the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is currently undertaking an audit of the Source of Funds Directive.
Preliminary findings from our audit, which has been supported by work undertaken by BCLC, have led to
an extension of the audit timeframe. It is important to first determine the effectiveness of the Source of
Funds process and whether the additional training undertaken by BCLC has increased compliance.

. . ./2

Ministry of
Attorney General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Minister's office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Telephone: ((778) 698-2277
Facsimile: (250) 356-8237

Location/ Courier Address:
Third Floor, 91 O Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1X3
Web: www.gaming.gov.bc.ca

BCLC0011639

Mr. Jim Lightbody
Page2

I request you continue to hold implementation of the directive to Casino Service Providers until this audit
work is complete and future direction has been established by the deputy minister committee.

Sincerely,

SamMacLeod
Assistant Deputy Minister
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attorney General

GPEB is a 2018 recipient of the BC Public Service Top Work Unit Award
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: January 29, 2019

Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts and Bank Drafts

BACKGROUND:
In a recent story, Global News reporter Sam Cooper has made a number of assertions related to
Patron Gaming Fund Accounts (PGF) and bank drafts. The following provides information on those
two topics.

PGF accounts allow customers to transfer money (over $10,000) between their PGF account and their
approved Canadian bank account, eliminating the need to bring cash into a casino. An approved
Canadian Bank Account is one that is regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions.
Service providers are responsible for managing these accounts in adherence with BCLC standards
and policies, which are approved by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch.
Traceable cash alternatives support BCLC's anti-money laundering program by reducing the use of
cash by patrons to help lessen money-laundering threats to casinos, and providing regulators and law
enforcement with greater documentation for identifying the source of wealth and funds.
Account holders can link their PGF accounts with up to two approved Canadian bank accounts,
allowing direct transfers from a bank account. Players can deposit funds to a PGF using a certified,
personal or Canadian casino cheque; bank draft; debit card; or online banking. Players cannot link
their accounts to money services businesses nor are any forms of payment originating from a money
services businesses permitted.
Any subsequent deposits into the PGF account must also be sourced. Any cash transferred to a
patron gaming fund account requires a verified source of funds with a receipt from an accredited
Canadian Financial institution.
BCLC monitors play activity and PGF account activity and investigates unusual activity - including by
requesting proof of source of wealth. If there is any indication that a patron is using a PGF account to
deposit bank drafts into a PGF account in an effort to receive a cheque back without an expected
level of play, the PGF account would be flagged immediately for review/action by BCLC's anti-money
laundering unit.
Bank drafts
Bank drafts must have the institution, bank draft or account number on it and the individual must
affirm that the draft came from their own account. Every bank draft from an accredited Canadian
Financial Institution includes a unique identifier that the bank or law enforcement can use to trace the
bank draft back to a specific bank account and account holder. Neither BCLC nor its service providers
have any lawful means to access that information. BCLC must rely solely on the police and the
gaming regulator to investigate were it reports concerns to them.
The service provider must obtain written affirmation from the player that the bank draft is sourced from
his/her own bank account.
BCLC monitors bank drafts for any overall anomalies or patterns and those are reported to police on a
weekly basis. Any suspicious transactions are refused and reported to FINTRAC, GPEB and Police.

BCLC0004062
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BCLC has reviewed the origins of bank drafts deposited to PGFs between 2015 and 2017 and has
found that 98 per cent came from six major Canadian banks: TD; Scotia Bank; HSBC; RBC; BMO and
CIBC. The remaining two percent came from other banks or credit unions. BCLC has found no
evidence of any bank draft ever being issued by a money service business, Neither GPEB nor the
police have ever alerted BCLC to a bank draft being issued by a money service business.
The Global story implies that patrons are using bank drafts to launder money through PGF accounts.
If this assertion is correct, it would imply that money laundering transactions are being completed at
Canadian banks and laundered money is being converted to bank drafts. This would be detectable
only by police and GPEB. BCLC has not been notified by police or GPEB of any bank being involved
in money laundering through bank drafts and has not been advised not to accept bank drafts from any
Canadian bank or bank branch. Should BCLC receive such advice it would immediately cease
accepting drafts from the bank or branch named.
Churn
The reporter refers to a chart that notes $1.?B in bank drafts has gone through PGF accounts. This
chart breaks down that total between deposits and "churn".

Money that moves around a casino as players win and lose money is called "churn" and is significantly
higher than the money that is actually originally wagered by players, or retained by the casino.
For example, a player deposits a bank draft of $100,000 to his PGF, which he converts to chips. He
plays and loses $50,000 and deposits it back into his PGF. The next day he takes the $50,000, plays,
wins and has a total of $200,000 at the end of the day, which he re-deposits into his PGF. It may
appear the player has deposited $350,000 - when in fact he is still playing using his original $100,000
bank draft deposit. The "churn" amount is $250,000, which he legitimately won through play.

BCLC RESPONSE POINTS:
•

Traceable cash alternatives support BCLC's anti-money laundering program by
reducing the use of cash by patrons to help lessen money-laundering threats to
casinos, and providing regulators and law enforcement with greater documentation
for identifying the source of wealth and funds.

•

BCLC conducted a review of bank drafts deposited between 2015 and 2017, which
found that 98 percent of bank drafts came from six of the major Canadian banks.

•

Bank drafts must have the institution, bank draft number on it and the individual
must affirm that the draft came from their own account. Every bank draft from an
accredited Canadian Financial Institution includes a unique identifier that the bank
or law enforcement can use to trace the bank draft back to a specific bank account.

•

Players cannot link their PGF accounts to money services businesses nor can
service providers accept bank drafts from anything other than an approved
Canadian financial institution.

•

BCLC recognizes that the money laundering risks are ever-evolving and monitors for
these risks on an ongoing basis.

BCLC0004062.02
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Message
Bal Bamra [
2019-05-16 12:31:57 AM
Rob Kroeker

From:

Sent:
To:

CC:

Subject:
Attachments:

Kevin deBruyckere

John Karlovcec

Daryl Tottenham [
Bal Bamra [
Bank Draft Analysis for STR Meeting Tomorrow
Bank Draft Analysis September 2018.pdf; RiverRock Sept 2018.pdf; Parq Sept 2018.pdf

Hi All,
Please review the following report prepared by Mitasha on explaining the peak we hit for September 2018
with bank drafts.
Analysis shows the following:
During the review period there were 6 players identified in September 2018 with a total spend of $5.9 million
totalling to 17 bank drafts and certified cheques.
Parq Casino:

•

3 individual players were identified and they do not appear to be associated or linked to each other.

•
2 players were identified as new players and are from Ontario totalling $1.55 million in bank drafts and
certified cheques.
•
1 of the 2 Ontario players utilized a TD bank draft ($755k) that he fraudulently acquired. The bank draft
was accepted however he was not returned the funds. SID 250938, a 29 year old, produce wholesaler male
was only identified in the month of September 2018.
•
Second player from Ontario SID 272733 a 22 year old, salesman - unconfirmed utilized a CIBC bank
draft for $800k. He was only identified in the month of September 2018.
•
Third player utilized a HSBC bank draft for $640K. Player SID 65035 is a 61 year old, Chinese herb
merchant and his home ownership was confirmed valued at $3.4 million in West Vancouver.
Parq Recommendation:

No additional measures are recommended at this moment as 3 players are currently on "watch" status of
which 1 is banned.
RiverRock Casino:

•

All 3 players own businesses in China.

•
SID 111325 a 54 year old businessman, utilized a TD bank draft for $170K, his listed address in Canada
is owned by his wife. No businesses in Canada were identified. His associates identified are associated with
JIN, Paul SID 118418.
SID 175028 a 49 year old businessman, was identified as a CEO of 2 businesses in China with annual
•
sales of US$38 million. No businesses in Canada were identified. He utilized 10 bank drafts totalling $2.7
million. His listed address is owned by his son and his roommate is associated with JIN, Paul SID 118418.
•
SID 142066 a 33 year old businessman, utilized 2 BMO and 1 RBC bank drafts totalling $880K. He owns
5 additional businesses in Canada; a currency exchanges, financial services, wine, etc. and mining in China. He

BCLC0006382

has 2 different address on iTrak and Encore and does not own either properties. His wife associates are
associated to JIN, Paul SID 118418.
RiverRock Recommendation:

All 3 players are currently placed on "watch" status. The players did observe the rules for play and provided
proper documentation. There are significant questions as to the associates and legitimacy of the transaction
conducted within the businesses, especially SID 142066 and SID 175028.
•
Recommended that the players SID 142066 and SID 175028 be interviewed and asked to provide a
statement of net worth or financial statements from their companies.
•

No additional measures are recommended at this moment on player SID 111325

We will discuss at the STR meeting tomorrow.
Thanks,

Bal Samra

BCom, CAMS
Manager, AML Intelligence
Legal , Compl iance & Security Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.
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"The majority of bank drafts are accepted by service
providers without knowing whether the funds are coming
from the PGF account holder's own bank account."
" ... does the patron have a legitimate bank account in
Canada or at the institution to which the draft was
obtained."
Points for Clarification:
• Bank compliance informs BCLC that it is not possible
to determine bank account ownership due to privacy
legislation
• Patrons have to have a legitimate bank account at the
issuing bank in order to obtain a bank draft
14
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"Some of the drafts are blank, no name has been entered. Others have
no reference to the account holder's identity."
"Bank drafts have been obtained outside usual banking hours from
questionable third party businesses, are made payable to someone other
than the patron (or left blank), and have been dated with dates that
precede the transaction date."
Points for Clarification:

•

BCLC not aware of receiving a bank draft from a non financial
institution

•

What is the significance of obtaining a bank draft prior to being
brought into the casino?

•

How do you determine bank drafts are made outside of banking
hours?

•

A payee cannot be left blank on the bank draft, Canadian banks
must put a name on the payee line

15
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

From November 6-26, 2017 a review of all bank drafts from 2015-2017 was conducted at BC Casinos
offering PGF Accounts. There were some bank drafts reviewed from 2011-2014 as they were in the
files provided by some of the sites, however, these numbers do not reflect the total number of bank
drafts for those years.
The total number of bank drafts reviewed during this period was 7436 broken down as follows:
lillillHatiH

Date Review Col1iliilpleted

River Rock Casino
Cascades Casino
Elements Casino
Hard Rock Casino
Vancouver
Grand Villa Casino
Starlight Casino
Parq Casino

November6-7, 2017
November 10, 2017
November 10, 2017
November 10, 2017

lili/ilwl1iliilbem of liank
Dmafts Reviewe!illl
4055
4
38
335

November 16, 2017
November 16, 2017
November 23 & 26, 2017

502
460
2042

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 33%, followed by:
•
•
•
•
•

Bank of Montreal (BMO) 23%
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 20%
Royal Bank (RBC) 13%
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 6%
Scotia Bank (SCOTIA) 2%

Payer Listed
2966 (40%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 7436 bank drafts reviewed there were only 1713 (23%) that were handwritten, as shown on
Table 3. All handwritten bank drafts were legible to read. Handwritten modifications to clarify the payee
were made to a small number of bank drafts for one customer at Parq (Edgewater).
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 95% came from
BMO.
*It should be noted that the Credit Unions (ie: Coast Capital, VanCity, Westminster Savings) provided
certified cheques.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.

Page 1 122
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
2490

TD
BMO

1688

CIBC

1459

RBC
HSBC

180

SCOTIA
COAST
VANCITY
NATIONAL BANK OF CANADA

I 9

KEB HANA BANK CANADA

5

BANK OF CHINA

5

ATB FINANCIAL

5

G&F FINANCIAL GROUP

3

SHARONS CREDIT UNION

2

SERVUS CREDIT UNION

2

TANGERINE

1

EAST WEST BANK

1

CITIBANK

1

WESTMINSTER SAVINGS

1

ENVISION

1

ICICI BANK OF CANADA

1

Iii Tota l
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
5000

4470

4500
4000
3500

2966

3000
2500

liil Total

2000
1500
1000
500
0
y

N
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed

PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed

• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
BMO

1632

COAST

52

RBC

I

TD

I

11
10

SCOTIA

3

SHARONS CREDIT UNION

1

BANK OF CHINA

1

CIBC

1

HSBC

1

G&F FINANCIAL GROUP

1

0

Iii Total

200
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1200

1400

1600

1800

Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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River Rock Casino - November 6 - 7. 2017
A review of all bank drafts from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2017 was conducted at the River Rock
Casino. The total number of bank drafts reviewed was 4055 broken down as follows:
•
•
•
•

2013/2014 = 429 bank drafts (this number is not indicative for both years; these are the bank
drafts that we came across while reviewing the scope period identified above)
2015 = 1053 bank drafts
2016 = 1303 bank drafts
2017 = 1270 bank drafts

A team of seven individuals conducted this review over a two day window (November 6/7, 2017).

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 33% followed by:
•
•
•
•

Bank of Montreal (BMO) 23%
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 20%
Royal Bank (RB) 13%
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 8%

Payer Listed
1715 (42%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 4055 bank drafts reviewed there were only 905 (22%) that were handwritten, as shown on Table
3. None of these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 96% came from BMO.
None of the hand written bank drafts were from TD.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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River Rock PGF Accounts
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River Rock PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

River Rock PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Handwritten
• Typed

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

River Rock PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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Cascades Casino- November 10. 2017
A review of all bank drafts at Cascades Casino from the time of PGF Account inception in early 2017 to
November 10, 2017 was conducted at Cascades on November 10, 2017. The total number of bank drafts
reviewed was 4 (from 2 separate PGF accounts) and the findings are as follows:
Breakdown by Financial Institution
50% of the bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) and 50% of the bank drafts came from
Scotiabank (Scotia).
Payer Listed
None of the bank drafts listed a payer.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 4 bank drafts reviewed at Cascades Casino, all were typed.

There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Summary of Findings
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Elements Casino - November 10 1 2017
A review of all bank drafts at Elements Casino from the time of PGF Account inception in late 2016 to
November 10, 2017 was conducted at Elements on November 10, 2017. The total number of bank drafts
reviewed was 38 and the findings are as follows:
Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 55% followed by:
•
•

Royal Bank (RB) 18%
Bank of Montreal (BMO) 13%

Payer Listed
10 (26%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 38 bank drafts reviewed at Elements Casino, there were only 5 (13%) that were handwritten (Table
3), and all of these came from the Bank of Montreal (BMO). None of these bank drafts were defaced in
any way and were legible to read.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Elements Casino PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Elements Casino PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Iii Typed

Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts
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Hard Rock Casino Vancouver - November 10. 2017
A review of all bank drafts from PGF Account inception in late 2013 to November 10, 2017 was conducted
at the Hard Rock Casino Vancouver on November 10, 2017. The total number of bank drafts reviewed
was 335 broken down as follows:

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

1
27
57
118
132

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Bank of Montreal (BMO) 33% followed by:
•
•
•

Toronto Dominion (TD) 31%
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 17%
Scotiabank (SCOTIA) 9%

Payer Listed
158 (47%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 335 bank drafts reviewed there were 111 (33%) that were handwritten. None
of these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
100% of handwritten bank drafts came from BMO. None of the hand written bank drafts were from TD.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
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Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
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Grand Villa Casino - November 16. 2017
A review of all bank drafts from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2017 was conducted at the Grand Villa
Casino on November 16, 2017. The total number of bank drafts reviewed was 502 and the findings are
as follows:
Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined on Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
(Cl BC) 39% followed by:
•
•
•
•

Toronto Dominion (TD) 31%
Bank of Montreal (BMO) 16%
RoyaIBank(RBC)8%
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 4%

Payer Listed
269 (54%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 502 bank drafts reviewed there were only 87 (17%) that were handwritten.
None of these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 94% came from
BMO.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial
Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
29-Nov-2017

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

liiil Typed
Iii Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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Summary of Findings
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Starlight Casino - November 16. 2017
A review of all bank drafts from 2015-2017 was conducted at the Starlight Casino on November 16, 2017.
There were some bank drafts reviewed from 2010-2014 as they were in the files provided by the site,
however, these numbers do not reflect the total number of bank drafts for those years. The total number
of bank drafts reviewed was 460 broken down as follows:

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

1
16
6
20
70
74
166
107

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 36% followed by:
•
•
•
•

Bank of Montreal (BMO) 28%
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 15%
Royal Bank (RBC) 13%
Coast Capital Savings (COAST) 4%

Payer Listed
179 (39%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 460 bank drafts reviewed there were only 159 (35%) that were handwritten.
None of these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 81 % came from BMO.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Summary of Findings
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Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Summary of Findings
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Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Starlight PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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Summary of Findings
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Para Casino - November 23 & 26. 2017
A review of all bank drafts from 2015-2017 was conducted at the Parq Casino on November 23 & 26,
2017. There were some bank drafts reviewed from 2011-2014 as they were in the files provided by the
site, however, these numbers do not reflect the total number of bank drafts for those years.
The total number of bank drafts reviewed was 2042 broken down as follows:

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

2
21
21
187
312
678
669

*Note: The year was not recorded for 152 of the bank drafts that were reviewed

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 35%, followed by:
•
•
•
•

Bank of Montreal (BMO) 21 %
Royal Bank (RBC) 16%,
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 16%
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 5%

Payer Listed
635 (31%) bank drafts listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 2042 bank drafts reviewed, there were only 446 (22%) that were handwritten (Table 3). None of
these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 97% came from
BMO.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Parq PGF Accounts
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Pa rq PG F Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Pa rq PG F Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Parq PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis
Executive Summary
From November 6-26, 2017 a review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from 2015-2017
was conducted at BC Casinos offering PGF Accounts. There were some bank drafts and
certified cheques reviewed from 2011-2014 as they were in the files provided by some of the
sites, however, these numbers do not reflect the total number for those years. It should be noted
that the Credit Unions (ie: Coast Capital, VanCity, Westminster Savings) provided certified
cheques.
The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed during this period was 7436.
The majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 33%, followed by Bank of
Montreal (BMO) 23%, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 20%, Royal Bank (RBC)
13%, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 6% and Scotia Bank (SCOTIA)
2%. Of the 7436 bank drafts and certified cheques that were reviewed 2966 (40%) listed a
payer.
Only 1713 (23%) of the 7436 bank drafts and certified cheques were handwritten, with the
majority (95%) coming from Bank of Montreal. All handwritten bank drafts and certified cheques
were legible to read. Handwritten modifications to clarify the payee were made to a small
number of bank drafts for one customer at Parq (Edgewater).
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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PGF Account Bank Draft Analysis Summary of Findings
PGF Accounts
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PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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River Rock Casino
November 6 - 7, 2017
A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2017 was
conducted at the River Rock Casino. The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques
reviewed was 4055 broken down as follows:
•

•
•
•

2013/2014 = 429 bank drafts and certified cheques (this number is not indicative for both
years; these are the bank drafts and certified cheques that we came across while
reviewing the scope period identified above)
2015 = 1053 bank drafts and certified cheques
2016 = 1303 bank drafts and certified cheques
2017 = 1270 bank drafts and certified cheques

A team of seven individuals conducted this review over a two day window (November 6/7, 2017).

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 33% followed
by:
• Bank of Montreal (BMO) 23%
• Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 20%
• Royal Bank (RB) 13%
• Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 8%
Payer Listed
1715 (42%) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 4055 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed there were only 905 (22%) that were
handwritten, as shown on Table 3. None of these were defaced in any way and were legible to
read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts and certified cheques from the various
institutions; 96% came from BMO. None of the hand written bank drafts were from TD.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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River Rock PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

River Rock PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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River Rock PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed
Bank Drafts

• Handwritten
• Typed

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

River Rock PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
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Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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Cascades Casino
November 10, 2017

A review of all bank drafts at Cascades Casino from the time of PGF Account inception in early
2017 to November 10, 2017 was conducted at Cascades on November 10, 2017. The total
number of bank drafts reviewed was 4 (from 2 separate PGF accounts) and the findings are as
follows:
Breakdown by Financial Institution
50% of the bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) and 50% of the bank drafts came from
Scotiabank (Scotia).
Payer Listed
None of the bank drafts listed a payer.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 4 bank drafts reviewed at Cascades Casino, all were typed.

There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Elements Casino
November 10, 2017

A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques at Elements Casino from the time of PGF Account
inception in late 2016 to November 10, 2017 was conducted at Elements on November 10, 2017.
The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed was 38 and the findings are as
follows:

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 55% followed
by:
• Royal Bank (RB) 18%
• Bank of Montreal (BMO) 13%
Payer Listed
10 (26%) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 38 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed at Elements Casino, there were only 5 (13%)
that were handwritten (Table 3), and all of these came from the Bank of Montreal (BMO). None
of these bank drafts were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Elements Casino PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Elements Casino PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Elements Casino PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

liilTyped
liil Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts
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Hard Rock Casino Vancouver
November 10, 2017

A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from PGF Account inception in late 2013 to
November 10, 2017 was conducted at the Hard Rock Casino Vancouver on November 10, 2017.
The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed was 335 broken down as follows:

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Number of Bank Drafts
1
27
57
118
132

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Bank of Montreal (BMO) 33%
followed by:
• Toronto Dominion (TD) 31%
• Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 17%
• Scotiabank (SCOTIA) 9%
Payer Listed
158 (47%) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 335 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed there were 111 (33%)
that were handwritten. None of these were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
100% of handwritten bank drafts came from BMO. None of the hand written bank drafts were
from TD.

There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
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Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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175
170
165
160

Total

158

155
150
145
y

N

Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Hard Rock Casino Vancouver PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts
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Grand Villa Casino
November 16, 2017

A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from January 1, 2015 to October 31, 2017 was
conducted at the Grand Villa Casino on November 16, 2017. The total number of bank drafts
and certified cheques reviewed was 502 and the findings are as follows:
Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined on Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce (Cl BC) 39% followed by:
• Toronto Dominion (TD) 31%
• Bank of Montreal (BMO) 16%
• RoyaIBank(RBC)8%
• Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 4%
Payer Listed
269 (54%) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 502 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed there were only 87
(17%) that were handwritten. None of these were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts from the various institutions; 94% came
from BMO.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial
Institution
198

CIBC

154

TD

82

BMO

40

RBC

liilTotal

HSBC
SCOTIA

6

VANCITY*

3

0

50

100

150

200

250

* indicates certified cheques

Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
280
270

269

260
250
Total

240

233

230
220
210
y

N

Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Typed
Iii Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Grand Villa PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
BMO

TD

3
iii Total

RBC

I

1

CIBC

I

1

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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Starlight Casino
November 16, 2017

A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from 2015-2017 was conducted at the Starlight
Casino on November 16, 2017. There were some bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed
from 2010-2014 as they were in the files provided by the site, however, these numbers do not
reflect the total number for those years. The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques
reviewed was 460 broken down as follows:
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Number of Bank Drafts
1
16
6
20
70
74
166
107

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts and certified cheques came from Toronto
Dominion (TD) 36% followed by:
• Bank of Montreal (BMO) 28%
• Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 15%
• Royal Bank (RBC) 13%
• Coast Capital Savings (COAST) 4%
Payer Listed
179 (39%) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
As shown on Table 3, of the 460 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed there were only 159
(35%) that were handwritten. None of these were defaced in any way and were legible to read.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts and certified cheques from the various
institutions; 81 % came from BMO.

There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution
164

TD

129

BMO

67

CIBC

58

RBC
COAST*

liil Total

HSBC
VANCITY*

7

SCOTIA

I

1

BANK OF CHINA

I

1

ICICI BANK OF CANADA

I 1
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

* indicates certified cheques

Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
281

300
250
200

179

150

Total

100
50
0

y

N

Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Starlight PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank
Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Starlight PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
BMO
ll• lilllll1111111111~11111111111111111111~1111111111111111111!"11111111111111111111~1111111111~11111111111111111111~11111

129

COAST*
liiil Total

RBC

TD

10

I
0

1

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

* indicates certified cheques

Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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Parq Casino
November 23 & 26, 2017
A review of all bank drafts and certified cheques from 2015-2017 was conducted at the Parq
Casino on November 23 & 26, 2017. There were some bank drafts and certified cheques
reviewed from 2011-2014 as they were in the files provided by the site, however, these numbers
do not reflect the total number for those years.
The total number of bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed was 2042 broken down as
follows:
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Number of Bank Drafts
2
21
21
187
312
678
669

*Note: The year was not recorded for 152 of the bank drafts that were reviewed

Breakdown by Financial Institution
As outlined in Table 1, the majority of bank drafts came from Toronto Dominion (TD) 35%,
followed by:
• Bank of Montreal (BMO) 21 %
• Royal Bank (RBC) 16%,
• Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) 16%
• Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 5%
Payer Listed
635 (31 %) bank drafts and certified cheques listed a payer as identified on Table 2.
Handwritten vs Typed
Of the 2042 bank drafts and certified cheques reviewed, there were only 446 (22%) that were
handwritten (Table 3). Handwritten modifications to clarify the payee were made to a small
number of bank drafts for one customer.
Handwritten per Financial Institution
Table 4 has the breakdown of handwritten bank drafts and certified cheques from the various
institutions; 97% came from BMO.
There was nothing suspicious or untoward noted in this review.
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Parq PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts per Financial
Institution
TD

723

BMO

434

RBC

334

CIBC

325

HSBC
SCOTIA
VANCITY*
ATB FINANCIAL

I 5

COAST*

I 3

G&F FINANCIAL GROUP*

I 3

SERVUS CREDIT UNION*

2

BANK OF CHINA

1

CITIBANK

1

EAST WEST BANK

1

SHARONS CREDIT UNION*

1

NATIONAL BANK OF CANADA

1
0

!ii Total

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

* indicates certified cheques

Table 1: Number of Bank Drafts per Financial Institution

Parq PGF Accounts
Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
1600

1407
1400
1200
1000
800

635

Total

600
400
200
0

y

N

Table 2: Number of Bank Drafts with Payer Listed
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Parq PGF Accounts
Number of Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

• Typed
• Handwritten

Table 3: Handwritten vs Typed Bank Drafts

Parq PGF Accounts
Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
per Financial lnstituation
BMO
lil!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!l!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!l!!l!!!!!!!!!!l!!!9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1. .

TD

I

434

6

COAST*

I3

G&F FINANCIAL GROUP*

1

SHARONS CREDIT UNION*

1

SCOTIA

1

~Total

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

* indicates certified cheques

Table 4: Breakdown of Handwritten Bank Drafts
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This is Exhibit “84” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0006152

November 24, 2017
To All Service Providers:

Re: Bank Draft Receipt Directive
Effective December 4, 2017 BCLC is implementing a new directive which will
require designated patrons using bank drafts to accompany those drafts with a receipt
from the financial institution. The receipt must include the patrons name and account
number from the designated financial institution declared on the patron PGF account.
This program will be managed by the BCLC AML unit and will only apply to those
patron profiles flagged with "BCLC Directive: Bank draft receipt required". A copy
of the draft receipt shall be scanned into the LCT media tab and must be from the
declared financial institution on the patron's PGF account.
BCLC policy requires all service providers who offer PGF accounts to document the
designated financial institution of the patron when opening the PGF account. It is
imperative that enhanced due diligence is taken in all instances when patrons produce
bank drafts for deposit to their PGF accounts. If there is any doubt that the bank
drafts do not come from the patrons own account, the bank drafts should be refused
and an Itrak file should be created with a UFT dropdown for further investigation by
the BCLC AML unit.

playing it right

74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

t,

.c. r

Please ensure that this information is communicated to all impacted staff within your
If you have any questions please contact
organization immediately.
or
Thanks for your continued cooperation as we continue to enhance our AML
compliance regime.
Yours Truly,

Daryl Tottenham
Manager, AML Programs
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This is Exhibit “85” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0004654

To:

Daryl Tottenham[

Pieper
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[

Garth

Brad Desmarais
Kevin Sweeney
Bal Samra
Thur 26/10/2017 2:44:31 PM
RE: Bank Draft Procedures

Hi Everyone,
I reached out to various banking institutions and everyone does something a little different,
depending on where you bank:
Island Savings - Issues a receipt with the account # but no patron name
CIBC - Issues a receipt with name and account#
Royal Bank - Does not issue a receipt, just the bank draft copy which does not necessarily contain
the payer information
TD - as per below
BMO - Issues a receipt with name and account #
To be clear, MSB's do not provide bank drafts. They provide money orders and we do not accept
money orders in our facilities .
Thanks ,
Bal

Bal Samra B.Com , CAMS
Manager, AML Intelligence
Corporate Security and Compliance Division , BCLC
, V5M 0A6

•Yes. and ... •

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Biog I bclc .com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education and community groups across B.C.

From: Daryl Tottenham
Sent: October-25-17 1: 18 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Garth Pieper <
<
Brad Desmarais <
Cc: Kevin Sweeney <
Subject: RE : Bank Draft Procedures

Bal Samra

Option 1 is likely the best way to go knowing that this will take a bit for the SP's to work through to
their customers who use bank drafts often. I have talked to Pierre at TD and he is looking into the
bank draft data that a receipt holds as he does not believe both the name and account number
would be on the receipt copy of the bank draft. He thinks the receipt we are referring to is the
transaction record from the bank ( TD's is a S3 slip) that documents the senders name and account
number but is a separate document and varies from bank to bank to Credit Union.
Once we clarify this we will have a better understanding if this is achievable for our purposes.
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The other option we have failing this is what we looked at last year which was developing a singlepage form that the patron would have to take to the bank and have it signed off by the bank for
each draft. There are issues with this at the bank end which is why we did not pursue but if option 1
does not work it is something we can consider reviewing again.
Daryl

Daryl Tottenham Ba, CAMS
Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6

•Yes. and... •
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care,
education and community groups in B.C.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 12:51 PM
To: Garth Pieper
Daryl Tottenham
Brad Desmarais
Cc: Kevin Sweeney
Subject: RE: Bank Draft Procedures

Bal Bamra

Subject to comments from Bal and Daryl
I like option 1
All players would be required - we might consider a threshold - for example not required for
amounts under $SK
My understanding is financial institutions must provide a receipt -needs to be confirmed.
This would provide a fair bit of protection - should let us confirm payer (name of bank or
MSB) and name and number the funds came out of - this last piece is very helpful.
Rob
From: Garth Pieper
Sent: October-25-17 12:01 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Daryl Tottenham <
Brad Desmarais <
<
Cc: Kevin Sweeney <
Subject: RE: Bank Draft Procedures

Bal Bamra

Hi folks,
I don't believe it would be disruptive or adversely impact operations in the long-term. The short-term
impact might be a hit to revenue and the frustration that some of our players would be declined if
they couldn't produce the receipt. This will sort itself out sooner than later with the proper
communication and implementation strategy. I agree that this shows that we are taking the initiative
vs reacting to what might be a future recommendation.
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Here are some of my thoughts for the discussion:
•
•
•
•
•

OPTION 1 - Implement the control immediately and incorporate a grace period to inform our
players (with limits).
OPTION 2 - Announce the control effective in 30 days, and launch an expedited education
program for SP's and players.
Would all players be required to provide the receipt for every bank draft or just players that
need additional scrutiny?
Is the process below a banking requirement or a best practice for that institution?
How much more protection would this new control provide vs. the effort and disruption to
implement?

Let me know how I can support with the feasibility review or any efforts.
Garth

Garth Pieper
Di rector, Operations
Casi no & Commu nity Gaming , BCLC
2940 Vi rtual Way , Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Biog I bclc .com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education and
community groups across BC .

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 10:56 AM
To: Daryl Tottenham <
Brad Desmarais <
<
Cc: Kevin Sweeney <
Subject: RE: Bank Draft Procedures

Bal Bamra <

Garth Pieper

At this stage I think this is an added control we need to put in place and should proceed quickly
absent any major adverse impacts to service providers.
I know you have much on your plate , however can I ask you as a priority to assess the feasibility of
putting this measure in place and how quickly we can .
I have included Brad and Garth and will ask them to provide any comments or concerns about this
measure as quickly as possible.
Thank you .
Rob
From: Daryl Tottenham
Sent: October-25-17 10:43 AM
To: Rob Kroeker <

Bal Bamra <
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Cc: Kevin Sweeney <
Subject: RE: Bank Draft Procedures

We do not currently require that or ask for it. The down side would likely be minimal and would be
from the SP perspective of having to ask their VIP's to bring in the receipt as well as the draft.
On the upside it would be a great advantage to us or the SP trying to confirm the origin of each
bank draft as it goes through the PGF process as we have very limited ability currently to confirm
account ownership. Given what we are currently looking at and GPEB's constant interest in the
bank draft process (we just got another 86 request for 10 more) this would be a good idea to
explore and from my perspective.
Bal is in a meeting but will likely have more to add shortly.
D

Daryl Tottenham

Ba, CAMS
Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division , BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

•Yes. and... •
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care ,
education and community groups in B.C.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 10:35 AM
To: Daryl Tottenham
Cc: Kevin Sweeney
Subject: Bank Draft Procedures

Bal Bamra

Hi you two
Our Board chair has brought up an interesting point. He recently transferred money using a bank
draft. The receiving institution required him to provide the receipt from the bank for the draft which
shows payers name and bank account #.
Do we require players to provide the receipt for bank drafts and if not any down sides to
implementing this?
Rob
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This is Exhibit “86” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0005901

To:
Anna Fitzgerald[
Cc:
Hazel , Jillian GPEB:EX
From:
Rob Kroeker
Sent:
Fri 07/09/2018 2:17:41 PM
Subject: RE: Quick meeting request for tomorrow
Implementation Committee V6-1 .pptx

Jennifer Gallaway[

Good morning Anna
I am at my desk now till about 8:00 am. After that I am committed most of the rest of the day. Might be able
to fit a conference call in around 3:30.
I have attached the last version of the presentation I saw. In this version we feel the following slides are
critical to setting a factual, evidenced based foundation to the discussion that includes appropriate context so
that information is not misleading or mischaracterized:
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14-20. Slides 14-20 we would speak to jointly.
We understand you will be speaking to bank drafts and problems with them - BCLC has not been informed of
what those problems are. If there is to be discussion around bank drafts, we feel it important that slides 21
and 22 be included, again so that there is balance and context.
I have discussed earlier this week with Jim, the Vulnerabilities and Controls slides. We are very reluctant to
list those without controls where they exist. We feel that could give the wrong impression and could be
unnecessarily alarming.
Perhaps with this info Jillian and Jennifer can draft up a final version?
Rob

From: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX <
Sent: September-06-18 5:02 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Hazel, Jillian GPEB:EX <
Subject: Quick meeting request for tomorrow

Jennifer Gallaway <

Hello Rob,
I am sorry about the late notice but could we could arrange a meeting for tomorrow morning to discuss the
joint presentation to DMC for September 18th . Jillian and I walked through the presentation draft today and
also touched base briefly with Sam. We have been told that we need to bring it up to a higher level and focus
on the key concepts. We're also concerned there is a bit of overlap between what you and I are planning to
talk about. Attached is a potential outline and I am hoping we can have a call tomorrow to discuss your
thoughts on this and confirm the key messages we would like Deputies to take away from the presentation. I
know how busy your schedule gets so we will be avai lable from 7.30 onwards in the hope there is a time that
would work for you.?
Once we have agreed on the outline, Jill ian and Jennifer can finalize the draft slides and move them up the
cha in.
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Thank you,

Presentation Outline:
Slide 1- Cover slide
Slide 2 -Agenda (Anna)
Slide 3 - Map of BC- show# of casinos and amount of revenue (Rob)
Slide 4- BCLC as the reporting entity- explain obligations and required reports (Rob)
Slide 5 - Peak of STRs in 2015 - Show graph of annual STRs from approx. 2012 to 2015 - intended to be very
quick visual - could BCLC provide the data? (Anna)
Slide 6 -What GPEB did - MNP report, Intelligence Unit, JIGIT, Police investigations (Anna)
Slide 7 -What BCLC did - Source or wealth and source of funds restrictions, expanded AML unit, automated
money laundering analytic tools, MSBs derisked, BCLC joins Federal advisory committee on money laundering
and terrorist financing (Rob)
Slide 8 - Interim German Recommendations December 2017 - update on status of implementing the two
recommendations (Anna)
Slide 9 - Graph showing decline STR - key message is we have seen a significant decline in STRs from the peak
in 2015 (Rob)
Slide 10 - Table revenue trend - could we add to the slide to show data from 2015 - 2018 to show that table
revenue has remained steady? (Rob)
Slide 11- Risks - Key message - the decline in STRs is a good thing, but the risk of money laundering is ever
present and evolving and we need to continually adapt and be diligent
a. Client identity risks - anonymous transactions and third party transactions (Rob)
b. Cash based business - buy-ins with proceeds of crime and buy-ins below threshold (Rob)

Slide 12 - Cash alternatives - could we have 2 pie graphs that show volume of non-cash transactions in 2015
and volume today, including (bank drafts, debit, PGF etc.)? Could BCLC provide this data? - key message is
that cash has reduced but we need to continue to monitor all transactions (Anna)
Slide 13 - Training - Key message is that training an changing workforce is a vulnerability needs to be regular
and needs to evolve based on evolving risks - provide example of SOF directive (Anna)
Slide 14 -Authorities - BCLC has limited info when doing background checks; GPEB investigators have limited
authority to enforce AML; under our current structure, need to have a close connection with police - GIG
(Anna)
Slide 15 - Questions?
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This is Exhibit “87” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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From: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Sent: February-08-19 4:04 PM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Anna Fitzgerald
; John Karlovcec
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item

Rob,
I inquired with GPEB Audit and GPEB Intelligence on this issue and uncovered this additional
background:
•

The "flow chart" was created in January 2017 by Audit and Intel. It was created for a briefing
that GPEB Policy was preparing for the Compliance ED and GPEB ADM in preparation for a
briefing with the Associate Deputy Minister;

•

The term Anonymous was used at the time in reference to the fact that the Service Provider
when accepting bank drafts cannot confirm that the bank draft being presented to them by a
patron, is actually from that patron's own bank account. There is an inability to determine who's
bank account the funds for the draft are being drawn on as there is no information on the actual
paper bank draft that indicates the account# or persons name of who's account the funds came
from (except CIBC, at the time, who includes the remitters name on it). For example, if a bank
draft is made out to Gateway Casinos there are no identifying factors on the bank draft that
would indicate that the funds the bank draft was drawn from were the actual customers (ie. no
name, account#, etc). CIBC was the only bank that actually puts the name of the bank draft
purchaser on the bank draft, so the casino can identify the source. At the time this was created
we were only seeing bank drafts come in and other forms of PGF deposits such as wire
transferrers or certified cheques were not being utilized which do identify the accounts the
funds are being drawn from;

•

This was the mindset at the time back in January 2017, we had this disclaimer on the bottom of
the flow chart that was sent to Policy:
DISCLAIMER: This is a graphical representation of potential scenarios which explain how
dirty money could be getting into BC casinos.
Note: There have been significant changes in the use of cash/PGF accounts since
Summer 2015. A number of variables are changing such as the introduction of the BCLC
directives instructing some patrons they are not allowed to use cash. However, there
remains some commonality as to the patrons involved, many of whom historically were
named in STRs. Analysis has commenced with support of in-house information
combined with Intel from our law enforcement (LE) partners to get a greater
understanding of what is transpiring (e.g. if there is a correlation between the increase
in PGF activity and decrease in STRs).
Last Update: January 27, 2017

JIGIT added the following:
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•

The best example of this typology was in January 2017 when LIN laundered money this way at
RRCR. On the evening in question members of JIGIT, BCLC's AML team, and GPEB were present
at the casino to witness the problem first hand. It was seemingly a clear eye-opener to all of the
exploitation of drafts, as we all watched it unfold in front of us;

•

From recent evidential findings within JIGIT investigations, in Spring 2018 JIGIT had presented
and discussed the vulnerabilities of the bank drafts, through underground banking, at one of the
GIG meetings. In other GIG meetings that followed it was the focus of several discussions, and
JIGIT advised it was based on solid evidence. To emphasize the problem we also shared that we
as police had laundered money ourselves this way through this typology. The noted GIG
meetings had been attended by members of the BCLC AML Team. We wou ld be happy to
present the evidence based issues to Rob Kroeker at an upcoming GIG meeting, as they are on a
monthly basis;

•

JIGIT have confirmed factual confirmation of Money Laundering through PGFs at BC casinos. To
say that it is extensive would be hard to confirm as we don't have full visibility. No such claims
have been made by JIGIT through any presentations. We are certain of this typology, and
believe several Underground Service providers in the LMD utilize this method to service
patrons;

•

JIGIT have always been proactive in sharing facts, and continue to foster an understand ing
within the industry (through ATHENA) to bring together stakeholders, and work to close gaps.
At this time, we have nothing further to share (such as specific bank drafts), other than what we
have done and will continue to share.

In light of the above information, I'm sure you will agree, there is nothing unique to be gleaned from an
examination of bank drafts. If you still feel otherwise, I'm confident you can obtain draft examples
through your business lines. As often is the case, the media have stitched together various pieces of
information to draw the conclusion that billions of dollars have been laundered. Neither GPEB nor JIGIT
have made this claim. I believe the best course of action moving forward is to arrange the briefing
offered by JIGIT if you still have questions. That, of course, is your call. Have a great weekend.
Cary

Cary Skrine
A/Executive Director
Enforcement Division
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General
#200 - 1517 Water St. Kelowna, BC V1Y 1J8

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from your
mailbox.
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From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, February 1, 2019 10:13 AM
To: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item

John Karlovcec <

Thanks Cary

From: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX <
Sent: February-01-19 10:12 AM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Anna Fitzgerald <
>; John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item
The request has been forwarded.

Cary Skrine
A/Executive Director
Enforcement Division
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General
#200 - 1517 Water St. Kelowna, BC V1Y 1J8

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from your
mailbox.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, February 1, 2019 10:10 AM
To: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item

John Karlovcec

Cary
No, we have never had a briefing on the bank draft analysis done by GPEB. I have asked for one a number of
times over the last 18 months. While a run through on GPEBs analysis would be very helpful, the most useful
thing for us at this point would be getting copies of the bank drafts that the attached analysis is based upon. As
noted, having the actual drafts would let us do a detailed process and controls review and make any needed
changes on our side.
We are anxious to correct any problems now so perhaps the drafts identified and referred to by your inte ll igence
analyst could be sent over first and then we could arrange the briefing some time shortly after.
Thanks much .

Rob Kroeker
Ch ief Compl iance Officer & VP Legal, Compl iance, Security
British Co lumbia Lottery Corporation
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2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX

Sent: February-01-19 9:46 AM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Anna Fitzgerald
; John Karlovcec
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item
Thanks Rob
As I said earlier, I would welcome the opportunity to discuss these matters on the phone as I feel we may reach a
more timely resolution that might otherwise elude us on email. You mention our commitment to collaborate
and I want to ensure that my need to understand the necessity of your request is not misinterpreted as a lack of
cooperation.
As I understand it, your checks and balances are based on the information presented to you by the customer and
the information currently available on the draft. The lack of account detail upon which the draft was drawn and
no option for BCLC to pick up the phone to call the FI to confirm the information provided by the customer and
the source of funds connected to these drafts creates the vulnerability. You acknowledge two Fis include the
desired information (I stand corrected), however, most don't. During Project Athena meetings, the Fis have
suggested eliminating the acceptance of bank drafts listing the customer as the payee and seeking consent from
the customer to make direct bank inquiries at the time of PGF account opening as two ways to increase controls
in this area. Makes sense.
I accept the fact there may be other information on a bank draft that will help you analyze your current controls
in this area. Assuming you don't have independent access to the drafts to facilitate your analysis, I will reach out
to our Intelligence Unit and JIGIT to see what is available to share. Even more important in my view, if you
haven't yet received one, we could arrange a briefing on this issue. I was under the impression this matter was
being discussed at an extensive level at the GIG meetings that both our groups participate in.
Cary

Cary Skrine
A/Executive Director
Enforcement Division
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General
#200 - 1517 Water St. Kelowna, BC V1Y 1J8
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If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from your
mailbox.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, February 1, 2019 7:32 AM
To: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Cc: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX
Subject: RE: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item

John Karlovcec

Good morning Cary
We want to improve and tighten our controls to better address the risk of "anonymous" bank drafts.
Casinos only accept bank drafts made out to the customer or the service provider. The drafts and supporting
documentation must show FI, customer, a unique identifier and the customer must verify this information. We
have run a project where we inspected more than 7000 bank drafts and found no anomalies. We monitor bank
drafts on a daily basis and reconcile those to cheques and player level of play. On a monthly basis we track
drafts by FI down to the branch level, and if we identify any patterns we then report those to the GIG group for
follow-up and investigation. We still cannot proactively detect any anomalies related to anonymous bank drafts
or casinos accounts being misused with bank drafts. We are also told by colleagues in other provinces and some
Fis our bank draft monitoring is amongst the most extensive in place.
The RCMP analyst at the meeting referred to a single case and the facts were not entirely conclusive. The GPEB
analysis appears to be much more in-depth and indicates this is a large, systemic and on-going problem. BCLC
needs to take any action it can and it is seeking GPEBs assistance. Seeing the drafts in question would help us
better understand the exact vulnerability and let us track more precisely how those documents are being
presented and moved through our business. This, in turn, will help us develop better controls in relation to any
vulnerability. In addition, it will give us the factual basis to derisk the customers and banks involved. Once we
see the evidence GPEB has based its analysis on, BCLC may then be in a position to write to the banks involved to
advise that due to the money laundering GPEB has identified going through their business we will no longer be
able to accept bank drafts from them unless they address the money laundering that is occurring. This could
also help advance the bank process concern you noted below. In fairness it should be noted that both HSBC and
CIBC put the information desired on the face of their drafts.
GPEB has stated it is committed to working collaboratively and sharing analysis with us to help improve
controls. Providing copies of the bank drafts you used to develop your analysis would be of great assistance to
us and we would very much appreciate your help.
We hope to receive copies of the drafts upon which the analysis is based at your earliest convenience.
Regards,

Robert Kroeker BA, LL.B, MPA
Chief Compl iance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Co lumbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com
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Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

-----Original Message----From: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Sent: January-31-19 10:43 PM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Anna Fitzgerald
; John Karlovcec
Subject: Re: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item
Rob,
I'm not sure I understand the necessity of your request. JIGIT outlined the current situation at the meeting and
advised only one bank, HSBC, had changed their process to include the personal information on the face of the
draft. The other bank officials in attendance acknowledged their drafts did not contain the information and the
decision to change their practice would have to come from more senior officials within their respective banks.
By all means give me a call tomorrow if I'm missing your point.
Cary
Cary Skrine
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 31, 2019, at 9:18 PM, Rob Kroeker

wrote:

Thanks. Can we copies of the drafts to which the analysis refers.
R Kroeker
On Jan 31, 2019, at 6:51 PM, Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
wrote:
Rob,
This chart was produced in August, 2017 by our Intelligence Unit in preparation for a briefing with the AG.
Efforts were made to vet the material in response to multiple FOi requests in 2017 and was released upon
appeal to the review board by the applicant in Jan. 2019. Rationale provided .... the information contained in the
chart had previously been reported on .
The term "anonymous bank draft" was meant to refer to the elements of anonymity that relate to these drafts
(lack of name, account number, etc) and the difficulty that exists in proving the source of funds as a result. This
was the very issue discussed at the last Project Athena meeting. In my view the collective work we are doing
under this project to improve cross industry communication in the financial sector which will allow for improved
investigation of source of funds and source of wealth will result in increased controls.
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Relative to your "MSB" concerns, I'm not sure what other information was released that forms the foundation
for this report, however, neither GPEB nor JIGIT suggest that casinos have accepted bank drafts generated by
MSBs. Rather, there is evidence to suggest both legal and illegal MSBs have facilitated the transfer of bank
drafts, which they attain from banks, to casino patrons. When the bank drafts get presented at casinos, the bank
drafts have an element of anonymity, as outlined above, that does not allow for proper sourcing of the
instrument.
Give me a shout if you would like to discuss this further.
Cary

Cary Skrine
A/Executive Director
Enforcement Division
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General
#200 - 1517 Water St. Kelowna, BC Vl Y 1J8
If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from your
mailbox.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 7:45 AM
To: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX
GPEB:EX
Cc: John Karlovcec
Subject: Friday's meeting - additional agenda item

; Skrine, Cary J

Good morning Anna and Cary
We understand the attached table was released to media by GPEB and is the basis for the most recent story
alleging that billions of dollars were laundered over the last year through PGF accounts using anonymous bank
drafts from MSBs and banks.
As you are aware, casinos do not accept any form of payment from MSBs. We have seen no evidence that
casinos are not abiding by this restriction. The recent Fintrac review similarly found no evidence of payments
being taken from MSBs.
You will also be aware that in November 2017 we ran a project where we retrieved and physically inspected
more than 7000 bank drafts - the entire population for the period of time reviewed. We did not find any
instance of an anonymous bank draft. We did not find a single bank draft issued by an MSB (it is our
understanding MSBs cannot and do not issue these instruments).
In order to make sure we do not have a gap in our controls, we would appreciate if you could bring copies of the
bank drafts that lead to this chart being produced and GPEB's conclusion that casinos are accepting millions of
dollars in anonymous bank drafts from MSBs and banks. If we could see the bank drafts to which GPEB is
referring it will help us better understand the exact nature of the problem and to make any needed changes to
controls around bank drafts. We have made the request for these drafts in the past but did not get a response.
It would be of enormous assistance to us if we could get a look at these drafts on Friday so we can work
collaboratively through this potential control issue.
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Regards,
Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC<http://twitter.com/BCLC> I Facebook BCCasinos<http://facebook.com/bccasinos>
Blog<http://blogs.bclc.com/> I bclc.com<http://www.bclc.com/>

I

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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This is Exhibit “88” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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PGF Account
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Include deposits and withdrawal options
Steve Beeksma or AMLsupport to be contact.
6.

Contact at BCLC for banks to make inquiries on players source of cash (bank notes) - this likely requires an ISA
with each bank. (could be wrapped into meeting with banks on #4).

7.

ACURIS Report/ Wea lthlnsights
Include in budget which one we want.

8.

FINTRAC Action Plan Update

9.

Joint Account Bankdraft Policy Clarification from GCC

10. NRT contract expires in July 2019 - opportunity to go to RFP to better al ign with AML requirements (Everi is a
competitor to NRT)
John to arrange meeting with operations to discuss.
11. Mai lbox to track all SP requests
John will be sending out notification to all sites to use.
12. Playnow Updates (HRP/Alerts)

13. Shifting schedules

14. AML Project Specialist Role

t+>ele
playing it right
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This is Exhibit “89” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0008419

To:
From:

Bud Smith
Jim D. Lightbody
Sent:
Tue 2017-06-13 4:07:10 PM
Subject: Fwd: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ
imaqe001.jpq

Bud,
FYI. We just got the heads up this morning. We haven't been briefed, I'll be talking to Cheryl this
afternoon.
Jim
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Rob Kroeker
Date: June 13, 2017 at 8:35:19 AM PDT
To: "Jim D. Lightbody"
Subject: Fw: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ

See below. JIGIT PRESS RELEASE
Looks like GPEB is speaking at it as well. We have been given no info at all
We'll see what we can find out

From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Date: June 13, 2017 at 8:31:26 AM PDT
To: Rob Kroeker
Brad Desmarais
Dolinski
, Jim D. Lightbody
Cc: Angela Koulyras
Subject: Fw: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ
Importance: High

Susan

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Edwardson, Jamie GCPE:EX
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 8:28 AM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock
Subject: FW: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ

Headsup
From: "Winpenny, Brenda"
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Date: June 13, 2017 at 7:42:08 AM POT
To: "Win penny, Brenda"
Subject: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ
Good Morning,
This morning at 10 a.m. the CFSEU-BC will be hosting a press conference at its
headquarters located in the RCMP's E Division HQ building in Surrey to announce details
of a year-long investigation by the CFSEU-BC's Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team
(JIGIT) into an alleged organized crime network connected to illegal gaming houses and
money laundering.
Speaking at the press conference will be; A/Comm, Kevin Hackett, Chief Officer, CFSEU-BC
Executive Director, Len Meilleur, Compliance Division, Provincial Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Visuals at the press conference will include some of the money and drugs seized during
the investigation.
Note: this press conference will not be live streamed.
Sergeant Brenda Winpenny
Media Relations Officer
Community and Public Affairs Section
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit - BC

Follow us on Twitter @CFSEUBC and like us on Facebook

CFSEU-BC Mandate - To target, investigate, prosecute,
disrupt, and dismantle the organized crime groups and
individuals that pose the highest risk to public safety due to gang violence
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This is Exhibit “90” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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June 16, 2017

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
PO Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9N 1
Attention:

Mr. Len Meilleur
Executive Director, Compliance Division

&ele
playing it right

Dear Mr. Meilleur,
Re:

Press Conference on Illegal Gambling and Casino Money Laundering

I am writing about the press conference GPEB held in conjunction with the CFSEU on
June 13, 2017. I wish to extend my congratulations to you on the successes GPEB has
had in its partnership with the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team and which you
announced at the press conference. BCLC is thankful for the effort GPEB has put into
the investigation.
BCLC welcomed the news that a number of illegal gambling operations in the lower
mainland had been shutdown . However, it was very troubling to learn through the press
materials that sophisticated international organized crime groups had laundered funds
through BCLC casinos. As you know, BCLC has committed considerable resources,
staff and effort to developing its anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing
program . I know you are also aware that BCLC's program has been scrutinized by GPEB
audit staff and that it has recently undergone a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with
no deficiencies in its anti-money laundering procedures identified. Nonetheless, BCLC's
program is not static and we are committed to a course of continuous improvement.
Moreover, we recognize that criminal elements will adapt and seek new ways to launder
proceeds of crime in response to countermeasures and for th is reason, BCLC's program
must adapt and evolve on an ongoing basis. Given what we learned from the press
conference, BCLC is seeking GPEB's assistance. It would seem a vulnerability in our
program has been exploited by organized crime. In order to address this vulnerability
and prevent further laundering attempts, I ask that you share with us the specific details
of the money laundering methodology you determined was used by these organized
crime groups to launder proceeds of crime through legal casinos. This information will
allow us to make the changes needed to better protect our operations from money
laundering threats and close any gaps.

74 West Seymour s1,eet
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

T

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

bclc.c m

As troubling as it was to learn of a laundering vulnerability at our casino facilities, we
were even more concerned to learn of serious threats to public safety. It was deeply
alarming to hear that top tier organized crime figures participating in or linked to crimes
such as kidnapping and extortion were frequenting our facilities. Clearly, individuals
engaged in these types of criminal activities present the highest order of risk to public
safety. The safety of our customers, the staff of our service providers, and our own staff
who work in casinos must be paramount. I am certain that you agree. BCLC simply
cannot have these individuals exposing our customers and staff to personal safety risks
through their laundering activities or any other criminal activity. The Gaming Control Act
grants BCLC the statutory authority to ban any individual from its casinos. I ask that
GPEB provide BCLC with the names of the 9 individuals arrested so far in the
investigation, as well as the names of any other individual the investigation has revealed
to be involved in or connected in any way to criminal acts related to gaming , so that

BCLC00003 16
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BCLC can immediately ban those individuals from our facilities to protect the safety of
our customers and staff.
Given the threats to public safety, I would appreciate a response at your earliest possible
conven ience.
Sincerely,

playing it right
Robert Kroeker
Vice President, Corporate Security and Compliance

cc. Mr. Murray Dugger, Western Regional Manager, Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre

74 West Seymour Street
Ka mloops. BC V2C 1E2

29~ 0 Virtua l Way
Vancouver, OG V5M OA6

bc!c.cam
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This is Exhibit “91” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021
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A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

Privileged Document – Produced without any waiver of
privilege by BCLC before the Commission of Inquiry
into Money Laundering in British Columbia pursuant to
s. 29 of the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007, c. 9
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
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15th day of January, 2021
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A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made effective the.61 s'ciay. of

,1VAI t£ ,.2617 (the "Effec~ive Date")

BETWEEN:
BRITISH COLUMBIA LOTTERY CORPORATION,
a Crown corporation of the Province of British

Columbia, having its principal. pl~ce of bu~iness at
74 West Seymour .Street, Kain loops_. BC; V2C 1E2
("BCLC 11 o_r "Partlc::jpant'1}
-andHER MAjESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE
PROVINCE
OF 'BRITISH COLUMBIA., as
repres_ented by the Director of Civil Forfeiture

.("Civil Forfeiture Office" or "Participant")
WHEREAS BCLC is tbe provincial Crown· corporation responsible for the conduct and
management of gaming in the -Province of British .Columbia, as authorized by seotion 207(1) of
the Criminal Code RS:C., 1985, c. C-46. ("Criminal Code") and the Gaming Coniroi Act, .S.B.C,
2002, c. 14 (''GCA") and is a "public oody" as defined in Schedule 1 of the Freedom of
Information and Pfbtedtion of Privacy Act, R.S.B.C, 1996, c: 165 ("FIP.PA");
AND WHEREAS the CiviJ F.orieiture Office is an Office of the Mir]istry of Public Safety
.and Solicitor Gener~I of th(;) Province of British Co\umbi_
a authoriiecf by the Civil forfeiture Act,
S.B.C. 2005, c. 29 (''CFA") to conduct civil and administrative proceedings in British Columbia
relating Jo the forfeiture· of the proceeds of unlawful activity, and routin~ly gathers Personal
Information to carry 0~1t its duties;

AND WHEREAS BCLC has the responsiqilily unde,r the GCA to protect th_
e -security ai1d
integrity of gaming lr:, British Columbia, and a$ a result routinely gathers Personal lnforniatioh
about its patrons a_nd their activities while ·engaged in gaming operated by BCLC in compliance
with FIPPA;
AND WHEREAS both BCLC and the Civil Forfeityre O_
ffice must comply with FIPPA;
AND WHERl,:AS the ·Participants intend to enter into an Information $ha.ring Agreement
(the "Agree'rherif') which will ensure timely and effjctent sharing of informc1.tjon to assist With the
administration or.enforcement _
of qny law or to carry out a laWful investigation or the duties of
either Participant.
·
NOW THEREFORE, in consicleration of the promises. and covenants herein .set ·out, the
parties agree as foffows:
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Article 1 - PURPOSE
1.01

The purpose of this Agreement is to document the terms and conditions of the exchange
and protection· of Personal Information by the Participants, in compliance with FIPPA
and other applicable legislation.

Article 2 - DEFINITIONS
2.01

Director means the Director of Civil Forfeiture or his or her designate.

2.02

Disclosing Participant means the Participant who is responding to
other Participant for information.

2.03

Gaming Facility means a gaming facility as defined in section 1 of the GCA.

2.04

Personal Information means personal information as defined in Schedule 1 of FIPPA.

2.05

Receiving Participant means the Participant Who has made a request for information
from the other Participant.

2.06

Surveillance Media means all media, whether electronic or otherwise, in any format,
including video footage and still shots extracted from video footage, originating from
surveillance systems installed and operating in British Columbia Gaming Facilities in
which BCLC conducts and manages gaming.

a

request by the

Article 3 - AUTHORITY
3.01

This Agreement is entered into by the Civil Forfeiture Office under the authority of the
CFA, specifically section 3 and Part 3.1, which allow the Director to apply to the court or
conduct administrative proceedings to forfeit the proceeds of unlawful activity to
government, and section 22(4), which enables the Director to enter into information
sharing agreements with public bodies.

3.02

This Agreement is entered into by BCLC with the authority of the GCA, specifically
section 7, which allows BCLC to enter into agreements, and 92 and 93, which enable
BCLC to remove or prohibit individuals whose presence on the premises of a Gaming
Facility is considered undesirable, and with the authority of section 35 of the Criminal
Code, which enables BCLC to remove or prohibit any individual that BCLC reason<?bly
believes ls not entitled lawfully to be on the premises of a Gaming Facility or is about to
commit an offence on the premises of a Gaming Facility.

3.03

The Participants have authority to collect Personal Information pursuant to FIPPA,
particularly section 26.

Article4-SUBJECT MATTER
4.01

In order to administer the GCA, BCLC may require Personal Information in the custody
or under the control of the Civil Forfeiture Office. In addition, the Civil Forfeiture Office
may choose to proactively disclose to BCLC Personal Information of individuals whose
presence oh the premises of a Gaming Facility may be undesirable or who are known to
frequent Gaming Facilities. Personal Information will be used by BCLC to assist BCLC

2
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in removing or barring undesirable indiVfdu~ls from Gaming Fi:!cilities and to provide the
required written notices to those individuals. Such information may include, bl,!t .is not
lin,ited to: contact Information, financial lrl:!nsaction details·, history of posse$sion of the
proceeds .o f unlawful activity, history of involvement in proceedings relating to the
proceeds of unlawful activity, history of ·association with individuals who have·a history of
possession of the .proc~eds of unlaWful aGtivity.
4.02

hi order to carry out its duties under the CFA, th~ Civil Forfeiture Offioe 111ay require
Personal Information in the custody or under the control of BQLC. Personal Information
will b.e used by the Civil Forfeiture Office to conduct :court and administrative
proceedings relating to the forfeiture· of the proceeds of unlaWful activity.
Such
information may Include, but is not limlted ·to: contact information, Surveillance Media
and financial transaction details.

'4.03

The Par.ticipa·nts will mqke all requests and disclosure of Personal Information within the
limits established by FIPPA.

Article 5- REQUEST FOR. PERSONAL INFORMATION
5.01

Either Participant .may request disclosure of ·Personal Information reg·ardi11g a specific
in9ivid.1Jal or individuals. The reques~ will be matje in writing provided to:

(a)

BCLC:
Vice President, Corporate·Sec1,1rity c;1nd Compliance or designate

:(b)

Civil Forfeiture Office:
Director of Civil. Forfeiture or designate

5.02

Once a request is received, t.he Disclosing Participant will .advise the Receiving
participan~ as to the avail;3bility of the Personal Information. It is possible that some
requests for Petsonal Information may b.e denied ahd either Participant may be req1,,1ired
to obtain a court order prior to disclosure.

5.0-3

the Disclosing Participant wiil:
(a)

advise the Receiving P~rtlcipant as to V,/hether the Disclosing Participant is able
to provide t.he requested Personal lrifotniatioh; and.,

(b)

if :able, provide, as soon as prac;ticabie, the requested Personal Information.

Article G·- $ECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

6.01

All Personal Information and documentation- provided .to, collected by, delivered to or
compiled on beha_lf of the P,arti_cipants in the performance of their duties and
responsibilities shall be dealt with subject to and in accorda_nce with provincial statutes,
particularly FIPPA.

6.02

The Partic'ipants agree that forthe purposes of section 16(1)(b) of FIPPA, all inforrna~jon
disclosed and received between thl;} Participant$ under this Agreeme.rit. is disclos.ed ahd

3
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received in confidence and the Receiving Participant will maintain all such information in
strict confidence and not divulge or otherwise communicate it to any person other than
as permitted by, and to the limited extent necessary to fulfill the purpose of, this
Agreement.

6.03

Where a Participant receives a request under FIPPA, or any similar statute or legislation,
or in connection with any administrative or court proceeding including without limitation a
court order, notice of application, demand for production of documents, summons or
subpoena for disclosure of records that are subject to this Agreement, that Participant
will immediately notify and consult with the other Participant before disclosing the
records to the applicant

6.04

lri the event of accidental or unauthorized disclosure of Personal Information provided by
the Disclosing Participant to the Receiving Participant, the Receiving Participant will
promptly notify the Disclosing Participant arid take all reasonable steps to prevent the
recurrence ofthe accidental or unauthorized disclosure.

Article 7 - DISCLOSURE OF SURVEILLANCE MEDIA

7.01

The Civil Forfeiture Office acknowledges that BCLC's Surveillance Media constitutes
highly confidential and proprietary information of BCLC that is not disclosed or otherwise
available to the general public and agrees that it will:
(a)

retain Surveillance Media disclosed by BCLC in strict confidence and within its
sole custody, possession and control other than as provided for in accordance
with this Agreement;

(b)

not reproduce, release, divulge, disclose or otherwise distribute Surveillance
Media or the contents of Surveillance Media to any person outside of the Civil
Forfeiture Office, other than as provided for and in accordance with this
Agreement;

(c)

keep confidential all documents, materials or information regarding or containing
information disclosed in the Surveillance Media, including notes or memoranda
based on the Surveillance Media, and to destroy any such documents ahd
materials upon conclusion of the matter in respect of which disclosure of the
Surveillance Media was made; and

(d)

return Surveillance Media to BCLC upon conclusion of the matter in respect of
which disclosure of Surveillance Media was made.

7.02

If the Civil Forfeiture Office deems lt necessary, for the purposes ofcarrying out a lawful
investigation pursuant to its statutory duties, to provide Surveillance Media to expert
advisers or consultants retained by it, then the Civil Forfeiture Office will obtain frorn that
person a written confirmation that the person will keep the Surveillance Media strictly
confidential, not make any copies of the Surveillance Media, maintain it in a secure
manner at all times, and return it to the Civil Forfeiture Office as soon as practicable.

7.03

In the event the Civil Forfeiture Office receives any request or demand whatsoever that
could result in disclosure of Surveillance Media, including without limitation any request
under FIPPA or any other statute or legislation, or in connection with any administrative
4
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or court proceedfng it)cluding without lim_
itation a court .order, notice of appllcation,
demand for production of documents, summons or s.ubpoena, ·the Civil Forfeiture Office
will promptly and prior to making any d_
isclosure of Surveillance Media -give notice- to
BCLC in accordance with section 9.01 .of this Agre~ment -so that BCl,.C may seek a
protective order or other appropriate remedy in respect of the Surveillance Media.

1.04

This Articl_e will survivt? the termin-ation of this Agreement for.any reason whatsoever .

.Article 8 - COSTS

8.01

In the event that a ReceMng Participant requests informatipn -and the Disclosing
Participant incurs a cost in producing, gathering, copying or amassing ..the requeste.d
Personal Information, the Receiving Participant w.ill . fully reimburse the Disclosing
Participant for jts costs, provided that neither Participant shall .seek reimbursement for
any staffing costs associated with fulfilling a request for informc!tion.

Article .9 - NOTiFICAllON

9.01

All notices and communications provided for in this Agreement will be in Writing and will
pe mailed or delivert;id to the individuals .or positions responsible for the discha·rge of the
.obligations in this Agreement. For the purposes of delivery of Notice, 11ie addresses for
delivery ·are:

(a)

For BCLC
Attn: Rob Kroeker, Vice President Corporate Security and Compliance
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BG V5M 0A6
Email:

(b}

For the. Civil ForfeitLJre Office:
Attn: Phil Tawtel, Executive Director
PO Sox 92.34 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC

vaw 9J1

Ernail:

9.02

Any such notice or communication given by mail will be tjeemed to have been deUvered
72 hours after having been deposited in the mail service with first class postage prepaid.
If given by eiectroni.c- transmission, then such notice or communication will be deemed
·
· ·
effectlve when received.

Article 10- LIABILITY

10.01 Each Participant waives all claims against the otber r ·articipant in respect of damage
c~used to its personnel -and/qr its property by personnel or agehts, excluding
5
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contractors, of the other Participant arising out of, or in connection with, the
implementation of this Agreement.
10.02 However, if damage described in section 10.01 results from reckless acts or reckless
omissions, willful misconduct or gross negligence of a Participant, its personnel or
agents, the liability for any costs will be the responsibility of the Participant alone.
10.03 If one Participant receives notice of a claim by a third party for damage of any kind,
caused by one of the Participant's personnel or agents arising out of, or in connection
with, the implementation of this Agreement, the receiving Participant will notify the other
Participant as soon as is practicable.
10.04 In the event of a notice of claim as described in section 10.03, the Participants will
consult and attempt to resolve the claim. If required, the Participants will divide financial
responsibility between themselves to satisfy the claim. lf sut:h Hability results from
reckless acts or reckless omissions, willful misconduct or gross negligence of a
Participant, its personnel or agents, the liability for any costs will be the responsibility of
that Participant alone.
10.05 This Article will survive the termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever.
Article 11 -TERM OF AGREEMENT

11.01 This Agreement will come into force on the Effective Date and remain in force until
replaced by another agreement or terminated in accordance with this Agreement
11.02 This Agreement may be terminated at any time by either Participant if the other
Participant fails to meet its obligations under this Agreement
11.03 Nothing in this Agreement is in any way intended to replace or amend any obligation that
either Participant is bound to or required to perform by operation of law.
Article 12,... GENERAL

12.01 Each Participant will perform the acts, execute and deliver the writings, and give the
assurances necessary to give full effect to this Agreement
12.02 It is expressly agreed and understood that the Participants have entered into an arms'
length independent contract and will not be deemed to be an employee, agent, servant,
partner or joint venture of the other Participant. This agreement Will not be deemed to
constitute or create any partnership, joint Venture, master-servant, employer-employee,
principal-agent or any other relationship apart from an independent contractor
relationship.
12.03 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties concerning the
subject matter of this Agreement and no other understandings or agreements, verbal or
otherwise, exist between the Participants with respect to the subject matter of this
Agreement.
12.04 This Agreement will only be amended by an instrument in writing signed by both parties.

6
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12,05 This Agreement wHI be_.governed by the laws of the Province of British Columbia and the
federal laws of Canada applicable .therein, Without reference to any choice of law or
conflict of law principles. The Participants. h_ereby attorn to the exclusJve jurisdiction of
the courts of the Province of British Columbia and all courts competent to hear appeals
therefrom.

12.06 This Agr_ee.ment m_ay be executed in .one or more counterparts, each of Which will be
deemed an original and will, together, be deemed to constitute one and the sar,e
instr1.1ment. Signatures exchanged via. facsimile or digital scans of _signatures will be
deemed originals.

12.07 This Agreement reflects the good faith-and. spirit of cooperation of the Participants, but is
not legally bindlng on any of the Participants,
Authorized representatives.of the Participants:

DIRE.CTOR OF CIVIL FORFEITURE

,~

Rob Kroeker, Vice President

Phil Tawtel, Executive Director

Corporate Security and Compliance

Date /

Date

7
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This is Exhibit “93” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

BCLC0015634

STR / Cash Conditions Monthly Trend Review Meeting
MSB risk is the priority to assess our due diligence to come up with a recommendation to either
eliminate all business from MSB's or accept business from well established MSB's.
FSOC Re uest
o

•

0

o
o

•

2

Material ready to go except tracking sheets ; information to be sent
Copy of Jim Huslers email to be provided to Rob/John .

Other
o

VPD have no appetite at this time to establish an agreement with us because they see no value
in it; currently sitting with VPD and they will get back to us.

o

GPEB sent a letter declining our proposal for SP's having a compliance officer; Rob to provide
update on the spreadsheet;

o

Have Internal Audit more involved with AML (at a higher level) ; John to speak with Gurmeet
about this and recommend one of his staff be CAMS certified .

t+>ele
playing it right
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To:
Cc:
Babcock
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker
Brad Desmarais

Susan Dolinski
Abigail Ma

Laura PivaCynki Taylor

Amanda Hobson
Sat 30/09/2017 6: 17: 19 PM
Re:

Thanks for the heads up, Rob.
I cc Cynki and Abby here to put them on alert to be ready to support the HLT piece as well as Susan and
Laura, who we have been working with on the govt comms (not sure who is drafting the memo?).
Thanks,
Amanda
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 30, 2017, at 8:52 AM, Rob Kroeker

wrote:

Hi - congrats on the Parq opening. Jim said it was an incredible party! Such great work by all
involved.
Had 7:00 a.m. call with Jim and Bud this morning on all the media. A comprehensive memo for
Bud to the minister on AML is being pulled together along with supporting docs.
Bud also wants to have a conversation with Min on higher end table games and wants to have a
direct conversation about the govt needing to decide if they want to be in this business or not,
and if so they need to appreciate the risk, how it is being properly managed by BCLC and they
need to provide better support to BCLC. To this end Jim and Bud asked me to ask you to have
HLT (working with BCLC folks of course) prepare businesses estimates on revenue impacts of
three scenarios: getting out of high limit table play altogether (need to define "high limit" of
course), the revenue impacts of refusing all cash of $SK or more, and the refusing all cash of
$10K or more. Reason they want HLT is the minister appreciates arms-length verification.
I believe Brad Rand Cynki (subject to Amanda's comments) have done a lot of work in this area
in the past an might be good resources for HLT, along with your team of course any one else
Amanda thinks should be involved.
Timing on the AML memo is by end of this week. Bud is hoping for a meeting in two weeks or
so with the Min. Not sure what is realistic for HLT doing this work and will step back and leave
that to you, if I may. While I am gone Ross can help with resources from my team.
Regrets to both of you for intruding on your Sat morning.
Rob
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To:

Peter Law
Ross Alderson
Desmarais[
From:
Rob Kroeker
Sent:
Sat 30/09/2017 1:53:35 PM
Subject: RE: AML Review (BCLC & EY)

Cc:

Bob Boyle

; Brad

Hi Peter
There is not much we can provide in advance . As you have likely seen there has been considerable media
focus on our AML program. Yesterday one of the reporters himself was interviewed on a radio program.
During that interview he made, amongst others, this statement:

Cooper: Yeah, the gamblers are allowed to walk into the casinos and, with very troubling ease, buy casino
chips -- you know, up to $600,000, $650,000 a pop -- gamble, and then they can walk out of there with
cheques and, you know, my investigation suggests, invest in real estate.
If BCLC procedures are followed this cannot occur. The allegation is an extremely serious one. Through two
Fintrac audits and our own casino policy and procedure reviews we have not found any evidence of this type
of transaction occurring. Both of those types of reviews are based on sampling. Given the seriousness of this
allegation BCLC has taken the decision to order a review of all cheques issued by 3 casinos between January 1,
2014 and December 31, 2016 to determine if there have been any instances where procedures have not been
followed or there has been collusion leading to the circumstances the reporter says his investigation has
uncovered . Our initia l thought is Edgewater (closed as of yesterday), Riverrock and Starlight will be the
properties subject to review.
Thank you for making time, especially on the weekend, to consider this engagement.
Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

From: Peter Law
Sent: September-29-17 9:26 PM
To: Rob Kroeker
Cc: Ross Alderson
Subject: Re: AML Review (BCLC & EY)
Hi Rob -
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Sorry it's 9am. I've updated the invite. Talk in the morning.
Do you have any materials that would help in advance?

From: Rob Kroeker
Date: September 29, 2017 at 8:57:15 PM PDT
To: Peter Law
Cc: Ross Alderson
Subject: Re: AML Review (BCLC & EY)
Peter - just confirming this is 9:00 p.m. Pacific time?

From: Peter Law
When: September 30, 2017 at 9:00:00 PM PDT
, Zain Ra heel
Required: Bob Boyle
Thomas M Roche

Kirsten Tisdale
Rob Kroeker

Subject: AML Review (BCLC & EY)
Location:

CONFIDENTIAL and/or PRIVILEGED . If received in error please notify the sender and permanently delete.
CONFIDENTIEL et/ou PRIVILEGIE. Si ce courriel est re~u par erreur, veuillez nous en aviser et en effacer toutetrace.
EY, 100 Adelaide Street West, PO Box 1 Toronto, ON MSH 0B3 . www .ey.com/caTo unsubscribe from commercial
electronic messages / Pour vous desabonner des messages electroniques commerciaux : Unsubscribe@ca.ey.com

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
CONFIDENTIAL and/or PRIVILEGED. If received in error please notify the sender and permanently delete.
CONFIDENTIEL et/ou PRIVILEGIE. Si ce courriel est re~u par erreur, veuillez nous en aviser et en effacer toute trace.
EY, 100 Adelaide Street West, PO Box 1 Toronto, ON MSH 0B3. www.ey.com/ca To unsubscribe from commercial
electronic messages / Pour vous desabonner des messages electroniques commerciaux : Unsubscribe@ca.ey.com
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British Columbia Lottery
Corporation
River Rock Casino Resort:
Verified Win, Return of Funds, and
Convenience Cheque Analysis
February 15, 2019
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

EY
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working world
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EY

Ernst & Young LLP
100 Adelaide Street West, P.O. Box 1
Toronto, ON M5H 0B3

Tel: +1 416 864 1234
Fax: +14168641174
ey.com

Building a better
working world

Hunter Litigation Chambers
Suite 2100 - 1040 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC, V6E 4H1
Attention: K. Michael Stephens

15 February 2019

Cheque Analysis
Dear K. Michael Stephens:

Attached please find our report on the analysis requested by British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC")
in relation to the following specific types of cheques issued by River Rock Casino Resort: Verified Win and
Return of Fund Cheques issued for $10,000 or more, and Convenience Cheques issued for more than
$10,000, from the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016. The report is pursuant to our
engagement agreement dated October 10, 2017 and our scoping document dated May 4, 2018. As such,
we do not express any conclusion on the policies, procedures, systems/software and practices at BCLC,
River Rock Casino Resort, or any other BC Casino.

Very truly yours,

Ernst & Young LLP, Canada

Privileged & Confidential
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1.

Executive Summary

Ernst & Young LLP ("we") was engaged to provide assistance to Hunter Litigation Chambers (the "Firm")
in connection with the Firm's provision of legal advice to British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC").
Our primary points of contact have been BCLC's General Counsel and Director Internal Audit.
The purpose of our analyses was to identify instances of cheques issued to patrons of River Rock Casino
Resort ("River Rock") that were not supported by the Patron's gaming activity. The mandate questions that
we were asked to address are detailed in Section 2.1 of this report ("Mandate Questions"). We performed
procedures on all cheques issued by River Rock within the parameters described in Section 2.2 of this
report. The defined terms included in the Mandate Questions, and throughout this report, are defined in
Appendix A.
There were 2,031 cheques that met the parameters in Section 2.2 of this report. Of the 2,031 cheques
analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where the question criteria was met. If a cheque met criteria for more
than one of the Mandate Questions, it was only included in the following table one time. We noted the
following observations:

··-·.

.
Analysis Period

Sample Summary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed
Summary of Observations
Number of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

2014

2015

2016

Total

682
126,927,492

629
73,454,384

720
78,852,345

2,031
279,234,221

21
3.08%

6
0.95%

22
3.06%

49
2.41%

2,524,400
1.99%

536,000
0.73%

3,858,700
4.89%

6,919,100
2.48%

Refer to Section 4 of this report for a detailed breakout of each observation type.

Privileged & Confidential
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There was one instance of a cheque meeting the criteria for more than one of the Mandate Questions. As
such, this cheque is included twice as an observation for both Mandate Question 1 and Mandate Question
4. The total number of cheques identified with observations, percentage of the total number of cheques
analyzed, and the corresponding unsupported amounts are summarized in the table below:

Total# of Che ues with Observations
% of
Value of
Sample
Cheques
Unsupported
#
Amount $
$

Question
All Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron walked in to River Rock with cash and received a
cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.1)

2

3

4

5

Verified Win Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is
not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day,
regardless if the buy-in was cash or not? (see Section 4.2)
Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron removed funds from a PGF account and received a
verified win cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.3)
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a
return of funds cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit
and cheque request? (see Section 4.3)

Convenience Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a convenience cheque for an amount greater
than $10,000? (see Section 4.4)

0.05%

300,000

300,000

35

2.43%

2,801,100

1,140,490

9

1.52%

3,510,000

3,510,000

5

0.84%

608,000

608,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The observations noted in the above table can be summarized into the following three categories (as
detailed in Section 4):
Cheque Issued without Play:
• 1 occurrence noted that represented $300,000.
Verified Win Cheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
• 22 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $598,910 (where the unsupported amount of
the cheque was $1,000 or more).
• 10 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1,580 (where the unsupported amount of the
cheque was less than $1,000).
• 9 occurrences noted where a Verified Win Cheque was issued for the Return of Funds that
represented $3,510,000.
Missing Documentation:
• 7 occurrences noted that represented $848,000.

Privileged & Confidential
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2. EngagementScope
2.1 Mandate
BCLC requested that we analyze the following specific types of cheques issued by River Rock Casino
Resort ("River Rock"): Verified Win and Return of Fund Cheques issued for $10,000 or more, and
Convenience Cheques issued for more than $10,000 1 , from the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31,
2016. BCLC requested that Verified Win Cheques were limited to cheques related to Table Game play only.
The purpose of our analyses was to identify instances of cheques issued to Patrons of River Rock that were
not supported by the Patron's gaming activity. The Mandate Questions were specifically developed through
consultations with BCLC's management and BCLC's Audit Committee. The Mandate Questions that BCLC
asked us to address are as follows :

Mandate Question 1: Verified Win, Return of Funds, and Convenience ("All Cheques")
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron walked in to River Rock
with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 2: Verified Win Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a verified win
cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the Cash
Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or not?

Mandate Question 3: Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron removed funds from a
Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 4: Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds
and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and
cheque request?

Mandate Question 5: Convenience Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron received a Convenience
Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

1 Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and therefore only Convenience Cheques issued for more
than $10 ,000 were analyzed.
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2.2 Defining the Sample
BCLC provided us with listings of cheques that met all of the following criteria:
Issued from River Rock
Issued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
Issued during the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 ("Analysis Period")
Issued for $10,000 or more 2
Issued to PGF or non-PGF Patrons
Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)
BCLC represented that cheque listings were obtained from the sources described below. We did not
perform procedures to independently validate the completeness of the sample of cheque data provided by
BCLC.

Verified Win Cheques
BCLC represented that Verified Win Cheque data is captured within the Bally GMS system ("GMS"). GMS
includes all Verified Win Cheques issued for the Analysis Period. The BCLC AML Team applied a filter to
remove all cheques below $10,000 in value and represent that the information is complete and accurate
and that no information was redacted.
BCLC represented that GMS does not specifically identify if cheques issued relate to Table Games, or
sloUmachine winnings. Therefore, the BCLC AML Team applied text filters to identify which cheques related
to Table Games winnings or which related to slot/machine winnings. The BCLC AML Team communicated
to us that there were some cheques that were not picked up by either text filter. In these cases, the BCLC
AML Team manually reviewed the cheques to determine if they related to Table Games or slot/machine
games.

Return of Funds Cheques
BCLC represented that Return of Funds Cheques were documented on a hardcopy cheque register for the
Analysis Period. The BCLC Internal Audit Team manually reviewed the hardcopy cheque register and
identified cheques which were issued for $10 ,000 or more that were issued to PGF Patrons for Return of
Funds that had been held in a PGF account. From the information provided by the River Rock Casino, the
BCLC Internal Audit Team represents that the information is complete and accurate and that no information
was redacted.

Convenience Cheques
The BCLC AML Team identified cheques issued during the Analysis Period for over $10 ,000 based on the
Convenience Cheque tracking documents manually maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The sample used
for analysis is from the Convenience Cheque tracking sheet maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The
BCLC AML Team and represents that the information is complete and accurate and that no information
was redacted.

2
Only Convenience Cheques over $10,000 were analyzed . Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and
therefore these cheques were excluded from the sample.
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2.3 Limitations of Report and Restrictions of Use
This report was prepared for the Firm and BCLC pursuant to the terms of our Agreement dated October
10, 2017 (the "Agreement") and our scoping document dated May 4, 2018 (the "Scoping Document").
Under the Agreement and Scoping Document:
1.

Data, documentation and information analyzed and used for the preparation of this report was
made available to us by BCLC, upon our request. We have relied on the integrity, completeness,
and accuracy of what was provided. As such, we relied on the accuracy of the data that was
provided in the Manual ROF Cheque Register or GMS.

2.

This report is based on our procedures to the date of this report as described herein. In the event
that further documents, data or other information become available that could impact our
observations, we reserve the right, but will not be obligated, to analyze such records and reconsider
and amend the observations set out in this report.

3.

Our procedures were performed on a sample basis for River Rock. Our analyses should not be
extrapolated, including to other properties or instruments.

This report was not written with the needs of parties other than the Firm and BCLC in mind and assumes a
detailed understanding of BCLC and River Rock. Consistent with the terms of our Agreement and Scoping
Document:
1.

This report is intended to be read in its entirety. We caution against drawing conclusions from any
part of the report in isolation.

2.

Where our written consent is required for you to disclose our report to a third party, we will also
require that third party to execute a letter substantially in the form of Appendix A of the Agreement.
Without our prior written consent, you may not use or publish our report for any purpose not
contemplated in our Agreement.

For clarity , we were not engaged to, and did not:
1.

Perform a financial statement audit, review or compilation for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on historical financial statements of BCLC in accordance with standards established by CPA
Canada. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion or any form of assurance.

2.

Express any conclusions on BCLC or River Rock's policies, procedures, systems/software and
practices . Additionally, we did not conduct any field work at River Rock as part of our procedures,
and we did not interview any River Rock employees.

3.

Perform an assessment of BCLC's compliance with the Federal Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act ("PCMLTFA") or against applicable reporting requirements
outlined by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada ("FINTRAC").

4.

Perform procedures to consider or analyze the source of funds relating to the Buy-In Amounts used
to calculate the Verified Win cheques, Return of Funds cheques, Convenience cheques, or the
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source of funds relating to PGF Account deposits. The source of funds detail was not provided in
the supporting documents.

3.

Procedures

We designed procedures to address the Mandate Questions. The Mandate Questions relate to three
different types of cheques - Verified Win Cheques, Return of Funds Cheques, and Convenience Cheques.
Each of the three cheque types is issued for a different purpose, and therefore has different supporting
documentation that is available. The procedures completed are outlined below.
At our direction, BCLC obtained supporting documentation from River Rock and entered prescribed data
points into workbooks that we designed for our analyses. We analyzed the data captured by BCLC to
identify cheques that required further analysis. In these cases, we analyzed the documentation and inputs
provided by BCLC. We also performed quality control procedures on the inputs entered by BCLC Internal
Audit and BCLC AML employees.

3.1 All Cheques
BCLC identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these cheques, we
obtained copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque Image
Printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information
If applicable, Cash Tracking Form
If applicable, Casino Disbursement of Funds Form

Mandate Question 1: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron walked in to River Rock with cash and received a cheque
without any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheque and the type of cheque that was issued
2. For Verified Win Cheques, obtained a copy of the Cash Tracking Form prepared by River Rock to
support if gaming activity had occurred
3. For Return of Funds Cheques, obtained a copy of the PGF Account Summary prepared by River
Rock to support that the Patron had engaged in gaming activity
4. For Convenience Cheques, obtained a copy of the Cash Tracking Form prepared by River Rock to
support that gaming activity had occurred
5. Analyzed the supporting document to identify if gaming activity had occurred
For purposes of Mandate Question 1, we did not recalculate the value of the cheque issued, or the purpose
of why the cheque was issued. The focus was to identify if gaming activity had occurred.
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3.2 Verified Win Cheques
BCLC identified 1,439 Verified Win Cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these
cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque Image
Cash Tracking Form
Casino Disbursement of Funds Form
Printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information

Mandate Question 2: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is not
supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the Cash Tracking Form
provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or not?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheque based on details located in GMS
2. Compared the cheque date to the Cash Tracking Form to support that the Cash Tracking Form
relates to the cheque that was issued:
a. Where the cheque date was off by one day, we were informed that the form would relate
to the cheque due to timing of gaming play. For example, a Patron who started gaming on
May 6 at 11 :50 pm and cashed out on May 7 at 2:30 am may have been issued a cheque
dated May 6
3. Compared the value of the cheque with the value of the River Rock employee's calculated Verified
Win Amount on the Cash Tracking Form
4. Where the Cash Tracking Form did not include a River Rock employee's calculation of the Verified
Win , we compared the Cheque amount to the following sources :
a. Calculated Verified Win Amount on the Casino Disbursement of Funds Form
b. Chip movement on the Cash Tracking Form 3
The printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information was available for reference and reconciliation.

3.3 Return of Funds Cheques
BCLC identified 592 Return of Funds Cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these
cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque
Patron Profile Card
Printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information
Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Casino Disbursement of
Funds Form
If applicable, Cash Tracking Form

3

It was communicated to us that the chip movement on the Cash Tracking Form was to support the fact that gaming activity occurred.
BCLC represented that the summary information written by hand on the Cash Tracking Form is the highest form of evidence .
Therefore, we only relied on the chip movement when a summary on the Cash Tracking Form or a summary on the Casino
Disbursement of Funds Form was not available. There were instanced in which chip movement was tracked by denominations versus
total dollar value and in these cases the totals from chip movement may not reconcile with amounts noted in summaries or
disbursement of funds forms.
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Mandate Question 3: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron removed funds from a Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account
and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheques from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
2. Compared the cheque number, cheque type, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the
Manual ROF Cheque Register
3. Identified the type of cheque as an ROF Cheque, indicated by "Return of Patron Gaming Funds"
or Verified Wine Cheque "Players Gaming Club Winnings"

Mandate Question 4: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a Return of
Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and cheque request?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheques from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
2. Compared the cheque number, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the Manual ROF
Cheque Register
3. Identified the transaction by withdrawal date and amount in the PGF Patron Profile Card and
analyze the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal/cheque date
4. Identified if there is gaming activity related to the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal. If
gaming activity exists, obtain a copy of the Cash Tracking Form

3.4 Convenience Cheques
Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less. BCLC did not identify any
Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000.

Mandate Question 5: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than
$10,000?
As there were no Convenience Cheques identified for an amount greater than $10,000, no analysis was
performed.
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4.

Observations

We noted that of the 2,031 cheques analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where the question criteria was
met. If a cheque met criteria for more than one Mandate Question, it was only included in the following table
one time. We noted the following observations:

.......

.
Analvsis Period

Sample Summary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed
Summary of Observations
Number of Cheques with observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

Dollar Value of Cheques with observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

2014

2015

2016

Total

682
126,927,492

629
73,454,384

720
78,852,345

2,031
279,234,221

21
3.08%

6
0.95%

22
3.06%

49
2.41%

2,524,400
1.99%

536,000
0.73%

3,858,700
4.89%

6,919,100
2.48%

The table above identifies the total number of unique cheques that we identified observations. The following
tables identify the number of cheques for each question.
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Total# of Che ues with Observations
% of
Value of
Sample
Unsupported
#
Amount $

Question
All Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron walked in to River Rock with cash and received a
cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.1)

2

3

4

5

Verified Win Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is
not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting the ir play for that day ,
regardless if the buy-in was cash or not? (see Section 4.2)
Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron removed funds from a PGF account and received a
verified win cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.3)
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a
return of funds cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit
and cheque request? (see Section 4.3)

Convenience Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a convenience cheque for an amount greater
than $10,000? (see Section 4.4)

0.05%

300,000

300,000

35

2.43%

2,801,100

1,140,490

9

1.52%

3,510,000

3,510,000

5

0.84%

608,000

608,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

There was one instance of a cheque meeting the criteria for more than one of the Mandate Questions. As
such, this cheque is included twice as an observation for both Mandate Question 1 and Mandate Question
4.

4.1 All Cheques
Mandate Question 1
We analyzed 2,031 cheques in total. We noted one Return of Funds Cheque where there was no play noted
and the source of the Buy-In was not noted on the Cash Tracking Form.
Ill

·

.........
# of
Cheques

Total Value of
Cheques($)
300,000

Unsupported
Amount($)
300,000

2,031
0.05%

279,346,721
0.11%

0.11%

Cash Tracking Form indicates no play
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed

Of the cheques analyzed, there were cheques for which we were unable to determine if gaming play
occurred due to missing tracking sheets. For these cheques, we were unable to form a conclusion and
therefore have excluded these cheques from the observations for Mandate Question 1.
Privileged & Confidential
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The cheques where we are missing Cash Tracking Forms are discussed later in this document.

4.2 Verified Win Cheques
Mandate Question 2
We analyzed 1,439 Verified Win Cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate Question
2 related to 35 cheques. We have segmented the observations into the following three categories:
22 cheques where the partial or complete Buy-In appeared to be included in Verified Win Cheque
10 cheques where we identified a difference (difference was less than $1,000)
3 cheques where the Cash Tracking Form could not be located
The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The observations are summarized in the table below.
II

•

o

Partial or complete buy-in appeared to be included in
Verified Win Cheque
Difference (difference was less than $1,000)
Cash Tracking Form could not be located

Total
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed

··-·.
# of
Cheques

Total Value of
Cheques($)

Unsupported
Amount($)

22

1,899,000

598,910

10
3

362,100
540,000

1,580
540,000

35

2,801,100

1,140,490

1,439
2.43%

103,935,477
2.70%

1.10%

Cheques where Verified Win Cheque appears to include funds that are not a Verified Win
We noted 32 cheques where the Cash Tracking Form was provided, but the Verified Win Cheque was
issued for an amount that was greater than the Verified Win recorded on the Cash Tracking Form. Of these
cheques, we noted that 22 cheques had differences greater than $1,000 and appeared to include a portion
of the original Buy-In amount. The remaining 10 cheques had differences that were less than $1,000 and
appeared to have been rounded up when the cheque was issued. The cheques issued with observations
are summarized below:

Partial or complete buy-in appeared to be included in
Verified Win Cheque
Difference (difference was less than $1,000)

Total Value of
Cheaues ($l

Unsupported Amount

# of Cheaues

22

1,899,000

598,910

10

362,100

1,580

($}
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Cheques where Cash Tracking Form was Not Located
We noted 3 cheques where the Cash Tracking Form was not provided and the Verified Win Amount could
not be corroborated. River Rock communicated to us that the Cash Tracking Forms were missing and could
not be found. The cheques are summarized below:

# of Che ues
3

Cash Tracking Form could not be located

orted Amount $
540,000

Cheques where Cash Tracking Form did not have a Summary. but the Movement on Cash Tracking Form
Supported the Verified Win Cheque
We noted instances where the Cash Tracking Form and the Casino Disbursement of Funds Form did not
include a summary of the Cash-Out Amount, Buy-In Amount, and Verified Win Amount. However, we were
able to perform alternative procedures using the chip movement recorded on the Cash Tracking Form.
Therefore , we did not include these cheques as an observation . We noted 7 cheques for a total of $378,700
that met this description.
Cheques where Cash Tracking Form was not required as Buy-In Amount was equal to or less than $3.000
In the case where a Patron Buys-In for $3,000 or less, River Rock does not require its employees to record
gaming play on a Cash Tracking Form. We were unable to identify the Buy-In Amount. We noted 2 cheques
for a total of $25,200 that met this description.

4.3 Return of Funds Cheques
Mandate Question 3
We analyzed 592 Return of Funds Cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate
Question 3 related to 9 cheques. The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The total unsupported
value of these cheques is $3,510,000. The observations are summarized in the table below:
Ill

·

1

··-·.

.

.

Cheques where Verified Win Cheque was issued for ROF amount
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed

.
# of
Cheaues
9

Total Value of
Cheaues ($)
3,510,000

Unsupported
Amount($)
3,510,000

592
1.52%

175,298,744
2.00%

2.00%

Cheques where Verified Win Cheque was issued for ROF amount
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We noted 9 cheques where a PGF Patron had requested a Return of Funds Cheque. The cheque was
listed in the Return of Funds Cheque register. However, the cheque was written on a Verified Win Cheque.
In these instances, the Verified Win Amount is not supported. The cheques are summarized below:

. -.

Unsupported
Amount $
3,510,000

Cheques where Verified Win Cheque was issued for ROF amount

Mandate Question 4
We analyzed 592 Return of Funds cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate
Question 4 related to 5 cheques. The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The total unsupported
value of these cheques is $608,000. The observations are summarized in the table below:

# of
Cash Tracking Form indicates no play
Cheque copy and supporting documentation could not be located
Cash Tracking Form could not be located

3

250,000
58,000

Unsupported
Amount $
300,000
250,000
58,000

Total

5

608,000

608,000

592
0.84%

175,298,744
0.35%

0.35%

Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed

Cash Tracking Form indicates that no play occurred
The Cash Tracking Form notes that the Patron bought in but did not play. The funds were subsequently
issued as an ROF cheque. The cheque is summarized below:

# of
Cheques
Cash Tracking Form indicates no play

Total Value of
Cheques($)
300,000

Unsupported
Amount($)
300,000

Cheque copy and supporting documentation could not be located
River Rock communicated to BCLC that these cheques were not issued as ROF cheques and were not
withdrawn by the Patron. They indicated that the cheques were voided and re-issued as a Buy-In for a
Table Game. In 2014, cheques were issued to move money from the PGF Account to a table for a Buy-In.
We requested a copy of the voided cheque, or a copy of the cheque that was used to transfer money to the
table for a Buy-In. River Rock was not able to provide copies of a voided cheque or of a cheque used for a
Buy-In. The cheques are summarized below:
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Cheque copy and supporting documentation could not be located

# of
Che ues
3

Unsupported
Amount $
250,000

Cash Tracking Form could not be located
The Patron Card indicated that gaming activity existed, but the Cash Tracking Form could not be located.
As a result, we could not corroborate that gaming activity actually occurred. The cheque is summarized
below:

# of
Cheques
Cash Tracking Form could not be located

Total Value of
Cheques($)
58,000

Unsupported
Amount($)
58 ,000

Cheques where Cash Tracking Form could not be located. but other supporting documentation indicates
play occurred
We noted an instance where the Cash Tracking Sheet Form could not be located to identify that play
occurred prior to the withdrawal of the ROF cheque. However, we were able to use alternative procedures
to exclude this as an observation by referencing other supporting documentation such as cash tracking
forms for prior sessions of play associated with cheques issued prior to this one. The additional support
analyzed indicated that play was associated to the ROF cheque issued. Therefore, we did not include this
cheque as an observation. We noted one cheque for a total of $1,000,000 that met this description.

4.4 Convenience Cheques
Mandate Question 5
There were no Convenience Cheques identified by BCLC that were written for over $10,000 at River Rock
within the Analysis Period. Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and BCLC
did not identify any Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000 .
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5.

Summary

Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where one or more of the Mandate Questions'
criteria was met. As noted in Section 4 of this report, these 49 cheques accounted for $6,919,100 of the
$279,234,221 in total value of cheques. The observations noted in this report can be summarized into the
following three categories:
Cheque Issued without Play:
• 1 occurrence noted that represented $300,000.
Verified Win Cheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
• 22 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $598,910 (where the unsupported amount of
the cheque was $1,000 or more).
• 10 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1,580 (where the unsupported amount of the
cheque was less than $1,000).
• 9 occurrences noted where a Verified Win Cheque was issued for the Return of Funds that
represented $3,510,000.
Missing Documentation:
• 7 occurrences noted that represented $848,000.
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A.

Defined Terms

In writing our report, we used specific terms. For the purposes of this report, the followings terms have been
used:
Patron: An individual who is a customer of a casino and utilizes the establishment for gambling
purposes. Patrons are assigned a unique subject ID ("SID") once a Business Relationship has been
established.

•

PGF Patron: A Patron who has opened a Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account at the casino.
PGF account: An account opened at the casino for a Patron where the Patron can deposit funds
for the purpose of gaming. The account can only be opened with a minimum amount of CAD 10,000
in Sourced funds in the form of a bank draft. The PGF Patron can withdraw funds from their PGF
account at any point as a Buy-In or a Return of Funds Cheque.

•

Table Game: Casino games conducted on a table and operated by one or more live dealers.
Players enter a game by sitting (or standing) at the table and placing their bets on that table, in
accordance with the rules of the game. Tables are identified using a table number coded using
various acronyms, such as MOB and MEZB. Gaming activity for Table Games, or rated play, is
tracked using a Cash Tracking Form (see term below).
Buy-In Amount ("Buy-In"): The amount of cash, chips or cheques that a Patron uses to initiate
gaming activity. Note that there can be more than one Buy-In amount related to one occurrence of
gaming activity.
Cash-Out Amount ("Cash-Out"): The total amount of chips or cash that a Patron takes to the cage
when they finish gaming in order to cash out.
Verified Win Amount ("Verified Win"): The net positive gaming activity for a Patron, equal to the
total Table Game Cash-Out amount less the total Buy-In amount.

For the purposes of this report, cheques issued to gaming Patrons have been categorized into the following
categories:
Verified Win Cheque: Issued to any Patron as a result of gaming activity where the Patron wins
money from the casino. The amount of the cheque is not to exceed the amount of gaming winnings
for the recorded session(s) prior to Cash-Out (e.g., total Cash-Out amount less the Buy-In amount).
Convenience Cheque: Issued to any Patron for redemption of chips valued at CAD 10,000 or less.
The cheque is issued as a convenience to Patrons so they do not have to carry cash or chips out
of the casino. PGF Patrons do not have a limit on how many Convenience Cheques can be issued,
whereas non-PGF Patrons are only allowed up to CAD 10,000 a week.
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Return of Funds (''ROF") Cheque: Issued to a PGF Patron for a return of funds that have been
deposited in the PGF account, either sourced from a deposit from an external source or a deposit
from a result of gaming play.
As part of our analysis, we looked at copies of the following types of financial instruments and documents
prepared during gaming days at River Rock:
Cheque: A written order to pay a stated sum from the drawer's account to the addressee. BCLC's
cheques can be printed by a computer or written by hand.
Cash Tracking Form: The form that is used by casino staff to track Patrons who buy in with CAD
3,000 or more at a Table Game. The form is used to track details such as what table and seat
position the Patron is playing at, date of play, Cash-Out amount, Buy-In amount and a calculation
of the Verified Win amount. These are handwritten records in which play may be recorded as a
sum of the activity in CADs or by specific chip values where each chip color has a corresponding
denomination.
Casino Disbursement of Funds: The form that is used by casino staff to track all cash
disbursements conducted at the cage post gaming activity, as well as Verified Win Cheque
issuances. The Casino Disbursement of Funds Form is filled out by a cage employee when a Patron
has approached the cage to perform a Cash-Out transaction.
Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Record ("PGF
Record"): The form that is used by casino staff to track deposits and withdrawals to a PGF account
that includes the date, amount and source of the funds or type of withdrawal, respectively. The
source of the deposits can be external (e.g., bank draft) or internal (e.g., redeposit from gaming
activity at the casino), and the type of withdrawal can be a Buy-In used to initiate gaming activity
through the purchase of chips at the cage, a direct table transaction or a Return of Funds Cheque
that is used to take money outside of the casino.
iTrak: Incident and security management software system used by BCLC and its service providers
to manage the documentation of activities and transactions to adhere to compliance and reporting
requirements.
iTrak LCT Printout: A printout of a Large Cash Transaction Report ("LCTR") from iTrak. LCTRs are
entered and tracked in iTrak. LCTRs are sent to FINTRAC when a casino receives CAD 10,000 or
more within 24 hours from or on behalf of the same individual or entity. The LCTR contains Buy-In
amounts, PGF account deposits, and disbursement details and amounts.
PGF Account Detail: Statement of a Patron's PGF account deposits and withdrawals from account
opening to close.
Bally Gaming Management System ("GMS"): An electronic tracking and reporting system that
balances transactions to cash at the end of each day. GMS includes all cheques issued for the
period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016.
Manual ROF Cheque Register: River Rock tracked ROF Cheques issued to Patrons on a manual
handwritten register. This register was used to determine the population of ROF cheques to be
reviewed by EY during the scope period.
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All Rights Reserved.
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Ernst & Young LLP
100 Adelaide Street West, P.O. Box 1
Toronto, ON M5H 0B3

Tel: +14168641234
Fax: +1416864 1174
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC, V2C 1E2
Attention:
Greg Moore, Interim President and CEO
Brad Desmarais, Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming

24 April 2020

Cheque Analysis

Dear Mr. Greg Moore & Brad Desmarais:

Attached please find our report on the analysis requested by British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC")
in relation to the following specific types of cheques issued by Grand Villa Casino Hotel: Verified Win and
Return of Fund Cheques issued for $10,000 or more, and Convenience Cheques issued for more than
$10,000, from the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016.
The report is pursuant to our engagement agreement dated July 31, 2019 and the related restrictions upon
use and specific scope covered. As such, we do not express any conclusion on the policies, procedures,
systems/software and practices at BCLC, Grand Villa Casino Hotel, or any other BC Casino.

Very truly yours,

Ernst & Young LLP, Canada
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1.

Executive Summary

Ernst & Young LLP ("we") were engaged to provide advisory services to British Columbia Lottery
Corporation ("BCLC") in connection with substantive testing of cheques. Our primary point of contact has
been BCLC's Director, Audit Services.
The purpose of the analyses was to identify instances of cheques issued to Patrons of Grand Villa Casino
Hotel ("Grand Villa") that were not supported by the Patron's gaming activity. The mandate questions that
we were asked to address are detailed in Section 2.1 of this report ("Mandate Questions"). We performed
procedures on all cheques issued by Grand Villa meeting the criteria described in Section 2.2 of this report.
The defined terms included in the Mandate Questions, and throughout this report, are in Appendix A.
There were 658 cheques that met the criteria in Section 2.2 of this report. Of all 658 cheques analyzed, we
identified three cheques, or approximately 0.5% of the population, where at least one of the question criteria
were met. We noted the errors in these cheques related to manual efforts performed by casino staff. If a
cheque met criteria for more than one of the Mandate Questions, it was only included in the following table
one time. We noted the following observations:

.

.......

Analysis Period

2014

2015

2016

Total

245
22,757,128

187
6,605,248

226
14,081,851

658
43,444,226

Summary of Observations
Number of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

0
0.00%

2
1.07%

0.44%

3
0.46%

Dollar Value of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

0
0.00%

198,950
3.01%

24,980
0.18%

223,930
0.52%

Population Summary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed

Refer to Section 4 of this report for a detailed breakout of each observation type.
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The total number of cheques identified with observations, percentage of the total number of cheques
analyzed, and the corresponding unsupported amounts are summarized in the table below:
...

Question

2

3

4

5

All Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron walked in to Grand Villa with cash and
received a cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.1)
Verified Win Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Verified Win cheque for an
amount that is not supported by a Player Table Tracking Form, or
does not reconcile to the Player Table Tracking Form provided,
documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was
cash or not? (see Section 4.2)
Return of Funds Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron removed funds from a PGF account and
received a Verified Win cheque without any casino play? (see
Section 4.3)
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently
received a Return of Funds cheque with no gaming activity
between the deposit and cheque request? (see Section 4.3)
Convenience Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a convenience cheque for an
amount greater than $10,000? (see Section 4.4)

A.

.I.

•

Total # of Cheaues with Observations
%of
Value of
Cheques Population Cheques
Unsupported
(#)
(#)
($)
Amount($)

0

0.00%

0

0

2

0 .37%

203,930

1,100

0

0.00%

0

0

0

0.00%

0

0

N/A1

20,000

10,000

The observations noted in the above table can be summarized into the following two categories (as detailed
in Section 4) :

Verified Win Cheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
• Two occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1,100
Convenience Funds issued for Return of Funds Cheque:
• One occurrence noted in the amount of $20,000.

1 BCLC did not identify any Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000. However, there was one Return of

Funds cheque that was written from the convenience account. Therefore, a percentage of population was not
calculated.
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2. EngagementScope
2.1 Mandate Questions
The purpose of the analyses was to identify instances of cheques issued to Patrons of Grand Villa Casino
Hotel ("Grand Villa") that were not supported by the Patron's gaming activity. The Mandate Questions were
specifically developed through consultations with BCLC's management and BCLC's Audit Committee. The
Mandate Questions were applied to specific types of cheques issued by Grand Villa, as defined in section
2.2. The Mandate Questions are as follows:

Mandate Question 1: Verified Win, Return of Funds, and Convenience ("All Cheques")
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron walked in to Grand
Villa with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 2: Verified Win Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron received a Verified
Win cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Player Table Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to
the Player Table Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was
cash or not?

Mandate Question 3: Return of Funds Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron removed funds from
a Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 4: Return of Funds Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds
and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and
cheque request?

Mandate Question 5: Convenience Cheques
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron received a
Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

2.2 Defining the Population
BCLC provided us with listings of cheques that met all of the following criteria:
Issued from Grand Villa
Issued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
Issued during the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 ("Analysis Period")
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Issued for $10,000 or more 2
Issued to PGF or non-PGF Patrons
Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)
BCLC represented that cheque listings were obtained from the sources in line with the criteria above and
following the procedures described below. We did not perform procedures to independently validate the
resulting list of cheques provided by BCLC.

Verified Win Cheques
BCLC represented that Verified Win Cheque data is captured within the Bally GMS system ("GMS"). GMS
includes all Verified Win Cheques issued for the Analysis Period. The BCLC AML Team applied a filter to
remove all cheques below $10,000 in value and represent that the information is complete and accurate
and that no information was redacted.
BCLC represented that GMS does not specifically identify if cheques issued relate to Table Games, or
slot/machine winnings. Therefore, the BCLC AML Team applied text filters to identify which cheques related
to Table Games winnings or which related to sloUmachine winnings. The BCLC AML Team communicated
to us that there were some cheques that were not picked up by either text filter. In these cases, the BCLC
AML Team manually reviewed the cheques to determine if they related to Table Games or sloUmachine
games.

Return of Funds Cheques
BCLC represented that Return of Funds Cheques were documented on a hardcopy cheque register for the
Analysis Period. The BCLC Internal Audit Team manually reviewed the excel cheque register and identified
cheques which were issued for $10,000 or more that were issued to PGF Patrons for Return of Funds that
had been held in a PGF account. From the information provided by the Grand Villa Casino, the BCLC
Internal Audit Team represents that the information is complete and accurate and that no information was
redacted.

Convenience Cheques
The BCLC AML Team identified cheques issued during the Analysis Period for over $10,000 based on the
Convenience Cheque tracking documents manually maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The population
used for analysis is from the Convenience Cheque tracking sheet maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The
BCLC AML Team and represents that the information is complete and accurate and that no information
was redacted.

2.3 Limitations of Report and Restrictions of Use
This report was prepared for BCLC pursuant to the terms of our Agreement dated July 31, 2019 (the
"Agreement").
Under the Agreement:
1.

Data, documentation and information analyzed and used for the preparation of this report was
made available to us by BCLC, upon our request. We have relied on the integrity, completeness,

2
Only Convenience Cheques over $10,000 were analyzed. Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and
therefore these cheques were excluded from the population.
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and accuracy of what was provided, including the data that was provided in the Manual Cheque
Registers or GMS.
2.

This report is based on our procedures to the date of this report as described herein. In the event
that further documents, data or other information become available that could impact our
observations, we reserve the right, but will not be obligated, to analyze such records and reconsider
and amend the observations set out in this report.

3.

Our procedures were performed on a defined population for Grand Villa. The analyses should not
be extrapolated, including to other properties or instruments.

This report was not written with the needs of parties other than BCLC in mind and assumes a detailed
understanding of BCLC and Grand Villa and their systems and procedures. Consistent with the terms of
our Agreement:
1.

This report is intended to be read in its entirety. We caution against drawing conclusions from any
part of the report in isolation.

2.

Where our written consent is required for you to disclose our report to a third party, we will also
require that third party to execute a letter substantially in the form of Appendix A of the Agreement.
Without our prior written consent, you may not use or publish our report for any purpose not
contemplated in our Agreement.

For clarity, we were not engaged to, and did not:
1.

Perform a financial statement audit, review or compilation for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on historical financial statements of BCLC in accordance with standards established by CPA
Canada. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion or any form of assurance.

2.

Express any conclusions on BCLC or Grand Villa's policies, procedures, systems/software and
practices. Additionally, we did not conduct any field work at Grand Villa as part of our procedures,
and we did not interview any Grand Villa employees.

3.

Perform an assessment of BCLC's compliance with the Federal Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act ("PCMLTFA") or against applicable reporting requirements
outlined by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada ("FINTRAC").

4.

Perform procedures to consider or analyze the source of funds relating to the Buy-In Amounts used
to calculate the Verified Win cheques, Return of Funds cheques, Convenience cheques, or the
source of funds relating to PGF Account deposits. The source of funds detail was not provided in
the supporting documents.
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3.

Procedures

We designed procedures to address the Mandate Questions. The Mandate Questions relate to three
different types of cheques - Verified Win Cheques, Return of Funds Cheques, and Convenience Cheques.
Each of the three cheque types is issued for a different purpose, and therefore has different supporting
documentation. The procedures completed are outlined below.
At our direction, BCLC obtained supporting documentation from Grand Villa and entered prescribed data
points into workbooks that we designed for our analyses. We performed quality control test procedures on
the inputs entered by BCLC Internal Audit and BCLC AML employees. We analyzed the data captured by
BCLC to identify cheques that required further analysis. In these cases, we analyzed the documentation
and inputs provided by BCLC.

3.1 All Cheques
BCLC identified 658 cheques that met the population criteria identified above. For these cheques, we
obtained copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque Image
Printout of the iTrak LCT
If applicable, Player Table Tracking Form

Mandate Question 1: From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
obseNed where a Patron walked in to Grand Villa with cash and received a cheque
without any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheque and the type of cheque that was issued
2. For Verified Win Cheques, obtained a copy of the Player Table Tracking Form prepared by Grand
Villa to support if gaming activity had occurred
3. For Return of Funds Cheques, obtained a copy of the PGF Account Summary prepared by Grand
Villa to support that the Patron had engaged in gaming activity
4. For Convenience Cheques, obtained a copy of the Player Table Tracking Form prepared by Grand
Villa to support that gaming activity had occurred
5. Analyzed the supporting document to identify if gaming activity had occurred
For purposes of Mandate Question 1, we did not recalculate the value of the cheque issued, or the purpose
for which the cheque was issued. The focus was to identify if gaming activity had occurred.

3.2 Verified Win Cheques
BCLC identified 538 Verified Win Cheques that met the population description identified above. For these
cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque Image
Player Table Tracking Form
Printout of the iTrak LCT
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Mandate Question 2: From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Verified Win cheque for an amount that is not
supported by a Player Table Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the Player Table
Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in
was cash or not?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheque based on details located in GMS
2. Compared the cheque date to the Player Table Tracking Form to support that the Player Table
Tracking Form relates to the cheque that was issued:
a. Where the cheque date was off by one day, we were informed that the form did relate to
the cheque but that the date difference was due to timing of gaming play. For example, a
Patron who started gaming on May 6 at 11 :50 pm and cashed out on May 7 at 2:30 am
may have been issued a cheque dated May 6
3. Compared the value of the cheque with the value of the Grand Villa employee's calculated Verified
Win Amount on the Player Table Tracking Form
4. The printout of the iTrak LCT was available for reference and reconciliation.

3.3 Return of Funds Cheques
BCLC identified 120 Return of Funds Cheques that met the population description identified above. For
these cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque
Patron Profile Card
Printout of the iTrak LCT
Player Table Tracking Form

Mandate Question 3: From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron removed funds from a Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account
and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheques from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
2. Compared the cheque number, cheque type, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the
Manual ROF Cheque Register
3. Identified the type of cheque as an ROF Cheque, indicated by "Return of Funds - Not Gaming
Winnings (PGF)" or Verified Win Cheque

Mandate Question 4: From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a Return of
Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and cheque request?
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The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheques from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
2. Compared the cheque number, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the Manual ROF
Cheque Register
3. Identified the transaction by withdrawal date and amount in the PGF Patron Profile Card and
analyze the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal/cheque date
4. Identified if there is gaming activity related to the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal. If
gaming activity exists, obtain a copy of the Player Table Tracking Form

3.4 Convenience Cheques
Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less. BCLC did not identify any
Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000. However, there was one Return of Funds cheque that
was written from the convenience account. As such, the procedures described are the procedures used to
test the Return of Funds cheque that was issued from the convenience account.

Mandate Question 5: From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than
$10,000?
The following procedures were performed:
1. Identified the cheque from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
2. Compared the cheque number, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the Manual ROF
Cheque Register
Identified the type of cheque as an ROF Cheque, indicated by "Return of Funds - Not Gaming
Winnings (PGF)" or Convenience Cheque, indicated by "Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings"
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4.

Observations

We noted that of the 658 cheques analyzed, there were three cheques, or 0.5% of the population, where
the question criteria were met. If a cheque met criteria for more than one Mandate Question, it was only
included in the following table one time. We noted the following observations:

-

•1••.

.
Analvsis Period

2014

2015

2016

Total

245
22,757,128

187
6,605,248

226
14,081,851

658
43,444,226

Summary of Observations
Number of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

0
0.00%

2
1.07%

0.44%

3
0.46%

Dollar Value of Cheques with Observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

0
0.00%

198,950
3.01%

24,980
0.18%

223,930
0.52%

Population Summary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed

The table above identifies the total number of unique cheques for which we identified observations. The
following tables identify the number of cheques for each question.
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•1••.

•

A

-

A

...

..

3

4

5

,I

•

Total # of Cheaues with Observations
%of
Value of
Cheques Population
Cheques
Unsupported
{$}
l#l
l#l
Amount 1$1

Question

2

A.

All Cheques (see Section 4.1)
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron walked in to Grand Villa with cash and
received a cheque without any casino play?
Verified Win Cheques (see Section 4.2)
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Verified Win cheque for an
amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does
not reconcile to the Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting
their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or not?
Return of Funds Cheques (see Section 4.3)
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron removed funds from a PGF account
and received a Verified Win cheque without any casino play?
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently
received a Return of Funds cheque with no gaming activity
between the deposit and cheque request?
Convenience Cheques (see Section 4.4)
From the population of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a convenience cheque for an
amount greater than $10,000?

0

0.00%

0

0

2

0.37%

203,930

1,100

0

0.00%

0

0

0

0.00%

0

0

N/A3

20,000

10,000

4.1 All Cheques
Mandate Question 1
We analyzed 658 cheques in total. We did not identify any cheques issued where there was no gaming
play documented and the source of the Buy-In was not noted on the Player Table Tracking Form.
1(1

•

•1••.

A

Player Table Tracking Form indicates no play

#of
Cheaues
0

Total Value of
Cheaues {$}
0

Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as% of Total Cheques Analyzed

658

43,444,226

0.00%

0.00%

Unsupported
Amount{$}
0

0.00%

3

BCLC did not identify any Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000. However, there was one Return of
Funds cheque that was written from the convenience account. Therefore, a percentage of population was not
calculated.
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4.2 Verified Win Cheques
Mandate Question 2
We analyzed 538 Verified Win Cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate Question
2 related to two cheques. In both cases, the difference of the unsupported value was less than $1,000. In
both cases, incident files were opened in iTrak. The incident files describe that the cheques were issued
for incorrect amounts due to incorrectly inputting the buy in amount. In one case, the buy in was rounded
to the nearest $1,000 and in the other case, a single buy in was overlooked.
The observations are summarized in the table below:
If'

A

Difference (difference was less than $1,000)
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed

Private & Confidential

•

•1••.
#of
Cheques
2

Total Value of
Cheques($)
203,930

Unsupported
Amount($)
1,100

538
0.37%

23,766,216
0.86%

0.00%
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4.3 Return of Funds Cheques
Mandate Question 3
We analyzed 120 Return of Funds Cheques. Of these cheques, we did not note any observations for
Mandate Question 3.

Mandate Question 4
We analyzed 120 Return of Funds cheques. Of these cheques, we did not note any observations for
Mandate Question 4
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4.4 Convenience Cheques
Mandate Question 5
There were no Convenience Cheques identified by BCLC that were written for over $10,000 at Grand Villa
within the Analysis Period.
However, we noted one Return of Funds cheque that was written from the convenience cash account. The
cheque included a description of "Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings" however did not indicate that
the cheque was related to a PGF account. Grand Villa identified the issue; however, the cheque had been
cashed so the cheque was not voided. The cheque issued was a convenience cheque and still indicated
that the money was not from gaming winnings. The observations for this cheque are summarized below:
If'

A

•

•1••.
#of
Cheaues

Cheques where Convenience Cheque was written for
over $10,000
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as % of Total Cheques Analyzed 4

Total Value of
Cheaues 1$1

Unsupported Amount

20,000

10,000

{$}

20,000

4

BCLC did not identify any Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000. However, there was one Return of
Funds cheque that was written from the convenience account. Therefore, a percentage of population was not
calculated
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5.

Summary

Of the 658 cheques analyzed, we identified three cheques, or 0.5% of the population, where one or more
of the Mandate Questions' criteria was met. As noted in Section 4 of this report, these three cheques
accounted for $223,930 of the $43,444,226 in total value of cheques. The observations noted in this report
can be summarized into the following three categories:
Verified Win Cheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
• Two occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1,100
Convenience Funds issued for Return of Funds Cheque:
• One occurrence noted in the amount of $20,000.
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A.

Defined Terms

In writing our report, we used specific terms. For the purposes of this report, the followings terms
have been used:
Patron: An individual who is gambling at the casino. Patrons are assigned a unique subject
ID ("SID") once a business relationship is established. A business relationship with the
casino is formed once a client has an account or has conducted two or more transactions
or activities through the casino, for which the patron's identity needs to be verified.
PGF Patron: A Patron who has opened a Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account at the
casino. A PGF account is an account opened at the casino for a patron, where the patron
can deposit funds for the purpose of gaming. The account can only be opened with a
minimum amount of $10,000 of sourced funds in the form of a bank draft. The PGF Patron
can withdraw funds from their PGF account at any point.
Table Game: table games are casino games that are not slot machines or lotteries. Players
enter a game by sitting (or standing) at the table and by placing their bets on that table, in
accordance with the rules of the game. Tables are identified using a table number coded
using various acronyms such as MOB and MEZB that were identified by BCLC. Gaming
activity for table games, or rated play, is tracked using a Player Table Tracking Form (see
term below).
Buy-In Amount ("Buy-In"): the amount of cash, chips, or cheques that a Patron uses to
initiate gaming activity. Note that there can be more than one Buy-In amount related to
one occurrence of gaming activity.
Cash-Out Amount: the total amount of chips or cash that a Patron takes to the cage when
they finish gaming in order to cash out.
Verified Win Amount ("Verified Win"): the net positive gaming activity for a Patron. Equal
to the total Table Game Cash-Out Amount less the total Buy-In Amount.
For the purposes of this report, cheques issued to gaming patrons have been categorized into
the following categories:
Verified Win Cheque: issued to any patron as a result of gaming activity where the patron
wins money from the casino. The amount of the cheque is not to exceed the amount of
gaming winnings for the recorded session(s) prior to cash-out. In other words, the amount
of the Verified Win Cheque is not to exceed the total cash out amount less the buy in
amount.
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Convenience Cheque: issued to any patron for redemption of chips valued at $10,000 or
less. The cheque is issued as a convenience to Patrons so they do not have to carry cash
or chips out of the casino. PGF patrons do not have a limit on how many convenience
cheques can be issued whereas non PGF patrons are only allowed up to $10,000 a week.
Return of Funds (''ROF") Cheque: issued to a PGF Patron for a return of funds that are in
the PGF account. The funds could be from a deposit from an external source or a deposit
from a result of gaming play. The cheque is issued to return money to the PGF Patron and
is a form of withdrawal from their account.
During the completion of our analysis, we talked to members of the following teams at BCLC:
BCLC AML Team
o

Manager, AML Intelligence

o

AML Business Intelligence Analyst

BCLC Internal Audit Team
o

Director, Internal Audit

o

Manager, Audit Services

o

Senior Internal Auditor

o

Internal Auditor

As part of our analysis, we looked at copies of the following types of documents
Cheque - original cheque can be printed by a computer or written by hand
Player Table Tracking Form - form that is used by Casino staff to track patrons. The form
is used to track details such as what table and seat position the Patron is playing at, date
of play, Cash-Out amount, Buy-In amount, and a calculation of the Verified Win amount.
These are handwritten records in which play may be recorded as a sum of the activity in
dollars or by specific chip values where each chip color has a corresponding
denomination.
Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement
Record ("PGF Record") - form that is used by Casino staff to track deposits and
withdrawals to a PGF Account. For deposits, the form indicates the date, amount, and
source of the funds. The source of the deposits can be external (e.g. bank draft) or internal
(e.g. re-deposit from gaming activity at the Casino). For withdrawals, the form indicates
the date, amount, and type of withdrawal. The type of withdrawal can be a buy-in used to
initiate gaming activity through the purchase of chips at the cage, a direct table transaction,
or can be a Return of Funds Cheque which is used to take money outside of the Casino.
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iTrak- Incident and security management software system used by BCLC and its service
providers to manage the documentation of activities and transactions to adhere or
compliance and reporting requirements.
iTrak LCT Printout - A print out of a Large Cash Transaction ("LCT") Report from iTrak.
LCT's are entered and tracked in iTrak. LCT Reports are sent to FI NT RAC when a casino
receives $10,000 or more within 24 hours from by or on behalf of the same individual or
entity. The LCT form contains buy in amounts, PGF account deposits and disbursement
details and amounts.
PGF Account Detail - Statement of a Patron's PGF account deposits and withdrawals
from account opening to close.
Bally Gaming Management System ("GMS") -An electronic tracking and reporting system
that balances transactions to cash at the end of each day. GMS includes all cheques
issued for the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016.
Manual ROF Cheque Register - Grand Villa Casino tracked ROF cheques issued to
Patrons on a manual register maintained in excel. This register was used to determine the
population of RPF cheques to be reviewed by EY during the scope period.
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EY I Assurance I Tax I Transactions I Advisory

About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we
deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical
role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global
Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about our organization, please visit
ey.com.
© 2020 Ernst & Young LLP.

All Rights Reserved.
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.
ey.com/ca
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Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
held at 10:00 am (PT) 16 January 2019
Location:
Board Present:
Peter Kappel
Hilary Cassady
Fiona Chan
Lisa Ethans
Dusty Kelly
Mario Lee
Gregory Moore
Coro Strandberg

Boardroom - BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC

Chair

Board Not Present:
Joan Axford
Management Present:
Jim Lightbody
Amanda Hobson
Monica Bohm
Jamie Callahan
Patrick Davis
Brad Desmarais
Kevin Gass
Rob Kroeker
Gurmit Aujla
Darryl Tateishi
Jennifer Keim
Jennifer Smith
Suzanne Rowley
Observers & Guests:
Douglas S. Scott

President and Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer and Vice President, Finance and Corporate Services
(Items 2 - 7 .12 only)
Vice President, Digital and Enterprise Services
(Items 2 - 5.2 only)
Vice President, Human Resources
(Items 2 - 7.12 only)
Chief Information Officer and Vice President, Business Technology
(Items 2 - 5.2 only)
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
(Items 2 - 5.2 only)
Vice President, Lottery Gaming
(Items 2 - 5.2 only)
Chief Compliance Officer and Vice President, Legal, Compliance, Security
Director, Audit Services (Item 1 only)
Manager, Audit Services (Item 1 only)
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
Associate Corporate Secretary
Ass istant Corporate Secretary

Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of the Attorney General
(via teleconference for Items 1 - 8.2 and 8.4 only)

Peter Kappel took the Chair at 10:02 am with Jennifer Keim acting as recording secretary. As proper notice
of the meeting had been given and a quorum was present, the Chair declared the meeting to be regularly
constituted and open for the transaction of business at 10:02 am.

1

ADOPTION OF AGENDA
The Board went in camera from 10:20 am to 11 :35 am with the CEO, General Counsel,
Vice President, Legal, Compliance, Security, and Director, Audit Services .

BCLC0001433

On motion duly made and carried, the agenda was adopted with the addition of the in camera session
noted above.
2

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of the 12 December 2018 meeting were presented.
On motion duly made and carried, the minutes of the meeting were approved.

3

REPORT BY CHAIR
The Chair welcomed the new board members and emphasized the partnership between
the Board, Management and Government.

4

REPORT BY PRESIDENT
Jim Lightbody provided a summary of the corporation's year-to-date financial performance,
public relations activities, and progress on the updated strategic plan.

5

CORPORATE OPERATIONS- PART 1

5.1

Management Reports

5.1.1

Finance & Corporate Services

Information Only

Amanda Hobson presented the report. No questions followed.
5.1.2

Casino & Community Gaming
Brad Desmarais presented the report and updated the Board on the proposed facilities in Victoria
and Delta. Discussion followed regarding the Board's expectations for future reporting.

5.1.3

Lottery Gaming
Kevin Gass presented the report, highlighting ongoing lottery infrastructure upgrades.
Discussion followed regarding lottery market trends and upcoming commission structure changes.

5.1.4

Digital & Enterprise Services
Monica Bohm presented the report and invited questions.
Discussion followed regarding product development, refresh and metrics.

5.1.5

Business Technology
Pat Davis presented the report and invited questions.
Discussion followed, focused on cost management and opportunities and challenges arising from
new product options.

5.1.6

Social Responsibility & Communications
Monica Bohm presented the report, and the Board requested that further information about the
GameSense Advisors be presented at the upcoming board orientation session.
Discussion followed about the challenge of getting to the heart of the public's experience of the
corporation and the need for an effective strategy that will truly align to public expectations.

5.1.7

Human Resources
Jamie Callahan presented the report and invited questions.

5.1.8

Legal, Compliance, Security
Rob Kroeker presented the report and advised that BCLC's action plan relating to the recent
FINTRAC audit was in the meeting materials. The Board's reporting expectations were discussed.
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5.2

Q3 Dashboard

Discussion

Monica Bohm presented the report and invited questions.
6
6.1

COMMITTEE REPORTS ·
Audit Committee

Discussion

Lisa Ethans delivered the Audit Committee report in Joan Axford's absence, briefing the Board on
all Committee agenda items.

6.2

Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

Discussion

Mario Lee delivered the Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility Committee report,
briefing the Board on all Committee agenda items.
6.3

Human Resources and Compensation Committee

Discussion

Hilary Cassady delivered the Human Resources and Compensation Committee report, briefing the
Board on all Committee agenda items.
Peter Kappel supplemented the report with information on the January 14 Board meeting.
6.4

Risk Committee

Discussion

Greg Moore delivered the Risk Committee report, briefing the Board on all Committee agenda
items.
Discussion followed regarding the Committee's planned role in reviewing contracts that will require
Board approval.
7
7.1

CORPORATE APPROVALS
Statement of Investment Policies & Procedures

Approval

Hilary Cassady advised that the Human Resources and Compensation Committee is satisfied with
the current Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures and is not recommending any
changes at this time.
7.2

Pension Plan Investment Manager(s)

Approval

Hilary Cassady reported the Human Resources and Compensation Committee's recommendation.
Discussion followed.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Pension Committee has recommended that AllianceBernstein and Wellington
Management Company be selected as global equity investment managers and AlphaFixe Capital
Inc. be selected as the fixed income portfolio investment manager for the British Columbia Lottery
Corporation Pension Plan (the "Plan'?;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to approve the foregoing;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:
1.

The selection of AllianceBernstein and Wellington Management Company as global equity
investment managers and AlphaFixe Capital Inc. as the fixed income portfolio investment
manager for the Plan is hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.
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7.3

Q3 Financial Statements

Approval

Lisa Ethans reported the Audit Committee's recommendation and invited questions.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the financial statements for the third quarter of fiscal year
2018/2019;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Audit Committee to approve
such statements;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:

7.4

1.

The financial statements for the third quarter of fiscal year 2018/2019 are hereby
approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.

Q3 Revised Forecast & Projections

Approval

Lisa Ethans reported the Audit Committee's recommendation and invited questions.
Discussion followed regarding service provider financial performance and risks.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the Corporation's forecast for fiscal year 2018/2019 and
projections for fiscal years 2019/20-2022/23 (the "Q3 Revised Forecast and Projections");
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Audit Committee to approve
the foregoing;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:

7.5

1.

The Q3 Revised Forecast and Projections are hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.

Business Plan, Operating & Capital Budgets

Approval

Lisa Ethans presented the Audit Committee's recommendation and invited questions.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the business plan, operating and capital budgets for fiscal year
2019/2020 (the "Business Plan and Budget");
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendationfrom the Audit Committee to approve
the Business Plan and Budget;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:
1.

The Business Plan and Budget are hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.
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7.6

Service Plan

Approval

Lisa Ethans reported the Audit Committee's recommendation. Discussion followed.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the Service Plan for fiscal years 2019/2020-2021/2022
(the "Service Plan'?;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Audit Committee to approve
the Service Plan;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:

7.7

1.

The Service Plan, together with such changes as may be approved by the Chair of the Board,
is hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.

Holdback Analysis Recommendation

Approval

Hilary Cassady reported the Human Resources and Compensation Committee's recommendation
and invited questions.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:
WHEREAS the Board has reviewed a document entitled "Holdback Incentive Recommendation";
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to change to the Holdback Incentive Plan such that the holdback
incentive is included as pensionable earnings for all affected employees effective April 1, 2019
("Holdback Incentive Change'?;

NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:

7.8

1.

The Holdback Incentive Change is hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and all such
documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her opinion
may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.

Compensation Plan

Approval

Hilary Cassady reported the Human Resources and Compensation Committee's recommendation
and Jamie Callahan provided further information regarding PSEC approval requirements.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the BCLC Compensation Philosophy and Plan;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to ratify, confirm and approve the foregoing;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:
1.

The BCLC Compensation Philosophy and Plan is hereby ratified, confirmed and approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.
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Hilary Cassady reported the Human Resources and Compensation Committee's recommendation
and invited questions.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:
WHEREAS the Board has considered the process for reviewing and updating the Corporation's
compensation plan;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to delegate certain authority to the Vice President, Human Resources
with respect to non-material changes to the compensation plan;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that the Vice President, Human Resources is hereby authorized
to approve such non-material changes to the compensation plan as he or she deems appropriate,
subject to annually reporting any such changes to the Committee and the Board.
7.9

Annual Corporate Objectives

Approval

Hilary Cassady reported the Human Resources and Compensation Committee's recommendation.
The Board discussed the possibility of introducing non-financial metrics to the objectives in future.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:
WHEREAS, for purposes of the CEO, Executive and Management incentive holdback plans, the
Board has reviewed the proposed corporate objectives for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020
(the "Corporate Objectives'');
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to approve the Corporate Objectives;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:

7.10

1.

The Corporate Objectives are hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and all such
documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her opinion
may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.

Whistleblower Policy & Procedures
Mario Lee reported the Governance and Corporate Social
recommendation and invited questions.

Approval
Responsibility Committee's

On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:
WHEREAS the Board has reviewed certain proposed amendments to the Whistleblower Policy and
Whistleblower Procedures;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Governance and Corporate
Social Responsibility Committee to approve the foregoing;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that:
1.

The amended Whistleblower Policy and Procedures are hereby approved; and

2.

Any officer or director is hereby authorized on behalf of the Corporation to execute and deliver
all such documents and instruments, and to do all such other acts and things as in his or her
opinion may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the foregoing resolution.
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7.11

BCLC Annual Resolution

Approval

Jennifer Keim presented the resolution and invited questions. Discussion followed.
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

RESOLVED that:
1.

The following are appointed officers of the Corporation for fiscal year 2019-2020 or until their
successors are appointed:
Jim Lightbody, President and Chief Executive Officer
Monica Bohm, Vice President, Digital and Enterprise Services
Jamie Callahan, Vice President, Human Resources
Patrick Davis, Chief Information Officer and Vice President, Business Technology
Brad Desmarais, Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
Kevin Gass, Vice President, Lottery Gaming
Amanda Hobson, Chief Financial Officer and Vice President, Finance and Corporate Services
Robert Kroeker, Chief Compliance Officer and Vice President, Legal, Compliance, Security

7.12

2.

All changes to the officers' titles made by the President and Chief Executive Officer during
fiscal year 2018-2019, if any, are hereby approved, ratified and confirmed.

3.

All acts, proceedings, and appointments made by the Audit Committee, the Governance and
Corporate Social Responsibility Committee, the Human Resources and Compensation
Committee and the Risk Committee during fiscal year 2018-2019 are hereby approved, ratified
and confirmed.

Director Compensation & Expense Guidelines

Mario Lee reported the Governance and Corporate Social
recommendation and invited questions.

Approval

Responsibility Committee's

On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted:

WHEREAS the Board has reviewed certain proposed amendments to the Director Compensation
& Expense Guidelines;
AND WHEREAS the Board has received a recommendation from the Governance and Corporate
Social Responsibility Committee to approve the foregoing;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that the Director Compensation & Expense Guidelines, as
presented to the Board, are hereby approved.
8
8.1

CORPORATE OPERATIONS - PART 2
Board Manual Comprehensive Review

Discussion

This subject was fully canvassed during Item 6.2.

8.2

F19/20 (New) Mandate Letter

Discussion

The Chair presented the Mandate Letter and invited questions.
Discussion focused on how the Board will conduct its oversight responsibilities in ensuring that the
requirements of the Mandate Letter are being met.

8.3

GameSense Licensing

Discussion

Jim Lightbody briefed the Board on the history of GameSense and presented considerations
relating to potential future opportunities for GameSense licensing.
The Board discussed the value of the initiative and provided Management with its comments.
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8.4

German Review Update

Discussion

Jim Lightbody provided an update on the work underway, including detail about Government's
priority sequencing of the German recommendations.
The Board discussed the potential to contribute to future revisions to the Gaming Control Act.

8.5

Implementing Government Direction:
F18/19 Mandate Letter & Plan for Public Health

Discussion

Jim Lightbody presented the report and invited questions.

8.6

Q3 ERM Report

Discussion

No discussion arose. In future, this item will be for information only with discussion to occur primarily
at the Risk Committee.
9
9.1

OTHER BUSINESS
In camera Sessions

Discussion

The Board went in camera with the parties below from 10:02 am to 10:20 am, and from
4:03 pm to 4:38 pm.
9.1.1

CEO - Evaluation Process Planning

9.1.2

CEO - Annual Goals & Objectives
On motion duly made and carried, the following resolution was adopted :
WHEREAS the Board has reviewed the proposed annual goals and objectives for the President
and Chief Executive Officer for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020 (the "CEO Objectives'?;
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that the CEO Objectives are hereby approved.

9.1.3
10

Board
NEXT MEETING
There being no further business, the meeting was terminated at 4:38 pm.
The next meeting is scheduled for 15 May 2019 in Kamloops.
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TITLE: EY Casino Cheque Issuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis
BACKGROUND:
There have been suggestions in the media that patrons were coming into River Rock Casino
with dirty money, buying casino chips, playing notionally, then cashing the chips in and receiving
a cheque in return. BCLC commissioned EY to analyse if this occurred.
EY performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock
Casino during the three year period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 (analysis period).
BCLC selected this period because it was alleged that money laundering was occurring during
this timeframe. The first analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of any
cheque over $10,000 that were issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons'
gaming activity. Every cheque over $10,000 for the time period was investigated, resulting in
2,031 cheques being analysed.
The attached appendix is EY's briefing note on their analysis.
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Appendix

BRIEFING NOTE - OBSERVATIONS FOR DISCUSSION
Prepared For: Minister David Eby - February 2019
By: Ernst & Young LLP (EY)

Subject: Casino Cheque Issuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis
Background:
EY performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock Casino
during the three year period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 (analysis period). The first
analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of any cheque over $10,000 that were
issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons' gaming activity. Every cheque over $10,000
for the time period was investigated, resulting in 2,031 cheques being analysed. The analysis was
performed to address the following mandate questions:
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron walked in to
River Rock with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a
verified win cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not
reconcile to the Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if
the buy-in was cash or not?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron removed
funds from a patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without
any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF patron
deposited funds and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity
between the deposit and cheque request?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a
Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

The second analysis EY performed consisted of identifying patterns of transaction and gaming activity at
River Rock reflected in the money laundering typologies defined below. This analysis was conducted for
28 patrons who were the recipients of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions related to the
mandate questions above from the first analysis performed. The money laundering typologies
addressed included the following:
•

Typology 1 - Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a patron buys
casino chips ("Buy-In") or deposits funds into a PGF account and then subsequently layers
the funds through schemes such as Minimal Gaming, Chip Passing between patrons or Chip
Walking

•

Typology 2 - The division of cash or casino value instruments conducted in a series of
smaller value instruments to avoid threshold reporting for large currency transactions or
casino disbursements; transactions are often segmented into smaller values during the
same gaming day or across two or more
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•

Typology 3 - patrons' use of foreign currency services or other financial instruments (e.g.,
traveler's cheques, casino cheques) to disguise the true source of funds

•

Typology 4 - patrons' use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-Ins at the cage or Table Games that
take place with high frequency or are high in value when compared to the patrons'
employment or other due diligence on file

Discussion:
During the scope period across both analyses performed by EY, River Rock was in charge of documenting
buy-in transactions at the table view manual cash tracking forms, disbursements as they occurred during
the gaming day, the issuance of cheques to patrons and the deposit and withdrawal of funds for PGF
accounts.
BCLC's role during the scope period was to report transactions that met the criteria for filings with
FINTRAC which included large currency transactions, casino disbursements and suspicious transaction
reports. BCLC would also review patron incident reports and PGF account information to assess if any
mitigating factors needed to be applied to patrons based on the types of transactions being conducted
or background information regarding their occupation or other source of wealth information.
In order to establish the population for the first analysis, BCLC provided EY with listings of cheques
issued by River Rock that met all of the following criteria:
•

Issued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque

•

Issued during the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 ("Analysis Period")

•

Issued for $10,000 or more

•

Issued to PGF or non-PGF patrons

•

Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

BCLC identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample criteria under the applied standard or risk based
approach to the overall cheque population. EY analyzed the cheques and supporting transaction
documentation that led to the issuance of the cheques and identified 49 cheques where exceptions
related to the mandate questions were identified.
These cheques served as a starting point for the second analysis which was focused on identifying
money laundering scenarios associated to the 28 patrons who were issued the 49 cheques with
exceptions and their holistic transaction and gaming activity. EY selected a sample assessment period for
the activity of the 28 patrons that consisted of the patrons' rated play, casino transaction activity and
due diligence records for six months prior to and six months after the 49 casino cheques with exceptions
were issued by River Rock.

Summary observations:
Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed as part of cheque issuance work, EY identified 49 cheques (2.41%) with
exceptions related to how they were issued.
•

The 49 exceptions were primarily related to verified win cheques that were issued for the
following:
o Amounts that included part of the original buy-in or could not be recalculated in full
based on River Rock's manual table cash tracking forms.
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One of the 49 cheques was issued where no gaming play was recorded and this was
issued as a return of funds cheque for the patron.
No verified win cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day.

In order to identify if the cheque issuance exceptions involved any money laundering implications for
BCLC, EY analyzed transaction and gaming activity for the 28 patrons who had received the 49 cheques
identified with issuance exceptions.
•

Forty-eight of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions were issued without the
associated transaction activity flagging for any of the four AML typologies covered above
o One of the 49 cheques was issued as a result of an unsourced buy-in.

•

For the review of the patron's contextual gaming and transactions conducted for the period of
review prior and post the issuance of the 49 cheques, two of the total 553 cheques issued for
the 28 patrons had exceptions pertaining to the AML typologies covered above
o Of the two cheques with exceptions, one was funded from a sourced PGF Buy-In and the
other was related to the unsourced buy-in covered above

Separate from the cheque activity analyzed, EY assessed the other transactions associated to the 28
patrons for the time period noted above for money laundering typologies.
•

Ten of the 28 patrons demonstrated transaction activity reflective of placement and layering
behavior. This behavior was associated to cash-out transactions for chips that were not
associated to the buy-ins the patron made during the gaming day or previous gaming days
analyzed for those individuals, thus they were considered unsourced
o Of the ten patrons whose transactions exhibited red flags for placement and layering
through unsourced chip Cash-Outs, BCLC took a standard or risk based approach in
applying mitigating action over the course of the Analysis Period for these ten patrons
through the application of transaction limitations, monitoring controls and/or reported
transaction activity to FINTRAC. These controls included one or more of the following:
•
Internal Incident Reports and STRs - BCLC filed reports either internally or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for all ten patrons involved in the exchange of cash or
chips between two or more patrons.
•
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing four of the ten
patrons from making Buy-Ins with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed"
chips. For any patrons who are flagged for cash conditions, they need to
provide documentation and support showing that the cash they have brought to
the casino was sourced from a financial institution (e.g. bank cheque, ATM
withdrawal).
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the four patrons
observed occurred before this became a requirement in British
Columbia to verify the source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or
more in January 2018.
•
Internal watch lists - BCLC designated all the ten patrons as a "person of
interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be
monitored by BCLC.
•
Banning- BCLC banned two of the ten patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC
casino locations. One of the two patrons was banned following a Chip Passing
incident.

•

Nineteen of the 28 patrons exhibited one or more red flags pertaining to the integration of
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funds into the casino's systems. EY did not identify any activity associated with patrons funding
their PGF accounts from multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved
the use of cheque deposits
o Of the 19 patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of
funds, BCLC took standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating action over the
course of the Analysis Period for these 19 patrons through the application of transaction
limitations, monitoring controls and/or reporting the activity of the patrons to FINTRAC.
These mitigating factors and controls included:
•
Internal Incident Reports and STRs - BCLC filed reports either internally or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for large cash Buy-Ins with low denomination bills, as
well as unknown source of funds for all 19 patrons.
•
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing ten of the 19 patrons
from making Buy-Ins with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips.
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the ten patrons
observed occurred before this became a requirement in British
Columbia to verify the source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or
more in January 2018.
•
Internal watch lists - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 patrons as either a "person
of interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be
monitored by BCLC.
•
Banning- BCLC banned two of the 19 patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC
casino locations. One of the two patrons was banned for being considered
undesirable.

Next Steps:
•

Identify if the observations above apply to any of the other casinos with similar operations to River
Rock
o This would include an assessment of the cheque issuance processes and AML typologies at
casinos that issue cheques and offer PGF account services to their patrons

•

Discuss any further areas of focus regarding cheque issuance and AML typologies for transaction and
gaming activity
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BRIEFING GUIDE - Casino Cheque Issuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis
Plan

Lead

1. Describe Context

Jim

•

EY was brought in by the BCLC Board and Executive in late 2017, when news of money laundering
allegations at River Rock Casino Resort broke in the press. EY's mandate was to get to the truth of the
allegations.

•

EY was called by Rob Kroeker on Friday September 29, 2017, and the EY AML Investigation team - led by
Bob Boyle out of New York- travelled over the weekend to be on-site at BCLC ready to work on Monday
morning.

•

Introduce EY team:
o

Bob Boyle (New York) - leads EY gaming AML compliance work globally

o

Peter Law (Vancouver) - leads EY's services at BCLC

2. The Punchline

Bob

•

I lead EY's gaming AML compliance work in Canada and globally [Bob's technical and client credentials]

•

I led the work to investigate cheque issuance and money laundering typologies at River Rock for the twoyear period of January 2014 to December 2016 using a standard or risk based approach.

•

We identified and tested 100% of cheques >$10k issued at River Rock Casino. Total of 2,031 cheques. For
those identified with issuance exceptions, a holistic assessment was performed of the activity associated
to those patrons who received those cheques; 28 patrons in total.

•

We found that all verified win cheques issued at River Rock during the review period were directly
related to gaming play. Two cheques had exceptions; one for an unsourced cash-buy-in and one for a
sourced PGF deposit. These cheques totaled a combined $1,300,000. Both cheques were issued as
return of funds cheques in these instances and were not systemic to any particular AML typology.

3. EYScope
•

Bob

We focused our work on providing answers to five key questions for BCLC regarding the activity at River
Rock - these mandate questions were covered with BCLC and the Board:
o

Did someone walk in to River Rock with cash and receive a cheque without casino play?

o

Did someone receive a verified win cheque for an amount not supported by a Cash Tracking Form
documenting their play for that day?

o

Did someone remove funds from a Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account & receive a Verified Win
Cheque without any casino play?

o

Did a PGF Patron deposit funds and receive a return of funds cheque with no gam ing activity
between the deposit and cheque request?

o

Did someone receive a convenience cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

4. Schedule & Approach
•

I

Bob

First Report was completed in September 2018 - This report covered the investigation and analysis of
instances where cheques being issued at River Rock met any of the five questions to be add ressed. EY
identified 49 observations for cheques issued to 28 patrons.

DRAFT - Subject to Change
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•

Second Report was completed in February 2019 - EY's analysis consisted of a further investigation into the
49 observations against four AML typologies.
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•

EY was responsible for the analysis of cheques, rated play and additional transaction activity for the
patron, assessing the supporting transaction documentation and documenting observations.

•

Access to data was time consuming and manual as information had to be collected by BCLC from River
Rock and subsequently sent to EY.

5. Key findings

I

Bob

•
•

We found 28 patrons who received cheques identified with issuance exceptions .

•

Two cheques of the 553 cheque population issued for the 28 patrons had exceptions pertaining to AML
typologies; one for an unsourced cash-buy-in and one for a sourced PGF deposit. Both cheques were
issued as return of funds cheques in these instances and were not systemic to any particular patron or
behavior.

No verified win cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day and were not
issued in connection with any AML typology red flags.

6. Next Steps

I

Jim I Peter K

•

EY's work has not found evidence of systemic issues at River Rock related to money laundering typologies
involving cheque issuances.

•

BCLC has implemented a tighter AML Compliance regime since this period of time (January 2014December 2016).

•

How do we put this to bed in your mind?
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BRIEFING NOTE-OBSERVATIONS FOR DISCUSSION
Prepared For: Minister David Eby - February 2019
Subject: Casino Cheque Issuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis
1. Background:
EY performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock Casino Resort (
"River Rock"). The first analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of cheques that were
issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons' gaming activity. The analysis was performed to
address the following mandate questions:
1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron walked in to River
Rock with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a verified
win cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or
not?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron removed funds from a
patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF patron deposited funds
and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and
cheque request?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a
Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

The second analysis EY performed consisted of identifying patterns of transaction and gaming activity at River
Rock reflected in the money laundering typologies defined below. This analysis was conducted for 28 patrons
who were the recipients of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions related to the mandate questions
above from the first analysis performed. The money laundering typologies addressed included the following:
•

Typology 1 - Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a patron buys casino
chips ("Buy-In") or deposits funds into a PGF account and then subsequently layers the funds
through schemes such as Minimal Gaming, Chip Passing between patrons or Chip Walking

•

Typology 2 - The division of cash or casino value instruments conducted in a series of smaller value
instruments to avoid threshold reporting for large currency transactions or casino disbursements;
transactions are often segmented into smaller values during the same gaming day or across two or
more

•

Typology 3 - patrons' use of foreign currency services or other financial instruments (e.g., traveler's
cheques, casino cheques) to disguise the true source of funds

•

Typology 4 - patrons' use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-Ins at the cage or Table Games that take place
with high frequency or are high in value when compared to the patrons' employment or other due
diligence on file

2. Discussion:
During the scope period across both analyses performed by EY, River Rock was in charge of documenting buy-in
transactions at the table view manual cash tracking forms, disbursements as they occurred during the gaming
day, the issuance of cheques to patrons and the deposit and withdrawal of funds for PGF accounts.
Privileged and Confidential
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BCLC's role during the scope period was to report transactions that met the criteria for filings with FINTRAC
which included large currency transactions, casino disbursements and
Page 2
suspicious transaction reports. BCLC would also review patron incident
reports and PGF account information to assess if any mitigating factors needed to be applied to patrons based
on the types of transactions being conducted or background information regarding their occupation or other
source of wealth information.
In order to establish the population for the first analysis, BCLC provided EY with listings of cheques issued by
River Rock that met all of the following criteria:
•
•

Issued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
Issued during the period of January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016 ("Analysis Period")

•

Issued for $10,000 or more

•

Issued to PGF or non-PGF patrons

•

Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

BCLC identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample criteria under the applied standard or risk based approach to
the overall cheque population. EY analyzed the cheques and supporting transaction documentation that led to
the issuance of the cheques and identified 49 cheques where exceptions related to the mandate questions were
identified.
These cheques served as a starting point for the second analysis which was focused on identifying money
laundering scenarios associated to the 28 patrons who were issued the 49 cheques with exceptions and their
holistic transaction and gaming activity. EY selected a sample assessment period for the activity of the 28
patrons that consisted of the patrons' rated play, casino transaction activity and due diligence records for six
months prior to and six months after the 49 casino cheques with exceptions were issued by River Rock.

3. Summary observations:
Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed as part of cheque issuance work, EY identified 49 cheques (2.41%) with
exceptions related to how they were issued.
•

The 49 exceptions were primarily related to verified win cheques that were issued for the following:
o Amounts that included part of the original buy-in or could not be recalculated in full based on
o

River Rock's manual table cash tracking forms.
One of the 49 cheques was issued where no gaming play was recorded and this was issued as a

o

return of funds cheque for the patron.
No verified win cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day.

In order to identify if the cheque issuance exceptions involved any money laundering implications for BCLC, EY
analyzed transaction and gaming activity for the 28 patrons who had received the 49 cheques identified with
issuance exceptions.
•

Forty-eight of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions were issued without the associated
transaction activity flagging for any of the four AM L typologies covered above
o One of the 49 cheques was issued as a result of an unsourced buy-in.

•

For the review of the patron's contextual gaming and transactions conducted for the period of review
prior and post the issuance of the 49 cheques, two of the total 553 cheques issued for the 28 patrons had
exceptions pertaining to the AML typologies covered above
o Of the two cheques with exceptions, one was funded from a sourced PGF Buy-In and the other
was related to the unsourced buy-in covered above

Privileged and Confidential
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Separate from the cheque activity analyzed, EY assessed the other transactions associated to the 28 patrons for
the time period noted above for money laundering typologies.
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•

Ten of the 28 patrons demonstrated transaction activity reflective of placement and layering behavior.
This behavior was associated to cash-out transactions for chips that were not associated to the buy-ins
the patron made during the gaming day or previous gaming days analyzed for those individuals, thus
they were considered unsourced
o Of the ten patrons whose transactions exhibited red flags for placement and layering through
unsourced chip Cash-Outs, BCLC took a standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating
action over the course of the Analysis Period for these ten patrons through the application of
transaction limitations, monitoring controls and/or reported transaction activity to FINTRAC.
These controls included one or more of the following:
•
Internal Incident Reports and STRs- BCLC filed reports either internally or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for all ten patrons involved in the exchange of cash or chips
between two or more patrons.
•
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing four of the ten patrons from
making Buy-Ins with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips. For any
patrons who are flagged for cash conditions, they need to provide documentation and
support showing that the cash they have brought to the casino was sourced from a
financial institution (e.g. bank cheque, ATM withdrawal).
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the four patrons observed

•

•

•

occurred before this became a requirement in British Columbia to verify the
source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or more in January 2018.
Internal watch lists- BCLC designated all the ten patrons as a "person of interest" or as
a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be monitored by BCLC.
Banning- BCLC banned two of the ten patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino
locations. One of the two patrons was banned following a Chip Passing incident.

Nineteen of the 28 patrons exhibited one or more red flags pertaining to the integration of funds into
the casino's systems. EY did not identify any activity associated with patrons funding their PGF accounts
from multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved the use of cheque deposits
o Of the 19 patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of funds, BCLC
took standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating action over the course of the
Analysis Period for these 19 patrons through the application of transaction limitations,
monitoring controls and/or reporting the activity of the patrons to FINTRAC. These mitigating
factors and controls included:
•
Internal Incident Reports and STRs- BCLC filed reports either internally or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for large cash Buy-Ins with low denomination bills, as well as
unknown source of funds for all 19 patrons.
•
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing ten of the 19 patrons from
making Buy-Ins with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips.
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the ten patrons observed
occurred before this became a requirement in British Columbia to verify the
source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or more in January 2018.
•
Internal watch lists - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 patrons as either a "person of
interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be monitored by
BCLC.
•
Banning- BCLC banned two of the 19 patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino
locations. One of the two patrons was banned for being considered undesirable.
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4. Next Steps:
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•

Identify if the observations above apply to any of the other casinos
with similar operations to River Rock
o This would include an assessment of the cheque issuance processes and AML typologies at casinos that
issue cheques and offer PGF account services to their patrons

•

Discuss any further areas of focus regarding cheque issuance and AML typologies for transaction and gaming
activity
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To:

Bohm[
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Laura Piva-Babcock[
Brad Desmarais[
Lara Gerrits
Jim D. Lightbody
Wed 27/03/2019 12:06:00 AM
RE: Update

Rob Kroeker[

Monica

I'm good with that, Rob. Just make sure they keep it confidential until it's posted.

From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Date: March 26, 2019 at 4:35:47 PM PDT
To: Rob Kroeker
Jim D. Lightbody
Brad Desmarais
Cc: Lara Gerrits
Subject: RE: Update

Monica Bohm

Ok. Thanks . Keep me posted on the timing . L
From: Rob Kroeker

Sent: March 26, 2019 4:34 PM
Jim D. Lightbody

To: Laura Piva-Babcock

Monica Bohm

Brad Desmarais

Cc: Lara Gerrits
Subject: RE: Update
Yes, no problem we'll look after it. Just want to make sure government is aware we are going to undertake
th is communications activity. W ill likely be me, Brad and Peter Law from EY un less Jim has alternate
instructions.
From: Laura Piva-Babcock

Sent: March-26-19 4:30 PM
To: Rob Kroeker

Jim D. Lightbody

Monica Bohm

Cc: Lara Gerrits
Subject: RE: Update
Thanks Rob . Is this something that Nicole could arrange for you/SP and whomever else you believe needs to
be there from?
From: Rob Kroeker

Sent: March 26, 2019 4:23 PM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock

Jim D. Lightbody

Monica Bohm

Cc: Lara Gerrits
Subject: RE: Update

Hi
I wou ld suggest that we have an in person briefing with GCGC and consider inviting Peter Goudron from the
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BCGIA, Parq and Gateway as well. This is focused on RR, but could affect the industry generally.
From: Laura Piva-Babcock

Sent: March-26-19 4:15 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody

Monica Bohm <

Rob Kroeker

Cc: La ra Gerrits
Subject: Update
Hi,
I spoke with Megan Harris again this afternoon. Government is fine with BCLC posting the EY report to its
website. However, they say that given this is an initiative that BCLC undertook on its own, they will not be
referencing it in their April 1 news release. You'll recall that release is to announce that government has
received German Report #2, to update on German report #1 actions on recommendations and to note that
government is working towards an independent regulator.
My team continues to work on the materials related to the EY report posting and will distribute for review
internally when they're drafted. We are still planning for an April 1 posting, but will wait and see whether
redaction and consultation can be complete in time.
Megan also indicated that BCLC is good to proceed with briefing GCGC on the EY report. Megan agrees that it
would be important for GCGC to be aware of the contents and context before it gets posted or referenced in
Jim's presentation to Richmond General Purposes Committee.
Call if you have questions.
Thanks,

Laura Piva-Babcock
Director, Communications
74 West Seymour Street, Kam loops, B.C. V2C 1E2

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com

Last year more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C .
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$20,000 Cash Cap Buy-in Analysis
Prepared by:
Date:

Brad RUDNICKI
20-Dec-2017

PURPOSE
Rob KROEKER requested an analysis on what the impact would be on table net win if a restriction of $20,000 cash buy-ins (single or multiple
transactions) was applied per person per day.
ASSUMPTIONS
1.

Net win loss quantified assumes no migration of play to PGF.

2.

Net win loss quantified based on the data analyzed, 12 fiscal months ending FP6, FY18 (i.e. not a forecast)

3.

PGF transactions are not in scope.

4.

Rolling 24-hour rule was not considered, only the calendar gaming date was considered for total buy-in accumulated.

5.

Table hold of 14.5% assumed.

SUMMARY
The net win loss is estimated to be in the range of $23M - $42M. The most likely scenario of net win loss is approximately $29M.
METHODOLOGY
Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) recorded in iTrak for FINTRAC purposes between Fiscal FP6, FY17 to Fiscal FP6, FY18 were reviewed. Note
that this was the same data set provided to HLT Advisory to quantify the range of net win loss if a LCTs cap of> $1 OK was implemented.
Although the data set is the same, the stratification is different as HLT used FINTRAC ranges as a stratification and BCLC used aggregate buy-ins
per day. BCLC used aggregate buy-ins per day as it is the assumed method of operationalization at the Service Provider level due to ease of
implementation (vs . rolling 24-hours which is a FINTRAC requirement) and to further identify multiple LCTs on the same day that aggregated to >
$20K.
Differences in the stratification are demonstrated below:
SID54 LCT20170016267

FRN20170027306

3/22/2017 01 :32:00

$14,000.00

River Rock (GCC)

SID54 LCT20170016267

FRN20170027 439

3/22/2017 02:44:00

$10,000.00

River Rock (GCC)

SID54 LCT20170016267

FRN20170027 440

3/22/2017 03:10:00

$10,000.00

River Rock (GCC)

In the above example, HLT would have counted 3 transactions in the range of $1 OK - $20K, all at risk of net win loss if a $1 OK cap was
implemented. However, in our analysis, ifwe used the same stratification as HLT, we would have concluded that we would retain all of these buyins as they would have appeared in the <$20K range. The net win loss quantified would have been much lower as a result. However, as the
transactions in aggregate were $34K and under the method we used to stratify the buy-ins, would result in a net win loss of $14K (assuming we
retain up to the cash cap of $20K).
All Large Cash Transactions consisting of singular transactions or multiple transactions were grouped by day and per player to create "Events".
Singular transactions and multiple transactions were stratified into the following groupings:
<=$20,000
>20K-30K
>30K-40K
>40K-S0K
>S0K-100K
>100K
Each bracket reviewed included the number of events and the total drop represented by each grouping. Based on the number of events occurring
in each grouping a buy-in retained value was calculated; it was assumed that each event over $20,000 would still account for at least $20,000 in
buy-ins. Any amount remaining for that event over $20,000 would not be retained and was considered a denied amount.
DISCUSSION
The best case scenario is a net win loss of approximately $23M where all events would still occur at the capped amount of $20,000. For example,
a player who buys in multiple times and accumulates $100,000 in one day worth of buy-ins would still show up at a casino and only buy-in up to
the $20,000 capped amount.
The worst case scenario is approximately a net win loss of $42M if we assume we retain nothing for buy-ins over $20K. However, it is believed
that the events occurring under the $40,000 range will be retained at the capped amount of $20,000 (e.g. players who buy in multiple times to
aggregate to $30K - $40K per day would still play up to the cap) . This would decrease the net win loss estimate to approximately $29M. The
theory is that it is unlikely that players who play close to the capped amount would be discouraged from gaming at all due to a cash cap of $20K
per day.
The net win loss range of $42M is overestimated due to potential players from higher groupings still contributing with buy-ins at the $20,000 cap.
Another factor in the overestimation is the fact that it does not account for any migration of play to PGF.
Currently, there are 193 conditioned players, 76 (40%) of them have active PGF accounts in the last 6 months. Although conditions are only
applied to a select group of players, the observed PGF migration behaviour can be considered for estimating how the entire group of players could
behave with a $20,000 cap. Considering this, it is believed the calculated denied buy-in amounts could be less.
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INumber of Events I

Drop

12509

$131,943,583

Multiple Tnmsadkms

27316

$452,525,038

ALL

39825

$584,468,621

Single Transaction

t

I

t
SINGLE TRANSACTIONS

I

20K Cap Buy-in Retained

[# Events x 20K]

I Risk of loss

Grouping

Number of Events I

Drop

1

<=$20,000

11575

$81,497,482

14%

$81,497,482

>20K 30K

370

$10,353,806

0
21/o

$7,400,000

3

>30K-40K

115

$4,317,155

1%

$2,300,000

4

>40K-50K

183

$8,946,380

2%

$3,660,000

>50K-100K

207

$16,099,085

3%

$4,140,000
$1,180,000

5

- - -

>lO0K

6

Grand Total

I% Total Drop Volume

59

$10,729,675

2%

12509

$131,943,583

23%

/

--,.

..
~ -

'

t

MUL11PI.El'RANSA0!10NS

-l

20K Cap Buy-in Retained

[# Events x 20K]

Risk of loss

Grouping

Number of Events I

Drop

1

<=$20,000

21737

$216,501,207

37%

$216,501,207

2

>20K-30K

2839

$70,246,303

12%

$56,780,000

>30K-40K

1148

$40,035,489

7%

$22,960,000

>40K-50K

552

$24,886,295

4%

>50K-100K

769

$51,971,169

9%

>lO0K

271

$48,884,576

8%

27316

$452,525,038

77%

3

- - -

4

5

- - -

6

Grand Total

I% Total Drop Volume

$11,040,000

:a-t'-

$15,380,000
$5,420,000

·>c_
-l

ALL TRANSACTIONS

Grouping

Number of Events I

Total Drop

1

<=$20,000

33312

$297,998,689

51%

$297,998,689

2

>20K-30K

3209

$80,600,109

14%

$64,180,000

3

>30K-40K

1263

$44,352,644

8%

$25,260,000

4

5

- - -

6

I% Total Drop Volume

20K Cap Buy-in Retained

Risk of loss

>40K-50K

735

$33,832,675

6%

$14,700,000

>50K-100K

976

$68,070,254

12%

$19,520,000

>lO0K

330

$59,614,251

10%

$6,600,000

Grand Total

39825

$584,468,6~

Retain Events from Grouping(s)

Number of Events I

Total Drop

<=20K

33312

$297,998,689

<=30k

36521

$378,598,798

<=40k

37784

<=50k

-

--

-l

-l

100%

I

SUMMARY FOR ALL TRANSACTIONS

I

20K Cap Buy-in Retained

Overall Denied Amount

51%

$297,998,689

$286,469,932

$41,538,140

65%

$362,178,689

$222,289,932

$32,232,040

$422,951,442

72%

$387,438,689

$197,029,932

$28,569,340

38519

$456,784,117

78%

$402,138,689

$182,329,932

$26,437,840

<=100k

39495

$524,854,371

90%

$421,658,689

$162,809,932

$23,607,440

ALL

39825

$584,468,621

100%

$428,258,689

$156,209,932

$22,650,440

I% Total Drop Volume

$ Hold (14.5%) of Denied Buy-in I
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HLT Advisory Inc. 4516 Mountai view Road, Beamsville, ON LOR 1B3
I www.hlta .ca

ADVISORY

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
Draft Report
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M OA6
Date: October 11, 2017

Re: Restriction to Table Games Buy-in Levels

Dear Mr. Desmarais,

INTRODUCTION

HLT Advisory Inc. ("HLT)" has been retained by British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC'') to
estimate the impact of restricting the acceptance of table game cash "buy-ins" (i.e., acquisition of
playing chips) of more than $10,000 at BC gaming facilities. This restriction will impact High-Limit (or
High-End) table game business as the majority of cash buy-ins over $10,000 occur in this component
of casino operations.
SCOPE OF WORK

To complete the impact analysis HLT assessed the following data:
•

FY2016, FY2017 and six month of FY2018 table drop, net win and hold rate by table game type.

•

FY2017 High-Limit table drop, net win and hold rate by casino.

•

Buy-In by source (12 months ending September 23, 2017).

•

Large cash transactions ("LCT") for 12 months ending September 23, 2017.

HIGH-LIMIT TABLE BUSINESS

The High-Limit table segment in British Columbia casinos is defined as midi and squeeze ( or "EZ'')
baccarat. As shown in Exhibit 1 following, high-limit baccarat has historically accounted for
approximately 60 percent of total table drop and between approximately 50 to 60 percent of total table
net win. Unlike other games, the high-limit hold rate has fluctuated (from a high of 18.6% in FY2016
to a low of 14.1 % in FY2018 YTD). The impact of this hold rate change is highlighted in FY2016
where baccarat drop increased over FY23015 results but net win decreased due to a materially lower
hold rate in FY2016.
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Large Cash Transaction Limits
October 11, 2017

ADVISORY
Exhibit 1
Provincial Table Drop, Net Win & Hold Rate

(Excluding Table Poker and TouchBet Roulette)
High-Limit
Main Floor
Baccarat
Baccarat
Blackjack
All Other
Total
$1,555 ,869,275
$305,085,379
$347,052,550
$362,830,225 $2,570,837,428
60.5%
11.9%
13.5%
14.1 %
100.0%
$289,998,296
$40,714,829
$80,005,298
$85,009,656
$495,728, 079
58.5%
8.2%
16.1%
17.1 %
100.0%
18.6%
13.3%
23.1 %
23.4%
19.3%

Fiscal 2016
Drop
% of Total Drop
Net Win
% of Total Net Win
Hold %
Fiscal 2017
Drop
% of Total Drop
Net Win
% of Total Net Win
Hold %
Fiscal 2018 YTD*
Drop
% of Total Drop
Net Win
% of Total Net Win
Hold %

$1,631 ,361 ,862
59.2%
$239,358,605
51 .6%
14.7%

$391 ,847,357
14.2%
$52,712,755
11.4%
13.5%

$351 ,290,026
12.8%
$83,433,340
18.0%
23.8%

$379,765,043 $2,754,264,287
13.8%
100.0%
$88,579,129
$464,083,830
19.1 %
100.0%
23.3%
16.8%

$789,283,740
57.8%
$110,898,844
49.8%
14.1 %

$206,763,017
15.1 %
$26,400 ,225
11 .8%
12.8%

$176,559,847
12.9%
$41 ,261 ,183
18.5%
23.4%

$192,559,616 $1 ,365,166,220
14.1 %
100.0%
$44,257,370
$222,817,622
19.9%
100.0%
23.0%
16.3%

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data
• Fiscal 2018 YTD equals Apnl 1 through Septmeber 30 2017

As shown in Exhibit 2, the high-limit baccarat business is concentrated in five Lower Mainland casinos.
These casinos account for approximately 98 percent of total high-limit drop and net win. Of these
casinos, River Rock accounts for almost half the drop and net win. River Rock's share of total drop
and win is likely to decrease once Parq Casino (formerly Edgewater) is stabilized in the market (opened
September 29, 2017).
Exhibit 2
High-Limit Table Drop & Net Win by Casino (FY2017)
River Rock
Drop
Net Win
Hold %
Drop % of Total
Win % of Total

Edgewater

Grand Villa

Starlight

Hard Rock

$776,360,596 $363,035,323 $204,760,300 $144,751 ,795 $107,743,475
$118,110,079
$50,703,306 $29,668 ,852
$14,944,497 $21 ,408,741
15.2%
14.0%
14.5%
10.3%
19.9%
47.6%
49.3%

22.3%
21 .2%

12.6%
12.4%

8.9%
6.2%

6.6%
8.9%

All Other

Total

$34,710,373 $1 ,631,361,862
$4,523,131
$239,358,605
13.0%
14.7%
2.1%
1.9%

100.0%
100.0%

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data

It should be recognized that high-limit tables account for over 40 percent of total table business in
each of these casinos. River Rock is most dependant on high-limit business (historically high-limit has
accounted for approximately 70% of total table win) followed by Edgewater (over 50%).

CASH BUY-INS (LCTs FILED)
Table game buy-ins are made either through cash or by way of withdrawal from a customer account
(PGF). Monies in the latter case originate mainly from wire transfers from a customer's bank account
to an account maintained by the casino for that customer. If a cash buy-in exceeds $10,000 (either via
one transaction or a series of transactions which total $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period), a LCT
report is filed with FINTRAC. All PGF buy-ins and approximately 90% of LCTs are for high-limit table
games.
To calculate the range of potential loss we used data for the 12-month period ending September 23,
2017. As shown in Exhibit 3, LCTs (including discarded LCT transactions) account for 21 percent of
total table drop. This percentage increases to approximately 37 percent if only high-limit table drop is
considered.
2
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Large Cash Transaction Limits
October 11, 2017

ADVISORY

Exhibit 3
Buy-In (Drop) by Source (12 months ending Sept 23, 2017)
Source of Buy-In

Number

Table Drop

% of
Tota l

Average
Buy-In

LCTs

35,417

$505 ,770 ,804

18.2%

$14 ,280

Discarded LCT Transactions *

41 ,704

$78 ,697 ,817

2.8%

$1 ,887

PGF ** and other Cash Buy-in

NA

$2,191,377,971

78.9%

NA

Tota l Table Game Drop

NA

$2 ,775 ,846 ,592

100.0%

NA

Source: HL T Advisory Inc. based on BCLC data
NA - not available
• Discarded transactions are player buy-ins ocurring after an LCT is recorded The discarded
amounts for these players do not total to an additional $10,000, accordingly no additional LCT was
filed
•• PGF (Player Gaming Fund) represents player account amounts. These are amounts that are
received at the casino from the player's financial institution and held on account for player The
player draws on his/her account for buy-in

Of the 35,417 filed LCTs, approximately 94 percent were in the $10,000 to $20,000 range (see Exhibit
4 following). These LCTs accounted for approximately 76 percent of the total value of LCTs filed. PGF
buy-ins have a similar stratification.
Exhibit 4
LCT Level Stratification (12 months ending Sept 23, 2017)
LCT Level

Number

% of
Tota l

Amount of
LCTs

% of
Tota l

$1 0k-$20k

33,120

93.5%

$385 ,307 ,948

76.2%

$11 ,634

926

2.6%

$25 ,888 ,316

5.1%

$27,957

>$30k to $40k

320

0.9%

$12 ,148,580

2.4%

$37,964

>$40k to $50k

462

1.3%

$22 ,730 ,945

4.5%

$49,201

>$50k to $75k

213

0.6%

$13 ,177,851

2.6%

$61 ,868

>$75k to $1 00k

250

0.7%

$23,206,470

4.6%

$92,826

>$100k to $250k

112

0.3%

$17 ,501 ,855

3.5%

$156,267

14

0.0%

>$20k to $30k

>$250k
Total LCTs Fi led

35,417 100.0%

Discarded Transactions *

41 ,704

Total

$5 ,808 ,840

Average
LCT

1.1% $414,917

$505 ,770 ,804 100.0%

$14,280

$78 ,697 ,817
$584,468 ,621

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data
• Discarded transacllons are player buy-ms ocumng after an LCT 1s recorded The discarded
amounts for these players do not total to an additional $10 000 accordingly no additional LCT was
filed

3
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ESTIMATED NET WIN IMPACT

To estimate the potential impact of restricting cash buy-ins to below $10,000, HLT provided a range of
net win loss:
•
•

The upper end of the range assumes that all buy-ins from LCTs will be lost (i.e. all customers
who currently play at a level that requires a LCT report to be filed will not visit BC casinos).
The lower end of the range assumes that all buy-ins from LCT will remain but will be for
amounts less than $10,000 (calculated as total value of LCTs and discarded transactions less
the number of LCTs times $10,000).

Exhibit 5 following summarizes the range of estimated loss. An estimated hold rate of 15 percent was
assumed to calculate the loss associated with both the upper and lower end of the range as defined
above. In total, HLT estimates that between $34.6 and $87.7 million of net win could be lost if cash
buy-ins were restricted to amounts less than $10,000.
Exhibit 5
Range of Estimated Loss in Net Win
Upper End of Loss Range
Total Value of LCTs (drop)
Estimated Hold
Net Win Loss

$584,468,621
15%
$87,670,293

Lower End of Loss Range
Total Value of LCTs (drop)
Estimated Hold
Net Win Loss

$230,423,266
15%
$34,563,490

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data

ESTIMATED GOVERNMENT AND SERVICE PROVIDER IMPACT

This loss of net win will impact both the Province (through BCLC) and Service Providers. As
summarized in Exhibit 6, the income loss to BCLC would equal net win less SP commission paid and
GST. In total income loss to BCLC would range from $18.6 to $47.2 million.
Exhibit 6
Income Loss to BCLC
Minimum
Maximum
Potential Loss Potential Loss
Est imated Table Net Win Loss

$34,563,490

$87,670,293

$15,207,936

$38,574,929

Less Savings in:
Service Pro1.1der Commissions (44%)*
GST
Income Loss to BCLC

$760 ,397

$1,928,746

$18,595,158

$47,166,618

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data & HL T estimate
'40% base plus 5% FDCIAFDC less 1% table game supplies

As summarized in Exhibit 7 following, total SP loss would range from $15.2 to $38.6 million. On a site
basis, River Rock would lose the largest amount ($6.7 to $17.0 million) followed by Parq (Edgewater;
$3.4 to $8.8 million). From a SP total portfolio perspective Great Canadian Gaming Corporation would
lose between $7.8 to $19.9 million and Gateway would lose $3.1 to $8.8 million. The loss to Parq is
understated as this facility just opened and was financed based on a business strategy focussed on
high-limit table play.

4
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Exhibit 7
Commission Revenue Loss by Casino & SP *
Casino

Percent
of LCTs

Minimum
Potential Loss

Maximum
Potential Loss

River Rock

44.1 %

$6,7 12,430

Parq (Edgewater)

22.7%

$3,455,218

$8,764,159

Grand Villa

11.6%

$1,758,913

$4,461 ,484

Starlight

8.8%

$1,334,866

$3,385,886

Hard Rock
Total All Other

7.5%
5.3%

$1,135,256
$8 11 ,252

$2,879,578
$2, 057,742

100.0%

$15,207,936

$38,574,929

Total

Service Pr01,ider
GCGC

$17,026,080

Percent
Minimum
Maximum
of LCTs Potential Loss Potential Loss
51.6%
$7,847,687
$19,905,658

Parq (Edgewater)
Gateway
Total All Other
Total

22.7%
20.3%

$3,455,218
$3,093,779

$8,764,159
$7,847,370

5.3%
100.0%

$811 ,252
$15,207,936

$2,057,742
$38,574,929

Source HL T Advisory based on BCLC & HL T esflmate
'40% base plus 5% FDCIAFDC less 1% table game supplies

The casinos most impacted by a loss in high-limit table business resulting from limiting cash buy-ins to
amounts less than $10,000, account for approximately 76 percent of total SP investment to date in
gaming facilities (excluding intangible assets; $1.4 billion from 2015 SP Compensation review plus
$750 million to account for recent investment in Parq Casino) or approximately $1.6 billion in
investment. These facilities also generate (based on FY2017 results) approximately 55 percent of total
gaming win in the province.

* *** *
Should you have any questions on this letter report, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned
at

Sincerely,
HLT Advisory Inc.

Robert M Scarpelli
Managing Director
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Jim D. Lightbody[
Jennifer Keim[
Rob Kroeker
Wed 17/01/2018 12:28:27 AM
RE: $25,000 Cap

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Jim
Below are some suggested speaking points for your call. I can revise tomorrow morning as needed once you
have had a chance to review. I have data re: risk rating of players above and below $2SK to support the
statements below. I will send under separate note.
Jennifer

Redacted - Solicitor/Client Privilege

Rob
Speaking points/rationale re: cash limit on buy-ins
•

BCLC's existing program was built on the federal legislative requirements (Proceeds of Crime Money
Laundering & Terrorist Financing Act), guidance and direction from FinTRAC, and guidance from the
international governing body on anti-money laundering standards - the Financial Action Task Force.
These requirements and guidance set out a risked based framework for preventing money laundering
as well as for monitoring, detecting and reporting suspicious transactions. We understand that
government direction is, and the first German recommendation supports, a move from a risk based
approach to a no, or very low, risk prescriptive approach.

•

Late last year BCLC took a step towards a more prescriptive approach by requiring players buying in
with bank drafts to provide supporting documentation ancillary to the draft itself showing: the
financial institution issuing the draft; the payee's name, the payor's name, the account# from which
the funds were drawn and the name on the account from which the funds were drawn. Additionally,
BCLC has always required funds to come only from the player's own account.

•

In implementing German recommendation #1, BCLC eliminated all unsourced cash transactions of
$10,000 or more - German has suggested up to 2 unsourced transactions, for operational reasons
BCLC elected to allow none. Allowing 2 unsourced proved extremely complex to implement
operationally.

•

A next step in moving to a low risk prescriptive approach is to ban all cash transactions over a set
limit.

•

Assuming there is an appetite to stay in the business, the objective is to set a limit that produces very
low risk cash payments while still allowing for some business functioning.

•

Irrespective of the limit, all cash transactions will still have to be sourced (proof of origin e.g. a bank).

•

Assuming these objectives, BCLC estimates an appropriate maximum for cash is $25,000 based upon
the following rationale:
o All cash is sourced - declaration completed.
o The majority of players who buy in for more than $25,000 are rated at medium or high for
money laundering risk
o The vast majority of players who buy in for $25,000 or less are rated low risk for money
laundering risk (this includes a high number of players to pose no risk)
o When BCLC was operating on a risk based framework for enhanced customer due diligence
(which included source of funds determinations) transactions over $25,000 received higher
priority and scrutiny because bank withdrawals, ATM withdrawals and Global cash
withdrawals of $25,000 or less are reasonable and not uncommon for very high net worth
customers. Fin TRAC was consulted on this approach and agreed it was an appropriate and

BCLC0006524

BCLC0006524

properly balanced business operations with money laundering prevention. $25,000 or less in
cash remains a reasonable cash w ithdrawal amount for very high net worth customers.
o A $25,000 limit will align with the definition of high bet limit tables. Having compliance
requirements align enhances compliance through standardization and ease of understanding.
o A $25,000 limit has been discussed generally with service providers and they have indicated
that they believe they may be able to work with that limit.
o BCLC does not know but, based upon available information, believes that the impacts of a
$25,000 limit will not result in severely adverse impacts to service providers either from the
ability to manage the number of transactions involved or from a financial perspective.
o BCLC does not know but, based upon available information and prior experience with
implementing other cash restrictions, believes a threshold below $25,000 is likely to have
both severe operational and financial impacts to service providers, possibly to the extent that
one or more service providers may become financially unstable up to and including
insolvency. Further, should a threshold under $25,000 have the anticipated adverse impacts,
it is likely to substantially diminish future private sector investment in the industry or shift it
to jurisdictions that continue to operate on risk based approach . For example, such a change
may cause Gateway to have to revisit its decision to build a new facility in Delta.

BCLC0006524 .02
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A confidential report commissioned by B.C. Lottery Corp. estimates that B.C.
casinos could lose up to $88 million in revenue each year if the government
bans large cash transactions by VIP gamblers at high-limit betting tables.
An October 2017 report by HLT Advisory, obtained by Postmedia News,
estimates financial effects that could follow if B.C. Lottery Corp. restricts VIPs
from buying chips with over $10,000 in cash a day. The report points to
significant financial ramifications for B.C.’s provincial budget and economy,
and also for the casino corporations contracted to provide gambling in the
province.
Attorney General David Eby said Thursday that the report was commissioned
last September around the time when he called for an independent review into
circumstances that let hundreds of millions in suspected drug-dealer cash flood
Metro Vancouver casinos.
Postmedia News has reported on police investigations and government
documents that allege that a transnational money-laundering operation used
VIP gamblers from China to buy chips in B.C. casinos with loans of criminals’
cash. The scheme, which allowed ultra-wealthy VIPs to skirt China’s tight
capital export controls, resembles the junket-type operations that are prevalent
in Macau casinos, according to government documents.
“It quickly became apparent to me that the issue for the previous government
and our government is that cracking down on suspicious transactions at
government casinos will mean less income for government,” Eby said. “Clearly
the proceeds of organized crime have been laundered through B.C. casinos for
many years. I believe it is tremendously hypocritical, to on one hand say we are
fighting gang crime, and on the other to be taking in government revenue that is
connected to gang crime.”
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Eby has also hired independent reviewer Peter German, a former RCMP senior
officer, to study how suspicious currency is laundered through casinos and into
real estate and other sectors of B.C.’s economy.
Eby said that it is unlikely German, who will file his final report by March 31,
will recommend an outright ban on cash transactions of over $10,000 in B.C.
casinos. But the NDP government has already projected that the province’s
gambling revenue will be reduced by about $30 million in the next fiscal year,
which is a lower-range loss estimate from the HLT report.
The report looked at 12 fiscal periods going back from September 2017, and
calculated the total number of large cash transactions completed in B.C.
casinos.
If all chip purchases with over $10,000 in cash were banned, and all the highstakes gamblers accustomed to making transactions at this level responded by
not gambling again in B.C., the province would lose about $584 million in chip
‘buy-ins’ annually, according to HLT’s estimates. That reduction would
translate into a loss of $87.7 million in net revenue for B.C.’s casinos. B.C.
Lottery Corp.’s share would drop by $47 million each year. And the casinos,
which keep 44 per cent of revenue, would lose $38.5 million in commissions.
HLT calculated that if all of these high-rollers continued to come to B.C.
casinos, but could only spend $9,999 a day in cash buy-ins, annual cash-buyins would drop by $230 million. And total revenue taken in by B.C. casinos
would drop by $34.5 million. B.C. Lottery Corp. would lose $18.6 million, and
the casinos would lose $15.2 million per year.
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The HLT report only deals with estimated effects of banning large cash
transactions. The report notes that high-stakes gamblers also use B.C. Lottery
Corp. patron gaming fund accounts, which are funded with bank drafts. These
accounts can receive hundreds of millions in deposits annually from bank drafts
but, as Postmedia has reported, B.C.’s gaming enforcement branch is concerned
that many of the drafts could have suspicious origins. Eby acknowledged that a
crack down on bank drafts could lead to further B.C. casino revenue reductions
that were not considered in HLT’s analysis.
Eby said he is aware of allegations that some VIP gamblers may have been
funding their patron gaming fund accounts with black market bank drafts.
Police investigations in B.C. have shown that suspects connected to loan
sharking and transnational money laundering in B.C. casinos have been found
in possession of suspicious bank drafts.
“Absolutely, I have very strong suspicions around the potential sale of bank
drafts to gamblers,” Eby said.
The HLT Advisory report provides detailed breakdowns which indicate how
important VIP gamblers and high-limit baccarat tables are for casino revenue in
B.C. This gambling is concentrated in five Metro Vancouver casinos that
account for 98 per cent of the high-limit casino chip purchases in B.C., the
report says. These five casinos bring in 55 per cent of the total B.C. casino
revenue. The percentages of large cash transactions associated to each of the
five casinos are redacted in the HLT report obtained by Postmedia.
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Listed from highest to lowest in a table, the five casinos are listed as River Rock
in Richmond, Parq in Vancouver, Grand Villa in Burnaby, Starlight in New
Westminster, and Hard Rock in Coquitlam. These five casinos would be most
affected by a restriction on large cash buy-ins for VIPs, the report says.
These five casinos have invested $1.6 billion for gambling facilities in B.C.,
which amounts to 76 per cent of total facility investment.
B.C. Lottery Corp. has already implemented German’s first interim
recommendation, which requires casino patrons to complete a source of funds
declaration for cash deposits over $10,000. And all chip transactions using cash
and bank drafts of over $10,000 a day, must include a receipt that shows the
financial institution and account from which the currency was obtained.
scooper@postmedia.com
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View the printer-friendly version of this release.

NEWS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
2018AG0011-000419
March 16, 2018

Ministry of Attorney General

Government prepared for fiscal impact of tackling money laundering
VICTORIA – The Government of British Columbia has recommitted to cracking down on money laundering
in the gambling industry, and has taken measures in Budget 2018 to address the potential impact on the
Province’s revenues.
Government has released the report that was used to evaluate the financial impact ahead of the budget.
“It’s hard to put a price on restoring our international reputation, but it’s a cost British Columbians should
know our government is prepared to pay and has budgeted for,” said Attorney General David Eby. “It’s both
hypocritical and self-defeating to spend public money fighting gang crime on one hand, while pocketing the
proceeds of gang crime at casinos with the other hand.”
Budget 2018, released last month, includes a projection that gambling revenues could decrease by
approximately $30 million as a result of tackling money laundering. The BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
used the mid-range of a report, prepared by HLT Advisory Inc., to project its net income for fiscal 2019, in
anticipation of recommendations from Peter German on money laundering.
The HLT report was commissioned shortly after the Province appointed German to conduct an independent
review of anti-money laundering policies and practices in B.C. casinos. The assumptions made in Budget
2018 will allow the government to account for potential reductions in revenue resulting from
recommendations in German’s report, which is expected before March 31, 2018.
“A cash restriction is one of the options available to Dr. German to recommend, and there are many others,”
said Eby. “Regardless of how Dr. German recommends we move forward, there will be a fiscal impact of
getting the proceeds of organized crime out of casinos. We are so determined to end this illegal activity that
we have already budgeted for reforms in Budget 2018.”
Quick Facts:

•
•

HLT Advisory Inc. provides analysis and advice to the Canadian and international hospitality, leisure
and tourism industries.
On Jan. 10, 2018, BCLC implemented German’s first interim recommendation that requires casino
customers to complete a source-of-funds declaration for cash deposits of $10,000 or more. All cash
and bank draft/certified cheque buy-ins for $10,000 or more, in one or more transactions within a 24hour period, require an original receipt of the transaction that shows the financial institution, branch
number and account number.

Learn More:
HLT Advisory Inc.’s report: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/sports-recreation-arts-andculture/gambling/gambling-in-bc/reports/report-hlt-buy-in-restrictions.pdf
Contact:
Ministry of Attorney General
Communications
778 678-1572
Connect with the Province of B.C. at: news.gov.bc.ca/connect
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BCLC0006459

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
John Karlovcec[
Daryl Tottenham
Mon 16/04/2018 9:52:47 PM
FW: Request for assistance

week for another w ire transfer, they advised him he was blacklisted from the ir business for showing the
receipt to BCLC. File 2016-36087 refers.
FYI
D
From: Steve Beeksma
Sent: Friday Redacted - RCMP
To: Daryl Tottenham <

2:35 PM

Cc: Ross Alderson <

Stone Lee <

Jim Husler

Tom Caverly <

Subject: RE: Request for assistance

Hi al l,

Redacted - RCMP
Stone and I attended
and the specifics documented the re.

this afternoon. BCLC only file 2016-36087 has been opened

In short:
-they acknowledged the receipt is from their location (confirmed on the ir computer system).
-they acknowledged they give out $20's. Denominations they give out is dependent of what cash they have on
hand .
-better rates are not given to customers willing to take small bills.
-the young A/M behind the t ransaction window seemed completely un-phased by our presence/questions
and never asked who we are or why we were asking these questions.
-no known vehicles of interest were observed in the parking lot which is shared by a number of neighbouring
businesses.
See BCLC file 16-36087 for complete detai ls (a scan of a business card acquired from the li'fll.l locat ion is in
the med ia tab).
FYI,

Steve Beeksma
Casino Investigations
BCLC , 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC , V5M 0A6

Connect with us :
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education
and community groups across B.C .

BCLC0006459

BCLC0006459

From: Dial Tiienham
Sent-IMC %11 6:22 AM
To: Steve Beeksma; Stone Lee; Jim Husler
Subject: Fw: Request for assistance

Morning guys,
Could you guys print off a copy of the attached receipt and attend at the business address of this
money exchange and determine if they in fact issued it and find out why they would be paying
customers in sma ll bills? Also get any names of staff that you can, plates. Etc that we can use to
conduct further dives and create a BCLC give to document everything.
I am on cel l do shout me if you have any questions.
Thx Daryl

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.

BCLC0006459.02
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BCLC0000081

Kim Fitzpatrick
From:

Paul Dadwal

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday,
Ross Alderson
Redacted - RCMP
Re:

f¥§flff:l:•F0:02

PM

Ross,
This is great.
I'll call you tomorrow to try and arrange a time for coffee.
Been crazy busy.
Thx

Paul
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network.
From: Ross Alderson

Sent: Wednesday,

Redacted - RCMP
2: 32 PM
To: Jeffrey, Kevin
Cc: Hussey, Joel; Dadwal, Paul; Daryl Tottenham

Redacted - RCMP

Subject: FW:
FOR INFORMATION

We have information that some Casino layers are obtaining cash (in mixed bills) from a money exchange i n _
called
It is registered with FINTRAC as a MSB so at face value this appears a legitimate
business.

orM

v;aroduced

Redacted - RCMP
However
:-in individual
bought in for $97,465.00 in
mixed denomination bills at the Grand
a receipt that from this cash exchange. The denominations
were 200 x $50, 3003 x $20's; 1 x $5. On·-=- ·_ the same individual then bought in for $170,005 at the Grand Villa. The
denominations were 1200 x $50, 5500 x $20's; 1 x $5. Both amounts according to receipts originated from a currency
exchange for Chinese Yuan. (approx. $1.5 million YUAN)
The individual has a local address however from a previous interview states his source of wealth is China based. So based
on Chinese flight of capital laws it is unknown how that much Chinese currency made its way into Canada.
As per the BCLC directive to the Casino the source the funds was from a legitimate source (money exchange) so the buy in
was accepted but obviously there are circumstances here which seem 'unusual.'

0f@fl@IAAII#

As a follow up
the receipts were legitimate.

1

had two of our AML investigators attend

Redacted - RCMP

to validate

-acknowledged the receipts were from their location (confirmed on their computer system).

BCLC0000081

BCLC0000081

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
Specifics of the location are attached as per my analysts email.
I find it unusual that a Money exchange would 1. Carry that much cash on site and 2. Provide those types of
denominations.
Regards
Ross Alderson

CAMS.

Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6

•Yes. and... •

Connect with us~
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I .filgg I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups
across B.C.

From: Brad Rudnicki

Sent: Thursdayif§f§39:':iM ~:16 PM
To: Ross Alderson

Subject:

Redacted - RCMP

Ross,
It is registered with FINTRAC but I did notice the addresses are different between BC registry services
(attached) and the FINTRAC registration (below).

FINTRAC MSB Information:

2

BCLC0000081.02

BCLC0000081

MSB Search

MSB details

search by address
Name soarch wsults

XMLreport
Detailed infomrntion

Brooch detolls

Brad Rudnicki

•Yes, and... •

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
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Kim Fitz atrick
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Daryl Tottenba.i;I
Wednesday,•¼f@fif:l:ii 9:38 AM
Paul Dadwal
Ross Alderson
FW: Money Exchange receipts
20160706061703265.pdf

Morning Paul,
I am sending you copies of the 3 most recent money ovr·h::i,-,cro receipts we have received from patrons at River Rock
which Ross has spoken to you about. The receipt fro
is not a great copy but the details you need are visible. As
this place has been described as
, it is very possible that notwithstanding they are
registered with Fintrac, they may not be reporting all transactions which would be a compliance issue and make them
subject to penalties from Fintrac if confirmed. The reporting period for LCT's (Large cash transactions) is 15 days therefore
they would have to report the cash pay-outs within that 15-day period to be compliant with the Act. For any suspicious
transaction that should be reported to Fintrac, they have 30 days to file.
It might be very interesting to contact Fintrac after the 15 day window has elapsed and see if Redacted - RCMP
actually filed
LCT reports for these disbursements. We will be keeping copies of all money-exchange receipts we get from VIP patrons
moving forward and our analysts will be doing OSINT dives on each business as well so we will keep your group apprised
of what we find that may have value to you.
Regards,
Daryl

Daryl Tottenham Ba, CAMS
Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

•Yes, and ... •
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups in B.C.

-----Original Message----From: Daryl Tottenham [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 6:17 AM
To: Daryl Tottenham
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RNPCAE445" (Aficio MP C4500).
Scan Date: 07.06.2016 06:17:02 (-0700)
Queries to:
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Ross Alderson[
Ackles, Ken FIN:EX[
Meilleur, Len FIN:EX[
Tue 7/26/2016 5:12:23 PM (UTC)
RE: MSB project

Thanks Ross. Good seeing you today. I take it this report was shared with JIGIT and they were advised prior to this understanding
to prevent any risk to work/files they may be doing in this area? A good probe, nice job.
Len
From: Ross Alderson [mailto:
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 8:30 AM
To: Meilleur, Len FIN:EX
Subject: FW: MSB project

Thought you might find this interesting.
As you can see I shared this with Bob STEWART and I also sent a copy to Ken ACKLES
Regards
Ross Alderson CAMS.
Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
T
C
F
●Yes, and…●

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 8:28 AM
To: 'Stewart, Robert A FIN:EX'
Subject: FW: MSB project

Hi Bob, thought this might interest you.
Ross Alderson CAMS.
Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
T
C
F
●Yes, and…●

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: Ross Alderson

Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 8:27 AM
To: AML
Cc: Kevin Sweeney; Kris Gade; Rob Kroeker
Subject: MSB project

Hi all,
As a result of recent buy in’s at the RRCR which have utilized MSB’s primarily in Richmond I tasked Bal and Brandi to do a bit of
follow up. (in addition to Steve and Stone’s visit)
There is some useful information contained in this report.
Regards
Ross Alderson CAMS.
Director, AML & Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
T
C
F
●Yes, and…●

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be disclosed without
BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.
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BCLC0004218

QUARTERLY REPORT TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

I

Pursuant to the Amended Supplen:iel)tal Mandate Letter dated November 28, 2017
REPORT FOR THE FOURm QUARTER FISCAL YEAR 201712018

BCLC PROV,ES THIS REPORT in accordance with Direction #3 set out in the Supplemental Mandate Letter:
German Recommendations
1.

On oJember 18, 2017, BCLC completed the work necessary, save and except completion ofconsultations
with dPEB, to implement German recommendation #1 expanding player source of funds declarations to all
casinoltransactions of$10,000 or ~ore. Feedback from GPEB continued through to the end of the third
quarter 2017/18. BCLC implemented Recommendation #1 on January 10, 2018.

2.

Post ilplementation, as gaming service providers worked with the new requirements under German
'
Reconlmendation #I they provided additional operational feedback to BCLC. Based on that feedback and
to smo:oth operational issues that had arisen, BCLC completed the work necessary to implement 3
procedural changes in response:
a.lReduce the minimum deposit required to open a player account from $10,000 to $0.00.
ml b. Limit the payment out to a player in cash for either winnings or return of funds to $25,000.
,
~
c. Remove the limit on return of funds cheques (as every buy-in of $10,000 or more is now subject to
proofof source of funds there is no longer a need for this control on return of funds cheques).
BCLC as prepared to implement these changes January 31, 2018, however has held off at the request of
the ministry until a future date that is yet to be determined.
·
1

Anti-Money LaLle,ing!Anti-Terrorlst Finanoing Pmgram Nonnal Coone Prooesses and Cootrols

3.

I

I

~

Dasen on ponce action and police mtormat1on related to a money services business in Richmond, which
had nol been previously available, in August 2017 BCLC commenced a reassessment of the money
laund irtg and terrorist financing risks posed to it by money services businesses. This analysis was also
informed by guidance received from FinTRAC. The analysis was completed in February 2018 and resulted
in the Jonclusion that the threat of money laundering risks posed by money services businesses could no
longer he adequately and effectively mitigated by BCLC. As a result, BCLC de-risked this business secto}'.,
Gamin~ Service Providers and GPEB were advised of this change in anti-money laundering procedures '
which iook effect March 15 20 1 11

•

4. BCLC ~s increased its anti-money laundering capabilities. One additional AML investigator was hired
effectiie February 19, 2018, and one additional crime analyst was hired as of March 5, 2018.

5.

IOI
6.

On.January 16, 2018, BCLC's Board of Directors approved new rules regarding the issuance and
redem~tion of chips. The new rules provide better control by making it clear that chips, at all times, remain
the pro~erty ofBCLC and may only be redeemed by the individual who originally acquired the chips
througq a bonafide transaction with a BCLC casino service provider. Chips remain redeemable only at the
casino from which the chips were acquired.
In Marlh 2018, BCLC received verbal notice from FinTRAC that it will be conducting a compliance
examin~tkm ofBCLC's anti-money laundering program sometime in the summer of2018. FinTRAC has
established a pattern of conducting periodic casino reviews on a biannual basis; the last FinTRAC
examin~tion ofBCLC occurred in the summer of2016.
·
,

I
BCLC0004218.10
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BCLC0006349

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
Brad Desmarais[
Jennifer Keim[
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 19/10/2017 8:09:55 PM
RE: MSB's and other initiatives - for the Task Force

We should be looking at anything we think would be prudent and discussing with German . Let's be
methodical and thoughtful. The MSB initiative is just one. Richard and I didn't discuss anything other than
MSB's, but as you mentioned this morning we should be looking at the refining risk again .
Let me know.
Thanks,
Jim
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2017 12:54 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Brad Desmarais <
Jennifer Keim <
Subject: RE: MSB's and other initiatives - for the Task Force

Did you or Richard have anything specific in mind other than the MSBs - or we are just given the okay to look
at anything new we think would be prudent and discuss that with German as he proceeds?
From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: October-19-17 12:50 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Brad Desmarais <
Jennifer Keim <
Subject: MSB's and other initiatives - for the Task Force

Rob;
I spoke to Richard Fyfe and asked about how we can work with and leverage Peter German to bring new
initiatives to our AML regime in an expedient fashion. He agreed that we can work actively with German to
advise on our new initiatives and that is consistent with the Minister's direction.
On the risk around MSB's we discussed this morning, as we learned with the disclosure of Silver International,
I'd like you and your team to consider creating an "approved list" of MSB's (similar to schedule Ill banks, etc)
that we will accept. If they are not on our list, we won't accept their currency. And your team can develop a
criteria for how new MSB's can seek to be qualified.
I think this could be a good step to mitigating risk around MSB's.
Let me know.
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street , Kamloops BC V2C 1 E2
T
BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T

BCLC0006349

BCLC0006349

bclc.com

BCLC0006349.02
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BCLC0005429

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
Jim D. Lightbody
Tue 03/04/2018 6:22:28 PM
RE: Directive from Fintrac

Ok, thanks.
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 11:17 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Subject: RE: Directive from Fintrac

Jim
Was not a directive. Was during a meeting on October 27, 2017 at their offices the issue of MSBs and Bank
drafts were raised. We discussed that since the po lice info came to light
on concerns
about MSB sand the search warrants executed at
, BCLC needed to do more and
specifically reassess the risk for ML MSBs posed. I explained that work was underway and we had been
looking at trying to "whitelable" or approve certain MSBs but that was proving a difficult task. I mentioned
we were looking at heading down the path of completely derisking MSBs. They indicated that work needed
to be done sooner rather than later.

i,f@f@§#3@#

I took this to be in the form of "guidance" from Fin TRAC.
provide.

They wi ll review/audit against guidance they

Rob
From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: April-03-18 11:11 AM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: Directive from Fintrac

Rob;
You mentioned in the board teleconference last week that we received a directive from Fintrac to look into
MSB's. Can you send that to me please?
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street , Kamloops BC V2C 1 E2
T
BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T

bclc .com

BCLC0005429
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BCLC0015284

t:>ele
Project Name: MSB Decision Document
Project Manager:

Bal Bainra

Sponsor(s):

John Karlovcec

Date:

January 11, 2018

Deliverable Sign-off
The Approver's signature below indicates that the contents of the attached document have been
reviewed and accepted subject to the following categories.
Deliverable
Decision Document on
whether to de-risk
Money Service
Business's (MSB)

Version

Description
Document lists 4 options on whether to accept money
from MSB's or not.

1

Categories:
A
Agree with contents
B
Agree, subject to incorporation of comments
C
Disagree, comments included

Approver Name/Title

Signature

Project Manager

2&i,t-~

Director, AML &
Investigations

Sign
Date

Jan 16,
2018

Subject
to
Category
A

Jan. 16,
2018

----./

VP, Legal, Compliance,
Security

/ ( ~ fa Z.01 ;-16

A

Comments

Agree with option 1
- disallow cash
from MSB's
Agree with option 1disallow cash from
MSB's

J.Wrµve -r

A/.,_

I

Director AML & Investigations: John Karlovcec
VP, Legal, Compliance, Security: Rob Kroeker

BCLC0015284
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Privileged Document – Produced without any waiver of
privilege by BCLC before the Commission of Inquiry
into Money Laundering in British Columbia pursuant to
s. 29 of the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007, c. 9
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email.

On Jan 26 , 2018, at 7:56 PM , Jim D. Lightbody
<
mailto:

mailto:

wrote:

Richard ,
I received this today. I hope we can discuss it on Monday. I need to get some clarification. Let me know what
time works Thanks and have a great weekend , Jim

From: JAG WEBFEEDBACK JAG:EX
<
mailto:
Date: January 26, 2018 at 1:37:55 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody
<
mailto:
Subject: AG File No. 546040
Mr. Jim Lightbody
President and Chief Executive Officer
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Email:
mailto:

mailto:

mailto:

mailto:

Dear Mr. Lightbody:
Staff have advised me that BCLC has advised government that BCLC is or has been contemplating reforms ,
including possible reforms related to bank drafts and money orders being used in BC casinos.
The issue of negotiable instruments in BC casinos has been in the media , and is an issue of concern to me.
commend you and your staff for taking the initiative on this matter.
As you know, on September 28, 2017 , I appointed Mr. Peter German to conduct a review of British Columbia's
anti-money-laundering policies and practices in the gambling industry, with a focus on the Lower Mainland.
Mr. German is tasked with designing an integrated response to the issue of money laundering we are facing in
our casinos. He is doing so in consultation with , among others, the RCMP , FINTRAC , GPEB, BCLC , and casino
service providers.
In order to ensure that any BCLC initiatives, including any new negotiable instrument policy reform proposal , are
integrated with any policy reforms proposed by Mr. German , I respectfully request that BCLC not proceed to
implementation immediately. Instead , I encourage you to present your policy reform proposals to Mr. German
directly with any suggestions about implementation.
Mr. German has the ability to recommend to me reforms that should be implemented immediately rather than
awaiting his final report , if he considers it necessary to do so.
Absent coordination with Mr. German , my concern is that any proposal implemented by GPEB or BCLC
independently from the ongoing review process could result in consequences as serious as interfering with active
law enforcement investigations , or could prevent necessary resources from being dedicated to higher priority
initiatives identified by Mr. German.
Thank you for your understanding , and your initiative on this matter.
Yours truly,

BCLC0015844.02

Original signed by:
David Eby, QC
Attorney General

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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BCLC DIRECTIVE
SOURCE OF FUNDS DECLARATION
Effective Date: December 18, 2017
Effective December 18, 2017, all cash and monetary instruments (bank drafts/certified cheques)
of $10,000 or more will require a source of funds declaration by the patron prior to acceptance
for buy-in at all casinos and community gaming centres. Service Providers will document the
player declaration on a revised Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds form and the Service
Provider will scan the form into Itrak for each associated LCT entry.
This change follows an interim report to the Attorney General’s office from the Peter German
review currently underway. BCLC currently has a source of funds (SoF) process for patrons
flagged in Itrak by the AML unit, however this new process will apply to ALL cash and bank
draft/certified cheque buy-ins of $10,000 or more. This includes incremental table buy-ins that
reach the $10,000 threshold. Service Providers are responsible for reporting the total amount of
all incremental buy-ins where those buy-ins equal $10,000 or more in a 24 hour period and are
also responsible for ensuring a SoF declaration is also completed at the time of the report. This
information will be required before the patron is allowed to buy-in and will be reviewed daily by
the AML unit.
In addition, and upon BCLC review of the patron’s transactions, if the patron has been unable to
provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the funds are not of a suspicious or illegal nature, BCLC
will, at a minimum, impose sourced cash restrictions on the patron for all future buy-ins. BCLC
will document these conditions on the patron profile and where a patron has been placed on
restrictions, Service Providers are required to obtain a receipt showing the source of cash and
scan that receipt into Itrack when completing the LCT related to the buy-in.
BCLC has revised the Reasonable Measures form to include both RM questions and the Source
of Funds Declaration. If the patron does not provide the information requested or provides
information that is clearly suspicious, Service Providers must refuse the transaction. Where a
Service Provider refuses a transaction, it must then create an Itrak file for an unusual financial
transaction for a “refused SoF declaration”. BCLC will investigate all refused transactions.
When asking the patron the SoF questions, vague or generic answers are not acceptable. For
example if the patron advises the funds are from his safe at home, that does not answer where the
funds originated. Service Providers must request and document, in reasonable detail, the origin
of the funds on the SoF declaration. Where a patron is buying-in with cash that was paid out to
the patron by a casino, the Service Provider must confirm the player was paid out an amount or
amounts that are consistent with the buy-in amount being presented and the date of the prior
casino cash-outs. In these circumstances, “pay out from casino” shall be indicated in the
account number data field on the form.
Page 2

Once the SoF declaration is complete, the name of the gaming service worker obtaining the
information shall be documented on the bottom of the form, along with their GPEB number and
the date. The Service Provider employee obtaining the information will be required to certify that
she or he collected the information directly from the patron and verified with the patron that the
information was true and accurate.
If you any questions regarding this directive, please contact the AML unit at
.
Please ensure a copy of all completed Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds forms are scanned
into the media file of the LCT report and that all forms are clearly legible.

Where there is a conflict between the BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards,
Policies and Procedures and this Directive, the contents of this Directive shall prevail. The next
release of the Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures will
incorporate these changes and replace this Directive.
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Jim D. Lightbody[
Rob Kroeker[
PMG[
Mon 12/25/2017 11:18:26 PM (UTC)
RE: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration

Understood. Thanks for the update Jim.
May you both have a very Merry Christmas and the best in 2018! Thanks for all the assistance…
pete
From: Jim D. Lightbody [mailto:
Sent: Saturday, December 23, 2017 12:38 PM
To: PETER GERMAN
Cc: Rob Kroeker
Subject: Re: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration

Pete,
Just want to give you an update on our implementation of your recommendation to us. After meeting with GPEB and advising
them of our plans, John sent me a letter last week informing us that GPEB must approve the form, policies and procedures
supporting this recommendation. We received a number of questions from them over the past week which Rob has answered. We
await their approval before implementing. Unfortunately with the holidays upon us, we are probably delayed until next month.
On a brighter note, I hope you have a chance for a break over Christmas and wish you a happy holidays.
Cheers,
Jim

From: PETER GERMAN <
Date: December 12, 2017 at 3:54:16 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: Re: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Appreciate the speedy work. Thanks Jim. I’ll review. Pete
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 13, 2017, at 5:21 AM, Jim D. Lightbody <

wrote:

Pete;
I am sending this to you to advise how we are implementing the recommendation you provided regarding Source of
Funds declarations. Please advise if you have any questions or concerns and we will be happy to accommodate. For
your information, we met with John and his staff last Wednesday to discuss this and have provided a copy of these
three documents to GPEB as well. We have asked them to advise us of any questions they have. As you may be
aware, under the Gaming Control Act, Sec 8, BCLC is able to make rules regarding handling and holding of money and
money equivalents. I have discussed this with John to ensure we are in the spirit of collaboration while moving this
initiative forward as expeditiously as possible.
Best regards,
Jim
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, December 11, 2017 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Jim
Please find attached a memorandum in regard to German Review Recommendation #1 – Source of Funds

declarations. You will also find attached the Directive to Service Providers that, once issued, will implement this
recommendation. The specific form Service Providers will complete is also attached for reference.
I am of the understanding that the Minister expects the recommendations to be implemented as soon as possible.
We are able to put recommendation #1 into place as of December 18, 2017. I understand you will be providing the
attached documentation on the implementation to both the DAG’s office and John Mazure. I will wait to hear back
from you before the Directive is issued.

Rob Kroeker

Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
|M
|F
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC| Facebook BCCasinos | Blog | bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community
groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.

<2017-12-11 Memo re German Interim Recommendation #1.pdf>
<New RM and SOF form 2017 - Master (Fillable).pdf>
<Directive to Service Providers_Source of Funds Declarations 18 December 2017.pdf>
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be disclosed without
BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.
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To:
Jim D. Lightbody[
From:
Rob Kroeker[/O=BCLC/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ROB
KROEKER253]
Sent:
Sat 12/23/2017 6:51:57 PM (UTC)
Subject: German Recommendation #1

Just a thought. With no letter coming from GPEB yesterday and the manner in which they are conducting themselves, they have
essentially stalled us by a month and pushed any implementation into the New Year. Your last communication left Mr. German
with the impression we could/would implement this month. You may wish to consider sending him brief email update advising we
have been asked to hold off implementation by the MO and GPEB while GPEB considers the matter, and that there is no projected
date by which they have committed to getting back to us.
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BCLC DIRECTIVE
SOURCE OF FUNDS DECLARATION
Effective Date: January 10, 2018
Effective January 10th, 2018 all cash and bearer monetary instruments (bank
drafts/ certified cheques) of $10,000 or more will require a source of funds (SOF)
receipt by the patron prior to acceptance for buy-in at all BCLC Gaming Service
Provider locations. This receipt will be documented on a revised Reasonable
Measures (RM) form and shall be scanned into iTrak for all LCT entries.
This change follows an interim report to the Attorney General’s office from the
Peter German review currently underway. We currently have a source of funds
process for patrons flagged in iTrak by the AML Unit however, this new process
will apply to ALL cash and bank draft/ certified cheque buy-ins for $10,000 or more.
This also includes incremental table buy-ins when they reach the $10,000
threshold. The reported amount for incremental buy-ins must be reported in full
once the amount reaches $10,000. The cash receipt will be required before the
patron is allowed to buy-in and will be reviewed daily by the AML Unit.
The required receipt must be an original which aligns with the amount and
denominations expected for the buy-in. The receipt shall be retained by the Service
Provider and scanned into the associated iTrak LCT entry for the patron. If the receipt
is not from the same day of use, further inquiries need to be made to confirm it is
legitimate. An example of this might include cash withdrawn prior to a long weekend
by a patron, however, a receipt that is two weeks old would not be reasonable. If
Service Provider staff find the circumstances suspicious in any way the buy-in must be
refused and documented as an Unusual Financial Transaction incident in iTrak.

The Reasonable Measures form has been updated and now contains both the RM
questions and the SOF Declaration on one form. Effective January 10th, 2018
when a patron attempts to buy-in with $10,000 or more, they shall be advised of
the new SOF process and that a receipt is now required for the cash. A notation
must be made on their iTrak subject profile in the comments field that
indicates they have now been advised of the new SOF program. On all
subsequent cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more where the patron does not provide a
receipt, an iTrak file must be created for a “refused SOF request” for investigation
by the AML Unit.
Where a player is buying-in with cash that was paid out to the player by a casino
for casino winnings, the Gaming Service Provider must confirm the player was paid
out an amount that is consistent with the buy-in amount and the date of the prior
cash-outs. This would include contacting the casino that paid out the disbursement
in order to confirm the amount, date and denominations. If you are unable to obtain
the required information from the casino that paid the patron out, you should
contact BCLC for confirmation. In these circumstances, “pay out from casino” shall
be indicated in the account number field of the RM/SOF Form including the casino
name and the amount received by the patron.

Once completed, the employee documenting the information shall print and sign
their name at the bottom of the RM/SOF form, along with their GPEB number and
the date. The employee signing the form is certifying that the information is
complete and accurate.
This RM/SOF form must also be signed by the patron for cash buy-ins of
$10,000 or more, including incremental buy-ins at the tables. The transaction that
triggers the $10,000 threshold shall not be completed until the RM/SOF form is
completed and signed by the patron.
Please ensure a copy of the completed form is scanned into the media file of the
iTrak LCT report and that it is legible.
The next release of BCLC Casino Policies and Procedures will incorporate these
changes and replace this directive.
If you have any questions regarding this directive, please contact the AML Unit at

Sincerely,

Daryl Tottenham
AML, Programs Manager

........

11:m:. . . . . ,. . -
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SOURCE OF FUNDS DECLARATION
Effective Date: January 10, 2018
Transition Period
In an effort to assist Service Providers with the implementation of the SOF
Declaration directive, BCLC will be including a two week monitoring period
starting January 10th, 2018. This two week period will provide Service
Providers with the necessary time to educate patrons on the new SOF
declaration and receipt rules.
The two week monitoring period will run from January 10th to January 24th,
2018. During this two week period, BCLC will be monitoring for
unanticipated implementation difficulties and will receive further input from
Service Providers on any suggested process improvements as they and
customers adjust to the new procedures. During this period, BCLC’s
focus will be on achieving compliance through education and guidance.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at
or (778) 877-7049.
Thanks in advance,

Daryl Tottenham, Manager
BCLC AML Programs

t+>ele
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Redacted Relevance
Ill.

AML

AML Operations
Currently, there are 299 patrons barred under the extreme risk program.
Substantiated Unusual Financial Transactions reports from service providers have
decreased since January 10, 2018, when source of funds declaration requirements
moved from a risk based approach to a prescriptive approach (German Recommendation
#1) where source of funds declarations must be completed by every customer for every
transaction involving cash or monetary instruments (i.e. bank drafts) of $10,000 or more.
This decrease was anticipated because it is far less likely to have a transaction that raises
concerns where all transactions come with proof of source.
Unsubstantiated Unusual Financial Transaction reports have increased markedly. Further
analysis is required, but this is believed to be due to customers shifting to transactions
slightly under $10,000 to avoid having to turn over confidential banking and other personal
information for transactions of $10,000 or more. These transactions give the appearance
of "structuring"; a money laundering typology, but this behaviour appears to be driven
largely by privacy and convenience concerns rather than money laundering. BCLC is
monitoring this trend closely and is consulting both the regulator and police.
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AML Trend Analysis
As per the table below, bank draft usage remains consistent with a slight upward trend
since January 2018.

Note: UFT Unsubstanti ated c.ount hl&h for Jan
& Fl!'lb 2018 dul!'l to r ~c.Al ptl nefor..sour~ of
fund s Implemented on Jan 10th. Mar 2018
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flies.
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procedure. However, given the subjectivity of money laundering indicators this could be a
complex undertaking.
Considerations:
Increase in STR data sent to FINTRAC:
•

Under current FINTRAC Guidance, if a UFT is combined with a refusal or stop play, which
results in the removal of a patron from the gaming site, an STR is generated in every
instance.

•

If every UFT results in a refusal, this would cause an increase in the number of STRs being
submitted to FINTRAC.

•

An increase in STRs potentially generates data for FINTRAC that is counter-productive to
the mandate of the financial intelligence unit.

•

FINTRAC must be consulted on this change as it will likely affect STR reporting at B.C.
casinos and FINTRAC may provide guidance as to whether or not they would consider the
change compliant with the federal statute.

BCLC adjusting STR data:
•

As the entity responsible for overseeing compliance with FINTRAC obligations, BCLC must
ensure all legislated compliance and reporting requirements are met. Therefore, BCLC
would continue to review all incident files, even after they are submitted to FINTRAC.

•

BCLC would submit additional STRs, revisions to STRs and in some cases retract STRs
after the fact, as deemed necessary once BCLC has conducted due diligence on all incident
reports.

BCLC Summary Comments:
•

Currently and as set out above, in most instances the assessment of unusual and suspicious
financial transactions has a substantial subjective element. To implement a procedure that
requires all UFTs are refused in the first instance and to be able to effectively monitor
Service Provider compliance, BCLC would need move to a more prescriptive approach to
UFT identification.

•

At this point, BCLC believes this would necessitate a procedure whereby any transaction
that involved any one indicator of suspicion (listed by FINTRAC in Guidance) would be
refused at the first instance. For example, BCLC would require service providers to refuse
any larger cash transaction where $20 bills were present. As there is no experience with this
type of procedure in BC or Canada, the number and value of transactions that will be
refused cannot be estimated.

4
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AML Project Completion Report
Complete: Recommendation implemented, audit review is pending.
Closed:
Recommendation implemented, audit review has concluded.

Interim Recommendation: SPs must complete a Source of Funds (SOF) Declaration for cash deposits or
bearer monetary instruments of $10,000 or more. At a minimum, the declaration must outline a
customer’s identification and provide the SOF, including the financial institution and account from which
the cash or bond was sourced. After two consecutive transactions, cash can only be accepted from the
customer once it has been determined that it is not of a suspicious or illegal nature.
Description: Recommendation seeks to ensure patrons’ funds are from a legitimate source.
Previous state: No SOF policy existed.
Changes implemented: Effective January 10th, 2018 all cash and bearer monetary instruments (bank
drafts/ certified cheques) of $10,000 or more within a 24-hour period, require a SOF receipt by the
patron prior to acceptance for buy-in at all BCLC Service Provider (SP) locations. This includes
incremental table buy-ins that reach the $10,000 threshold.

AF
T

The receipt must include the patron’s name, financial institution that issued the cash, location of the
financial institution, and the patron’s bank account information. The information must be recorded on
the receipt and the SOF declaration form and signed by the patron prior to acceptance for buy-in.
SP must also undertake reasonable measures to determine and document ownership of funds by asking
the patron if the funds belong to him/her only, or are on behalf of a third party. The response shall be
documented on the Reasonable Measures/SOF template and retained and electronically scanned and
saved within iTrak.
All SOF declarations are reviewed daily by the AML Unit.

Rationale for considering recommendation complete: Policy has been in place since January 10, 2018.
Measurable outcomes of the change(s): Reduction in cash (bank notes) being brought into casinos.

DR

The implementation of Dr. Peter German’s interim recommendation in January 2018, brought in stricter
requirements for cash transactions, which caused more UFTs to be created whenever patrons refused to
provide adequate identification or source of funds documentation.
List any further steps planned to monitor completion/compliance/effectiveness: As part of
Recommendation 3: “That BCLC, in conjunction with the Regulator and Service Providers, review the
present Source of Funds (SOF) Declaration on at least an annual basis to determine if refinements are
required” BCLC engaged a third party audit firm in October 2018 to test the effectiveness of the SOF
policy.
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Board Meeting - 26 July 2018

5.15.8.

I.

MANAGEMENT REPORT- LEGAL, COMPLIANCE, SECURITY

INVESTIGATIONS
Investigations Incidents

Total Investigations Incidents
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

FY 17-18 Q2

FY 17-18 Q3

FY 17-18 Q4

FY 18-19 Ql

Total Investigations Incidents include occurrences from Casino 1, eGaming, and Lottery.
In Quarter 1, one Corporate case, five eGaming cases, 34 Lottery cases, 309 Casino
cases involved referral to the police.
BCLC Investigations continues to work closely with BCLC Lottery Sales, our Retail
Partners, and various law enforcement agencies to identify and prosecute those
individuals responsible for criminal activity involving lottery products.

Redacted Relevance
1 Anti-money laundering related matters are documented separately from Casino Incidents.
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Redacted Relevance
II.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING

Anti-Money Laundering Operations
Currently, there are 415 patrons barred under the extreme risk program.
Substantiated Unusual Financial Transactions reports from service providers have
decreased since January 10, 2018 since the implementation of the source of funds
declaration on all cash and monetary instruments of $10,000 or more effective January
10, 2018.
An increase in Unsubstantiated Unusual Financial Transaction reports (see table below)
is believed to be due to customers shifting to cash and other transactions slightly under
$10,000 to avoid having to turn over confidential banking and other personal information
for transactions of $10,000 or more. These transactions give the appearance of
"structuring"; a money laundering typology, but this behaviour appears to be driven largely
by privacy and convenience concerns rather than money laundering.
Starting from March 2018 BCLC implemented a process whereby, when transactions with
the appearance of "structuring" are identified, BCLC immediately places the player on full
sourced cash conditions and requires the player to provide receipts for all their cash. If
the cash cannot be sourced the transaction is refused.
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The implementation of this process has brought about a significant decline in the number
of incidents of "unsubstantiated no receipt" during the later part of Quarter 1. BCLC
continues to monitor this trend closely and is consulting both the regulator and police.
Bank draft usage continues to be steady.
Anti-money Laundering Trend Analysis Charts
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Bank Draft/Certified Cheque Data
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OPERATIONAL GAMING COMPLIANCE
Risk Scoring of Sites
Risk Ratings were produced for all sites based on findings from each quarter. Ratings are
determined upon four factors; the Policy Control Level Allocation (PCLA) 2 of the site, the
number of new issues identified during the quarter, the severity of new and outstanding
issues, and the length of time that open issues have been unresolved. The results of
Quarter 1 are as follows:

2

Each gaming facility is assigned a Policy Control Level (PCL) used to evaluate risk at the site. The criteria include types, number
and maximum monetary limit of table games, number of slot machines and/or electronic table games, size of facility and geographical
location.
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Facility
Chances
Abbotsford*
Chances RimRock
Chances Dawson
Creek*
Chances Maple
Ridge*
Chances
Squamish
Chances Signal
Point*
Treasure Cove*
Cascades
Kamloops
Casino Nanaimo
Billy Barker*
Playtime Campbell
River
Chances
Chilliwack
Risk Level

IV.

PCLA

Risk Score

4

3

5

3

4

3

4

3

5

3

Facilrty
Playtime
Courtenay
Chances
Kamloops
Elements Surrey

Very Low

Low

22

2

30

1

26

2

33

2/4

34

4

9

Chances Terrace

5

40

10

River Rock

1

42

2

10

Grand Villa

1

44

5

12

Cascades
Penticton

2

51

5

13

Parq

1

60

2/4

16

Hard Rock

1

5

19

Playtime Vernon

6

Starlight
Cascades
Langley
Chances Ft. St.
John

Risk Score

3

5

4

4

8

8

2

6

1

PCLA

2

3

4

6

Facility
Chances
Kelowna
Playtime
Kelowna

Elements Victoria

4

4

4

8

2

2/5

6

2

5

4

Risk Score

4

Hastings Park

Chances
Cowichan
Chances Mission

2

PCLA

Chances
Castlegar
Chances Salmon
Arm
Casino of the
Rockies
Chances Prince
Rupert

Medium

* No compliance reviews completed at these sites for Ql
TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE

High

due to staffing shortages

Redacted Relevance
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V.

PRIVACY

Redacted Relevance
VI.

CYBER SECURITY

Redacted Relevance
VII.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (FOi) REQUESTS

Redacted Relevance
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Redacted Relevance
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To:

File

Date:

From:

BCLC AML

Subject:

Identification Threshhold - Table Game Buy-in Trend Shifts

November 2, 2018

On January 10, 2018, BCLC implemented an interim recommendation arising from a govemmen r.eYie
money laundering measures in BC' s casino sector. The recommendation was for BCLC to move fro requirin s0 rce
of funds inquiries on a risk basis (which is based on FinTRAC guidance) to requiring source of funds d0cumenfution
for any and all customer buy-ins of $10,000 or more. Implementation of the recommendation equired casino service
providers, under contract to BCLC, to complete a source of funds declaration for all buy-in 6f $ 0,0(ilQ~or more. In
accordance with the recommendation, completion of a declaration involved capturing the custo er' dentification,
documentation showing the financial institution and account number from wbi tlie fun were sourced, and the
customer's signature attesting to the accuracy of the information collected.
Since the implementation of the interim recommendation, BCLC's AML unit obse
hange in the casino table
game drop trends. Specifically, BCLC observed shifts in table drop segments by dollar value. Transactions occurring
under the $10,000 threshold increased by 6-10% while transactions over l 0,000 dropped by 11-13% (see Table 1).
There is some temporal correspondence between these shifts and the m le €.ntation of the recommendation. This
may suggest some cause and effect relationship, howeve~ aution ar u a drawing conclusions is needed as other
variables believed to have an impact on table game dro~ cc ed i
e same time period. These variables include:
moving the gaming sites involved to a new casino services 0 eratin agreement under which casino service providers
earn a higher commission on lower bet limit table games tha on fu her bet limit table games; reported tightening on
currency controls by the Chinese government; and, a e e al orth American and Asian market decline in high bet
limit table game play.

BCLC0004158

BCLC0004158

In addition to the segmentation shift, BCLC observed that some players who had tended to conduct transactions
moderately over $10,000 were now transacting just below the $10,000 threshold. This shift in behaviour is concerning
as it may be an indicator of structuring; a money laundering typology designed to avoid anti-money laundering
controls. In response, BCLC began placing these customers on conditions prohibiting bank note transactions and in
some cases suspending all transactions pending more in-depth due diligence inquiries including interviews in which
customers were directly asked about changes in their transaction patterns. Initial indications from these inquiries are
that customers have shifted their transaction behaviours because they find having to provide detailed personal financial
information to a casino business concerning for privacy reasons, or to avoid the additional effort of having to acquire
a receipt or other documentation from their bank to conduct a transaction of $10,000 or more. Notwithstanding these
seemingly innocent explanations for the shifts in behaviour, the trend remains a focus of attention foPBCLC and in
its' view further inquiry is warranted.
In accordance with federal legislation, BCLC reports all bank note transactions of $10,000 or more t0 FinTRAC.
Reports to FinTRAC require BCLC to ascertain the identity of any customer conducting a transaGtlon suQj ect to the
reporting requirements and include in that report the customer's identification information. To ensure BCJ:'., C fulfils
this requirement, BCLC requires casino service providers to ascertain the identification of any customer at the point
that customer's buy-ins total $9000 in a 24-hour period. While this identification thresho dis sufficient for FinTRAC
reporting purposes, it is not providing sufficient information for BCLC to co due more etailed monitoring and
analysis of customers now making multiple buy-ins below the $10,000 threshold. To allow for ttte level of monitoring
and analysis BCLC believes is now required, a lower threshold for triggering customer ide tification requirements is
needed .

•
•
•
•
•
•
This article also states that the casinos in the United Kingdom (UK) have implemented a process to perform enhanced
due diligence on any customer placing bets totalling 2,000 euros (-$3000 Canadian).
BCI/,(1'. has concludecl, due to the recent shift in player behaviour, the money laundering risk associated with
transactions under $10,000 has increased subsequent to the implementation of the recommendation to apply source of
funds tleclarations to all transactions of$10,000 or more. One measure that will allow BCLC to better respond to this
risk is to reduce the threshold for the ascertaining of customer identity from $9000 to $3000. This change will give
BCLC the ability to monitor much more closely and accurately customer transactions between $3000 and $10,000 for
indicators of money laundering or terrorist financing activity. Moreover, this change will exceed existing federal
requirements and will align BCLC's anti-money laundering practices with international standards.

2
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ISSUE: BCLC, in consultation with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch, is lowering
the threshold from $9 ,000 to $3 ,000 at which casino service providers are required to
ascertain the identify of patrons and confirm their status in BCLC's casino-reporting system.
BACKGROUND:
Since BCLC implemented , in January 2018, Peter German's recommendation requiring
service providers to complete source of funds documentation for all buy-ins of $10,000 or
more, BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Unit has observed a change in casino tablegame buy-in trends.

Specifically, BCLC has observed shifts in table-game buy-ins by dollar value.
Transactions occurring under the $10,000 threshold increased by 6-10% while transactions
over $10,000 dropped by 11-13% There is some temporal correspondence between these
shifts and the implementation of the recommendation. This may suggest some cause and
effect relationship , however caution around drawing conclusions is needed as other variables
believed to have an impact on table game drop occurred in the same time period . These
variables include:
•

•
•

moving the gaming sites involved to a new casino services operating agreement under
which casino service providers earn a higher commission on lower bet limit table games
than on higher bet limit table games;
reported tightening on currency controls by the Chinese government; and ,
a general North American and Asian market decline in high bet limit table game play.

In addition to the segmentation shift, BCLC observed that some players who had tended to
conduct transactions moderately over $10,000 were now transacting just below the $10,000
threshold . This shift in behaviour is concerning as it may be an indicator of structuring; a
money laundering typology designed to avoid anti-money laundering controls.
In response , since January 2018 , BCLC has placed 212 patrons (as of December 5, 2018)
who have exhibited indicators consistent with suspicious financial transaction behavior on
cash/chip conditions that restrict the patron to using only non-cash forms of buy-ins. In some
cases, BCLC has suspended all transactions pending more in-depth due diligence, including
interviews where BCLC's AML Unit ask patrons directly about changes in their transaction
patterns.
Initial results from these interviews are showing that patrons have privacy concerns , or wish to
avoid the additional effort of having to acquire and produce a receipt or other documentation
from their bank to conduct a transaction of $10 ,000 or more.
Notwithstanding these seemingly innocent explanations for the shifts in behaviour, the trend
remains a focus of attention for BCLC and in its' view further inquiry and on-going monitoring
is warranted.
DISCUSSION :
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To mitigate risk related to the increased source of funds requirements and the associated shift
in player behavior towards lower buy-in amounts, BCLC is increasing the level of monitoring
and analysis capabilities by lowering the buy-in threshold for triggering patron identification
requirements .
To ensure compliance with FinTRAC's $10,000 reporting threshold requirements, BCLC's
current policy requires casino service providers to confirm the identification of any patron
whose buy-ins total $9,000 in a 24-hour period. While this identification threshold is sufficient
for FinTRAC reporting purposes , it is not sufficient information for BCLC to conduct more
detailed monitoring and analysis of patrons now making multiple buy-ins below the $10,000
threshold .
As such, BCLC will lower the threshold for determining patron identity from $9,000 to $3,000
and require casino services providers to confirm a patron's status in BCLC's casino-reporting
system. BCLC's AML Unit will conduct weekly monitoring after the implementation of the
policy. The source of funds requirements (completion and signing of a declaration by the
patron) will remain at the threshold of $10,000 or more as per Dr. German's recommendation.
Lowering the threshold gives BCLC the ability to monitor more closely and accurately
transactions between $3,000 and $10,000 for indicators of money-laundering or terrorist
financing activity. This change will exceed existing federal requirements and align BCLC's
AML practices with international standards. Additionally, it will provide an additional
opportunity for the earlier interception of patrons who have signed up for voluntary selfexclusion .
BCLC has consulted with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB), which supports
a lowered threshold for ascertaining a patron's identity. GPEB commented on the potential
impact on casino service providers, and emphasized the need to ensure that casino service
provider staff do not see the changes as a replacement for evaluating whether a transaction is
suspicious or not.
BCLC's AML Unit has made service providers aware of the upcoming change. BCLC will
provide detailed notice and implementation instructions to service providers on this change
and will support the implementation with the in-person instruction as needed . BCLC will take
this opportunity to remind service providers of their obligations in regard to the identification
and reporting of all suspicious transactions.
The date the policy will take effect has not yet been confirmed, but will occur in early 2019.
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Appendix A: Table Game Drop Segments by Dollar Value
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To:
Kroeker[

Jim D. Lightbody[

Brad Desmarais[

Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Garth Pieper[
Jennifer Gallaway
Tue 18/12/2018 8:42:01 PM
FW: BCLC AML strengthening / Identification Threshold

John Karlovcec[

Rob
Laura Piva-Babcock[

Hello,
As per Megan's note below, we are free to move forward with implementation of the new Identification
Thresholds. Please keep me in the loop so I can ensure Megan and Jillian stay updated.
Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C

From: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Sent: December 18, 2018 11:41 AM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <
Hazel, Jillian GPEB:EX <
Subject: RE: BCLC AML strengthening/ Identification Threshold

Hi Jennifer,
Yes, I have it noted that DMC had no questions or concerns. Doug also included it in his update with the
minister yesterday and no comments or concerns there. Please continue to move forward and let me know of
the implementation timing so that I can include that in the next update.
Cheers,
Megan
Megan Harris
Executive Director, Corporate Priorities & Strategic Engagement
Associate Deputy Minister's Office I M inistry of Attorney General
I Mobile:
Phone:
From: Jennifer Gallaway <

Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 11:16 AM
To: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Hazel, Jillian GPEB:EX <
Subject: FW: BCLC AML strengthening/ Identification Threshold

Hi Megan and Jillian,
At the last DMC meeting, Jim gave a brief update on the proposed BCLC pol icy change regarding a new
Identification Threshold . My understanding was that it was just to make the DMC aware and have an
opportunity to comment, not approve per se. Was that your understanding as well? If so, is BCLC free to
move forward with this change? We will of course, keep you informed.
As you are aware, these amendments are intended to mitigate risk related to the increased SOF requ irements
and the shift in player behavior towards lower buy-in amounts. We would like to implement the policy in

BCLC0004566

early 2019, once we provide detailed notice and implementation instructions to service providers as well as inperson training and support as needed.
Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C

From: Jim D. Lightbody <
Sent: December 6, 2018 12:06 PM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <
Subject: Fwd: BCLC AML strengthening

Jennifer,
See below. Doug has asked if the DMC should 'approve', that's why I wanted to see the TOF.
Thanks
From: Harder, Derrick AG:EX <
Date: December 6, 2018 at 12:00:57 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
<
Harris, Megan AG:EX <
<
Lara Gerrits <
Subject: Re: BCLC AML strengthening

MacLeod, Sam GPEB:EX
Peter Kappel

No concerns from the minister.
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 5, 2018, at 12:27 PM, Jim D. Lightbody <

mailto:

wrote:

All;
Please see attached plan to strengthen our AML controls.
Megan, ifl could ask that you please arrange for Lori and Mark on the DMC to be advised.
Any questions, please advise.
Jim
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's pennission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
<BN_Identification Requirements for Table Game Buy-Ins_final_December 5 2018.pdf>

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

stevecarruthers
Rob Kroeker
Fri 16/02/2018 10:19:12 PM
G2E Asia 2018

Hello Steve
Last May, you and Jim Lisle hosted a meeting with me and my colleague Brad Desmarais to chat about
screening and research. We remain very grateful for your making time to meet with us.
I anticipate being in Macau again th is year for G2E. Last year you gave us some insight into MGM Macau's
screening on third party transact ions. Currently, we at BCLC do not permit third party transactions for
players. We are considering revisiting th is position.
While we have some China based clientele, they do not travel to Vancouver to gamble but they will gamble
while here. We would like to move them away from cash buy-ins. We were impressed with the third party
due diligence process you outlined. The purpose of my email is to inquire about whether it would be possible
to again impose upon you this year to meet and learn a bit more about the process MGM is using to vet
payments from third parties. We appreciate some of this may be quite sensitive information and would be
willing to execute a non-disclosure agreement if desired .
I appreciate you taking the time to consider our request and look forward to hearing back.
Best Regards,

Robert Kroeker BA, LL.B, MPA
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 0A6
T
IF
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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To:
Bal Bamra[
Cc:
Rob Kroeker[
Tottenham[
From:
Brad Rudnicki
Sent:
Tue 24/10/2017 6:44:35 PM
Subject: RE: Skynet 100

Cathy Cuglietta[

Daryl

Hi all,
First of all that link doesn't work, even if you chop it up. We don't need the list as we already have it in a
spreadsheet.
In May-2015 we reviewed the list of the 100 most wanted fugitives from China (aka Skynet 100) through iTrak
and Salesforce. 9 people were identified as matching or partially matching. CBSA was notified where
applicable and all those where we were confident in the match were banned for 5 years. This link will take
you to the folder . The spreadsheet is already filter to all of the matches. 2 news articles are also in that folder
relating the list and INTERPOL.
INTERPOL was provided with the Skynet 100 list back in 2015. The INTERPOL list is a list that we scrub our
entire list of business relationships against via World-Check. Given that these people were subject to an
INTERPOL red notice they would have been flagged at the Canadian border and may have never made it to a
casino. Any of those who were not identified our 2015 review should have been discovered through FINSCAN
(World-Check) reviews if they qualified as having a business relationship between that time and now.

Brad Rudnicki
T

•Yes, and... •

-----Original Message----From: Bal Bamra
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 7:22 AM
To: Brad Rudnicki
Cc: Bal Bamra <
Subject: FW: Skynet 100
Importance: High
Hey Brad,
Rob would prefer that we look into this and start searching our top 200 list against this.
Are you able to look into it and get back to me asap.
Thanks,
Bal Bamra B.Com, CAMS
Manager, AML Intelligence
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6 T
•Yes, and ... •
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Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
-----Original Message----From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: October-24-17 6:44 AM
To: Bal Bamra <
Daryl Tottenham <
<
Brad Rudnicki <
Subject: FW: Skynet 100

Cathy Cuglietta

Hi Group
Please see below. It appears what they mean is CCDI which I believe we use. That was the site the MGM
Macau group recommended as well.
In any event, the Minister indicated that there were a number of our players listed on CCDI and the skynet list
in particular and wanted to know if we were aware of that and what we were doing about it.
Can I please get you to take a look at the list he's referred to, confirm how many players past or present are
on the list or show up on CCDI, and if they are on the list if they have played since the list was made available.
End of week would be fine.
Thank you.
Rob
-----Original Message----From: Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX [mailto:
Sent: October-23-17 6:43 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Subject: Skynet 100

Hello Rob
The link that the Skynet 100 can be found at is
http://www.ccd i .gov.cn/xwtt/201504/t20150422_ 55183<http ://www. ccd i .gov.cn/xwtt/201504/t20150422_ 5
5183.html>.html The list was created in 2015 and the Government of China website still refers back to this list
in its current updates. As you will see it requires translation but I think you mentioned your team had that skill
set.
I hope you had a safe trip back.
Anna
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Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 23, 2017, at 4:3S PM, Mazure, John C FIN:EX
<
mailto:

wrote:

We'll look into it.
From: Rob Kroeker [mailto:
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2017 4:34 PM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX
Subject: Skynet SOO
Hi John and Anna
Following up on the reference made at the meeting today to the data source Skynet SOO that may be queried
for the names of Chinese criminals. We cannot find any reference at all to this database or how it may be
accessed. Are you able to provide the coordinates or any other information about it?
Thanks,
Rob
This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete the email.
Sent from my iPhone
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Overview
The following document is split into 2 sections: BCLC AML Programs and Tools. The following tools listed below
are used in conjunction with one another to support the BCLC AML Programs. Many programs listed below
require manual interaction due to the nature of the work. Automation is used as a technique to expedite reviews
that still require human interaction from the onset.
BCLC AML Programs
Audits
•
•
•

Internal Audit
Independent Audit
FINTRAC Audit

Ongoing Monitoring (Customer Due Diligence)
•
•

•

•

Business Relationships (2 or more reportable transactions)
o Global Intelligence lists (Bans/Sanctions/Terrorists/PEP) and Adverse Media
High Risk Business Relationships
o Any Player with 2 or more STRs
o
Foreign or Domestic Politically Exposed People (PEP)
o Global Intelligence lists (Bans/Sanctions/Terrorists) and Adverse Media
o And other qualifying behaviour(s)
Extreme Risk Relationships
o RCMP Information Sharing Agreement (players with known criminal association or behaviour are
banned under section 92 of GCA
eGaming Business Relationship support

Interviews
•

Data collection from player interviews is provided to RCMP-JIGIT

FINTRAC Reporting
•
•

Automated LCT/CDR/STR
STRs are provided to police and GPEB

Incident Management
•

•

Automated Alerts
o Cash Buy-in Monitoring
o
PGF opening
o UFT creation
Recording the results of administering AML programs (BCLC Directives like Source of Funds)

AML Automated Reporting
•
•
•
•
•

Bank Drafts
EFTs
Convenience Cheques
FINTRAC error reports
AML Alerts (Multi-site/Ban Expiry)

Player Gaming Fund Due Diligence

BCLC0000048

•

Open Source Intelligence
o BC Companies
o BC Civil and Criminal Courts
o Canadian Courts and Tribunals
o Global Court Search (Hong Kong , UK, Australia , New Zealand , USA)
o Global Intelligence lists (Bans/Sanctions/Terrorists/PEP) and Adverse Media
o Various Internet Sources

Enhanced Due Diligence
•

•
•

Open Source Intelligence
o BC Real Estate Assets
o BC Companies
o BC Civil and Criminal Courts
o BC Personal Property Registry
o Canadian Courts and Tribunals
o Global Court Search (Hong Kong , UK, Australia , New Zealand , USA)
o Various Internet Sources (Linkedln , Facebook, Registered Profession Sites, etc)
o Global Intelligence lists (Bans/Sanctions/Terrorists/PEP) and Adverse Media
RCMP Information Sharing Agreement
Business

Source of Funds/Source of Wealth
•
•

Reasonable measures (3 rd party transactions)
Student/Housewife review

Conditions
•

Players are restricted from buying in with unsourced funds after they have exhibited suspicious
behaviour

Geographic Statistics Risk
•

Crime statistics from Cities where Casinos and CGC

Channel and Product Risk Assessments
Chip Liability

Casino Management System (iTrak)- Incident management system which acts as the main repository for all
incidents and transactions collected for a player. All FINTRAC reporting is managed in this tool.
FINSCAN (World-Check)- All player's names who have business relationships and/or high risk business
relationships are loaded for name match monitoring. These names are matched against global intelligence lists
(Bans/Sanctions/Terrorists/PEP) and Adverse Media. Matches are reviewed within the system to determine the
validity of the matches. Any confirmed matches are escalated to management for review.
SQL Reporting Server-Database queries and scheduled reports based on information housed in iTrak
SAS BI Tool- Database queries and scheduled reports based on information housed in iTrak
MS Excel- Further refined analysis based on data extractions from iTrak
iView BI Tool-Dashboard and graphical display for iTrak data

BCLC0000048.02

i2 Analysts Notebook-IBM (Link Analysis)-Based off of manual and/or imported data sets link analysis charts
can be created to show connections
Lexis Nexis (Court and Company lnformation)-An online source for International (Hong Kong , UK, Australia ,
New Zealand , USA) court record information database that also contains international company information.
BC Online- An online source for information related to property assessments, court records , personal property
registry , and company information.
Land Title & Survey Authority- An online source for information related to land to titles
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MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
GAMING POLICY & ENFORCEMENT BRANCH & BC LOTTERY CORPORATION
JOINT BRIEFING NOTE
PURPOSE:

For DECISION of Deputy Minister's Committee on AML

ISSUE: Government aspires for zero acceptance of proceeds of crime in casinos. GPEB and
BCLC have been asked to review refusing all unusual financial transactions as one potential
action towards this aspiration . Consideration of the implications of requiring every unusual
financial transaction (UFT) at BC gaming facilities to be refused in the first instance.
SUMMARY:

•

The threshold for Service Providers (SPs) to file an Unusual Financial Transaction (UFT)
is significantly lower than the threshold for the BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) to file a
Suspicious Transaction Report (STR) to Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre (FINTRAC). This ensures BCLC and the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) are notified of any potentially suspicious activity.

•

In 2018, based on objective criteria set out by BCLC, SPs refused 60 per cent of UFTs. In
2018 , only 27 per cent of UFTs were deemed as suspicions transactions requiring an STR
to FINTRAC.

•

A policy to refuse all UFTs would have the following implications:
0

o
o

o

Redacted by BC - Solicitor Client Privilege
A risk that patrons will shift their gambling to illegal underground casinos ;
Potential for a substantial increase in the number of UFTs being reported by SPs as
the presence of a first prescribed indicator would automatically trigger a report in
order to remove SP subjectivity in refusing transactions; and
Potential increase in STRs as BCLC would need to treat all refused transactions as
attempted suspicious transaction reports.

•

A policy to refuse all UFTs using the current risk-based approach would have the first two
implications noted above, and would also result in not every UFT being refused , given that
some UFTs will not be identified and reported until after the transaction has occurred due
to the multi-layered assessment approach .

•

Deferring a decision regarding refusal of UFTs until BCLC has further assessed accountbased gambling solutions would provide an opportunity to consider implications in
conjunction with a potential new solution to reduce cash in casinos .

BACKGROUND

Redacted by BC - Solicitor Client Privilege
Page 1 of 11
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• In accordance with the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCML TFA), all reporting entities must report STRs to FINTRAC to facilitate the
investigation of potential money laundering activity. BCLC is currently the reporting entity
for the commercial gambling sector in B.C .
• FINTRAC requires an STR when a transaction meets the threshold of "reasonable grounds
to suspect" the transaction involves money laundering or terrorist financing, which requires
adequate assessment of the facts, context and indicators involved in the transaction .
• BCLC requires SPs to create UFTs when they detect anything unusual about a transaction,
which can include a patron not providing a receipt for funds over $1 OK.
• The UFT may be filed at the time of the transaction or after the transaction has already
occurred if subsequent information becomes available, such as information obtained
through video surveillance.
• UFTs are analysed by BCLC and if the information from the UFT, along with BCLC's
analysis of all additional data related to the player and his/her overall transaction history,
meets the "reasonable grounds" threshold, it submits a STR to FINTRAC .
• SPs alert BCLC, through the submission of a UFT, to any transaction, irrespective of the
value, where there is anything unusual about the transaction . FINTRAC publishes guidance
setting out indicators that may be used by frontline casino staff to determine whether a
transaction is in any way unusual. The indicators have subjective elements, including, but
not limited to, the patron exhibits nervous behaviour, appears to be living beyond their
means, or is known to use multiple names. (See Appendix A).
• The threshold for filing a UFT is significantly lower than the threshold for an STR. This
ensures that BCLC and GPEB are alerted to any potentially illegal activity even if it does
not meet the threshold for reporting to FINTRAC.
• BCLC requires SPs to create a UFT and refuse the transaction if:
o

the patron declines to provide the required identification or source of funds
documentation;

o

any casino employee suspects an individual of money laundering or attempting
to launder money which may be the proceeds of crime , and the suspicion is
found to be adequately supported; or

o

the transaction would otherwise violate BCLC Standards, Policies and
Procedures .

• In 2018, there were 1,858 UFTs. SPs refused 1,110 (60 percent) of these transactions on
the grounds outlined above . There were 748 transactions where a UFT was filed and the
transaction was accepted. (See Appendix Band Appendix C).

• On April 12, 2019, FINTRAC has provided guidance that it is for BCLC to assess risks to
which it may be exposed, determine the risk tolerance and put in place any risk-mitigation
measures. FINTRAC noted that the refusal of any financial transaction where any
Page 2 of 11
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suspicious indicator is present is in fact a mitigation measure that will be implemented in
response to the risk assessed of each transactions.
• However, FINTRAC also noted that it is only in subsequent compliance assessments that
FINTRAC can assess BCCL's compliance with risk-assessment requirements, the
effectiveness of risk-mitigation measures and the requirements to submit STRs . (See
Appendix D.)
• BCLC stresses that impact to net income is not a factor in the decisions BCLC makes in the
implementation of its AML regime .
• However, in 2018, the net income after tax impact to BCLC of refusing the 748 transactions
that were accepted would have been approximately $600K .Note, the 2018 calendar year
does not provide an adequate baseline because of significant changes in AML policies that
year2 .
• Because implementing a policy to refuse all UFTs would be a fundamental change in AML
procedures and may result in an increase in UFTs, BCLC cannot estimate the impact to net
income from such a change.
Regulator Role

•

•
•
•

•

•

The optimal regulatory model balances the desire for businesses to operate optimally with a
minimal number of powerful regulatory requirements . This is achieved through systematic
analysis of risk and potential risk mitigation.
Based on Dr. German's recommendation , GPEB is taking a greater role in AML. This role
involves both policy and enforcement.
A systemic approach that identifies and analyzes evolving vulnerabilities in the industry and
regularly evaluates AML policies can be an effective approach to mitigate risk .
GPEB has established an Anti-Money Laundering Vulnerabilities Working Group that
includes representation from its Audit, Policy, Enforcement and Registration teams. The
mandate is to identify money laundering vulnerabilities , analyse the risk , engage BCLC in
discussion around existing and potential mitigation strategies, and , when appropriate, make
recommendations for policy changes to address those vulnerabilities .
GPEB's expanded Enforcement team has increased the regulator's presence in casinos
and will allow GPEB the capacity to carry out investigations of suspicious or unusual
activity.

In Ontario, the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario has an Investigations and
Enforcement Bureau (IEB) staffed by Ontario Provincial Police (OPP). When a SP alerts

2

In January 2018, BCLC introduced new source of funds requirements requiring all patrons to provide a receipt
for transactions over $10 000.

Redacted by BC - Public Interest
Immunity
Page 3 of 11
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OLG to suspicious circumstances 3 , the IEB is notid so they can investigate, and when

•

necessary, attend at the casino before the patron leaves.
GPEB is considering how aspects of Ontario's model can be replicated so the regulator can
investigate UFTs in real time .

OPTIONS ANALYSIS:
Option 1 - Refuse All UFTs Using Prescriptive Approach

•

•

•

•

The current risk-based approach for filing a UFT, utilizing a low threshold for alerting to
unusual activity, is in place to ensure BCLC and GPEB are notified of any potential illegal
activity.
If a policy to refuse all UFTs was implemented , BCLC would need to shift from the current
risk-based approach for SP UFT reporting to a prescriptive approach, so clear operational
standards can be set and monitored for SPs to remove subjectivity and ensure that the are
in fact refusing every UFT based on the initial, prescribed indicator.
Currently, casino staff are trained to make an assessment throughout the transaction . As
the transaction is processed more information may be raised to cause what initially appears
to be an indicator to be reassessed and no longer be considered unusual.
Determining the prescriptive operational standard would be based directly on suspicious
indicators published by FINTRAC, and would be straightforward; however, there would be a
subjective aspect as frontline casino staff must use its judgment and training to assess if a
suspicious indicator is present during any particular transaction . Certain indicators, such
as the presence of $20 bills, could provide a purely objective indicator for SPs to follow
while other indicators, such as unusual patron behaviour, will require a subjective
assessment by casino staff.
•

A policy to refuse all UFTs would have the following implications:

Redacted by BC - Public Interest Immunity
0

o

o

o

.

. .

p
g
g
g
g
Potential for a substantial increase in the number of UFTs being reported by SPs
as the presence of a first prescribed indicator would automatically trigger a
report in order to remove SP subjectivity in refusing transactions ;
Potential increase in STRs as BCLC would need to treat all refused transactions
as attempted suspicious transaction reports ; however, FINTRAC has provided
guidance that an increase does not put BCLC offside with PCMLTFA and
associated Regulations; and
;.

Communications challenges to players regarding rationale for refused
transaction, as it is illegal to advise an individual regarding a UFT filing .

Redacted - Public Interest Immunity
Redacted by BC - Solicitor Client Privilege
- - ...

..
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•

Continuing to enhance the regulator's role in AML policy and enforcement may be an
effective way to mitigate risk .

Option 2 - Refuse All UFTs Using Current Risk-Based Approach
•

•

•

Under the current risk-based approach, casino staff is trained to make an assessment
throughout the transaction . As the transaction is processed more information may be raised
to cause what initially appears to be an indicator to be reassessed and no longer be
considered unusual.
FINTRAC publishes guidance setting out indicators that may be used by frontline casino
staff to determine whether a transaction is in any way unusual. The indicators have
subjective elements , including , but not limited to, the patron exhibits nervous behaviour,
appears to be living beyond their means, or is known to use multiple names. (See Appendix
A).
As such , a policy to refuse all UFTs using the current risk-based approach would have the
following implications:
o Challenges to monitor compliance with refusal of UFTs given multi-layered and
subjective-elements of risk-based indicators set out by FINTRAC;
o Lack of clear monitoring criteria creates perception risk that SPs are not
accurately identifying and reporting UFTs in order to accept transactions;
o Not every UFT will be refused, given that some UFTs will not be identified and
reported until after the transaction has occurred due to assessment approach (if
subsequent information becomes available, such as information obtained
through video surveillance).
o Communications challenges to players regarding rationale for refused
transaction, as it is illegal to advise an individual regarding a UFT filing .

Option 3 - Defer Until Future to Consider Account-Based Gambling Analysis
•

•

•

•

•

•

BCLC is exploring options for account-based gambling solutions in order to further and
substantially reduce the use of cash , increase capacity for monitoring transactions and
to increase non-anonymous play.
BCLC has undertaken a preliminary analysis of cashless and account based gambling
in casinos elsewhere in the world . So far, it has found such systems exist in varying
degrees at some casinos in a small number of countries . None of these systems is
currently completely cashless.
For example, players can load a player account card at the cash cage using cash, load
a slot machine ticket with cash or, alternatively, in most cases still use cash at slot
machines and tables. As such , BCLC has not found a 'totall cashless casino system' in
operation in any jurisdiction.
BCLC is exploring several different options for discussion with the Minister. These
options include an account/digital wallet solely for land-based casinos or an account/
digital wallet that can be used across all or part of BCLC's business (land-based
casinos, lottery retail and PlayNow.com).
Within these options, additional variables must be considered including the level of
play at which an account or wallet would be offered, and whether an account would be
optional or mandatory for any level of play (i .e. completely cashless play).
Deferring consideration of requiring every UFT to be refused in the first instance until
further analysis is considered regarding account-based gambling would have the
following implications:
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o
o

Status qua approach to UFT transactions (in 2018, SPs refused 60 per cent of
UFTs); and
Opportunity to consider UFT refusal in conjunction with account-base gambling
solution to further reduce use of cash.

Attachments:
Appendix A: Money Laundering (ML) and Terrorist Financing (TF) Indicators - Casinos
Appendix B: Unusual Financial Transactions reviewed by BCLC in 2018
Appendix C: Simplified graphical representation of an Unusual Financial Transaction
Prepared by:
Laura Piva-Babcock
Communications Director
BCLC

Approved by:
Jim Lightbody
CEO
BCLC

Jillian Hazel
Executive Director
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Sam Macleod
General Manager & ADM
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Appendix A: Money Laundering (ML) and Terrorist Financing (TF) Indicators - Casinos
FINTRAC developed expansive , but not exhaustive, lists of money laundering and terrorist
financing indicators, both general and specific to each sector that is subject to reporting
requirements . The following money laundering indicators are a sample of the list provided by
FINTRAC and applicable to both suspected money laundering and/or terrorist financing .
FINTRAC notes that casino staff, may observe these money laundering indicators over the
course of business activities with a client and that depending on the business activities, some
of the money laundering indicators may not apply.
General MUTF indicators
•

Client produces seemingly false information or identification that appears to be
counterfeited , altered or inaccurate.

•

Client displays a pattern of name variations from one transaction to another or uses aliases.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common identifiers (e.g. addresses, phone numbers, etc.) used by multiple clients that do not
appear to be related.
Transactions involve individual(s) identified by media, law enforcement and/or intelligence
agencies as being linked to criminal activities.
Client conducts transactions at different physical locations or approaches different staff.
Client exhibits nervous behaviour.
Client appears to be living beyond their means.
Abrupt change in account activity.
Client presents musty, odd smelling or extremely dirty bills.
Client exhibits knowledge of reporting thresholds.
Client appears or states to be acting on behalf of another party.
Individual's online presence supports violent extremism or radicalization .
Client is known to use multiple names.
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Casino Specific ML/TF indicators
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Any casino transaction of $3,000 or more when an individual receives payment in casino
cheques made out to third parties or without a specified payee.
Client requests a winnings cheque in a third party's name.
Acquaintances bet against each other in even-money games and it appears that they are
intentionally losing to one of the parties.
Client attempts to avoid the filing of a report for cash by breaking up the transaction.
Client requests cheques that are not for gaming winnings.
Client enquires about opening an account with the casino and the ability to transfer the funds
to other locations when you do not know the client as a regular, frequent or large volume
player.
Client purchases large volume of chips with cash, participates in limited gambling activity with
the intention of creating a perception of significant gambling, and then cashes the chips for a
casino cheque.
Client puts money into slot machines and claims accumulated credits as a jackpot win.
Client exchanges small denomination bank notes for large denomination bank notes, chip
purchase vouchers or cheques.
Client is known to use multiple names.
Client requests the transfer of winnings to the bank account of a third party or a known drug
source country or to a country where there is no effective anti-money-laundering system.
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Appendix B: Unusual Financial Transactions reviewed by BCLC in 2018

UFTs
reviewed by
BCLC

UFTsRefusals

Table Drop$
value of UFT
Refusals

UFTs- NonRefusals

Table Drop$
value of UFTs
Non-Refusal

Jan

126

67

$348 ,025

59

$771,785

Feb

225

160

$778,034

65

$786 ,320

Mar

190

140

$564 ,230

50

$620 ,550

Apr

190

128

$562 ,040

62

$644 ,790

May

159

88

$346 ,830

71

$500,370

Jun

97

56

$383 ,980

41

$277 ,500

Jui

140

77

$343 ,572

63

$563 ,844

Aug

144

69

$389 ,575

75

$740 ,925

Sep

139

72

$385 ,990

67

$328,600

Oct

152

76

$1 ,069 ,318

76

$918,726

Nov

163

101

$520 ,180

62

$550 ,565

Dec

133

76

$323 ,180

57

$419 ,350

1858

1110

$6,014,954

748

$7,123,325

2018

TOTA
L

*Dollar amounts are not conclusive due to the narrative provided in iTrak for certain incidents
(noted as undetermined amount).

Note:

Had BCLC refused all UFTs in the calendar year of 2018, $7 .1M less would have been
gambled in the Casinos . Since this money would have been played at tables, the net income
after tax impact to BCLC would have been approximately $600K.
However, all these UFT were developed under BCLC's existing procedure. As there is no
experience with procedures for the refusal of all UFT in BC or Canada , BCLC cannot estimate
the number and value of transactions should all transactions be refused in future .
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Unusual Financial Transactions reviewed by BCLC in 2018
% of UFTs that did
not become STRs

UFTs reviewed by
BCLC

UFTs Unsubstantiated

UFTsSubstantiated

Jan

126

105

21

83%

Feb

225

203

22

90%

Mar

190

175

15

92%

Apr

190

167

23

88%

May

159

135

24

85%

Jun

97

81

16

84%

Jui

140

100

40

71%

Aug

144

93

51

65%

Sep

139

109

30

78%

Oct

152

122

30

80%

Nov

163

142

21

87%

Dec

133

104

29

78%

1858

1536

322

83%

2018

TOTAL

(NOT reported to
FINTRAC)
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Appendix C - Simplified graphical representation of an Unusual Financial Transaction

5 ubstantiatec
in 2018:

Refused UFTs in 2018:

•

322

• 1110 refusals incidents
Unable to prove SoF,
violates BCLC policy,
or meets reasonable

Substantiat

&rounds for ML

STR filed

Non-refused UFTs in 2018:

• 748 non-refusals incidents
Transaction

Uns ubstan tia'i
UFTs In 2018:
• 1536

accepted
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Executive Summary
Ernst & Young LLP ("EY" or "we") has completed an independent assessment of British Columbia
Lottery Corporation's ("BCLC's") Anti-Money Laundering ("AML") and sanctions compliance programs
against applicable reporting requirements outlined by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada ("FINTRAC"). Our engagement was performed in accordance with the scope agreedupon in our Statement of Work ("SOW") dated August 11, 2015.
The Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act ("PCML TF A") requires
reporting entities to undergo a comprehensive AML review bi-annually. The AML review must cover
BCLC's policies and procedures, assessment of risks related to money laundering and terrorist
financing and BCLC's training program to test their effectiveness. The assessment of risks related to
money laundering and terrorist financing includes all the components of the risk-based approach,
where applicable, as explained in subsection 6 of the FINTRAC Guidelines, including risk assessment,
risk mitigation and ongoing monitoring. This assessment has included reading key documents (e.g.,
policies, procedures, risk assessments), conducting process walkthroughs and other inquiries, and
performing detailed, sample-based testing.
As agreed with BCLC, EY's assessment procedures focused on an evaluation of processes and controls
over pertinent AML and sanctions compliance-related functions, with particular emphasis on:
•

Resolution of Prior Audit Issues

•

Appointment of a Chief Anti-Money Laundering Officer ("CAMLO")

•

AML and Sanctions Risk Assessments

•

Compliance Policies and Procedures

•

Employee Training

•

Customer Identification, Due Diligence and Enhanced Due Diligence ("EDD")

•

Transaction Monitoring/ Sanctions Screening

•

Alert Investigations

•

Transaction Reporting
•

Large Cash Transactions ("LCTs")

•

Suspicious Transaction Reports ("STRs")

•

Casino Disbursement Reports ("CDRs")

This report is intended solely for the information and use of BCLC to support BCLC with its obligation to
comply with the effectiveness testing requirement stipulated by FINTRAC, as applicable. In executing
this assessment, EY has chosen key provisions from BCLC's written AML and sanctions policies and
procedures and tested for operational application. In completing the assessment, EY therefore
assumes no responsibility to any user of the report other than BCLC. Any other persons who choose to
rely on our report do so entirely at their own risk.
3
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We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided to us during the course of our work. If you
have any questions, please call Vasilios Chrisos at
or Zain Raheel at

Yours sincerely,

Vas Chrisos, Principal
Zain Raheel, Partner
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Summary of Observations
BCLC has developed, administered, and maintains an AML and sanctions compliance program that
incorporates the provisions of the PCML TF A and compliance requirements as documented under
Fin TRAC Guidelines and Interpretation Notices specific to casinos. BCLC has established three distinct
standards, procedures and policy manuals to address AML policy, internal policy and BCLC casino
policy. These protocols allow BCLC to continuously keep the program aligned with legal and regulatory
requirements. BCLC has designated a CAMLO (Vice President of Corporate Security and Compliance)
and established a system of AML/sanctions-related policies, procedures, and related internal controls,
including: implementing a BCLC employee and service provider AML/sanctions training program,
enrolled key personnel in continuing education and certification programs such as the certification for
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist ("CAMS"), conducting risk-based due diligence on new and
existing patrons who establish business relationships with BCLC, and monitoring for potentially
suspicious transactions and behaviors.
Collectively, the VP of Corporate Security and Compliance and Director of AML & Operational Analysis
have several years of relevant experience and continue to stay abreast of emerging regulatory
requirements by attending industry conferences and seminars. Additionally, BCLC utilizes commercialgrade technology solutions to facilitate compliance with applicable regulatory requirements (e.g.,
FinScan for sanctions/PEP/negative news screening, iTrac for suspicious activity monitoring and
regulatory filings and is in the process of upgrading to SAS AML software to improve automated
transaction tracking and monitoring).
BCLC has also implemented measures to improve or strengthen its compliance program (based on
recommendations made in prior audits). During the most recent FinTRAC examination, BCLC was
informed that the narratives as part of STR sections G and H were being truncated and as a result BCLC
launched an updated version of iTrac in July 2014. BCLC would not have been privy to the truncation
error as the coding criteria applied would have needed to be vetted as an end user under Fin TRAC in
order to assess the operating effectiveness of the software. BCLC has taken measures to apply
updates based on legislation changes such as Bill C-31 where updates to iTrac were initially
incorporated in February 2014.
BCLC has implemented a quality control process for reviewing cases for potential suspicious activity as
there are several casino investigators across multiple properties providing information to the head
office. This has allowed BCLC to consistently apply an investigative approach when determining when
cases contain substantiated or unsubstantiated suspicious activity. BCLC also maintains policies that
are consistently applied across service providers for large currency transaction reports as all twentyfour hour facilities apply the same static 'gaming day' (7:00 AM to 7:00 AM the following day) which is
consistent with FinTRAC's Interpretation Notice regarding application of the twenty-four hour rule for
casino operations.
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EY has also identified areas where the Compliance Program could be improved. These include the
following items not required under FinTRAC Guidelines, but commensurate with industry leading
practices:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formal approval by the Compliance Officer of key documents associated with BCLC's compliance
regime (risk assessment documentation and employee compliance training programs).
Inclusion of background check and initial due diligence screening documents in patron PGF files
upon establishing a business relationship with BCLC as defined by FinTRAC.
Consistency in the use of PGF account review sheets at RiverRock Casino.
Development written policies and procedures to reflect the current practices BCLC takes regarding
sanctions screening and risk based due diligence measures.
Prioritize completing FinScan due diligence search from July 2015 to date to address backlog for
patrons with established relationships.
Update risk assessment to reflect current risk associated with geographic locations per BCLC
internal policies and procedures.

Our scope, approach and results are outlined in Sections 3 and 4 of this report. It is management's
responsibility to evaluate and implement the recommendations noted.

3.

Scope and Approach
EY's onsite fieldwork was conducted from August 24, 2015 through September 24, 2015. Throughout
the duration of its assessment, BCLC provided EY with access to all files, documents, data, and
information requested as noted in Appendix A.
EY's methodology and procedures consisted of an assessment of BCLC's AML and sanctions
compliance programs in accordance with the reporting requirements outlined by FINTRAC. EY
assessed all the documents provided by BCLC including, but not limited to, the Anti-Money Laundering
and Anti-Terrorist Financing Compliance Manual, the Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards,
Policies and Procedures and Internal Casino and Gaming Centre Standards, Polices and Procedures. In
addition, EY was provided access to the Board of Directors minutes from meetings during the scope
period, the BCLC AML team's qualifications and copies of the AML training programs provided to BCLC
and service provider employees. We considered the issues and recommendations made in prior
FINTRAC audits, the roles of the designated compliance officer (e.g., CAMLO), risk assessments
performed, patron recordkeeping information, policies and customer's relationship acceptance policies
for patron gaming fund ("PGF") accounts, patron risk-based due diligence, transaction and gaming play
monitoring, sanctions screening, investigations, regulatory filings for large cash transactions and
casino disbursements and reporting of suspicious transaction activity.
Our assessment approach followed the FINTRAC Guidelines for casinos. EY analyzed relevant
documents (e.g. policies & procedures), conducted interviews (refer to Table land Table 2 for an
illustrative list of key BCLC and service providers personnel interviewed), performed process
walkthroughs at both corporate and selected service provider locations and conducted sample-based
testing.
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BCLC Representative

Position

Brad Desmarais

VP of Casinos and Community Gaming

Rob Kroeker

VP of Corporate Security and Compliance

Ross Alderson

Director of AML & Operational Analysis

Bal Bamra

Manager of Cash Alternatives & Special Projects

Darryl Tottenham

AML Specialist

Brad Rudnicki

Intelligence Analyst for AML & Operational Analytics

Dan Thompson

Sr. Technical Analyst, Gaming Facilities Support

Bruno Gatto

Assistant Manager, Casino Security & Surveillance

Bonnie Armand

Policy Analyst, Information Privacy & Security

Cathy Cuglietta

Compliance and Trend Analyst
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Property Name

Interview Name and Title

Grand Villa Casino

Brandon Norgaard (Casino Investigator)

Grand Villa Casino

Gordon Lew (Cage Supervisor)

Grand Villa Casino

Vu Lam (Shift Manager),

Grand Villa Casino

Bill Sharkey (Surveillance Supervisor)

Starlight Casino

Stone Lee (Casino Investigator)

Starlight Casino

Bob Clark (Cage Supervisor)

Starlight Casino

Christina James (Casino Shift Manager)

Starlight Casino

Bob Johal (Surveillance Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Jim Husler (Casino Investigator)

RiverRock Casino

Rosana Paderes (Cage Shift Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Oscar Chow (Floor Gaming Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Dejan Jankovic (Surveillance Shift Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Tom Plante (Casino Investigator)

Edgewater Casino

Rosamond Smith (Surveillance Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Doug Johnson (Cage Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Phuong Waldner (Director of Cage Operations)

Edgewater Casino

Stan Lo (Casino Shift Manager)

Hard Rock Casino

Brian Stephens (Casino Investigator)
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Sampling Methodology and Sample Selection:

EY's sampling methodology was used to select samples of regulatory reports and investigation files for
testing. EY considered the following factors in selecting our samples: population size, risk, and
complexity and criticality of the processes being tested. EY's sampling methodology uses a variety of
techniques, including professional judgment.
Judgmental or risk-based sampling uses the judgment of the assessment team as a basis to select the
sample. Judgment can be based on risk, information obtained from previous regulatory examination
reports, prior audit reports or other facts learned during the course of the assessment.
EY utilized judgmental sampling techniques to focus its testing on high risk patrons as identified by
BCLC. Samples were also further stratified to include a representation of all new PGF accounts, all
STR, CDR and LCT filed and all unsubstantiated cases during the audit period. The selected files and
transactions represented activity that occurred within the audit period of October ist, 2013 to July
3l5t, 2015. The sample sizes were selected to achieve a 90% confidence level based on control
frequency.
When determining the sample size, EY considered the level of risk and the population size. Both of
these components are important in the sample selection process. Per the EY methodology, there is a
statistical basis for the sample sizes articulated in Table 3 below. EY elected to follow a sample that at
least represented a 90% confidence level with a 10% confidence interval.

Population Type and Size

Sample Size

STR-3,019

30

LCT - 62,808

31

CDR - 123,800

31

Unsubstantiated Cases - 186

26

New PGF accounts - 478

60

For the testing period of October 1, 2013 to July 31, 2015, the population of PGF accounts was
identified at 478 across five different casinos that offer this service to their patrons. Given the high
risk nature of the properties as identified in the risk assessment, coupled with the enhanced nature of
review associated with opening these accounts for patrons, an overall statistical sample of 60 PGF
accounts were selected. The number of PGF accounts selected at each property was judgmentally
selected given the proportion of the overall PGF accounts maintained at these locations. EY selected
30 accounts from RiverRock Casino, 16 accounts from Edgewater Casino, 5 accounts from Grand Villa
Casino, 5 accounts from Starlight Casino and 4 accounts from Hard Rock Casino.
For the transaction monitoring and investigations assessment, EY judgmentally selected investigation
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reports that resulted in unsubstantiated findings, and STR filings to capture both substantiated and
unsubstantiated reports of suspicious activity.
EY selected samples of 26 unsubstantiated closed cases and 30 Substantiated cases that have
corresponding STR filed. In addition, EY selected sample of 31 LCT and 31 CDR to test and assess the
FINTRAC reporting function of BCLC.

Procedures:
In executing this approach, EY performed the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Read documentation pertaining to BCLC's AML and sanctions compliance program including all
documentation that falls under FinTRAC guidelines for an effective compliance regime.
Held discussions with relevant BCLC and service provider personnel to obtain a further
understanding of the AML program, changes to monitoring systems procedures and processes and
day-to-day practices; personnel spoken to included compliance and operations teams as well as
senior executives at BCLC.
Performed walkthroughs of due diligence and reporting procedures such as those conducted for
PGF account opening and the use of iTrac and FinScan systems. EY met with relevant BCLC
personnel to understand the practical application of these process and systems. Walkthroughs
consisted of BCLC employees explaining or performing procedural tasks whilst an EY team member
observed.
Performed targeted testing, where deemed relevant, on a sample of data/reports; for example,
STR, LCT, CDR reports, unusual financial transactions, Unsubstantiated closed cases, and customer
due diligence files.
Tested BCLC AML training program and confirm that all BCLC employees and all relevant service
providers' employees have attended this training at least once in the past 2 years.
Performed walkthroughs at sampled service provider properties to assess how AML specific
procedures and processes from BCLC's Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies
and Procedures were being applied; personnel spoken to included service provider management
from cage, table games and surveillance operations and casino investigators from BCLC.
Recorded notes and observations from all execution steps performed. Where additional information
was needed for clarification, supplementary discussions and walkthroughs were held.

We have conducted our engagement to address the AML provisions of the PCML TFA, compliance
requirements of FinTRAC and international sanctions compliance as related to BCLC's AML and
sanctions compliance program. We were not engaged to express, and do not express, an opinion on
BCLC's compliance program. This assessment contains our findings and observations concerning
BCLC's AML and sanctions program in accordance with the guidelines established by FINTRAC.
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Detailed Findings and Observations
tt

Prog ram

Finding / Obse rvation

Element

Summary

1

Training

There is evidence that the
Compliance Officer at BCLC
(Vice President of Corporate
Security and Compliance) is
involved with the AML training
program based on the
meetings he has been a part of
over the scope period. While
the Compliance Officer
formally approves BCLC
policies and procedures, there
is no such approval process
for the AML training program
and content.

Finding / Observation Details

BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering and
Anti-Terrorist Financing
Compliance Manual states that the
Manager of AML and Operational
Analysis will oversee and approve
training plans. Based on EY's
discussion and evidence of AML
related meetings attended by the
Compliance Officer, he is a
participant of these conversations,
but does not provide formal signoff. The AML policies and
procedures state that the BCLC
AML training program is created by
a few individuals and ultimately
approved by a committee.
Additionally, EY has not seen
formal documentation reflecting
that the Compliance Officer has
delegated his or her responsibilities
associated with reviewing the
training program in the manner
noted in the AML policies and
procedures.

Fi nding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Observation

Guideline 4: "For
consistency and ongoing
attention to the
compliance regime, your
appointed compliance
officer may choose to
delegate certain duties to
other employees. For
example, the officer may
delegate an individual in a
local office or branch to
ensure that compliance
procedures are properly
implemented at that
location. However, where
such a delegation is made,
the compliance officer
retains responsibility for
the implementation of the
compliance regime."
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Progra m

Fi ndin g / Observatio n

Ele ment

Su mmary

Compliance
Governance and

There is evidence that the
Compliance Officer at BCLC
(Vice President of Corporate
Security and Compliance) is

Risk Assessment

Fi nding / Obse rva t ion Det ails

EY received documentation that
reflects the Compliance Officer

Fi ndi ng /

FI NTRAC Guid elin e

Observati on

(If Ap pli cab le)

Observation

Guideline 4: "For
consistency and ongoing

involved with reviewing and

reviewed and provided comments
for the BCLC AML manual. As part
of the review, there is a section on

attention to the
compliance regime, your
appointed compliance

providing input on the risk
assessment based on the
meetings he has been a part of

risk assessment and methodology
he approved. While this is evident,
there is no formal approval process

officer may choose to
delegate certain duties to
other employees. For

over the scope period. While
the Compliance Officer
formally approves BCLC
policies and procedures, there
is no such approval process

noted for the specific areas covered
under BCLC's AML risk register.

example, the officer may
delegate an individual in a
local office or branch to
ensure that compliance
procedures are properly
implemented at that
location. However, where

for the risk assessment.

Several tabs within the AML risk
register indicate that updates were
made to information noted;
however, corresponding sign-offs
by the personnel assigned to these
areas of the AML risk register was

such a delegation is made,

not noted. The Compliance Officer
participated in meetings regarding
quarterly risk, but the delegation of

retains responsibility for

the compliance officer
the implementation of the
compliance regime."

duties to the individuals noted in
the assessment is not formally
documented.
3

Due Diligence
and Customer
Identification for

Due diligence measures for
account opening, such as the
verification that patrons are

Of the 60 PGF due diligence files
tested, 50 (83.33%) were missing

Patron Gaming
Fund (PGF)

not on the sanctions and
terrorist watch lists

sanctions and background checks
had been conducted at account

Observation

N/A

evidence that the requisite
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Progra m

Fi ndin g / Observatio n

Ele ment

Su mmary

Accounts

maintained by the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial
Institutions (OSFI), are not

Fi nding / Obse rva t ion Det ails

Fi ndi ng /

FI NTRAC Guid elin e

Observati on

(If Ap pli cab le)

Observation

N/A

Observation

N/A

opening. Background checks in
FinSCAN are initiated when a

typically documented, as
required by BCLC's policies
and procedures. "An account

business relationship is established
with BCLC, but may not occur until
the patron has already initiated
transactions at service provider

based business relationship is
established when a patron

locations where they maintain
accounts.

opens a Patron Gaming Fund
(PGF) account. BCLC policies
and procedures outline all
required information that must
be collected in order to
establish a PGF account."
4

Due Diligence
and Customer
Identification for

The account process review
sheet, which has been
incorporated by BCLC as an

Of the 60 PGF account files tested,
eight (13.33%) did not contain this

Patron Gaming
Fund (PGF)

industry leading practice, is
not consistently completed
and added to the file by the

in question belong to the RiverRock
Casino, suggesting that this missing
compliance check could be isolated

Casino investigator.

to this specific property.

Sanctions
Policies and

Through interviews and a
walkthrough of BCLC's due

While there is evidence that BCLC
applies FinScan due diligence

Procedures

diligence process, there is
evidence that screening for
patrons takes place through

searches to patrons who maintain a
business relationship with the
corporation, there are no

the use of FinScan. While the
process takes place, there are

documented policies and
procedures in place that address

Accounts
5

review sheet. All of the eight files
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Progra m

Fi ndin g / Observatio n

Ele ment

Su mmary

no specific policies and
procedures to address that
sanctions screening occurs
and the impact of FinScan
searches performed in
attempts to identify any
parties that may be on OSFl's
published list.

6

Sanctions
Screening

BCLC relies solely on FinScan
to perform sanctions
screening for individual
patrons. While this practice
generally occurs on a monthly
basis, EY observed that during
their recent assessment that
the searches for patrons as of
July 2015 have yet to be
conducted.

Fi nding / Obse rva t ion Det ails

screening for potentially sanctioned
patrons. In addition, there are no
policies and procedures in place
that speak to specific on-going due
diligence processes, such as
performing FinScan searches and
how these searches are conducted,
recorded and applied to patron
subject profiles. BCLC's AntiMoney Laundering and AntiTerrorist Financing Compliance
Manual only mentions that OSFI
maintains a list of individuals and
terrorist groups that BCLC would
be prohibited from interacting with.
FinScan searches for patrons
where a business relationship is
established with BCLC are
generally performed on a monthly
basis. During EY's assessment, as
of September 3, 2015, all of the
patron's names with established
business relationships with BCLC in
July 2015 had not yet been
entered into FinScan. This backlog
appears to be specific to this
timeframe noted and is not
representative of the full scope

Fi ndi ng /

FI NTRAC Guid elin e

Observati on

(If Ap pli cab le)

Observation

N/A
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Progra m

Fi ndin g / Observatio n

Ele ment

Su mmary

Fi nding / Obse rva t ion Det ails

Fi ndi ng /

FI NTRAC Guid elin e

Observati on

(If Ap pli cab le)

Observation

N/A

period. FinTRAC specifies that due
diligence be performed under a risk
based approach and does not
specify a specific timeframe, thus
this documentation is observational
in nature.

7

Compliance
Governance and
Risk
Assessment:

Updates to the Anti-Money
Laundering Risk Assessment
document under the
Geographic Risk tab have not
been updated per BCLC's AML
policies and procedures.

Hard Rock Casino was assessed to
have no PGF account activity under
the risk factor 'transactions with
high risk geographic locations'.
Hard Rock Casino does in fact have
PGF account activity and this
should be considered in the location
assessment. In addition, several of
the geographic risk assessments
have not been updated in the last
six (6) months as noted in BCLC's
AML policies and procedures.
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Appendix A: Source Documentation
a. Sub-Process: Oversight and Management
Compliance officer resolution evidencing the approval of BCLC's current AML and sanctions
compliance programs
a.

Overarching AML and sanctions policy

b.

Customer Due Diligence (CDD) /Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) procedures

c.

Transaction monitoring procedures

d.

Regulatory report filing procedures (Large cash transactions, EFTs, STRs, etc.)

e.

Terrorist list scanning and economic sanctions policy & procedures

f.

Record keeping/record retention policy & procedures

2.

Current BCLC organizational charts (e.g., Compliance, Front Office, Operations).

3.

Copies of resumes or other acceptable documentation (e.g., CVs, bios, profiles, etc.)
reflecting qualifications of the BCLC CAMLO and key individuals managing /
administering the BCLC AML / sanctions compliance programs.

4.

Current BCLC AML / sanctions risk-assessments.
a.

Listing of BCLC product(s) and/or service(s) offered.

5.

Board/executive management meeting minutes specifically related to AML/Terrorist
Name List Scanning matters during the scope period.

6.

A list, description and copies of reports presented to the Board, executive management
and/or senior compliance management related to BCLC AML and sanctions compliance
activities.

b. Sub-process: Training
1. Written AML and sanctions training procedures (unless covered in the overarching policies).
2. List of BCLC training classes/sessions/events attended by the CAMLO and relevant Compliance
staff.
3. Results of training sessions (e.g. attendance records, test scores) for AML and sanctions
employees for the scope period.
4. Copies of AML and sanctions training materials used during the scope period.
5. BCLC AML and sanctions employee roster for the scope period (please indicate which
employees are required to take AML and/or sanctions training, if applicable).
6. List of persons in key BCLC AML and sanctions roles and their positions and titles for which
BCLC requires specific or additional AML training, other than firm-wide training.
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7. BCLC supplemental training materials for the scope period (e.g., e-mails, webcasts, required
reading) as related to AML and sanctions, if applicable.
8. AML/Terrorism/sanctions BCLC training schedule with dates, attendees and topics for the
scope period.

c. Sub-process: Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD)
1.

Customer risk rating methodology policies and procedures (Please note the date(s) approved
by the CAMLO, if applicable).

2.

If separate from the AML Program request above, current BCLC CDD / EDD policies and
procedures (Please note the date approved by the CAMLO, if applicable)
a.

Copies of BCLC loyalty account (e.g. Encore Rewards) application/opening forms.

b.

For sample selection purposes, a listing of BCLC customer relationships opened during the
scope period.

c.

For sample selection purposes, a listing of BCLC high-risk customer relationships opened
during the scope period.

d.

List of all loyalty accounts in the name of or for the benefit of politically exposed persons
(PEPs), politically exposed foreign persons (PEFPs), or of an immediate family member(s)
opened during the scope period.

e.

BCLC PEP/PEFP acceptance policies and procedures, in addition to any PEP/PEFP forms or
documentation.

f.

List of potential customers who were denied a loyalty account on the basis of their PI P/KYP
information during the scope period.

g.

List of customers who were banned from having a relationship with BCLC due to money
laundering/terrorist financing risks or activities designated as suspicious.

h.

List of any customer relationships established on an exceptional basis (e.g., not having met
the requisite CDD/EDD requirements).

d. Sub-process: Transaction Monitoring and Suspicious Transaction Reporting (STRs)
1.

If separate from the AML and sanctions program request above, current transaction
monitoring and suspicious transaction reporting policies and procedures (Please note the date
approved by the Compliance Officer, if applicable)

2.

List of AML and sanctions transaction monitoring red flag detection scenarios (including
applicable parameters or thresholds) used to alert BCLC to potentially suspicious activity
occurring during the scope period
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3.

Copies of reports used for the identification and monitoring of potentially suspicious
transactions (may include, but not limited to: customer watch list reports, investigative files,
suspicious transaction reports (STRs) and other regulatory filings
a.

Suspicious transactions
i.

b.

Terrorist property
i.

c.

For sample selection purposes, listings of all casino disbursements involving
amounts of $10,000 or more received in cash during the scope period, if
applicable

Third party determination
i.

4.

For sample selection purposes, listings of all funds transfers (incoming and
outgoing) greater than $10,000 during the period scope period, if applicable

Casino disbursements
i.

f.

For sample selection purposes, listings of all large cash transactions involving
amounts of $10,000 or more received in cash during the scope period, if
applicable

Funds transfer
i.

e.

For sample selection purposes, listings of all potential Terrorist related activity
that was noted during the scope period, if applicable

Large cash transactions
i.

d.

For sample selection purposes, listings of all STRs that were filed during the
scope period, if applicable

For sample selection purposes, casino disbursements where the individual
receiving the disbursement was acting on behalf of a third party during the
scope period.

Management reports used to monitor PEFP account activity, including reports for identifying
unusual and suspicious activity during the scope period

e. Sub-process: Vendor Management
1.

f.

Current service level agreements with vendors, specifically focusing on AML / Terrorist
List Scanning Screening delegation and responsibilities, if applicable

Sub-process: Terrorist List Scanning Screening
1.

List of BCLC blocked or rejected transactions with individuals or entities on Terrorist
List Scanning Screening list and any associated reports submitted to the agency

2.

If maintained, BCLC logs or other documentation related to reviewing potential
Terrorist List Scanning matches, including the method for reviewing and clearing those
determined not to be matches
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3.

Copy of the BCLC monthly report submitted to the responsible regulatory agency on
possession of terrorist property

4.

Copies of the BCLC results of any internal/external audits, compliance tests or regulatory
examinations performed for Terrorist List Scanning Screening/Sanctions, including the scope
or engagement letter and management's responses

g. Sub-process: Recordkeeping
1.

Access to databases and/or lists containing the following information during the scope
period for sample selection purposes (if not covered in previous sub-process sections):
a.

Large cash transaction records

b.

Patron signature cards

c.

Copies of casino disbursement reports

d.

Deposit slips

e.

Copies of official corporate records (including binding provisions)

f.

Account holder information

g.

Records regarding the extension of credit

h.

Foreign exchange transaction tickets

i.

Account operating agreements

j.

Debit and credit memos

k.

Copies of suspicious transaction reports

I.

Records for the remittance or transmission of $1,000 or more and include
information with certain transfers

m. Records of the purpose and intended nature your business relationships
n.

h.

Records on the measures you take to monitor your business relationships and
the information you obtain as a result of your monitoring

Miscellaneous

1. Copies of the results of the most recent AML-related internal/external compliance
testing, internal/external audit and regulatory examinations, including the scope or
engagement letter and management's responses/action plans
2. AML record retention policies, procedures and schedule
3. Validation reports of monitoring systems
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we
play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients
and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member
firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity.
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. For more information about our organization, please
visit ey.com.
© 2015 Ernst & Young LLP
All Rights Reserved.
In line with EY's commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this
document has been printed on paper with a high recycled content.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please
refer to your advisors for specific advice.
ey.com
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This is Exhibit “144” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

To:
Sweeney[
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Ross Alderson[

Brad Desmarais[

Kevin

Rob Kroeker
Wed 07/10/2015 2:46:14 PM
RE: EY Preliminary Findings and Observations

My initial thought is that we are good shape. Most of the items relate to the inherent limitations of manual
processes and we have fix for many of those on the way. We have some policy work to do in terms of review
and tightening.

Ross - we need a review meeting with E&Y quickly, but unfortunately Brad and I are in Victoria at Board
meetings the balance of the week. I would prefer this first meeting be in person rather than on the phone as I
have not yet had the opportunity to meet the E&Y reps. Can I please ask you to work with Nicole to set up.
Let's not wait until the review meeting to start thinking about the results and our management responses.
As this is still in preliminary form please do not disseminate or discuss further until we have had a chance to
review with E&Y - the one exception being with Daryl as you may want to get him also thinking about
responses now.
Rob

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: October-06-15 11: 11 AM
To: Brad Desmarais; Rob Kroeker; Kevin Sweeney
Subject: FW: EY Preliminary Findings and Observations

FYI,
You will note there are a number of findings
I have asked EY to set up a meeting to discuss the findings prior to any engagement report
Ross Alderson

CAMS

Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
T
C
F

From: Bob Boyle
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 8:48 AM
To: Ross Alderson
Cc: Bal Bamra; Vas P Chrisos; Peter Law; Zain Raheel; Ramzi Bou Hamdan
Subject: EY Preliminary Findings and Observations
Hi Ross,
Please see the attached draft document contain ing our preliminary findings and observations as a result of
our assessment. We are happy to set up time to discuss any of the items noted and please let us know if you
have any comments, questions or additional supporting documentation regarding any of the items before we
prepare our engagement report. Thank you .

BCLC0004458

Best,
Bob Boyle

Bob Boyle I Manager I Assurance Services I Fraud lnvestig;

EY

Ernst & Young LLP
5 Times Square, New York , NY 10036, United States of America
Office:
Cell:
Website: http://www.ey.com
Thank you for considering the environmental impact of printing emails.

Any tax advice in this e-mail should be considered in the context of the tax services we are providing to
you. Preliminary tax advice should not be relied upon and may be insufficient for penalty protection.
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it
from your computer.
Notice required by law: This e-mail may constitute an advertisement or solicitation under U.S. law, if its
primary purpose is to advertise or promote a commercial product or service. You may choose not to
receive advertising and promotional messages from Ernst & Young LLP ( except for EY Client Portal
and the ey.com website, which track e-mail preferences through a separate process) at this e-mail
address by forwarding this message to no-more-mail@ey.com. If you do so, the sender of this message
will be notified promptly. Our principal postal address is 5 Times Square, New York, NY 10036.
Thank you. Ernst & Young LLP
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This is Exhibit “145” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Fin anc ial Transacti ons and
Reports Ana lysis Centre
of Canada

Centre d 'analyse des
operation s et dec larations
fi nancieres du Canada

11 85 Wesl Georgia Street, Suite 1120 , Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 4E6
11 85 , rue West Georgia, bureau 1120 , Vancou ver (Columbie-Brilannique) V6E 4E6

July 14, 2016

Rob Kroeker
Vice-President
Corporate Security and Compliance Division
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, British Columbia
V5M0A6
Dear Mr. Kroeker,

Subject: Compliance Examination
Examination Number:
Examination Dates:
Period Examined:
Examination Scope:

Findings
EXAM-2016-0282
June 6-10, 2016
September 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016
As indicated in our letter dated May 4, 2016

The purpose of this letter is to communicate the results ofFINTRAC ' s recent examination to
assess British Columbia Lottery Corporation's compliance with the requirements under Part 1
and 1.1 of the Proceed'i of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCML TF A)
and its associated Regulations.
FINTRAC would like to highlight the measures recently implemented by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation to reduce the use of cash by high limit patrons by barring patrons utilizing
unsourced cash as a positive deterrence initiative.
However, as we advised you verbally during the exit interview, the following deficiency was
identified resulting in non-compliance with Part 1 of the PCMLTF A for the scope and period
covered by this examination:

Deficiency: PCMLTF Regulations 71 (l)(d) - Compliance Regime - 011goi11g Compliance
Training Progmm
Your organization has the obligation to develop and maintain an ongoing written
compliance training program for your employee(s), or your agents(s) to comply with the
Act and as required by paragraph 71(1)(d) of the Proceeds of Crime (IYJoney Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Regulations.
Specifically, as discussed during the examination, your organization' s training program is
inadequate given the size and nature of your business operations. Our FINTRAC

Canada
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examination team tested the effectiveness of your organization's training program by
conducting interviews with 34 casino employees at three of your casino sites: River Rock
Casino Reso11, Starlight Casino and Edgewater Casino. At these locations, we
interviewed casino employees from surveillance, table games, slots, and cage operations.
Over the tlu·ee locations, the FINTRAC examination team observed the following:
• 32% of staff interviewed demonstrated limited knowledge of Suspicious
Transaction indicators relevant to the Casino sector; and
• 24% of staff interviewed demonstrated limited knowledge of money laundering
and terrorist financing relevant to the Casino sector.
At the River Rock Casino Resort, your organization's compliance staff acknowledged
that training was deficient and this is fm1her supported by the following facts:
• 80% of staff interviewed at River Rock Casino Resort demonstrated limited
knowledge of money laundering or terrorist financing, nor were they aware of
Suspicious Transaction indicators relevant to the Casinos sector; and
• A Voluntary Self-Declaration of Non-Compliance (VSDONC) was filed in
January 28, 2016 whereby your organization identified that it failed to rep011 266
Suspicious Transaction Rep011s (STRs) for the period of September 1, 2014 to
October 31, 2015. We acknowledge your organization ~ttb~eeit1cntl) sueH1:itteEI
these STRs to FINTRAC and conducted follow-up training at that casino site.
Although staff members may receive training every two years, those interviewed during
the examination demonstrated limited knowledge of money laundering and te1rnrist
financing, especially as it pe1iains to Suspicious Transaction indicators relevant to the
Casino sector. The limited knowledge combined with the VSDONC submitted to
FINTRAC collectively determines that fmiher enhancements to your ongoing training
progran1 are required.

As a result of this examination, no fm1her compliance actions will be taken at this time.
However, it is expected that the deficiency noted above will be addressed. We remind you that
while limited non-compliance has been identified, British Columbia Lottery Corporation has an
ongoing obligation to meet all applicable provisions under the PCMLTF A and its associated
Regulations. Failure to meet all legislative provisions may lead to civil penalties or criminal
liabilities.
During the course of our examination we also identified rep01ts that your organization has
submitted to us based on transactions that do not meet the legal definition of a reportable
transaction under the PCMLTF A and associated Regulations.
Specifically, during the examination we identified the following examples of large cash
transaction (LCTR) transactions that were not required to be rep01ied to FINTRAC as they are
transactions where patrons at your organization's casino sites conducted non-cash deposits or
withdrawals for chips to and from their Player Gaming Fund accounts (PGFs).
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It should be noted that this is a select sample of transactions which should not be reported to
FINTRAC and we advise your organization to provide FINTRAC a full list of all affected
rep011s. The list should at a minimum contain the report type, FINTRAC report number, date of
transaction, amount of the transaction and name of location.

FINTRAC
LCTR Report#

Reporting Entity's
Report Reference #

Date of
Transaction

Amount of
Transaction

Casino
Location

324670250

FRN20160010961

February 3, 2016

$50,000

River Rock

318905010

FRN20150100842

November 26, 2015

$30,000

River Rock

314867578

FRN20150085292

October 5, 2015

$385,000

Starlight

313078875

FRN20150077430

September 9, 2015

$80,000

River Rock

We request that you delete reports that have been identified as not required to be sent to
FINTRAC, as soon as possible from our database. Once all the affected reports have been
deleted, please advise the undersigned. Guidance on deleting these reports is available on our
website.
For Batch reporting, please refer to sections 3 .4.1 and 3 .4.2 of Module 1 "General specifications"
of Standard ASCII Batch Rep011ing Instructions and Specification available at:
http://vVvvw.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/reporting-decJaration/Info/batch-lots-eng.asp#tech
We also request that you take the appropriate measures to conect your policies, procedures,
systems and/or training program to ensure transactions that are not required to be reported are
not sent to FINTRAC.
We thank you for your cooperation during the examination process. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone at
or by email at

Yours sincerely,

Robby Judge
Regional Compliance Manager

cc:

Anna Fitzgerald
Director, Compliance
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
3
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cc:

Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

cc:

Murray Dugger
Regional Director - West
FINTRAC
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This is Exhibit “146” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Mr. Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP
· Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, British Columbia VSM 0A6
Dear Mr. Kroeker,
Subject:

Compliance Examination Findings
Exam Number:
EXAM-2018-0037
Examination Dates: July 3-4, 2018 and July 17-27, 2018
Examination Period: March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018
Examination Scope: As indicated in FINTRAC's letter dated March 27, 2018

Purpose of the Letter
The purpose of this letter and the attachments is to communicate and summarize the FINTRAC
compliance examination findings, resulting from our recent examination to asses British
Columbia Lottery Corporation's ("BCLC") compliance program (the "Program") with Parts 1
and 1.1 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (the Act) and
its associated regulations. Our findings and expected actions were discussed with you and other
representatives of BCLC on July 31, 2018.
Agency Mandate
As Canada's financial intelligence unit, FINTRAC is responsible to ensure compliance of
reporting entities with the legislation and regulations to assist in the detection, prevention and
dete1Tence of money laundering and the financing often-orist activities. FINTRAC's financial
intelligence and compliance functions contribute to the safety of Canadians and the protection of
the integrity of Canada's financial system.
Objective
The objective of the examination was to evaluate the effectiveness of BCLC's Program and its
ability to comply with applicable regulatory requirements including:
• Part 1 and Part 1.1 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act ("PCMLTFA" or the Act); the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Regulations ("PCMLTFR"); and the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Suspicious Transaction Reporting Regulations
("PCMLTFSTRR"); and
• FINTRAC Guidance.
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Summary of Examination
FINTRAC acknowledges that BCLC has made significant progress in improving its Program
over the years, and continues to enhance its maturity and effectiveness. An example of this
includes the new source of funds requirement for buy-ins of $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period
that has been implemented to mitigate BCLC's risks of money laundering. FINTRAC's previous
onsite compliance examination ofBCLC was conducted in 2016. Based on the current
examination, FINTRAC acknowledges that the previous deficiency identified has been addressed
by BCLC.

Notwithstanding the progress noted, our cmTent examination identified a number of findings in
ce11ain areas of the program that represent non-compliance. We acknowledge the measures
already taken by BCLC to improve compliance, and BCLC's commitment to address the
identified issues and ensuring compliance going forward.
Our detailed findings and observations are attached and outlined in Appendix 1- Examination
Findings.
BCLC's Response and Action Plan
We require receiving BCLC's response to the findings raised in this letter and Appendix I Examination Findings within 30 days of receiving this letter. The response should include a
work plan of actions taken or planned to address the deficiencies and observations, with specific
milestone targets detailed by month. The action plan should identify the person(s) responsible
for the measures and the steps to be taken to confirm that the action plan items have been
adequately addressed. This will enable FINTRAC to monitor BCLC's implementation progress.

We thank you and your staff, as BCLC's cooperation and assistance for the duration of the
examination facilitated an efficient and effective review. If you have any questions, please
contact one of the undersigned,
Sincerely,

Robby Judge
Regional Compliance Manager
FINTRAC

Samantha Leong
Senior Compliance Officer
FINTRAC

Enclosures:

Appendix - Examination Findings
Details of Deficiencies

cc:

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
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John Karlovcec
Director, AML & Investigations
Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
Anna Fitzgerald
Executive Director
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
Murray Dugger
Regional Director - Vancouver
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC)
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Appendix I - Compliance Examination Findings
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC)
Exam Number: EXAM-2018-0037
Introduction
The objective of the examination conducted by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) was to evaluate the presence and effectiveness of the Anti-Money
Laundering ("AML") and Anti-Te1rnrist Financing ("ATF") Program (the "Program") at British
Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC"), and BCLC's ability to comply with applicable
legislative and regulatory requirements. This appendix sets out the findings and observations,
resulting from the examination, which were discussed with you and other representatives of
BCLC on July 31, 2018.
FINTRAC's cmTent examination focused on both land-based and online casinos since the
definition of casino was changed to include "a loltery scheme accessible to the public through
the Internet or other digital network".
For land-based casinos, the scope for the examination focused on BCLC's Program for the
period between March 1, 2017 and February 28, 2018. For online casinos, FINTRAC's scope
for the examination focused on BCLC's Program for the period between June 17, 2017 and
February 28, 2018.

Deficiency #1: Act 7 - Reporting - STR: Reporting requirements

Act 7 - Reporting STRs
Your organization has the obligation to report to the Centre, in the prescribed f01m and manner,
every financial transaction that occurs or that is attempted in the course of your activities and in
respect of which there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the
commission or attempted commission of a money laundering offence or a terrorist activity
financing offence as required by section 7 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist Financing Act,
FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's policies and procedures to assess its compliance with suspicious
transaction reporting requirements. This included testing the effectiveness of BCLC's process to
identify, investigate, and submit reports in a timely manner through the patrons' profiles and
financial transactions reviewed by FINTRAC. The instances identified by FINTRAC of
unreported suspicious transactions provide example cases that demonstrate gaps in BCLC's
Program. However, based on the sample size reviewed, there may be other instances of
unreported suspicious transactions as a result of these identified Program gaps, given the size and
scope ofBCLC's operations.
BCLC has to submit a Suspicious Transaction Report (STR) to FINTRAC when there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that a transaction is related to the commission or the attempted
commission of a money laundering and/or terrorist financing (ML/TF) offence. BCLC's reason
for submitting an STR does not have to be verifiable (probability of ML/TF) but merely
reasonable (possibility of ML/TF); and the underlying offence does not have to be proven but
merely suspected or alleged.
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For the purpose of ensuring compliance with the PCMLTFA as it relates to the obligation to
report STRs, FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's patrons' profiles and financial transactions to test the
compliance program, specifically as it relates to the obligation to rep011 transactions occurring in
the course of your activities and in respect of which there are reasonable grounds to suspect that
the transaction or attempted transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of
a ML or a TF offence.
During the examination, FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's patrons' profiles and financial
transactions which included: buy-ins, casino disbursements, Player Gaming Fund (PGF)
Accounts, cheques issued, unsubstantiated Unusual Financial Transactions (UFTs), productions
orders, and patron information. For the examination period of March 1, 2017 to February 28,
2018, BCLC submitted 752 STRs to FINTRAC.
However, during the examination, FINTRAC identified three (3) instances where the obligation
for reporting a STR was not met.
• I I

• I

•

.

I

•

.

•

I

• •

Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted
- FINTRA
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http://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/guidance-directives/transaction-operation/Guide2/2-eng.asp
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Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC

there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transactions are related to the commission or
attempted commission of a money laundering offence. Therefore, BCLC should have submitted
an STR to FINTRAC when the review of the patron's transactions was conducted upon receiving
the production order.
• 1,

• •

•

•

1

•

• •

•

,

• •

Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted
- FINTRA
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http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/02014_0 t #section86
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Based on the facts provided, the suspicious indicators linked to the transactions, there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted
commission of a money laundering offence. Therefore, BCLC should have submitted a STR to
FINTRAC after the transaction and incident were reviewed.
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Unre orted STR #3 - Sub'ect Identification Number: Redacted - FINTRAC
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Based on the facts provided and the suspicious indicators linked to the transactions, there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the transactions are related to the commission or attempted
commission of a money laundering offence. Therefore, BCLC should have submitted an STR to
FINTRAC.
We request that your organization submits all unreported transactions to FINTRAC identified in
the attached Details of Deficiencies. It is further expected that your organization conducts a
review of its transactions outside of the examination period and submit to FINTRAC all
repo11able transactions that your organization may have failed to submit.
Additionally, please refer to FINTRAC's Guideline 2: Suspicious Transactions and Guideline
3A: Submitting Suspicious Transaction Reports to FINTRAC Electronically for additional
information on your organization's STR obligations.
Deficiency #2: PCMLTF Regulations 40(l)(a) - Reporting - Large Cash Transactions
Your organization has the obligation to repo1i the receipt of an amount in cash of $10,000 or
more in the course of a single transaction, together with the information refen-ed to in Schedule
1, as required by section 40 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Regulations.
Large Cash Transaction Reporting Quality
BCLC has the obligation to identify and report transactions with complete and accurate
information. The PCMLTFR contains schedules that set out the information to be provided in
the various fields within each part of the report.
FINTRAC's reporting validation process concentrates on presence, format and content checks;
and while presence and format checks are binary in nature, the validations for content cannot be
programmed to cover all scenarios. For that reason, FINTRAC conducts post-filing reviews to
further assess the quality of the rep01is as part of the examination. BCLC needs its own
proactive quality assurance practices independt:nl of FINTRAC ' s processes.
FINTRAC assessed BCLC's compliance with the Regulations petiaining to reporting through its
Technical Compliance Review (TCR) Package, which is an analysis of the quality of a random
sample from BCLC's submission of reports within the examination scope period.
During the examination, 9970 Large Cash Transaction Reports (LCTRs) that were submitted by
BCLC during the scope period were reviewed for accuracy and completeness of the infonnation
rep01ied, and timeliness of report submission. Upon reviewing the 9970 LCTRs, there were 814
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occurrences (8%) where the occupation of the conductor is inadequate as it is not sufficiently
detailed to assist in determining whether the level and type of activity being conducted is
consistent with the member's profile. Examples of occupations considered inadequate include:
"President," "CEO," "Manager," and "Company Director 11 (Field D.17).
Moreover, FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's internal systems and it was determined that at the time
of the transaction, your organization had additional information as it relates to the individual's
occupation, such as their employer's name or industry they are employed in. However, in other
LCTRs suhmitted by BCLC, details related to the individual's occupation such as their employer
or industry were provided.
It should be noted that of the 814 occurrences where the occupation of the conductor was found
to be inadequate, there were 117 unique patrons involved. Furthermore, in 739 of these 814
occm1'ences, 59 patrons were identified to have at least 3 or more LCTRs submitted on them.
FINTRAC acknowledges that BCLC has provided complete and accurate information related to
other fields of the LCTRs, especially as it is unique to the patron (i.e., address, date ofbi11h,
etc.). However, for FINTRAC, client occupation has analytical and intelligence value as this
information can set expectations of a client's transactional activity and may provide context
smrnunding a client's financial capacity. An occupation of "Manager'1, as noted above for
example, would not provide any intelligence of analytical value. The occupation field for LCTRs
has a 30 characters limit6, therefore, additional information could have been provided for the
occupations of the patrons.
Please find a copy of the enclosed Details of Deficiencies detailing the deficiencies cited above
and all instances as discussed during the examination
Additionally, please refer to FINTRAC's Guideline 7A: Submitting Large Cash Transaction
Reports to FINTRAC Electronically for additional information on your organization's LCTR
obligations.

Deficiency #3: PCMLTF Regulations 42(1) -Reporting - Large Casino Disbul'sement:
Reporting the disbursement of $10,000 or more in the course ofprescribed transactions,
together with the prescribed information
Your organization has the obligation to report the disbursement of $10,000 or more in respect of
prescribed transactions, together with the information set out in Schedule 8, as required by
paragraph 42(1) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing
Regulations.

Casino Disbursement Reporting Volume
BCLC is required to ensure that all Casino Disbursement Reports (CDRs) are accurately
identified and rep01ied in accordance with subsection 42(1) of the PCMLTFR.

6

http://www. fintrac-canafe.gc. ca/reporting-dee laration/batch-Iots/mod3-eng.asp
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During the examination, FINTRAC reviewed approximately 83,000 disbursements of $10,000 or
more at land-based casinos for the scope period of March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018.
Disbursements of $10,000 or more for your online casino was reviewed for the scope period of
June 17, 2017 to February 28, 2018.
Specifically, of the 454 online gaming disbursements of $10,000 or more reviewed, the
examination revealed two (2) instances where the obligation for reporting a Casino Disbursement
Report (CDR) was not met. FINTRAC acknowledges that these two instances were
subsequently submitted as CDRs on July 16, 2018, and July 17, 2018 when it was brought to the
attention of your staff.
Your organization is required to submit a CDR to FINTRAC within 15 calendar days after the
transaction if:
• You make a disbursement in an amount of $10,000 CAD or more in the course of a single
transaction; or
• You make two or more disbursements ofless than $10,000 CAD that total $10,000 CAD
or more within 24 consecutive hours of each other by or on behalf of the same individual
or entity.
Casino Disbursement Reporting Quality
BCLC has the obligation to identify and report transactions with complete and accurate
information. The PCMLTFR contains schedules that set out the information to be provided in
the various fields within each part of the report.
FINTRAC's reporting validation process concentrates on presence, format and content checks;
and while presence and format checks are binary in nature, the validations for content cannot be
programmed to cover all scenarios. For that reason, FINTRAC conducts post-filing reviews to
fu11her assess the quality of the rep011s as part of the examination. BCLC needs its own
proactive quality assurance practices independent of FINTRAC's processes.
FINTRAC assessed BCLC's compliance with the Regulations pe11aining to rep011ing through its
Technical Compliance Review (TCR) Package, which is an analysis of the quality of a random
sample from BCLC's submission of rep011s within the examination scope period.
During the examination, 9,998 Casino Disbursement Rep011s that were submitted by BCLC
during the scope period were reviewed for accuracy and completeness of the information
reported, and timeliness of report submission. Upon reviewing the 9,998 CDRs, there were 510
occurrences (5%) where the occupation of the conductor is inadequate as it is not sufficiently
detailed to assist in determining whether the level and type of transactional activity being
conducted is consistent with the member's profile. Examples of occupations considered
inadequate include: "President," "CEO/' "Manager," and "Supervisor" (Field C.21).
Moreover, FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's internal systems and it was determined that at the time
of the transaction, your organization had additional infonnation as it relates to the individual's
occupation, such as their employer's name or industry they are employed in. However, in other
CDRs submitted by BCLC, details related to the in~ividual's occupation such as their employer
or industry was provided.
20
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It should be noted that of the 510 occurrences where the occupation of the conductor was found
to be inadequate, there were 140 unique patrons involved. Furthermore, in 400 of these 510
occunences, 49 patrons were identified to have at least 3 or more CDRs submitted on them.

FINTRAC acknowledges that BCLC has provided complete and accurate information related to
other fields in the CDRs, especially as it is unique to the patron (i.e. address, date ofbitth, etc.).
However, for FINTRAC, client occupation has analytical and intelligence value as this
information can set expectations of a client's transactional activity and may provide context
surrounding a client's financial capacity. An occupation of "Supervisor", as noted above for
example, would not provide any intelligence of analytical value. The occupation field for CDRs
have a 40 character limit7, therefore, additional information could have been provided for the
occupations of the patrons.

It is further expected that your organization conducts a review of its transactions outside of the
examination period and submit to FINTRAC all rep01table transactions that your organization
has failed to submit.
Additionally, please refer to FINTRAC's Guideline JOA: Submitting Casino Disbursement
Reports to FINTRAC for additional information on your organization's CDR obligations.
Deficiency #4: PCMLTF Regulations 71 (l)(h) - Compliance Program - Policies and
Procedures - For Entity

Your organization has the obligation to develop and apply written compliance policies and
procedures that are kept up to date and approved by a senior officer to comply with the Act and
as required by paragraph 71(1)(b) of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Regulations.
BCLC is required to ensure that all high risk patrons are subject to enhanced monitoring, and an
adequate assessment of ML/TF risk is documented, The adequacy of the enhanced monitoring
and assessment of risk that is documented in BCLC's policies and procedures was evaluated by
reviewing a sample of patrons.
During the examination FINTRAC conducted an in depth review of 70 patrons with whom
BCLC has a business relationship. FINTRAC examined the patrons' profile, transactions,
ongoing monitoring, and due diligence conducted to ensure that these patrons were adequately
risk rated based on BCLC's compliance documents. Of the 70 patrons sampled, 40 were high
risk and 30 were lower risk. FINTRAC acknowledges that BCLC adequately assesses the risks
of business relationships, especially, as it relates to areas of higher risk.
The examination process revealed that the provided policies and procedures documents are
inadequate in relation to the enhanced due diligence requirements for the following reasons:

7

http://www. fi ntrac-canafe.gc. ca/reporting-declaration/XML/mod2XML-eng. asp
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•

Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) Schedule: Specifically, according to BCLC's
document titled Ongoing Monitoring:
"Subjects with 2 or more STRs who are not currently identified as HRP are also
identified and included in ongoing monitoring. These new HRPs are forwarded to
designate for HRP assignment and EDD. "

Additionally, according to BCLC's document titled High Risk Business Relationship
EDD 6 month review Procedure:

"EDD is valid for 1 year so if they were previously reviewed 6 months prior and they are
active within the last 6 months, they do not require review. If they were not reviewed in
the previous 6 months and they have been active in the last 6 months they will need to be
reviewed. "
Of the 40 high risk patrons reviewed, it was determined that six (6) of these patrons
(15%) were flagged for EDD reviewed on iTrak, however, the reviews were either not
completed or they were not conducted in the prescribed time frame according to BCLC's
policies and procedures. The following 6 patrons where EDD was required have been
deemed to be high risk, as they all had two or more STRs submitted on them:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Subject Identification Number:
Subject Identification Number:
Subject Identification Number:
Subject Identification Number:
Subject Identification Number:
Subject Identification Number:

The instances identified by FINTRAC where EDD was not conducted according to the
prescribed timeframe documented in BCLC's policies and procedures provide example cases
to demonstrate gap in BCLC's Program. However, based on the sample size reviewed, there
may be other instances where high risk patrons did not have EDD conducted as a result of
these identified Program gap, given the size and scope of BCLC's operations
•

Enhanced Due Diligence Documentation: Upon reviewing the EDD conducted for high
risk business relationships, FINTRAC determined that BCLC asked the following
questions for reviews conducted in 2018:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Is the patron the subject to a VSE, site or BCLC barring?
Is this patron associated to or known to use cash facilitators?
Total number of substantiated UFTs from July 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017?
Does the patron's level of play reasonably match their occupation?
Does the patron's occupation, company/business require updating?
Does this patron have an active PGF account?
What is the main product this client uses?
Does the client have a home address outside of Canada?
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9. Does this patron come from or reside in a sanctioned country that is flagged by the
FATF for ML or TF?
10. Are there any substantial changes in this patron's activities that require attention by
the AML Unit?
Based on the EDD documents that were reviewed, it was determined that the Investigators
respond to the questions with a "yes or no" response. Where required, information is provided,
such as the patron number of the known cash facilitators, the number of unsubstantiated UFTs,
their PGF account information held at the different casino sites, and the main product the patron
uses. However, the documentation of the findings does not explain the information reviewed, or
the impact they have on the patron's risk level and how the conclusion was detem1ined.
For example, when an Investigator states that the patron's level of play reasonably matches the
occupation, it does not include what was reviewed and how that conclusion was made. Another
example is if the patron is associated to or known to use a cash facilitator, there is no
documentation of the impact there is when reviewing the transactions of the patron.
Moreover, the number of substantiated UFTs identified by your organization from July to
December is only reviewed for each year. The EDD questions utilized by BCLC do not require
its Investigators to take into consideration the substantiated UFTs identified from January to
June, which would impact the risk assessment of the patron. By not taking into account the
substantiated UFTs from January to June, the following areas could be overlooked:
•

•

The nature of the substantiated UFTs could vary over the various time periods, such as
associates identified and types of suspicious indicators.
If more substantiated UFTs were submitted from January to June compared to July to
December.

Your organization is required to maintain a record of the measures you take for ongoing
monitoring, which includes:
• the procedures that are in place to perform periodic ongoing monitoring;
• the procedures that are in place to perfo1m the enhanced measures for high-risk clients;
• the information that is gathered as a result of the ongoing monitoring; and
• the information that is gathered as a result of the enhanced measures for high-risk clients.
Please refer to FINTRAC's Ongoing monitoring requirements for additional information on your
organization's obligations.
In addition to the deficiencies identified, we are including the following observations noted
during the examination. The observations are not considered a deficiency given the scope and
purpose of this examination. However, it is highlighted to assist in the improvement of your
compliance program and to ensure that there are no future deficiencies if our examination scope
is expanded, changed or if further testing for effectiveness of your compliance regime is
conducted.

Obsenation #1: Policies and Procedures - Online Gaming Accounts
During the examination, FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's online gaming accounts that were opened
during the scope period of June 17, 2017 to February 28, 2018 to ensure that the record keeping
23
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and client identification requirements are met under the Act and associated Regulations. Based
on the online gaming policies and procedures, accounts reviewed, and discussion with staff, the
player provides their information at account opening. The name and address of the player is
matched against a credit file that is obtained to asce1iain their identification. However, in several
accounts, it was found that the player only had a mailing address that did not provide their
physical location (i.e., PO Box) as this was the address that was matched against the credit file to
asce1iain the identification. Moreover, as discussed and confirmed by staff during the
examination, additional information would only be obtained from players if it is required for
FINTRAC rcpmiing purposes or if due diligence is conducted.

Policy Interpretation (Pl-7654)
FINTRAC has previously provided a policy interpretation that the address refened to in the
Proceeds a/Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations (PCMLTFR) is the
physical address where the client lives or where the physical location of the place of business is
found. In cases where the client resides in an area where there is no civic address, a description,
in as much detail as possible, of all infmmation or features that may be useful to locate the
physical location of the person is required.
For intelligence analysis purposes, obtaining a precise description of an address allows
FINTRAC to analyze information and to establish connections between a client's physical
location, financial transactions and trends that are suspected of being related to money
laundering, te1Torist financing or other threats to the security of Canada. This is also of great
importance when disclosing intelligence to paiiners, which can contribute to criminal
investigations by identifying new targets or hidden proceeds of crime and by disclosing facts that
are necessary in obtaining warrants.
BCLC is required to update the policies and procedures to ensure that the account opening
process for online gaming accounts meets both the record keeping and the identification
requirements. Additionally, BCLC is required to implement the procedures to ensure that all
online gaming accounts opened where transactions have been conducted contain a physical
address recorded on file. Please refer to FINTRAC's Record keeping requirements for casinos
and A1ethods to identify individuals and confirm the existence of entities for additional
information on BCLC's obligations.
Observation #2: Training - Risk Mitigation - Source of Funds
Specifically, since the last examination, BCLC has implemented measures as it relates to source
of funds as a method to mitigate risks of money laundering. Examples of directives issued by
BCLC include the following:
•

January 10, 2018:
" ... all cash and bearer moneta,y instruments (bank drafts/ certified cheques) of $10,000
or more will require a source offimds (SOF) receipt by the patron prior to acceptance
.
fior b uy-m...
• January 23, 2018:
On Janua,y 4th, 2018, BCLC released a PGF Directive requiring patrons opening new
PGF accounts to provide cash receipts to identify their source ofjimds their name, bank
location and account number. The PGF Directive did not impact existing PGF account
!!
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holders, however, the $10,000 SOF Directive now requires receipt information/or all
cash and bank drafts effective January 24th. To ensure consistency in the application of
the Directive moving forward, BCLC will now be requiring ALL PGF account holders to
produce bank draft receipts effective Janua,y 25th, 2018. 11
During the examination, FINTRAC conducted interviews with 22 casino staff members who
handle PGF accounts. FINTRAC asked casino staff members questions about bank drafts
deposited into PGF accounts and the procedures that are followed. Of the 22 casino staff
members interviewed, it was observed that approximately 50% stated that receipts are not always
required for bank drafts and exceptions can be made. During the interviews, casino staff
members provided examples of the following responses:
•
•

•

The Manager decides whether they would allow a deposit without the name or receipt of
the patron.
If a patron had a PGF account before the source of funds declaration was implemented,
they do not need to bring in a receipt.
In a few instances casino staff allows for a bank draft that does not include the patron's
name to be deposited into the PGF account if they do not have a receipt.

Additionally, during the examination, FINTRAC reviewed unsubstantiated UFTs and the
following incidents are two examples of where casino staff may have unintentionally assisted
patrons in structuring below the $10,000 cash threshold to avoid the Source of Fund Directive:
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This is Exhibit “147” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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This is Exhibit “148” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

March 2, 2018
Ministry of the Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Attention:

David Eby
Attorney General

playing · rfgh

Dear Minister Eby:
Re: BCLC’s Implementing Government Direction Report
Please find enclosed BCLC’s Implementing Government Direction report, dated
February 26, 2018.
We trust that the report will provide a helpful update on BCLC’s work to fulfill its
current Mandate Letter requirements.
Detailed below are some highlights from the enclosed report:
1. Recent Ernst & Young (EY) Audit on BCLC Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) program
BCLC’s AML program recently underwent its biennial audit which was
conducted by EY. The audit was largely positive and noted only a few minor
issues, all of which have since been completely addressed by BCLC. The
findings in this audit are similar to all other BCLC AML audit reports, whether
conducted by FinTRAC or independent third parties, in that a few minor
issues are identified and BCLC takes immediate action to correct any issues.
Recently, FinTRAC advised BCLC that our AML program was the industry
leader and that FinTRAC intended to develop some of its’ casino industry
guidance based upon BCLC’s program.
BCLC has proactively released the audit report and have provided an unredacted copy to the Ministry.
2. Determination of BCLC and GPEB Responsibilities
BCLC continues to work cooperatively with GPEB to determine
responsibilities and accountability within the BC gaming industry. We are
also aware that Dr. Peter German is reviewing roles and responsibilities
pertaining to AML as part of his review.
Working with GPEB to more clearly delineate areas of responsibility is
important work since if either entity were to take action outside their
prescribed authority, the action or decision could be challenged as ultra vires.
Further, there are many areas of overlap between BCLC and GPEB and it is
expedient to ensure that work is not been duplicated, thereby wasting
resources.
3. GameSense Advisor Program
GPEB will transfer the GameSense Advisor (GSA) program to BCLC effective
April 1, 2018. Expanding GSAs to Community Gaming Centres (CGC) is one

7'1 W SI S ymour SI
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of the recommendations contained in the Plan for Public Health and Gambling (February 2015).
BCLC and GPEB are consolidating the GSA program under BCLC’s management to increase
efficiency and service to players. Presently in B.C., GSAs staff GameSense Information Centres
(GSICs), which are located in all casinos. In CGCs, there are currently self-serve kiosks.
However, with the transfer of the GSA program to BCLC, GSAs will staff every casino and CGC
in B.C. by September 2019.
By the time the program is fully implemented, the expansion of the GSA program will almost
double BCLC’s investment in Player Health to $6.4M annually (BCLC’s current budget for
responsible gambling is $3.4M).
Additional anticipated benefits associated with the transfer of GSAs to BCLC employee positions
include:
*
*
*
*
*

Improved relationships with Service Providers and players by integrating the GSA program
within gaming facilities;
Refined roles and responsibilities to develop subject-matter expertise and improve GSA
program delivery;
Improved customer experience and data gathering through technology and innovative
solutions;
Improved customer experience through new education tools;
Improved level of support for gaming workers and BCLC staff to enhance further the culture
of responsible gambling within B.C.’s gambling industry.

4. New Game Framework
BCLC and GPEB have been working to develop an approach to the development and
implementation of new games. The concept of ‘new games’ is not contained within the Gaming
Control Act (GCA) – the GCA only references the ministerial approval process for ‘new lottery
schemes’. While a new lottery scheme will always include the concept of a new game, it is
possible for a new game to be part of an existing lottery scheme (for example, a newly purchased
slot machine or a new Scratch & Win ticket are new games, but not new lottery schemes).
BCLC and GPEB met to discuss the issue, following which GPEB provided BCLC for its review a
draft policy regarding the approval of new games that are defined as new lottery schemes. In
addition to providing written feedback, BCLC legal counsel met with GPEB and its legal counsel
to discuss the draft policy.
GPEB is now in the process of re-writing the policy and has committed to providing BCLC with an
opportunity to comment on the new draft and further conversations between both entities.
Once this work is complete, both entities should have a common understanding of what
constitutes a ‘new game’. This will assist BCLC’s ability to innovate and develop new products
that meet the demands of the competitive marketplace for entertainment.
5. University of British Columbia (UBC) Centre for Gambling Research
Three years ago, BCLC entered into a sponsorship agreement with UBC to create the Centre for
Gambling Research. In total, BCLC contributed $2.5 million dollars to UBC in exchange for
specific benefits. The funding for this sponsorship comes from the Ineligible Jackpot Monies from
people who are in the Voluntary Exclusion Program (VSE).
BCLC, GPEB and UBC have been in discussions about the renewal of the sponsorship
agreement. A tentative plan, subject to ministerial approval, would see GPEB added as a party
to the agreement and have BCLC continue to provide funding to UBC from the Ineligible Jackpot
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Monies. While discussions continue, this is a positive step forward to continuing to support
important research.
In addition, BCLC and our service providers await implementation by GPEB of the Dr. German
recommendation to have enforcement personnel inside casinos that offer high limit table play. Having
onsite personnel who have enforcement jurisdiction/authority will greatly improve the response time when
anomalous, improper, or potential criminal behaviour is identified, suspected, and reported.
As always, BCLC would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to discuss any aspects of this
letter or the enclosed report.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors
cc: Mr. Richard Fyfe, QC
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Enclosure(s) x 1
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This is Exhibit “149” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

FINTRAC 2016 AML PROGRAM REVIEW - RESPONSE PLAN
Finding

BCLC Comments

Action & Status

Although staff members may receive training
every two years, those interviewed during the
examination demonstrated limited knowledge
of money laundering and terrorist financing,
especially as it pertains to suspicious
transaction indicators relevant to the casino
sector. The limited knowledge combined with
the VSDONC submitted to Fin TRAC
collectively determines that further
enhancements to your ongoing training
program are required .

BCLC acknowledges and accepts
this finding.

BCLC will review its AML training program for staff.
Based upon its review, BCLC will make changes or
modify its training program to fully address this finding.
Completed Summer 2016 .
Based upon the finding and the review of its AML
course, BCLC took the decision to completely revise
the course and launch and include all new content
specifically focused on enhancing AML knowledge
anchored in the casino context.
Completed June 2017
The frequency of front line casino staff AML training
will move from once every two years to annually.
Commencing 2019

BCLC0016621

This is Exhibit “150” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

GPEB1180.0001
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BCLC ACTION PLAN RESPONSE RE FINTRAC EXAM 2018-0037

Classification

No.

Finding/Observation

Finding/Observation Details

BCLC Response
Finding or
Observation

1

PCM LTF Act Section 7 Reporting STRs

During the examination FINTRAC identified the following 3 instances where the obligation for reporting an STR was not met:

Finding

1. Law Enforcement Production Orders- Where the contents of the order are unsealed and relate to ML/TF or a predicate offence,

Your organization has the
obligation to report to the
Centre, in the prescribed form
and manner, every financial
transaction that occurs or that
is attempted in the course of
your activities and in respect
of which there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that the
transaction is related to the
commission or attempted
commission of a money
laundering offence or a
terrorist activity financing
offence as required by Section
7 of the PCM LTFA

2

Status

Accountable
Party

For the examination period of March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018, BCLC submitted 752 STRs to FINTRAC. BCLC has reviewed the
To complete AML Unit
three noted STR exceptions and, based on the recommendations of the FINTRAC compliance team, has now filed STR's for all three by March 1,
instances, including all other relevant materials or incidents associated to each player.
2019

BCLC should have a formal process in place to assess its business relationships for potential suspicious transactions.
2. Reasonable Grounds to Suspect - BCLC must submit STRs to FINTRAC when there are reasonable grounds to suspect a
transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of a money laundering offence.
3. During the examination, FINTRAC reviewed Patron Gaming Funds Accounts (PGF) - In one instance of a PGF account held at Parq
Casino, a patron brought in large quantities of bank drafts in large values from various financial institutions. However based on the
due diligence conducted by your organization, the source of wealth information obtained does not support their level and types of
transactions.
BCLC is to submit an STR when patrons buy in with a large quantity of bank drafts in large values from various financial institutions
and the source of wealth information obtained does not support their level and types of transactions.
BCLC is to submit all unreported transactions to FINTRAC identified in the report.
BCLC is to conduct a review of its transactions outside of the examination period and submit to FINTRAC all reportable transactions
that were not submitted.

PCMLTF Regulations 40(1)(a) - BCLC has the obligation to identify and report transactions with complete and accurate information and timely report submissions. Finding
Reporting Large Cash
The PCM LTFR contains schedules that set out the information to be provided in the various fields within each report.
Transactions
During the examination, 9970 Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) that were submitted by BCLC during the scope period were reviewed
Your organization has the
for accuracy and completeness of the information reported and timeliness of report submission.
obligation to report the
Upon reviewing the reports, there were 814 occurrences (8%) of occupations of the conductor was inadequate as it was not
receipt of an amount in cash sufficiently detailed to assist in determining whether the level and type of transactional activity being conducted was consistent
of $10,000 or more in the
with the members profile. Examples of occupations considered inadequate include: "President/ "CEO," "Manager," and "Company
course of a single transaction, Director"(Field D.17).
together with the information
referred to in Schedule 1, as
It should be noted that, of the 8154 occurrences where the occupation of the conductor was found to be inadequate, there were
required by Section 40 of the 117 unique patrons involved. Furthermore, in 739 of these 814 occurrences, 59 patrons were identified to have at least 3 or more
Proceeds of Crime(Money
LCTRs submitted on them.
Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Regulations.
BCLC is to ensure additional information on occupation (i.e. company name) to be included when submitting information to
FINTRAC.
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Further, BCLC is reviewing all other un-substantiated transaction files which involve Production Orders, known banned associates,
and Patron Gaming Funds Account activities where high-risk patrons are found to be using more than one bank account for their
bank drafts. This will ensure that in all instances where patron activity is found to be similar to the exceptions noted in this review,
those files are re-examined to ensure consistency in reporting and if reasonable grounds to suspect a transaction is related to the
commission or attempted commission of a money-laundering and/or a terrorist financing offence based upon the criteria set out in
FINTRAC's findings, STRs will be submitted. Where a patron's risk profile is found to have changed, the patron's risk rating will be
adjusted to ensure that the appropriate level of monitoring is implemented to meet BCLC's regulatory obligations and mitigate
money laundering and terrorist financing risks.
BCLC will create, document and implement a formal process to ensure future Production Orders and police information requests
received pursuant to law enforcement information sharing agreements are reviewed and acted upon in the manner stipulated by
FINTRAC in its findings. This includes STR reporting to FINTRAC when the source of wealth information does not match or align with
the patron's level of gaming play or the patron's banking information.
BCLC has updated and implemented new procedures to its current due diligence/review process to analyze all relevant factors for
unusual financial transaction {UFD reports to determine if the criteria for STR reporting has been met or if upon review the
reported incident is determined to be un-substantiated requiring no further action. All un-substantiated financial transaction (UFT)
files will be retained and documented to illustrate the due diligence conducted and rationale for each decision as well as identifying
any additional monitoring requirements.
BCLC will add one additional qualified and certified staff resource to its AML unit whose responsibilities will be primarily focused on
STR compilation, review and on-going monitoring.

BCLC is currently in discussions with Omnigo (software vendor) to update it's current reporting software (iTrak) to incorporate the
employer/company information into the "occupation" tab when reporting Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) to FINTRAC.
BCLC ascertains and records employer/company information for all high-risk patrons and documents this information in its patron
profile. The proposed software changes will link the employer/company field to the Occupation field within the LCT Report which,
when extracted by FINTRAC for LCT reporting, will ensure descriptive employer/occupation details are submitted for each instance.
The changes will align with FINTRAC's software schematics of a maximum of 30 allowable characters in the occupation field.
Anything beyond the maximum allowable number of characters will be truncated. It is BCLC's understanding that the truncation
occurs within the FI NTRAC system and is beyond the control of BCLC. BCLC has consulted with FI NTRAC on the truncation issue and
is of the understanding that BCLC will be compliant despite the data truncation by the FINTRAC software system.
The update to BCLC's reporting system to enhance the occupation field will require production work to be completed by the
software vendor. The timeframe for completion and implementation of the software changes is anticipated to take place by April
1, 2019.

To complete AML Unit
by April 1,
2019
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No.

Finding/Observation

Finding/Observation Details

BCLC Response

Status

Finding or

Accountable
Party

Observation

3

PCMLTF Regulations 42(1)Reporting _Casino
Disbursements
Your organization has the
obligation to report the
disbursement of an amount in
cash of $10,000 or more in
respect of prescribes
transactions, together with
the information referred to in
Schedule 8, as required by
paragraph 42(1) of the
Proceeds of Crime(Money
Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Regulations.

BCLC is required to ensure that all Casino Disbursement Reports (CDRs) are accurately identified and reported in accordance with
subsection 42(1) of the PCMLTFR.

Finding

Casino Disbursement Volume:
During the examination FINTRAC reviewed approximately 83,000 disbursements of $10,000 or more at land based casinos for the
review period of March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018. Disbursements of $10,000 or more for PlayNow.com casino were reviewed
for the period of June 17, 2017 to February 28, 2018.
Specifically, of the 454 online gaming disbursements of $10,000 or more reviewed, the examination revealed two (2) instances
where the obligation for reporting a Casino Disbursement Report(CDR) was not met. FINTRAC acknowledges that, these two (2)
instances were subsequently submitted as CDRs when it was brought to the attention of your staff.

BCLC is currently in discussions with Omnigo (software vendor) to update it's current reporting software (iTrak) to incorporate the
employer/company information into the "occupation" tab when reporting Casino Disbursements to FINTRAC.

To complete AML Unit
by April 1,
2019

BCLC ascertains and records required employer/company information for all high-risk patrons and documents this information in its
patron profile. The proposed software changes will link the employer/company field to the Occupation field which, when extracted
by FINTRAC for CDR reporting, will ensure descriptive employer/occupation details are submitted for each instance. The changes
will align with FINTRACs software schematics of a maximum of 40 allowable characters in the occupation field. Anything beyond
the maximum allowable number of characters will be truncated. BCLC has consulted with FINTRAC on the truncation issue and is of
the understanding that, BCLC will be compliant despite the data truncation by the FINTRAC system.

Casino Disbursement Reporting Quality:
BCLC has the obligation to identify and report transactions with complete and accurate information and timely report submissions.
The PCMLTFR contains schedules that set out the information to be provided in the various fields within each report.
During the examination 9998 Casino Disbursement Reports that were submitted by BCLC during the scope period were reviewed
for accuracy and completeness of the information reported and timeliness of report submission.
There were 510 occurrences (5%) where the occupation of the conductor was inadequate as it was not sufficiently detailed to
assist in determining whether the level and type of transactional activity being conducted was consistent with the members profile.

The update to BCLC's reporting system to enhance the occupation field will require production work to be completed by the
software vendor. The timeframe for completion and implementation of the software changes is anticipated to take place by April
1, 2019.
Furthermore, BCLC will conduct a review of its transactions outside of the examination period and submit to FINTRAC any
reportable transactions that our organization may have failed to submit. BCLC anticipates this work will be completed by March 1,
2019.

BCLC is to ensure additional information on occupation (i.e. company name) to be included when submitting information to
FINTRAC.
It is further expected that, your organization conducts a review of its transactions outside of the examination period and submit to
FINTRAC all reportable transactions that your organization has failed to submit.

4

PCMLTF Regulations 71(1)(b) - BCLC is required to ensure that all high-risk patrons are subject to enhanced monitoring and an adequate assessment of ML/TF risk Finding
Compliance Program Policy
is documented.
and Procedures For Entity
The examination process revealed that the provided policies and procedures were inadequate in relation to the enhanced due
Your organization has the
diligence requirements.
obligation to develop and
apply written compliance
BCLC is required to enhance policies and procedures documents in relation to enhanced due diligence requirements.
policies and procedures that
are kept up to date and
BCLC is to maintain a record of the measures taken for ongoing monitoring including the procedures that are in place to perform
approved by a senior officer to periodic ongoing monitoring; the procedures that are in place to perform the enhanced measures for high-risk clients; the
comply with the Act and as
information that is gathered as a result of the ongoing monitoring; and the information that is gathered as a result of the enhanced
required by paragraph
measures for high-risk clients.
71(1)(b) of the Proceeds of
Crime(Money Laundering) and Of the 40 high-risk patrons reviewed, it was determined that six(6) of these patrons (15%) were flagged for EDD review on iTrak
terrorist Financing
however the reviews were either not completed or they were not conducted in the prescribed time frame according to BCLCs
Regulations.
policies and procedures.
BCLC is to conduct EDD on all high risk patrons including SI D's that were missed from the previous review (209386, 168521, 186214,
214311, 212896, 130661)
BCLC is required to enhance EDD review to ensure that questions are asked that explains the information reviewed, the impact
they have on the patron's risk level and how the conclusion was determined.
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BCLC has responded to the recommendations/guidance provided by FINTRAC-compliance officers and has updated its patron
Complete
screening processes to include additional enhanced due diligence steps in each instance. These changes include ensuring that an
open source intelligence (DSINT) dossier is created for all high risk patrons (HRPs), including ensuring that source of wealth
information is commensurate with the patron's level of gaming play, and that there is clearly articulated documentation of the due
diligence steps. The patron due diligence reviews will be completed at least annually and embedded in the patron subject profile in
BCLC's case management system (iTrak) to ensure that all pertinent information is recorded and available for future examinations.
BCLC has also implemented an escalation process which will ensure effective patron tracking in instances where the BCLC AML unit
member conducting the review feels that more information is required to complete the patron risk assessment. These changes will
ensure that the patron's risk level is accurately reviewed and determined and the appropriate action is taken in a timely manner.
BCLC will also ensure that it's policy and procedures for the Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) program are updated immediately to
reflect the updated process.
BCLC has completed a full assessment of the six patrons identified during the course of the examination by FINTRAC compliance
officers. This assessment has confirmed that the patron's current playing status is reflective of the information collected in relation
to their confirmed source of wealth.
BCLC has further created and implemented a review schedule to ensure that all patrons subject of enhanced due diligence reviews
will have an Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) report completed on a priority basis. The OSINT will be retained and form part of the
patron's dossier.

AML Unit
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No.

Finding/Observation

Finding/Observation Details

BCLC Response
Finding or
Observation

5

Policies and Procedures Online Gaming Accounts

During the examination FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's online gaming accounts that were opened during the scope period of June 17,
2017 to February 28, 2018 to ensure that the record keeping and client identification requirements were met under the Act and
associated regulations.

Observation

BCLC's PlayNow.com Operations team has started the process to implement the following action plan to ensure the collection of
physical addresses for all patron/player PlayNow.com accounts:

Status

Accountable
Party

To complete Egaming Unit
by March 1,
2019

Step 1: Implement messaging on BCLC's PlayNow.com registration pages stating that new registrants are required to enter a
physical address and that post office box (PO Box) addresses are not accepted.

PCMLTF Regulations:
Policy Interpretation (Pl-7654) In several accounts it was found that the player only had a mailing address (ie: PO Box) that did not provide their physical location
as this was the address that was matched against the credit file to ascertain identification.

Step 2: Implement PO Box blocking on BCLC's PlayNow.com registration address field. The address fields will be updated to identify
PO Box entries and new registrants will not be able to complete the registration process with a PO Box as an address.

BCLC is required to implement the procedures to ensure that all on line gaming accounts opened where transactions have been
conducted contain a physical address recorded on file.

Step 3: Active players who have already completed PlayNow.com registration and have a PO Box on record will receive account
messaging and/or email communications requesting that they update their address with a physical address within their
PlayNow.com account settings. BCLC anticipates this work will be completed by March 1, 2019.

In cases where the client resides in an area where there is no civic address, a description of all information or features that may be
useful to locate the physical location of the person is required.
BCLC is required to update policies and procedures to ensure that the account opening process for online gaming accounts meets
both the record keeping and the identification requirements.
6

Training- Risk Mitigation Source of Funds

During the examination, FINTRAC conducted interviews with 22 casino staff members who handle PGF accounts. Of the 22 casino
service provider staff members it was observed that approximately 50% stated that receipts are not always required for bank
drafts and exceptions can be made.

Observation

During interviews, casino staff members provided examples of the following responses:

BCLC will further update and enforce the source of funds process that is currently in place to ensure that all patrons abide by BCLC's To complete AML Unit
policy which requires patrons to provide, and service providers to collect, financial institution receipts sourcing funds presented for by March 1,
gaming play without exception.
2019
BCLC has contracted with a national accounting firm to conduct weekly Reasonable Measures and Source of Funds monitoring for
major sites to ensure compliance with requirements by Service Providers. These reviews will continue for a pericxt of six weeks
after which BCLC and the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (the provincial gaming regulator) will review the aggregate results and
plan any further action required should compliance gaps remain. The provincial gaming regulator has stated it will conduct a follow
up audit on source of funds requirements in early 2019 to gauge on-going compliance by service providers and will share the results
of its audit with BCLC.

- Manager decides whether they would allow a deposit without the name or receipt of the patron
- If a patron had a PGF account before the SOF declaration was implemented, they do not need to bring in a receipt
-Allowance for bank drafts that do not include the patron's name to be deposited into the PGF account if they have no receipt

The BCLC AML and Investigations units will continue with weekly random monitoring of the accuracy of LCTR, CDR, and Forex
FINTRAC reporting inclusive of ensuring compliance with the required Reasonable Measures forms, Source of Funds forms, and
receipting requirement.

It was further observed in three(3) instances that -casino staff unintentionally assisted patrons in structuring below the $10,000
threshold to avoid the SOF Directive.
It was further observed that casino staff have an inconsistent understanding of the process related to BCLC Source of funds (SOF)
requirements.

BCLC will review source of funds audits with the provincial gaming regulator and service providers and will conduct follow-up
training where knowledge gaps are identified as a factor.
BCLC continues to provide ongoing training and support to its Service Provider partners to ensure consistent understanding of all
source of funds requirements.
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation

5 December 2017

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC VSM 0A6
Attention: Rob Kroeker
Job Title: Vice President of Corporate Security and Compliance

Assessment of BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Sanctions Compliance
Program

Dear Rob:
Attached please find our report on the Assessment of BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and
Sanctions Compliance Program for your attention, pursuant to our engagement agreement. We
appreciate the opportunity to have been of service to you and to BCLC.

Very truly yours,

Ernst & Young LLP, Canada
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Overview and Intended Use
Ernst & Young LLP, Canada ("EY") has completed an independent assessment of British Columbia Lottery
Corporation's ("BCLC") Anti-Money Laundering ("AML") and sanctions compliance programs against
applicable reporting requirements outlined by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of
Canada ("FINTRAC"). Our engagement was performed in accordance with the scope agreed-upon in our
Statement of Work ("SOW") dated August 1, 201 7.
The Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act ("PCML TF A") requires reporting
entities to undergo a comprehensive AML review bi-annually. The AML review must cover BCLC's policies
and procedures, assessment of risks related to the PCML TF A and BCLC's training program to test their
effectiveness. The assessment of risks related to PCML TFA includes all the components of the risk-based
approach, where applicable, as explained in FINTRAC Guidelines, including risk assessment, risk
mitigation and ongoing monitoring.
As agreed with BCLC, EY's assessment procedures focused on an evaluation of processes and controls
over pertinent AML and sanctions compliance-related functions since BCLC's last assessment. This
assessment has included reading key documents (e.g., policies, procedures, and risk assessments),
conducting process walkthroughs and other inquiries, and performing detailed, sample-based
effectiveness testing with particular emphasis on:
•

Resolution of Prior Assessment Issues

•

Employee Training and Knowledge of AML Responsibilities

•

AML and Sanctions Risk Assessments

•

Compliance Policies and Procedures

•

Customer Identification, Due Diligence and Enhanced Due Diligence ("EDD")

•

Transaction Monitoring/ Sanctions Screening

•

Case Investigations

•

Transaction Reporting
•

Large Cash Transactions ("LCTs")

•

Suspicious Transaction Reports ("STRs")

•

Casino Disbursement Reports ("CDRs")

This report is intended solely for the information and use of BCLC to support BCLC with BCLC's obligation
to comply with the effectiveness testing requirement stipulated by FINTRAC, as applicable. In executing
this assessment, EY has chosen key provisions from BCLC's written AML and sanctions policies and
procedures and tested for operational application. In completing the assessment, EY assumes no
responsibility to any user of the report other than BCLC. Any other persons who choose to rely on our
report do so entirely at their own risk.
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Summary of Observations
BCLC has developed, administered, and maintained an AML and sanctions compliance program that
incorporates the provisions of the PCML TF A and compliance requirements as documented under
FINTRAC Guidelines and Interpretation Notices specific to casinos. BCLC relies on an internal and BCLC
casino policy document as well as a compliance manual to address AML policy. These policy manuals,
with their supporting standards and procedures allow BCLC to continuously keep the program aligned
with legal and regulatory requirements.

BCLC's FINTRAC Compliance Matrix Summary
FINTRAC guidelines state that a reporting entity has specific obligations related to developing and
implementing a compliance program. The following terminology is used in this report as the basis of
assessing elements of FINTRAC regulatory requirements where improvements can be made.
•

Findings: Findings reference the impact of the effectiveness of BCLC's compliance regime
directly to established FINTRAC guidelines.

•

Observations: Observations consist of operational improvements for BCLC to consider

implementing as industry leading practices; however, do not directly attribute to non-compliance
under a specific FINTRAC guideline.
The following matrix is prepared based on EY's review of the AML and sanctions program documentation
provided, walkthroughs and interviews, and sample testing conducted on a risk-based approach for
service providers operating in British Columbia. Details on our methodology can be found in Section 3 of
this report, Scope and Approach.
FINTRAC Guideline

Findings/Observations

Five Elements of a Compliance Regime
1. The appointment of a compliance officer

No identified issues

2. The development and application of compliance policies and

3.

procedures. These policies and procedures have to be
written and kept up to date. If you are an entity, they also
have to be approved by a senior officer
An assessment and documentation of risks related to
money laundering and terrorist financing, as well as the
documentation and implementation of mitigation measures
to deal with those risks
a. Risk assessment
b.

Risk mitigation

c.
d.

Keeping client identification, beneficial ownership
and business relationship information up to date
Ongoing monitoring of business relationships

e.

High risk situations for certain sectors

No identified issues

Observation:
Section 4: Item 9
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FINTRAC Guideline

4.

5.

If you have employees or agents or any other individuals
authorized to act on your behalf, an ongoing compliance
training program for them. The training program has to be
in writing and maintained.
A review of your compliance policies and procedures to test
their effectiveness. The review has to cover your policies
and procedures, your assessment of risks related to money
laundering and terrorist financing and your training
program. The review also has to be done every two years.

Fi ndings/Observati ons

Finding:
Section 4: Item 1

No identified issues

Know Your Client Requirements

a.

When to identify individuals and confirm the
existence of entities

Observation:
Section 4: Item 7

b.

Methods to identify individuals and confirm the
existence of entities

Observation:
Section 4: Item 4

c.

Business relationship requirements

Observation:
Section 4: Item 6

d.

Ongoing monitoring requirements

Finding:
Section 4: Item 3
Observations:
Section 4: Item 10

e.

Beneficial ownership requirements

No identified issues

f.

Third party determination requirements

Findings:
Section 4: Item 2

g.

Politically exposed persons and heads of
international organizations

No identified issues

Transaction Reporting Requirements

a.

Suspicious transactions

Observation:
Section 4: Item 5

b.

Terrorist property reports

No identified issues

c.

Large cash transactions

No identified issues

d.

Alternative to large cash transactions

No identified issues
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FINTRAC Guideline

Fi ndings/Observati ons

e.

Electronic funds transfers

No identified issues

f.

Casino disbursements

No identified issues

Record Keeping Requirements

a.

Suspicious transaction report records

Observation:
Section 4: Item 8

b.

Large cash transaction records

Observation:
Section 4: Item 8

c.

Casino disbursement records

No identified issues

d.

Records of remitting or transmitting funds of
$1,000 or more

No identified issues

e.

Foreign currency exchange transaction ticket
records

No identified issues

f.

Account records

No identified issues

g.

Records of credit extension of $3,000 or more

No identified issues

h.

Reasonable measures records

Finding:
Section 4: Item 2

BCLC has designated a Chief Anti Money Laundering Officer ('CAMLO") (BCLC Job Title: Vice President
of Corporate Security and Compliance) and established a system of AML/sanctions-related policies,
procedures, and related internal controls. The VP of Corporate Security and Compliance has several
years of relevant experience, has been with the company since the last FINTRAC and EY AML
assessments and continues to attend industry conferences and seminars. Following our onsite fieldwork,
but prior to the issuance of this report, there has been a change in BCLC's governance structure within
management at the BCLC Director of AML and Operational Analysis position. Given that the change
happened after our fieldwork, this change was not considered in any of our findings or observations.
BCLC utilizes widely available technology solutions to facilitate compliance with applicable regulatory
requirements (e.g. FinScan and iTrak) for screening, suspicious activity monitoring and regulatory filings.
During EY's last assessment in 2015 EY noted that many processes were manual in nature. BCLC
indicated that they were in the process of implementing SAS AML software for transaction tracking and
monitoring. They have since decided to use the SAS AML software as a data repository and case
management for KYC and CDD and continue to scan patrons using FinScan software.
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Since 2015, BCLC has implemented additional measures for its compliance program. During the most
recent FINTRAC examination in July 2016, BCLC was informed by FINTRAC that there was a deficiency
in their ongoing compliance training program. As a result, BCLC revised their web-based AML training
course that was already in place to address this finding. BCLC is changing their certification process to
yearly for service provider staff. BCLC policies and procedures also state that AML training must be
completed every two years after the initial AML training. BCLC policies indicate that staff members shall
only be allowed to work on the gaming floor if they have satisfied the training requirement every two
years. BCLC provided EY with tracking sheets for all service provider employees required to take the
AML training course. The current training course includes suspicious activity red flags that are applicable
to specific casino departments. EY also participated in interviews with department heads of Cage
Operations, Table Games, Slots and Surveillance. These interviewees indicated that they are familiar with
the AML protocols within their respective departments.
BCLC has implemented a quality control process for reviewing cases for potential suspicious activity as
there are several casino investigators across multiple properties providing information to the team in the
Vancouver and Kamloops offices. This quality control process helps ensure a consistent investigative
approach for determining whether cases contain substantiated or unsubstantiated suspicious activity.
BCLC maintains policies across service providers for large currency transaction reports as all twentyfour hour facilities apply the same static 'gaming day' (7:00 AM to 6:59 AM the following day) which is
consistent with FINTRAC's Interpretation Notice regarding application of the twenty-four hour rule for
casino operations.
In addition to the compliance matrix information covered above, EY has also noted the following
developments and improvements to BCLC's Compliance program based on recommendations made from
previous assessments:
•

•

•

•

BCLC has implemented a formal approval process by the Compliance Officer of key documents
associated with BCLC's compliance regime (e.g. risk assessment documentation and employee
compliance training programs). EY observed approval documentation for BCLC's Anti-Money
Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Compliance Manual. The approvals are signed by BCLC's
Project Manager, Director of AML & Investigations and the VP of Corporate Security & Compliance.
EY tested Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts for seven properties in British Columbia and noted
they have consistently used the account opening checklist forms for new patron business
relationships.
One of the service providers, River Rock Casino, has implemented a 24 hour gaming rule to satisfy
FINTRAC's 24 hour transaction aggregation rule for LCTR and CDR reporting. During the 2015
assessment, River Rock Casino had a gaming day rule and not rolling 24 hours rule to address daily
transaction activity for reporting purposes. The shift to a 24 hour gaming rule allows for consistent
regulatory filing with transactions occurring at service provider properties.
BCLC has documented policies and procedures that include the verified win formula and cheque
issuance processes. Per BCLC's policies and procedures:
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•

•

•

Verified win cheques are only issued for 'verified wins'. Verified wins are issued as a result of
documented wins during play at tables, slots or BCLC promotion prize and not for the return of
gaming funds.
•
Cheques issued that are not deemed to be verified win cheques are to be endorsed with the
phrase 'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings'.
•
Patrons choosing to deposit a verified win cheque into a PGF Account are not eligible for a
'verified win' cheque when subsequently withdrawing funds from their PGF Account.
•
Non PGF customers that have unverified wins for up to $10,000 within a seven day period can
be issued convenience cheques. PGF account holders can be issued an unlimited amount of
convenience cheques for any amount requested.
BCLC has formalized documentation to support third party verification. This third party verification
form, called the "Reasonable Measures" form per BCLC policy, is now a requirement when a patron
makes a buy-in for over $10,000.
BCLC has implemented a "Cash Conditions" procedure to verify the source of wealth for patrons that
attempt or make cash transactions greater than $10,000 and are on a "condition sanctioned" list.
In these instances the source of wealth need to be verified because of the cash buy-in value. This
procedure is addressed on a risk based approach as identified by BCLC employees through instances
such as LCTs, STRs and unusual transactions related to the patron. Patrons are required to go
through an interview process with BCLC before they can proceed to play again at any service
provider.

The following items were noted as part of observations recommended from the 2015 assessment. These
are not findings, but recommendations for improvement to consider as industry leading practices:
•

•

In 2015, FinScan due diligence searches were backlogged for patrons with established relationships
with BCLC as defined by FINTRAC. BCLC has taken steps to improve the timing of these searches for
PGF account holders as due diligence is performed when the gaming account is opened. Non PGF
account holders who maintain business relationships are scanned on a monthly basis or sooner. This
observation associated with the timing of this scan is outlined in more detail in Section 4 below.
BCLC should provide guidance regarding the consistency in how background checks and initial due
diligence screening are conducted and maintained in patron PGF files upon establishing a business
relationship. Based on PGF samples tested, not all files contained hard copies of the due diligence
searches that were performed (i.e. OSFI list screening). During walkthroughs, BCLC indicated that
FinScan searches are independently performed for new PGF accounts and maintained in an electronic
database, thus this recordkeeping observation is noted to address the consistency of how service
providers maintain initial patron due diligence documentation and not as a violation of a FINTRAC
guideline.

Our scope, approach and results are outlined in Sections 3 and 4 of this report. Based on our review,
Management can evaluate and decide whether to implement the recommendations noted based on their
risk-based approach to the severity of the finding (e.g. a clerical error versus a systemic issue) or the
impact of an operational improvement identified through an observation. The following findings are
applicable to relevant FINTRAC guidelines and are detailed further in Section 4 of this report:
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Of the seven properties sampled, one of 3,955 eligible employees did not re-take the mandatory AML
training within BCLC's standards for the frequency in which ongoing training should be delivered.
Under FINTRAC guidelines, all employees should be periodically informed of any changes in AML or
anti-terrorism legislation, policies and procedures, as well as current developments and changes in
money laundering or terrorist activity financing schemes particular to their jobs.
Of the 55 PGF account files sampled from a population of 233, an error was observed for one
account. The client responded "No" to the questionnaire when asked whether the deposited funds
belonged to them and not a third party. The client was still allowed to deposit the funds and no further
documentation regarding the third party was noted.
For one of 36 unsubstantiated cases that were reviewed, the case was closed with a statement that
the patron's source of funds was provided by his wife. The KYC information associated to the patron
in question was not current because the statement regarding the source of funds could not be
supported by the due diligence on file at the time the case was closed. The patron had accumulated
91 LCT files since Mar 2016 with buy-ins ranging from $10,000 to $20,000. The patron's occupation
was listed as 'house husband' and it was noted that the patron resides with his wife in a very
expensive area of Richmond and his house is valued between 3-4 million CAD. The source of funds
for his wife was not included in the documentation for the patron at the time the patron's play was
alerted for review by BCLC.
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Scope and Approach
Fieldwork was conducted from August 8, 2017 through August 24, 2017. Throughout the duration of
the assessment, BCLC provided access to files, documents, data, and information requested as noted in
Appendix A.
EY's methodology and procedures included an assessment of BCLC's AML and sanctions compliance
programs in accordance with the reporting requirements outlined by FINTRAC. EY assessed the
documents provided by BCLC including, but not limited to, the Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist
Financing Compliance Manual, the Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and
Procedures and Internal Casino and Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures and employee
training materials. In addition, EY was provided access to the Board of Directors minutes from meetings
during the scope period, the BCLC AML team's qualifications and copies of the AML training programs
provided to BCLC and service provider employees and to the Board of Directors. EY considered issues
and recommendations made in prior FINTRAC audits, the roles of the designated compliance officer (e.g.,
CAMLO), risk assessments performed, patron recordkeeping information, policies and customer's
relationship acceptance policies for PGF accounts, patron risk-based due diligence, transaction and
gaming play monitoring, sanctions screening, investigations, regulatory filings for large cash
transactions and casino disbursements and reporting of suspicious transaction activity.
Our assessment approach considered the FI NT RAC Guidelines for casinos. EY analyzed relevant
documents (e.g. policies & procedures), conducted interviews (refer to Table 1 and Table 2 for an
illustrative list of key BCLC and service providers personnel interviewed), and performed process
walkthroughs at both corporate and selected service provider locations and conducted sample-based
testing.

BCLC Representative

Position

Rob Kroeker

VP of Corporate Security and Compliance

Ross Alderson

Director of AML & Investigations

Bal Bamra

Manager, AML & Intelligence

Darryl Tottenham

Manager, AML Programs

Brad Rudnicki

AML Intelligence Analyst

Dan Thompson

Sr. Technical Analyst, Gaming Facilities Support

Laird Robinson

Manager, Corporate Security & Compliance
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Property Name

Interview Name and Title

Grand Villa Casino

Babak Mansour (Pit Manager)
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Property Name

Interview Name and Title

Grand Villa Casino

Sam Yousif (Slot Supervisor)

Grand Villa Casino

Ann Ly (Cashier Supervisor),

Grand Villa Casino

Andrew Husband (Surveillance Supervisor)

River Rock Casino

Oscar Chow (Table Games Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Lawrence Lau (Slot Shift Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Rosana Paderes (Cage Shift Manager)

RiverRock Casino

Djordjie Trajkobic (Surveillance Shift Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Ros Smith (Shift Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Rosamond Smith (Surveillance Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Jela Samardzic (Cage Shift Manager)

Edgewater Casino

Steve Benson (Slots Operations)

Elements Casino

Tanis Bambrick (Cage Supervisor)

Elements Casino

Ryan Lee (Floor Manager)

Elements Casino

Christina Patricio (Cage Slots Supervisor)

Elements Casino

Carrie Dryden (Surveillance Manager)

Langley Casino

Wes Freurd (Surveillance Manager)

Langley Casino

Christine Martin (Slot Supervisor)

Langley Casino

Stephanie Taneda (Shift Manager)

Langley Casino

Miriam Purdy (Cage Supervisor)

Hard Rock Casino

Lan Merluza (Cage Shift Manager)

Hard Rock Casino

Daniel Johnson (Shift Manager)

Hard Rock Casino

Daniel McKenna (Slots Supervisor)

Hard Rock Casino

Gregory Lee (Surveillance Shift Manager)

Sampling Methodology and Sample Selection:

EY's sampling methodology was used to select samples of regulatory reports and investigation files for
testing. EY considered the following factors in selecting our samples: population size, risk, and
complexity and criticality of the processes being tested. EY's sampling methodology uses a variety of
techniques, including professional judgment.
Judgmental sampling uses the judgment of the assessment team as a basis to select the sample.
Judgment can be based on risk, information obtained from previous regulatory examination reports,
prior audit reports or other facts learned during the course of the assessment.
EY utilized judgmental sampling techniques to include testing on high risk patrons as identified by BCLC.
Samples were also further stratified to include a representation of new PGF accounts, STR, CDR and LCT
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filed and unsubstantiated cases during the audit period. The selected files and transactions represented
activity that occurred within the period of January ist, 2017 to June 30 th , 2017. The sample sizes were
selected to achieve a 90% confidence level based on control frequency.
When determining the sample size, EY considered the level of risk and the population size. Both of these
components are important in the sample selection process. Per the EY methodology, there is a statistical
basis for the sample sizes articulated in Table 3 below. EY elected to follow a sample that at least
represented a 90% confidence level with a 15% confidence interval. Additional judgmental sampling was
applied if systemic errors were identified within the samples. Given the value and volume of transactions
associated with PGF patrons, a sample size consistent with a 90% confidence interval with a 10%
confidence interval was selected.

Population Type and Size

Sample Size

STR - 640

38

LCT - 17,600

35

CDR - 30,617

33

Unsubstantiated Cases - 269

36

New PGF accounts - 233

55

For the testing period of January ist, 2017 to June 30 th , 2017, the population of PGF accounts was
identified at 233 across seven different casinos that offer this service to their patrons. Given the high
risk nature of the properties, coupled with the elevated risk associated with opening these accounts for
patrons, an overall sample size of 55 PGF accounts were selected. The number of PGF accounts selected
at each property was judgmentally distributed based on the proportion of the overall PGF accounts
maintained at these locations. The 55 PGF accounts included 38 accounts from River Rock Casino, 7
accounts from Edgewater Casino, 2 accounts from Grand Villa Casino, 2 accounts from Starlight Casino,
2 accounts from Elements Casino, 1 account from Langley Casino and 3 accounts from Hard Rock Casino.
For the transaction monitoring and investigations testing, EY selected investigation reports that resulted
in unsubstantiated findings, and STR filings to capture both substantiated and unsubstantiated reports
of suspicious activity.
EY selected 36 unsubstantiated closed cases and 38 Substantiated cases that have corresponding STRs
filed. In addition, EY selected 35 LCT filings and 33 CDR filings to test and assess the FINTRAC reporting
function of BCLC.
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Procedures:
In executing this approach, EY performed the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Read documentation pertaining to BCLC's AML and sanctions compliance program including all
documentation that falls under FINTRAC guidelines for an effective compliance regime.
Held discussions with relevant BCLC and service provider personnel to obtain a further
understanding of the AML program, changes to monitoring systems procedures and processes and
day-to-day practices; personnel spoken to included compliance and operations teams as well as
senior executives at BCLC.
Performed walkthroughs of due diligence and reporting procedures such as those conducted for PGF
account opening and the use of iTrak and FinScan systems. EY met with relevant BCLC personnel to
understand the practical application of these process and systems. Walkthroughs consisted of BCLC
employees explaining or performing procedural tasks whilst an EY team member observed.
Performed targeted testing, where deemed relevant, on a sample of data/reports; for example, STR,
LCT, CDR reports, unusual financial transactions, unsubstantiated closed cases, and customer due
diligence files.
Tested the BCLC AML training program and tested that BCLC employees and all relevant service
providers' employees have attended this training at least once in the past 2 years. Assessed AML
knowledge of department leadership across sampled service provider locations.
Performed walkthroughs at service provider properties to assess how AML specific procedures and
processes from BCLC's Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures
were being applied; personnel spoken to include service provider management from cage, table
games and surveillance operations and casino investigators from BCLC.

EY has conducted this engagement to address the AML provisions of the PCML TFA, compliance
requirements of FINTRAC and international sanctions compliance as related to BCLC's AML and sanctions
compliance program. EY was not engaged to express, and do not express, an opinion on BCLC's
compliance program.
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Detailed Findings and Observations
FINTRAC guidelines state that a reporting entity has specific obligations related to developing and implementing a compliance program. The
following terminology is used in this report as the basis of assessing elements of FINTRAC regulatory requirements where improvements can be
made.
•

Findings: Findings reference the impact of the effectiveness of BCLC's compliance regime directly to documented FINTRAC guidelines.

•

Observations: Observations consist of operational improvements for BCLC to consider implementing as industry leading practices;

however, do not directly attribute to non-compliance under a specific FINTRAC guideline.
Program

tt

Element

1

Ongoing
Compliance
Training

Regulatory Criteria Summary

Findi ng / Observation Detai ls

FINTRAC Guideline:

Of the seven properties sampled, one out
of a total of 3,955 eligible employees
(0.03%) did not re-take the AML training
within BCLC's standards for the
frequency in which ongoing training
should be delivered. Under FINTRAC
guidelines, all employees should be
periodically informed of any changes in
AML or anti-terrorism
legislation,
policies and procedures, as well as
current developments and changes in
money laundering or terrorist activity
financing schemes particular to their
jobs.

7. Ongoing Compliance Training
If you have employees, agents or other
individuals authorized to act on your
behalf, your compliance regime has to
include training ... all should be
periodically informed of any changes in
anti-money laundering or anti-terrorism
legislation, policies and procedures, as
well as current developments and
changes in money laundering or terrorist
activity financing schemes particular to
their jobs.

Finding /

FINTRAC Guideline

Obse rvat ion

(If Applicable)

Finding

Guideline 4:
Implementation of a
Compliance
Regime:
7 . Ongoing
Complian ce
Training

Upon subsequent review by BCLC, the
delayed re-training for this employee
was noted as a clerical error as the
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

Element

Finding/
Observation

FINTRAC Guideline
(If Applicable)

profile was mistakenly set as inactive.
The individual has since completed the
AML training on August 15 th , 2017.
2

Due
Diligence and
Customer
Identification
for Patron
Gaming Fund
(PGF)
Accounts

FINTRAC Guideline:

Third party determination
A third party is a person or entity who
instructs another person or entity to
conduct an activity or financial
transaction on their behalf. When you are
determining whether a third party is
giving instructions, it is not about who
owns or benefits from the money, or who
is carrying out the transaction or activity,
but rather about who gives the
instructions to handle the money or
conduct a transaction or particular
activity. If you determine that the
individual in front of you is acting on
someone else's instructions, that
someone else is the third party.
BCLC Policy:

Reasonable measures shall be
undertaken to determine and document
ownership of funds for large cash buyins, disbursements and foreign

Of the 55 PGF account files sampled
from an initial population of 233, an
error was observed for one account
(1.82% and 0.42% of each PGF count
respectively). The client responded
"No" to the questionnaire when asked if
the deposited funds belonged to them
and not a third party. The client was
allowed to deposit the money without
further investigation and without
performing third party determination
and KYC for that party at the time the
transaction occurred.

Finding

Casinos, Know '{Our
client reguirements:
What if '{OU are
unable to make a
third part'{
determination

Subsequent to the date the file was
assessed, the patron was contacted by
the service provider's VIP Guest
Relations Manager to verify the source
of funds deposited into the PGF
account. The patron confirmed that the
draft was from his personal account and
circled "no" on the form in error.

exchanges before any transaction of
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

Element

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Finding

Know '),'Our client
reguirements ;
Ong oing monitoring
reguirements

$10,000 or more within a static 24-hour
period is completed.

'Reasonable measures' means the patron
has been asked whether the funds belong
to him/her only, or are on behalf of a
third party. In this instance, the patron
stated that the funds did not belong to
him/her and was still allowed to deposit
the funds without the third party being
identified.
3

Due
Diligence and
Customer
Identification

FINTRAC Guideline:
For the purposes of the Proceeds of
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act (PCML TFA) and its
associated Regulations, ongoing
monitoring is a process whereby you
determine and implement a periodic

review of all information regarding the
clients with whom you have a business
relationship ... The purpose of ongoing
monitoring as defined by the Regulations
is to:

•

detect suspicious transactions
that are required to be reported
to FINTRAC;

For one of 36 unsubstantiated cases
that were reviewed, the KYC
information associated to the patron in
question was not current. The patron
had accumulated 91 LCT files since Mar
2016 with buy-ins ranging from
$10,000 to $20,000. The patron's
occupation was listed as 'house
husband'. The patron resides with his
wife in a very expensive area of
Richmond and his house is valued
between 3-4 million CAD.
The unsubstituted case documentation
referenced the source of wealth was
from the Patron's spouse and noted this
as part of the rationale for closing the
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Element

keep client identification,
beneficial ownership information,
and the purpose and intended
nature of the business
relationship record up to date;

•
•

determine whether the
transactions or activities are
consistent with your information
and risk assessment of the
client.

Accounts

FINTRAC Guideline
(If Applicable)

incident; however, no due diligence
documentation was observed on file to
support this statement. The source of
wealth for the patron's spouse was not
verified at the time the case was closed.

re-assess your client-risk based
on their transactions and
activities; and

Due
Diligence and
Customer
Identification
for Patron
Gaming Fund
(PGF)

Finding/
Observation

•

4

Finding / Observation Details

Subsection 9. (1) of the Proceeds of
Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Regulations (PCMLFR)

"[E]very person or entity that is required
to keep a signature card or an account
operating agreement in respect of an
account under these Regulations shall, at
the time that the account is opened, take

Subsequent to our review, BCLC
remediated the supporting
documentation for the case by
performing a review and documenting
the results in an OSINT report for the
patron and his wife on August 24,
201 7. Th is report was generated to
indicate the results for both the patron
and their source of funds through his
wife. EY reviewed this document and
found that the additional supporting
documentation for the patron was
included in the OSINT report.
Of the 55 PGF due diligence files
sampled from an initial population of
233, one signature did not match the
signature card on file (1.82% and 0.42%
respectively). This is noted as an
observation as the signatures were
made by the same individual, but
reflected either the patron's full name
or their initials and were not consistent.

Observation

Casinos, Know '{Our
client reguirements;
When to identif'),'
individuals and
confirm the
existence of entities
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

reasonable measures to determine
whether the account is to be used by or
on behalf of a third party."

In addition, EY observed that BCLC had
flagged the signature in the file that an
update was required.

FINTRAC Guideline:

For one of the 36 unsubstantiated cases
reviewed, an incident was raised for
potential bill stuffing activity and a
subsequent cash-out for $4,000. The
rationale for closing the observed
activity was not adequately documented
in the original disposition language
associated with the incident. This is
noted as an observation as the
additional support for the individual was
provided and mitigated other potential
red flags and no further instances
involving the patrons associated to the
case were noted.

Element

Regulatory
Monitoring
and
Reporting

3. What are Suspicious Transactions?
3.1 Reasonable grounds to suspect

Suspicious transactions are financial
transactions that you have reasonable
grounds to suspect are related to the
commission of a money laundering
offence. This includes transactions that
you have reasonable grounds to suspect
are related to the attempted commission
of a money laundering offence.
Suspicious transactions also include
financial transactions that you have
reasonable grounds to suspect are

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Observation

FINTRAC Guideline
2:
6. ldentif'),'ing
Suspicious

Transactions

related to the commission of a terrorist
activity financing offence. This includes
transactions that you have reasonable
grounds to suspect are related to the
attempted commission of a terrorist
activity financing offence.
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

FINTRAC Guideline:

Of the 55 PGF due diligence files tested
from the population of 233, five of the
account opening agreements were
incomplete (9.0% and 2.15%
respectively). The country of citizenship

Identifying clients
As a financial entity, you must identify
individuals and confirm the existence of
entities for certain activities and
transactions, as listed below... The
formation of a business relationship and
the ensuing obligations are tied to your
requirements to identify clients. You are
in a business relationship with every
individual or entity that holds an account
with you. For non-account-based
relationships, you are considered to be in

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Observation

Casinos , Know '),'Our
client reguirements:
Business
relationsh i12
reguirements

Observation

Casinos , Know '),'Our
client reguirements:
When to identif'),'
indi viduals and

was missing from some of the forms.
This is noted as an observation as the
country of citizenship was noted
elsewhere in file for the patrons in these
instances.

a business relationship with every
individual you have had to identify at
least twice, and with every entity whose
existence you have had to confirm at
least twice. If you have not identified an
individual or confirmed the existence of
an entity because an exception applied,
you are still considered to be in a
business relationship and must conduct
ongoing monitoring and keep certain
records.

7

Due
Diligence and
Customer
Identification

FINTRAC Guideline:
As a casino, you have record keeping

requirements in addition to those
described in this guidance. These

Of the seven properties sampled, three
have retained printed copies of due
diligence checks and reports that were
conducted during PGF account opening.
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

additional requirements are detailed in
the following Know your client guidance
documents:

These reports consisted of due diligence
searches and reports aside from
searches conducted in FinScan. The
other four service providers did not
keep the same documents on file. This is
noted as an observation as all new PGF
accounts are subject to scans through
FinScan as part of the onboarding due
diligence process.

Element

for Patron
Gaming Fund
(PGF)
Accounts

8
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Regulatory
Monitoring
and
Reporting

•

Methods to identify individuals
and confirm the existence of
entities

•

Business relationship
requirements

•

Ongoing monitoring
requirements

•

Third party determination
requirements

FINTRAC Guideline:

Record keeping requirements for
casinos
In order to comply with your record
keeping requirements, you are required
to keep records in a manner in which
they can be provided to FINTRAC within
30 days upon request. These records
may also be requested through a judicial
order, by law enforcement to support an
investigation of money laundering or
terrorist activity financing. A record (or a
copy) may be kept in a machine-readable

For one of the sampled 35 LCTRs from
the population of 17,600 (2.86% and
less than 0.01 % respectively), we
identified there was an instance where
an older passport number was used
when BCLC maintained a newer
passport on file. This is an observation
as valid identification information was
still provided as part of the regulatory
filing. Also, an inconsistency was
identified for one of 38 STRs from the
population of 640 reviewed (2.63% and
0.16%) respectively where the address
information inputted in form field from

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

confirm the
existence of entities
- Casinos

Observation

Casino, Record
keeping:
Record keeping
requirements for
casinos
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

or electronic form, so long as a paper
copy can easily be produced.

iTrak differed from the details section in
the STR. This is an observation because
an ID for the patron with the correct
address is maintained on file.

Element

An LCTR was filed with an expired
passport ID and an STR report had
incomplete KYC information.
9

Compliance
Governance
and Risk
Assessment:

Updates to certain tabs within BCLC's
Anti-Money Laundering Risk Assessment
document have not been completed per
the timeline memorialized in BCLC's AML
policies and procedures.

While the primary AML risk tab was
updated as of June 2017, the tabs for
Product, Channel and Geographic risks
have not been updated in the last six
months as required per BCLC's AML
policies and procedures. For example,
Elements Casino now has active PGF
accounts, but the last update in the
Geographic Risk tab (May 2016) reflects
that they have been approved for PGF
accounts. It is unclear since May 2016
if the impact of active PGF accounts has
changed the geographic risk for that
location. This is noted as an observation
as all tabs containing an assessment of
risk to BCLC have been updated within
the last two years in accordance with
FINTRAC Guidelines.

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Observation

N/A
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Finding / Observation Details

In 2015 EY noted FinScan due diligence
searches were reviewed on a delayed
basis for patrons with established
relationships as defined by FINTRAC.
This delay has been remediated for PGF
account holders; however, when
business relationships for non-PGF
account holders are established,
searches in FinScan are conducted on a
monthly basis.

FinScan searches for patrons where
business relationships are established
with BCLC are generally performed on a
monthly basis. During our assessment,
EY noted that non-PGF account holders

Finding/

FINTRAC Guideline

Observation

(If Applicable)

Observation

Casinos , Know Your
Client
Reguirements,
Ongoing Monitoring
Reguirements

may not be searched in FinScan until a
month after the business relationship is
established, although new PGF account
holders are screened immediately.
FINTRAC specifies that due diligence be
performed under a risk based approach
and does not specify a specific
timeframe, thus this due diligence
process is noted as an observation.
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Appendix A: Source Documentation
a.

Sub-Process: Oversight and Management

1.

Chief Anti-Money Laundering Officer's (CAMLO's) resolution evidencing the approval of BCLC's
current AML and sanctions compliance programs:
•
•
•
•

2.

Current BCLC organizational charts (e.g., Compliance, Front Office, Operations).
•
•

3.

2017-08-03 AML Risk Register Approval (version 07 31 2017) - signed by Rob.pdf
Current AML Risk Register - Copy.xlsx
Geographic Risk Values Region - Copy.msg

Board/executive management meeting minutes specifically related to AML/Terrorist
Name List Scanning matters during the scope period.
•
•
•
•
•

b.

AML UNIT BIOS.docx

Current BCLC AML / sanctions risk-assessments.
•
•
•

5.

2017-08-03 BCLC Org Chart - Senior Executives.pdf
2017-08-03 cs+c Divisional Org Chart.pdf

Copies of resumes or other acceptable documentation (e.g., CVs, bios, profiles, etc.)
reflecting qualifications of the BCLC CAMLO and key individuals managing /
administering the BCLC AML / sanctions compliance programs.
•

4.

2017 04 04 BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing Compliance
Manual v.5 FINAL.pdf
2017-05-08 AML Compliance Manual Sign-off (version 5) - RK.pdf
Corporate Security and Compliance Management Report - AML + Analysis - Board
Meeting - July 25, 2017.docx
Corporate Security and Compliance Management Report - AML + Analysis - Board
Meeting - May 11, 2017.docx

2017-07-21 BCLC and Service Providers AML Meeting - AGENDA.pdf
AML SP Meetings.docx
STR Meetings conducted on the following dates.docx
Corporate Security and Compliance Management Report - AML + Analysis - Board
Meeting - July 25, 2017.docx
Corporate Security and Compliance Management Report - AML + Analysis - Board
Meeting - May 11, 2017.docx

Sub-process: Training

1. Written AML and sanctions training procedures (unless covered in the overarching policies).

2. List of BCLC training classes/sessions/events attended by the CAMLO and relevant Compliance
staff.

3. Results of training sessions (e.g. attendance records, test scores) for AML and sanctions
employees for the scope period.
•

List of ALL SP AML training Reports for employees.
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4. Copies of AML and sanctions training materials used during the scope period.
•

Board of Directors_Training_DEC2016.pptx

5. BCLC AML and sanctions employee roster for the scope period (please indicate which employees
are required to take AML and/or sanctions training, if applicable).
6. List of persons in key BCLC AML and sanctions roles and their positions and titles for which BCLC
requires specific or additional AML training, other than firm-wide training.
7. BCLC supplemental training materials for the scope period (e.g., e-mails, webcasts, required
reading) as related to AML and sanctions, if applicable.
•

Online AML Training

8. AML/Terrorism/sanctions BCLC training schedule with dates, attendees and topics for the scope
period.
c. Sub-process: Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD)

1.

Customer risk rating methodology policies and procedures (Please note the date(s) approved by
the CAMLO, if applicable).

2.

If separate from the AML Program request above, current BCLC CDD / EDD policies and
procedures (Please note the date approved by the CAMLO, if applicable)
a.

Copies of BCLC loyalty account (e.g. Encore Rewards) application/opening forms.

b.

For sample selection purposes, a listing of BCLC customer relationships opened during the
scope period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New PGF Accounts Edgewater 2017.docx
New PGF Accounts Edgewater 2017.pdf
New PGF Accounts Elements 2017.pdf.docx
Cascades New PGF Accounts.docx
River Rock PGF Accounts.xlsx
Starlight New PGF Accounts.docx
Villa New PGF Accounts.xlsx

c.

For sample selection purposes, a listing of BCLC high-risk customer relationships opened
during the scope period.

d.

List of all loyalty accounts in the name of or for the benefit of politically exposed persons
(PEPs), politically exposed foreign persons (PEFPs), or of an immediate family member(s)
opened during the scope period.

e.

BCLC PEP/PEFP acceptance policies and procedures, in addition to any PEP/PEFP forms or
documentation.

f.

List of potential customers who were denied a loyalty account on the basis of their PIP/KYP
information during the scope period .

g.

List of customers who were banned from having a relationship with BCLC due to money
laundering/terrorist financing risks or activities designated as suspicious.

h.

List of any customer relationships established on an exceptional basis (e.g., not having met
the requisite CDD/EDD requirements).
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d.

Sub-process: Transaction Monitoring and Suspicious Transaction Reporting (STRs)

1.

If separate from the AML and sanctions program request above, current transaction monitoring
and suspicious transaction reporting policies and procedures (Please note the date approved by
the Compliance Officer, if applicable)

2.

List of AML and sanctions transaction monitoring red flag detection scenarios (including
applicable parameters or thresholds) used to alert BCLC to potentially suspicious activity
occurring during the scope period

3.

Copies of reports used for the identification and monitoring of potentially suspicious transactions
(may include, but not limited to: customer watch list reports, investigative files, suspicious
transaction reports (STRs) and other regulatory filings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

AS UFT Report April 02 - April 15.docx
AS UFT Report April 16 - April 29.docx
AS UFT Report April 30 - May 13.docx
AS UFT Report December 25 - January 7.docx
AS UFT Report February 05 - February 18.docx
AS UFT Report February 19 - March 04.docx
AS UFT Report January 22 - February 04.docx
AS UFT Report January 8 - January 21.docx
AS UFT Report June 11 - June 24.docx
AS UFT Report March 05 - March 18.docx
AS UFT Report March 19 -April 01.docx
AS UFT Report May 14 - May 27.docx
AS UFT Report May 28 - June 10.docx
iTrak Summary Report.xlsx
iTrak Summary Report Sample Selection.xlsx

Management reports used to monitor PEFP account activity, including reports for identifying
unusual and suspicious activity during the scope period
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

e.

Tel: +1416864 1234
Fax: +1416864 1174
ey.com

Bank Draft - Certified Cheque Report.xls
Convenience Cheque Report.xls
Daily FINTRAC Report Summary was executed at 10 08 2017 7 30 10 AM.msg
2017 01 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg
2017 02 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg
2017 03 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg
2017 04 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg
2017 05 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg
2017 06 Monthly Security Dashboard.msg

Sub-process: Terrorist List Scanning Screening

1.

List of BCLC blocked or rejected transactions with individuals or entities on Terrorist List
Scanning Screening list and any associated reports submitted to the agency

2.

If maintained, BCLC logs or other documentation related to reviewing potential Terrorist
List Scanning matches, including the method for reviewing and clearing those
determined not to be matches
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3.

Copy of the BCLC monthly report submitted to the responsible regulatory agency on
possession of terrorist property

4.

Copies of the BCLC results of any internal/external audits, compliance tests or regulatory
examinations performed for Terrorist List Scanning Screening/Sanctions, including the scope or
engagement letter and management's responses

Sub-process: Recordkeeping

1.

Access to databases and/or lists containing the following information during the scope
period for sample selection purposes (if not covered in previous sub-process sections):
a.
b.
c.
d.

AML record retention policies, procedures and schedule
LCTR, CDR and STR records
Patron signature cards
Deposit and withdrawal records for PGF accounts, along with applicable personal
identifying and account holder information for these patron account
e. Transaction ledgers and cage transaction details
f. Logs or other methods used to record information concerning cash transactions
with patrons
g. Foreign and third-party transactions (if applicable)
h. Records regarding the extension of credit/markers
i. Foreign exchange transaction tickets
j. Slot transaction files
k. Surveillance logs (if computerized, provide the logs in electronic form)
I. Account operating agreements
m. Debit and credit memos
n. Records for the remittance or transmission of $1,000 or more and include
information with certain transfers
o. Records of the purpose and intended nature your business relationships
p. Records on the measures you take to monitor your business relationships and
the information you obtain as a result of your monitoring
g.

Sub-process: Independent Testing and Review

1. Copies of the results of the most recent AML-related internal/external compliance
testing, internal/external audit and regulatory examinations, including the scope or
engagement letter and management's responses/action plans since the date of the
previous assessment work in 2015.
•
•
•

EY Report_AML Sanctions Program Assessment of BCLC_l 123 lS_FINAL.pdf
Findings Letter from Fintrac 2016.pdf
IPSA Report ML on Slots.docx
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Appendix B: Interview Participants
BCLC: Rob Kroeker, Bal Bamra, Brad Rudnicki, Darryl Tottenham, Dan Thompson, Ross

Alderson, Laird Robinson;
SP Personnel:
Grand Villa Casino: Andrew Husband (Relief Surveillance Supervisor), Sam Yousif (Slot

Supervisor), Babak Mansour (Pit Manager), Ann Ly (Cashier Supervisor);
Starlight Casino: Pat Buxton (Cage Shift Manager), Martin Kelly (Shift Manager), Lan

Ong (Slots Supervisor), Deborah Paclaon (Surveillance Operator);
RiverRock Casino: Rosana Paderes (Cage Shift Manager), Oscar Chow (Floor Gaming

Manager), Djordje Trajkobic (Surveillance Shift Manager), Lawrence Lau, (Slot Shift
Manager)
Edgewater Casino: Jela Samardzic (Cage Supervisor), Rosamond Smith (Surveillance

Manager), Steve Benson (Slots Supervisor), Susana Sung (Table Games)
Hard Rock Casino: Gregory Lee (Surveillance Shift Manager), Daniel McKenna (Slots

Supervisor), Daniel Johnson (Shift Manager), Lan Merluza (Cage Shift Manager);
Elements Casino: Tanis Bambrick (Cage Supervisor), Ryan Lee (Floor Manager), Cristina

Patricio (Slots Supervisor), Carrie Dryden, (Surveillance Manager)
Cascades Casino: Miriam Purdy (Cage Supervisor), Wes Freurd (Surveillance Manager),

Stephanie Taneda (Tables Shift Manager), Christine Martin (Slots Supervisor)
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we
play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients
and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member
firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity.
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. For more information about our organization, please
visit ey.com.
© 2017 Ernst & Young LLP
All Rights Reserved.

In line with EY's commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this
document has been printed on paper with a high recycled content.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please
refer to your advisors for specific advice.
ey.com
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Regulatory Criteria Summary

Program Elemer;-

E

FINTRAC Guideline:
7. Ongoing Compliance Training If you have employees, agents or other
individuals authorized to act on your behalf, your compliance regime has
to include training
8. Review Every Two Years Another component of a comprehensive

compliance regime is a review of your compliance policies and
procedures to test their effectiveness. The review has to be done every
Ongoing Compliance two years
Training

FINTRAC Guideline:
Third party determination
A third party is a person or entity who instructs another person or entity
to conduct an activity or financial transaction on their behalf. When you

G

Finding/Observatio
Finding/Observation Details

E

Of the seven properties sampled, one out ofa total of3 ,955
eligible employees (0.03%) did not take the mandatory
AML training per FINTRAC requirements within a period
of2 years during the scope period of review. Training
program effectiveness should be reviewed every 2 years per

FINTRAC guidelines. This does not appear to be a systemic
issue as the profile was set as inactive through a clerical
error. The individual has since completed the training on
August 15th, 2017

(PGF) Accounts

hour period is completed
' Reasonable measures ' means the patron has been asked whether the
funds belong to him/her only, or are on behalf of a third party. In this
instance, the patron stated that the funds did not belong to him/her and
was still allowed to deposit the funds without the third party being
identified

E

BCLC Response

E

Item status

Rong (Susan) FAN - LMS had the incorrect profile set for this individual as inactive Since the error was discovered, the
employee has confirmed to have completed the training as of Aug 15, 2017. This finding should be removed as the scope
period of January 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017 shows all but one of the required employees were up to date and one clerical
error out of3 ,955 should not constitute a finding nor an observation. BCLC has an intensive tracking program and is
currently in the process of changing the certification process to every year for service provider staff after launching a new
training course in September 2017. The annual training will take effect in 2018 and will be an enhanced AML training
measure beyond Fintrac requirements

Reported as finding. Patron has already completed training. BCLC will continue to
review training status for employees to ensure records are accurate and up to date
at all times. No further action required on this finding

were pulled and reviewed and the error noted appears to be from LCT 2017-39408 dated
The PGF files for
July 14th, 2017 for a $80,000 bank draft. The Source of Funds form has indicated that the patron answered "no" to the
question of ownership however this transaction occurred outside the period of scope for this audit review which is January
1st, 2017 to June 30th, 2017. If this is in fact the error cited in this finding, the finding should be removed as it occurred
outside the period of scope for the audit review period
Notwithstanding the above BCLC has investigated this error and found that the staff member that filled out this form made
an error and simply ticked off the wrong box. BCLC had the staff at RR contact the patron by phone in China and
confirmed that the funds were in fact his own and came from his own account. The player did not answer that the draft
was from another party therefore, based on a simple tick box error, this finding should be removed

Reported as finding- follow up confirmed the answer given was in error. Staff
have been spoken to at all PGF sites to ensure care is taken when completing these
documents and the importance of ensuring they are accurate and complete. No
further action is required on this finding

Finding

Of the 55 PGF account files sampled from an initial
population of 233 , an error was observed for one account
(1.82% and 0.42% of each PGF count respectively). The
client responded "No" to the questionnaire when asked if

are determining whether a third party is giving instructions, it is not
the deposited funds belonged to them and not a third party
about who owns or benefits from the money, or who is carrying out the The client was still allowed to deposit the money without
transaction or activity, but rather about who gives the instructions to
further investigation and without performing third party
handle the money or conduct a transaction or particular activity. If you
determination and KYC for that party at the time the
determine that the individual in front of you is acting on someone else's transaction occurred. Given that this instance occurred once,
this does not appear to be a systemic issue associated to
instructions, that someone else is the third party
BCLC Policy:
PGF account documentation
Reasonable measures shall be undertaken to determine and document
ownership of funds for large cash buy-ins, disbursements and foreign

Due Diligence and
Customer
Identification for
Patron Gaming Fund exchanges before any transaction of $10,000 or more within a static 24-

"

Finding

A
#
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Due Diligence and
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E

Finding/Observation Details
Regulatory Criteria Summary
~
FINTRAC Guideline:
Of the 55 PGF account files sampled from an initial
Third party determination
population of 233 , an error was observed for one account
A third party is a person or entity who instructs another person or entity (1.82% and 0.42% of each PGF count respectively). The
to conduct an activity or financial transaction on their behalf. When you client responded "No" to the questionnaire when asked if
are determining whether a third party is giving instructions, it is not
the deposited funds belonged to them and not a third party
about who owns or benefits from the money, or who is carrying out the
transaction or activity, but rather about who gives the instructions to
handle the money or conduct a transaction or particular activity. If you
determine that the individual in front of you is acting on someone else's
instructions, that someone else is the third party

The client was still allowed to deposit the money without
further investigation and without performing third party
determination and KYC for that party at the time the
transaction occurred. Given that this instance occurred once,
this does not appear to be a systemic issue associated to

BCLC Policy:

PGF account documentation

Reasonable measures shall be undertaken to determine and document
Customer
ownership of funds for large cash buy-ins, disbursements and foreign
Identification for
Patron Gaming Fund exchanges before any transaction of$10,000 or more within a static 24(PGF) Accounts

G
Findina/Observatio

n

I•

E

BCLC Response
were pulled and reviewed and the error noted appears to be from LCT 2017-39408 dated

E

Item status
Reported as finding- follow up confirmed the answer given was in error. Staff
have been spoken to at all PGF sites to ensure care is taken when completing these
question of ownership however this transaction occurred outside the period of scope for this audit review which is January documents and the importance of ensuring they are accurate and complete. No
1st, 2017 to June 30th, 2017. If this is in fact the error cited in this finding, the finding should be removed as it occurred
further action is required on this finding
outside the period of scope for the audit review period
Notwithstanding the above BCLC has investigated this error and found that the staff member that filled out this form made
an error and simply ticked off the wrong box. BCLC had the staff at RR contact the patron by phone in China and
confirmed that the funds were in fact his own and came from his own account. The player did not answer that the draft
was from another party therefore, based on a simple tick box error, this finding should be removed
The PGF files for

July 14th, 2017 for a $80,000 bank draft. The Source of Funds form has indicated that the patron answered "no" to the

Finding

hour period is completed
•Reasonable measures ' means the patron has been asked whether the
funds belong to him/her only, or are on behalf of a third party. In this
instance, the patron stated that the funds did not belong to him/her and
was still allowed to deposit the funds without the third party being
identified

Due Diligence and
Customer
Identification

FINTRAC Guideline:
What is a business relationship?
A business relationship is a relationship established between you, as a
reporting entity, and a client to conduct financial transactions or provide
services related to those transactions

For one of36 unsubstantiated cases that were reviewed, the
KYC information associated to the patron in question was
not current. The patron had accumulated 91 LCT files since
Mar 2016 with buy-ins ranging from 10- 20K. The patron' s
occupation was listed as ' house husband' , the patron resides

This patron does have 91 LCTs however they also have 63 CDR's which resulted in cash pay-outs totaling $990, 177.50
over the same period. His total buy-ins were $1.163 , 100 therefore the patron has an overall loss of $172,922.50 spread
over the year and a half he has been gaming with BCLC. This gives an average loss per visit of $1 ,900.25 which is a
relatively small amount in comparison to his known level of wealth. This patron is known to BCLC AML and was
questioned on the occupation "house husband" They individual stated he has never worked and did not want to divulge

When is a business relationship established with a client?

with his wife in a very expensive area of Richmond and his

personal information about his wife. This is not uncommon amongst many of our Asian customers who are often very

If you are a securities dealer, casino or financial entity, business
relationships are established once a client has an account with you. If
they do not have an account with you, a business relationship is formed
when a client has conducted two or more transactions or activities

house is valued between 3-4 million CAD. While the
review of the alert for structuring activity appears to be have
been addressed, BCLC should consider the level of play
associated with the patron' s occupation and known wealth

through your business, for which you are required to verify their
identity

information. The source of wealth for this patron has not
been verified

private concerning their family and financial affairs. A review was completed on him by the AML Intelligence group early
in his relationship with BCLC and there was no adverse media or court hits and it was confirmed he resided in an
expensive property therefore had a source of wealth. There was nothing that would suggest he presents any level of
elevated risk to us.
has only 2 minor files in Itrak and only one single associate which would indicate he is a very
private person. Although his number of visits are regular the churn factor (buy-ins vs. wins and losses) puts his level of
risk quite low. The action BCLC took originally completing an OSINT report on him is more than sufficient for his level
of risk. The source of wealth review taken for this patron by the BCLC analytics unit was sufficient given his level of
play, taking into account all the disbursements he acquired during these visits. BCLC believe we have taken the appropriate
measures for this client and this observation should be removed

Finding

Reported as a finding. Follow up was completed on the spouse of the patron and
further information was added to his file to provide more details for source of
wealth information. BCLC has a very robust system to review patron source of
wealth and fund issues and will continue to enhance these programs wherever
possible. No further action is required on this finding
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Regulatory Criteria Summary
FINTRAC Guideline:
What is a business relationship?
A business relationship is a relationship established between you, as a
reporting entity, and a client to conduct financial transactions or provide
services related to those transactions
When is a business relationship established with a client?
If you are a securities dealer, casino or financial entity, business
Due Diligence and relationships are established once a client has an account with you. If
Customer
they do not have an account with you, a business relationship is formed
when a client has conducted two or more transactions or activities
Identification for
Patron Gaming Fund through your business, for which you are required to verify their
(PGF) Accounts
identity
When you open an account and create a
signature card or an account operating agreement, you must take
reasonable measures to determine whether the account is to be used by,
or on behalf of, a third party. These measures must be taken at the time
that the account is opened

Regulatory
Monitoring and
Reporting

FINTRAC Guideline:
3. What are Suspicious Transactions?
3.1 Reasonable grounds to suspect
Suspicious transactions are financial transactions that you have
reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the commission of a money
laundering offence. This includes transactions that you have reasonable
grounds to suspect are related to the attempted commission of a money
laundering offence
Suspicious transactions also include financial transactions that you have
reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the commission of a terrorist
activity financing offence. This includes transactions that you have
reasonable grounds to suspect are related to the attempted commission of
a terrorist activity financing offence
Under
FINTRAC guidelines, casinos must file suspicious transaction reports
(STRs) once reasonable grounds have been established to suspect a
commission or attempted commission of money laundering offences or
terrorist activity financing offences

Finding/Observatio
Finding/Observation Details

E

Of the 55 PGF due diligence files sampled from an initial
population of 233 , one signature did not match the signature
card on file (1.82% and 0.42% respectively). This is noted
as an observation as the signatures were made by the same
individual, but reflected either the patron' s full name or their
initials and were not consistent. In addition, EY observed
that BCLC had flagged the signature in the file that an
update was required

"

~

E

BCLC Response
BCLC has reviewed the PGF account for
on PGF acct # 152 and believe there is only one transaction
in the scope period involving a bank draft. That draft was on May 29, 2017 for 100K related to LCT 17-30190. We have
obtained copies of the signature card and the draft and both signatures appear to be a very close match (Chinese
characters). BCLC have reviewed all the associated documents and do not see any issue with the account. Unless there is
other information EY has that indicates an error, we would request that this finding should be removed. If in fact EY
disagrees with the position of BCLC that the signatures are a close match and not at issue, having a single marginal error
, PGF # 152
out of 55 due diligence files reviewed does not constitute a finding
Grand Villa

Item status
Reported as an observation. The only entry found for this patron was examined
and the signatures were found to be very close however BCLC recently conducted
face-to-face training at PGF sites and reinforced the need to ensure that the
documentation of patron data for PGF accounts is accurate and thorough in all
instances and the need to closely inspect account numbers, identification, and
signatures for every transaction. No further action is required on this observation

This file was un-substantiated based upon the lack of evidence of a ML or TF offence. While bill stuffing or "refining" is
indeed a suspicious indicator, that in itself is not evidence of ML or TF as per the Act and the circumstances need to be
reviewed in their totality. In this incident at no time were the couple hiding their activity or acting in a covert manner,
neither did they play a little to resemble legitimate play. Instead they openly fed the bills into machines which they
eventually cashed in for large bills without any play at all. The amount itself is relatively small for the Casino industry and
easily obtainable from an A TM or bank. It was a round even number which could also suggest that the bills were obtained
from an A TM. In Canada it is worth noting most ATM's primarily dispense $20 bills. It is also not uncommon in Casinos
where individuals withdraw cash and use the casino as a bank to change-up their bills. That does not make it criminal
There is also no evidence of third party involvement neither was there any known attempt within the 30 day STR reporting
period of repeat activity which one would expect of a money launderer. There is also no evidence the funds entered into the
slot machines were tainted and it is not an unreasonable amount of money for an individual to have. Given the lack of any
other indicators that suggest ML or TF and the fact neither party was identified prior to leaving we feel there is little value
in reporting these facts to Fintrac, who have articulated that for reasonable suspicion of ML or TF activity, the standard for
an STR, the reporting entity should be able to provide detail of the facts around the reason for suspicion and it should be
suspicious relative to their industry. It should be noted that BCLC did conduct further DD by entering both individuals
profiles on Itrak requiring the couple to be identified and spoken to about this incident in case they were ever to return
which we feel is quite sufficient given the details of this file. Should further evidence come to light at that time which
would indicate further suspicion of ML or TF then a S TR can be filed. This file was investigated by a CAMS certified
Investigator and reviewed by a CAMS certified Manager so we believe there was also a sufficient level of expertise and
oversight provided with respect to this incident. We would therefore ask that this finding be removed

Reported as an observation. BCLC continues to enhance the investigation process
for reviewing unusual financial transaction files and ensuring these files are
reviewed by the AML program manager before being concluded. This process has
met Fintrac reporting standards in previous AML audits and BCLC will continue
to ensure a consistent and effective process is in place to review UFT files. No
further action is required on this finding

Observation

For one of the 36 unsubstantiated cases reviewed, an
instance of bill stuffing activity and subsequent cash out for
$4,000 was observed, but not adequately documented in the
original disposition language associated with the incident.
This is noted as an observation as the additional support for
the individuals was provided and mitigated other potential
red flags and No further instances involving the patrons
associated to the case were noted

Observation
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Regulatory Criteria Summary
FINTRAC Guideline: Identifying clients As a financial entity, you must
identify individuals and confirm the existence of entities for certain
activities and transactions, as listed below ... The formation ofa business
relationship and the ensuing obligations are tied to your requirements to
identify clients. You are in a business relationship with every individual
or entity that holds an account with you. For non-account-based
relationships, you are considered to be in a business relationship with
every individual you have had to identify at least twice, and with every
Due Diligence and entity whose existence you have had to confirm at least twice. If you
Customer
have not identified an individual or confirmed the existence of an entity
Identification for
because an exception applied, you are still considered to be in a business
Patron Gaming Fund relationship and must conduct ongoing monitoring and keep certain
(PGF) Accounts
records. FINTRAC guidelines states that when opening a new account,
if you cannot identify an individual or confirm the existence of an entity,
you cannot open the account. The account opening agreement has not
been completed for one of the PGF accounts

Due diligence measures for account opening, such as the verification that
patrons are not on the sanctions and terrorist watch lists maintained by
the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI), are
inconsistently maintained by the properties as part of the PGF account
physical documentation
Due Diligence and
Customer
Identification for
Patron Gaming Fund
(PGF) Accounts

G

c Findina/Observatio
~
n
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Finding/Observation Details
Of the 55 PGF due diligence files tested from the population
of 233, five of the account opening agreements were
incomplete (9.0% and 2.15% respectively). The country of
citizenship was missing from some of the forms. This is
noted as an observation as the country of citizenship was
noted elsewhere in file for the patrons in these instances

BCLC Response
Although the country of citizenship was missing from the forms it was located within the profile. We are following up
with the staff at all sites and re-enforcing the need to ensure ALL patron information is completed for PGF sign-up
requirements in every instance
River Rock:

1)

E

PGF#864 (No country of citizenship on the account operating agreements)

B

Item status
Reported as observation- BCLC has recently completed face-to-face site training
regarding PGF account opening processes including the need to ensure all fields
are completed and accurate. BCLC will continue to monitor PGF account openings
and have currently modified the PGF checklist and opening process with further
enhancements. No further action is required on this observation

2)
PGF# 893 (No country of citizenship on the account operating agreements; Name is not matching with BC
Drivers License-"
")
3)

PGF# (No country of citizenship on the account operating agreements)

Observation
4)

PGF# 908 (No country of citizenship on the account operating agreements)

5)
agreements)

PGF# 917 (no checkbox for "CRS Subject Profile" ; No country of citizenship on the account operating

Although the patron information is included in Itrak with the PGF opening file and checked daily in Finscan by BCLC,
there is no requirement in BCLC policy or the Act that requires SP's to retain copies of the DD checks that are completed
The three properties (Grand Villa, River Rock, and Starlight) that retained printed copies of supplemental reports for due
diligence checks are demonstrating an enhanced level of best practices. The fact that the other 4 properties do not retain
hard copies is not a violation of BCLC policy and should not be flagged as an observation

Of the seven properties sampled, three (Grand Villa,
Starlight and River Rock) have retained printed copies of
supplemental reports for the due diligence checks that were
conducted at account opening on file. The other service
providers do not keep the documents on file. This is noted
as an observation as all new PGF accounts have a file
created in iTrak which are subject to daily scans through
FinScan.
Observation

Reported as an observation. Although the retention of documentation of due
diligence processes is an enhancement ofFintrac reporting requirements, it is a
good business practice that BCLC will encourage at all PGF-holder sites. This
item will be followed up by the AML unit to develop a best practices rule for
service providers to adopt. For further follow up.
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Finding/Observation Details
For one of the sampled 35 LCTRs from the population of
17,600 (2.86% and less than 0.01 % respectively), we
In order to
identified there was an instance where an older passport
comply with your record keeping requirements, you are required to keep number was used when BCLC maintained a newer passport
records in a manner in which they can be provided to FINTRAC within on file. This is an observation as valid identification
30 days upon request. These records may also be requested through a
information was still provided as part of the regulatory
judicial order, by law enforcement to support an investigation of money filing. Also, an inconsistency was identified for one of 38
laundering or terrorist activity financing. A record (or a copy) may be
STRs from the population of 640 reviewed (2.63% and
kept in a machine-readable or electronic form, so long as a paper copy
0.16%) respectively where the address information inputted
can easily be produced
in form field from iTrak differed from the details section in
An LCTR was the S TR. This is an observation because a valid ID for the
filed with an expired passport ID and an S TR report appeared to have
patron with the correct address is maintained on file
incomplete KYC information

Finding/Observatio
n

l•

FINTRAC Guideline:
Record keeping requirements for casinos

Regulatory
Monitoring and
Reporting

Updates to certain tabs within BCLC ' s Anti-Money Laundering Risk
Assessment document have not been completed per the time line
memorialized in BCLC ' s AML policies and procedures

Compliance
Governance and Risk
Assessment

While the primary AML risk tab was updated as of June
2017, the tabs for Product, Channel and Geographic risks
have not been updated in the last six months as required per
BCLC ' s AML policies and procedures. For example,
Elements Casino now has active PGF accounts, but the last
update in the Geographic Risk tab (May 2016) reflects that
they have been approved for PGF accounts. It is unclear
since May 2016 if the impact of active PGF accounts has
changed the geographic risk for that location. This is noted
as an observation as all tabs containing an assessment of
risk to BCLC have been updated within the last two years in
accordance with FINTRAC Guidelines

Observation

Observation

E

BCLC Response
The re-wording of this observation would be appropriate and BCLC will ensure the appropriate follow up is done with
Service Providers to reinforce the need to have all data checked on reports to ensure consistency with Itrak entries
We would also like you to consider reporting all error percentages to include the actual breakdown for samples reviewed
and secondly to provide the percentage for the number of errors found vs the actual number of overall files BCLC
processed during this period. We feel that this would add context to the very low error rate compared to the large volume
of files we generate and process monthly to Fintrac. This percentage breakdown request would be applicable wherever
error percentage are reported in this review.
FRN20170024953 LCT20170014909
STR: IN20170020805

Item status
Reported as an observation. BCLC has conducted recent face-to-face training with
cage and surveillance supervisors to reinforce the need to ensure accurate Itrak
reporting including player profile information and PGF accounts. BCLC will
continue to monitor patron accounts and will seek to develop enhanced compliance
auditing processes. No further action is required on this observation

Please provide clarification on what was not updated. There were no changes to the product, channel or geographical tabs
so no updates were needed. We conduct regularly scheduled meetings with the AML, audit and compliance groups to
review the entire risk register program every 6 months and that is signed off by the VP. In this instance the tabs for
Product, Channel and Geographic risks were all reviewed for this period and there were no required changes however the
date was not added do to an oversight. The VP did sign off the entire document because the entire risk review was
completed and that included those areas
RESPONSE:
Please see
column U on the Product Risk Assessment and Channel Risk Assessment tabs and column Z on the geographic risk
assessment tabs. The dates reflected here regarding updates for these particular sections are not within six months as noted
in theAML manual. Only the fusttab for overallAML risk was reflected with an update of June 2017. Ifno changes
were needed, this should be reflected with an updated date indicating that it was reviewed as it has been in prior years. If
these columns are no longer being used to track reviews, then an update to the risk register should be made to either
remove these columns
Changes are needed, for example, under row 11 in the geographic tab for Elements as they now have active PGF accounts
and the last updates in May 2016 only reflect that they have been approved for PGF accounts. It is unclear since May
2016 if the impact of PGF accounts has changed the geographic risk for that location
This is observational in nature as all updates have been made within two years per FINTRAC Guidelines

Reported as an observation. Updates have been completed to address EY concerns
for this issue. The risk reviews have been completed as required in the past but the
documentation showing the specific dates and sections was not included in the
latest copy. BCLC will ensure that future updates include all documentation and
dates for each specified area No further action is required on this observation
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BCLC Response

Observation

business relationships . BCLC utilizes a risk based approach and the screening/ due diligence process falls within Fintrac
guidelines . New PGF account holders are screened immediately due to a higher level of risk associated with the PGF
accounts . Non-PGF account holders could take up to a month to review depending on the time frame the business
relationship was established. For example if someone entered a casino and a non account business relationship was
established in the fust week of the month, the patron may not get screened through the Finscan process until the fust of the
fo llowing month. However any patron can be screened immediately should there be information suggesting that they fall
into a high risk category. As Fintrac guidelines does not specify a specific timeframe for the due diligence process BCLC
requests that this observation be removed

l•

1n2UT5""EYnoteaf mScarlcfiiedHlgence searches were rev1eweo on a

delayed basis for patrons with established relationships as defined by
FINTRAC . It appears that this delay has been remediated for PGF
account holders; however, when business relationships for non-PGF
account holders are established, searches in FinScan are conducted on a
monthly basis

10

G

Findina/Observatio
n

Uue Uiligence and
Customer
Identification

are established with BCLC are generally performed on a
monthly basis . During our assessment, EY noted that nonPGF account holders may not be searched in FinScan until a
month after the business relationship is established,
although new PGF account holders are screened
immediately. FINTRAC specifies that due diligence be
performed under a risk based approach and does not specify
a specific timeframe, thus this due diligence process is noted
as observational in nature

LA..- LA.,

E

Item status

G

unnzes a ngorous screemng process wnere ousmess reiafiorisli1ps are esumnsm:,u uen account or non-account oas<A.I n.eponeo as an ooservanon. LA..- LA., 1s confinumg to enhance the Fmscan reporting

process to ensure non-PGF account holders are screened as early as practicable in
every instance. Any patrons currently identified as new HRP clients that present a
higher than normal risk are immediately processed for Finscan screening
Additionally BCLC has recently been authorized to hire 2 more positions which
w ill include another analyst role which should help minimize wait times for routine
HRP patron screenings . No further action is required
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This is Exhibit “153” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Memo
KPMG LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre
Suite 4600
333 Bay Street
Toronto ON M5H 2S5

www.kpmg.ca
To

BCLC Audit Committee

From

Peter Armstrong, KPMG Forensic Partner
Rebecca Ip, Forensic Senior Manager

Date

May 10, 2019

Ref

Anti-Money Laundering Program Compliance - Audit Support
Engagement

Further to a request from the Chair of the Audit Committee of BCLC, we have prepared this
memo that addresses the scope and outcomes of the high-level review we performed of
BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financial ("AML/ATF") Compliance
Program and related considerations, for the purpose of providing adequate support for the
audit of the consolidated financial statements of BCLC as at, and for the year ended March
31, 2019 in accordance with Canadian Auditing Standards and KPMG audit requirements .
1.

Background

Recent adverse media coverage of alleged money laundering at British Columbia
casinos and the appointment and report by Peter German 1 has focused attention on
BCLC and its AML Program . Although the casino service providers ("Service Providers")
that operate the casinos under operational service agreements are independent of
BCLC, BCLC maintains the mandate and responsibility to manage and monitor the
conduct of the Service Providers and is also responsible for managing gaming activities
within the province of British Columbia on behalf of the Provincial government.
These events have necessitated an audit response from KPMG in its role as the external
auditor of BCLC. Our response is mandated by Canadian Auditing Standard 250 Consideration of Laws and Regulations in an Audit of Financial Statements ("CAS 250").

1

Mr. German was appointed by the BC Government to conduct an independent review of allegations
of money laundering at BC casino properties.

KPMG LLP is a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent
member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. KPMG
Canada provides services to KPMG LLP
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2.

KPMG's Audit Obligations and Response
The KPMG audit team has involved KPMG forensic - regulatory and compliance
specialists who routinely assist a range of clients on matters relating to AML, including
conducting independent AML assessments and developing and improving AML
Programs. The forensic team was asked by the audit team to conduct a high-level
review of BCLC's AML Program and to determine whether the allegations and findings
from the recent Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
("FINTRAC") examination, the Ernst & Young LLP ("EY") independent review and the
German Report 2 , and BCLC's efforts to address the recommendations, indicate
compliance gaps and non-compliance of a significance that it might impact the firm's
audit opinion of BCLC's consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended
March 31, 2019.

3.

Approach and Scope
We developed an approach that considered the following elements:
•

Understand the scope and structure of BCLC's AML Program and understand the
Service Provider oversight program BCLC has deployed to manage money
laundering risks in the casinos;

•

Determine whether there are potential gaps and regulatory exposure associated
with how BCLC has historically managed and intends to manage, money laundering
risks in their casinos; and

•

Determine if there are any instances of significant regulatory non-compliance that
become apparent as a result of our procedures that may impact KPMG's audit
conclusions.

Steps that occurred during the course of completing these work steps included the
following:

•

We provided a document request list to BCLC that requested information in
numerous areas as set out in Appendix A. From the documents initially requested
and subsequently received from BCLC, we identified further documents which were
pertinent to our work;

•

Upon receipt of information from BCLC and during our initial onsite discussions with
Mr. Rob Kroeker, BCLC Chief Compliance Office and Vice President, Legal,
Compliance, Security, we identified individuals tasked with key AML roles and
responsibilities for interview;

•

We developed interview questions based on each interviewee's role and
responsibilities relating to AML. The topics raised during interviews included the
following:
o

Leadership & governance;

o

Relationship between BCLC and its Service Providers;

o

Mandate of the Regulatory Compliance AML Unit;

2
Dirty Money: An Independent Review of Money Laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos conducted for the
Attorney General of British Columbia, March 31, 2018 .
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•

4.

o

Risk Assessment of the business and its clients;

o

Ongoing monitoring of Service Providers;

o

Responses and remediation initiatives related to assessments conducted by
external parties (EY, FINTRAC and the German Report);

o

Interactions with public sector stakeholders (including, but not exclusive to
members of government and public officials, regulators and law enforcement);

o

Internal Audit AML Mandate;

o

Training, resource adequacy and budget; and

o

Public perception of BCLC.

We interviewed twelve (12) individuals holding responsibilities relating to AML
compliance, Service Provider compliance, Internal Audit and public sector relations.
Please see Appendix B for a listing of individuals we interviewed.

Limitations
Our work did not include an assessment of the effectiveness of BCLC's AML Program.
Our aim was to gain a high-level understanding of BCLC's AML Program and identify,
for the purposes of our audit, whether there are indications of significant non-compliance
and exposure that might impact the consolidated financial statements. Our work plan
did not involve any interaction with the Service Providers.

5.

Key Observations
Response to Regulatory Examinations and External Reviews

a.

3

•

The last FINTRAC Regulatory Examination was conducted by FINTRAC in July
2018 with the scope period of March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018 and all issues
have been acknowledged and addressed in an action plan 3 .

•

We reviewed the aforementioned action plan, which listed remedial actions that
had either taken place or were planned for implementation by April 1, 2019,
including the immediate filing of regulatory reports not previously filed.

•

The remedial actions in the action plan to address all deficiencies appeared
comprehensive. According to Mr. Kroeker, all issues have now been closed.

•

The last independent review was conduct by EY in December 2017 and covered
all the areas required by FINTRAC. In its report, EY identified three (3) findings
relating to non-compliance with FINTRAC Guidelines on ongoing training
delivered to employees, third party determination, and ongoing monitoring.

•

We reviewed BCLC's Management Response Tracker, dated December 5, 2017,
which provided detailed responses from management in relation to each finding
and observation from EY. This document indicated that management's remedial
actions had been completed in relation to all issues.

As per written correspondence between BCLC and FINTRAC, dated December 10, 2018.
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b.

c.

Response to German Report Recommendations

•

Mr. German outlined forty-eight (48) recommendations to the Province's gaming
industry in his report. These recommendations were directed at numerous
industry stakeholders, one of which included BCLC 4 . We observed that certain
recommendations are not the responsibility of BCLC; however, some
interviewees expressed that the sentiment of the general public is that all issues
are within the control of BCLC.

•

We discussed the nature of Mr. German's review with interviewees and the impact
that his recommendations have had on BCLC and the gaming industry in the
Province at large. Additionally, we reviewed records of meetings organized to
discuss the adoption of the recommendations as well as BCLC's
Recommendation
Reporting
Summary
Tracking
Document
(the
"Recommendation Tracker''), dated April 4, 2019, on implementation /
remediation being conducted in response to the recommendations.

•

With respect to the German Report, we found that there are a number of
committees set up to address the recommendations: one internally (Steering
Committee) and three externally (Anti-Money Laundering Secretariat, Associate
Deputy Minister's Committee and Deputy Minister's Committee).

•

While issues were identified during the external reviews (FINTRAC, EY) and in
the German Report, these issues do not suggest the existence of significant
systemic deficiencies in BCLC's AML Program that could impact our audit.
BCLC's Compliance Program
•

Through our review of the documents received, it would appear that BCLC has
a reasonable compliance program in place to detect money laundering and
terrorist financing activities within the casinos.

•

While we have noted some performance improvement observations, we did not
identify significant gaps in BCLC's AML Program as currently designed, based
on the high-level review we conducted (see Appendix C).

•

Mr. Kroeker, Mr. John Karlovcec, BCLC Director, AML & Investigation, Mr.
Gurmit Aujla, Director, Audit Services, Mr. Kris Gade, Manager, Investigations
and Ms. Jennifer Gallaway, Interim Director, AML Response consistently
indicated that BCLC is committed to combating money laundering and terrorist
financing activities in the industry under Mr. Jim Lightbody's, leadership and that
BCLC's new Board of Directors are very engaged in the topic.

•

Internal Audit holds numerous AML-focused mandates, including a review of
Large Cash Transaction Reports, Suspicious Transaction Reports and Cash
Disbursement Reports. According to our discussion with Mr. Aujla, Audit
Services will ensure that the AML Team does not fall behind on its requirements
to file these reports to FINTRAC, and will often act as a "second set of eyes".
Additionally, it is our understanding that Audit Services was responsible for
conducting a sample review of Source of Funds documentation to ensure that
this information is being collected as required. As a result of continued non-

4 The Recommendation Tracker listed twenty-six (26) recommendations in which gaming industry stakeholders
other than BCLC (such as GPEB or the AMLS) were referenced as leading the remediation. The remediation of
an additional fourteen (14) recommendations were referenced as being led by other industry stakeholders but
requiring the involvement of BCLC . The Remediation Tracker listed eleven (11) additional recommendations in
which BCLC was to lead the remediation.
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compliance by Service Providers in this area, BCLC retained Deloitte to conduct
continuous monitoring of compliance this area.

6.

•

The backgrounds of the individuals we interviewed were either described as
former members of law enforcement or former employees of casinos and/or
gaming operators. Current AML Team members as well as Internal Audit have
team members who are either designated as Certified Anti-Money Laundering
Specialist or in the process of pursuing the designation.

•

The general consensus based on interviews we conducted was that staff and
management always receive full support and no push back from Senior
Management or the Board when there is a need for funding to hire new
resources or invest in AML technology.

Audit Conclusion
While there are areas where BCLC is making compliance improvements to
address deficiencies and recommendations following reviews by regulators and
others, we identified no instances of consequential regulatory deficiencies, based
on our scope, in BCLC's AML Program or instances of significant non-compliance
that would impact our conclusions on BCLC's consolidated financial statements
as at and for the year ended March 31, 2019.
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Appendix A - Areas Where Information Was Requested

•

Organizational structure of the BCLC's executive leadership and compliance function;

•

Roles and responsibilities of the compliance team;

•

BCLC's core AML policies and procedures;

•

External reviews conducted by regulators and third parties and the related action plans;

•

Meeting minutes, agendas and reporting relating to meetings of the BCLC Board of
Directors, its Steering Committee and public Committees relating to the German report;

•

Ongoing monitoring of Service Providers; and

•

Internal Audit activities.
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Appendix B - Listing of Individuals Interviewed

1.

Mr. Gurmit Aujla, Director, Audit Services

2.

Ms. Bal Samra, Manager, AML Intelligence

3.

Ms. Shirley Beveridge, Acting Director, Enterprise Services

4.

Mr. Kris Gade, Manager, Investigations

5.

Ms. Jennifer Gallaway, Interim Director, AML Response

6.

Mr. John Karlovcec, Director, AML and Investigations

7.

Mr. Rob Kroeker, Chief Compliance Officer and Vice-President, Legal Compliance,
Security

8.

Mr. Jeff Mullan, Interim Assistant Manager, Operational Gaming Compliance

9.

Mr. Laird Robinson, Manager, Corporate Security and Compliance

10. Mr. Brad Rudnicki, AML Intelligence Specialist
11. Mr. Darryl Tateishi, Manager, Audit Services
12. Mr. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, AML Program
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Appendix C - Performance Improvement Observations

Performance Improvement Observations
In the course of our review, we conducted interviews with individuals listed in Appendix B.
As a result of these conversations, we identified the following areas for potential
enhancements with respect to BCLC's AML Program:
Observation

Recommendation

The vendor selection process for AML
Effectiveness Reviews (previously
conducted by EY in 2017 and the 2019
review is currently out for tender) is led by
BCLC's Corporate Procurement function.
We understand that the Corporate
Procurement function relies upon an
evaluation panel to assist in the process.
It is our understanding that a member of
the AML Compliance Team sits on the
panel as well as others; however Audit
Services is not represented in the
process.

BCLC should consider ensuring that Audit
Services is formally represented in the
process and has knowledge of the scope
at the point it is established and input into
the reasonableness of the scope. By
participating in the process, Audit Services
will gain a better understanding upfront of
the scope and testing approach/
methodology that will be undertaken by the
independent party and the impact on future
audit planning activities.

Ongoing monitoring of the Service
Providers is conducted through the
Operational Gaming Compliance ("OGC")
team, which reports directly to Mr.
Kroeker. It is our understanding that
results from these assessments are
reported directly to the Audit Committee
on a quarterly basis by Mr. Kroeker.

BCLC should consider having an external
third party or Audit Services conduct an
independent assessment of the AML
Assessments performed by OGC.
Specifically, areas of review could include:
OGC's testing methodology, approach,
sample selection process, and testing
results, and re-performing OGC testing of
high-risk areas.
This might either be performed through a
review of the assessments conducted by
OGC or through independently executed
testing, or some combination thereof.

It is our understanding that BCLC's
Enterprise Risk Management ("ERM")
team conducts a risk assessment of the
business and this includes AML risks. The
ERM team reports directly to Mr. Kroeker.
Audit Services told us it considers and
relies upon this assessment while
determining risks and planning its audit
activities and initiatives. It also
appropriately speaks with individuals to
gain further context on AML risks.

Relying on the ERM team's assessment is
entirely appropriate. As a possible program
enhancement, Audit Services might
consider documenting its own view,
stemming from its discussions and review,
of whether the ERM teams' conclusions
and risk ratings are consistent with their
perspective in the role of independent third
line. This sort of document can be of
assistance in targeting risks within the
development of additional internal
assurance work.
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AML bi-annual reviews are currently
conducted by an independent external
provider and most recently by Ernst &
Young in accordance with regulatory
requirements.

In recognition of BCLC's elevated AML risk
profile and recent media scrutiny, BCLC
might consider having an external third
party or Audit Services conduct testing in
alternate years in high risk areas.
Lessening the period between testing may
increase the likelihood that exceptions are
detected and may be addressed on a more
timely basis.

BCLC is subject to numerous external and
internal audits of it AML compliance
program and this results in audit findings
on a regular basis of varying significance.

BCLC might consider reviewing the nature
and extent of the ongoing role of Audit
Services in addressing and reporting on
the organization's response to audit
findings, whether they originate from
BCLC's regulators or from other audit
activities.

We have seen reporting that indicates that
Audit Services has had a role in
independently validating, testing and
reporting the closure of audit findings;
however, their mandate in this regard
appears to vary.
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……………………………….………………….
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

ALL- Senior Executive[
Jim D. Lightbody
Fri 20/10/2017 12:40:25 AM
Team One

I think it's important for me to say to all of you how proud I am of the work and support you are putting into
our current crisis. These are times when we must stick together, be calm and support one another. Some of
you are under tremendous stress, we all understand that. And we are all here to support one another. I
harken back to our discussions around how our personal connections and abilities have enabled us to become
a highly functioning, strong team that cares about one another.
In times like this, we need to remember that.
I want to especially recognize Brad, Rob and Susan for the contribution they are providing under considerable
stress. I know each of you have teams that are depleted or dismayed. That makes your role even harder.
Brad, your management of our complex service provider relationships has never been better. I am so proud of
you.
Rob, your dedication to continually improving our industry-leading AML regime is remarkable. I am so proud
of you.
Susan, your ever-present awareness for potential issues and relationship-building with our government
partners is unbelievable. I am so proud of you.
And Amanda, Jamie, Monica, Kevin and Pat; Thank You for your support. I feel it. Your roles are also difficult
during times like these because you want to help and it's sometimes hard to know how. Here's what you can
do: get others to feel it:
Be Present among our People. And not just your own. Our staff are watching us. This is a great opportunity for
them to see us pull together and lead. I especially ask that you show moral support for our Security, Casino
and Communications teams.
They are feeling whipped. People are saying "why aren't we defending ourselves?" and "what didn't we do?".
Remind them and their peers we are proud of what they do and we will continue to support them. This is not
the time to ask "why?" - there will be a time for that - this is the time to say "What can we do!".
Whatever happens, we need to be able to hold our heads high. So keep your chins up.
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
T
BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way , Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
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March 19th , 2018

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, B.C. VSM 0A6
Telephone:

Attention: Kris Gade, Manager, Investigations I Legal, Compliance, Security

FILE NO.:
FILE NAME:

2017-VR424 {Paladin)
Project Guardian {BCLC)

Dear Mr. Gade,
As per your request, we assisted the BC Lottery Corporation ("BCLC") with a workplace review at the
River Rock Casino and Resort ("The Casino"). The goal of this review was to determine:
Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents of sexual harassment and/or sexual assault
on floor staff, and if so what actions were taken by the service provider and BCLC;
Whether BCLC or River Rock have required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement, and if
so, what the text of that agreement is and the legal basis for it; and,
Whether management at River Rock is failing to report assaults on their staff to BCLC.
This document is intended as a summary of our findings to date. It will contain an overview of our
methodology and the investigative documents used, a breakdown of the review's findings, and finally
some brief conclusions and limitations of our review.
A more complete, detailed final report will be forthcoming in the near future. All data from the entire
review was used to inform this current summary; therefore it is not expected that the final report to
follow will in any way deviate from this summary in its findings or conclusions, other than to expand
upon or refine them.
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Methodology
This section will describe the stated goal of the review, the parameters of the review (in terms of
timeframes, sample and population limitations, and investigative thresholds), as well as the investigative
documents used to guide the review. Operational definitions are discussed throughout this section.
In November of 2017, we were asked to conduct this review in order to achieve its stated goal, which
was to learn the answers to the following questions provided by BCLC:

1. Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents of sexual harassment and/or
sexual assault on floor staff, and if so what actions were taken by the service provider and
BCLC.
2. Whether BCLC or River Rock have required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure
agreement, and if so, what the text of that agreement is and the legal basis for it.
3. Whether management at River Rock is failing to report assaults on their staff to BCLC

In order to carry out the review and ultimately answer these questions, in late November 2017 we first
received from BCLC fifteen folders ("the jackets"), each containing a unique file from the BCLC Casino
Reporting System, referred to herein as "CRS." We shortly thereafter received a sixteenth folder
containing a unique CRS file. These were known incidents that had been reported to security at the
Casino and had resulted in the generation of a CRS file. We conducted interviews with staff members
involved in these files, using a set of questions provided by BCLC. Concurrently, we also administered a
short questionnaire to a much larger sample of the Casino staff population. The questionnaire consisted
of the interviewer asking four questions verbally, followed by a short interview (20-30 minutes) as
needed.
After collating the data from both the jackets and the questionnaires, we identified 40 individuals for
either re-interview on jacket files or follow-up interviews to the questionnaires. BCLC and the Casino
provided us access to staff in order to schedule and conduct these final interviews. All interviews were
conducted at the Casino, with one exception made for a former staff member. Interviews were
completed on February 3, 2018.
In total, during December and January we conducted 69 interviews (both from jacket files and
questionnaire follow-up) and administered 360 questionnaires with accompanying interview in this
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total River Rock Casino staff population of 1200; in total then, we

interviewed 429 employees which is 35.75% of the total staff.
Below are a number of definitions used in this review, as well as excerpts from investigative documents,
where applicable.

The Interview Subiects:
For ease of reference while still respecting privacy concerns, any specific incident or interviewee
referred to in this summary will be based on an arbitrary number assigned to each person, with the
person's true identity at this time known only to the writer of this summary. These will be used
throughout the summary in order to refer to certain incidents ("Person l0's sexual assault"), and to
illustrate specific points or to provide verbatim accounts (e.g. "Person 12 said ... "). Should BCLC request a
different system to document the interviewees, it will be incorporated into the final report.

'Preamble':
This refers to the heading that accompanied all interview-related documents supplied to us by BCLC. In
all cases it was read and explained to the interviewee at the start of the interview. If an interviewee did
not understand the preamble, or had concerns with it, these were noted and the interviewers ensured
that the preamble was explained further and was better understood before proceeding with the
interview.
The preamble's text:

I am (interviewer's name), an investigator conducting this interview on behalf of BCLC.
BCLC has the authority under the Gaming Control Act to conduct and manage gaming in
the province of British Columbia.
The reason we are speaking to you is there have been a/legations made that River Rock
Casino employees have been asked by River Rock Casino management to sign a nondisclosure agreement agreeing not to report any incidents of any kind - including assault
and sexual assault by casino patrons on employees - to BCLC.
The interview is part of a review conducted to ensure RRCR is meeting all reporting
requirements. BCLC may be required to disclose information provided in this interview to
GPEB or other law enforcement agencies, including where such information relates to
the commission of an offence under the Gaming Control Act or the Criminal Code.
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'Jackets' and 'Jacket Interviews':
Jackets refer to the numbered manila folders, labelled "0001" through "0016" that were provided to us
by BCLC in early December 2017. Each of these is based on a Casino-related incident that came to the
attention of BCLC and resulted in the generation of a CRS file. They each contain statements, incident
details and other documents specific to the generating incident. Each has its own unique Incident
number (e.g. IN20170001619).
We selected individuals from these CRS files on the basis of their potential to help us answer the three
provided questions. These follow-up interviews are referred to as "jacket interviews."
Each jacket interview was conducted using the following questions provided by BCLC:

1. Have you ever been asked to sign any kind of non-disclosure agreement by anyone
affiliated to River Rock Casino?
-

{For Management] Have you ever asked any employees at River Rock Casino to
sign any kind of non-disclosure agreement?
o

If yes, please explain the legal basis:

2. As a direct result of your employment at the River Rock Casino, are you aware of (or
personally been involved in) any of the following types of incidents:
o

Sexual harassment by patrons or other staff:

o

Sexual assault by patrons or other staff:

o

Physical assault by patrons or other staff:

o

Workplace harassment by patrons or other staff:

o

If yes, please explain:

3. Are you aware of any incidents of sexual or general assault or harassment that have
occurred while working at the River Rock Casino or any other casino, in which you or
someone you know have been asked by River Rock Casino Management or other
management not to report to BCLC?
o If yes, please explain:

4. Have you ever been asked or pressured by Supervisors, Managers, Executive, or anyone
affiliated to the River Rock Casino not to report these incidents to:
o

Supervisors and/or Management:
4
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BCLC:
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GPEB:

o

Law Enforcement:

o

If yes, please explain:
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5. Is there anything you would like to add regarding any of the above?
6. During your employment at the River Rock, please explain the safety related training you

received, both during your HR on boarding and beyond:
7. If a safety-related incident were to occur (for example an injury, assault, safety, etc.)

please outline who (or which groups and/or departments) would be involved in the
follow up process:
Responses to these jacket interview questions were recorded in the interviewer's file notebook. In many
cases, responses were recorded verbatim and later transcribed. All interviewer's notes and other
interview documents are available to BCLC and will be included in the final report.

'The Questionnaire':
The questionnaire was verbally administered to 360 staff members during December 2017 and January

2018. Selection of the sample was made in cooperation with BCLC and the Casino, done essentially
randomly but the sample was weighted in favour of dealers and floor servers, as well as supervisors in
these areas; given the nature of the review's queries, these categories of employee were predicted to
have the greatest amount of contact with patrons of the Casino and therefore yield the most
informative results for the review. The questionnaire was only four questions, but they provided an
opportunity immediately following for a short interview of 20 to 30 minutes, as needed.
The questionnaire's text:

(Preamble provided}
1.

Have you ever been asked to sign any kind of non-disclosure agreement by
anyone affiliated to River Rock Casino? (for management: Have you ever
asked any employees at River Rock Casino to sign any kind of non-disclosure
agreement? If yes, what was the legal basis?)

2.

Are you aware of any incidents of sexual or general assault or harassment that
have occurred while working at the River Rock Casino or any other casino, in
5
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which you or someone you know have been asked by River Rock Casino
Management or other management not to report to BCLC? If yes, please
explain.
3.

4.

Have you ever been asked or pressured by Supervisors, Managers, Executive, or
anyone affiliated to the River Rock Casino not to report these incidents to:
o

Supervisors and/ or Management?

o

BCLC?

o

GPEB?

o

Law Enforcement?

o

If yes, please explain.

Is there anything you would like to add regarding any of the above?

Questionnaires were concluded with the following statement to interviewees:

We appreciate you taking the time speaking with us today.
If at anytime you would like to add anything to your statement or if you would like to
discuss further with BCLC please contact BCLC Legal, Compliance and Security through
the toll free Consumer Services line,
and request a call back from
Investigations.
Responses to the questionnaire were recorded on the sheet itself or in the interviewer's file notebook.
As with the jacket interviews, all interviewers' notes and these original questionnaires are available to
BCLC and will be included in the final report.

Follow-up Interviews:
These were conducted as a result of the jacket interview phase and questionnaire phase. Interviewers
each submitted several names or incident descriptions to BCLC that emerged as noteworthy from the
previous phases, and final decisions were made therein as to which incidents were already sufficiently
documented and which required further information. For the latter, we provided approximately 40
names to BCLC and the Casino, who assisted in scheduling and facilitating these interviews throughout
January 2018. These interviews were conducted according to the specific circumstances of each
6
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incident, and therefore used open-ended questions without any specific format provided by BCLC. The
following section is related, as it outlines the investigative threshold and useful definitions in
determining the direction of this review.

Investigative Thresholds and Parameters
In any review of this number of individuals, as well as taking into account the nature of the Casino with
its hundreds of employees and the natural human tendency toward gossip and rumour, identifying firsthand victim or witness accounts can be a challenge.
Rumours without provision of a victim name or witness name were noted but not pursued. If names,
dates, or particulars were provided, we pursued and located the first-hand account in all cases where
the incident was not considered unfounded. For example, "I heard about a dealer who ... " was not
pursued if the interviewee was unable to provide the name of the victim, the name of the patron,
names of witnesses, or even names of who originally told the interviewee the rumour. However, if the
interviewee told us, "I heard from another dealer that Person 2 was hit by a player last year," this line of
inquiry was pursued to its end, either confirming the incident's existence and details, or ruling out the
incident as unfounded or unlikely to yield further evidence.
Preventing overlap of reports was also a concern with a review of this size and nature. Person 5 and
Person 10 may have each described to us what appeared to be unique instances of sexual assault, while
in reality they are describing the same incident independently. In order to prevent double-reporting or
overlap we took the following steps: use of regular correspondence and daily updates between team
members after each set of interviews, periodic team meetings where every unique victim, alleged
perpetrator, witness and incident was identified and documented separately, and finally a master list of
all persons of interest (victim, witness, alleged perpetrator) was cross-referenced according to known
CRS file numbers or known unique unreported incidents.
Regarding specifics of the incidents that we felt were noteworthy for this review, we considered, and
were guided by, the following criminal code definitions listed below, where applicable. Also included are
our interpretations of how the legal definition may apply in practical terms for this review on those
criminal offences, as well a non-criminal misconduct such as sexual harassment.

Criminal Code definitions:
Because the various documents and interview questions provided to us by BCLC include the following
offences - assault, sexual assault - we operated on the Criminal Code definitions and how the police and
7
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courts of law generally apply those definitions. Assault, in general, is only one section of the Criminal
Code that deals with person-to-person offences involving violence, and therefore we included all of the
following distinctions in our queries and final statistical conclusions:
Assault:

section 266 Criminal Code

Sexual assault:

section 271 Criminal Code

Assault with weapon:

section 267 Criminal Code

Uttering threats:

section 264.1 Criminal Code

'Assault' occurs when any person, without the consent of another person, applies force intentionally to
that other person, directly or indirectly; or attempts or threatens, by an act or a gesture, to apply force
to another person, if he has, or causes that other person to believe on reasonable grounds that he has,
present ability to effect his purpose.

'Sexual assault' occurs when a person commits an assault of a sexual nature that violates the sexual
integrity of the victim. This can include completed, attempted, or threatened acts. For purposes of this
review, the division between sexual assault and sexual harassment was understood to be when physical
contact took place. Verbal utterances, unless they included a threat of sexual assault, were considered
sexual harassment.
'Assault with a weapon' occurs when a person in committing an assault carries, uses or threatens to use
a weapon or an imitation thereof. The practical application of this offence includes a wide-reaching
definition of 'weapon'; almost any object capable of causing even minor injury, if used in an assault, is
considered a weapon.
'Uttering threats' occurs when a person, in any manner, knowingly utters, conveys or causes any person
to receive a threat to cause death or bodily harm to any person; or to burn, destroy or damage real or
personal property. Like the definition of 'assault', this section requires that the alleged victim of a threat
reasonably believes the person making the utterance is capable of carrying out the threat.
'Criminal harassment' is worth discussing briefly for two reasons. First, there was one CRS-reported
instance of a 'stalker' incident that meets the definition of criminal harassment, and second, to make
the distinction between the different classifications of harassment. This is 'criminal harassment,' a
Criminal Code offence that is loosely defined as engaging in patterns of behaviour that make a person
fear for his or her safety. Two other types of non-criminal harassment are discussed below.
8
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Non-criminal misconduct definitions:
'Sexual harassment' is defined in the Canada Labour Code as as any non-criminal conduct, comment,
gesture, or contact of a sexual nature that is likely to cause offence or humiliation to any employee; or
that might, on reasonable grounds, be perceived by that employee as placing a condition of a sexual
nature on employment or on any opportunity for training or promotion. Generally, most individuals we
interviewed at the Casino shared a common operating definition of sexual harassment.
'Workplace harassment' is defined any number of ways. Most often, government and private industry
develop their own definition of workplace harassment using the Canadian Human Rights Act and
according to their own internal policies. With some exceptions, a person generally must engage in a
pattern of inappropriate behaviour for the definition of harassment to be met.

Non-disclosure agreements:
There is no single authority that provides consensus on what constitutes a non-disclosure agreement
and defines it apart from other types of secrecy document. However, for purposes of this review we
agreed on the following operating definitions for the various types of secrecy document referred to in
the interviews and in this summary:
'Workplace confidentiality' document is one that covers the employee's obligation to respect the
privacy of the workplace's customers and that of other employees. This is relevant to this review in that
many interview subjects assumed we were talking about this document, which they sign periodically,
when we asked about non-disclosure agreements. This definition will include the social-media-related
agreement that we understand employees at the Casino have been asked to sign, as well as any
standard secrecy-related documents the employee signed upon hiring.
'Non-disclosure agreement' was defined during this review as another type of secrecy contract between
two parties, though one in which there was a threat, real or implied, or other punitive measure that
could be taken against one party for breaching its secrecy. We felt that this definition was consistent
with the goals of the review while ensuring that the definition would exclude any other normal business
agreements that are necessary parts of any workplace. This distinction was made clear to the interview
subjects in order to ensure accurate responses to our questions.

9
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'Reported' vs 'Unreported':
This was a challenging distinction that deserves some discussion here. At this Casino there are a number
of 'layers' when it comes to reporting structure. Based on the interviews we completed, our
understanding of the reporting process of a typical incident is as follows: Person X is a dealer and is
assaulted; he is to report it to his supervisor; the supervisor is to report this to a manager; the manager
will determine if security, surveillance, or other managers will become involved, and BCLC is advised.
In a hypothetical example, Person X is assaulted and tells Supervisor Y. Months later when we interview
Person X, he is likely to tell us the incident was reported. However, we were also told of incidents in
which the supervisor did not pass the information on to a manager. In the hypothetical example,
Supervisor Y keeps the information to himself, and therefore what we assumed to be a 'reported'
incident has become an 'unreported' incident, simply because the perspective has changed from Person
X to Supervisor Y.
As such, we attempted in all cases to determine exactly to whom any incident was reported and then
interviewed that person to learn how far up the reporting structure the information went. As well, we
had BCLC assistance at one point in comparing incidents told to us by interviewees against known CRS
reports. Therefore, all incidents are considered 'reported' that made it onto the CRS system, or that we
were reasonably satisfied based on our questions to interviewees that the incident had been reported
to at least the level of manager. All incidents that are considered 'unreported' are those for which no
CRS file can be found (and the interviewee involved doesn't remember an CRS file being created),
instances in which the interviewee explicitly told us that he or she did not report the incident to anyone,
and any instances in which the interviewee reported it to a supervisor but to the best of their knowledge
the supervisor did not report it further.
The forthcoming final report will include more discussion on the matter of 'reported' and 'unreported'
and will also include a list of reasons provided to us by interviewees as to why they might not report an
incident.

Findings
This section will attempt to answer the three questions on which this review was engaged. It will also
include a basic statistical breakdown, it will highlight several incidents and persons of relevance to the
review, and it will contain a brief list of other notable themes that emerged from the review.
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Findings - Question 1

1.

Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents of sexual harassment
and/or sexual assault on floor staff, and if so what actions were taken by the
service provider and BCLC

This is in fact four questions, and as such we were required to separately answer each of the four
component questions within:

1.A.

Have there been reported incidents of sexual assault? What actions were taken

by River Rock and BCLC?
Answer:

Yes. In a review of selected CRS files provided to us, and based on the

subsequent interviews we conducted, our review indicates that there have been at least
two instances of sexual assault that were documented on CRS.
In terms of actions taken, the first instance resulted in a two-year provincial ban for the
suspect, and the second instance is unknown - it only came to light during the writing of
this summary, and we have not yet had an opportunity to request database queries
from BCLC. This will appear in the final report. In both cases, we understand that police
involvement was declined by the victims.
BCLC advised us on March 7, 2018 that physical assaults could be included in our
analysis of this question. As such, we identified at least 14 instances of physical assault
that were documented on CRS.
A more complete list of actions taken in response to these instances as well as
supporting documentation will be included in the final report.

1.B.

Have there been unreported incidents of sexual assault?

Answer:

Yes. In the interview sample, based on the working definition of

"unreported," at least one instance of an unreported sexual assault was identified. This
was an incident of a patron of the Casino inappropriately touching Person 46, an
employee of the Casino.
Again, if we take into account physical assaults in this question as well, we identified at
least seven instances of unreported physical assaults. A more detailed breakdown of
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who was involved in these incidents, and the reasons provided for failing to report, will
be included in our final report.

1. C.

Have there been reported incidents of sexual harassment? What actions were

taken by River Rock and BCLC?
Answer:

Yes. In a review of the selected CRS files provided to us, and based on the

subsequent interviews we conducted, our review indicates there have been at least five
instances of sexual harassment that were reported and documented on CRS. To the best
of our understanding, four of these were Patron/ Employee incidents, and one was
Employee/ Employee. More detail will become available on these incidents as the final
report progresses.
In terms of actions taken: in the first instance, no ban was implemented; no information
is available to this review at this time regarding the second; in the third, the suspect
received a two-week River Rock ban; in the fourth, the suspect received a one-year
River Rock ban; and in the fifth, the suspect received a one-year River Rock ban.
A more complete list of actions taken in response to these two instances as well as
supporting documentation will be included in the final report.

1.D.

Have there been unreported incidents of sexual harassment?

Answer:

Yes. In the interview sample, based on the working definition of

"unreported," at least five instances of unreported sexual harassment were identified.
Of these, two incidents were Patron/ Employee and three were Employee/ Employee. A
more detailed breakdown of who was involved in these incidents, and the reasons
provided for failing to report, will be included in our final report.

Findings - Question 2

2. Whether BCLC or River Rock have required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure
agreement, and if so, what the text of that agreement is and the legal basis for it.
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Again, in the interest of accuracy and specificity this question was broken down into its three
component parts:

2.A.

Has BCLC required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement?

Answer:

No. We did not find anything in this review to indicate BCLC has required

staff at the River Rock Casino to sign a non-disclosure agreement.

2.B.

Has River Rock required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement?

Answer:

Yes. During this review, we learned that members of the Human Resources

department at River Rock Casino may have asked a number of staff members to sign a
document that appears to be a type of non-disclosure agreement. Based on interview
evidence, this document is referred to within Human Resources and as a "confidentiality
statement," and all employees providing statements - typed and audio-recorded - to
Human Resources are asked to sign this document. Based on interview evidence, the
number of staff members required to sign this document could be as low as 60 and as
high as 400.

2.C.

If either of the above is yes, then what is the text of the agreement?

Answer:

Requests for a copy of this "confidentiality statement" and any supporting

files and documentation were denied by River Rock Casino. River Rock Casino refused to
provide these documents indicating that they believe the request was "beyond the
terms of reference" for this request. Therefore, our best understanding of the
document's text comes from verbatim interview evidence. We believe there are two
elements to the confidentiality statement; first, that it includes the phrase "I, (the

undersigned), agree the content and conversation we've had in this investigation is to
be kept confidential," and second, that it contains the warning "discipline may result,
up to and including termination," presumably in the event that the confidentiality is
breached by the signee.

2.D.

If either of the above is yes, what is the legal basis for the non-disclosure

agreement?
Answer:

Because requests for further information on this confidentiality statement

and supporting documents were denied, and River Rock Casino refused to provide the
documents, we are unable to provide any background on its legal basis. A copy of this
letter will be included in the final report.
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Findings - Question 3

3. Whether management at River Rock is failing to report assaults on their staff to
BCLC.
Answer:

No. This review found nothing to support the statement that individual

members of the management team are failing to report assaults on their staff to BCLC.
However, we did identify a number of incidents in which a supervisor was told about an
incident and did not appear to inform management; in these cases the 'management
structure' at River Rock could be considered to be failing to report appropriately to
BCLC.

Statistical Data
Of the 360 questionnaires and 69 other interviews we conducted (429 total interviews) we identified:
o

41 victims or complainants of assault, sexual assault, assault with weapon, uttering threats,
sexual harassment, and criminal/ other harassment;

o

50 unique incidents - 30 reported and 20 unreported
•

assaults: 14 reported, 7 unreported

•

sexual assaults: 2 reported, 1 unreported

•

uttering threats: 1 reported, 2 unreported

•

assault with weapon: 7 reported, 2 unreported

•

sexual harassment: 5 reported, 5 unreported

•

criminal harassment/ other harassment: 1 reported, 3 unreported

Persons or incidents of particular note
A number of individuals were identified as having been involved in, or had knowledge of, particularly
noteworthy incidents that informed this review. These interviews and their supporting documentation
and analyses can be provided to BCLC in the final report, respecting whatever privacy parameters are
specified prior to the report's completion.

Conclusions and Limitations:
This review was conducted from late November 2017 to March 8, 2018. We interviewed 429 individuals
in order to answer as best we were able the questions provided by BCLC at the review's outset. The final
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report is underway and will be available in the near future to BCLC. Although the findings of that report
are unlikely to differ from those presented here, the report will provide a more detailed picture of our
processes, how CRS files and interviewees were selected, how we arrived at the findings presented here,
anecdotal evidence from interviewees that may illuminate some of this review's findings, considerations
for future investigation (should this review be required to continue), as well as all relevant interviews
and supporting documentation.
The limitations of this current review include inconsistent incident-reporting practices within the Casino,
problematic definitions as discussed earlier in this summary, and limited access to potential
interviewees and databases for follow-up questions and cross-referencing to find known reported
incidents. We were most limited, however, in our ability to answer Question 2 on non-disclosure
agreements. We only became aware of the "confidentiality statement" used in Human Resources at the
very end of this review. Therefore very few of the previous 428 interviewees were asked specifically
about either this document or their past involvement in Human Resources investigations. Given the
current estimates of the number of employees who have been required to sign one, it is likely that at
least some of the sample would have had experience with a confidentiality statement.
Given these limitations, we feel that we have conducted this review in a manner that has produced the
most accurate and detailed findings possible, in light of all enabling- and limiting factors. Some of the
statistical findings in the final report may vary slightly from this summary as analysis continues, though it
is not expected that this variation will be significant. To date we have concluded our inquiries regarding
this matter and are in the process of providing you with the final report. Should you have any questions
or concerns about this summary or the forthcoming final report, please do not hesitate to contact me
directly. In the meantime, thank you for referring this file to Paladin Security Group.
Sincerely,

Jared Brin, Senior Investigator
Paladin Security Group
Office:

~~ Paladin Security
BEST
MANAGED
COMPANIES
CC: Michael Lantz - Director, Investigation Services
Paladin Security Group
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BRITISH

COLUMBIA
341046
Bud Smith, Chair
Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC VSM OA6

Dear Mr. Smith
Re:

2015/16 MandateLetter

British Columbians have come to expect the high quaJity products and services delivered by their
provincial public sector organizations. The Province is well served by our public sector
organizations. lt is the responsibility of the boards and senior management teams of these
organjzations to lead and manage in the best interests of the Province and the taxpayer by
strengthening accountability ;md promoting cost control.
One of government's core values is respect for the taxpayer's dolJar. 1t is critical that public
sector organizations operate as efficiently as possible, in order to ensure British Columbians are
provided with services at the lowest cost possible. This requires constant focus on maintaining a
cost-conscious and principled culture through the efficient delivery of services that stand the test
of public scrutiny and help develop a prosperous economy jn an environmentally sustainable
manner. The foundation of this work is the government's commitment to controlling spending
and balancing the budget.
The British Colwnbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is directed to take the following specific
strategic priority actions for 2015/16:
1. BCLC will implement action items tha~ pertain to the Corporation as part of government
initiatives in the areas of health prevention, protection and research to address problem
gambling. These action items and their timelines for implementation are being developed
by government in consultation with BCLC taking into consideration the Provinces' 2014
Problem Gambling Prevalence Study, the 2013 Public Health Officer's (PHO) Report,
entitled Lowering the Stakes: A Public Health Approach to Gambling in British ·
Columbia, as well as other re~earch on problem gambling in youth and problem gambling
treatment programs.
. . ./2
Minis!ry of Fin~nce

0 fficc of the Mini~!cr

M1ilirtfl Add«::<~:

l'O Ho" 9048 Sm l;rov Guvt
Victon~ BC V8-.t' 9E2

501 lldtci,illc St<ct!t
l'~tlbmcnt Buildings, Victari~
,vd,,;itc:
\'I\YW,gov.bc.co/fin
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-22. The GamingPQlicy andEnforcemeilfBran~h(OPEB) and BCLC wiUjointly develop key
principles that will inform respectiye roles andtesponsibilities. These principles will
outline expectations, obligations, and related business impacts to provide role clarity and
maximize accountability, These principles will be devised by June 30, 2015, and
implemented by December 31, 2015.
3. Optimize the Corporation's financial performance, in accordance with government policy
and directives under the Gaming Controf Act and Treasury Board direction. BCLC will
sustain the organizations net return to the province, by responding to customer and
marketplace demands for products and services and seeking new revenue opportunities
that are consistent with the approved framework. Consistent with previous direction the
corporation will present Treasury Board with a detailed business case for casino
optimization by November 30, 2014, and a detailed business case and risk assessment for
business optimizatio11 by February 28, 2015.

4. At the conclusion of the Crown Review BCLC, the Corporation will work to address, as
appropriate, the recommendations made by Internal Audit & Advisory Services.

5. As part ofthe Corpc,r~ti?n's C?J:1tiI7:~~d 111~da,te~ B~LCwil] use information provided by
liiw enforc~rnent to create actions: arid soh1tions to prevenunoney laundering in BC
gaming .facilities. GPEB will develop antitlll{}~ey laundering standards, to which BCLC
will respond. Additionally, BCLC will icientify and implement strategies to increase the
use of cash alternatives and measure and demonstrate this progress.
These specific strategic priority actions and the Taxpayer Accountability Principles actions are to
be included and integrated in your 2015/16 .. 17/l 8 Service Plan.

As part of the commitment to fiscal responsibility and to ensure the best possible use of
govemment resources, provincial public sector organizations now operate under theTaxpayer
Accountability Principles (attached) announced by PremierChristy Clark in June 2014. Through
the implementation of Taxpayer Accountability Principles, leadership teams in public sector
organizations are leading a change to a cost-conscious public sector that strengthens cost
management capabilities and fosters a principled culture of efficiency and accountability at all
levels. This leadership includes implementing your organization's Code of Conduct which
contains conflict of interest provisions and post-employment restrictions.
BCLC is expected to fuHy adopt the Taxpayer Accountability Principles - cost cohsciottSness
(efficiency), accountability, appropriate compensation, service, respect and integrity. The
actions, as detailed in the 2014 Transition Letter, are to be completely implemented in 2015/16.
For :forther information on the Taxpa)ier Accountability Principles, please see,
http://gov.bc.ca/trownaccountabilities.

.../3
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To support the implementation of the Taxpayer t;\.ccountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 20 l 5/ l 6 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted publicly on your
organization's website.
Government is committed to furtherstrenglhening accountability. improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relationship between government and public sector organizations.
This strong focus on improved two-way communication is to support and ensure a complete
understanding of government directions, expectations, accountabilities and alignment with strategic
priorities. As such, it is important that each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issues
that may materially affect the business of BCLC and/or the interests of govemment, including
information on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and perfonnance targets.
I look forward to our regular quarterly meetings that focus on strategic priorities, perfonnance
against the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working together to protect the public
interest at all times.

Date:

FEB O5 2015

Signed By:

Bud Smith, Chair
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Arthur H. Wiltms, Vice-Chair
Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Christina Anthony. Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

.. ./4
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To support th~ implementation ofthe Taxpayer Accountability Principles, please ensure all
board members sign this 2015/16 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted publicly on your
organization's v:e bsirn.
Government is committed to further strengthening accountability, improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relaiionship bet\.,·een government and public seclor organizations.
This strong focus on jmproved two-way communication isto support and ensure a complete
understanding of government directions, e>;pectations, accountabilities and alignment v,ith strategic
priorities, As such, it is important that each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issues
that may materially affect the b\1siness of BCLC and/or the interests of govermnent, including
information on any risks to achieving financial forecasts and perfom1ance targets.

I look forward to our regular quarterly meetings that focus on strntegic priorities, performance
against the Taxpayer Accountability Principles, results and working together to protect the public
interest at all times.

Date:
Honourable I\,1ielu1el de Jong, Q,C.
ivlinisler of Finance:

FEB O5 2015

-~--

Signed By:

Date

A
Board of Directors
British Cohunhia Lottery C(}rporati0n

Date

Christina Anthony: Director
British Columbia Lottery Corroraiion

Date

.,.•'4
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To support the implementation of the Ta,cpayer Accountability Principles, please ensuz:c all
board members &ign this 2015/16 mandate letter and the signed letter is posted publicly on your
organization's website.
Oovenunent i~ committed to further strenglhening accountability, improving the management of
public funds and revitalizing the relationship between government and public sector organimtions.
This strong focus on improved two-way commWlioation is to support and ensure a complete
understanding of government directions, expectations, accountabilities and alignment with strategic
priorities, As such, it is important that each of us advise the other in a timely manner of any issues
that may materially affect the business ofBCLC and/or the interests of government, including
infonnation on any risks to acbieving financial forecasts and perfonnance targets.
[ look forward to our regular quarterly meetings that focus on strategic priorities1 perfonnance
against the Taxpayer Accountability Principles1 results and working together to ptot-ect the public
interest at all times.

Date:

FEB O5 2015

~·

Signed By:

Bud Smith, Chair
British Columbia Lottery CoIJ)ornllon

Date

Ar1hur H, Willms; Vioe~Chair
Board of Directors
British Columbia. Lottery Corporation

Date

fe.~
Date

\6 1 ao ts.
·

,.. ./4
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Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar~Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

._./5
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Trudi Brown, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

~ \6,.4?16
David W. Gillespie; Directol'

Date

British Columbia Lotte1y Corporation

Robert Holden, Dil'ectol'
British Columbia Lotte1y Corporation

Date

Moray Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

, .. /5
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Trudi Brown, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

~~~

Robert Holden,Diretor
Britis,h Colun1bia Lottery Corporation

Mor.:1.y Keith, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia. Lottery Corporation

Date

.. .15
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Trudi Brown, Director
. British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robe1t Holden, o·irector
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

f<lY(y(lQj

t 6 / ~t5 .

DfJte

Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

... /5
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Trudi Brown, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

David W. Gillespie, Director
British Colwnbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Robert Holden, Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

Moray Keith~ Director
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Date

td J__-fj~•- Cudj,,_,;✓-

Wendy Lisogai"- occhia, Director

Date

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

.. ./5
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cc:

Honourable Christy Clark
Premier
John Dyble
Deputy Minister to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary
Peter Milburn
Deputy Minister and Secretary to Treasury Board
Ministry of Finance

Cheryl Wenezenld-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister
Ministry of Finance
Bud Smith,Chair,
Arthur Wilms, Board Member
Trudi Brown, Board Member
David Gillespie, Board Member
Robert Holden, Board Member
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Board Member
Moray Keith, Board Member
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Jim Lightbody A/Chief Executhie Officer.
:J?ritish .ColumbiaLottery ·Corporation
Attachment: Taxpayer Accowttability Principles
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· l-"unlkr infonn,.1ilm c1~~1iJ,i1,k .-n http:/fgov.bc.ca/crownaccountabilities

Cost·corisciousness ·

(Efficien;~) _;· ·· · ·

Accountability

. Appropriate
- C~jn~ensation _.

Transparently manage responsibilities according to a set of common
public sector principles in the best interest of the citizens of the
province. By enhancing organizational efficiency and effectiveness in
the planning, reporting and decision making, public sector organizations
will ensure actions are aligned with government's strategic mandate.

Comply "Ylth a rigotcnis, ·stan.dai'dized a:pproach t6 perfortnance
roanag~merit,~~- ~iµployee ~inpens~tidn, ·which refl~ts· ~ppmpriate ·

comp~rtsation :for \\;'Ork i:i.plilss•-tii.:e: pµblfo sector that is CQtlSis~nt with

govenunent;s 4ixpayer ~ccoutttahn;iy prirt~1pies

arid ~espei:itful of the

taxpayer.
Service

· " Respect.

Maintain a clear focus on positive outcomes for citizens of British
Columbia by delivering cost-efficient, effective, value-for-money public
services and programs.

Engage 'iii,,equit~bi~~-'.c;mp8$~ionate, !e'Sp~ctful and effectiye. ·
com~mucati6n$.'th~t:~ilsurfall pai1ies are prqper.~Y ipformed or
c~nsulteci 011, ·.a~t~O!]S; "d~isiotS ®a p~blfo. con;iniunic,a'.tion,_s hi· a timely: .
Irlannef Proactl✓dy coi'lab~riit~ 10 .a .spirit ofpartnership. that tespe~ts
the u;i·aftai~yers' 1ri'bni~.
'

lntegrity

'

.

. ·· · . ·

.

Make decisions and take actions that are transparent, ethical and free
from conflict ofinterest. Require the establishment of a strong ethical
code of conduct for all employees and executives. Serve the citizens of
British Columbia by respecting the shared public trust and acting in
accordance with the taxpayer accountability principles.

This is Exhibit “157” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Bud Smith
Board of Directors
Btltish Coiumbi~ Lottery Corporation
74 $e.y_m,our Street

W(:lst "Kamloops BC VZC 1E2
Dear Mr. Smith;Thfa Mandate. Lett~t· co1;1ffrm$ yam· organization's :rnandate,_provides governn~ent's. annual
~tra.tegic qirectio11 ~nq sets out k~y petfotm.ance expectations. for the 2017/18 liscl:ll year.
On belmlf of the Prov:ince of British Col~mbia)thank yo:u for your-Jeaoership·and th~
contributions made br, the.British Columbia Lottery Corporation ·over the past year in suppmt of
goverm11ehf s obje{~tive of provfding legal g:~~ing_ in a, safe-and responsible 111'atiher benefiting all
British Columbians. In pmtjcul~r, con,gi:atolations o'l1 the ~fforts ,.na:de toward.~ the. followingc~ntributions and achievements,
•

Contributing to the integrity of g~b1jng through the couducta11-d· managen1ent-9f

ga:n1bii11g ·in.a so.cial responsible manner, while exceedilig the 2015/16 net income target
of$1.216-bilf1011-by $97.5 million;
• Working with gov:erninent to combat 'illeg~l. gamfog .and ad vancing-gov~rnment? s Anti·:rvroney Latw.dei'ing stfategyl 1nciu:ding,e11hanc:uig Customer Due Diligence, and by
providing fun.ding "(01' the Joint Illegal Ga111~ng Investigatlon Teati). (JJGIT);
·• Working_ W~th govemmeptfo implement conunitments from th~ PJ~n for Public Health
:and Gambling .(Februai,y 2015), in.cludfng completing three-and making significant
_progress on four ofthe commitments that pertain to the·C01:poration;-.
• A1taining, a. Compr~hei1s_iye Cost R~tio of 42% 8.ltd surpassing tl~e 2015/16 target of
·43 .3 ¾;-and,
• Substantially completing the recommendations-made by Internal Au,.dit & Advisory

Services (iAAS), .

,,J'J

Minfats:y of Flnttncc

Miilling ,\dclrcssi
PO. !lox 9043-Stn,11.to\' Govi
V/ct0rln BC V8W '?11,2
4

Loattlom
501 SelleviU!! Slictit
l\1r1ia,mcnt Bwl4inr;, Vi~wcfa
wclf;itc!
·
W\\/\\';f,C)\',1.IC;N/fin
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B.C. ,s Corporafo Cfovernance Framework takes a pdnciples.:based f!PPL'oach i11 pro-viding
direction for effective governance of ministries at?-d Puplic:S"ectol' Organiz&tions (PSDs). · $hicc
June.2014, the Taxpl,ry~t Accountability Principl~s(TAP) have provided guic;!anc·e to ~nsure that
the acfions taken, aw;l servtces provided st{engthen ·accot)nt{lbility and promote cost control while
tneeth)g t\le pQ.t,lic 1~olicy objectives established,by·gover.nment on b.elmlf of the citizens of RC.
I would also 1ike. to recognize the contributions BCLC 1nakes to local ancl regional e.con:onJJts. in
·British Colun'l.bia, and-in particular the imp'brtance-ofthe corpqration~s head offiGe to the
Kaniloops area.
It i~ critical that public secto1• .organizations operate ·as-efficiently-as possible, in ord~(to ens1.u1::
Britis11 Colu~nbians are provided with effe:ctive services ·t).t, the lowtst tQst possjblf;. This rElq'l.!ires

constant f6ous 011 m~intainiqg a cost.,c9nsGiOu:s :qnd p1incipled .c;~1lture through the.efficient
delivery of s~rvic;.e:s that struiq tl}e te~_t .of public s_cmtiny-and help develop a prosperous economy
in ruJ e11vlronmerttally sustainaple-.manner. This is critical to govemmMfs cmmnitrnentto
control spending and balat1ce the budget. For this reason, it is essential that.BCLC co11tains :costs
and meets its· projected revenue targets.
Oovetrtment is i11aki:qg open i~o:rmati01Ya:pl'iority across the public sector to enhance
government transparency and accountability in the use of public resources, the delivery or
programs and public se,:vices. With th~t in mind, it is gnvernmerit's expectation tha,t.BCi.C-will
foster a cult1u'e oflranspatency and foformatiou shatipg with govetnment.

Oo,1ernment seeks to delivel' legal gaming in a sound ·and 'responsible manner. that promote~ the
integrity of gaming and public safety. Under th~ Gamifig Conwol A.et, \h(.} Lottt'1ry Corporation is
responsible for-the co1id'uct and rnanagemenLof gamfng on ~elwJf of government.
The Lottery. Corpora.tionis dire.cted to conducUts business in~ manner that meets government's
expectatipns for s9qial rnsponsibiHty,. public safety,.gaming integrity, arid proj_ected fo1ancial
targets. This is achieved through a mtlh1re of innovation ar~cl cosr contafrun~11t as well as
coh101itntehtto responsible gamblh~g and a,nti.;money l.~uudering·ef'forts.
To ac;hieve tb.is mandate, thel3ri{ish Columpfa Lottety Corporation is specifically directed to
take the following stra·tegic actions:
1. BCLC wilt o-ptimize ·the. Cotporatiorfs financial'perfo1111ai1c¥ a11d. sustaiii net re{urn to the

Pl'ovince in accoi·d~.nce with gover1wient direotion on cost. containment, 1'(:l~ponsible
gamb.ling; and anti~m.oney Jaundering, and in alignme11t with the Taxpayer Accountability
Principles by:
·
a) Coiltihtiing to seek business oppo11unities such as. new gambling faciliti~ and
eGa,ming from a soda.I resporn~ible petsp.ective with particular attentiqn to hnpacts
on problem gamt;,lii1g, lil.01).ey launperfog, public· sijfety~• an~ sµbsequen.tly
developing strategi~s to mittgate risk;
b) Pi·oviding a long term Capital Plan to the:Ministry of Finance setting._outthe
coi:potation' s capital ancl spe1Ydirig and.111anagemei1t plans, incJu.din:g s1gnificant.
IT al).d Kamloops head .office facility d~velopment projects! over tfre next five
ye,m~;

GPEB4937 .0003

c) Reviewing its tipproacltto ~m:missionspaid tc, g~ming service.providers anq
implementing_ ohanges·snbje.ctto tl~e apptbva1 of its bo:ard of{l.heoto1'sr
d) Achieving financial targets as· approyed by Tt'easury Boar4;e} Reporting on the im:plementatfon.bfthe newPlayNowsubsidiarY: which wiH be
managed by.-the.saine co11trols and accoµntabilitles to BCLC's Board;-aud
f) Providifig qm,1rtedy rep6rts to the Mirtistry of Fhumce thiit provide fihancifl.1
forecasts, at)d discuss and identify Issues and risks.

2, -Continue to support govemment in the implementation of its Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) Strategy ~md. n\itigation oheJaJ~d•iHega1 activ.ities,."including hut not limited to:
a} Undortaking actfviti_es to ehs'Ure .the-CblJJOJ.'.atfort's compiiimce regitne:is focusi;d
on preserving the integrity anq. reputationofB,C.'-s ga~ning industry in th~ pub.lie,
interest;
·.b) Wofking co11abonitively with GPBB tQ determine and iniplemetit 1neasures that
effectfv~ly cp.mbat moneyJaundel'ing .and ill~gal activities in B.C. f?/UnblinK
facilities;
c). Funding, in accordance with-government's announced direction, the·.Joint-Illegal
Gaining Investigation Team (JIGIT},. a dedicated,_ coordinated, multi-jurisdictional
itwest"igative ~d Mforcement t~pomle to unl~wful activities withii1.B.C..gamhig
facilities Md iU~gal gambling in B.C,~
d) CoHecting:and sharlng infor:niation an4 d_a:ta witl:,. GPBB-that ~upports-:m.easures tp
address rrioney iamidedng, in B.C. gaming:facilities, iileg~l gamh}g in·the
province~ and JIGIT.operations; mtd
e) Enh_arrcing AML ~est practi_ces with approprfote c.onsi:d.eratimi of ~.va,huiting
source of funds .p.i:i.or tq caslrac.cep_tance whhin:a risk-b.as~d ftarnewoi'k;-and
f) Providing a.quarterly report·to·the Minister 0fFinance on BCI,.C~s_ aqtivities
related to- the above.
3. In1plementt4e five reJnainhrg comn).itm~nts. tha.~ BCLC is (espp:nsible for in-the Plan for
Public Health mtd: Gamliling (February 2015), This j_nclndes offering ~itt1e and money
budgeting tools to ·Encore Rewards menibers and PlayNow.com cusfomers ~nd
implenie,nting customized re·sponsible ga.irtbling.messaging on PlayNow.-cofn.. BCLC will
continue: to. pai1net wit.h GPEB in tM hnpletne11tation of the founemainiug commitments
-fop..yhich th~y are jointly re.sponsible, inch:id.~1g i.Qlp1etnenting a_,GaweSense Advisor"
presence in Comm.up.ity Gamiµg Cenfre1:1 and undertaking key rese~n:ch_projecfa re_lat.ed to
online problein gambling and high-risk features of-Electronic 'Gamir;ig Machines_. BGLC
wifi submit bi-a1111ual ptogi't;!SS reports to the Minist~r ofFinan~e aild the General
.
.Man~ge{, G?EB. on thv jmplementati_on of 9ommitrrtent,s urtd(lr the Plan,
·

4. BCLC will report out on the completion of-implementation of the re·cqmrµendations from
theRevie1v ofthe Brttlsh Coli1rnbia Loltery. Cmporatfon (Decembet:2014) by Internal
Audit and· Advisory Services .by. Jm1e 3o,· 2017.
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The ongoing culture shift to principled public. sectot govetnance re1:iiains a priority for
government. PSOs are expected to tmde11ake 1hore. co1rtpre.he11siv.e p1'0fessio11al dev.elopmehtto
e1iliance ql'ientation of thefr board me.mhe.rs-a.11d senior e~eoutives. · Govel'nment wlH he
providhig progrqmirimg and resources· designed to compl~ment components oforie•ntation to
~n.sut'(f u_n_detstandiJ1KQf the accountabjlities and expectations of public sector boards and
organizations. For detaile.d in:fonnation about TAP directives,.please·referto the roUowing link)
Tax11~er Accountability Pl'inciples.
G_ovenµnent j~- comm.itted to continue to revitalize the relationship between Government and
PSOs. This- str011g foc1~s-on "increased two,-way.communi~ation s11ppo1ts atid ensures a commo1i
understanding of Government's expectatitms. Timely comn,;uiHcation of emerging i:;isties whi9h
rii.ay affecrthe busitiess ofthe;British ColumbJa Lottery Col'poratiomm(i/otthe_fotel'ests.of
governmeqtis ctitical to bµilding trust and the effeotive delivery of public s~rvices, includil\g
1nforn1atioi1 on ~ny risk~ to a_chieving financial foreec1sfs ·and perfo1mnnce targets. With the TAP
.embedded in. the Annual Service Plaus·and Reports; this will support bo.ard chairs in assessing_
and communicating the org~nizatioh's ovemll ·p.~i:fom1anc~,

Jn ;:i.ddition, it i.~ ·expecfod ~atyovr org~nization w_m continue to b~ diligent in ensuring
ff!lttiliatjty with and adherence to statutory obligations and policies that ·have broad applic"ation
across the. public sector. Please refer t• the fol1owj11g lirtk for a sumni.ary of these
accountfl\Jilitie.s, link to Crown Accountabilities.
·

Hach boal'd member is required to acknowledge:the· direction pi·ovided in the. Mandate Letter by
signing thisJetter, The. Mandate Letter is to be posted publicly on your organization~s welisite,
and a popy sig11ed by ~ll board. members ·provicled to the trtinistry aud ma·de available to the
pqb)ic upon teques(
I look fo11ward lo Qm· regular-meetings focusitl~: on strategic. pl'ioritfos) perforniance against TAP,
and working togethe,r tQ p'rqte.ct the public intel'est zit all ti.m9s.

Sincerely,

J

Michael de· Jong,_ Q.t.
· ·J01ni~~er
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British{foliunbia. Lot.tery CO(p-orati911

w'~~y-- __ f;,,,,,(,.,,J

Wendy Lisogar-Go.cchia, Dil'eotor
British "Columbia Lott01·y Col'poration.

er~,
Moray eith,.Dlr

Da.fo

~l'

British Columb' Lottory Col'poration.

Mijtthew Watson1 Director
B,,IUsh
Corporation

ELo::

Date

Andi:mw;;J3irector

Date

B1·itish C.ohunbia Lottery 'Co1p6ratioh

Dec 5, 2016
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cc:

Honourable Christy Clm:k

Premier
I<;.im Henderson
Deputy Ministel'to the Preinier ai1d Cabfoets·ecrQtal'y

Athana Mentz!;}lopoulqs ·
Deputy Minister and Secretary·to Treasury Board
Ministiy of Finance
Cheryl Wei1e·zeilki~ Yollan4
Associate Depllty Minis_ter
Minish·y ofFinanqe
Clu·istina Anthony
Trqdi .Br:own
Robe.rt l-Iol.den
Wertdy Lisogar,.Cocchia,
Moray Keith
Ma.tthew WAtson
Attdrew Brown

Board Members.
Poblic S~ctor Org~:nization
Jim Lightbo~y
Chief Executive Officer

British Columbia Lottery Co111oration
JohnMazure
Assistant Deputy Minister
Gaming Policy and Enforcen1ent Branch

Attachment:-. Taxpayer Accouri.tability Principles
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2

Accoµrttability

Tnmsparen.tly manage.responsibilities according to a set of
common public sector princip.les· in -ihe best iilteiest of the
citizens oftbe province. B_y·enhancing organizational effici~n:cy
and effectiveness mlhe pla(mi.ng, 1·eporfirtg attd d.eci~i91) :tµ~ing,
publio ::;ec~or organizations will cns~.1re actions. are aligned with
go.vernn1ent'.s strategic mandate.

4

Service

Maintain-a -clear focus on positive outcomes for citizens of
British Coluhthia by delivering co$t-efftcien1~ effective, value. for-moJ1ey ·public ·S.el'vfoes and pi'9 grams ..

GPEB4937 .0008
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6 Integl'lty

Make depision,s and take actions that are transparent, ~tllical and
free from conflict of interest. Require the establishment of a
Iih'Qng ethical code of conduct for all e1riployecS'and executives.
Serve.th.e citizens of B:i:itish Qolµtnbi~ by t~specting the.sbare.d
pubHe trust and acting "in, accorda11ce-wHh the tm-::payer
accountability princlples.

This is Exhibit “158” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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35.5179
BudSqnth
Board of Directors
British Coiwnbi~ Lottery Corporation
74 Seymour Street

West I<amloops BC V2C fE2
Dear Mr. Smith:

This Mandate. Letter confirms ym.jr_otga,nization's mandate.provides government's annual
$trategic directior:i ancl sets out k~y perfQnua:nce expectations. for the 201111:8 fiscal year.
On behalf of the Province of Brifish Cob,unbi3j thank yoµ for your-leadership and~

contributions tnade by the.British Cobinibia Lottery Corporation-over the past year in support of
governmeitt' s objective of providing legW. gaining_ma, safe and responsible manner benefiting all
British Columbians'. Irt particull;U', cong:i:atulatlons. o,i the efforts made towar~ ~ following·
contributions and achievements~
•

Contributing to the integrity of gambling. through the conduct m;td managemenhlf
gam,blin:g1n,a so.cial responsible manner, while exceeding the 2015/16 net income target

of $1.216-billiort by $97.S millloµ;
Working with gov:ernment to_.coinbat 'illega1 gammg .and advancing·govemment!s Anti'Money La1.µ1derlng strategy~ including enhancing Custcmu;r Due Diligence, and by
providing fun.ding for the· Joint Illegal Ganµng InvestigatiQn Team. (JJGIT);
·• Working VVi:th governmentto implement coinin.itments :frdm. th~ '.PI~ for Public Health
:and Gambling (Febr1,18ry 2015), including completing three'•and making significant
progress an four of the commitments that pertain to the· Corporation;;
• Attaining, a Compr~hensiye ·Cost Ratio of 42% an.d .surpassing the 2Q15/16 targ~t of
43.3%; ,and,
• Substantially completing the recommendations- made by Internal Au~lit & Advisory
•

Services (IAAS).

.. .12.

Office of.the 1,{i[USl'et-

Mulling Address:

PO. Box. 904S·Stn .l)rov Govt
Vici.6tk BC \1$\V 9~2

Locatfom
501 BcDet~Uc Street
~itdlsimet\t·Builclingt!, V'ii:toria
w~~itc:
·
www;gqv.bC";ca/fin
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B.C.~.s Corporate Governance Framework takes a principles~based ~pproacli in providing
direction for effective. governance of ministries and Public. s·ecto:r Organfa:ations (PSOs). · Since
June 2014, the Taxp~yer Accountability Principles (TA.P),have provided gui<,iance to ensure that
the actions taken, and servi,ces provided strengthen-aocou:rrtqbility and _promote cost control while
meetm.g Toe pl,l.Qlio policy objectives established,by government on behalf of the citizens ·of R C.
I woµld also ~like to. recognize the contri6utions BCLC rnakes to local and. regiorutl epon:otn..iesin
"British Columbia, and in particular the importance-of the cqrpqration·•-s head office to the
Kamloops area.
It ii, critical thatpµblic sector organizations operate as·efficiently·as possible". in o:rdeno en~
British Colum.bians are provided with effa,tive services ~.t the low~ cost possfble. T~is req~ires
constant focus on m~taining .a cost-c,;msciou~ ~d prj.ncipled cµ).ture through the. efficient
delivery of scrvi:c.e:s that stan4 tbe te~t.ofpublic s_crutihyand help develop a prosperous:economy
in atJ. environmentally su$taina1Jle-mann~i:-. This is' critica~ to ·government's commitment to
control spending and balance the budget. For this reason, it is essential that..BCLC contains :costs
and meets its· projected revenue targets.
Government is r.naking open information·a:pi:iority across)thepublic sector to enhance
government 1:ran$parency and accou11tability in the use of public resources, the delivet:y o-f
pmgrams and public services. With that in min~ it is gove11.J1Uent' s expec:tatj.on tha,t .BCLC will
foster a culture of.transpatenoy arti:l information shaf4ig• with go:vetrunent.
Government seeks to deliver legal gaming in a sound and :responsible manner. that pro;mote~ the
integrity of gaming and public,safety. Under the Ga,ning C6nttol Jct~ thy Lottery Corpqration is
responsibie for-the cpnduct and m!:lnagementof gam:ip.g on beh~f of government.
The Lottery Corporation is dire.cte.d to conduct its busines& in a manner that meets government's
expectations·for social respo.nsibility, public- safety,..gamin.g integrity~ and proj:ected financial
targets. This is achieved through a ct.ilture of innovation and ~st contafuinen:t as well as
commitment to responsible gambli~g
Mti-money l_;,uuidering efforts.
To achieve tq.is mandate, the:'Briijsh Columpia Lottery Cdrporation is specifically directed to
take the following .strategic actions:

and

1 .. BCLC will optimize ·the Corporation..::- financial ·petfot,nanc~ and. sustain net re~ to the
Province in accotdance with goventrnent-direotion on cost. coQtainrnent, responsible
gamQling, and, anti-money laundering~ and in alignment with the Taxpayer Accountability
Principles by:
a) Contiiniingto seek business ·opportunities such as, new gambling facilities -and
~Ga,mi.ng from a social responsible perspective with particular -attentiQn to ·4npacts
on probl_etn g~bli.p.g, m:on,ey laundering, public·sa,fety,. artd sµbsequently
dev~oping strategie:s to mit:igate,risk;
b) Providing a long term 'Capital Plan to the· Ministry-of Finance- setting out the
corpoiution~s capital and spEmrl~ ant;l.m.~agemeilt plans,. inch1tl~g: significant
IT aJJ.d Kamloop~ head office fa~ility develop111ent projepts; -over the next five
ye~s;

'-s,,,.__..,.-
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c) ReviewiP-g its approach·t0"9ommissiohs paid to gaming ~t'vice.providers and
implementing_ changes· suoject to the approval ofits bqard of4ireotors;·
d). Achieving financial targets as· approyed by Treasury Boar<h
e) Reporting on the implementation.bf the new PlayNow-subsidiary? which will be
ID.fillaged by the same controls ~d accountabilities to BCLC's Board; ahd
f) Provi<;J.ifig· qm:trlerly report$ to the Miitlsn;y of Finance that PJ'.Ovide firtanci~
forec~s. m;i.d discuss and identify Issues and nsk~_..
2. -Continue to support government iµ the implementation of its Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) Strategy a11d.mitigation ofrela,teii'iilegal activities mcluding b,ut not limited to:.
a) Undertaking activiti.es to !:lhStl;r!:l:th~-.Corporation's coll)pli~ce regime-is focus«!
on-preserving-the integrity! and reputation. of B.C.'s gaµiing indm:tr.y in the pub:lic,
interest;
b) Working collaborativ~ly with -GPEB to-detennine and implemerit measures that
effectively combatmoney-Jaundedng.a.tidillegal activities in.)3.C. wmibling_
facilities;
.
.
c) Funding, in accordance with-gpvernment's announced direction, the:Jointlllegal
Gaming Investigation Teain (JIGIT),. a dedicate~, co.ordinated, multi-:jurisdictional
investigative and emorcetnetit~ponse to unl?wful activi.tle$ Within.B.C•.gaming
facilities ~d ill~gal gambling jn RC;;
d) Collecting:aml sharing inf6nnation and data with GPEB. fhat ~upports· m.easures tQ
address.money Iaundering,:in RC. gaming:facilities,, illegal gamiQg in-the
province.. and JIOTT opeta:tions; and
.e) Enhanuing AML pest practjces with appropriate c.onsi_deration of ewuuating
som-ce. off.unds pri_or tq cash;,acoep:tanpe withirta risK-has~d frarnewotk;· and
f) Providing-aquarterlyrepo.:tt-to-the. Minister of.Finance onBCLC?sactivities
related to the above.
3

_3. Implement ftte-fiv~ remainin:g conunitm~nts. ~t BCL.C is tesponsrble for in.the Planfor
Public Health and:Gambling (February. 2015), This.includes offering tjm,e ~d money
budgeting tools to·Ericore Rewards members and 'PlayNow.com custol,ll.ets· and
implementing cusi:omlz:ed responsible gambling.messaging on PlayNow~com. BCLC will
continue: to, partner witb OPEB in the it;npletnen.tation 6f the four remaining commitments
for which th~y are jointly-re_sponsible, iI;Lclt1dipg iip.pletnenting a, Gatu.eSe:ose Advispr
presence in C9mm~ty Ga,mhig Centres ·and undertaking key research_ projects ~lated to
online problem gambling.and high-risk features ofElectronic Ualllll).g· Machine~. BCLC
will subilJ,it bi-annual ptogress reports to the Minister-of Finance artd :the General
.
Malmgei:", G:f>'.EB. o_n the implemetttatit:ui of commitments undei the Plan.
4. BCLC will report-out on the-completion ofimp{~mentation of the re-commendations from.
the Re.view of.the British Columbiq Lottery Corporation (December 2014) by Internal
Audit and· Advisory -Services .by JWJe 30; 20.17.
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T~e ongoing culture shift to principled public. sector governance remains a priority for
government, PSOs are expected to undertake more compte.he11Sive professional development.to
enhance orientation of their board. members ,and senior ~~ecutives. · Govetrunent will be
providwg programming and resources· clesigne<l to complement compcments of orientation to
en.sure understanding·qf the accountabj]ities and expectations of public sector boards and
organizations. For detailed information about TAP directives, please refer to th~ following link,
Taxpayer Accountability Principles.
G_overrunent is. committed to continue to revitalize the relationship between Government and
PSOs. This· strong foe~ on 'increased twoc-way .communication.supports and ensures a common
understanding of Goverriment• s expectations. Timely comm,utijcation of emerging issues whii,;h
may affecnhe business of the:British Oolumb.fa Lottery Corporation an4/orth.e .interests of
governmel).t is: critical to bµilding trust and the effective delivery of public s~rvices, including
information on ~y risks, to aphieving financial foreca;sts;~d performance targets. With the TAP
embedded irdhe Annual Seiyice. Plans and RepoitsJ this. will support board chairs m assessing
and cominunicatirtg the org~iza:tioh' s overall 'p!!d'orniance,

In iiddition. it i.~ ·expected ~atyow orgf,¼Ilization will continue to be diligent in ensurinR
f~,niiliarlty with and adherence to statutory obljgations and policies that have broad application

across the. public sector. Please refer t6 the following link: for a sUilllliary of these
accourital,ilities, link to Crown Accountabilities.

·

·

·

Each board member is .required to acknowledge,the dir~tion ,provided in the Mandate Letter by
signing this letter. The Mandate ~tter is to be posted publtdy op;your orgaru.zation~s wel?site,
and a copy signed by ·~ll board: members proykted to fhe.;ministry an.d made a,va,ilable tb the

}?'Ql?Jic upon request
I look forward to our regular-meetings focusihg on strat~gic.p1'iorities, performanceagafust 'TAP,
and working together to prote.ct the public interest.at all tmws.

Sincerely,

Michael de Jong,_ Q.C.
· Mip.hrter

.__,,;
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Robo.tt Holdon~ Dfl'ector....(
British-Columbia. touery Go.i:p·o1·atfo.n

l,J,~~...,~ ~

Wendy Lisogru.·MCo.cehia) Director
British "Columbialott-e~y Corporation.

lv{oraY, eitf!,.D1.r o
Bdflsh Columb· Lottery Co1·poration.

~-

Mi,tthew Watson, Dfreotor

Dec5 1 2016

Date

B1•Ulsh Co!uinb1a Lotte~Y, Cm·poratlon

le>-i

Audrlw-Biown;oireotor
B1·ltish C.olumbta Lotte1·y ·corporatiol1

De~ S I \..f.
Dille
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Honourable Christy Clark
Premier
~ Henderson

Deputy Minister-to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary

Athana Mentzelopoulc,s Deputy Minis~ and Secretary·to Treasury Board
Ministry of Finance
Cheryl Wen.e?enJ<l.,Yolland
Assoc;iate Deputy Minis.ter
Ministry of Finance
Christina.Anthop._y

Trudi Brown
Rob{lrt Hol4en

Wendy Lisogar--Cocchia,
;Moray-Keith
Matthew Watson

Antlrew Brown
Board Members.

Public Sector Org$lization
Jim Lightbody
Chief Executive Officer
British Coltrtnbia Lo.ttery Cotponi.ti_on
John Mazure-

Assistant Deputy Minister
.Gaming Policy and Enforcement Brant:!h

Attachment:: Taxpayer Accountability Prin:cipks
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Acco:untability

Transparently manage .responsibilities according to a set of
common public sector principles in the best m.terest-of the
dtizens of the province. By-enhancing organizational efficiency
and effectiven,ess in the planning, reporting and deci~i9}) malting,
public ~ector organjzations ':"ill ensure action::;, are aligned' with
governmenf s strategic mandate.

4

Service

Maintain a clear focus on positive outcomes for citizens of
British Columbia by delivering cost-efficient. effective, valu~for-money p1,1.blic-s.etvices and ptc;igr&1m;.

GPEB0964.0008
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6

Integrity

Make de9isions and take actions that ar~transp;itent, -eithical and

free. :from conflictof interest.. Require the establishment of a
sttong ethicai code of ~n.duct .for all employees· and executives.
S-ef\le ·the citizens of British Colµmbia by tes'.(:K:cting the, shared
public trust and actirtg;in actordaQ.ce with the troq>ayer
accountability principles.

"•.._/

This is Exhibit “159” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

OEC 12 2018
Mr. Peter Kappel
Board of Directors
Executive Office
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6
Dear Mr. Kappel:

I would like to extend appreciation on behalf of Premier Horgan and the Executive Council for
your dedication, and that of your board members, in serving the public interest. Crown agencies
play a key role in delivering important services that benefit British Columbians in every region
of our province.
Government's three priorities remain unchanged: make life more affordable, deliver the services
people count on, and build a strong and sustainable economy that supp01is jobs throughout the
province. Across government ministries and in strong partnership with Crown agencies, our
emphasis is on raising the standard of living for all British Columbians, delivering quality
programs and services that are practical and realistic in a BC context and in our fiscal
environment, and judiciously managing affordability pressures - both for citizens and for our
business community.
BCLC is expected to conduct business that meets public expectations for social responsibility,
public safety and gambling integrity. As a Crown corporation, BCLC is required to make smart,
responsible investments to grow business while managing operating costs in the best interest of
the Province and the people of British Columbia.
Our government has also made important commitments to reconciliation with Indigenous
Peoples, taking action against climate change, and working to ensure that our public service and
public sector institutions are representative and inclusive of all our diverse society:
1. Government is adopting and implementing the United Nations Declaration of the Rights
oflndigenous Peoples (UNDRlP), and the Calls to Action of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC), demonstrating our support for true and lasting
reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples. All public sector organizations are expected to
incorporate the UNDRlP and TRC within their specific mandate and context.
Additionally, in May 2018, government released 10 Draft Principles to Guide the
Province's Relationship with Indigenous Peoples, which serves as a guide for all public
sector organizations as we continue to build relationships with Indigenous communities
based on respect and recognition of inherent rights.
. . ./2
Ministry of
A ttorney General

Office ofche
Attorney G eneral

Mailing Address:
PO Box 9044 Sen Prov Gove
Victoria BC V8W 9E2
email: AG .Minister@gov.bc.ca
website: www.gov. bc. ca/ag
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2. While government has already taken steps towards achieving our legislated carbon
reduction targets, much remains to be done. Our new climate strategy will outline
significant GHG reduction measures in 2019/20 while supporting our program and
service objectives through economic growth powered by clean, renewable energy,
supported by technological innovation. Please ensure your organization's operations
align with govermnent's new climate plan.
3. Over the coming fiscal year, I look forward to working with your leadership team to
provide effective, citizen-centred governance, through strong public sector boards that
represent the diversity of British Columbia. The Crown Agencies and Board Resourcing
Office (CABRO) at the Ministry of Finance provides leadership for the appointment
process to fill positions on the boards of Crown agencies. As your board is renewed over
time, I encourage you to work with CABRO to actively seek out women, visible
minorities, Indigenous Peoples, persons with disabilities, LGBTQ2S+ individuals, and
others who may contribute to diversity to add to the CABRO candidate pool to fill open
positions. My expectation is that candidates from all regions of our province will be
invited to apply to help renew BC's. public sector boards, including individuals with a
broad range of backgrounds in community, labour and business environments.
As the Minister Responsible for the British Columbia Lottery Corporation, I expect that you will
make substantive progress on the following priorities and incorporate them in the goals,
objectives and performance measures included in your Service Plan:
1. Regarding the priority work related to the Province's anti-money laundering effo1ts:
Implement government's response to recommendations arising from the Peter
German review of money laundering in BC casinos. BCLC will provide a
quaiterly repmt to the Deputy Minister Committee on Anti-Money Laundering on
the implementation of initiatives to mitigate money laundering and the use of
proceeds of crime in BC gainbling facilities.
Provide support and information on horse racing to Dr. German as and when
necessary to assist in his review related to money laundering and organized crime
in the real estate, horse racing and luxury car sectors.
2. Complete implementation of the remaining commitments that BCLC is solely and jointly
(with GPEB) responsible for in the Plan for Public Health and Gambling (February
2015). In addition, continue to implement the regulatory guidelines for performance
measure repmting of Game Sense Advisor (GSA) activities in casinos and community
gaming centres.

. . ./3
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3. Proactively share information with GPEB that assists the branch in meeting its
responsibilities for the overall integrity of gambling and horse racing and providing
advice on broad policy, standards and regulatory issues. This includes, but is not limited
to, the following:
•

•

•
•

Any information about BCLC operations related to implementing the
government's response to recommendations arising from the Peter German
review of money laundering in BC casinos and any information requested by
GPEB, the Anti-Money Laundering Secretariat, or the Associate Deputy
Minister's Office as required by them at their sole discretion.
Information about any new games (excluding variations of existing games or
similar games already being offered by BCLC) that BCLC intends to introduce to
determine whether additional responsible gambling standards are required or
whether a game may be considered a new type of lottery scheme and requires
written approval by the Minister under Section 7 of the Gaming Control Act.
Information regarding any trends that may influence strategies to combat money
laundering and keep the proceeds of crime out of BC gambling facilities .
Infmmation regarding proposed upgrades related to the BCLC headquaiiers
building in Kamloops.

4. Optimize BCLC's financial performance in accordance with government policy and
directives under the Gaming Control Act and Treasury Board direction in order to
achieve a net income in line with service plan projections.
Each board member is required to sign the Mandate Letter to acknowledge government's
direction to your organization. The Mandate Letter is to be posted publicly on your
organization's website on Budget Day on February 19, 2019 to coincide with the release of your
organization's service plan.
I look forward to ongoing collaboration with your Board as we work together to deliver
improved service and better outcomes for British Columbians.

Date:
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pc:

The Honourable John Horgan, Premier
Mr. Don Wright, Deputy Minister to the Premier and Cabinet Secretary
Ms. Lori Wanamaker, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
Ms. Heather Wood, Associate Deputy Minister and Secretary to Treasury Board
Ministry of Finance
Mr. Richard Fyfe, QC, Deputy Attorney General, Ministry of Attorney General
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TITLE: Casino table-game buy-in trends 2012-2017
ISSUE: A report completed by HL T Advisory Inc. indicates buy-in trends shifted over the
2012- 2017 period. Changes in money laundering controls correspond with a shift in the
buy-in behaviours of some players and a trend towards less reliance on cash.

BACKGROUND:

•

BCLC requested HL T Advisory analyze BCLC table game buy-in data from 20122017.

•

Key trends over the calendar year 2012 to 2017 period that were assessed included:
o Total table drop and win
o Total drop by source
o Number and value of Large Cash Transactions (LCTs)
o Number and value of Patron Gaming Funds (PGFs)

•

Over the time period, total table drop trended upwards with a substantial peak in 2014
before declining in 2015. The leading sources of drop evolved over the time-period
(LCTs vs PGFs). Refer to Chart 1 and Table 1 on Page 2 of the report.

•

Drop from LCTs as a percent of total drop was 19.6 percent in 2012, and increased to
27. 9 percent in the last half of 2014. The percentage of LCTs has since declined to
16.5 percent of total drop. Refer to Table 2 and Chart 2 on page 3 of the report.

•

Drop originating from PGFs increased from 5.0 percent in the first half of 2012 and
increased to a high of 21 percent in the first six months of 2014. By the second half
of 2017 it was at 17.2 per cent of total drop.

•

In the last six months of 2017, drop from PGF funds surpassed LCT funds for the first
time.

•

Other drop (i.e., cash buy-ins under $10,000) represents the largest amount of drop
in each period, yet it has declined from 75.4 percent to 66.4 percent of total drop over
the entire period. Refer to Table 3 and Chart 3 on page 4 of the report.

•

LCTs in amounts of $10,000 to $20,000 have grown from 72.9 percent of all LCTs for
the first half of 2012 to 88.2 percent in the last half of 2017.

•

The number of LCTs above $20,000 has declined substantially from 27.1 percent in
the first half of 2012 to 11.8 percent in the second half of 2017.

•

The changes in buy-in behaviour and preferences correspond with changes in money
laundering controls BCLC made over the timeframe HLT analysed.
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DISCUSSION:

•

BCLC started offering Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts on a widespread basis in
2012.

•

PGF accounts support BCLC's cash-alternative program to reduce the risk of
proceeds of crime being used at B.C. casinos. Deposits to PGFs may only be from
sourced funds (i.e. bank draft, electronic funds transfer, verified wins).

•

When opening a new PGF account, service providers must comply with BCLC policy
and record customers' personal and financial information.

•

BCLC and its Service Providers meet or exceed FINTRAC's customer due diligence
requirements which can include documenting a patron's source of wealth declaration.

•

In 2014 BCLC noted a substantial increase in cash buy-ins. BCLC began to monitor
the circumstances closely and introduced further AML controls in response to the
increase.

•

Beginning in early 2014, BCLC's AML Unit began interviewing VIP players to review
their play history, specific incidents of concern, relationship with other players and
knowledge of potential loan sharking or illegal gambling sites.

•

In 2014, BCLC implemented an Information Sharing Agreement with the RCMP.

•

Later in that same year BCLC approached the RCMP to initiate a money laundering
investigation related to a series of concerning cash transactions which eventually led
to the RCMP's e-Pirate investigation.

•

In June 2014, BCLC initiated a new player risk level: extreme-risk, and players
assessed to fall within this risk level were barred from casinos in BC for five years.

•

In April 2015, BCLC initiated its sourced-cash condition program, which required
players assessed to be at higher risk of money laundering to provide evidence cash
buy-ins were being acquired from legitimate sources.

•

Under the program, BCLC interviewed players and placed them on sourced-cash
conditions if the player was unable to provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate their
cash was being acquired from a legitimate source, such as a Canadian Chartered
bank; or BCLC received advice from police that a player's funds were coming from
people associated with criminal activity.
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Implementation of the sourced-cash condition program was followed by a dramatic
downward trend in Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) in B. C casinos starting in 2014
and continuing into 2017.
As noted in the HL T report, between 2014 and 2017 the total value of LCTs involving
transactions above $50,000 decreased from $162.3 million to $31.6 million - an 80.6
percent decrease. Refer to Table 4 and Chart 4 on page 5 of the report.

•

HL T also notes that the total number of PGF buy-ins increased by almost four times
since the beginning of 2012 (i.e., from 1,094 to 4,012 or 266.7% increase).A
substantial uptake of PGF accounts was first experienced in the first quarter of 2014,
which corresponded with BCLC increased controls on cash buy-ins. Refer to Table 5
and Chart 5 on page 6 of the report.

•

The total value of PGF buy-ins increased from $46.4 million in the first six months of
2012 to $252.2 million in the last six months of 2017 (a 443.0% increase). BCLC's
sourced cash program appears to have changed the behaviour of some high value
players towards this alternative. Refer to Table 6 and Chart 6 on page 7 of the report.

•

In the latter half of 2017, drop from PGF funds surpassed drop from LCT funds for
the first time.

•

BCLC also undertook a specific analysis of LCT trends between 2012 and 2017,
which demonstrates an overall reduction of LCTs in direct correlation to BCLC antimoney laundering program changes. See chart below for further detail of this
analysis.
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Large Cash Transactions

by Year ($000s)

I

... ,

'

2012-Jan-June

2012-July-Dec

2013-Jan-June

2013-July-Dec

2014-Jan-June

2014-July-Dec
• $20-$7SK

2015-Jan-June
• .$Zlli

2015-July-Dec

2016-Jan-June

2016-July-Dec

2017-Jan-June

2017-July-Dec

- - - -• -----------• ----------- - - - - - - - - - - - -• --------• - - - - - - - -• ---------------• - 2012:

JAN2013:

2014:

2015:

JULY2015:

JAN 2016:

JAN 2017:

Player Gaming
Fund Policy
Implemented

Convenience
Cheque Limits
Raised

BCLC enters into an
information-sharing
agreement with police

GPEB informs BCLC they
do not have authority to
investigate or enforce

BCLC/GPEB meet re: cash
alternatives

Chip swap operation at River Rock

JULY 2012:

SEPT 19 2013:

FEB 2014:

Cheque Hold
Program
Implemented

BCLC submit cash
alternatives
proposal to GPEB

GPEB deny BCLC
request to de-limit
convenience cheques

illegal gaming or money
laundering
FEB
:

BCLC assist
JIGITwith
on-site
investigation at
River Rock

SEPT 2012:

SEPT 22, 2013:

APRIL 2014:

Jin Barring 1 & 5
yrs

GPEB responds to
cash alternatives
proposal, rejecting it

BCLC request police
assistance for Jin file

JUNE 2014:
BCLC extreme risk
program initiated
BCLC presents JIN file
to CFSEU

JULY 2014:

Note: BCLC
assessed the
LCT ranges set
out in this chart -$20-$75k, and
$75k+ -- due to
the greater risk
levels for
potential moneylaundering
activities in these
ranges.

Suspect cash
facilitators list and
target sheets provided
to CFSEU - Jin's
group and associates

2015

BCLC files formal
complaint to CFSEU re: Jin

APR 2015:
FSOC starts ePirate
BCLC initiates sourced
cash condition program

BCLC meet FSOC re: JIN/ 10
players on cash conditions
Underground casinos reported
due to cash conditions
AUG 2015 :
Chip Swap planned for River
Rock
Explore Chip Liability protocol
options

SEPT 2015:

FEB 2016:
Illegal gaming site redirected to
Richmond RCMP

APR 2016:
BCLC Implement VIP patron
interview program

MAY 2016:
BCLC conducts training for JIGIT /
JIN info passed on

JUNE 2016:
Allegations of illegal money
exchange businesses

BCLC seeks approval of
three cash reduction
alternatives

GPEB informs BCLC to
postpone chip swap

MAY 2015:

Info from law enforcement
increases cash conditions list

FSOC requeS t s BCLC to
provide support to continue
ePirate

BCLC conducts money exchange
project to test legitimacy of
incoming cash

BCLC implements refuse cash
buy-ins program for dropped off
cash.

JULY 2016:

JUNE 2015:
BCLC hosts AML summit

Source of Wealth Program
Source of Funds Program

OCT 2015:
RCMP ISA suspended due to
GPEB

DEC 2015:
BCLC provides FSOC illegal
gaming location

No requirement for BCLC to seek
GPEB approval on cash alternative
proposals

SEPT 2016:
Allegations of illegal poker room
passed to JIGIT

NOV 2016:
Delimited Convenience Cheques
and International EFT's
Implemented
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6
Date: February 22, 2018

Re: Table Game "Buy-In" Trends 2012-2017
Dear Mr. Desmarais,
This letter summarizes HLT Advisory Inc.'s ("HLT'') analysis of table game "buy-in" trends
since 2012. "Buy-In" refers to the value of table game playing chips that players acquire
to wager on table games. Further terms used in this letter are:
•

Drop - the total amount of buy-in at table games from casino customers.

•

Large Cash Transactions (''LCTs'') - transactions where a customer buys-in with
cash for $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period.

•

Player Gaming Funds ("PGF'') - transactions where a customer buys-in without
cash (i.e., from monies that were deposited into a casino account from a
recognized financial institution by way of bank drafts or electronic wire transfers).

The data used in this report was received from a BCLC database that was created in 2004
for FINTRAC reporting requirements. Transactional data is inputted directly into the
database by casino Service Providers for all LCT, PGF and Casino Disbursement
Transactions.
Up until the end of July 2016, LCTs were reported to FINTRAC for both cash and non-cash
(i.e., PGF buy-ins) transactions. At the end of July, 2016, FINTRAC instructed BCLC that
LCT filings were not required for customer non-cash buys-in using PGF funds.
Consequently, no PGF data was entered for non-cash buy-ins for the period of August and
September 2016, and a portion of October 2016. In October 2016, BCLC made changes
to the database software to allow for the reinstatement of non-cash PGF transaction
collection by Service Providers, without reporting these transactions to FINTRAC as
directed.
For the purposes of this trend analysis, HLT made estimates for total PGF transactions
(i.e., both number of transactions and corresponding value) in the 2016 (July to
December) period based on 2015 and 2017 data for corresponding months. No other
adjustments to the data were made by HLT.
Key trends over the 2012 to 2017 period that were assessed included:
•

Total table drop and win
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•

Total drop by source

•

Number and value of LCTs

•

Number and value of PGFs

The results are presented in a series of summary data tables and charts that follow. A
written summary of the overall key trends is first provided.

Total Drop and Win
Over the time-period total table drop was trending upwards. The resultant win ranged
from approximately $200 million to $275 million. The decline in hold rate in the latter
periods is consistent with increased baccarat wagering (i.e., typically lower hold rate than
other games). The increase in baccarat wagering is consistent with trends experienced in
other major North American table gaming markets such as Las Vegas over this period.
Table 1
Table Game Drop by Source($ Millions)
Buy-in Source :

LCT
PGF
Other

Total Drop
Hold Rate

Table Win

2012

2013

Jan-Jun I

I
Jui-Deel

Jan-Jun I

$181.4
$46.4
$697.4
$925.1
22.1%
$204.8

$190.1
$62.3
$698.0
$950.5
20.2%
$191.8

$228.2
$84.1
$678.2
$990.5
20.9%
$207.0

2014

I
Jui-Deel

I
Jui-Deel

Jan-Jun I

$243.0
$182.7
$685.6
$1,111.4
20.4%
$227.1

$327.9
$287.0
$738.3
$1,353.2
19.7%
$266.1

$368.1
$182.1
$770.0
$1,320.1
20.3%
$267.4

2015

I
Jui-Deel

Jan-Jun I

$342.6
$153.7
$790.7
$1,287.1
21.5%
$276.3

$292.5
$158.6
$836.9
$1,287.9
19.6%
$251.9

2016
Jan-Jun I

$242.8
$180.1
$869.1
$1,292.0
19.2%
$247.9

I
Jui-Deel

$233.3
$200.5
$979.1
$1,412.9
17.5%
$247.0

2017
Jan-Jun I

$243.2
$226.5
$918.6
$1,388.2
17.7%
$245.2

Jui-Dec

$240.7
$252.0
$968.9
$1,461.6
17.0%
$248.5

Source HLT Adv,sory Inc based on BCLC data

Chart 1
Total Table Game Drop and Win
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Total Drop by Source
Since the beginning of 2012, drop from LCTs as a percent of total drop first increased
from 19.6 percent to 27.9 percent in the last half of 2014 and has since declined to 16.5
percent. Drop originating from PGFs increased from 5.0 percent at the beginning of 2012
to 21.2 percent in the first half of 2014. After dropping to 11.9 percent in the first half of
2015, it has increased to 17.2 percent. In the latter half of 2017, drop from PGF funds
surpassed LCT funds for the first time. Other drop (i.e., cash buy-ins under $10,000)
accounts for the largest amount of drop in each period yet it has declined from 75.4
percent to 66.4 percent of total drop over the entire period.
Table 2
Distribution of Table Game Drop by Source
Buy-in Source :

LCT
PGF
Other
Total Drop

2012
I
Jan-Jun I
Jui-Deel
19.6%
20.0%
5.0%
6.6%
75.4%
73.4%
100.0%
100.0%

2013
I
Jan-Jun I
Jui-Deel
23.0%
21.9%
8.5%
16.4%
68.5%
61.7%
100.0%
100.0%

2014
I
Jan-Jun I Jui-Deel
24.2%
27.9%
21.2%
13.8%
54.6%
58.3%
100.0%
100.0%

2015
I
Jan-Jun I
Jui-Deel
26.6%
22.7%
11.9%
12.3%
61.4%
65.0%
100.0%
100.0%

2016
I
Jan-Jun I Jui-Deel
18.8%
16.5%
13.9%
14.2%
67.3%
69.3%
100.0%
100.0%

2017
Jan-Jun I
17.5%
16.3%
66.2%
100.0%

Jui-Dec
16.5%
17.2%
66.3%
100.0°/4

Source HL T Adv,sory Inc based on BCLC data

Chart 2
Distribution ofTotalTable Drop by Source
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Number of LCTs

The total number of LCTs from cash buy-ins increased from the beginning of 2012 from
4,949 to 9,711 at the end of 2014. Since, the number has drop to generally between
8,500 and 9,000 in each period. In each period, LCTs under $20,000 account for the
largest share of all LCTs. LCTs under $20,000 accounted for 72. 9 percent of all LCTs at
the beginning of 2012 and now account for 88.2 percent. The number of LCTs above
$20,000 increased to approximately 3,000 in the last half of 2014 and has since declined
steadily (approximately 1,000 in last half of 2017) and now account for approximately 11.8
percent of all LCTs, down from 27.1 percent at the beginning of 2012.
Table 3
Nurrber of LCTs by Buy-In Level
Number of LCTs

Buy-in Le1.el
($ thousands)

$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

3,610
796
125
410
8
4,949

3,557
590
140
495
14
4,796

4,722
853
129
514
18
6,236

5,210
1,031
140
545
34
6,960

6,364
1,330
265
692
91
8,742

6,666
1,751
253
963
78
9,711

6,552
1,341
273
845
72
9,083

6,603
1,183
198
533
41
8,558

6,988
990
107
255
17
8,357

7,548
919
88
149
7
8,711

7,650
844
100
182
6
8,782

7,797
740
119
179
2
8,837

Source HLT Adv,sory Inc based on BCLC data

Chart 3
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Value of LCTs

The total value of LCTs increased from $181.4 million in the beginning of 2012 to $368.1
million by the end of 2014. Since the end of 2014, the value has declined to $240.7
million. All LCTs greater than $20,000 totalled $244.2 million at the end of 2014 and since
has declined to $82.2 million (a 66.4% decrease). The largest decrease was experienced
in buy-in levels above $50,000 (e.g., decreased from $162.3 million to $31.6 million over
the same period - a 80.6 % decrease).
Table 4
LCT Value by Buy-In Level
Value of LCTs ($ Millions)

Buy-in Le-.el
($ thousands)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

$80.1
$42.8
$8.5
$47.3
$2.5
$181.4

$78.5
$36.5
$9.5
$61.2
$4.4
$190.1

$98.5
$52.0
$9.4
$62.0
$6.2
$228.2

$102.6
$53.5
$9.8
$66.6
$10.5
$243.0

$124.8
$690
$17.2
$84.8
$32.2
$327.9

$123.9
$81.9
$16.5
$114.4
$31.4
$368.1

$128.5
$69.0
$17.8
$101.0
$26.4
$342.6

$131.3
$65.4
$13.3
$66.2
$16.4
$292.5

$140.3
$56.1
$7.8
$32.1
$6.5
$242.8

$152.4
$55.0
$6.5
$16.9
$2.6
$233.3

$158.3
$54.1
$7.3
$21.3
$2.2
$243.2

$158.5
$50.6
$9.5
$21.4
$07
$2407

$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

Source HLT Advisory Inc based on BCLC data
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Number of PGFs
The total number of PGF buy-ins increased by almost four times since the beginning of
2012 (i.e., from 1,094 to 4,012 or 266.7% increase). PGFs less than and greater than
$20,000 have followed the same general trend line since the latter half of 2014.
Table 5
Number of PGFs by Buy-In Level
Buy-in Le\RI
($ thousands)
$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

487
362
51
192
2
1,094

204
294
48
305
15
866

319
418
83
288
53
1,161

406
548
82
524
198
1,758

428
526
110
760
307
2,131

406
539
136
421
187
1,689

598
538
148
525
121
1,930

540
673
154
525
121
2,013

1,091
1,073
201
574
106
3,045

1,213
1,173
243
715
162
3,506

1,440
1,221
251
772
115
3,799

1,481
1,394
253
717
167
4,012

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data
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Value of PGFs
The total value of PGF buy-ins increased from $46.4 million at the beginning of 2012 to
$252.2 million by the end of 2017 (a 443.0% increase). PGFs over $20,000 increased
significantly between the start of 2013 to the first half of 2014. Following a steep decline
over the next two time periods, is has increased along the same trend line that was
experienced in the first three time periods.
Table 6
PG F Value by Buy-In Level
Value of PGFs ($ Millions)

Buy-in Le\RI
($ thousands)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

Jan-Jun

Jui-Dec

$7.2
$13.7
$3.2
$21.6
$0.7

$3.2
$11.1
$3.1
$39.6
$5.3

$5.1
$16.0
$5.1
$37.1
$20.8

$6.2
$22.7
$5.2
$71.6
$77.1

$6.7
$19.9
$7.1
$99.1
$154.2

$6.0
$21.3
$8.4
$57.1
$89.3

$9.3
$21.4
$9.3
$70.7
$43.0

$8.2
$28.0
$9.8
$69.1
$43.5

$15.9
$41.8
$12.7
$71.4
$38.4

$16.5
$41.4
$14.8
$88.1
$39.8

$21.5
$46.1
$15.9
$97.4
$45.6

$22.0
$54.5
$15.9
$91.5
$68.1

$46.4

$62.3

$84.1

$182.7

$287.0

$182.1

$153.7

$158.6

$180.1

$200.5

$226.5

$252.0

$10-$20
>$20 to $50
>$50 to $75
>$75 to $250
>$250
Total

Source HL T Advisory Inc based on BCLC data
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* * * * *
Should you have any questions on this letter report, please do not hesitate to contact
respectively.
either of the undersigned at

Sincerely,

HLT Advisory Inc.

Robert M Scarpelli
Managing Director

Drew Chamberlain
Managing Director
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: March 19, 2018

Cooper AML Story
RE: Top 25 PGF Payouts

KEY FACTS:
On March 13, 2018, Postmedia published a story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos:
http://vancouversun .com/news/local-news/massive-bclc-casino-cheque-payouts-were-mostly-returnedfunds
Cooper focused his story on data released through BCLC FOi request 17-078 (shipment one, sent
February 27) and a subsequent response (sent March 8) of five copies of cheques not included in the
initial FOi response package. BCLC advised in the FOi response letter that cheque amounts may be
misinterpreted, and conclusions based only upon a cheque amount are likely to be erroneous and
misleading, without a clear and informed understanding of a player's complete buy-in and cash-out
history along with the overall win/loss ratio for that player.
The 25 PGF cheque payouts were made to eight players, who are well known to BCLC. Two of these
players are currently barred from all gambling facilities in B.C. for attempting to cheat (one barring
expires November 2018 and the other expires February 2019).
The other six remain active players in BCLC facilities. BCLC has fully identified these players through
government photo identification and background due diligence checks . BCLC monitors their play on
an ongoing basis. BCLC has discovered no information that would suggest these players are involved
in or associated to any criminal activity, nor connected to individuals involved in criminal activity.
BCLC has also received no advice or adverse information from police or GPEB that would suggest
these players are involved in or associated to criminal activity or that BCLC should ban them. Five of
the six players have an extensive gaming history with BCLC dating back as far back as 2010, 2011,
2011, 2015, 2015 respectively.
One of the six players is a seasonal player, who has a minimal history of activity over a lengthy period.
This player came into BCLC sites one to two times a year from 2007 to late 2010. He did not return
until 2016 and has only attended a casino 10 times since.
About Patron Gaming Funds (PGFs):
-

Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts allow customers to transfer money (over $10,000) between their
casino account and their approved Canadian bank account, eliminating the need to bring cash into a
casino . Account holders can link their casino accounts with up to two approved Canadian bank
accounts, allowing direct transfers from a bank account. Players can deposit funds to a PGF using a
certified , personal or Canadian casino cheque ; bank draft; debit card; or online banking.

Funds deposited into PGF accounts are legal tender confirmed as sourced cash . Therefore, patrons
are able to withdraw any amount of funds from the account, at any time , including in multiple cheques.
Players may request more than one cheque for a variety of reasons. For example, if a player wants to
use one portion of a PGF withdrawal for a future buy-in, the player may request payout via more than
one cheque so that the player does not have to return with the entire amount of withdrawn funds if
they so choose. PGF cheques can only be issued to the player associated with the PGF account.
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The article reports that most of the PGF payouts were not for gambling wins:

"The majority of big-money cheques issued to B. C. Lottery Corp. high-rollers in 2016, including a $2.4
million return of funds, were not for gambling wins, according to a Postmedia News analysis of patron
gaming accounts used by VIP gamblers.
"Postmedia examined the ways in which high-value cheques are disbursed from BCLC "non-cash"
patron gaming fund accounts because documents say that B. C. 's gaming policy enforcement branch
is concerned that these accounts are almost exclusively funded through bank draft deposits
connected to a small number of high-risk VIP gamblers from Asia.
"The enforcement branch says this could be a problem, because 'the majority of bank drafts are
accepted' by casino operators 'without knowing whether the funds are coming from the (VIP
gambler's) own bank account, ' documents say. 'Some of the drafts are blank. ... Customer due
diligence (of some VIP gamblers) responsible for a significant amount of patron gaming fund account
activity may not be sufficient. "'
BCLC Background:
• PGF cheque amounts represent the amount cashed out by the player. They do not represent buyin amounts, win/loss history or other cash outs.
•

"Return of patron gaming funds" and "no buy in - patron took cheque" are terms used by Service
Providers to indicate that players are clearing out their PGF account, and not expected to return to
play in the foreseeable future.

•

BCLC has implemented several layers of anti-money laundering oversight, including daily
monitoring of any PGF deposits by bank draft, followed by minimal play and removal of funds . This
includes BCLC's requirement that all Gaming Service Provider staff must receive anti-money
laundering training prior to working on the gaming floor or in a surveillance capacity. The AML
training aligns with FINTRAC guidelines and provides gaming staff with potential indicators of
suspicious financial activity that they should be aware of on the gaming floor.

The article states PGFs are promoted to high-risk players as a means of better tracking and reviewing
their gambling activity:

''Patron gaming accounts were promoted for high-risk VIP gamblers who have been associated with
the transnational money laundering of suspected drug-dealing cash in BCLC casinos. The accounts
are supposed to provide a better audit trail for source of funds, and prevent gamblers from leaving
casinos with currency that appears to be 'cleaned. '
''BCLC said the idea is that if there was an indication a gambler was depositing bank drafts into a
patron gaming account, then asking for a cash-out by cheque without 'an expected level' of gambling,
that account would immediately be flagged for review. "
BCLC Background:
• This is factual. If there is any indication that a patron was using a PGF account to deposit bank
drafts into a PGF account in an effort to receive a cheque back without an expected level of play,
the PGF account would be flagged immediately for potential review/action by BCLC's anti-money
laundering unit.
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•

The BCLC AML unit also receives daily reports in relation to bank drafts brought in, and cheques
going out, on a 30-day rolling view to identify suspicious activity. As part of its anti-money
laundering oversight, BCLC has the authority to require the closure of any PGF account.

The article states BCLC could not initially find all cheque records requested through FOi:

"BCLC could not initially find copies of five of the top 25 patron gaming fund cheques on site at River
Rock Casino, including the largest patron fund disbursal for 2016, a $2.4-million cheque. Postmedia
asked BCLC if there could be any concerns that the cheques that couldn 't be located on site at River
Rock were not properly marked ... BCLC said after following up with the casino, it was able to obtain
copies of the five cheques for Postmedia. "
BCLC Background:
•

BCLC policy requires Service Providers to retain copies of PGF cheques on site until reviewed
by BCLC during periodic gaming operations reviews. These reviews occur at minimum three
times a year, per site. After that, Service Providers are not required to hold copies of cheques
on site but must ensure the records remain available for 7 years.

•

In one case, neither a copy of the cheque nor cheque-stub record was located on site by the
Service Provider; however, the cheques are retrievable from the bank at which they were
processed.

•

BCLC asked the Service Provider to obtain copies of the cheques not retained on site from its
bank, and BCLC provided the copies (not included in the initial FOi response package) to the
applicant in a subsequent response on March 8, 2018.

•

BCLC reviewed these PGF cheques in 2016 as part of its gaming operations reviews . There
was no indication the Service Provider was not in compliance .

The article cites the ongoing
lawsuit as the one known case in B.C., in which money laundering
and fraud have been alleged in connection to a BCLC PGF account:

BCLC Background:
• BCLC monitors play activity and PGF account activity and investigates unusual activity - including
by requesting proof of source of wealth.
•

In July 2016,
and the
Law Corporation started an action against several
defendants regarding the alleged misappropriation of funds. BCLC is not a party to the litigation.

•

In August 2016, BCLC was advised that Plaintiffs' counsel was seeking to have records disclosed
, as it is alleged that she had indicated she had a PGF
regarding one of the defendants,
account with Gateway Casino & Entertainment Limited. BCLC fully complied with the court order
for records. BCLC has had no further involvement with the litigation.

•

The allegations against the defendants are unproven and still before the courts.

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

T:
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: January 8, 2016

River Rock Casino Chip
Swap

Key Facts:
On January 18, 2016 a chip swap operation ("Operation Sienna") will be conducted at River
Rock Casino . This chip swap was originally scheduled for September 8, 2015 however was
suspended due to a request from law enforcement.
In 2015 the River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR) experienced an increase in patrons leaving
with large quantities of RRCR $5000 chips .
BCLC believes the high number of outstanding RRCR $5000 chips poses a personal risk to
the safety of those in possession of large quantities of these chips , as they may be targeted in
a robbery .
There is also a reputational risk to the gaming industry in B.C. as a large number of these
chips are believed to be in circulation for reasons of servicing in some cases, an underground
network of individuals that facilitate providing patrons with access to the chips to enable play
at the RRCR and specifically the high limit rooms . There is concern about the possibility that
these chips may also be used for funding illegal gaming.
Background:
As of August 25 , 2015 , a review of RRCR $5000 chip stock determined a shortage of 1878
RRCR $5000 chips in inventory with a total dollar value of $9.39 million .
As of January 5, 2016, a review of RRCR $5000 chip stock determined a shortage of 942
RRCR $5000 chips in inventory with a total dollar value of $4.71 million .
BCLC has seen the high number of outstanding RRCR chips drop significantly since
September 2015 and much of this can be attributed to BCLC's AML strategy in 2015 including:
• New chip tracking policy changes for RRCR.
• The interviewing of RRCR patrons suspected to be in possession of large numbers of
chips
• Face to face training with RRCR employees around identifying Unusual Financial
Transactions including the practice of "chip walking"
The objectives of the chip swap are :
• To replace the current RRCR $5000 chip that is in circulation with a new RRCR $5000
chip.
• Render valueless the current RRCR $5000 chip after January 31 , 2016 .
• To mitigate the removal of chips from the RRCR and specifically the high limit rooms.
• To encourage patrons to open Patron Gaming Fund accounts and make use of the
account as a cash alternative .
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BCLC Investigations will be on duty, from 9 a.m . to 12 midnight (15 hours per day), 7 days per
week, at the RRCR until January 31, 2016 or until the duration of the project. No chips will be
accepted outside those hours.
The investigators will conduct interviews of patrons when:
• They are returning any large quantity of chips ($50K or more)
• The patron is a subject of interest
• The patron is not previously known as a RRCR patron
• The return involves a suspicious circumstance
• The circumstances otherwise dictate
As of January 8, 2016 the date and details of the Chip Swap are known only to select
employees within BCLC Corporate Security and the BCLC Operations Group. RRCR staff will
be informed on January 12, 2016.
BCLC VP Corporate Security will advise GPEB and BCLC Corporate Communications of the
Chip Swap Operation when determined as necessary.
BCLC Response Points:

•

BCLC is replacing the current high value chips in circulation at River
Rock Casino Resort from January 18th to January 31, 2016.

•

Chip stocks are refreshed periodically to enhance game protection and
other aspects of casino security.

•

Players will be encouraged to return their chips in exchange for a payout
or for new chips.

• Safety and security are our number one priority. The replacement of chips
is important to maintain the integrity of gaming and the safety of the
players.

Ross ALDERSON
Director AML & Operational Analysis
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date:

February 8, 2019

Cooper Story Re: Alleged
Casino Industry Complicity in
AML

KEY FACTS:

On February 7, 2019, Global News published an online story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series
on allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos. Entitled "BCLC could
have stopped this ': Former casino investigators question whether officials unwilling to stop criminal
activity," the article shares accounts by three former staff from the gambling industry and their
speculations of complicity by BCLC, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) and Great
Canadian Gaming Corporation (GCGC) Executives in alleged money laundering at B.C. casinos.
Cooper based this article on a past interview with former BCLC Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Director
Ross Alderson, as well as interviews with former GCGC Security Manager Proka Avramovic and
former GPEB Senior Investigator Joe Schalk. Cooper labels all three individuals as "whistleblowers. "
Alderson did not provide comment for this particular story.
Additionally, Cooper cites from a September 2015 BCLC AML Document, drafted by Alderson, and a
July 2015 Section 86 Report, also drafted by Alderson . BCLC is unaware of how Cooper obtained the
reports . While Cooper references select excerpts from the two reports, additional content in both
reports reiterate that BCLC reported to the RCMP its concerns regarding apparent links from proceeds
of crime to B.C. casinos , BCLC's immediate action in response to information from police, and BCLC's
request for RCMP to investigate.
The article also relies on records obtained by Global through Freedom of Information (FOi) requests
since 2017, several of which media have reported on in previous coverage .
The article outlines details in Alderson 's AML Document:
"An internal report filed in September 2015 by Ross Alderson, the Lottery Corp. 's then-director of antimoney laundering, highlights the heightened distrust and suspicion GPEB and some senior police
officers in B.C. held about BCLC.
"The report outlined how Lottery Corp. investigators had linked about 40 Chinese VIP gamblers at
Richmond's River Rock Casino to massive cash deliveries from an alleged organized crime network
suspected of 'transnational' drug trafficking and money laundering.
"In his September 2015 report, Alderson wrote he had 'received information that senior police had
directed their operational staff to deal with GPEB rather than BCLC. Comments were made that there
had been unwillingness by BCLC leadership to address, what was in the police's eyes, clear
acceptance of huge volumes of cash which 'one could reasonably suspect were likely proceeds of
crime.'
''Alderson feared that BCLC and casino managers could also be accused of 'willful blindness."'
BCLC Background:
• Additional content in the AML Document reiterates that BCLC reported to the RCMP its concerns
regarding apparent links from proceeds of crime to B.C. casinos, BCLC's immediate action in
response to information from police, and BCLC's request for RCMP to investigate.
• Alderson notes in his AML Document that "BCLC was committed to doing the right thing and that
was eliminating 'dirty money' from the gaming industry" and that "BCLC were the original
complainant in the whole [E-Pirate] investigation, have driven all the AML programs and have had
successful AML audits."
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•

•

•

Starting in June 2015, BCLC began interviewing individuals believed to be associated to an
organized-crime network and from June to September 2015, BCLC placed over 40 players on
sourced cash conditions which prohibited them from buying in with unsourced cash. Since 2015,
BCLC has placed 480 players on restrictions from using unsourced cash .
Following BCLC's ongoing actions and commitment to improving AML controls, namely prohibiting
certain patrons from buying-in with cash that is un-sourced or suspected to be from illegal sources ,
suspicious transactions in B.C. casinos have declined significantly since July 2015. BCLC has
provided detailed data to Global News, showing how its actions correlated to the decline.
BCLC also proactively provincially bans suspected members of organized crime and those
associated with criminal activities from all BC gaming facilities. To date, BCLC has barred 425
individuals from entering B.C. casinos.

The article puts forth several suppositions by the "whistleblowers" that BCLC intentionally ignored
what was occurring at its casinos because of ensuing record profits:
"With massive cash transactions flowing in Lottery Corp. casinos, some executives would not agree
the cash should be questioned, according to Schalk. He said that one executive with experience in
policing maintained the ridiculous belief that Chinese VIP gamblers were flying into Canada carrying
hundreds of pounds worth of Canadian dollars.

"According to another whistle-blower source, another executive allegedly repeatedly stated the theory
that crime and money laundering would occur anyway in B.C. , so government-regulated casinos could
be used to recycle the dirty money into productive uses. "
BCLC Background:
• BCLC recognized the risk that money-laundering poses to casinos, took action and continue to
take action to increase controls as new threats emerge - as evidenced with the actions the AML
Document outlines.
The
AML Document that Global used to inform its article notes that a senior official of the RCMP
•
advised that while BCLC should continue to share information with the RCMP and complete
suspicious transaction reports, that official also cautioned BCLC to postpone actions planned and
discuss any other action with the RCMP's Federal Serious and Organized Crime (FSOC) first, "so
as not to impede any ongoing criminal investigation" [E-Pirate].
The
Section 86 report which Global also used to inform its article indicates that on February 12,
•
2015, BCLC requested that the RCMP's FSOC consider initiating an investigation based on
information that BCLC had collected related to cash drops at casinos by an individual believed to
be associated to organized crime. Shortly thereafter, the RCMP advised BCLC of the start of its EPirate multinational money-laundering investigation . The AML Document states that, "BCLC were
the original complainant" behind the E-Pirate investigation .
• BCLC reached out to other law enforcement agencies with similar requests prior to the February
2015 meeting with FSOC, but had little success in having its concerns investigated .
The
Section 86 report also indicates that during a June 29, 2015 meeting, FSOC advised BCLC's
•
former AML Director that, while it suspected there were organized crime links to casinos, there was
"no confirmed evidence at this time other than one suspected drop off to an un-named player in a
parking lot. "
BCLC
is unaware of the alleged Executive statements referenced in the article, and has asked
•
Global National for copies of the statements it indicates it is quoting from, or the names of the
individuals to whom Global News is attributing these statements.
• Global National has not provided to BCLC the factual basis from which it obtained the alleged
comments.

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

T:
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: January 29, 2019

Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts and Bank Drafts

BACKGROUND:
In a recent story, Global News reporter Sam Cooper has made a number of assertions related to
Patron Gaming Fund Accounts (PGF) and bank drafts. The following provides information on those
two topics .
PGF accounts allow customers to transfer money (over $10,000) between their PGF account and their
approved Canadian bank account, eliminating the need to bring cash into a casino . An approved
Canadian Bank Account is one that is regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions.
Service providers are responsible for managing these accounts in adherence with BCLC standards
and policies, which are approved by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch .
Traceable cash alternatives support BCLC's anti-money laundering program by reducing the use of
cash by patrons to help lessen money-laundering threats to casinos, and providing regulators and law
enforcement with greater documentation for identifying the source of wealth and funds.
Account holders can link their PGF accounts with up to two approved Canadian bank accounts,
allowing direct transfers from a bank account. Players can deposit funds to a PGF using a certified ,
personal or Canadian casino cheque ; bank draft; debit card; or online banking. Players cannot link
their accounts to money services businesses nor are any forms of payment originating from a money
services businesses permitted .
Any subsequent deposits into the PGF account must also be sourced. Any cash transferred to a
patron gaming fund account requires a verified source of funds with a receipt from an accredited
Canadian Financial institution.
BCLC monitors play activity and PGF account activity and investigates unusual activity - including by
requesting proof of source of wealth . If there is any indication that a patron is using a PGF account to
deposit bank drafts into a PGF account in an effort to receive a cheque back without an expected
level of play, the PGF account would be flagged immediately for review/action by BCLC's anti-money
laundering unit.
Bank drafts
Bank drafts must have the institution, bank draft or account number on it and the individual must
affirm that the draft came from their own account. Every bank draft from an accredited Canadian
Financial Institution includes a unique identifier that the bank or law enforcement can use to trace the
bank draft back to a specific bank account and account holder. Neither BCLC nor its service providers
have any lawful means to access that information. BCLC must rely solely on the police and the
gaming regulator to investigate were it reports concerns to them.
The service provider must obtain written affirmation from the player that the bank draft is sourced from
his/her own bank account.
BCLC monitors bank drafts for any overall anomalies or patterns and those are reported to police on a
weekly basis. Any suspicious transactions are refused and reported to FINTRAC, GPEB and Police .
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BCLC has reviewed the origins of bank drafts deposited to PGFs between 2015 and 2017 and has
found that 98 per cent came from six major Canadian banks: TD; Scotia Bank; HSBC; RBC ; BMO and
CIBC. The remaining two percent came from other banks or credit unions. BCLC has found no
evidence of any bank draft ever being issued by a money service business, Neither GPEB nor the
police have ever alerted BCLC to a bank draft being issued by a money service business.
The Global story implies that patrons are using bank drafts to launder money through PGF accounts.
If this assertion is correct, it would imply that money laundering transactions are being completed at
Canadian banks and laundered money is being converted to bank drafts. This would be detectable
only by police and GPEB . BCLC has not been notified by police or GPEB of any bank being involved
in money laundering through bank drafts and has not been advised not to accept bank drafts from any
Canadian bank or bank branch. Should BCLC receive such advice it would immediately cease
accepting drafts from the bank or branch named .
Churn
The reporter refers to a chart that notes $1.?B in bank drafts has gone through PGF accounts. This
chart breaks down that total between deposits and "churn".
Money that moves around a casino as players win and lose money is called "churn" and is significantly
higher than the money that is actually originally wagered by players, or retained by the casino.
For example, a player deposits a bank draft of $100,000 to his PGF, which he converts to chips . He
plays and loses $50,000 and deposits it back into his PGF. The next day he takes the $50,000, plays,
wins and has a total of $200,000 at the end of the day, which he re-deposits into his PGF. It may
appear the player has deposited $350,000 -when in fact he is still playing using his original $100,000
bank draft deposit. The "churn" amount is $250,000 , which he legitimately won through play.

BCLC RESPONSE POINTS:
•

Traceable cash alternatives support BCLC's anti-money laundering program by
reducing the use of cash by patrons to help lessen money-laundering threats to
casinos, and providing regulators and law enforcement with greater documentation
for identifying the source of wealth and funds.

•

BCLC conducted a review of bank drafts deposited between 2015 and 2017, which
found that 98 percent of bank drafts came from six of the major Canadian banks.

•

Bank drafts must have the institution, bank draft number on it and the individual
must affirm that the draft came from their own account. Every bank draft from an
accredited Canadian Financial Institution includes a unique identifier that the bank
or law enforcement can use to trace the bank draft back to a specific bank account.

•

Players cannot link their PGF accounts to money services businesses nor can
service providers accept bank drafts from anything other than an approved
Canadian financial institution.

•

BCLC recognizes that the money laundering risks are ever-evolving and monitors for
these risks on an ongoing basis.
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: December 22, 2017

Cooper Story:
Slot AML controls

KEY FACTS:
On December 21, 2017, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.
http://vancouversun .com/news/national/b-c-s-top-slot-machine-players-rake-in-millions-in-jackpotsreview-shows
On December 20, 2017, BCLC received a request from Cooper for comment related to a Civil
Forfeiture case settlement from 2016. BCLC responded with messages regarding slot machine
verified win controls and ticket redemption machine levels.
On January 15, 2016, the BC Civil Forfeiture Office filed a notice of civil claim regarding Chilliwack
resident Michael Mancini whose vehicle was searched by RCMP on two separate occasions. During
these searches police seized drugs and currency. BCLC analysis and data show that the individual
frequented various gaming facilities and had won approximately $2.2 million in slot machine jackpots
in the previous 12 months at gaming facilities primarily in the in the Interior and the Fraser Valley.
The conclusion of the civil forfeiture matter resulted in the forfeiture of $41,715 in cash seized from
the car Mancini had been driving when stopped by the police. Mancini 's $29,085 in verified winnings
cheques were not forfeited .
The article reports problems of anonymous play associated with slot machines

"B. C. gaming enforcement investigators conducted a review of the 10 top slot machine players in
BCLC casinos in terms of large cash transactions. Investigators studied the period from April 2015 to
April 2016. The review counted only the 50 most recent transactions of over $10,000 for each player.
These transactions alone accounted for $33 million in disbursements, most of which were slot
jackpots paid out in cash ... The big gamblers studied were sometimes cashing out tickets redeemed
for slot machine credits not played, review documents say. Casino experts say that gamblers can
submit slot machine vouchers into ticket redemption machines and receive cash back in exchange,
and that in this way gamblers do not need to be identified at casino cashier windows. "

BCLC Response:
•

The maximum cash payout for a slot machine voucher from a ticket redemption machine is
$2,999.99 at any BCLC facility.

•

Any suspicious transaction is reported to FINTRAC and police.

This article reports about the risks of refining.

"'There is a risk that slot machines could be used for refining ... i.e. converting $20 bills into $100 bills,'
the review says. Inside casinos, $100-bill deposits are viewed as less suspicious for money laundering
concerns than $20-bill deposits. However, the 10 big slot players studied apparently were mostly
feeding $100 bills into machines, according to the review. "
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BCLC response:

•
•
•
•

There are controls in place at BC casinos to protect against refining, including automated controls
within BCLC's gaming management systems.
BCLC's controls , including those targeting refining , have been independently reviewed by
FinTRAC and a national accounting firm with no deficiencies in those controls found.
All casino staff are required to complete AML training prior to working in a casino and it must be
repeated every two years.
The course, includes training on how to recognize suspicious behaviour including refining, as well
as transactions which must be reported to FinTRAC.

This article critiques that slot machine AML controls are ineffective
''A heavily redacted conclusion for the slot audit states: '(redacted) makes it virtually impossible to
determine a true value of their spend ... or to get a complete picture of their play. It appears that while
controls are in place within BCLC systems to detect suspicious slot play, they may not be utilized to
their full potential." In Mancini's case, jackpot winnings and verified casino win cheques apparently
were an important factor. "
BCLC response:

•
•
•
•
•

BCLC was not shown , consulted on or provided a copy of the GPEB slot report.
The money laundering and terrorist financing controls BCLC has over slot machine play meet or
exceed industry standards.
BCLC's controls were reviewed by FinTRAC in 2016 and by a national accounting firm in 2017 and
no issues were found with its controls .
During the exit interview with Fin TRAC at the close of the 2016 review, Fin TRAC advised BCLC
that its controls were industry leading.
GPEB has been unable to advise BCLC as to how slot controls are not "utilized to their full
potential" and has made no recommendations with respect to how slot controls could be improved.

The article reports about Mancini's player activity
''A police investigation showed that between November 2014 and October 2015, Mancini played in 10
Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley casinos and was paid out $2, 189,880 by the casinos. BCLC
documents say the payouts were all 'verified slot jackpot wins. ' Mancini had 92 casino payouts of
$10,000 or more, documents say, including casino cheques worth $374,614, and $1.8 million in cash. "
BCLC response:

•

This player's transactions and play patterns were monitored extensively, and game results were
within the range of outcomes expected for the level and type of play.

The article reports about the results of the CFO settlement
"The Civil Forfeiture Office attempted to seize from Mancini as the proceeds of crime the Camara,
three verified casino cheques worth $29,000, just over $41 ,000 in cash and drugs seized from the
vehicle. But in a statement of defence, Mancini denied 'attending casinos to launder money. ' Mancini
'frequently attends casinos throughout British Columbia and is a legitimate and bona tide gambler,'
according to his statement. BCLC documents say that in a negotiated settlement in June 2016,
Mancini forfeited $41 ,715 in cash and drugs seized from the Camara. But he did not forfeit the
Camara, or his three verified casino cheques. "
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BCLC response:

•

This matter was concluded without trial; as such, there were no findings of fact in the Civil
Forfeiture Office's civil claim, and the verified win casino cheques were returned to the player.

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

T:
C:
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date:

January 29, 2018

Cooper AML Story
RE: Jin ML Network and
Loans

KEY FACTS:
On January 12, 2018, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.
http://vancouversun .com/news/local-news/chinese-developer-took-2-68-million-cash-loan-in-richmondcoffee-shop-legal-filings-allege
The story focuses on the alleged Paul Jin network, including illegal gambling houses, money lending
and recruiting "whale" gamblers to play in B.C. casinos. It features a timeline of events that include
BCLC's knowledge of alleged transnational money laundering occurring at its casinos in September
2015.
The article reports about an ongoing court dispute between Jin and a Chinese real-estate developer
associate:

"Jin says that on Dec. 24, 2015, he met a man named Xiao Bing Liu at a coffee shop on Richmond's
No. 3 Road to deliver .. .a $2.68-million cash loan. Liu .. .claims he only signed a document in
exchange for gambling chips at an illegal casino in Richmond, and that he does not owe Jin any
money. The case appears to shed light on elements of the RCMP's E-Pirate investigation. In 2015, the
RCMP targeted an alleged organized-crime network accused of delivering cash loans sourced from
drug traffickers to VIP gamblers at Richmond's River Rock Casino, and running illegal casinos in
Richmond attended by high roller gamblers from China. "

BCLC Response:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

BCLC casino chips are valid only at the B.C. gambling facility where purchased - they are not
transferable between casinos in B.C. nor other jurisdictions. BCLC brands its casino chips , specific
to the facility, and BCLC incorporates various security features in chips to protect against illicit use
and fraud.
BCLC records indicate at least five incidents referencing illegal casino chips. BCLC reported to
GPEB, RCMP and FINTRAC on the following dates: 2015/07/06, 2015/12/23, 2015/12/30,
2016/01/21 and 2016/04/03.
BCLC has worked closely with JIGIT to provide information it has received in relation to illegal
gambling houses operating in Richmond.
BCLC flagged for JIGIT concerns that its chips could be a target for criminals operating illegal
gambling houses.
BCLC understands that police have shut down one or more illegal gambling houses. BCLC has
had no reports from police or GPEB that they found BCLC chips at any of these locations.
During the January 2016 chip replacement at River Rock, patrons that presented verified and
legitimate $5,000 casino chips received new chips or a payout.
Great Canadian Gaming/River Rock supported fully the chip swap to deal with emerging concerns
regarding potential illicit chip use and illegal gaming houses.
BCLC records indicate five instances where BCLC reported underground casinos/gaming houses.
BCLC reported to GPEB, RCMP and FINTRAC on the following dates: 2016/01/25, 2016/02/17,
2016/02/18, 2016/02/22 and 2017/08/17.
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The article reports bags of cash were supplied by Jin's network and delivered to whale gamblers at
River Rock:

"Lenders operating in or around River Rock Casino were using Jin 's Silver International Investment to
deliver bags stuffed with $20 bills to VIP gamblers recruited from Macau, according to E-Pirate
a/legations. B. C. Lottery Corp. documents obtained by Postmedia suggest these so-called whale
gamblers could pay back these loans in China with little or no interest."
BCLC response:
• BCLC and Great Canadian work in coordination to identify and respond to emerging money
laundering threats.
• In 2015, BCLC implemented a program to ban patrons, based on risk, from using cash that was
unsourced or suspected to be from illegal sources. Since mid-2015, BCLC has placed 180 players
on sourced-cash conditions. It has also banned over 270 people for posing a risk to public safety,
involvement in criminal organization activities or criminal conduct likely to generate proceeds of
crime.
• BCLC reports all circumstances of suspected criminal activity to GPEB and the police.
• BCLC reports all suspicious financial transactions to FINTRAC, GPEB and the police.
• BCLC and Great Canadian made specific requests to GPEB and the police to investigate some
circumstances of suspected criminal activity involving suspicious financial transactions.
• Tens of millions of dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's AML program.
• BCLC has made significant progress in the use of traceable cash alternatives at gaming facilities
in B.C. In 2016/2017, B.C. gambling facilities generated over $1 .9 billion in financial transactions
through secure and traceable cash alternatives such as bank drafts and debit transactions.
• Since 2014/2015, at least $100 million in cash transactions have been replaced with non-cash
options like bank drafts and electronic fund transfers. Between 2012/2013 and 2016/2017, there
has been an approximate $580 million increase of non-cash options including bank drafts and
electronic fund transfers.
The article reports about BCLC's intelligence gathered around money-laundering activities following
interviews with players, and suspicions that gaming staff were also implicated:
"So far, BCLC has been able to determine that for a number of players, they readily admit to not
knowing the source of their cash, and that they pay back in suspicious circumstances using suspicious
methods with little or no interest," a September 2015 BCLC document regarding the Jin investigation
states. "This would indicate transnational money laundering rather than loan sharking.

"The document also claims "there are likely people involved in the regulated B. C. gaming industry that
are involved in facilitating proceeds of crime for players. Although cash is still the main instrument of
choice for ... whales, it will not be acceptable in the public eye if more player due diligence is not taken
around receiving cash."
BCLC response:
• BCLC tracks and investigates any unusual incidents or circumstances and reports suspected
criminal activity to GPEB and police who have the authority to investigate and recommend
charges .
• BCLC has an information-sharing agreement with law enforcement that has led to the banning of
over 270 people for posing a risk to public safety.
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The article reports around Jin's previous gambling activity and subsequent barring from BC Casinos
and connection to underground loans etc:

"According to a legal letter from Great Canadian, the operator of River Rock Casino, Paul Jin
conducted 50 large cash transactions from May to September 2012 at the casino, and Great
Canadian filed reports on these transactions.
"After that, the BCLC barred Jin from B.C. casinos, according to Great Canadian's legal letter.
''After Jin was barred, River Rock staff were the first to uncover the lending activities of Jin and his
group near River Rock," the legal letter from Great Canadian says. 'In Jin's case, after numerous
reports ... the RCMP eventually agreed to investigate Jin in 2014. "
BCLC response:
• As part of its anti-money laundering program, BCLC reports all incidents of suspicious financial
transactions directly to the police. This collaborative practice has been in place since 2009.
• BCLC first reported these matters to FINTRAC, police and GPEB in 2012 and banned this
individual shortly after this time. BCLC continued to monitor and report any suspicious activity
identified to authorities while proactively banning players.
• In 2014, BCLC met with police in person to request formally an investigation into these activities.
• This matter remains part of an on-going investigation .

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

T:
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Date: February 14, 2018

Cooper AML Story
RE: SAS Anti-money-laundering
software

KEY FACTS:

On February 9, 2018, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in and around B.C. casinos :
http ://vancouversu n.co m/news/local-news/bclc-staff-u nable-to-properly-use-7 -mi 11 ion-anti-moneyla underi ng-software-prog ram
The story focuses on the alleged limitations and breakdowns of the Statistical Analysis Software
(SAS), which is one of a number of tools BCLC uses to assist in identifying suspected money
laundering transactions. Cooper's information appears to come from documents obtained through
freedom of information requests and conversations he told BCLC Media Relations that he has had
with B.C. Government officials.
The article reports that the SAS software has not met expectations to automate aspects of customer
and transaction monitoring for money-laundering threats, creating reporting gaps that overlook risks .
"BCLC's new software was expected to 'eliminate many manual processes' and 'support a detailed
view of a customer's risk profile ... in order to identify circumstances which need the direct attention of
BCLC investigators,' according to a February 2017 BCLC memo, obtained by Postmedia in a freedomof-information request.
"Investment in the software would result in a system, the memo says, "that automates most aspects of
customer and transaction monitoring for money-laundering risks. It will allow BCLC to better riskassess money-laundering threats and allow more sophisticated and timely responses. "
"But, four years after the new high-tech system was planned, the program, called Statistical Analysis
Software, is barely functioning ... And BCLC analysts claim they don 't have the ability to use the
system and produce reports regarding large and potentially risky transactions, without manual efforts. "
BCLC Response:

•

•

•

•
•

SAS is an integrated software suite developed by SAS Institute (www.sas.com) that can mine,
alter, manage and retrieve data from a variety of sources and perform statistical analysis for
multitude of business purposes. BCLC uses SAS for two primary components:
o SAS business intelligence functions
o SAS anti-money laundering (AML) functions
Since 2016, BCLC has used SAS business intelligence functions for all our lines of business to
support greater customer understanding and communication through comprehensive data
analysis, and increased product performance and management.
SAS is one of several technological solutions and processes that support our AML program.
BCLC was the first application of this tool for AML outside of the banking sector, and the
conversion to the gaming sector proved more complex than originally anticipated by SAS.
BCLC will continue to build out SAS analytics capabilities over the next 18-24 months that will
help enhance and evolve our AML analytics and support our AML program.
Prior to the SAS project, BCLC used, and continues to use, a system called iTrak to automate
several security and AML functions. SAS has added some automation to current processes
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and provides the basis for further automation. The providers of iTrak also continue to add
automated functionality and analytic capabilities.

•

iTrak is an incident-management system which acts as the main repository for incident and
transaction data collected on players. BCLC manages FINTRAC reporting through this
software solution. BCLC uses five other solutions for various analytics as well as four open
source external databases to build profiles and assess the risk associated with certain players.

The article reports about reasons for the delayed implementation of the SAS AML software.
"But even though the software was designed for BCLC, it hasn 't been functioning to meet BCLC's
needs. The system was supposed to be running in 2016, but its launch was expected to be delayed
until later in 2017, according to the 2017 memo." "Adapting the system for BCLC's needs 'proved
more complex than originally anticipated,' a BCLC statement says, and getting the system to work as
intended 'is an ongoing priority. ' At some point in 2017, though, BCLC was able to get the system to
'automate alerts regarding key anomalies to support our anti-money-laundering program, ' the
statement claims. The system has so far cost $7.3 million to implement, the statement said."
BCLC Response:

•

•

•

•

BCLC implemented business intelligence functions of SAS in early 2016 and uses these
powerful analytics functions as part of its overall business-intelligence toolkit. SAS supports
greater customer understanding and communication, and increased product performance and
management across all lines of our business. SAS BI works as intended and has met all
expectations.
In 2017, BCLC began using SAS to monitor and automate some alerts which support its antimoney laundering program. The software has a number of other capabilities that BCLC will
prioritize in the next 18-24 months.
SAS is one of several technological solutions and processes that support our AML program.
BCLC was the first application of this tool for AML outside of the banking sector, and the
conversion to the gaming sector proved more complex than originally anticipated by SAS.
BCLC will continue to build out SAS analytics capabilities that will help enhance and evolve our
AML analytics and support our AML program.

As part of an FOi request, the reporter requested records surrounding non-cash, patron gaming-fund
accounts. To provide the scope of information requested would have involved many resources and
hours of labour. However, the context of the article reports that BCLC analysts don't have the ability to
use the SAS system to extract this information and that creating records regarding potentially risky
transactions would require hundreds of hours of manual efforts.
"BCLC staff confirmed to Postmedia this week that data analysts don't have the ability to use the
system, and they claim the task of creating records regarding potentially risky transactions would
require hundreds of hours of manual efforts. That information came out in the context of a
Postmedia FOi request about risks surrounding non-cash, patron gaming-fund accounts ...

"This would be the type of data that BCLC's automated Statistical Analysis Software could be
expected to produce with ease. But BCLC staff informed Postmedia that the information request
was too challenging to handle, since staff must produce the data by "extracting, compiling and
analyzing information from databases, and then conducting a significant manual review."
BCLC Response:

2
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•

•
•
•
•
•

The reporter requested patron gaming fund account information , which is in fact banking
information. PGF accounts are directly managed by gaming service providers and are
accounts held at one of Canada's major banks.
The reporter holds the expectation that had SAS delivered on all functionality, SAS could be
used to report on bank account transactions.
SAS was never intended to be a bank account management system .
Accordingly, the reporter's FOi request are unrelated to SAS' intended or actual AML
functionality.
SAS is one of several technological solutions and processes that support BCLC's AML
program .
BCLC utilizes a combination of software based and manual processes; which is standard
practice for all casinos and other entities reporting to FINTRAC. BCLC's systems processes
and procedures meet all federal regulatory prevention , monitoring and reporting requirements
pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act as
evidenced by recent independent reviews of BCLC's AML program by FINTRAC and EY.
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INFORMATION NOTE

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

W5 Story: AML, Alderson,
Alleged Complicity

Date: February 15, 2019
KEY FACTS:

On February 9, 2019, CTV aired a WS Investigates story titled The Laundromat, outlining alleged
money-laundering activities in B.C. as relayed in part by Ross Alderson, BCLC's former Director of
Anti-Money Laundering (AML). The story also includes interviews with Attorney General David Eby,
Dr. Peter German , Port Coquitlam Mayor Brad West, and features footage of alleged moneylaundering activities at casinos and an underground bank (Silver International).
The WS story centred on alleged recollections and observations made by Alderson regarding his time
as an investigator at River Rock Casino beginning in 2011 and later as BCLC's Director of AML
beginning April 20, 2015.
In speaking with WS host Kevin Newman, Alderson claimed he saw first-hand how illegal money
infiltrated the industry. "I heard stories about the volume of cash and things like that that was coming
through that place, but I think when you got there and, you know, you're looking at bags and bags of
cash coming in on a daily basis, to me, as a former police officer, I thought it just sort of defied logic,"
he said during the interview. "What troubled me the most was that no one was prepared to ask where
the money was coming from ."
BCLC Response:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

BCLC categorically denies any suggestion that the corporation was "willfully blind" or
allowed casino service providers to accept 'dirty money.'
BCLC is vigilant about mitigating criminal activity and ensuring the integrity of our
business. Consistent with our role, BCLC identified concerns about possible illegal
activity beginning in 2012 and quickly alerted police and regulators to concerns.
In April 2014, BCLC alerted the Combined Forced Special Enforcement Unit (CFSEU) of
concerns around ille al activit and continued to communicate with it, in addition to
submiting
GPEB and the RCMP
over the following months.
In April 2015, BCLC began with placing specific players, identified as some of BCLC 's
highest-volume players, on conditions that they could not buy-in with cash unless they
could disclose their source of buy-in funds. BCLC requires service providers to say "no"
to customers if they cannot disclose their source of funds. In July and August of 2015,
BCLC further revised and extended its source of funds requirements and continued to
place players on sourced-cash conditions.
Since 2015, BCLC has placed sourced-cash conditions on more than 480 players.
Further, BCLC has banned more than 425 people from entering B.C. casinos for posing a
risk to public safety, involvement in criminal organization activities or criminal conduct
likely to generate proceeds of crime.
BCLC provides Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) to regulators and police. These
suspicious transactions peaked in July 2015, and have declined dramatically in both
value and number in direct correlation with BCLC's AML actions.
BCLC has a formal Whistleblower Policy that provides employees an anonymous and
secure avenue to report misconduct and which allows employees to make reports while
maintaining their obligations under BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct
(SOEBC), and to protect private and sensitive information that could affect on-going
criminal investigations.
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•

Alderson did not use BCLC's whistleblower process. He indicated to BCLC that it was his
assessment that the process was not applicable to his circumstances given that his
concerns were unrelated to BCLC internal operations.

During the WS interview, Alderson said as a BCLC Investigator stationed at River Rock, he also
witnessed refining, a money-laundering typology in which an individual changes smaller-denomination
bills into larger ones.
"There was one occasion where an individual came in with $100,000 in $20s and walked out the door
with $100,000 in $100s. And he walked back in the following day with $20 bills and was doing the
same thing," Alderson told WS. "I escalated that to senior management, and I was told categorically
that it was not my job to investigate money laundering."
BCLC Response:
•

•

•

In the event that a patron makes a large table buy-in with small bills, conducts minimal
play and attempts to cash out, BCLC requires casino service providers to provide
disbursements in the same denominations that the patron used to buy in, or with a
customer-convenience cheque that is clearly marked "Return of Funds - Not Gaming
Winnings."
The above requirements reduce the money-laundering risk of refining, a moneylaundering typology by which an individual changes smaller-denomination bills into
larger ones.
As well, casino service providers must record in BCLC's casino reporting system any
disbursement of $10,000 or more, in one or more transactions within 24 hours, which
BCLC would then report to FINTRAC.

Alderson also alleged witnessing "individuals within the high-limit rooms that were loitering around,
and that their sole purpose, was to facilitate funds for these individuals. There were occasions and
phone calls were made in the middle of the night, and drop-offs occurred with cash ... "
BCLC Response:
•
•

•
•

•

Since 2012, BCLC identified concerns related to possible illegal activity, including money
laundering, at casinos and alerted GPEB and police at the time.
In the event that an individual is in a high-limit room, but not participating in gaming,
casino service providers are required to ask the individual to leave. The service provider
is then required to report the incident to BCLC, which would conduct due diligence to
determine if there is evidence to support an individual's barring from all B.C. casinos.
BCLC's AML action continued into 2014 and 2015, when BCLC flagged its concerns to
police and GPEB in numerous meetings.
This includes a November 2014 meeting in which BCLC presented a proposal to the
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit (CFSEU) for a targeted investigation of
BCLC's list of individuals who appeared to be engaging in criminal activity in proximity to
gaming facilities.
It also includes a February 2015 meeting during which BCLC requested the RCMP's
Federal Serious and Organized Crime (FSOC) consider initiating an investigation based
on information BCLC had collected and previously provided to CFSEU related to cash
drops at casinos by an individual believed to be associated to organized crime. Shortly
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•

•

•

thereafter, RCMP advised BCLC of the start of its E-Pirate multinational moneylaundering investigation.
At no time during the investigation did the RCMP or GPEB tell BCLC that there were new
or previously unidentified individuals or businesses with whom it should cease
transacting due to money-laundering or other criminal activity or concerns.
In summer 2015, BCLC further revised and extended its source of funds requirements
(which were expanded in January 2018 as per a Dr. German recommendation), intended
to protect casinos from criminal proceeds, and continued to place players on sourced
cash conditions. Since 2015, BCLC has placed these conditions on more than 480
players, requiring them to disclose the source of their buy-in funds before they are
permitted to buy-in at any gaming facility.
BCLC will immediately ban players from all casinos in B.C. when told by police or GPEB
that they are involved in, or associated with, criminal activities, including money
laundering.

Alderson spoke to WS about actions he took after BCLC promoted him to Director of AML. "I sent out
a number of directives through the course of 2015 particularly, about new programs that were coming
in, that we were interviewing people, that individuals would be prohibited from using cash until their
source of funds was confirmed, " he said . And, you know, that was not very popular initially, and .... I
heard from an executive at BCLC [that] 'one of the first calls I got was from a former executive saying
that we are going to kill the industry. "'
The story also outlined that, in November 2016, Alderson presented a report to the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners showing a rise of suspicious transaction reports at B.C. casinos, with
details about the top 100 players. During his WS interview, Alderson admitted that he leaked the
report to a member of the media, "I felt like I'd done what I needed to do get the story out. "
BCLC Response:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

BCLC's executive, and specifically each of the VPs he reported to during his tenure in
this role, supported Alderson's efforts. These efforts were part of an ongoing, broader
effort at BCLC to stop the use of illicit funds in casinos.
This fact is supported by correspondence between Alderson and both of the VPs he
reported to during his tenure in this role.
BCLC is unaware of the alleged statement by a former Executive.
In addition to those outlined above, other BCLC actions included that, in January 2016,
BCLC replaced the series of $5,000 denomination casino chips at River Rock. The
replacement rendered the prior chips worthless, thereby reducing the potential for
individuals to use them for illicit purposes.
In October 2016, BCLC established a protocol to ensure that players are unable to attend
a casino and attempt to buy-in with cash that another B.C. casino has already declined,
unless authorized by BCLC's AML Unit following its review of the circumstances
Following BCLC's ongoing actions and commitment to improving AML controls, namely
prohibiting certain patrons from buying-in with cash that is unsourced or suspected to be
from illegal sources, suspicious transactions in B.C. casinos have declined significantly
since July 2015.
Ross Alderson resigned from BCLC in October 2017.
BCLC has a formal Whistleblower Policy that provides employees an anonymous
and secure avenue to report misconduct and which allows employees make reports
while maintaining their obligations under BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct
(SOEBC) and to protect private information.
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•

•

Alderson did not use BCLC's whistleblower process. He indicated to BCLC that it was his
assessment that the process was not applicable to his circumstances given that his
concerns were unrelated to BCLC internal operations.
As of January 2018, all casino operators must complete a Source of Funds Declaration
for all cash and bank draft/certified cheque forms of buy-ins of $10,000 or more, which
includes recording detailed information about where the player sourced funds before the
player is allowed to buy-in. In addition, BCLC requires that all players provide an original
receipt from a financial institution, as proof of source of funds.
Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

T:
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This is Exhibit “161” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

To:
From:

Rob Kroeker[
Brad Desmarais[
Jim D. Lightbody
Sent:
Thur 10/01/2019 3:53:14 AM
Subject: FW: Media Request - CBC Vancouver - AML
CBC GPEB AML reports final Jan 9 2019.docx
BCLC STR chart Jan 2015-Nov 2018.pdf

FYI

From: Lara Gerrits <
Date: January 9, 2019 at 6:07:47 PM PST
To: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Jim D. Lightbody <
Subject: FW: Media Request - CBC Vancouver - AML
Importance: High
Hi, Minister approved original response. I'm responding to CBC now.
Cheers,
LAra

From: Hurrell, Lara GCPE:EX
Sent: January-09-19 6:07 PM
To: Lara Gerrits <
Cc: Fellinger, Nicole GCPE:EX

; Duffus, Robert GCPE:EX

Subject: FW: Media Request - CBC Vancouver -AML
Importance: High
Hi Lara,
The Minister has approved your original response! Please disregard other versions.
Thanks,

,t(JIYJ, ?,r,wee/1,
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Ministry of Attorney General

From: BCLC Media Relations
Sent: Wednesday, January 9, 2019 3:47 PM
To: Fellinger, Nicole GCPE:EX; Hurrell, Lara GCPE:EX; Duffus, Robert GCPE:EX
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Cc: Evan Kelly; Harper, Aimee GPEB:EX; Henderson, Jeff GPEB:EX; Lara Gerrits; XT:Piva-Babcock, Laura

FIN:IN; Lewis, Jamie GPEB:EX; Monica Bohm; Cheng, Rachel GPEB:EX; Cousins, Sabrina GPEB:EX; Sarah
Morris

Subject: Media Request - CBC Vancouver - AML
Importance: High
Good afternoon,
The CBC has asked for a response/interview with the BCLC regarding some of the points raised in the reports
outlined below. We do not have a spokesperson availab le but have drafted a response in the attached.
Please advise if we can send it along- hoping to meet reporter's 6pm deadline.
Thank you.
Sarah

Reporter/Outlet: Eric Rankin (and Paisley Woodward)/ CBC Vancouver/
Deadline: 6pm, today (January 9, 2019)
Background/email correspondence:
Through a Freedom of Information request, we have obtained reports written by senior investigators with the Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch. These reports, completed in October of 2013 and 2014, were sent to senior GPEB
management, as well as officials with the BC Lottery Corporation and the ADM for gaming enforcement.
The 2013 report shows senior GPEB investigators were deeply alarmed over the increase in suspicious currency
transactions pouring through BC casinos. One section states that suspicious currency transactions were coming very
close to $100 million PER YEAR.
The 2014 report highlights concern over the "significant and rapid acceleration of suspicious cash coming into
predominately lower mainland casinos" which "again indicate(s) that all money-laundering measures that have been
put into place since 2008 have not slowed or decreased the flow of suspicious currency coming into our casinos." The
"again" refers to a similar conclusion in the previous October 2013 report.
The 2014 report also projected that suspicious cash transactions in 2014 would total more than $185 million. A check
by CBC News of the actual year-end figure shows the GPEB projection was very accurate.
Approximately 4 weeks after the October 2014 report was forwarded to BCLC and others, the 2 main authors-- GPEB's
senior director of investigations Joe Schalk and executive director Larry Vander Graaf -- were dismissed.

Request:
1) Joe Schalk says executives with BCLC wanted him to stop raising the alarm over money laundering.
Schalk says he believes BCLC "was willfully blind" to what was happening. What is BCLC's response?
2) Joe Schalk says hard numbers and his projections show BC casinos handled approx. $1 billion in
suspicious cash transactions from 2010 to 2016. Our check of the figures provided through FOl's
and compared to figures supplied by BCLC show the figure was at least somewhere between $700
and $800 million-- far in excess of the $100 million-plus guessed by Peter German following his
"Dirty Money" report. What is BCLC's reaction to the $700 million to $1 billion range of figures?
Response: On background (see attached)

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
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be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Questions:
1} Joe Schalk says executives with BCLC wanted him to stop raising the alarm over money laundering.
Schalk says he believes BCLC "was willfully blind" to what was happening. What is BCLC's response?
BCLC response:
These claims are categorically false. BCLC and its employees recognized the risk that money-laundering poses to
casinos, took action and continue to take action to increase controls as new threats emerge.
BCLC is one of five organizations responsible for mitigating the money-laundering risk to B.C. casinos, along with
the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC), the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB), Service Providers and police. BCLC's role and authority is to monitor for and report
incidents of suspected illegal activity; the Corporation has no law enforcement or investigative powers.
BCLC reports all suspicious financial transactions to FINTRAC, GPEB and RCMP. BCLC also reports all conduct,
activity or incident that involves the potential commission of an offence under the Criminal Code or Gaming
Control Act to GPEB and law enforcement for potential investigation.
Beginning in 2012, BCLC identified concerns related to possible illegal activity in B.C. casinos and took action including with increased customer due diligence efforts such as more in-depth interviews with customers where
concerns around source of cash and source of wealth arose.
Our action continued into 2014 and 2015, when BCLC flagged its concerns to police and GPEB in numerous
meetings. This includes a November 2014 meeting in which BCLC presented a proposal to the Combined Forces
Special Enforcement Unit (CFSEU) for a targeted investigation of BCLC's list of individuals who appeared to be
engaging in criminal activity in proximity to gaming facilities. It also includes a February 2015 meeting during
which BCLC requested the RCMP's Federal Serious and Organized Crime (FSOC) consider initiating an
investigation based on information BCLC had collected related to cash drops at casinos by an individual believed
to be associated to organized crime. Shortly thereafter, RCMP advised BCLC of the start of its E-Pirate
multinational money-laundering investigation.
In 2015 (and expanded on in 2018), BCLC implemented source of funds requirements for transactions of $10,000
or more that include conducting background checks, including inquiries into the source and net worth of the
customer, and requiring casino operators to collect and record specified information on customers' source of
buy-in funds each transaction. In addition, the customer is required to affirm the accuracy of this information by
signing a declaration in order to conduct the transaction. Where warranted, BCLC may place conditions on the
customer's use of cash or ban a customer from conducting any transactions at casinos in B.C.
BCLC implemented the Reasonable Measures process in 2017 in alignment with new federal regulations and to
monitor and control third-party transactions. Casino operators are required to ascertain and document the
ownership of funds for all cash buy-ins and disbursements of $10,000 or more within a 24-hour period.
Following BCLC's ongoing actions and commitment to improving its anti-money laundering controls, suspicious
transactions in B.C. casinos reduced significantly since 2015, as outlined in the data previously provided to CBC
and as demonstrated in the attached chart.

2) Joe Schalk says hard numbers and his projections show BC casinos handled approx. $1 billion in
suspicious cash transactions from 2010 to 2016. Our check of the figures provided through FOl's and
compared to figures supplied by BCLC show the figure was at least somewhere between $700 and
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$800 million-- far in excess of the $100 million-plus guessed by Peter German following his "Dirty
Money" report. What is BCLC's reaction to the $700 million to $1 billion range of figures?
BCLC response:
BCLC can't speak to others' estimates as we are not privy to how those calculations were completed.
Our industry, regulators and law enforcement share the public's concern about money laundering in the
province and we have taken, and continue to take, actions to mitigate the ever-evolving risks of criminal activity.
BCLC reports every suspicious transaction to FINTRAC and provides copies of those reports to police and GPEB
for investigation of any money laundering or terrorist financing activities. In addition, where BCLC believes there
are indicators of criminals targeting casinos, it will take additional steps to alert police and request investigation
as it did with E-Pirate. Where police or GPEB conduct an investigation, BCLC will provide any support and take
any actions requested of it by police or GPEB.
In concert with Casino Service Providers, regulators (GPEB and FINTRAC) and law enforcement, we
remain steadfast in our commitment to ensuring that gambling facilities remain safe for players, employees and
communities.
BCLC is actively working with the Province to address the recommendations in Dr. Peter German's review and,
together, we have completed nine of the 48 recommendations from Dr. German's review.
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:
RE: CTV

Rob Kroeker[
Laura Piva-Babcock[
Lara Gerrits
Mon 07/01/2019 9:03:13 PM
RE: Media request - latest STR stats
Media Request - Money Laundering

Monica Bohm[

Hi Rob,
In this instance I'm referring to Government Communications (which works with GPEB and the MO on
messaging related to AML). Attached is the email (note that the request at the bottom is what GCPE sent to
GPEB; we didn't work with them on that messaging - she is just sending me where the entire request is at,
including their draft messaging which will go to the MO).
Following receipt of this email, I called GCPE to note that providing the broader chart/context (vs. just 2018) is
advantageous for us all in highlighting the reduction in STRs since 2015 due to changes/ improvements in our
AML program, and something that we have provided previously to media . In this case and for this reporter,
GCPE has indicated that it would like to respond more simply and specific to what was requested (which the
reporter clarified to GCPE was for stats since January 2018 SOF implementation).
When I send the 2018 stats to GCPE, I will again re-affirm the advantages of providing the full chart that
highlights the reduction since 2015.
If you have a concern or more context, please let me know.
Cheers,
Lara

From: Rob Kroeker <
Sent: January-07-19 12:26 PM
To: Lara Gerrits <
Cc: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Subject: RE: Media request - latest STR stats

Hi Lara - in this instance, who is specifically is government please and can I get a copy of the email if there
was one?
Thanks,
Rob
From: Lara Gerrits <
Sent: January-07-19 12:16 PM
To: Ilana Baxter <
Cc: Rob Kroeker <

John Karlovcec <

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Subject: RE: Media request - latest STR stats

Hi Ilana,
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Regarding the below request - Government would like to respond with STR data since January 2018 and not
provide the r chart from 2015 showing broader decline in this instance. As such, may I ask you to validate the
below stats? These are pulled from the chart but just want to confirm accuracy. Lastly, would you be able to
pull the data for February, April, June, August, October and December (if available) as well? Since we're not
providing in a chart it would be good to provide monthly.
•
•

January 2018: $499,220 (count= 19)
March 2018: $116,330 (count= 14)

•
•
•

May 2018: $254,510 (count= 22)
July 2018: $354,359 (count= 33)
September 2018: $1,006,730 (count= 29)

•

November 2018: $202,840 (count= 18)

Thanks,
Lara

Lara Gerrits
Manager, Media & Issues Management
BCLC , 2940 Virtua l Way , Vancouver, B.C ., V5M 0A6
T

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Linked In

I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education
and community groups across B.C.

From: Rob Kroeker <

Sent: January-04-19 4:23 PM
To: Lara Gerrits <
Cc: Ilana Baxter <

John Karlovcec <
Monica Bohm <

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Subject: RE: Med ia request - latest STR stats
Looks good to me Lara. Thanks for pulling this together.
Have a good weekend.
From: Lara Gerrits <

Sent: January-04-19 3:30 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Ilana Baxter <

John Karlovcec <
Monica Bohm <

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Subject: Media request - latest STR stats
Hello again - I'm sorry, quite a few ema ils from me today.
CTV's Jon Woodward has made a number of request to Government (German real-estate review, disbanding
of IIGET and confidence in BCLC), including for recent STR numbers. GCPE has asked to provide it with latest
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STR stats to consider as part of its overall response. I want to check in to see if you are comfortable providing
the attached - which is in line with what we have previously provided to media but for an updated period
(through to November 2018) - and with the below additional context.

As per the Proceeds of Crime {Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, provincial agencies that
conduct and manage casinos on behalf of a province, such as BCLC, are deemed reporting entities and must
report Large Cash Transactions {LCT} of $10,000 or more to the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada {FINTRAC}, Canada's financial intelligence unit. In addition, BCLC is required to assesses all
transactions to determine if there are reasonable grounds to suspect the transaction is related to the
commission of a money laundering or terrorist financing offence. Where reasonable grounds exist, BCLC files
a Suspicious Transaction Report {STR} to FINTRAC. BCLC also reports all STRs submitted to FINTRAC to both
the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch {GPEB) and the RCMP.
The highest number of STRs and the highest dollar value for STRs was July 2015 (as noted in the chart).
In 2015, BCLC increased the controls on and monitoring of players conducted by Casino Service Providers and
the BCLC Anti-Money Laundering Unit. These controls are based on an ongoing assessment of the moneylaundering risk the player presents, using enhanced due diligence inquiries into the source of the player's
funds or chips. Increased controls include implementing cash conditions on players, banning some players
from buying in using bank notes, and up to refusing service completely. Additionally, on January 10, 2018,
BCLC implemented Dr. Peter German's first interim recommendation, which requires all Casino Service
Providers to complete a Source of Funds Declaration for all forms of buy-ins of $10,000 or more from every
player, irrespective of the risk of money laundering the player may present to a casino. The Declaration
includes recording of detailed information about where the patron sourced funds before the patron is
allowed to buy-in. In addition to the interim recommendation, BCLC implemented a requirement for all
patrons to provide a receipt from a financial institution, as proof of source of funds, for cash buy-ins totaling
$10,000 or more.

Thanks,
Lara

Lara Gerrits
Manager, Media & Issues Management
BCLC , 2940 Virtual Way , Vancouver, B.C. , V5M 0A6
T

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Linkedln

I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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Laura Piva-Babcock[
Greg Walker[
Desmarais[
Cc:
Jerry Williamson[
Lara Gerrits[
Rowley[
Karen Gaia-Maretta[
From:
Jim D. Lightbody
Sent:
Sat 23/02/2019 7:29:53 PM
Subject: Re: CONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS
To:

]; Brad
Suzanne

Laura and Greg,
I will go ahead with the call with Mayor Brodie on Monday, but Ive received advice to postpone the
meetings with other Mayors until I've got alignment with the MO.
Greg, on Monday please advise the other Mayors we will need to reschedule. You can tell them we look
forward to talking to them, but due to a schedule conflict , Wednesday won't work.
Thanks
Jim

From: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Date: February 22, 2019 at 4:55:57 PM PST
To: Greg Walker <
Jim D. Lightbody <
Desmarais <
Cc: Jerry Williamson
Lara Gerrits <
<
Karen Gaia-Maretta <
Subject: Re: CONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS

Brad
Suzanne Rowley

Great work Greg! L

From: Greg Walker <
Date: February 22, 2019 at 4:49:03 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Brad Desmarais <
Cc: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Jerry Williamson
Lara Gerrits <
Suzanne Rowley <
<
Subject: CONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS

Karen Gaia-Maretta

Hi Jim and Brad:
Quick summary of scheduled meetings confirmed as part of your outreach to mayors to discuss money
laundering. All meetings on Wednesday February 27. Call with questions.
CITY OF VANCOUVER
10:30 AM
TIME;
Vancouver City Hall
LOCATION:
453 West Twelfth Avenue
Third Floor
Mayor's office
ATTENDING:
Mayor Kennedy Stewart
Neil Monckton, Mayor's Chief of Staff
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Email:
NOTES:
•

City Council meets on this day, so Mayor Stewart may be able to attend in part

•

Contact: Neil

CITY OF BURNABY
1:30 PM
TIME:
LOCATION:
Burnaby City Hall
4949 Canada Way, Burnaby
Mayor's office
ATTENDING:
Mayor Mike Hurley
NOTES:
•

Contact: Elaine Wong, Mayor's Executive Assistant
Tel:
Email:

CITY OF PORT COQUITLAM
3:00 PM
TIME:
TBC (Depending on Mayor's schedule)
LOCATION:
Mayor Brad West
ATTENDING:
NOTES:
•

Contact: Wendy Gray, Mayor's executive assistant
Tel:

Unconfirmed meetings
1.

DELTA- Mayor George Harvie

•

Mayor Harvie is in Ottawa throughout the week of February 25

•

Contact: Leanne Salmon, Mayor's executive assistant:

2.

COQUITLAM - Mayor Richard Stewart

•

Mayor's office has BCLC'S meeting request; awaiting response

•

Contact: Anita Brent, Mayor's executive assistant

3.

NEW WESTMINSTER- Mayor Jonathon Cote

•

Mayor's office has BCLC's meeting request; awaiting response

•

Contact: Sophie Schreder, Mayor's executive assistant

4.

GREATER VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT- Chairman Sav Dhaliwal

•

Send BCLC'S meeting request to Chairman at his Burnaby office

•

Chair is also a member of council at the City of Burnaby
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Greg Walker
Director, Public Affairs
Communications and Social Responsibility
BCLC , 2940 Virtual Way , Vancouver B.C. V5M 0A6
T
Connect with us :
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Linked In

I Biog I bclc .com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education and
community groups across B.C.
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Greg Walker[
Laura Piva-Babcock[
Desmarais[
From:
Jim D. Lightbody
Sent:
Sat 23/02/2019 7:50: 10 PM
Subject: Mayors meetings

To:
Cc:

Monica Bohm[

Brad

Greg,
I appreciate you set these meetings up. I will do the call with Mayor Brodie on Monday. Before
we start with the other Mayors, I need to ensure the Ministers Office is aware and aligned with
what we will say. They are concerned . We will do the meetings soon , but it's important for our
organization not to get in the middle of two governments.
We can talk Monday morning before you reach out the the Mayors you booked for
Wednesday. I sent a note to the MO and I have a briefing with the Minister on Tuesday and
Thursday. I expect we will be able to set up meetings with Mayors in the next 2 weeks.
Thanks
Jim

BCLC0006667
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation
CONFIDENTIALITY UNDERTAKING - REPORT
Whereas:

1. Dr. Peter German has provided a report (the Report) concerning his review of
money laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos conducted for the Attorney
General of British Columbia; and
2. Dr. German and the Attorney General of British Columbia require that the Report
remain confidential and not be disclosed without his authorization.
Therefore:

1. I agree to receive the Report on my solemn Undertaking as follows:
a. That I will use the Report only for the purpose of preparing to make
representations to Dr. German and for no other purpose except as
authorized by the Deputy Attorney General in writing;
b. That I will not disclose the Report;
c. That I will not copy the Report; except as authorized in sections 2 and 3
below, and I will keep a written record of any copies made and to whom
they were provided
d. That I will store the Report so that no other person has access to it; and
e. That I will not discuss, share or otherwise disclose the Report to any
person other than as provided in sections 2 and 3 below.
2. This Undertaking does not prevent me from discussing, sharing or otherwise
disclosing the Report to legal counsel for the purpose of that legal counsel
providing legal advice in making representations to Dr. German;
3. This Undertaking does not prevent me from discussing, sharing or otherwise
disclosing the Report to a person within my organization who has signed the
same Undertaking;
4. This Undertaking applies equally to the Report that may be provided to me by
another recipient of a Report; and

DOC-00000016

5. I further agree to return the Report at the request of the Deputy Attorney General,
or destroy those materials at the request of the Deputy Attorney General and
confirm the destruction in writing to the Deputy Attorney General.
6. I also undertake that I will immediately notify the Deputy Attorney General, if I
receive a summons, subpoena, order or similar instrument or otherwise become
subject to a legal obligation requiring disclosure of any information I am required
to keep confidential under this Undertaking.
7.

If the Attorney General releases the Report, or portions of the Report are
otherwise made public by government, this undertaking will no longer apply to the
portions of the Report associated with this undertaking that have been made
public by government.

8. If the Report, or portions of the Report, are made public by an entity or individual
other than the government, this undertaking shall be reviewed and, if appropriate,
may be cancelled or its terms amended by agreement between the signatory and
the Deputy Attorney General.

I give the above undertakings.

April 12, 2018

Signature
Name
Title

Organization

Date
Robert Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer
& VP Legal, Compliance,
Security
BC Lottery Corporation
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April 18, 2018
Via Email
Ministry of Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov. Govt.
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Attention:

David Eby
Attorney General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:
Re:

Response to Dr. Peter German Report

Thank you for your request to provide feedback on the Independent Review of Money
Laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos written by Peter M. German, QC.
BCLC's Board of Directors and Management fully support and accept the
recommendations in this report and we will work to implement those we believe we
are directly responsible for (Appendix 1). We stand ready to implement those, while
extending our full cooperation and support to the Province of British Columbia, the
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch and the multiple agencies, ministries and
service providers at which recommendations are also directed. We will follow our
standard program management discipline whereby the Board will assume an
oversight role as BCLC mobilizes to implement actions responsive to the
recommendations (Appendix 2). BCLC's Internal Audit team will validate the work
upon completion and the corporation is committed to reporting progress on a
quarterly basis to the Ministry, GPEB, and the public.

74 West Seymour Street

Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6

4
bc:lc.com

Dr. German's report provides an important road map for the multiple agencies and
companies involved in combatting money laundering. The report acknowledges that
despite the level and quality of information gathering, there is a need for improvement
in all areas due to "a collective system failure." I am confident that the
recommendations will address the need to enhance the level and quality of
communication, cooperation and enforcement actions taken to date. Dr. German
appropriately recognizes that BCLC and GPEB have been impaired and frustrated in
their ability to address concerns both entities expressed about money laundering to
date by stating that both organizations:
".. .have suffered from significant disability when it comes to dealing with money
laundering. Other than saying 'No' and barring a person from returning to a facility,
there is little that either can do with the valuable intelligence which they possess
concerning money laundering. It is essential that law enforcement be engaged in a
meaningful way."
This is a critical point and I firmly believe that the recommended modernization of the
Gaming Control Act to enable greater clarity of roles and responsibilities and that a
significantly strengthened, and more independent regulator, will establish a strong
foundation from which the multiple agencies and organizations involved can work to
better engage law enforcement. Moving the day to day jurisdiction for policing with
respect to gaming matters to a Designated Policing Unit will ensure greater clarity of
roles to enable stronger enforcement. These changes are essential to ensuring the
overall integrity of casino gaming and to helping rebuild public trust in this important
industry in British Columbia.
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While the BCLC Board and Management fully support the recommendations in Dr. German's report, it is
important to challenge one key assumption. Explicit and implicit in the report is the suggestion that BCLC
was, and continues to be, motivated only by revenue. In a number of instances, BCLC's mandate,
bestowed onto it by government, is to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner.
The report calls into question this mandate in a way that suggests BCLC has been disingenuous with
respect to its true purpose or motive and states that the organization willfully turned a blind eye and was
blinded by the cash. I am challenged by this assertion for three reasons.
First, as one who served the government of the day that created BCLC in 1985, I can state with
confidence that BCLC's purpose was at the time to operate gambling to generate extra funding and
benefits for British Columbia and do it in a way that is accountable to communities served. As Chair of the
BCLC Board of Directors for almost five years working with the leadership team, I can attest that remains
the case today.
Second, I acknowledge and accept that there are varying opinions on the effectiveness of actions taken
by BCLC to address concerns about money laundering. The point remains however that BCLC, as a
corporate entity and our employees, as individuals, recognized the threat of money laundering and took
action in the context of the information available at the time and the system within which we were
working. This action had the result of a consistent decrease in the number and total value of Suspicious
Transaction Reports since April 2015 (Appendix 3). The reality of money laundering, as we now
understand it thanks to Dr. German's review, is the result of a system that did not keep up with the
criminal element and that no single person or entity is responsible for this issue. To suggest that BCLC
would encourage employees to knowingly turn a blind eye to illegal or suspicious behaviour in the name
of revenue generation is wrong.
Third, this perspective is inconsistent with the tone and culture that has been established by the Board
and Management at BCLC and most importantly unfair to the 900 employees who, articulate in employee
engagement surveys every year, that they are motivated by working at an organization they recognize is
socially responsible because it balances growth with sustainability (Appendix 4). Responsibility to British
Columbians is embedded in our organization's DNA.
In the spirit of continued cooperation and support for the work of Dr. German and the Ministry of the
Attorney General, we have opted not to provide comment on the editorial opinion contained in the report.
Appendix 5 provides further information and clarification on specific, material issues for your
consideration.
BCLC can and will improve the ways in which we are addressing money laundering. We remain steadfast
in our commitment to be part of the solution by continuing to meet and exceed our responsibilities to
regulators, supporting a culture that is accountable to the communities we serve, and working
collaboratively and in support of all agencies to combat this insidious issue impacting our economy and
our communities.

~~

Bud Smith
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors
cc:

Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Robert Holden, Member, BCLC Board of Directors
Andrew Brown, Member, BCLC Board of Directors
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia, Member, BCLC Board of Directors
Richard Fyfe, Deputy Attorney General
Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister

Enclosure(s) x1 (Appendices 1 - 5)
Page 2
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Appendix for BCLC Response to:
An Independent Review of Money
Laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos
conducted for the Attorney General of
British Columbia

Submitted April 18, 2018
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Appendix 1
BCLC believes we are responsible for thirteen of the recommendations by Dr. German, as follows:

Recommendations
R3

That BCLC, in conjunction with the Regulator and Service Providers, review the present
Source of Funds Declaration on at least an annual basis to determine if refinements are
required .

R4

That BCLC re-enforce the importance of Service Providers not accepting cash or other
reportable instruments if they are not satisfied with the source of funds declaration.

RS

That the Service Providers be responsible for completing all necessary reports to FinTRAC,
including STRs.

R6

That discussions with Fin TRAC take place with the purpose of designating the Service
Providers as direct reports to FinTRAC, failing which that reports from Service Providers be
sent in an unaltered form to FinTRAC by BCLC.

R7

That BCLC provide Corporate STRs if its files contain relevant information not contained within
an STR from a Service Providers.

R10

That the Regulator/DPU be provided with access to iTRAK in its offices.

R11

That UFT and SCT reports be eliminated.

R16

That BCLC not engage in further undercover operations, except in conjunction with the
Regulator and, or the police.

R17

That no further expense be incurred by BCLC with respect to the SAS AML software system.

R18

That BCLC ensure that VIP hosts do not handle cash or chips.

R21

That cash limits not be imposed on buy-ins.

R22

That PGF accounts be eliminated once responsibility for cash alternatives has been
transitioned to the Service Providers.

R23

That BCLC implement a chip tracking system for Service Providers.
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Appendix 2

Gen:nan Independent Review

Readliness and Response Plan
OVERVIEW
The AML Response \\Iii be managed as a high priority cOl"pora1:e pn 1,;ram Bild enoompass two parts:I
1.

Revievt and assess op,!ions to address recommendations made- or issLIEs identified, incwdi ng !he
risks and costs associated with ,vhat are assu med will be policy. people and p.roc:ess requiremen.is
aoo (JSP9 iden!Jnedl.
Aclion plans across the dimensions of: p,c,licy, process. information. technology, people,
budget Bild gooremance
IR\l)lemen.t communicalio:n manag,ement plan for stakeholders, m edia and employees

2 . Follow a standard project gpp.mach, 'Mlich includes a;pproval of optiortS, planning. i m?)ementation
aoo reportin (1 on progress BJ11d resu lts.
Bet.G's Recommendation Repmting Su mmary T racking doeument wil provide lh,;, detaied assrgnments,
by rec • mmendalion. offhe responsible Director L eads and Vice Presidents Owners. A Board Co:mm"tt:ee
{Aucfil, Govem8i7ce, HR&C or Rist ) will also be desiglil8l ed for ow.rsighl of each reeommeooation .

ROLES & MEMBER5
Roles and Respcmsibilities

Sponsoc

Sl:eering
Committee

Ji m Ligill!booy

•

l3oard updates

•

M irnstry updales

•

Part of M t l Respo"'5.e S'leelinig Committee

Jim Ligill!booy

•

Provide proj~ g,Jidance

13rad Desmarais

•

Assign and approve V.P. Ovmer and Diraotor Lea,ds
for each Reeommeooaii • n

•

Review and approve ap;proacti to address eacll
Re,;:,ommendati• 11

•
•

Review a:nd ap;prove Recommeooati• n Complelion
Reviev, a:nd approve Recommeooati • n Closure

Jl.amie Callahan

Rob Kroel4!er
SIIISan D• li nsli

Interim
Director ,
.Ii.ML
Response

Provide overa ll project guidance

•

Jierm[fe.r Galawa~

•

Review a:nd aroirove Board and M inistry reporting

•

Lead :the development and coordinra!ioo of BClC's
respanse to lhe Gemian review

•

Oversee AML Resp0fl5e Steeri11g Committee
m eefings inc1u:ding orgimizi"9 agendas,, meBlin 99
aoo supp• rmig steerirl{I commiffee decisions

•

Provide irnlependent assessment of lhe Pf"Ol)osed
i mp/lementation actions and pmvide
.-e,c,omme ndafions to the steeti~ comm[ttee

•

lead SMEs Ehrough soMi.on planning i ncluding
leacfm g lhe de-velo,pment of "wh.al if' scenBJios
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Gelmiln lnde:peruient Revi.ew

Readiness and Response Plan
•

•

liaise with AMl lieam to en su.-e an i• clepth
uflderslan ng of AlldL matters, and set.ions, im::ludin g
l iaising wilh GPEIB
Key liaison betwEen AM l , Casino and
Com rm.mi:cafioos teams. a!KI a:ny other·are8!S
affected wi in BClC, to en:sure a coordinated

approac'.h

!Project
IMsna,ger

Shirtey Be"'ericl.ge

TBD

D irector

TBD

•

On goil!}Q oommunicalion vrilti gov.emment.
stakeholders. and service providet"s

•

ProYicle directi on to the AML Project Mflnager

•

Project mBll13Gefilieni i ncluding ooorcli™llion of leads
aoo SMEs, schedules a11cl reporling specilic to plans
anid actions to i mpll!!llilent

•

liaise wifh Audi! Services to ,ensUJ"e' flucliEsliility oflhe
Recommendations

•

Recommendation st:slus repolDlg inc!Ud'ing
Summary T rackin g !xiC!.ftlen!s and
Recommendation Dsshboflfds to SleEring
Commitfee, BCLC Executive Sl"lcl Board

•

Vloce Pre-side.nls will be assigned as OWlle:rs of each
of the recommenodations i111at BCLC is responsible ifor

•

Responsible fur proming direction to the Lead and
team imF)lemen ting tile acli001s to a,dclress lhe
Recommendation, ensuring illet completion is
alig~d with lhe eppro'll'ecl approsd1

•

Responsible fur confim.Jous impro'Vement orn:e
i mplementation 5 complete

•

D irectors will be ~
ned to Lead ,e ach oflh e
recommeridafions thflt BClC i s res;ponsible fur

•

Responsible ror eneJysi s of options and menagir;g
lhe actioos to address l he Recommend'sfion euoss
area,s, oiipolicy. process, irrformaiion, e,clmolow,
people, budget, and governance inc:ludint1
doc11rnentafioo end repariing.

•

Overall resport=ibilriy for addressing ille
Recommendation, inclucling
o lden[ify options :to address the
Recommendation

Leads

o

lmpr.ement fhe approved option

o

D • aime:nlaiion i ncluding monlh.ty status
r-eparting

o

Resou.-= usage t racking

o

Confirm auditahre deliverables with Audit
Services
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German lndl!<pl!ndent Review

Readiness and Response Plan
13oard
ConuniHees

A!ld
Go!o\emance.
H R&CorRisk

,.

Board Committees vlill be assign.eel to each of the
reeommen datioos 1hat BGLC is tres,p(llJls le for

,.

Respoosible foro'lle~ht oflhe implemenlatia111 of

fa1rmil AL!ila

,.

Pl"O',lide guidance to Lee.ds on auditable delillerables

each recommends.lion

Audit
Services

Key
Contacts

Engaged b'f

leads as
necessary

•

Meinlain evk!ence of audilable deli...eral:lles

,.

Review Recommendelioncs fur oampletioo

,.

Advise lhe Steerilll{! Committee. oo the •C llllijll'elioo o:t
eac!h RecommendaJion

,.

Deve lop afld presern o]DSirig memos fol-·eac!h
Recommendation

Key po'ints. of con laot have also been ic!emilied for
potermal areas req~iring ,invol.,..emenl in lhe aciioR9 to
ad'.dress Reoommendalions. es bekiw:

AML

John Ka d ovcec

18T

Tricia W arrington

Casino Operalions

Garth Pieper

Com1rn.-,ix:afi1111s

l aura Pive.-Babcock

Final'llDE!

AbiQi!liJ Lila

GPEB

Rob Kroeker

Governmelll'I

S!ISsn Dolinski

HR

Jamie Callahan

l egal

Jermifer Keim

Policy

Kev in Sweeney

Risk

J'ermifer Bamoss

Service Pro\li.ders

18ra d Desmarais

wtile lhe respon:s.e fncuses ?Jimanly 0 111 the German Re?Ql1:. ii also en compasses lhe 2017J'18 e.ndl
2[11 .8J'19 r.te.m:llafe lelf&:S lhel ref,erence the go11emmenfs Anti-Money Launclering (AML) Sha1egy an d lh.e
Peter GeiITTian review. The ilollm'lling chait SOO'lts- 1he key areas to be addressed ·n fhe response:
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Readiness and Response Plan
il !w.:Z

m.nd

· ·:liJIQII Si:

r;,,

!

_,.======i--------------.

l

PROCESS FDR IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOM:MENDATIONS
The process lo ackhress the Recommendations \V iii follrnv ;a sf<B111dard profect appmach_ As the 1Pla1T1in 91
and oplic.ns to aoddress eacti Rec• mmenclalion are idenlined, the Lead am:! Ownier 'llill be as.keel to
preseint their Reo• mmern:lalian t •d he steenng Co:mmittee_ Plal"}S t.o acldress each Recammenda1ion
must be epprnvec:1 by the Steering Coffllilllititee before actions are t.a:ken. Each Re,comrnendiafi!llll encl its
deliverab fes w ill be re'ol'ie wed by Audll Sem cecs_ C • m ple1ion ancl closure of eac.h Rec• m menclelion v ill
also l:Je presenl:ed to encl appmved by'lt)e Steering Committee_ A Ifie.g ram of'lhe process lhahMil be
used fur lhe im plem.entatillfl of the Re.commeooati• n s can be roum:1 in Appendix A.
This process. wi I be used for implementa!ion of i he German reoommemla lions_ This proDeSS cloes not
a~1y lo procecss impmvemenls (e.g. enhanGements), IIlr.ess the enliancemeni is direotiy ll'E!latecl to a
Reoommeodatioo . Enha.m:emen!s will insleacl follow normal busa,ess unit practices_ he res:ptm51ble
bL.tSiness un ii(s .) will. however , provide program enhaoc:eme11t iqidate:s to ttie AML Response Steering
Commil:le.e and 'lrill ioclude rele"'a:nl rupdates. in l3os.rd ancl 'inistry ireporfin,g.

4
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German Independent Review

Readiness and Response Plan
EFORTING
Repariing of 117e reoomrnendstions wi be oocxd· a.ted 'h-itti Mandate letter reportin!1- The r~orting
responsibilities end process are belaw ar1d s. diagram of the process lflat i.ril be used for recommeooafion
reporting •cslil be fotm d in Aap.endix B.
Repoirling Responsibi'Jities
Responsible

Report

Audience

Frequency

Rob Kroeker

AML Re:port

Board

Qusrtedy

AHomey General
S h ir1ey Be...-eridge

BCLC i;;lecommeT1dalion Rep,orlinQI
fa1mm.ary Tracking Docl..Dlem

AMLR steering Committee

Q.usrtedy

BGLC ExeCl!lfive
Board

P ub c
S h ir1ey Be...-eridge

Reoommendaiioo Dssliboard

AMLR Steering Committee

Monfhly

BGLC Executive
Shir1e'.,' Be1reTidge

lmpl:emeniingi Government Direciion

13oerd

Q.usrtedy

M inister
51!1SBD

Dolinsti

Jern11fer Kefm

Plar1 for Public hle.alfu aoo Gambling

Board

Prog:r:ess Repcm

General Manager. GPEB

CIJl\fer 11..eltets

Board Cn ail-

i3i-AnntUall'.,'

Q.usrtedy

AHomey General
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Readiness and Response Plan
APPENDIX A PROCESS FOO lMPLEJ.fENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

l~"'til"f Remur~
Seqµt~m..eftb

jb~,°"•Ffl:.

-•I

LH~,uruni1"
~I
pn,5eflll!boo m:le
d•cj;f!:.-st.,enng

L~d IUld Y .P . .0JN,f1er

p ~ t tc, 5te.enn5:
Ctfllmittee ftJr

llf

eam,,,itt~n,,,lin,

I

onoe•~prc,,,ir,
Lfiid <DMl'Jlls witt,
Aillfits.nm.ot<i
ci,,:,,rmini.'•wll~

~cii-emarrts

L~5.1 tDn-mlls -with
Fin~m:cta .initiat<t:

~11.00JlS'uib ,._;l:tl

IIIKl&J'I "ff"""'I
pro=

pc.lectpiaiteotion

all:Jlt:s:i:nic-~fDr
•l'<l

~•qu•ncm,;

~·

L=-!dlm!I""
Pr,o~~
:del*mtil~

I-OO,:IOJ11U!11s ~
Aul1it~Bto
~

ffl-mmts tirm:
b~en.rr~:t

"f'P"""l•Ju
cf,:(ji,i-=:r,,;b!?::li

jinl=

,oit,em

.,

t.e&lsub~ -~
ep:ut rcrr 5t"""'""I,

~erin!:i CDll'llllittee

~r:Lit~~

Apj]nJVe.5

c~~

C~mrriile• 'l"JIOIM;

Qimp:o<lion

M•ma

~mn~ Ol1TI!'11itl!!•
i!,ppr"""'Cl<I'""'

Addmonsl Imo
G

l eads submil .s talus reports by lhec end of each calenda r monli,_Coo en! from lnese status reports is used fur Executive . Boero.
M inisb:i an d publi:c re?JlrnnlJ. Review b1 V.P. Owner priix to reporl s'Ubrnission is msm:lat• 1y.

0

lmpl:ernenfation is mlt au1horu::e.d until AML Response steering Committee approves Preferred Opiioo and bud~! (if oodget is
required) h 85 been approved.
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Readiness and Response Plan
.t\PPENDIX B: RECOMMENDATION REPORTING PROCESS

Ra-commeoo ation Reporting Proca-.s~

CJ,lilli-.,,•, l=!J(:,:.-:

'-""'i 1.1 :~J..:Z .:.,t.:1~ .c • ..-

wr.z-ri ~G"~,:-p-~ ~

'"""'

·t

t:ii1

-

t i
.g.~
1. - - - - - - - - - - ,
<l=i

~.1.":r...:l~"l".:I

.:I i)

~.....

.:.- r:i.r~,
,·cc.-:111 ~uacl

P,tu-=1::. ~ ICI C.-.,r
C.i..-!.'::-A.11)
:6'Tl'11'.1itJ

II- ··

L
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Appendix 3
Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR)i and Table Performance
Since 2015,. the total number, total value and average value of STR has been trending down,
while total table drop has continued its upward trend .

Tota II Table Drop with STR values:*
Sog-ce of
Fund's >+$10K

$300

1st wave cash
comi tio:nif"l!il

2-• wave

$250

.$200

.,. $150
C

~
~

$100

$SO

so
*

S S1R

-

TotaJ Table D-ap

• • • • • • • • Li1ear{Tatal Tarhle Drq:i)

AN date presented in table form below:.

Key poimts:
In April 2015, BCLC initiated a sourced-cash condition program to address the unexplained increase in un-sourced
cash and chips being brought into lower matnla:nd casinos. As part of ili:s AML due dilig:ence screening process,
BCLC Investigators interviewed certain VIP players to defarmine ihe orig in of their cash and chips. lfa player was
unatile to prove source of fl.J nds, or BCLC suspected or received information that the source of funds originated irom
underg:round banking operatiollS, or suspected proceeds of crime, the player \!tas immediatelo/ placed on "so1.1rced
cash condillons" and would o.nly be allO'r.Wed to buy-in if they could provide the service provider cash cage•with an
original receipt sourc ing the funds as follows;
•
•
•

A bank draft, EFT, certified or Casino Cheque (as de·fined under policy)
Cash drawn from an acc redited Financial Institution
Cash drawn at the gaming facflity using Global Cash, [)ebit at Cage, ATM

or that llie source of funds originated from;
•
•

Cash verified as lfrom a recent sourced Casino Dis!tmrsernent
Chips verified as from a recent sourced Casino rnsbursement

Dollar value of STR has decreased (as have counts - see next table)
Jan 10, 2018 - Implemented Somce of Funds Declaration for cash deposits of $ 10,000 or more as per Peter
German's interim recommendation to BCLC.
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STR Value and Co Ulnt*
$m

2~

$25

!"'
"i

200

$Kl
1:D

$15

100
$10
$ 5,

50

s.o

0

- - $ sm - -tt srn

STRTotal .atn d Average Value*
$16JJ,JJOO

$:l:1

$14!0,JJO!J

$25

$12JJ,JJOO
$20

"'

$100,JJO!J

$15

$BJ,JJOO

-~

$fil,OOO

$10

$4Il,JJOO

$5

$2a,OOO

so

$0

- s
"

All data pr,e.senl e.d in table fa.Im below.

•

Both illle count, total " ue and avera[Je vwue of STR h ave been lieaea:sfa:g s ir11Ce .20- 5. \!itih a :sjgnilicant
dro;p in rthe sec{)fldl half of lhe y ear men BC;LC began ca::sh condffioo ili){l players..

•

Noi only are there fewer S TR, the ooes OJat are reporterl are deueas ing in va l!ue.
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Month

....

ilSTR

$ STR

Tot.al Table Drop

$ STRasa %of

Total

Ja:l!l-15

101

S11 ,356.965

$185.417,014

6.1%

Feb-15

1,57

3,191,01:M.354

$221 ;1-41,Q91

8.6%

Mar-15

173

5-19,462, 764

$"244.37!5,3Cl5

8.0%

Apr-1:5

151

S,16, 123.3.55

$2 16.008,331

7.4!%

May-15

1&7

S21,2D1 .775

$21&. 86,4102

9.7%

Jun-ff!ii

156

S13,676.465

$"2[l1 .344,040

6.8%

Jul-15

196

S,27,243, 150

$24·1 .388, 750

11.3%

A11.1g-15

137

Sep-151

120

~

--

-

SH.1Jg.565
S9,825.9.51l

--

$"21S.11fl4,tl23
$213.405,QH

---

6.:5%
4.6%

Oct-15

00

3,10,045,2:81

$"220.931J,Q4Q

4.:5%

IN ov-15

71

,56, 159.039

$19.5.002,062

3.1%

Dec-15

163

S,1,0!ic5.D1 Cl

$197.1354,842

3.1:1%

Jan-Ui

150

S1, 149.960

$1 !Ml..2'90,501

3.1:1%

Feb-ff6

18,2

S8,847.[l 35

$222.322,359

4.0%

Mar-ff6

176

S8,271 .681J

$226;1-48,655

3.7%

Apr'-16

17Q

May-16

175

Jun-ff6

--

-

S8,fl53.2!i!5

•

S,11 , 00,69[)

--

$200. 7-45,010
$223.732,489

-

--

4.3%
4.Q%

136

S6,8!53.1 11

$21 5.7:54,977

3.2%

Jul-16

124

S4,EID1 .40!5

$261 ;176, 1IJ4

1 .8%

A1.1g-1S

1[18

S!5,8fl01.5CIIJ

$"241Ji. 725,100

2.3%

Sep-16

114

S6,031 .332

$234.008,4100

2.6%

Oct-16

88

S3,Q69.ll55

$"24J6. 711,800

1.6%

81

S-2,83tl.5fl9

$200.33,7, 162

1.4%

S3,800.2BCI

$"21 1Ji. 8'96,314

1.7%

INov-1116
Dec-16

--100

Ja.n-17

94

$-3,507.4:5!5

$226.231 ,338

1Feb-U1

112

S5,M8.771J

$"241Ji.814,715

Ma.r-ff1

1Hl

S3,4l· 0.961l

$"2 1IJ.979,5C11

Apr-17

80

S3,n 5.81CI

$220;1:53, 715

1.7%

May-17

1 1)7

S4,09:5-.101

$241 . 729,Q28

1.7%

Jun-17

88

S3,020.00D

$"23-D.312,458

1.3%

Jul-11

94

S!5,2-Ml .D81J

$"23.3,,,3f!8,300

2.2%

87

S4,2M.2'{1CI

$253.317,319

1.7%

t---

A1.1g-17

--

--

1.6%

--

2..4%

1.6%

-

~

Sep-17

M

S3,0II0.005

$"239.8U4,737

1.3%

Oct-H

63,

$2,:!i30.D2D

$"2.61 .1122,fl45

1.0%

IN'. Dv-1117

5'Qi

~1.828.()5

$231 .477,360

Dec-17

53,

$2,:582.140

$242. 634,757

1.1%

J.a.n-1:B

20

$5[)5, 1QQI

$"217;174,414

• .2%

IF eb-18

·1 7

S721.630

$22·1 .439,fl76

0.3%

• --

--

- .--

(18%

-
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Appendix 4
Employee Engagement Results

.
• 0

•

0

~
~

mf}

~

~

f1jifl

fllB3

f1ilOO

I feel that my overa ll compensation package (pay, bonus and
benefit s) is comparable wi th peop le doing a sim ilar job with
othe r sim ila r orga nizati ons.

-3.2%

6.6%

-2.3%

39 .2%

42 .4%

35 .8%

38.1%

Our t eam values one anot her's unique st rengths and
different ab ilit ies.

-3.1%

1.6%

5.7%

84 .6%

87 .7%

86 .1%

80.4%

My department 's obj ect ives are real istic.

-3.0%

7.4%

10.1%

76 .7%

79.7%

72.3%

62.2%

Change is w idely emb raced

-2.9%

-

61.6%

64.5%

BCLC is transfo rm ing t o a player-cen t ric compa ny.

-2.7%

5 .3%

3.2%

81.0%

83. 7%

78.4%

75.2%

BC LC cons istently conduct s busi ness in a fa ir, honest and
t rust worthy manner.

-2.6%

0 .4%

4.7%

89.9%

92.5%

92 .1%

87.4%

rrhe w ay BCLC opera tes is in alignment w it h its va lues
(Int egrity, Respect & Social Respo nsi bility).

-2.4%

4.9%

5.5%

91.5%

93. 9%

89 .0%

83.5%

BCLC is environmenta lly responsible.

-2.2%

3 .1%

4.8%

82.6%

84.8%

817%

76.9%

The actio ns of the entire Se nio r Leadersh ip t eam (CEO, VPs
and Directors ) of BCLC are cons iste nt wit h BCLC va lues
!(Int egrity, Respect & Socia l Respo nsi bil ity).

-2.1%

7.1%

7.4%

81.0%

83 .1%

76 .0%

68.6%

BCLC is cu stomer focused

-1.9%

85.4%

87 .3%

'

....

I

I

-

I

34
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Appendix 5
1.

German Report Statements that indicate there was no action taken by BCLC:
" ... no transaction was refused by BCLC before 2015." (paragraph 478)

"In March 2014, a former BCLC Investigator recalls telling senior management that something had to
be done about the cash entering casinos. They listened but he saw no discernable action." (paragraph
504)
"Despite the police investigation, the cash kept coming into the casinos. With no direction from BCLC
or GPEB to stop accepting huge amounts of unsourced cash, the head of compliance for GCGC decided
to end it himself." (paragraph 536)
"Despite all the efforts described in previous chapters, prior to 2016, nobody appears to have said no
in terms of accepting unsourced cash at Lower Mainland casinos. (paragraph 600)

BCLC Clarification:
Refusing cash:
BCLC's sourced cash condition initiative began April 2015 with the program being formally implemented
in September 2015; however, it should be noted that cash was refused prior to the initiation of this
program. As an example, Exhibit A demonstrates that a certain player would no longer be permitted to
play with cash. This player continues to be limited to playing with sourced cash only to this day. Exhibit B
is a redacted copy of an internal document used to track players who have been cash conditioned, from
April 14, 2105 to present day.

Appendix 5 - EXHIBIT A- Email regarding patron placed on cash conditions in 2014
No,v,e mber 27u., .2 014- As a resu lt of the recent actM .
inilialed at th e req uest of
nd
directi,ve th at was posted on 111e profile for

a d'irective was
sent out the following

From:
Sent: November-27-14 7:58AM

Hi .

,

T he following, comment has been added to
1

's profile SID

20 14-,NOV-:27 BCLC Corp Sec - B,CLC Directive foir lnvestigati;v,e Pu rposes; is not perm itted to, buy-in a.t any pro;Perty with "ANY" ca.sh or un-sourced
chips untill lh e is inte,rviewed by BCLC Corporate, Security and
Compliance. Pro,v ide patron with the BCL.C Consumer Service,s number i f an
investigator is not avail!able, so an ap,pointment can be set. up at tbe ,eanl iest
c,o nvenience: 1-866-815-0:222.

.BCLC Casino lnvesUgator
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Given Names

Current status

DDor
RR

Date of
Conditions

lnt. filed? Y/N ltrak checked? Comments

--------Conditions imposed
imposed
- - - - - - - - - Conditions
Conditions imposed
---------

Conditions imposed- Updated
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed

- - - - - - - - - Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Con~

ons~

posed

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Con~

ons~

posed

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
imposed
- - - - - - - - - Conditions
Conditions~ posed
Conditions imposed
imposed
- - - - - - - - - Conditions
imposed
- - - - - - - - - Conditions
Conditions imposed
imposed
- - - - - - - - - Conditions
Conditions~ posed
---------

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed

Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
C_E nditionsl_rllposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
_s: onditionsimposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t io_I1 s imposed
_s: onditionsimposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
_s: onditionsimposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
Condi t ions imposed
Conditions imposed
Conditions imposed
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03/10/2016
03/10/2016
03/10/2016
2017-DEC-06
12/10/2016
2611012016
2017-FEB-24

l

I

01/11/2016
05/12/2016
14/12/2016
2017-fan-18
2017-Feb-11
2017-Feb-07
2017-Feb-20
2017-FEB-21
2017-DEC-18
2017-MA ~14
2017-MAR-20

Conditions imposed-Play suspended Dec-14

#####

3..Q~M~R-28
2017-Mar-29
2017-APR-10
2017-APR-11
2017-APR-13
2017-APR-19

Conditions imposed-Play suspended APR-13

__3Q_17-APR-25
2017-MAY-02
2017-MAY-15
20 ~ - MAY: 15
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-15
2017-MAY-17
2017-MAY-17
2017-MAY-24
2017-JUN-26
2017-JUL-04
2017-JUL-04
2017-JUL-18
2017-JUL-18

2017-Jl

2017-JUL-19

2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-19
2017-JUL-24
2017-JUL-24
2017-JUL-31
~0~-AU~-01

I

2017-AUG-01
2017-AUG-07

21?__17:_~UG_:l 7
2017-AUG- 17
2017-AUG-17
-1.2_17-~ G-22
2017-A 2017-AUG-22
2017-SEP-11

l

2017-SEP: 11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-11
2017-SEP-21
26/05/2016
2017-SEP-29
2017-AUG-10
2017-OCT-10
2017-OCT-11
2017-OCT-11
2017-0ct-11
2017-OCT-12
2017-OCT-12
2017-OCT-17
2017-OCT-22
2017-OCT-22
2017-OCT-25
2017-O ~T-30

2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-16
2017-NOV-20

Conditions Imposed -Pendin]: lnt

Conditions lmeosed -Pending lnt
Conditions- Imposed -Pending lnt
Conditions Imposed -Pending lnt

2017-DEC-01
2017-DEC-05
2017-DEC~
2017-NOV-23
2017-DEC-18
2017-DEC-19
2017-DEC-19
2017DEC-22
2017-dec-27
2017-Dec-27
2017-DEC-29
2017-DEC-29
2017-DEC-28
2018-JAN-03
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Conditions Imposed -Pendi~ g lnt

Conditions Imposed -Pending lnt
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Sourced Cash Conditions were having an impact as identified in Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation (GCGC) financial disclosures.
Appendix - EXHIBIT C - CHART OF GCGC DISCLOSURES

MDA
details

Document link

Citation re VIP conditions/financial impacts

Q3 2015

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ3-2015-MDA-FINAL.12df

p 8:
BCLC Introduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips . The effect of these
conditions is not currently known but will likely lead to a certain amount of
reduced play, and therefore revenues, at all BC casinos, especially those
that have significant VIP play.

Released:
Nov 4, 2015

Q4 2015
Released:
Mar 9, 2016

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGC2015-Q4-MDA-FINAL.12df

p. 16:
Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips . The effect of these
conditions is not currently known but will likely lead to a certain amount of
reduced play, and therefore revenues, at River Rock. The estimated portion
of River Rock's revenues generated from the VIP players affected by these
additional conditions over the past 12 months is approximately $20 million.
p. 18:
BCLC Introduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips. The effect of these
conditions is not currently known, but management believes they have
caused and will likely lead to a certain amount of reduced play, and
therefore revenues, at all BC casinos that have significant VIP play.
p. 29:
Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips. The
effect of these conditions is not currently known, but management believes
they have caused and will likely lead to a certain amount of reduced play,
and therefore revenues, at River Rock. The estimated portion of River
Rock's revenues generated from the VIP players affected by these
additional conditions over the 12 months ended September 30, 2015 was
approximately $20.0. While table drop levels in a period may be affected by
changes in player behaviour, such as frequency and duration of visits to the
property and changed levels of wagering during such visits, management
believes that a significant portion of the decline in River Rock's table drop
and gaming revenues during the fourth quarter of 2015 was attributed to
these additional conditions required for certain VIP players. In addition, a
portion of the decline in gaming revenues in the fourth quarter was due to
volatility inherent in table games as evidenced by the 5.3 percentage point
decrease in table hold percentage in this year's fourth quarter when
compared to the prior year's fourth quarter record 25.0% table hold
percentage.
p 45:
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Q1 2016
Released:
May 9, 2016

htti;1s://gcgaming.com/w12content/ui;1loads/GCGCQ1-2016-MDA-FINAL.i;1df

Revenues over the past eight quarters have generally trended positively
during 2015 and over the prior year comparable periods. The increase in
revenues in the fourth quarter of 2015 compared to the third quarter of
2015 was primarily due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino
New Brunswick that was acquired on October 1, 2015. This increase was
partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River Rock, which
management believes was significantly due to a decline in table drop
during the fourth quarter of 2015, as a result of additional conditions that
BCLC introduced late in the third quarter of 2015 for certain VIP players
(refer to the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of this
MD&A). The revenue increase in the third quarter of 2015 compared to the
second quarter of 2015 was primarily due to the growth in gaming revenues
across most of the Company's properties.
p. 2:
-risk/uncertainty= the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia
p. 9:
BCLC Introduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase gaming
chips. The effect of these conditions is not currently known, but
management believes they have caused and will likely lead to a reduction
in the amount of gaming chips purchased, corresponding reduction in play
and therefore reduced revenues at all BC casinos that have significant VIP
play.
p. 19:
Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase gaming
chips. The effect of these conditions is not currently known, but
management believes they have caused and will likely lead to a reduction
in the amount of gaming chips purchased, as well as a corresponding
reduction in play and therefore reduced revenues, at our gaming facilities in
British Columbia, in particular River Rock. The estimated portion of River
Rock's revenues generated from the VIP players affected by these
additional conditions over the 12 months ended September 30, 2015 was
approximately $20.0. While table drop levels in a period may be affected by
changes in player behaviour, such as frequency and duration of visits to the
property and changed levels of wagering during such visits, management
believes that a significant portion of the decline in River Rock's table drop
and gaming revenues during the first quarter of 2016 was attributed to
these additional conditions required for certain VIP players.

Q2 2016
Released :
Aug 10, 2016

htti;1s://gcgaming .com/w12content/ui;1loads/GCGCQ2-2016-MDA-FINAL.i;1df

p.35:
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
the third quarter of 2015 for certain VIP players (refer to the "Major
Developments - British Columbia" section of this MD&A).
p. 1:
-risk/uncertainty= the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia
p. 20:
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Q3 2016
Released:
Nov 8, 2016

Q4 2016
Released:
Mar?, 2017

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ3-2016-MDA-FINAL.12df

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCO4-2016-MDA-FINAL-3-617-1.12df

The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
p 13:
-risk/uncertainty= the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia
p 19:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
p 13:
-risk/uncertainty= the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia
p 19:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
P 21:
Recent Developments
Late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced conditions for certain
high value table games players in British Columbia casinos that include a
requirement to demonstrate the source of their funds. Players in British
Columbia have historically relied on cash as the primary way to purchase
chips. During the fourth quarter of 2016, BCLC introduced international wire
transfers as a method of transferring funds for gaming. Management is
continuing to ensure the Company's players understand the options
available to them.
Overview
Revenues at River Rock have been negatively affected since the conditions
with respect to cash were introduced late in the third quarter of 2015. The
new conditions have mainly impacted the high volume of VIP play from
which River Rock has benefited over recent years. The requirements to
demonstrate the source of funds has resulted in lower buy ins, reduced
average bets, and shorter durations of play. These dynamics led to the
average hold rate declining from 20% in 2015 to 17% in 2016. In response
to the decline in revenues, management has changed its promotional
activities and reduced operating expenses.
Revenues
River Rock's gaming revenues declined during the twelve months of 2016,
when compared to the same period in the prior year, primarily due to a
decline in table drop following BCLC's new conditions with respect to cash
as well as a 2.6 percentage point decrease in the table hold percentage.
The decline in table drop is mainly due to decreased high limit table play
volume. Gaming revenues also declined during the fourth quarter of 2016,
when compared to the same period in the prior year, primarily due to a 24%
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decrease in table hold . The 5% increase in table drop was more than offset
by a 5.4 percentage point decrease in table hold percentage.

Q1 2017
Released :
May 8, 2017

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ1-2017-MDA-FINAL.12df

The decline in table revenues was partially offset by an increase in slot win
of 5% and 2% during the twelve and three months ended December 31,
2016, respectively, when compared to the same periods in 2015.
p 2:
- risk/uncertainty= the impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia
- risk/uncertainty= proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those that may impact VIP play)

Q2 2017
Released:
Aug 10, 2017

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ2-2017-MDA-FINAL.12df

p. 21:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
p 2:
- risk/uncertainty= the impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia
- risk/uncertainty= proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those that may impact VIP play)

Q3 2017
Released :
Oct 23, 2017

Q4 2017
Released :
Mar 6, 2018

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ3-2017-MDA-FINAL.12df

p. 21:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players .
p 2:
- risk/uncertainty= the impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia

htt12s://gcgaming.com/w12content/u12loads/GCGCQ4-2017-MDA-FINAL.12df

- risk/uncertainty= proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those related to anti-money laundering legislation or policy that
may impact VIP play)
p 2:
- risk/uncertainty= the impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia
- risk/uncertainty= proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those related to anti-money laundering legislation or policy that
may impact VIP play)

2.

German report states: "Whether intended or not, the net effect is that there would be no paper
trail in iTRAK ... " (paragraph 646)

BCLC Clarification: There were already comprehensive records entered into iTrak on each of these
players including full particulars on their identity, date of birth address, residence, occupation as well as
documentation on the concerning transactions including suspicious transaction reports. In addition, the
letter quoted and list were retained and formed part of BCLC's records in relation to these players and
their transactions.
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3.

Reference to CEO Comments (paragraph 554)

BCLC supports the need for increased criminal enforcement and police action within casinos. The
comments made by Jim Lightbody, President & CEO referencing "reservations about the police being
involved in criminal enforcement within the casinos as it may 'muddy' the role of GPEB" were intended to
convey BCLC's strong belief that greater role clarity and accountability is needed prior to increasing the
number of agencies dedicated to enforcement at casinos. Dr. German's recommendation to create a
Dedicated Policing Unit addresses this concern.

4.

SAS Financials (paragraphs 717, 718)

Dr. German's report notes that BCLC acquired SAS for AML as a result of POCML TFA regulation
changes in 2013 requiring entities, including BCLC, to apply enhanced Customer Due Diligence
requirements on its patrons. It also notes that BCLC reached out to financial institutions in search of a
system and that BCLC was the first in the gambling industry to engage SAS for AML services.
BCLC's engagement with SAS for the AML project was a commercial arrangement with both parties
assuming certain responsibilities under the contract.
Project budget and costs
BCLC approved the business case for the project with a budget of $7.4 million including internal and
external costs. The actual total cost of the project was $7,294,756. The total paid to SAS within the
project was $4,560,723. This is the same amount that SAS indicated in its March 8, 2018 memo to Dr.
German that it was paid by BCLC in relation to the project.
BCLC's final payment to SAS for the SAS AML project was on May 19, 2016 for $29,446.48. BCLC has
not and will not incur further expense with respect to the SAS AML software project.
The detailed project cost breakdown is contained in Exhibit D.

Appendix 5 - EXHIBIT D
Category

Total Amount

Notes

BCLC professional services

$2,171,165

BCLC contract resources (PM/IT
Lead/Business AnalysUDevelopers/Testers)

Hardware

$253,088

Servers, storage, etc

Internal Labour

$308,171

BCLC internal Employee costs

Other

$1,609

Misc expenses

SAS Professional Services

$1,581,057

SAS contractors/resources

SAS Professional Services - Travel

$149,576

SAS travel

SAS Software License

$2,721,570

SAS - Business Intelligence & AML

SAS Professional Services Training

$108,520

SAS Training

TOTAL

$7,294,756
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This is Exhibit “173” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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Privileged Document - Produced without any waiver of privilege by BCLC before the Commission of Inquiry into Money Laundering in British Columbia
pursuant to s. 29 of the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007 , c. 9

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 11/10/2018 2:00:47 AM
Re: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Let's not make it our fault for rolling it out to all sites.
Thanks

From: Rob Kroeker <
Date: October 10, 2018 at 6:50:53 PM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Subject: Re: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

The timeline is News to me.
I will check with Kevin and Pat and get back.
I was advised this is not a simple thing. There may be an issue with GPEB offices not having the IT
infrastructure needed to support the installation and they may have to upgrade first.

From: Jim D. Lightbody <
Date: October 10, 2018 at 6:09:38 PM PDT
To: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: Fwd: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Rob,
See below. Clearly we need to do this sooner than a year. I don't understand the delay.
Can you please look into it and let me know what the issue is.
Thanks
Jim

From: MacLeod, Sam GPEB:EX <
Date: October 10, 2018 at 4:48:54 PM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: MacLeod, Sam GPEB:EX <
Subject: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Jim
I'm not sure you are aware of the response from Kevin on the iTRAK issue. I was under the impression the
rollout was imminent after receiving the first terminal in Burnaby. A delay of one year will not only impact
the work of both GPEB's compliance and enforcement teams but will also impact resolving Recommendation
10 of the German Report.
Although I am out of the office now until the 29 th , I would welcome an opportunity to discuss this.

BCLC0005759
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Thanks
Sam

From: Kevin Sweeney [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 12:39 PM
To: Storms, Timothy GPEB:EX; Mark Lane
Cc: Mayer, Douglas GPEB:EX
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Hello Tim,
The PIA is nearly complete however that isn't the problem. The PIA will guide BCLC on what risks need to be
mitigated from a privacy standpoint considering the data in iTRAK but isn't driving the project.
Discussions w ith our IT folks have identified that the current solution in place at the Burnaby office is a
temporary solution and was never meant to be a permanent one. The work required to move forward on an
initiative by BCLC to look at deploying a long term solution would need to be decided by our executives and
based on the current projects, resource availalbity, architectural requ irements, assessment phase and
procurement of product, it is not something that would be ready to be deployed for at least a year. I am trying
to track down and confirm time lines and actual requ irements however this initiative would go up against the
current 90 plus projects being worked on hence the long timeline for completion.

Kevin Sweeney,

CRM

Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
Legal, Compliance, Security Division, BCLC
From: Storms, Timothy GPEB:EX

Sent: October 10, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Mark Lane <
Kevin Sweeney <
Cc: Douglas Mayer <
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Hello Mark,
Please find attached a table that lists the availability access/security controls for the GPEB offices where iTrak
terminals are to be installed.
Please let me know if you need any further information or have any questions.
Kevin - I know you have only been back in the office since yesterday but were there any updates to that
status of the PIA?
I know you had indicated in your email last week that you would be able to provide more info to us when you
are visiting here near the end of the month - but we are being asked for more current updates on the status.
Any additional info that you can provide would be helpful. And if there is anything we should be doing to help
expedite the process please let me know .
Thanks
Tim
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Sincerely,
Tim Storms, CIA
Manager of Audit
Compliance Division
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attorney General
Ste. 220-4370 Dominion Street
Burnaby BC, VSG 4L7

Know your limit, play within it.

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.
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To:
Cc:
Sweeney[
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[
Pat Davis[

Tricia Warrington[

Kevin

Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 11/10/2018 8:56:55 PM
RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Rob,
I'll reach out to him and set up a call for all of us, but first I'd like to understand from Pat and you what
our plan is, any options and what we need from GPEB to make it happen. We need to tell them how we
can do this in a timely manner that we can commit to and deliver.
Thanks,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker <
Date: October 11, 2018 at 1: 10:49 PM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Pat Davis <
Tricia Warrington <
Kevin Sweeney
<
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Do you want me (and perhaps Pat) to discuss with him or do you want to have that conversation?
From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: October-11-18 12:57 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <
Cc: Pat Davis <
Tricia Warrington <
Kevin Sweeney
Rob Kroeker <
<
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Rob,
Thanks, I don't know where they got the impression either, but we need to escalate this to Sam and
give options if possible.
Thanks
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker <
Date: October 11, 2018 at 12:19:48 PM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Pat Davis <
Tricia Warrington <
Kevin Sweeney
<
Rob Kroeker <
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Hi Jim
Pat, Tricia, Kevin and I just had a call. Pat and Tricia confirmed my understanding - this is not a simp le task
where something just gets plugged into the wa ll. There are systems issues to work through including th ings
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like requesting additional services from Telus to the GPEB offices and acquiring the actua l equipment.
will arrange for a separate note to you to set out some of the work that needs to be done and range of
timeframe options depending on resourcing decisions.

Pat

Additionally, we may have to acquire additiona l iTrak licenses and Kevin is working on that along with moving
the PIA along as quickly as is practicable .
I do not know who advised Sam that installations were imminent; we have certainly never suggested that.
We have consistently advised GPEB this requires some work, will take some time and we are putting
resources into it.

From: Jim D. Lightbody <
Date: October 10, 2018 at 6:09:38 PM PDT
To: Rob Kroeker <
Subject: Fwd: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation

Rob,
See below. Clearly we need to do this sooner than a year. I don't understand the delay.
Can you please look into it and let me know what the issue is.
Thanks
Jim
From: MacLeod, Sam GPEB:EX <
Date: October 10, 2018 at 4:48:54 PM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: MacLeod, Sam GPEB:EX <
Subject: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Jim
I'm not sure you are aware of the response from Kevin on the iTRAK issue. I was under the impression the
rollout was imminent after receiving the first terminal in Burnaby. A delay of one year will not only impact
the work of both GPEB's compliance and enforcement teams but will also impact resolving Recommendation
10 of the German Report.
Although I am out of the office now until the 29 th , I would welcome an opportunity to discuss this.
Thanks
Sam

From: Kevin Sweeney [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 12:39 PM
To: Storms, Timothy GPEB:EX; Mark Lane
Cc: Mayer, Douglas GPEB:EX
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Hello Tim,
The PIA is nearly complete however that isn't the problem. The PIA will guide BCLC on what risks need to be
mitigated from a privacy standpoint considering the data in iTRAK but isn't driving the project.
Discussions with our IT folks have identified that the current solution in place at the Burnaby office is a
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temporary solution and was never meant to be a permanent one. The work required to move forward on an
initiative by BCLC to look at deploying a long term solution would need to be decided by our executives and
based on the current projects, resource availalbity, architectural requirements, assessment phase and
procurement of product, it is not something that would be ready to be deployed for at least a year. I am trying
to track down and confirm time lines and actual requirements however this initiative would go up against the
current 90 plus projects being worked on hence the long timeline for completion.

Kevin Sweeney,

CRM

Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
Legal, Compliance, Security Division, BCLC
From: Storms, Timothy GPEB:EX
Sent: October 10, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Mark Lane
; Kevin Sweeney <
Cc: Douglas Mayer <
Subject: RE: iTrak Terminal Installation - Information Security Analyst Conversation
Hello Mark,
Please find attached a table that lists the availability access/security controls for the GPEB offices where iTrak
terminals are to be installed.
Please let me know if you need any further information or have any questions.
Kevin - I know you have only been back in the office since yesterday but were there any updates to that
status of the PIA?
I know you had indicated in your email last week that you would be able to provide more info to us when you
are visiting here near the end of the month - but we are being asked for more current updates on the status.
Any additional info that you can provide would be helpful. And if there is anything we should be doing to help
expedite the process please let me know .
Thanks
Tim
Sincerely,
Tim Storms, CIA
Manager of Audit
Compliance Division

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attorney General
Ste. 220-4370 Dominion Street
Burnaby BC, VSG 4L7

Know your limit, play within it.

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

Rob Kroeker[
John Karlovcec[

To:
Cc:

Timothy Storms[

Douglas

Mayer[
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Anna Fitzgerald
Tue 20/11/2018 4:40:46 AM
RE: Meeting Follow up

Hello Rob,
Thank you ever so much for summarising out discussions below and for a productive meeting. I believe
everything we discussed was captured below with the exception of our conversation about STRs and I believe
Bob and John have already connected and actioned this.
In response to your numbered items below:
1. I confirm that we have received the revised response for which many thanks. I agree that we should
meet as soon as possible to discuss our various options.
2. I confirm that we will be carrying out a follow up audit in early new year. We would be happy to
provide feedback about the Deloitte process and look forward to seeing and discussing the ongoing
results but are cognisant that the duration for which Deloitte is retained is your organization's domain.
3. We look forward to receiving and reviewing the draft policy related to VIPs.
4. I am awaiting some final feedback and we will conclude our part as soon as possible. I apologize I
was not able to get anything to you on Friday, I am hoping we will get some feedback to you this week.
5. Thank you for the update on the iTrak instillation and confirmation it remains a priority.
6. Thank you for the information relating to the due diligence using Chinese characters, my team are
reviewing this in light of our original report finding.

I look forward to moving all of this forward with you.
Anna

Anna Fitzgerald CPA,CA,CIA
Executive Director,
Compliance Division,
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

From: Rob Kroeker <
Sent: Friday, November 9, 2018 7:13 AM
To: Fitzgerald, Anna GPEB:EX <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Douglas GPEB:EX <
Subject: Meeting Follow up

Storms, Timothy GPEB:EX <

Mayer,

Good morning Anna
Thank you for the meeting yesterday. I feel we covered a lot of ground and there were a number of
takeaways. I want to make sure I have not missed anything so will recap here:
1. SoF Audit- BCLC will review and revise its response as discussed . Additionally I will reaffirm here
BCLC's commitment to meeting with you and your team to address the recommendation around
account confirmation. We would appreciate setting this meeting up as soon as schedules permit.
Please let me know if you would like to initiate scheduling or if you would like us to.

BCLC0005761

2. SoF Monitoring- consensus was Deloitte should monitor up to November 15, 2018, at which point
you and I will assess the results to that date and then decide what actions should come next. Assum ing
more positive results than initially seen, GPEB would do a follow-up audit (with some consultation with
BCLC AS) to determine on-going compliance rates in the post Deloitte review period.

3. VIP Investigation - BCLC is in the process of creating policy that will map directly to the commentary
in the report. Once a draft is ready it will be provided to GPEB for comment. BCLC is hopeful this work
can be completed in the next 60 days.

4. Threshold for Ascertaining Identity- It is BCLC's judgment that the th reshold for when service
providers first ascertain/confirm identity for table play and cage buy-ins should be lowered to $3000
from $9000 to address a recently observed increase in the ML risk related to transactions under the
$10,000 Fin TRAC reporting threshold. It is BCLC's view that this change should occur as soon as
practicable. GPEB w ill review BCLC's memo on this matter and provide feedback at its earliest
convenience. Service providers have not yet been consulted on this change, but would be once we have
GPEB's feedback. I would like to thank you for agreeing to make this review a priority.

5. iTrack Terminals - the installation of terminals and the citrix option were discussed. This work is a
priority for BCLC and the matter has IT staff dedicated to its completion. BCLC will work to have this
completed as soon as practicable. GPEB has provided its policy on access to iTrack to Mark Lane and I
will obta in that from him which concludes GPEB's commitment in relation to this work.

6. Due Diligence using Chinese language characters - BCLC will provide a brief summary to you on
how Chinese characters are utilized by subscription OSINT services BCLC and other reporting entities
use for customer due diligence purposes. I hope to have this to you in the next week to 10 days.

Please let me know if I have forgotten anything or made any errors.
Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
IM
IF
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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To:
Cc:
Stewart[

From:
Sent:
Subject:

Hussey, Joel[
Rob Kroeker[

Paul Dadwal[
]; Cary Skrine[

Bob
]

Ken Ackles
Wed 06/03/2019 4:59:09 PM
ltrak Terminal - JIGIT

Joel
I was asked by Cary Skrine our A Executive Director to action the
••
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• •
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!

•

.

•

.

•

!•:

Redacted bv BC - Solicitor Client Privileae

Redacted by BC - Solicitor Client Privilege
Redacted
by BC-

Protocols have been establ ished and record keeping pursuant to this access will be the responsibility of
Further I have conducted in-house research with the Director of Information Management, Cathy
Triveri, at RCMP E Div HQ ensuring awareness by the RCMP of this technology within the Headquarters
structure. CFSEU-BC in-house IT Shawn Geransk has also been consulted and confirms no IT issues revent
the terminals location in JIGIT.
Redacted by BC - S0l1c1tor Cl ient Privilege

In order to move this forward I will be asking Tim Storms of our Compliance Division to assist in this process.
With your concurrence I will action this forthwith.
Note: All correspondence relative to the above noted contact with Provincial Crown, RCMP, CFSEU IT and DOJ
is available and held on file.
Ken
Ken Ackles
Manager Operations (JIGIT),
Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Province of British Columbia - Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
14200 Green Timbers Way, Surrey B.C.
V3T 6P3

Burnaby Office
Enforcement Division
Gambling Policy & Enforcement Branch
408 - 4603 Kingsway Avenue
Burnaby, BC VSH 4M4
E-mail:

If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email from
your mailbox.
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Memo
privileged an d confidenti al

Page 1 of 3
Sam Macleod, GPEB
To:

Jillian Hazel, GPEB

From:

Jim Lightbody, BCLC

CC:

Rob Kroeker, BCLC and Jennifer Keim, BCLC

Subject:

GPEB iTrak Access

Date:

June 14, 2019

ISSUE:

At the request of the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), BCLC has provided GPEB with
terminals at the GPEB offices that permit GPEB to access BCLC iTrak records which contain
personal information as defined by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(FIPPA). BCLC must manage and disclose its records that contain personal information in
compliance with FIPPA. Is GPEB's unregulated access to BCLC's iTrak records compliant with
BCLC's obligations under FIPPA?

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Each entity that is subject to FIPPA is responsible for monitoring its compliance with FIPPA's
requirements. While there are permissive sections within FIPPA that enable BCLC to share
information with GPEB and there are sections within the Gaming Control Act (GCA) that permit
GPEB to request BCLC records, there is no statutory provision that enables BCLC to provide
GPEB with unfettered access to its records.
Therefore, BCLC's current practice of placing iTrak terminals in GPEB offices and permitting
GPEB unrestricted access to BCLC's collected personal information is contrary to FIPPA. The
FIPPA non-compliance can be rectified by requiring GPEB to submit written information requests
that BCLC then fulfills (same as current practice with law enforcement).

BCLC0004110
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Memo
privileged and confidential
BACKGROUND:

Historically, GPEB would submit requests to BCLC for information and BCLC would provide the
information. Often the requests from GPEB would be verbal and no record would exist to verify
that BCLC had disclosed the information to GPEB.
In 2015, GPEB and BCLC met to discuss personal information disclosure and updated the
practice to include an Information Request form. GPEB investigators would submit the written
form, specifying the personal information requested and BCLC would process the request. In
2017, BCLC and GPEB created an Investigations Protocol (attached herein) that incorporated
GPEB's agreement to submit its requests for BCLC information. This practice achieved two
primary objectives:
1. It created an auditable record of what personal information had been provided to GPEB
which enabled BCLC to track the disclosure of personal information; and
2. It established a record of the authority under which GPEB was requesting the personal
information which enabled BCLC to meet its FIPPA obligation to protect against the
unauthorized disclosure of personal information.
With the introduction of the form, BCLC was fully compliant with its FIPPA obligations and also
able to fulfill GPEB's requests for personal information in a timely and efficient manner. It should
be noted that this is still the current practice followed by law enforcement agencies seeking
personal information.
In 2018, in furtherance of the government's acceptance of Peter German's recommendations,
GPEB directed BCLC to provide GPEB offices with iTrak terminals. The terminals enable
authorized GPEB personnel to log on and view all personal information stored within the system.
There is no practicable way to modify the system that would require GPEB to obtain BCLC
consent prior to GPEB viewing the personal information nor would BCLC have a record as to what
personal information was viewed by GPEB. The terminals were installed at various GPEB office
locations in 2018 and have been active since December 2018.

ANALYSIS:

BCLC has completed a Privacy Impact Assessment (attached herein) that concludes that
unfettered access to BCLC's records is not permitted by law.
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Memo
privileged an d confidenti al
In addition, BCLC has obtained an external legal opinion, attached herein, which opines that
BCLC is not permitted under FIPPA to grant any entity unfettered access to the personal
information in BCLC's records.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

BCLC should take immediate steps to ensure that it is fully compliant with FIPPA. These steps
include:
1. Immediately suspend GPEB's iTrak unfettered access pending consultation with GPEB.
BCLC can process GPEB requests for information in a timely and efficient manner by
continuing to use the current Investigations Protocol. This is the same process being
utilized by law enforcement to gather information and is compliant with FIPPA.
2. If GPEB is of the view that BCLC's provision of GPEB iTrak access is not contrary to
FIPPA, BCLC and GPEB should submit a joint request to the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner for a non-binding opinion on the issue.
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BCLC - GPEB

Investigations
Protocol
Document
Section 86 G. C.A. and 34 G.C.R. Reporting
June 2017
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BCLC - GPEB Investigations Protocol
Document
Context
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB),
will distinguish their roles and responsibilities as per the Key Principles summarized in the June 29th ,2015,
letter co-signed by both parties to the Minister of Finance and the reporting requirements outlined in the
applicable provincial legislations: primarily, the Gaming Control Act (GCA) and the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA).
The following protocol document is not legally binding; rather, its aim is to provide the basis of agreement
between BCLC and GPEB to facilitate and administer the efficient, effective, and secure provision of
information. Furthermore, it is intended to elucidate the distinctive roles and illustrate the specific
responsibilities of each body within the limits of and compliance with the aforementioned legislation. The
shared objective is to heighten the accountability of each body to its internal and external stakeholders,
most notably the Province of British Columbia, and to guide the process for the sharing of information
related to Investigations and Investigative Audits as defined by the GCA.
In an effort to fulfill the agreed upon key principles and common objectives, BCLC and GPEB have
engaged various third parties and internal legal resources to provide feedback and recommendations in
relation to the current processes. One such example, the 2016 GPEB Section 86 Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA) Review conducted by the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC)
in OIPC File F16-68186, outlines recommendations made in relation to the collection of personal
information through GCA Section 86 demands. These recommendations will be clarified here.

Roles & Responsibilities
BCLC
BCLC is "responsible for the conduct and management of gaming on behalf of the government." 1 This
includes "agreements with registered gaming services providers for services required in the conduct,
management or operation of provincial gaming." 2 As an agent of the government, BCLC and, in turn, its
service providers will adhere to the reporting and disclosure requirements outlined by the GCA and
FOIPPA, and notify GPEB of all instances falling within the specifications of Section 86(2) of the GCA.
Similarly, as a business with customers, BCLC will protect and reasonably manage the information

1 Gaming
2

Control Act (GCA) s. 7(1)
GCA s. 7(1)(f)
Page 12
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obtained from its customers to ensure any disclosure is done in accordance with both the GCA
requirements and the FOIPPA disclosure standards.

GPEB
GPEB is "an office of the government under the direction of the general manager" 3 tasked "to carry out
the responsibilities given to it under this Act" 4 by providing regulatory oversight to BCLC and its gaming
service providers. GPEB bears the responsibility of "the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing" 5 in
BC, which includes offences under the GCA and, when under authority of police of jurisdiction, by
extension the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC). GPEB will manage and outline exactly what is required in
relation to an investigation to satisfy the expectations of the OIPC to avoid "overly broad" requests and
the subsequent "over-collecting [of] personal information." 6 In the event GPEB identifies some of the
information collected as "irrelevant or inappropriate" and determines that this information "will not be used
to make a decision that directly affects an individual," 7 said information will be either returned to BCLC, or
destroyed in accordance with government's information management legislation. 8

Gaming Services Providers
Gaming Services providers are contracted to operate gaming facilities on behalf of and under the
instructions, policies, and directions of BCLC. To facilitate this undertaking, gaming services providers
utilize BCLC's databases. As registered gaming services providers, they are subject to the regulatory
oversight of GPEB and will adhere to the regulations of the GCA and the supplementary Gaming Control
Regulation (GCR). As per the GCR, gaming service providers are required to "immediately report to the
general manager any conduct or activity at or near a gaming facility that is or may be contrary to the
Criminal Code, the Act or any regulation under the Act." 9 Therefore, gaming service providers will provide
information to GPEB as required under the GCA and GCR.

Police
Police have full jurisdictional enforcement of the CCC and can investigate and issue violation tickets in
relation to the GCA. BCLC has an Information Sharing Agreement (ISA) with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP). This agreement allows sharing of information related to suspected criminal
activity that is appropriate under FOIPPA disclosure standards . BCLC and the Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Unit (CFSEU-BC) have an existing agreement in place to "proactively ban Provincial
Tactical Enforcement Priority (PTEP) individuals who frequent gaming facilities, such as casinos, and who
are considered 'undesirable' under the Gaming Control Act." 1 Furthermore, in 2016 CFSEU-BC
established the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT) comprised of police and other
organizations, including GPEB. As per their mandate, "JIGIT will gather intelligence concerning the
gaming industry and manage this information effectively to ensure that all facets of the gaming industry
operate with honesty and integrity. The aim is to prevent criminal attempts to legalize the proceeds of
crime through gaming facilities, while at the same time be a central repository of information and
intelligence on illegal gaming activity in the province." 10

°

3

GCA s. 22(1)
GCA s. 22(2)
5 GCA s. 23
6 OIPC File F16-68186
7 FOIPPA s. 31
8 OIPC File F16-68186
9 Gaming Control Regulation (GCR) s. 34(1)(1)
10 Website link CFSEU-BC JIGIT
4
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FINTRAC
At a federal level, BCLC and its service providers are regulated by the Financial Transactions and
Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) and are subject to the reporting requirements outlined in
the FINTRAC Guidelines. 11 FINTRAC is responsible for both regulating and auditing as well as receiving
and analyzing information from reporting entities. FINTRAC also discloses money laundering offences to
police.
Anti Money Laundering (AML) intelligence, including Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) containing
personal information, submitted by BCLC and its service providers to FINTRAC will also be shared with
JIGIT as an extension of the ISA between BCLC and the RCMP. GPEB is a key stakeholder in the
province's AML compliance strategy and an integrated partner with JIGITand BCLC All parties are in
agreement that information provided to JIGIT by BCLC and its service providers related to AML will be
shared with GPEB as GPEB deems relevant. At GPEB's request, BCLC will also provide high-level AML
analysis and reporting, for example STR statistics.

Guidelines
Gaming Control Act - Section 86 Reporting
Information to be provided to the general manager
86 (1) On request of the general manager and within the time period specified by the general manager in
the request, the lottery corporation, a registrant, a licensee and an eligible organization must provide to
the general manager any information, records or things that the general manager considers relevant to an
investigation or an investigative audit under this Act.
When GPEB makes a Section 86(1) demand of BCLC and/or its service providers it is a mandatory
regulatory requirement. The demand must be relevant to an existing investigation, as determined by the
general manager, and will specify requirements in a consistency of wording. 12 Safeguards related to the
integrity of the manner by which information from BCLC databases is shared with GPEB have been
identified and will be implemented through a consistent process flow, as summarized below and in the
Sect 86(1) Demand Flowchart.
GPEB will send all 86(1) demand forms of BCLC by email attachment to a BCLC-monitored Special
Purpose Mailbox (SPM). BCLC will seek clarification by return email, if necessary, and process said
demand forms in accordance with the legislation. Due diligence will be employed to transmit personal and
confidential information in a manner as to adhere to the disclosure standards contained within FOIPPA. 13
To ensure all GPEB demands for records of BCLC under the Act are processed in a timely manner and to
create an auditable record, all 86(1) demands will be compiled by BCLC and saved to a shared Secure
File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) server. Once uploaded, BCLC will respond to the original email, notifying
GPEB of the uploaded documents available in the SFTP server.
Any subsequent demands by GPEB for new information from BCLC will be processed in the same
manner through the SPM and SFTP server, so they can be tracked appropriately. If the investigation is

11
12

13

FINTRAC Guidelines
OIPC File F16-68186
FOIPPA s. 33.1(1)(c)
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undertaken at the request of BCLC, or if the general manager otherwise considers it appropriate to do so,
GPEB will provide a report of the results of the investigations to BCLC as outlined in Section 81 (4). 14
Information to be provided to the general manager
86 (2) The lottery corporation, a registrant and a licensee must notify the general manager immediately
about any conduct, activity or incident occurring in connection with a lottery scheme or horse racing, if the
conduct, activity or incident involves or involved
(a) the commission of an offence under a provision of the Criminal Code that is relevant to a lottery
scheme or horse racing, or
(b) the commission of an offence under this Act.
In summary, Section 86(2) requires BCLC and its service providers to notify the general manager, GPEB,
without delay when the commission of a Criminal Code offence that is relevant to a lottery scheme or a
Gaming Control Act offence occurs. The occurrence may take place at a BCLC property, a Lottery Retail
location, a registered gaming establishment such as a casino or Community Gaming Centre (CGC), or on
the internet platform PlayNow.com.
BCLC and gaming services providers will notify GPEB of such occurrences via email and provide the
related file number. Notifications from BCLC will contain a synopsis of the report, no personal information
will be transferred via email The BCLC file will include a comprehensive explanation of the investigation
and offence(s) identified, including information of the site and/or patrons involved, and will be made
available to GPEB via the SFTP at the time the email notification is sent.
GPEB will download and review the full file and advise BCLC as soon as practicable whether or not they
are conducting a regulatory or criminal investigation. Ongoing communication between GPEB and BCLC
and adherence to the protocol appendices flowcharts will ensure that no GPEB investigation is
compromised, while also allowing any corporate or contractual investigation to be completed in a timely
manner by BCLC. In instances wherein BCLC is the victim of a crime, BCLC will report the matter to the
police of jurisdiction and notify GPEB of the police file number and jurisdiction for GPEB to assist police, if
required. This will prevent duplication of effort by both BCLC and GPEB.

Gaming Control Regulation - Section 34 Reporting
Conditions of registration for gaming services providers
34 (1) Subject to subsection (2), it is a condition of registration of a gaming services provider that it must
(t) unless the gaming services provider is a lottery retailer to which subsection (2) (a) applies or is a
hospitality retailer to which subsection (2) (b) applies, immediately report to the general manager any
conduct or activity at or near a gaming facility that is or may be contrary to the Criminal Code, the Act or
any regulation under the Act.
The criteria for a GCR Section 34 notification is broader than Section 86 of the GCA and only relates to
gaming service providers. GPEB will provide guidance to gaming service providers on the criteria for a
Section 34 notification as per their mandate.
Wherein a scenario has been deemed to have reasonably met reporting criteria under 34(1)(1), a service
provider will immediately send an email to GPEB to notify of the report and provide the file number. GPEB

14

GCA s. 81 (4)
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will review the notification to determine if further action is required with the gaming service provider or with
BCLC. In the case where it relates to BCLC directly then GPEB will submit a Section 86(1) demand to
BCLC through the SPM. The report itself will be uploaded to the SFTP for GPEB to access upon receipt
of a Section 86(1) demand, as per the previously outlined process.
For gaming services providers, GPEB will submit a section 86(1) demand direct to the gaming services
providers.
In the event of a GPEB demand for information from BCLC that cannot be uploaded to the SFTP, BCLC
will coordinate to have the information made available for collection, as soon as practicable.

Dispute Mechanism
The determination and interpretation of reporting criteria under Section 86(2) of the GCA will be subject to
the Reasonable Person's Test when it is reasonable to expect an offence has taken place. GPEB will
advise gaming services providers on the criteria for reporting under the GCA Regulation 34(1) and
provide BCLC with a copy of that criteria so BCLC can effectively manage the gaming service providers
for compliance. As recommended by Peter GERMAN in his advice to BCLC and GPEB, 15 a dispute
mechanism with two levels of escalation will assist both parties resolve any areas of disagreement and/or
difference of interpretation.
The proposed "dispute resolution process should begin at the investigative level, and be raised
expeditiously to senior leaders in both organizations with a mediated resolution occurring by the use of a
third party." 16
To facilitate this process, BCLC and its service providers will immediately recognize any issues related to
the identification of reporting criteria and notify GPEB of such. Both parties will isolate the issue in
question and attempt to resolve any misinterpretations or areas of confusion at the lowest level possible,
typically at the Investigator level followed by the direct supervisor level, Manager, and Director level, as
required.
Should the matter remain unresolved, escalation to the General Manager of GPEB and the CEO and
President of BCLC (or their respective delegates) may be required for further consideration of the issue at
hand.
In the instances wherein resolution cannot be met at this level, a previously agreed upon third party will
work with both organizations to mediate an agreed upon solution.

Supporting Documentation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15

BCLC's 2014/15 Mandate Letter Requirement Update (June 29, 2015)
FASKEN MARTINEAU Memo RE: Roles & Responsibilities File# 240161.00006
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Regulation
GERMAN Opinion Letter
KEIM Legal Memo
OIPC File F16-68186

GERMAN Opinion Letter p. 30
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•

PIA-Personal information collected under Section 86 of the Gaming Control Act; OIPC File F1668186

Signed on Behalf of GPEB

Signed on Behalf of BCLC

John Mazure, General Manager

Rob Kroeker, Vice President

Date:

Date: June 30, 2017

June 29, 2017
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Appendices
Section 86(2) Notification Flowchart
586(2) Notification Flowchart (BCLC to GPEB)

Email: S. 86{2) Notification
BCLC Case#

ea

Offense
Case synopsis

LU
CL

Download from SFTP:
BCLC case (PDF)

Review case in its
entirety

(.!,

Conclude
investigation

Email: confirmation of
proposed investigative
intent

An offence has taken place
and a BCLC Case or Incident

u
u-'

Conduct
investigation:
should more info be
required, see: Sec
86(1) Demand
Flowchart

meets S. 86 reporting
requirements

ea

Email: BCLC S. 86(2) Receipt

Conduct corporate

Email: Notification of
conclusion report, as
required

and/or contractual
investigation if
appropriate.

CL

1u..

V)

-c:i

~

(1l

Upload to SFTP:
BCLC case (PDF) in
designated folder

..c
V)
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Section 86(1) Demand Flowchart
586(1) Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC)

S. 86{1) Demand
GPEB File#
Investigator Name

co

LU

Offense
Specific Info Required

a.

L'.)

Email: BCLC 5. 86 Demand

Email: Request for
further information

Email:
Notification of

Email: Notification
of any delays

Document(s) in SFTP

No
No

u
....J
u

Review Demand

Was sufficient
·nformation provided?

Action Demand

Yes

Yes

Fulfill Demand

co

Assess Demand

Can the timeline of
Demand be met?

a.

1u..
VJ

"O

~
..c
re

Upload to SFTP:
"Disclosure - BCLC
File# - GPEB File#"'

in designated folder

VJ
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Section 86(1) Investigative Audit Demand Flowchart
S86(1) Investigative Audit Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC)

S. 86(1) Demand

co

GPEB FILE#
Purpose
Request Details

LU

Scope of audit

c..

(.9

Email: BQC S. 86 Demand

_J

No

I
No

Review Demand

Action Demand

Fulfill Demand

u
...J
u

co
Yes
I

Assess Demand

Upload to SFTP:
"Disclosure - BQC
File# - GPEB File#"
in designated folder
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Section 34 Notification Flowcharts
S34(t) Notification Flowchart (Gaming Service Provider to GPEB)

Email: S. 34(t) Notification
Incident#
Incident type

Syrop sis

Review the
Notification

Ye

Initiate investigation
& determine nature
of information
required

co
w

0...

(.!)

No

File email Notification,
as required.

Non-BCLC
lnfonnation
BCLC
lnfonnation

A gaming service provide
Incident meets S. 34(t)
reporting requirements as
outlined by GCR.

Request from gaming
Service Provider

(GPEBto provide direction)

u
u

_J

co

Request from BCLC
See S. 86(1) Demand
Flowchart
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S34(2)(a)(b) Notification Flowchart (Lottery Retailers to GPEB)

Email: S. 34(2)
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S. 86 Reporting
requirements met

e--------11><'

co
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0..

l9
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Notification
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BRITISH

COLU1V1BIA

3551.79
Bud Sw,ith
Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 Seymour Street
West Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
Dear Mr. Smith:
This Mandate Lette;I' cotiffrm~ your otganiz,ation's mandate, provides governllJ_ent's: annual
sb.·ategic direction iin<l sets out kl}y pei'fohtlance expectatlon:s. for the 2017/18 .fiscal year.
On behalf of the Provjnce of Briflsh Cohunbia, thank yoµ ,for yourlea~ership and the:
contributions made by the.British Columbia Lottery Corporation over the past year in suppmt of
governmeilt's objective of providing legal gaming i"n a safe and responsible 1u.anner benefiting all
British Columbians. In patticular, congi:atulations on the efforts made towards. the following
contributions and achievements;
•

•
•

•
•

Contributing to the integrity of gambling through the conduct and management-of
gambiing ina social responsible 1.11anne1', while exceeding the 2015/16 net income target
of $1.216 billion.by $97.5 million;
Working with government to combatillegiil gaming and advancing government's AntiMon.ey Latwdedng strategy, i11cluding_e11ha11cing Customer Due Diligence, and by
providing fun.ding fol' the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Teatl.). (JJGIT);
Working with goveni)nentto implement commitments from th{I Plan for Public Health
and Gambling (Februal'Y 2015), including completing three and ma.king significant
progress on four of the commitments that pertain to the Corporation;Attaining a Comprehensive Cost Ratio of 42% and surpassing tl~e 2Q15/16target of
43.3%;and,
Substantially completing the recommendations-made by Internal Audit & Advisory
Services (IAAS).
·
.. J).

,Minist,y of F;n~nce

Office oflhe Mi!ii,tcr

Mailing ,lddiilisi

Loattidm

PO I.lo, 9048-Stn-J!rov Govt
VktorinBC VP,W~l{2

501 BdleviUe Sfrcot
\\·eq•~itc!

W\V\\';g<>v.l>c.c•/fin
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B.C. 's Corporate Governance Framework takes a prineiples~based approach in providing
direction for effective governarn;e of ministries 1\11.d Pu.blic Sector 0l'ga\1iZl!tions (PSOs). · $lnc<;i
June 2014, the Taxpayer Accountability. PrincipJes-(TA?) have provided guidance to ensure that
the actions taken. and services provided strengthen aecountability and promote cost control while
meeting the public policy objectives established.by government on behalf of the citizens ofRC.
I would also like. to.recognize the conh'ibutions BCLC makes to local and region<'ll ew11on:i:ies i11
Brittsh Columbia, and i11 particular the imp'ortance of the corporation's head office to the
Kamloops area.

It is critical that public sectol' organizations operate as efficiently as possible,in orderto (lnSUl'e
British Columbians are provided with effective services at. the low~st cost posslble. T]J.is JCq'-!ires
constant focus oii m;;tintainiqg a cost,cc;mscious and prmcipled c.tilture thro11gh the efficient.
delivexy of servicie°S that stand the te!\t _of public sciruliiw and h.elp develop a prosperous economy
in an environmentally sustaina'.ble-_mannei·. This is critical to government's commitment-lo
control spending and balance the budget. For this reason, it is esse11tial thatBCLC contains cost~
and meets its projected revenue targets..
Government is inak.ing open information a priority across the public sector to enhance
goverhm.ent transparency and accountability in the use of public resources, the delivery of
programs and public services. With that in mind, it is govemmen('s expectation thatBCLC wHI
foster a culture of transparency and information sharing with government.
Government seeks to deliver legal gaming in a sound ·and responsible manner.that promotes the
integrity of gaming and public.safety. Under the Gaming Contfol Act, th~ Lottery Cotporation is
responslbfo fol' the c.onduct and managementof gamfng on \,eh(llf of govemmen~.
The Lottery Corpor::"\tion is dite.cte.d to conduct its business in a manner that meets government's
expectationsJor social rnsponslbifity, public safety,.gaming integrity, and projected financial
targets. This is achieved through a cLt.lture of innovation a.net cost contafom:ent as well as
coinmitmentto responsible gambling an:d anti-money laundering efforts.
To achieve this mandate, tht{Britlsh. Columbia Lotte1y Corp-oration is specifically directed to
ta!<e the following strategic aotions:

wm -o·pti:mize the Corporation's financial performance and sustai.11 net return to the
Pt'ovince in accofdl\llce with gover.oment direction on cost containment, responsible
gambling, and anti-money laundering, and in alignment with the Tax_payer Accountability
Principles by:
·
a) Cohtiil~iing to seek business o_ppottunities such as uew gambling facilities and
eGa,ming fhim ·a soci•al respo11$lble petsp.ective with particular attention to i!11pacts
on problem gambling, nwne:Y laundering, µublic safety, and sµbsequently
developing strategies to mitigate risk;
b) Providing a long term Capital Plan to the Ministry of Finance se.ttit1g, out the
corpoi"ation's capital and spemling andmanagemeilt plal)s,indu:din:g significant
IT and Kamloops head .office facility development projects; over the next five
years;

1. BCLC
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c) Reviewing its app1·oach-to Cbminissions:paid to g!iming service. providers and
implementing changes subject to the approval of its board ofdireotots;
d) Achieving financial targets as approyed by Tteasury Board;
e) Repo1iin:g on the implementation of the new PlayNowsubsidim·y; which will be
managed by the safne controls and accountabilities to BCLC' s Board; and
f) Providing qm,1rtedy reports to. the Ministry of Finance that provide fihanciai
forecasts, and discuss and identify issues and tisk~.
2, Continue to support govemment in the implementation of its Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) Strategy and mitigation of related il1egal activities, ·including but Mt limited to:

a) Undertaking acti:vities to ensure the .Corporation's compliance regimeis focused

·b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

on preserving the integrity and reputation of B.C.'s gaming induiitry in the PJ,i\Jlic.
interest;
W 01:king collabora:tiwly with GPBB to determine and implement fneasures that
effectively cwnbat money laundering liild illegal activities in B.C. gambling
fac.ilities;
Funding, in accordance with government's announced direction,_the Joint Illegal
Gaming Investigation Team (JIGlT), a dedicated,_ coordinated, multi-jurisdictional
investigative and en.forcementtesponse to unfowful activities WithittB.C..gamili.g
facilities and ill!3gal gambling Jn B.C.;
Collecting and sharing information and d_ata with GPBB-that supports measures tp
address money laundering_ in B.C. gaming facilities, illegal gaming in the
province, and JI(l-lT operations; and
Enh;mcing AML pest practices with appropriate consideration. of evaluating
source of fonds.pdor to cash acceptance within a rlsk-"based frarneWoi'k; and
Providing a quarterly report to the Minister ofFinance on BCLC's activities
related to-the above.

_3. Implement the five re1naini11g comwtments tha.t BCLC is tesponsible for inthe Planfor
Public Health and Gambling (February 2015), This includes offering titne 1md 1noney
budgeting tools to Encore Rewards mernbers and PlayNow.com customers and
implem:enting customized responsible gambling messaging on PlayNow:com. BCLC will
continue t()_ partner wit.h GPEB in the hnplemei1tation Of thl;l fou1· remaining commitments
-fonyhich they are jointly re.sponsible, in.eluding imple1:nenting a.Gai:n.eSense Advisor
presence in Community Gaming Centres and undertakirtg key research projects related to
online problem gambling and high-risk features of-Electronic Gaming Machine~. BCLC
wiii submit bi.-artnual progress reports to the Minister ofFlnan~e ru1d the General
Ma11!iger, GPEB on the implementation of 901m'llitment.s under the Plan.
4. BCLC will report out on the completion of-implementation of the recommendations frotn
the Revieiv ofthe British Columbia Lottery Corporation (December 2014) by Internal
Audit and Advisory Services.by June 30, 2017.
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Thi;) ongoing culture shift to principled public.sector govetnance re1nains a pl'iority for
government, PSOs are expected to unde1iake 1h0re co.mpre.hensive professional devefopmentto.
e1ihance odentation of their board membexs and senior e~ecutives. Government will he
providing progr11mining and resources· designed to complement components 9f orientation to
ensut'e undetstandirrg Qf the accountabilities and expectations of public sector boards and
organizations. For detailed information about TAP directives, please refer to the following lihk,
Taxpa_yer Accountability Principles.
Goverl)tnent is.co:mmitt.ed to continue to revitalize the rel_ationship between Government and
PSOs. This strong focus onfocreased two-way communication.supports and ensures a common
understanding of Government's expectations. Tln1ely comni;utiication of emerging issues which
may affecrthe busii1ess ofthe:Bl'itish Columb.ia Lottei'y Cotporation lllli.I/oi• the fote!'ests.of
government is ci'itical to bµilding trust and the effective delivery of public s(;rvices, including
infoi.matioti on any risks to a_chieving :financial forecasts -and performance targets. With. the TAP
.embedded in the Annual Service Plans and Reports, this will support board chairs 1n -assessing
and cominunicatihg the orgati.lza!ioh's overall perfo11rta11ce,
In 11ddition, it i_s ·expected thatyo1,1r organization wjll continue to be diligent in ensuring
f&miliaf'\ty with and adherence to statutory obligations and policies that have brMd application
across the public sector. Please refer t<t the following link fora summary of these
accounta]Jiliti~s, link to Crown Accountabilities.
·
·
Each board member is required to acknowledge the direc.tion pi·ovided in the. Mandate Letter by
signing this .letter. The Mandate Letter is to be posted publlcly on your organization's welisite,
und a popy signed by !!11 board members proyfcted to the rt1Jhis11y and made available to the
public upon i"eques(
I look forward to our regular meetings focusi11g on strategic pdorities, performance against TAP,
and working togethe.r to pi:otect the p1.1blic interest at all. tim9s.

Sincerely,
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Signed .by:

~

Bu~Chl!il'

. ~02-{AA,,iQt./
Ttud.i Brown, Dir. ctot
British Columbia: ottery G;orp,otf\tion

~
.s;
Robe.ttHoldcn, Director

'j ~\ (o ,

J,)afe

t,-ee,

5I

ectb ·

British Columbia. Lottery Gwpm·atil)n

GJ,

J~J'l-- _ ~vd~)

Wendy Llsogar-Co.cohia; Director
British 'Columbia Lottery Corporntion

~Ml)tthew Watson, Director

Da.te

Dec 5, 2016

Date

Brillsh~L=~ C..P,,raUo,,

AndrlwBrowJl,Director
B1·itish C.olumbia Lottery ·corp6ratioii

Date
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-6cc:

Honourable Christy Clatk
Premier
Kirn Henderson
Deputy Minister to the Preinier and CabinetSecretaty
Athana Mentz(,)lopoulos Deputy Minister and Secr()tarytoTreasury Board
Ministry of Pinanc()
Cheryl Wenez()rud,Yolland
Associate Depttty Minis_ter
Minish'y of Finance

ChristtnaAnthony
Tn1di.Brown
Robert Ho]qen
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia,
Moray Keith
Matthew Watson
Andrew Brown
Board Members
Public Sector Organization
Jim Lightbody

Chief Executive Officer

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
JohnMazure
-Assistant Deputy Minister
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Attachment:. Taxpayer Accountability Pri1tcipl~s
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2

Acco.untability

Transparently manageres_ponsibilities according to a set of
common public sector principles in the best iilte1;est of the
citizens oftbe province. By enhancing organizational efficiency
and effectiveness in the planning, reporting and d.eci~ion m.aldng,
public sector organizations will ensure actkins.are aligned with
government's strategic mandate.
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6

Integl'ity

Make decisions and take actions that are transparent, ethical and
free from conflict of interest.. Require the establishment of a
Sh'ong ethica1 code of conduct for all eniployees and executives.
Sc1·ve the citizens of Bdtish Columbia by respecting the shared
pub lie trust and acting irt. accordance with the taxpayer
accountability prh1ciples.
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Know your limit, play within it.

FEB O8 2017
350705
Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia.Lottery Corpor.atiotl
2940 Victual Way
V5M0A6

Dear Mr. Lightbody

Re:

Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team

The Ministry of Finance's Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), The Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General's (PSSG) Policing and Security Branch (PSB), and the RCMP ''E"
Division have agreed to the creation of the Joint lllegal Gaining and Investigation Team (JIGIT)
within the Combined Forces Spe.cial Enforcement Unit B.C. (CFSEU-BC). JIGIT is an initiative to.
help combat police-reported increases in illegal gambling and to increase investigation into the
manner in which funds flow through provincial gambling facilities.

I want to thank you for the financial contribution that the British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC) will make to JIOIT and the continued cooperation between our two organizations on
compliance.
PSB and GPEB have entered into a Letter of Understanding, which outlines the purpose, structure,
governance, funding, duration, performance reporting; and confidentiality requirements of JI GIT;
The Letter of Understanding is confidential in nature and is attached for your reference .
This. letter provides for the agreement between BCLC and GPEB regarding perfomiartce reporting,
financial reporting, confidentiality and public communications, as specified below.
Performance Reporting

GPEB will provide BCLC with bi-annual performance information based o:rt reporting received from
CFSEU-BC. The report will outline the .efforts of flGlT .and include gambling specific metrics.

. . . /2

Ministry of
Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforcetliant Branch
Assistant Deputy
. Minister's office

Malling Add r.ess:

PO BOX 9202 STl'IPROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC VSW 9N1

LQCation r courier Address:
Third Floor, .91 D Government Street
Victoria, BCV8W 1X3
Web; WWW:gaming ;boV:bc.c.a
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The.report provided to BCLC :may inchide:
• Number of active JIGlT files
• Total number ofinvestigative techniques [investigative efforts against targets (e,ih ,,, H r;
surveillance,judidal authorizations, warrants, interviews etc.)]
'r<J .\
• Total number of police seizures (including a breakdown of what those were and the value)
• Total number of arrests, charges, convictions and dispositions.

Financial Reporting
Financial reporting on JIGIT will be provided to BCLC on a quarterly basis, in a mutually agreeable
form, noting the province cannot disclose information that would be detrimental to JIGIT operations
or compromise police investigations. I understand discussions are underway between our two
financial departments to determine what format this reporting will take.
Confidentiality
Any reports generated or produced in connection to JIGIT, inclucling performance reports and
financial reports, shall remain confidential unless.otherwise agreed to by PSB and GPEB or where
required by law or regulatory disclosµre requirements.
The attached L etter of Understanding between GPEB and PSB must also remain confidential.

Public Communications
External, public-facing communications of JIGIT activities, such as media releases and press
conferefices, are within CFSEU-BCjurisdiction. The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General have requested that JlGIT communication of investigative matters pre
and post operation be shared by the RCMP with both Ministries as early as possible to the extent
advisable by the CFSEU-BC. The Ministry of finance will ensure that BCLC is briefed on these
issues. where advisable by the CF SEU-BC.
The attached Letter of Understanding may be amended as required.
Yours sincerely,

~

JohnMazure
Assistant Deputy Minister arid General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
pc: Mr, Clayton J. D. Pecknold; Assistant Deputy Minister and Director of Police Services
Mr. J.E.L. (Len) Meilleur, Execµtive I>irector, Compliance Divis.ion
Ms: Amanda Hobson, Vice-President; Chief Financial Officer, Finance and Corporate Services,
BCLC
Mr. Rob Kroeker, Vice-President, Corporate Security and Compliance, BCLC
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BRITISH

CoLUMBIA

Know your limit, play Within it.
358903

June 20, 2017

Clayton J. D. Pecknold
Assistant Deputy Minister and Director of Police Services
Policing and Security Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
PO Box 9285 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC VSW 917
Dear Mr. Pecknold,
The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) would like to propose the following
amendment to the letter of understanding dated February 7, 2017 between the Ministry of Public
Safety and Solicitor General (P.SSG) and the Ministry of Finance (MoF) regarding the·creation,.
operation and fJ.Jnding of the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JJGIT) (see attached letter).
GPEB proposes amending Section S, Paragraph 2 oh page 3:

"A review·will be undertaken by PSSG, MoF and the RCMP i CFSEU-BC late in
year two to determine ifJtG/Twi/1 continue beyond this five year
mandate. Another review would take place in the fourth year ofoperation to
determine whelher JIGIT should conlinue to deliver on its mandate after year five.
Terms ofthe review will be established through cons11/lation. and agreement
between the parties. "
To the following language:

"A review will be underlaken by PS.SG, MoF and ihe RCMP I CFSEU-BC in
year four (2019/20) to determine ifJIG/Twill continue beyond this.five year
mandate. Terms of the review will be established through consultation and
agreement between the parties"
This proposed change is necessary to clarify that a single review in year four (2019/20) is the only
review necessary to determine whether the mandate should be extended beyond five years rather Utan
two separate revi•ew.s.
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It is understood and agreed that all terms and conditions forming the original letter of understanding,
as well as the above stated amendment of Section S, Paragraph 2, shall remain in full force and effect
during the d_uration of the letter of understanding.
Please indicate-approval of-the proposed amendment by-signing be1ow and returning it to G.~EB.
Yours-truly,

azure
s stant Deputy Minister and General Manager
aming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance

\}ytofl' J. D. Pee
Assistant Depu
inister and Director of Police Services
Policing and Security Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General

pc: Ms. Tonia Enger, Executive Director and Deputy Director, Policjng and Security Branch
Ms. Alana Best, Executive Director, Policing, Security, and Law Enforcement Infrastructure and
Finance
Mr. J.E.L. (Len) Merlleur, Executive Director, Compliance Division, Gaming Policy
Enforcement Branch
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Privacy Department Internal Use Only
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Privacy Impact Assessment- Part 1
(To be completed by the business unit - Not for external distribution)

A. Contact Information
1. Name and title of individual corn leting this form

2. ldentif the business unit and Director responsible for this initiative
Kevin Sweeney, Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
3. Identify the sub·ect-matter expert(s and IT lead s) who can answer questions about the initiative
Chris Pasceri, Senior Technical Analyst; Laird Robinson, Manager, Corporate Security and
Compliance; Kris Gade, Manager, Investigations
B. Basic Information About the Initiative
1. Title of Initiative
I GPEB Access to iTrak
2. Describe the initiative
Provide sufficient detail to allow Privacy to understand what your initiative seeks to accomplish. If this is a change to an
existinq initiative, describe the current initiative and the proposed chanqes. Avoid the use of undefined acronyms.

Current State:
GPEB Investigators and Auditors must attend at the BCLC Vancouver office, a casino or community
gaming centre, or the pilot terminal at the GPEB Burnaby office to access the Casino Network
System (iTrak) by using designated iTrak terminals. On these iTrak terminals, GPEB Investigators
and Auditors have unfettered read-only access to the modules available according to their level of
access permissions, as outlined in section E.1.
iTrak contains a high volume of extremely sensitive and confidential personal information.
German Report:
On March 31, 2018, Dr. Peter German delivered to Government a report from his independent review
of B.C.'s anti-money laundering policies and practices in Lower Mainland casinos. Dirty Money: An
Independent Review of Money Laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos conducted for the Attorney
General of British Columbia (the German Report) made 48 recommendations. BCLC has committed
to working with government on the recommendations.
Recommendation 10:
Recommendation 10 states that GPEB (and the Designated Policing Unit) be provided with access to
iTrak in GPEB offices. As a result, GPEB is requiring BCLC to grant immediate and unfettered (readonly) access to the iTrak system in their offices for their auditors, investigators and GPEB delegates
to the Joint Illegal Gambling Investigation Team (JIGIT).
Implementation of this recommendation would allow GPEB Investigators and Auditors the ability to
log into iTrak and scrutinize any record accessible to their access permissions levels at any time from
GPEB offices without having to attend the BCLC Vancouver office or a casino or community gaming
centre. Dr. German made cursory reference to privacy legislation in his report, but no in-depth
privacy analysis was conducted.
Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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3. Identify the initiative's purpose, goals or objectives
Indicate how the initiative furthers specific corporate programs or projects; helps to achieve compliance with legislated and/or
reQulatory requirements; and/or otherwise addresses leQal, audit or business requirements.

A mandate letter date-stamped December 12, 2018, from Attorney General David Eby to BCLC's
Board Chair sets out an expectation that BCLC will make "substantive progress" on the priority work
related to the Province's anti-money laundering efforts. The letter, which is signed by every Board
member, specifically references implementing government's response to the recommendations in the
German Report and proactively sharing information with GPEB to assist the branch in meeting its
responsibilities.
The purpose of the initiative is to implement government's response to the recommendations arising
out of the German Report. Provision of remote access would represent a direct action taken in
response to Recommendation 10.
The German Report is not legal authority; it is recommendations to Government to implement
solutions. It is Government's duty to pass legislation it considers necessary to give effect to the
German Report recommendations. In the absence of enabling legislation, BCLC is compelled to
abide by current legislation.
4. Is this initiative related, in whole or in part, to any other initiatives that have been or will be assessed
by Privacy?
Please provide details of these initiatives.

PIA 2012-006 iTrak
2013-035 GPEB Extract from iTrak
2015-039 GPEB Access to iTrak. This Information Privacy and Security Assessment (IPSA) was
closed as incomplete because work to move the initiative forward was put on hold. The IPSA remains
on file as a reference document.
5. Have you contacted your BRM (BT Client Services) to initiate a BES Request?
Software purchases, system installations and/or changes require a BT evaluation. BES requests can be made through
ServiceNow. You don't need to know who your Business Relationship Manager is to make a BES request.

•
•

~

Yes
No - If no, business unit is advised to submit a BES Request through ServiceNow
Not applicable

6. What is the anticipated start date for the initiative
Currently in flight. Certain GPEB employees have access to iTrak with the access permissions set
out in E.1. In response to Recommendation 10, a pilot project was approved by BCLC Executive.
This pilot involved installing an iTrak terminal at GPEB's office at 220 - 4370 Dominion St., Burnaby,
BC. BCLC Cyber Security recommended that USB and printing capabilities for the iTrak pilot terminal
be disabled. In December 2018, BCLC deployed iTrak terminals at the remaining GPEB offices in
Burnaby, Prince George, Kelowna and Victoria.

C. Third Parties
1. Identify any third parties involved in this initiative (i.e. subcontractors, vendors, marketing partners,
research companies, etc.) and explain how the third parties are involved
iView Systems - system vendor (purchased by Omnigo Software in November 2017)
GPEB
Royal Canadian Mounted Police - GPEB has advised of its intention to conduct inquiries on behalf of
the RCMP, and at GPEB's own initiative, against data held in iTrak to further police investigations and
further that it is GPEB's intention to provide information from iTrak to the police.
Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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D. Information Involved in the Initiative
1. List the types of information, information fields, or data collected, used, accessed, disclosed or
stored as part of this initiative
iTrak contains a high volume of personal information. Screenshots of the various modules in iTrak
that contain personal information, as well as each tab within the modules, are attached at Appendix
A.

3. Have you contacted Records Management to determine the records retention requirements
applicable to your initiative?
BCLC retains and disposes of government records in accordance with approved Administrative Records Classification System
(ARCS) and Operational Records Classification System (ORCS) information schedules.

•
•

~

Yes
No - If no, business unit is advised to contact Records Management
Not applicable because there is no change to the collection of records for this initiative

E. Personal Information

1. If your initiative involves the collection, use, access, disclosure or storage of data or information
about individuals, please describe the flow of information, from collection to disposition, specifying
all roles, business units, and/or vendors who will collect, store, use, access, or disclose this
information and why. Please provide a description of the procedural, physical and technical security
measures in place to protect this information.
Information about individuals includes the individual's name, birthdate, address, or gaming history. This list is not exhaustive.
You may wish to include a diaqram or flow chart that illustrates the information flows.

A full review of the current state has not been conducted by Privacy previously. During this review, it
was determined that current state involves GPEB accessing the information in iTrak for
investigations, audit purposes and business intelligence purposes. Under its statutory authority, the
Gaming Control Act, GPEB is authorized to demand that BCLC provide any information in BCLC's
control where GPEB is conducting an investigation or audit and the information is required for that
purpose. Currently, GPEB employees access the information at either the BCLC Vancouver office, a
casino or community gaming centre or the pilot terminal at the GPEB Burnaby office.
As with all iTrak access, GPEB employees require both Casinolink and iTrak credentials.
GPEB has requested that iTrak terminals be placed in all of their offices in order to create ease of
access. GPEB employees granted iTrak access would login to the iTrak application using their
individual credentials.
Access and permissions are pre-defined based on the role assigned to the user. In the case of
GPEB, there is currently one role in iTrak and it is called "GPEB Investigator." As of March 21, 2019,
there are 48 iTrak users with "GPEB Investigator'' access, an increase from 15 users in September
2018. Currently, there are no other GPEB profile roles in iTrak.
Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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GPEB Investigator Access Permissions
There are 13 Departments classified in iTrak. Of those, GPEB has access to records for the following
five Departments:
1. GPEB
2. Gaming Operations
3. Non Gaming Operations
4. Security
5. Surveillance
The eight Departments GPEB does not have access to are:
1. BCLC Casino and Gaming
2. BCLC Corporate Security
3. BCLC Finance
4. BCLC Information Technology
5. Bingo
6. Head Office
7. Internal Audit
8. VSE
User Permissions within the viewable Departments are set as follows:
• Administration: Audit Log
• Custom Forms: Incident (FINTRAC- STR) and Incident (GPEB Sec86 v3)
• Daily Log
• Incident File: Incident File and Supplemental Form
• LCT/FINTRAC: LCT
• Personnel: Personnel Records
• Subjects: Subject Records (access Module); Subject Tabs (Activities and Specifics, Analysis,
Associates, Details, Groups)
• Vehicle
Not all GPEB users have access to the above information for all sites.
Current Procedure for Records Requests
When GPEB requires copies of information from iTrak, as per statutory requirements, they submit a
General Manager Demand for Information (Section 86 Demand) that details the specifics of the
information requested. These demands can be made directly to BCLC or to a service provider.
Demands must be made pursuant to GPEB's statutory authority. Currently, when a demand is received
the records are provided to GPEB.
When the RCMP requires copies of information, they make a request to BCLC. BCLC Investigations
and/or Legal Services reviews the request to determine if the information can be released to the RCMP
in accordance with the Information Sharing Agreement.
2. Is there a Privacy Protection Schedule (PPS) in place with all third parties identified in section C.1?

Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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A PPS may accompany a contract or a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NOA) and details the high privacy standards required
under Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, British Columbia (FIPPA). If you are not sure if a PPS is in place,
please contact the Contract Management SPM.
~ Yes. 4028546 Canada Inc. dba iView Systems executed a BCLC PPS on May 25, 2011. iView
Systems also signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement effective December 19, 2009.
~ No. Because GPEB is BCLC's regulator, there is no PPS in place.
Not applicable

•

3. Will any information or data identified above be stored or accessed from outside Canada?
~ Yes. It is possible that information obtained by GPEB could be stored or accessed from outside of
Canada. BCLC has no oversight of the information once it is in GPEB's custody and control.
No

•

F. Privacy Notice
1. If your initiative involves the collection of information about individuals, have or will these individuals
be provided with a Privacy Notice?
A Privacy Notice notifies individuals of the purpose and legal authority for collecting their personal information and the contact
information of an employee who can answer questions about the collection.

•

Yes - the text of the Privacy Notice is:

~

No - a Privacy Notice has not been provided due to the following:
Privacy notices provided to patrons by BCLC do not account for unfettered access of personal
information to GPEB, JIGIT or the RCMP.

•

My initiative does not involve the collection of information about individuals.

•

Please complete Sections A - F and send the form to the Privacy at
your initiative involves personal information, Privacy may contact you for more
information. If your initiative does not involve personal information, Privacy will forward
your form to Information Security.

Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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Privacy Department Internal Use Only
1. The BCLC Personal Information Sensitivity Table is a tool to score the sensitivity level of personal
information to assist the PIA. Based on the information identified in Sections D and E, and the
BCLC Personal Information Sensitivity Table, the privacy score for this project is:
Low
Medium
IZl High

•
•

20 POINTS each
Positi'-"l Voluntary Self Exclusion status
Dri'-"lr's Licence number
Credit Card number
Social Insurance Number
Family Maintenance information
Medical history
Incident report
Password
Security question or answer
Credit report
Criminal records
Account balance
Gaming history
Employee performance details
HR applicant evaluations (inc. resume)
Block le'-"ll (GPS) realtime location information

TOTAL
LEGEND
Low: 0-10 points
Medium: 10-20 points
Hi h: 20+ oints

POINTS
5 POINTS each
20 Picture
20 Email
Phone Number
Height
Weight
20 Eye Colour
20 Video
Signature
Encore Reward Status (i.e. tier le'-"ll)
Bank account number
20 Encore Reward account number
20 Date of Birth
20 Ethnicity
20

160

TOTAL

TOTAL OVERALL POINTS

POINTS
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1 POINTeach
POINTS
Name
Occupation
Physical address
Customer opinion/preference
Licence plate number
IP address
Fact that you ha'-"l entered a contest
Website navigation history
BC level realtime location information
Usemame on chat
Prize entitlement
Whether prize was gift or not
Location of purchase
Whether person is minor or not
Claim notes
Whether person related to employee
Gender

55

9

TOTAL

224

The level of information accessed in iTrak depends on a number of variables, including the type of
incident and the information input in the free text and optional fields. While video footage is not included
in the BCLC Personal Information Sensitivity Table score, screenshots of video surveillance may also
be included in iTrak. This is captured above as "Picture." Video clips are not stored in iTrak.
2. A full Privacy Impact Assessment is required to be completed for this initiative:

•

Yes (proceed to the PIA Part 2 form). The scope of the initiative that will be assessed is:

IZl No, a PIA Part 2 form is not required due to the following:
Because of the complexity of the issues being assessed, BCLC Legal Services and external legal
counsel have been consulted.
The scope of this initiative is GPEB iTrak access and the placement of iTrak terminals at various
GPEB offices. Given the factors outlined below, Privacy has not completed a PIA Part 2 at this time.
This initiative does not involve the collection, use or storage of any new or additional information in
iTrak.
GPEB is responsible for the regulation and oversight of B.C.'s gambling sector. GPEB often works in
conjunction with law enforcement agencies to investigate illegal gambling activities, such as
unauthorized lottery schemes, gambling houses, loan sharking and money laundering.
Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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A number of GPEB investigators are stationed at RCMP Headquarters in B.C. with the mandate to
participate in and support any criminal investigations conducted by the RCMP. GPEB has asked that
an iTrak terminal be installed at RCMP headquarters for use there.
With the support of law enforcement, GPEB investigates and may recommend for prosecution
appropriate charges related to gambling offences as defined in the Criminal Code of Canada. Under
the Gaming Control Act, GPEB has the authority to issue warnings and/or recommend administrative
fines.
As a branch of the Attorney General, GPEB is subject to FIPPA.
The German Report is not legal authority; it is a recommendation to Government to implement
solutions. It is Government's duty to pass legislation it considers necessary to give effect to the
German Report recommendations. In the absence of enabling legislation, BCLC is compelled to
abide by current legislation.
Assessment of FIPPA Compliance
FIPPA authorizes BCLC to disclose patron personal information in specific circumstances only.
There is no authority under FIPPA for BCLC to provide GPEB, JIGIT or the RCMP with unfettered
access to iTrak and doing so is a violation of FIPPA.
Under section 33.1 ( 1)( c), BCLC may disclose personal information in accordance with an enactment
of British Columbia, or Canada, that requires its disclosure. Therefore, GPEB can only compel
disclosure through the authority granted to it under the Gaming Control Act, particularly, sections
79(1) and (2) and 86. These sections require, at minimum, that the information be relevant to a
specific investigation, audit or suspected offence. The RCMP may request information related to a
specific investigation under section 33.2(i) of FIPPA.
Recommendations
As providing GPEB, JIGIT or the RCMP with the unfettered access to iTrak that is in place now puts
BCLC in a position of non-compliance with FIPPA, Privacy recommends that BCLC immediately
revoke all GPEB iTrak access and remove the iTrak terminals from all GPEB offices.
Privacy recognizes that in certain circumstances, BCLC is authorized to provide personal information
to GPEB, pursuant to the Gaming Control Act, and to the RCMP. To that end, Privacy recommends
the following as options:
•

•

•

The current technical limitations of iTrak do not permit BCLC to provide FIPPA-compliant
access to GPEB, JIGIT and the RCMP. BCLC could investigate, in conjunction with Omnigo
Software, whether any changes can be made to iTrak that could accommodate this access.
BCLC should develop procedures to provide GPEB, JIGIT and the RCMP with access to the
information they require under their statutory authority. The current Section 86 process may
accommodate this need. However, it may need to be reviewed and expanded for FIPPA
compliance. In conjunction with these procedures, BCLC could explore entering into an
Information Sharing Agreement subject to obtaining legal advice.
BCLC could consult with the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner of British
Columbia to assist with establishing processes that provide GPEB, JIGIT and the RCMP with
the information they require to adhere to their mandates and legislated authority.

Confidential - BCLC Privacy Impact Assessment - Part 1 - November 2017
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1. The Privacy Impact Assessment- Part 1 has been forwarded to Information Security for review.
~ Yes, provided to Information Security on 10/16/2018
2. Privacy has reviewed this initiative for CASL considerations:
Yes - CASL is applicable and business unit has been referred to CRM
~ CASL is not applicable

•

3. PIA Part 1 form completed by Heather Mass on 3/27/2019
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Implications of Service Providers (SP) Directly
Reporting to FinTRAC
Peter German’s report includes the following recommendations:






R5 - That the Service Providers be responsible for completing all necessary reports to FinTRAC,
including STRs
R6 - That discussions with FinTRAC take place with the purpose of designating the Service
Providers as direct reports to FinTRAC, failing which that reports from Service Providers be sent
in an unaltered form to FinTRAC by BCLC
R7 - That BCLC provide Corporate STRs if its files contain relevant information not contained
within an STR from a Service Provider
R8 - That Service Providers develop the necessary capacity to assess risk and perform due
diligence on suspicious transactions

These recommendations could be implemented through one of the following:
1.

Amend the federal legislation to make casino Service Providers the reporting entities responsible
for compliance with all anti-money laundering obligations.

Considerations:
Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) and
Regulations the provincial government entity created to ‘conduct and manage’ casino gambling within a
province is deemed the reporting entity for the purposes of meeting the anti-money laundering
program obligations under that Act. The definition of ‘conduct and manage’ under the PCMLTFA
incorporates that language from the Criminal Code. Under the Criminal Code, gambling that is
conducted and managed by a province is exempt from the general criminal prohibition against
gambling.
Most provincial and territorial governments have delegated the responsibility for the delivery of
commercial gambling to an agent like a Crown Corporation on behalf of the provincial government. In
doing so, the Crown Corporation, by operation of the PCMLTFA and Regulations, becomes responsible
for meeting all anti-money laundering program regulatory obligations and reporting requirements at
casinos in the province.
In B.C., BCLC is currently the Crown Corporation that conducts and manages gambling and is therefore,
by operation of the PCMLTFA, responsible for meeting anti-money laundering program obligations

1
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imposed on casinos, including reporting requirements. BCLC is not in any way responsible for the
regulation of anti-money laundering programs in the province; that is the responsibility of the federal
Financial Transactions and Analysis Centre (FINTRAC). BCLC is not responsible in any way for the
regulation of gambling in the province, that is solely the responsibility of the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB). BCLC has no authority, capacity or responsibility for the investigation of
money laundering offences, or any other offence, as those authorities rest solely with police and GPEB.
Therefore, BCLC’s role is that of a regulated company within a regulated industry and is responsible for
meeting the regulatory obligations placed upon it.
Under the Criminal Code, BCLC is permitted to contract with casino Service Providers (SPs) for the
provision of the day-to-day operations of commercial gambling. Further, under the PCMLTFA, BCLC may
delegate anti-money laundering regulatory obligations, including reporting obligations, to SPs. However,
where BCLC delegates a program obligation under the PCMLTFA to an SP, BCLC remains completely
responsible for compliance with the legal obligations set out in the PCMLTFA. Thus if a SP fails to
properly carry out an anti-money laundering requirement delegated to it by BCLC, BCLC will bear any
consequences, including sanctions and penal consequences, for the failure on the part of the SP.
To change the current legal regime to make casino SPs directly responsible for compliance obligations
under the PCMLTFA, effectively establishing SPs as the reporting entities, the PCMLTFA would have to
be amended to shift reporting entity status under that Act from the conduct and management agent to
private sector casino operators. Only the federal Department of Finance has the authority to initiate
amendments to the PCMLTFA. In 2014, the PCMLTFA was amended to make clear that conduct
management agents were the deemed casino reporting entities, and those amendments further
clarified that private sector casino operators were not reporting entities under the Act. The
amendments needed to give effect to this recommendation would require the 2014 amendments be
undone.
2.

Casino Service Providers (SPs) submit Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) directly to FINTRAC,
and BCLC provide “Corporate STRs” if BCLC has necessary or relevant information not included in
the SP STR.

Considerations:
As is outlined above, BCLC is currently the government agency responsible for the conduct and
management of gambling and is therefore, by operation of the PCMLTFA, responsible for meeting all
anti-money laundering program obligations imposed on casinos, including suspicious transaction
reporting requirements.
While BCLC is permitted to, under federal legislation, delegate anti-money laundering program
obligations to private sector casino service providers, BCLC remains responsible for compliance with the
regulatory requirements under the PCMLTFA and will be the entity subject to sanctions, either
regulatory or criminal, where a SP fails to meet compliance obligations.
With respect to the completion of suspicious transaction reports, FINTRAC has directed the following:
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It is [BCLC’s] responsibility to ensure that the information provided in an STR is complete and
accurate. Your policies and procedures must include details on the process for how you identify,
assess and submit STRs to FINTRAC.
[BCLC is] required to report all the transactions and accounts in Parts B through F that led to your
determination that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the
commission or attempted commission of an ML/TF offence. Providing a summary of the
transactions in Part G is not enough.
[BCLC is] required to articulate the reasons for your determination that there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that the transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of
an ML/TF offence in an STR. This includes providing all of the relevant facts, context and ML/TF
indicators related to the transactions reported in Parts B through F that support your suspicion in
Part G.
Financial industry reporting entities, such as banks, subject to the PCMLTFA, meet STR reporting
requirements in the same way BCLC manages the completion of those reports. Individual bank branches
(like individual casinos) submit reports of unusual financial activity to the bank’s central office, which has
a comprehensive view across the entire business of all customer activity and transactions. The central
office then conducts a complete assessment of the report, to consider all additional information and
broader context before converting the unusual financial transaction report to an STR, when appropriate.
This methodology allows the bank to submit to FINTRAC a complete and accurate assessment of the
client and all the client’s financial activity. This ensures the bank meets FINTRAC’s requirements for
complete and accurate STRs.
Conducting a complete assessment , as FINTRAC requires, by the central office of a bank, involves an
assessment of all the facts and contexts related to each unusual financial transaction report submitted
by an individual bank branch, which also fulfills the additional anti-money laundering obligations of
“know-your client”, ongoing monitoring and customer due diligence.
BCLC employs the same model used in banks for these same reasons. If SPs were to submit STRs in the
first instance at the cage or table as the recommendation envisions, the STR would only contain the
information related to that one transaction, and potentially any additional information that one casino
site has on that customer. The STR would not meet FINTRAC’s stated requirements of complete and
accurate assessment. It is unclear as to whether FINTRAC would view the subsequent submission of a
supplemental STR at a later time as curing the completeness and accuracy compliance deficiencies in the
initial STR. A further complication would arise where, once the complete and accurate assessment of the
transaction and customer was conducted, it resulted in information demonstrating the transaction was
not in fact suspicious. In this circumstance, BCLC would have to file a supplemental STR stating this
finding and in essence withdrawing the initial STR. FINTRAC has provided an initial verbal opinion that
this procedure would be non-compliant.
Having SPs and BCLC submit separate STRs would result in higher numbers of STR submissions to
FINTRAC as well as create the potential for conflicting data being provided to FINTRAC. Further, the
recommended procedure will require FINTRAC to match supplemental or “Corporate STRs” with the STR
initially submitted by the SP before being able to conduct analysis and determine what action should be
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taken in response to the intelligence. FINTRAC’s ability to undertake this matching process, or its
position on B.C. creating this additional step in their work processes, is unknown.
The direct reporting method would likely result in a higher rate of incidents being erroneously reported
to FINTRAC as an STR. Currently, once a complete analysis of all information across the business is
conducted, BCLC is finding 83% of UFTs are not substantiated. Under the proposed model, each of
these UFTs would have been reported to FINTRAC as an STR and would then have to be withdrawn by a
supplemental STR.
Further considerations around resources and capabilities include:
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SPs, at considerable cost, would have to duplicate some customer due diligence and intelligence
functions now provided by BCLC at their sites in order to be able to provide the basic
information needed to complete an initial STR – BCLC would have to maintain its capabilities in
this regard to be able to submit supplemental STRs;
SPs do not have Information Sharing Agreements (ISA) with law enforcement. Currently, BCLC is
the only gaming organization in B.C. with an ISA which can enable access to information
important to the completion of an STR. Each SP would need to approach police to enter into an
ISA. It is unknown as to whether police agencies would be willing to enter into ISAs with a
number of private sector companies.
SPs do not share information between themselves and there are privacy considerations in
regard to the sharing of personal information. As a result, SP STRs would not provide a complete
and accurate evaluation of a customer and that individual’s transactions across the business.
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April 9, 2019

Murray Dugger
Regional Director
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
1120-1185 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6E 4E6

74 West Seymour Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

2940 Virtu al Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

l'/\Wl.btlt.COlll

Dear Mr. Dugger:
Re:

German Report Recommendations
Recommendations 5, 6 and 7

I am writing to you to seek formal guidance on the potential operationalization of three recommendations
from the 2018 German report. In that report, the following recommendations are made in regard to the
completion of suspicious transaction reports and the transmission of those reports to the Financial
Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada:

That the Service Providers be responsible for completing all necessary reports to Fin TRAC, including
STRs (recommendation 5);

That discussions with Fin TRAC take place with the purpose of designating the Service Providers as
direct reports to Fin TRAC, failing which that reports from Service Providers be sent in an unaltered
form to Fin TRAC by BCLC [sic] (recommendation 6);

and,

That BCLC provide Corporate STRs if its files contain relevant information not contained within an
STR from a Service Provider (recommendation 7).

The recommendations appear to seek to align suspicious transaction reporting more closely to that found
in jurisdictions like Nevada, where reports are provided directly by casino operators and are limited to the
view each private casino company has of its own players. Under this model, those submitting reports in
the first instance do not have an industry or jurisdiction wide view of the player, their associates, and the
player's transactions.

In brief, BCLC's current procedure for monitoring, alerting and reporting suspicious circumstances around
a transaction in the first instance at a casino is:

•

1

the casino service provider staff monitor players, with reference to susp1c1ous indicators
published by FINTRAC and their training, for anything unusual or suspicious about a transaction
in the first instance;

•

•

•

•

where one or more elements of a transaction appear unusual, the casino service provider will
record the circumstances and send an alert to BCLC's Anti-money Laundering Unit {AML) in the
form of an unusual financial transaction alert;
BCLC's AML unit receives alerts, reviews the reported circumstances, conducts further due
diligence inquiries including a review of the totality of a player's transactions, interactions with
other customers, extensive video reviews, and play history across the province;
where the totality of the circumstances give rise to a conclusion that the statutory threshold for
suspicion is met, BCLC completes a detailed suspicious transaction report, which incorporates all
the information provided by the service provider plus outputs of the analysis BCLC conducted,
and the report is transmitted to FINTRAC through the approved batch filing system;
where the circumstances do not meet the statutory threshold, no report is submitted and the
unusual financial transaction alert is retained for record keeping and future review purposes, and
BCLC completes a detailed report on why a suspicious transaction was not submitted.

In completing a suspicious transaction report, BCLC does not modify the information provided to it by
service providers. Moreover, in almost every instance of a service provider initiated alert under the
current procedure, BCLC documents and adds relevant information before a report is submitted to
FINTRAC.

In order to implement the noted recommendations, BCLC's analysis leads it to conclude it would have to
modify the current procedure to the following:

•

•

•
•

•
•

the casino service provider staff monitor players, with reference to susp1c1ous indicators
published by FINTRAC and their training, for anything suspicious about a transaction in the first
instance;
where one or more elements of a transaction appear suspicious, the casino service provider will
complete a suspicious transaction report in BCLC's systems and transmit that report to FINTRAC
at the time of the transaction;
BCLC, post submission, will review all suspicious transaction reports submitted on its behalf by
casino service providers;
for each submitted report, BCLC's AML unit will conduct further due diligence inquiries including
a review of the totality of a player's transactions, interactions with other customers, extensive
video reviews, and play history across the province;
where, in all the circumstances, the statutory threshold for suspicion is met BCLC will submit a
supplemental suspicious transaction report to FINTRAC incorporating the outputs of its analysis;
where, upon a review of all the circumstances, BCLC forms the belief that the circumstances did
not meet the statutory threshold for suspicion, BCLC will provide the results of its analysis and
reasons for its belief to FINTRAC in a supplemental suspicious transaction report to the original
report filed by the service provider.

BCLC is seeking written guidance from FINTRAC on the potential modifications to procedure outlined
above, and we specifically seek guidance on whether FINTRAC would find BCLC compliant with its
obligations under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing legislation if the
modified procedures where implemented as set out. Further, we seek your guidance on whether
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FINTRAC would find that an initial suspicious transaction report submitted by a service provider in the first
instance would meet the requirement of complete and accurate as set out in FINTRAC guideline 3.

I look forward to receiving your guidance.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & Vice President
Legal, Compliance, Security
BCLC

cc:
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John Karlovcec - BCLC
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Financial Transactions and
Reports Analysis Centre
of Canada

Centre d'analyse des operations
et declarations financieres
du Canada

1185 West Georgia Street, Suite 1120, Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 4E6
1185, rue West Georgia, bureau 1120, Vancouver (Columbie-Britannique) V6E4E6

May 28, 2019

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer and Vice President
Legal, Compliance, Security
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC VSM 0A6
Re: BCLC's letter dated April 9, 2019

Mr. Kroeker,
I am writing further to your letter of April 9, 2019, wherein you have sought formal
guidance on the operationalization of the following three recommendations from the
report of Mr. Peter M. German, dated March 31, 2018.
1) "That the service providers be responsible for completing all necessary reports to
FinTRAC, including STRs" (recommendation 5);
2) "That discussions with FinTRAC take place with the purpose of designating the
Service Providers as direct reports to FinTRAC, failing which that reports from
Service Providers be sent in an unaltered form to FinTRAC by BCLC"
(recommendation 6); and
3) That BCLC provide Corporate STRs if its files contain relevant information not
contained within an STR from a Service Provider" (recommendation 7).
Based on these recommendations, British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) is
proposing to revise its suspicious transaction report (STR) process. Under this proposed
process, casino service provider staff would monitor players, and where one or more
elements of a transaction appears suspicious, complete an STR in BCLC's systems and
transmit that STR to FINTRAC at the time of the transaction. BCLC's anti-money
laundering unit would then review all of the STRs submitted on its behalf to determine
whether the circumstances meet the statutory threshold for suspicion. To this end, BCLC
would review the totality of a player's transactions, interactions with other customers,
available video footage, and play history across the province.

Canada
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Where the statutory threshold for suspicion is met, BCLC would submit a supplemental
STR incorporating the additional results of its analysis. However, where BCLC forms the
belief that the circumstances did not meet the statutory threshold for suspicion, BCLC
proposes to also submit a supplemental STR to outline the results of its analysis and
reasons for its belief that the casino service provider should not have submitted an STR.
While the option exists to put in place an agreement to have a service provider report
on behalf of BCLC, FINTRAC is not in a position to support the revised process as
proposed by BCLC for the following reasons.
Pursuant to section 7 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act (PCMLTFA), every person or entity referred to in section 5 shall, in
accordance with the regulations, report to FINTRAC every financial transaction that
occurs or that is attempted in the course of their activities and in respect of which there
are reasonable grounds to suspect that
(a) the transaction is related to the commission or the attempted commission of a
money laundering offence; or
(b) the transaction is related to the commission or the attempted commission of a
terrorist activity financing offence.
Furthermore, pursuant to subsection 54(1) of the PCMLTFA, FINTRAC shall receive,
among other things, reports made under section 7 of the PCMLTFA, and other
information voluntarily provided to the Centre about suspicions of money laundering or
the financing of terrorist activities. The safeguarding of persona I information is critica I to
FINTRAC and clear principles for the protection of privacy are set out in its governing
legislation, including strict limitations on the information that can be received, clear
requirements for maintaining and disposing of records, and strict limitations on the
disclosure of information. These principles are reinforced by the Centre's own
operational policies and security measures.
Therefore, before an entity reports to FINTRAC a financial transaction pursuant to
section 7 of the PCMLTFA, the transaction must meet the above statutory threshold for
reporting. If there is a service provider agreement in place, then the service provider can
submit STRs on a reporting entity's behalf. For example, as proposed by BCLC, a process
may be put in place whereby casino service provider staff are delegated to monitor
transactions and report to FINTRAC on behalf of BCLC.
This delegation however, does not make the casino service provider the reporting entity
pursuant to paragraphs S(k) to (k.3) of the PCMLTFA. As you know, pursuant to these
paragraphs, the government of a province, or an organization, or the board of a fair or
of an exhibition that conducts prescribed activities in accordance with subsection 207(1)
of the Criminal Code is subject to Parts 1 and 1.1 of the PCMLTFA.
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Consequently, BCLC continues to have all of the obligations under the PCMLTFA and its
associated Regulations, including monitoring transactions and reporting STRs to
FINTRAC, and is ultimately responsible for meeting its obligations. BCLC cannot delegate
its legal responsibility to the service provider. Further, should a casino service provider
not submit an STR, where BCLC would have had reasonable grounds to suspect the
commission or attempted commission of a money laundering or terrorist financing
offence, BCLC retains the ultimate responsibility and it would be BCLC that is found to
be in non-compliance with the PCMLTFA and its associated Regulations.
In summary, the proposed process would have a service provider submit an STR when
reasonable grounds to suspect have yet to be established by BCLC, which is not in line
with the statutory requirements of the PCMLTFA as it relates to the reporting of STRs.
Sincerely,

Murray Dugger
Regional Director
FINTRAC

cc:

Anna Fitzgerald
Executive Director

GPEB
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From: Rob Kroeker <
Sent: June-12-19 9:15 AM
To: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: 'Harris, Megan AG:EX' <
Jennifer Gallaway <
Subject: FINTRAC Response to German Recommendations
Doug and Jim
We will immediately follow up with Fin TRAC to clarify the questions you have set out below and their letter, and
report back.
I need to clarify a statement made below. With respect to the assertion: "Further, that Rob Kroeker has
indicated to our staff that no further action will be taken without direction from the Minister." I did not say this
nor anything like it. Further, during our conversation on these recommendations the Minister was not
mentioned.
The BCLC-AMLS discussion centered on German's recommended STR procedure. Megan Harris noted that
Fin TRAC indicated in their letter that delegation of reporting entity functions is permissible, which is correct, and
that it was only BCLC's procedure to which Fin TRAC objected. We noted that the procedure was not BCLC's, but
the one recommended by German operationalized. We further noted it was our understanding that the intent
was to implement German's recommendation as set out in his report. Megan advised that it was the view of
the AMLS that FinTRAC's letter allowed for some other procedure that would see STRs submitted by Service
Providers and it was that procedure that should be implemented. We said we were not aware of any other
procedure that would both achieve German's direction and stay within the law as set out in the PCMLTFA, but
were open to any suggestions that would get us there. Nothing was suggested.
The meeting ended with Megan advising she was going to revise the briefing document to better clarify that
while the delegation of a function is legally permissible under the PCMLTFA (although legal accountability is
not), it is not always possible to operationalize the delegation of a function in a way that complies with the law.

We did mention that, based on the conversations that were occurring, we were becoming quite concerned
about being pressured to operate in a way that could or would be found to be illegal by Fin TRAC because it
would be wrong to do so and we would personally face either administrative or criminal sanctions in those
circumstances.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
IM
IF
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Biog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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From: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
Date: June 12, 2019 at 5:30:44 AM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Subject: FINTRAC Response to German Recommendations
Hi Jim,
The Minister and I have reviewed the FINTRAC response to the BCLC proposal in furtherance of Dr. German 's
recommendations related to service providers STR submissions to FINTRAC. Both ofus read the letter to be clear that
FINTRAC is open to other proposals that would meet the intent of the German recommendations.
I understand BCLC has taken the position that this letter ends activities to advance these recommendations. Further, that
Rob Kroeker has indicated to our staff that no further action will be taken without direction from the Minister.
Please consider this email as a direct request that BCLC:
1. Clarify ifFINTRAC rejects Dr. German's recommendations entirely, or ifthere may be other implementation proposals
that could be acceptable.
2. Work to develop proposals that could meet the intent of the recommendations and the needs ofFINTRAC if they are
open to options.
Thank you
Doug
Douglas S. Scott
Associate Deputy Minister
Ministry of Attorney General
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To:
John Karlovcec[
Rob Kroeker[
deBruyckere[
Laura Piva-Babcock[
From:
Jennifer Gallaway
Sent:
Wed 26/06/2019 4:04: 18 PM
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word
2019-6-26 BN for Decision AG-German Recs-5 6.docx

Kevin

Good morning,
I added the bullet "And they are fine with reporting entities filtering through using UFT processes" as the last
bul let in the Discussion section - right be low the bullet about banks using a UFT process also.
Can you review and let me know if you have any concerns?
Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C

From: Jim D. Lightbody <
Sent: June 26, 2019 8:36 AM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Rob Kroeker <
<
Laura Piva-Babcock <
<
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word

Kevin deBruyckere
Suzanne Rowley

Thanks, Jennifer. You can also add that Fintrac mentioned they are comfortable with reporting entities
starting with UFTs in the creation of an STR.
Jim

From: Jennifer Gallaway <
Date: June 26, 2019 at 11:19:40 AM GMT-4
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Rob Kroeker <
deBruyckere <
Laura Piva-Babcock <
Suzanne Rowley <
Subject: RE: R5/6 BN in Word

Kevin

Hi Jim,
Just following up on this. Have you had a chance to review? Rob and Laura have both approved so once I get
your OK, I can send to Megan.
Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C
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From: Jennifer Gallaway
Sent: June 25, 2019 8:13 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody (
Cc: John Karlovcec <
<
<

<
Rob Kroeker <
Laura Piva-Babcock <

Kevin deBruyckere
Suzanne Rowley

Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word
Importance: High
Hi Jim,
Rob and team have added additional content to the RS/6 BN to reflect FinTRAC's feedback as well as the
upcoming change to a 3-day filing window for STR. Laura has also reviewed.

Can I ask that you please review and let me know if you approve of it going to Megan by end of day today?
Once Megan receives it, she plans to use the content to create a separate BN which will go to the Minister for
his approval.
Rob has suggested that you be provided with a detailed briefing on this topic as it relates to staying in
compliance with federal legislation so I will work with Suzanne to set something up asap.
Changes are tracked in the attached, but I have also just added them as screenshots below, which may be
easier to see on your phone.
• • Currently, ·Fin TRAC ·requ ires·STRs·to·be·filed-within ·30·days·from ·the ·date·it·has ·
been ·determ1ned ·that·a ·transaction·or·senes·of·transachons ·whether·attempted ·or·
completed ·1s·related·to·a·money·laundering ·offence . BCLC ·surpasses·this·by·filing ·
within·30·days ·of·the·transaction·(often ·within·a·few·days). ··As ·a ·result·of·upcoming·
changes·to·the·PCMLTFA·report1ng·enhties-wIll ·have·three·days·"after·hav1ng·
undertaken·measures"·to·determine-whether·transactions·are ·related ·to·a ·ML ·
offence. ·The·phrase ·"after·having ·undertaken·measures"·was ·not·defined ·in ·the·draft·
legislation ·and ·FinTRAC·has·not·issued·guidance·on-when·it-will ·consider·
•measures" ·to·have ·started·to·be·"undertaken'. ··lf·this·phrase ·is·interpreted ·to·mean ·
that·once ·the·reporting·entity·completes·its·analysis·then·there·should ·be·llttle ·impact·
to ·BCLC. --However ·should ·Fin TRAC·interpret·this ·phrase ·to·mean ·measures ·
commence·as·soon·as ·a ·reporting ·entity·becomes·aware·of·the·transaction ·then ·
BCLC ·will·likely·have·to ·make ·fundamental ·changes·to ·its ·process·and ·resource ·
levels ·to·meet·the·new·deadline-for·filing .--·11
Option ·1 ·(Recommended):·The·Province·not·seek·amendments·to·the·PCMLTFA·at·
this·time, ·leaving·BCLC·the·reporting·entity·and ·remaining ·liable ·for·PCMLTFA·
requirements. ·11
lmplications:,i
• • Consistent·with·amendments·to·the·PCMLTFA·ln·2017;1f
• • Ensures·quality·data ·meeting·the·statulory·requirement·that·STRs·be·based ·on ·
"reasonable·grounds ·to·suspect", ·are ·submitted ·on ·time, ·and ·complete ·and·
accurate;•-,i
• • BCLC ·continues·to·have·both ·responsibility·and·accountabllity·to·FinTRAC ·for ·
reporting: ·11
• • Service·Providers·support·this·approach;·and ,1f
!..::.,Direct·impact-to·German·recommendations·S, ·6, ·7. ·8. ·9 ·and·a ·portion ·oM 1. ·
where ·the·original ·intent·will ·not·be·implemented.·However. ·a -shift ·to ·a ·standardsbased ·model-will ·provide ·increased ·AML ·accountabilities ·for ·Servicer·Providers,·
meeting ·the·spirit·of·these·recommendations .1J
• • Intelligence ·currently·in·the·form ·of·UFTs-w1ll·continue·to·be·subm1tted·to·GPEB ··
and ·to·law·enforcement ·ln·the·form·of·Section·B6·reports·from·lhe ·Serv1ce ·
Providers·and ·GPEB ·can ·now·retrieye·additional·informat1on·from ·BCLC's ·casino·
caselreporting·manaqement·system.·11
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Option·2:·BCLC·delegate·PCMLTFA-reporting·requirernents to·Service·Providers·and·
whereby-implement-a process-amenable-to-FinTRAC including·the-introduction-of·BCLC·
corporate·STRs.·11
lmplications:11
.... Further·consultation ·with·FinTRAC·confirmed that it is possible for-service
providers to submit sms-direcUy FINTRAC however would not ·find·compllant
a process that after more·extensive·due;difigence ·on a-transaction and ·
g,stomer would resutt in·BCLC·having to-recall previously submitted STRs This·
Is likely-to ocrur under a process-where-Seryice-Providers-submit Sffls·directly•

~

-

.... FinTRAC·provided·guidance·indicating·the·process·as·suggested·by·Or.·German,·
is·not·compliant·with·the·PCMLTFA;'II
.... Resutts-in·less-information·reported·to·GPEB,·JIGIT, -and·the-GIG, -because·
Service·Providers-would·be·followin!l·• ·hiAher·threshold•for·reportin!l·lhan·that·
required·in·UFT·alerts (there is no such thing as a bad UfD:11
•-+ Inconsistent with·recent·amendments·to·PCMLTFA;
.... Inconsistent •~th·best ·practice·across·the-c:ountty·and·no·current·process·lo·
model:11
.... BCLC·maintains·legal·liability·for·FinTRAC·reporting ·without·any·input·into·
ori!linal·STRs·submitted bv·Service·Providers.·and·more·importanUV·decisions·bv·
the·Service·Providers·to·not·report ·transactions.·BCLC·would·need·to·submit·a·
subsequent·'corporate· -sm a fonn not contemplated in the legislation:·11
_ BCLC·does·not·have·the·opportunity ·to·ensure·the·reports·meet·the·complete·
and·accurate·requirement·and·filed·within·the ·re!lulatorv ·timeframe;
FINT
h
dvi
h • .
.
'n h
prncess them
.... BCLC•or·BCLC·employees·may-be·found·to·be·out-of·compliance-with·the·
PCMLTFA·and·may·be·subiected·to·administrative.·financial ·or·criminal·
sanctions;
.... Service·Providers·have·expressed·concems·due·to·additional·resources·
required,·lack·of·access·to·information,·and·privacv·concems;·ll
.... Further·cost·analysis·needs·to·be·conducted·to·understand·any·impact·to·Service·
Providers,·BCLC·and/or·!IOVemment:•andll
_ Govemment·adopts·recommendations·5.-6,·7,·8,·9·and·a·portion·of·11.
The implementation of a number of the recommendation,; including theSOF
interim recommendation the robust 1ransacIion analysis team /GIG) the
·· n f
rmina I P
an
P
r n In
h .
i da

ror

Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C

From: Rob Kroeker <

Sent: June 24, 2019 12:19 PM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <
Babcock <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word

Kevin deBruyckere <

Laura Piva-

Rob Kroeker <

Hi Jennifer
My advice is that Jim should be offered a fairly detailed briefing on this before it goes to government given
the critical nature of this item in regard to staying in compliance with federal legislation.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Lega l, Compl iance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtua l Way, Vancouver BC V5M OA6
T
IM
IF
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Facebook BCCasinos

I Biog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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From: Jennifer Gallaway <
Sent: June-24-19 9:23 AM
To: Rob Kroeker <

Kevin deBruyckere <

Laura Piva-Babcock

<

Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word
Thanks, Rob.
Do you want Jim briefed before I return this draft to Megan Harris (she needs it by end of day tomorrow), or
just before it goes forward to the Minister?
Thanks,

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
T

C

From: Rob Kroeker <
Sent: June 21, 2019 5:17 PM
To: Kevin deBruyckere <
Babcock <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word

Jennifer Gallaway <

Laura Piva-

Rob Kroeker <

Hi - see my edits in the attached. Jim needs to be briefed in detail by Kevin and John before this goes
forward to make sure all the implications are clearly understood.
Direction to implement a process along the lines of German's recommendations could result in a finding of
non-compliance by Fin TRAC in the future and the app lication of sanctions to BCLC and the Compliance staff
responsible.
Rob

From: Kevin deBruyckere <
Sent: June-21-19 12:27 PM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Rob Kroeker

<

Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: RS/6 BN in Word
Here's the document with track changes to reflect discussion regarding the 30-3 day change and Murray's
discussion with Jim. Jennifer will confirm with Jim whether he wants something different or additional.
Kevin

From: Jennifer Gallaway <
Sent: June-21-19 11:48 AM
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To: Kevin deBruyckere <
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: FW: R5/6 BN in Word

Laura Piva-Babcock <

Final version of BN in Word .

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Di rector, AML Respon se
T

C

From: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Sent: June 21, 2019 11:45 AM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <
Subject: RE: R5/6 BN in Word

Kubel, Adam AG:EX

Thanks for the reminder. Here you go.

Megan Harris
Executive Director, Corporate Priorities & Strategic Engagement
Associate Deputy M inister's Office I Ministry of Attorney General
I Mobile:
Phone:

From: Jennifer Gallaway <
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 11:42 AM
To: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Subject: R5/6 BN in Word

Kubel, Adam AG:EX

Hi there,
Could one of you send me the final version in Word, please? Thank you!

Jennifer Gallaway,

MBA

Interim Director, AML Response
BCLC
2940 Virtua l Way , Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
C

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Biog

I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care , education and
community groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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This is Exhibit “184” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

From: Rob Kroeker <
Sent: June-12-19 9:15 AM
To: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: 'Harris, Megan AG:EX' <
Jennifer Gallaway <
Subject: FINTRAC Response to German Recommendations
Doug and Jim
We will immediately follow up with Fin TRAC to clarify the questions you have set out below and their letter, and
report back.
I need to clarify a statement made below. With respect to the assertion: "Further, that Rob Kroeker has
indicated to our staff that no further action will be taken without direction from the Minister." I did not say this
nor anything like it. Further, during our conversation on these recommendations the Minister was not
mentioned.
The BCLC-AMLS discussion centered on German's recommended STR procedure. Megan Harris noted that
Fin TRAC indicated in their letter that delegation of reporting entity functions is permissible, which is correct, and
that it was only BCLC's procedure to which Fin TRAC objected. We noted that the procedure was not BCLC's, but
the one recommended by German operationalized. We further noted it was our understanding that the intent
was to implement German's recommendation as set out in his report. Megan advised that it was the view of
the AMLS that FinTRAC's letter allowed for some other procedure that would see STRs submitted by Service
Providers and it was that procedure that should be implemented. We said we were not aware of any other
procedure that would both achieve German's direction and stay within the law as set out in the PCMLTFA, but
were open to any suggestions that would get us there. Nothing was suggested.
The meeting ended with Megan advising she was going to revise the briefing document to better clarify that
while the delegation of a function is legally permissible under the PCMLTFA (although legal accountability is
not), it is not always possible to operationalize the delegation of a function in a way that complies with the law.

We did mention that, based on the conversations that were occurring, we were becoming quite concerned
about being pressured to operate in a way that could or would be found to be illegal by Fin TRAC because it
would be wrong to do so and we would personally face either administrative or criminal sanctions in those
circumstances.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
T
IM
IF
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Biog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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From: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
Date: June 12, 2019 at 5:30:44 AM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <
Cc: Harris, Megan AG:EX <
Subject: FINTRAC Response to German Recommendations
Hi Jim,
The Minister and I have reviewed the FINTRAC response to the BCLC proposal in furtherance of Dr. German 's
recommendations related to service providers STR submissions to FINTRAC. Both ofus read the letter to be clear that
FINTRAC is open to other proposals that would meet the intent of the German recommendations.
I understand BCLC has taken the position that this letter ends activities to advance these recommendations. Further, that
Rob Kroeker has indicated to our staff that no further action will be taken without direction from the Minister.
Please consider this email as a direct request that BCLC:
1. Clarify ifFINTRAC rejects Dr. German's recommendations entirely, or ifthere may be other implementation proposals
that could be acceptable.
2. Work to develop proposals that could meet the intent of the recommendations and the needs ofFINTRAC if they are
open to options.
Thank you
Doug
Douglas S. Scott
Associate Deputy Minister
Ministry of Attorney General
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This is Exhibit “185” referred to in the
Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

A

NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT

Barristers & Solicitors/ Patent & Trade-mark Agents

October 16, 2017
Strictly Confidential

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
1800 · 510 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 0M3 Canada

Sent By E-mail [
nortonrosefulbright.com

Deputy Attorney General's Office
PO BOX 9290
STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC
V8W9J7
Attention: Richard Fyfe, QC,
Deputy Attorney General

Herb Isherwood

Assistant

Our reference
11-2990

Dear Sirs/Mesdames:

Re: British Columbia Lottery Corporation
We are counsel to the B.C. Lottery Corporation and write on a confidential basis to advise you of information we
very recently received on behalf of BCLC during an on-going investigation. This information was received last
Friday, October 13, 2017.
BCLC has learned that a BCLC employee has had unauthorized communications with Post Media journalist Sam
Cooper. While BCLC's investigation into the employee's conduct is on-going , the employee has, through
counsel , answered questions about information provided to and by Mr. Cooper. BCLC has not questioned the
employee about the information but expects to do so once BCLC's internal due diligence is completed .
BCLC believes that some of the information that has been provided may be relevant to on-going investigations
into money laundering by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch ("GPEB") and the RCMP Federal Serious
and Organized Crime unit ("FSOC"), BCLC has determined that the information should be provided to you in
confidence without delay. We confirm that today you advised BCLC that your Ministry needs this information in
order to investigate the possible improper disclosure of information from GPEB and FSOC.
This employee has advised us of the following :
1.
2.
3.

The Section 86 Report dated July 24, 2015 prepared by BCLC for GPEB was provided to Mr.
Cooper in unredacted form on September 14, 2017,
On August 10, 2017, the employee provided Mr. Cooper with a copy of a publicly available Notice of
Civil Claim,
The employee met with Mr. Cooper for about an hour in September, 2017 and Mr. Cooper disclosed
to our employee:
o
that Mr. Cooper had sources within the RCMP (FSOC), GPEB and the gaming industry but
Mr. Cooper was not specific about those sources except that the RCMP source was an
Asian inspector within FSOC,

7837409.13
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October 16 , 2017
o

o

o
o

that Mr. Cooper was aware of the public presentation by RCMP Inspector Bruce Ward
regard ing ePirate and had sources within HSBC who attended the presentation,
accurate details of the presentation by Bruce Ward with the exception that Mr. Cooper
believed (apparently from discussions with the police) that players were attending casinos
with bags of $20 bills and leaving with cheques - Cooper was told that this was not correct,
details of a civil claim regarding bullet proof glass at Silver International,
that Mr. Cooper was of the view that BCLC and the casinos will get "slammed " for allowing
money laundering for years and that the police "want blood",

4.

During this September, 2017 meeting, Mr. Cooper used Cal Chrusties' name a few times leaving our
employee with the impression that Cal Chrustie may be providing information to Mr. Cooper.

5.

Our employee told us that during this meeting our employee told Mr. Cooper,
o
that there was more to the story including years of inaction from reg ulators and police,
o
the steps BCLC had taken in its money laundering program in the last 2 years including
placing 150 people on "conditions" relating to individuals receiving suspicious cash,
o
that Paul Jin had been on BCLC's radar since 2012 and as soon as BCLC was told that he
was alleged to have received proceeds of crime, it put conditions on the recipients of the
suspected proceeds of crime.
Mr. Cooper responded in that meeting by tel ling our employee that he (Mr. Cooper),
o
knew that charges against Paul Jin were imminent,
o
knew about the "conditioned " players and had requested thousands of documents from
GPEB through the freedom of information process,
o
had not heard or seen any proof of BCLC's positive involvement,
o
used to speak to Attorney General, David Eby, quite regularly and knew that the Attorney
General supported whistle blowing in order for the truth to come to light

6.

The employee indicated that on September 14, 2017 he also provided Mr. Cooper with copies of the following
documents,
(a)
(b)
(c)

11111

•

Redacted - FINTRAC
a BCLC
from
regardin:-1 8-ft
letters from Jim Lightbody to Kevin Hackett (June, 2017) and John Mazure (May, 2017 and June,
2017), and
2 letters sent to casino service providers in 2015 detailing that casino players were to be placed on
conditions.

•

With respect to paragraph (a), BCLC reviewed its records and determined that there were at least Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC
from BCLC in
regardir,,iM-9
BCLC does not know which
was provided to
Mr. Cooper.

11111

Ill

We enclose copies of 2 of the 3 letters referred to in paragraph (b) . BCLC records do not disclose a letter from
Jim Lightbody to John Mazure dated June, 2017 that is related to these matters. BCLC suspects that this may
have been meant to be a reference to a letter dated June 16, 2017 from Robert Kroeker, BCLC's Vice President,
Corporate Security and Compliance to Len Meilleur, Executive Director, Compliance Division, GPEB. We
enclose a copy of this letter as well. BCLC determined that the two letters from Jim Lightbody and the letter from
Robert Kroeker were found on October 7, 2017 posted on Twitter.
BCLC records do not disclose the letters to casino service providers referenced in paragraph (c) but BCLC sent
an e-mail to casino service providers dated August 5, 2015 and we attach this e-mail. BCLC is not able to
confirm at this time if this is one of the communications provided to Mr. Cooper.
The employee advises us that BCLC-related information has not otherwise been used by this employee for
purpose other than the proper performance of BCLC duties. The employee also advises that the employee has
rd
not engaged in any other conduct that might require immediate action (such as disclosing information to 3
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October 16, 2017

parties that might risk on-going investigations). BCLC has not completed its verification of these statements at
this time.
BCLC is disclosing this information to your Ministry only for the purpose of investigating possible improper
disclosures of information in relation to the investigation of gaming activities in B.C. We trust that you will share
this information with the Deputy Solicitor General as necessary. BCLC will continue to cooperate with you and
other agencies involved in gaming as its investigation proceeds. Please let us know if you have any questions or
concerns regarding this information.
Yours very truly,

Herb Isherwood*
HJl/apg
*Law Corporation

Enclosures
cc.

B.C. Lottery Corporation

7837409.12
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May 12, 2017

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
3rd Floor - 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3
Attention:

playing rt right

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister

Dear John:
Re: Your Letter Dated May 8, 2017

I write in response to your letter of May 8, 2017, which references various aspects of
BCLC's anti-money laundering program. I very much appreciate your offer of
enhanced cooperation and support for BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts.
With respect to your inquiries about BCLC's coordination and collaboration with police
generally and the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT) specifically, I can
advise you that since the date of the team's inception BCLC has made collaborating
with and supporting their efforts a top priority. This is in addition to the $3 million
dollars per year BCLC has committed to JIGIT funding. Reports back to BCLC from
the Officer-in-Charge of JIGIT and others have commended BCLC for the very high
level of collaboration and support BCLC's AML Department have provided to JIGIT.
More specifically, I can advise you BCLC has held on site training and orientation
sessions with a number of members from JIGIT to ensure they have a strong working
knowledge of BCLC's gaming operations, AML program, type of data collected, and
our transaction analysis abilities. Additionally, I can advise that the Director of
BCLC's AML Department is in frequent communication with the OIC JIGIT, and in
some circumstances daily communication.
In regard to support of police efforts more generally, please be reminded that it was
BCLC's analysis of transactions and other operational gaming data that led to the
identification of a key suspect associated to illegal gaming operations in the Lower
Mainland. Further, it was BCLC's complaint to the police and briefing on BCLC's
analysis that provided the information that allowed the police to begin to target that
suspect. Prior to BCLC's action on that matter, the activities of a suspected major
illegal gaming crime figure appear to have gone undetected. On a broader note, in
2014 BCLC initiated and executed an information sharing agreement with the RCMP
- an unprecedented anti-money laundering measure in Canada. When JIGIT was set
up in 2016 BCLC immediately initiated a review of the existing information sharing
agreement. That review resulted in updates to the agreement which ensured BCLC
could provide support to JIGIT's efforts. The creation of the agreement in the first
instance was an important addition to BCLC's AML program. The agreement enabled
a more strategic level of coordination between BCLC and police across the province.
One outcome of the agreement is that it has allowed BCLC to identify individuals and
their associates involved in or linked to organized crime and proactively ban those
individuals from casinos across the province. Because of this unique cooperative
effort between BCLC and police, 260 individuals have been banned from provincial
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gaming sites helping to ensure our facilities remain free from criminal influences and are safe for the
public.
You have asked for an update on our efforts to increase the sophistication and capabilities of BCLC's
AML program through software tools and data analytics.
SAS, an AML and business intelligence
software solution, is going through the final stages of being brought on-line this very week. The SAS
solution is utilized by a number of Canada's largest banks in their AML programs. We understand
BCLC's implementation of SAS is the first in the world in the gaming industry. Note however that SAS is
only one of a number of software and web-based solutions BCLC employs in its AML program. We have
also augmented our program with other solutions that have emerged in the last year. As I am certain you
can appreciate, the functioning of BCLC's AML program and use of automated solutions results in a multifacetted program, a description of which is beyond what can be meaningfully covered here. I would be
pleased to arrange a technical briefing, at a time convenient to you, on the automated solutions employed
and how the technology supports our AML efforts.
In your correspondence, you make inquiries about source of funds. BCLC's anti-money laundering
program incorporates both source of funds and source of wealth determinations. Moreover, our antimoney laundering program employs comprehensive customer due diligence and customer on-going
monitoring procedures. Tens of millions dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's
program and 131 customers have been placed on buy-in restrictions.
BCLC's entire anti-money
laundering regime was recently audited by the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (FinTRAC). This was the most comprehensive review of BCLC's program to date with
upwards of six dedicated FinTRAC anti-money laundering and terrorist financing experts reviewing every
aspect of its' program. FinTRAC found that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant
with all customer due diligence, transaction and on-going monitoring requirements but also provided
feedback to us to the effect that BCLC's program was the leader in the sector. In addition to FinTRAC
audits, BCLC is required under federal law to have an independent audit and assessment of its antimoney laundering program completed once every two years. BCLC has just completed the selection and
engagement process for that audit for 2017. BCLC has selected a prominent international audit firm to
conduct the work. To help address your comments we will ensure that BCLC's customer due diligence,
transaction handling (including source of funds and wealth procedures) and customer on-going
monitoring procedures are specifically reviewed during the audit. As is our standard practice, BCLC will
share the results of the audit with GPEB once completed later this year.
You express concerns about instances where casino customers present $20 dollar denomination bank
notes wrapped in elastic bands, and I agree that caution is needed in these circumstances. When this
type of circumstance occurs, as part of BCLC's customer due diligence procedures, BCLC makes
inquires around the source of funds and other factors relevant to the transaction. In more than one case
BCLC has determined that the $20 bank notes originated from a registered money services business
(MSB). Upon further inquiries, BCLC determined that MSBs often issue $20 bank notes because that
denomination makes up the vast majority of Canadian currency in circulation . Further, BCLC has learned
it is a fairly standard practice for an MSB to bundle large numbers of bank notes, of any denomination,
with elastic bands as that is simply the ·most practical way for them to handle the money. As a result of
inquiries, and despite initially appearing suspicious, follow-up inquiries in some cases have pointed to
nothing untoward. Having said that I can assure you we will remain vigilant on this front and welcome any
additional information or support GPEB can provide.
Linked to source of funds, you raise concerns about bank drafts and specifically the mechanics behind
transactions between a bank and its customer where a bank draft is issued. BCLC does accept bank
drafts from Canadian banks and credit unions (both of which are reporting entities under Canadian antimoney laws and who are required to have comprehensive and effective anti-money laundering programs)
where customer due diligence has been completed and the customer holds a casino account. BCLC has
no line of sight into a casino customer's bank accounts or any other financial services provided to a
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customer by a financial institution. While BCLC has had some discussions with financial institutions
around the sharing of information in furtherance of anti-money laundering, financial institutions generally
are not receptive to the sharing of their customer and commercial banking information with BCLC for the
obvious privacy and commercial reasons. BCLC does make inquiries of its customers in relation to bank
drafts however, not being an enforcement agency BCLC's powers to conduct these inquiries are quite
limited. Ultimately, BCLC has no means and no authority to require banks to disclose how a bank's
customer conducts its business with the bank. GPEB and the police, however, do have access to court
processes including search warrants and production orders which allow you to compel the disclosure of
financial information and conduct much more in-depth inquiries than BCLC is permitted to do. We
understand that through this type of work GPEB has concluded that some bank drafts are suspect - as
you have noted in your letter. BCLC relies entirely on GPEB and the police to advise it where there are
suspicions around a bank's conduct in the issuance of bank drafts. In fact, several weeks ago GPEB
advised BCLC that as many as 10 casino customers were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank
drafts at Canadian banks. BCLC asked GPEB to provide the names of those customers so that BCLC
could immediately ban the customers in question pursuant to its authority in section 92 of the Gaming
Control Act. BCLC has no tolerance for money laundering or any other illegal activity and wishes to
protect its facilities, · staff and the integrity of gaming. We have not yet received the names of the
customers involved from GPEB. I would welcome you doing anything you can to expedite BCLC being
provided the names of customers in question so that we can get them out and keep them out of our
gaming sites.
I am seeking your assistance on one additional item. In my letter to you of September 16, 2015, I
reported that our staff, as well as those of our service providers, were receiving reports from casino
customers of high stakes illegal gaming houses being operated in the lower mainland. Through open
source analysis, we were even able to provide at least one possible address. Our customers continue to
report these illegal gaming houses remain operating. I would appreciate receiving any information you
can share around what action has been taken in response to these reports and whether any illegal
gaming houses have been located and shutdown.
We remain fully committed to keeping all illegal activities out of our gaming facilities and look forward to
GPEB's continued support of our efforts.

cc:

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
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June 15, 2017
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
Mailstop #408/409
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3

playing it right

Attention: Kevin Hackett
Assistant Commissioner

Dear Assistant Commissioner Hackett:
Re: Press Conference on Illegal Gaming & Casino Money Laundering

I am writing in regard to the press conference held on June 13, 2017, covering the
recent activities of the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team. Congratulations on
the successes achieved to date. BCLC is thankful for the dedicated effort CFSEU
has put into this initiative. We are also pleased with having been able to support the
team operationally where appropriate and where asked to do so.
It was most encouraging to hear of the inroads JIGIT has made in addressing illegal
gaming operations in the province. However, it was disturbing to hear that money
laundering conducted by sophisticated organized crime groups was occurring at
casinos. As you may be aware, BCLC has invested extensively in its anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing program. Our program has recently gone
through a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with no material compliance issues
being identified.
Having said that, we recognize that the program can never be
static, our efforts must continue to evolve and improve, and we must remain ever
vigilant. In that regard I would very much appreciate if you could share with us the
methodology used by these organized crime groups to undermine the anti-money
laundering efforts at our casinos so that we can review our program and, working with
our service providers, make the adjustments necessary to prevent any further
attempts at laundering at our casinos.

74 West Seymour $tree!

Kam!<Jops, BC V2C 1E2
·t

2940 Virtual W@.y
V,moouver. BC V5M OA1l

Even more important to us is the safety of our customers, the staff of our service
providers, and our own staff working in casinos. It was alarming to hear that criminals
have been frequenting our facilities exposing staff and the public to money laundering
activities and putting them at risk. Under the provincial Gaming Control Act, BCLC
has the authority to ban any person from entering any gaming site in the province. I
ask that CFSEU provide us with the names of the nine individuals arrested, and any
other person CFSEU has determined is involved in criminal acts that are in any way
related to gaming, so that we can ban those individuals from our facilities to protect
the safety of our customers and staff.
Again, congratulations on your success. I look forward to your response.
You~,

tJ!:i
/J

President & CEO

cc:

Rob Kroeker, VP, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
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June 16,.201.7
Ga111ing PPlicy and, l=rlforcemenfBranch
P0 Box9309 RttJ _Pro\! Gov.t

Victoria BCV8W ~,N 1

Attention:

'9sle

Mc Len Meiileur
ExeQu(ive Oirectqr, Compliance Division

plQying,it right

Dear Mr. MeiHepr,
Re:

Press Conference on Illegal Gambling anctcaslno MoneyLaun.derlng

I am wrmng. about the press conference GPl::E! held in conjuncUon with Jhe CFS EU on
.June 13, 2017, I wish to: extend my congratulaHon~ to y<:>u on the successes GPEB has
had ·in •its partnership with the Joint Illegal Gamirig 1·nvestigation Team and which you
announced at the press conference. E!CLC is thankful for the effort GPEB has pt,lthito
the investigation.
BC.LC welcomed the ne.ws that a number of illegal garnblirig operatiohsJn the lower
mainlanq .ha.q bee.n shutdown. However, it wasvery troubling tQ learn thmU.9h the press
rnatericils that sophisticated internationaLorganized crime groups had laundered funds
thropgh BQLOcasinos: As you know, BCLC has committed considerable resources/
staff and effort to developing .its anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing
program. I know you are also .aware that BCLC!s program has been scrutinized by GPEB
audit staff and that ff has recently undergone a comprehensiVe review byFINTRAC With
nodeficieneiesin its anti-money laundering .procedures-identified. Nonetheless, BCLC's
program is not static and we are committed to a course of continuous ii:nprovernent:
Moreover, we recognize that criminal elementswm adapt andseeknewways to launder
proceeds of crime in response to countermeasures.and forth is reason, BCLC's program
must adapt and evolve on an ongoing basis·. Given what We. learned from ·the press
conference, BCLC is seeking GPEB's assistance. It would seem a vulnerability ih put
program has been exploited by organized crime,. In order to addressJhis vulnerability
and prevent further laundering attempts, I ask that you $hare with us the spe.cific ,cletails
of the money laundering methodology you determined was used by these otganized
crime groups to launder proceeds of crime throughl~gal casinos. This information
allow us to make. the changes needed to better protect our operations from money
laundering threats and close any gaps.

74 Wesl Seymovr S1roe.t
Kaml<lOJ)S, OC V2Q If:?

2040 Vir1oal Wtty
V,lllCOUV~r,

BC VSM 0/\13'.

bd":cnm

win

As troubling as it was to learn of a laundering vulnerability at our casino facilities; we
were even more concerned tolearn of serious thi:eats·to public safety. ltwas deeply
alarming to hear that top tierorganized crime figures partitipatin9J11 or Hnked to crimes·
such as kidnapping and extortion were frequenting our facilities: Clearly, 'individuals
engaged in these types ofcrirtlinal activities .present the .highesLorderof risk to pub.lie
safety. The safety otourcustomers, the staff of our service providers, andourown staff
who work in casinos must be paramount. I am certain that you agree,. BCLC simply
cannot have these individuals exposing olircctstomers and staffto personal s;3fetytisM
through their laundering activities or any other criminal clctivity. The Gaming Control Act
grants. BCLC the statutory authority to ban any indiVidUi:il from its casinos. . 1 ask'. thi:lt
GPEB provide BCLC with the names of the 9 individual$ arrested .so far ill the
investigation, as Well a·s the •namesofahyother individual the investigation has revealed
to be involved iri orconnected in any Way to criminal acts related. to gaming, so that
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BCLC can irnrnediately .ban those individuals frci111
our customers;and staff.

out facilities to protecLthe safety of

Given the threatsJopUblic safety, Iwould appreciate a response af your earliest possible
convenieiice.
Sincerely,

playing it right
Rebert Kroeker
Vice Presidehf, corporate Security and Compliance

cc, Mt Murray Dugger, Western RegiOhalManager, Fina11cialTransactionsa11d Reports
Ancilysis Centre
·

74 West Seyi11011r Street

K]lmlQOfXl, BC V2C !E2

2.\M0 Vir1val Way
VaiiCOU'!er; OC V(i~,jOAG

hcJc.cnm
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Ross Alderson
From:

···Sent:
To:

Ross Alderson
Wednesday, August 05, 2015 9:57 AM
Glen Atchison; '
';
; 'Rob Kroeker'; '

_._:

; Craig Longley;
; 'Patrick Ennis';
; Great

· Canadian Casino-Security Director
Devin McCormack

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bruno Gatto; Kevin Sweeney; Brad Desmarais; Daryl Tottenham
Sanctions on high limit players
WIP list of 10.pdf

Good morning,
This morning certain conditions were Imposed on a list of 10 Casino Patrons whlch I have attached to this email. Their
iTrak profiles will be shortly updated.
All players on the list are no longer permitted to buy-In at any BC Casino with any "un-sourced" cash or gaming chips
until ·further notice.
BCLC has attempted to contact all 10 players to arrange an Interview with each patron to Inform them of the conditions
and discuss certain recent activity which has resulted In these conditions. Unfortunately at this time due to sensitivity I
am not at liberty to discuss that activity further.
Below are the following conditions to be imposed effective IMMEDIATELY:

1/ Un-sourced Cash and Chips
If any of the players on the list decides to buy-In using cash (any amount), this buy-In must be accompanied by a
withdrawal slip from an accredited financial Institution showing the same date as the attempted buy-In.
If any of the players on the list decides to buy-In with gaming chips, the site must be able to show that the chips
were the result of a previous verified win, otherwise they will not be accepted at this time until BCLC has conducted a
player interview.
No player on this list can accept any cash or chips (either sourced or un-sourced) from any other persons at any
time. Eg no "chip passing" of any kind
Please note the above applies to all transactions, regardless of amount
2/ Bank Drafts
If any of the players on the list make a deposit Into their PGF Account using a bank draft, the following restrictions
apply:
- Bank Draft must be from an accredited financial Institution
- The player must be able to show that the Bank Draft is derived from their own bank account, and must be made
payable to the Casino accepting the deposit
Any deviation from the above conditions, may result In Immediate additional measures, Including sanctions such as
possible suspension or outright prohibition of the players gaming privileges.
As we value our business partnership with all our players, it is critical that all Service Partners assist In ensuring these
conditions are followed without exception. BCLC will continue to reach out to all players today In the hope of alleviating
the need for any future sanctions.
As always we appreciate the assistance of our business partners.
1
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If there are any comments or questions please feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience and I will attempt to
answer as much as I am able.

Thank you for your cooperation
Regards

Ross Alderson CAMS
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M OA6
T
C
F

2
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WITH PREJUDICE
BY EMAIL

Norton Rose Fulbright
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 0M3
ATTENTION:
Re:

Herb Isherwood

Ross Alderson

I am ·writing to respond to your With Prejudice letter of October 11, 2017, on behalf of Ross
Alderson. As I indicated in my earlier correspondence, Mr. Alderson is perfectly willing to be
cooperative with BCLC and is committed to "be forthright and candid in providing the information
required" by BCLC.
The responses below are in Mr. Alderson's own words.
When and by what means did he disclose the section 86 report dated July 24, 2015 (the
"Report") to Sam Cooper? Did he make any redactions to the Report before providing it
to Mr. Cooper?
On or around September 14, 2017, I sent Sam Cooper by email, the copy of the Section
86 Report exactly as I had originally authored it, with no redactions.
Has he disclosed the Report or its contents to any other person outside of BCLC, GPEB
and FSOC? If so, provide the details of such disclosure.
I have only disclosed the Report to Paul Dadwal and Ben Robinson of the Combined
Forces Special Enforcement Unit (Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team). I did that in
approximately June or July 2016.
I also disclosed it to my solicitor when I engaged him.
Did he disclose any other BCLC-related information either orally or in writing to Mr.
Cooper? If so, provide the details of the information disclosed including the means by
which it was disclosed and when it was disclosed.
Yes, I did . Here is a comprehensive list of all BCLC related information that I had disclosed
in writing or in person, to Sam Cooper.
RONALD JOSEPHSON LAW CORPORATION PRACTICES LAW AS JOSEPHSON LITIGATION COUNSEL
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1. On or around August 10, 2017, I sent Sam Cooper an email including a copy of the
publicly available Notice of Claim relating to an illegal casino in Sidaway Road,
Richmond, which BCLC had identified in 2015.
2. On September 12, 2017, I met in person with Sam Cooper in Victoria during an antimoney laundering conference. Sam Cooper was a presenter at the conference and I
was an attendee. I knew who he was as I had previously met Sam Cooper through his
work for the Vancouver Chapter of the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering
Specialists.
The meeting with Sam Cooper, over coffee in a cafe lasted for about one hour. During
that meeting, Sam Cooper informed me of the following details:
a) he was about to break the Paul Jin story;
b) he had sources within the RCMP (FSOC), GPEB as well as in the gaming
industry but was not specific in relation to the sources, other than that the
RCMP source was an Inspector within FSOC who was Asian;
c) he was aware of the recent public presentation by Inspector Bruce Ward of the
RCMP on August 31, 2017, regarding ePirate, and that he had sources within
HSBC who had attended that presentation. He provided details of what Bruce
Ward had said at the conference. Having been present myself at that
conference, I knew this information was accurate, except that Sam Cooper
believed (apparently from discussions with the police) that players were walking
into casinos with bags of $20 bills and walking out with cheques. That was not
correct and I told Sam Cooper that that was not what Bruce Ward had said.
d) he had details of a Civil Claim regarding bullet proof glass at 'Silver
International' known to me as Paul Jin's cash house; and
e) he stated that he had most of the details that he wanted, and had formed a view
about the situation. In his words:
"BCLC and the casinos will get slammed for allowing money laundering for
years and the police want blood"

I had no doubt from my conversation with Sam Cooper at that meeting at the cafe that
he had the full picture and that his "journalism angle" was going to be to go after BCLC.
He also mentioned Cal Chrusties' name a few times and I wondered if Cal Chrusties
was also providing information to Sam Cooper.
During that meeting at the Cafe, I told Sam Cooper that:
i)

there was far more to the story than he was aware of, including years of inaction
from regulators and police and I had proof of that;
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ii) what BCLC had done in its anti-money laundering program since I had
assumed the position of Director Responsible for AML in 2015, including
placing approximately 150 people on "conditions" relating to individuals
receiving suspicious cash.
iii) Paul Jin himself had been on BCLC's radar since 2012 and, as soon as BCLC
was told that he was allegedly providing proceeds of crime, BCLC put
conditions on the recipients of the suspected proceeds of crime.
In response, Sam Cooper said that:
•

he knew about the charges against Paul Jin that were imminent, and that he
had heard that from his FSOC contact;

•

he knew about the "conditioned" players, and had requested thousands of
documents from GPEB through the Freedom of Information process, as well as
acquiring information through other sources;

•

he had not heard or seen any proof of BCLC's positive involvement;

•

his editor was going to run the story within days or weeks; and

•

he used to speak to Attorney General, Eby quite regularly and knew that the
Attorney General supported whistle blowing in order for the truth to come to
light.

As a result of the meeting in the cafe in Victoria, I believed the details of the Paul Jin
investigation were about to be made public. Knowing that police had spoken publicly on
the investigation at the conference on August 31, 2017, combined with my knowledge
that multiple documents were to be released through FOi and a belief that another police
press conference was imminent, I made the decision two or three days later to disclose
the BCLC documents as listed below, including the Section 86 Report.
3. On September 14, 2017, I disclosed to Sam Cooper via email:

-

a) a copy of a BCLC

.

Redacted - FINTRAC

from

llfll egarding-

b) a copy of 3 letters authored by Jim Lightbody, namely:
i) June 2017 letter to Kevin Hackett;
ii) May 2017 letter to John Mazure; and
iii)June 2017 letter to John Mazure;
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c) a copy of 2 letters that I had sent to casino service providers in 2015 detailing
that casino players were to be placed on conditions.
Other than the disclosures referenced in the first 2 bullets above, has he disclosed
confidential or sensitive BCLC-related information to any person outside of BCLC, GPEB
and FSOC? If so, provide the details of such disclosure, including what information was
disclosed or used, to whom the information was disclosed, the means by which it was
disclosed and when it was disclosed.

In and during 2014, along with Brad Desmarais, the Vice President of Casinos and
Canadian Gaming, I met with Police Services in Victoria to provide evidence of concerns
about senior members of the GPEB organisation. I understand this may have resulted in
the termination of the Executive Director and Director of Investigations of GPEB.
All relevant details of BCLC's anti-money laundering program, including ongoing
intelligence, were provided to CFSEU-JIGIT starting in May 2016, and have continued to
the current day. This was all fully authorised under the BCLC RCMP Information Sharing
Agreement.
Has he used confidential or sensitive BCLC-related information for any purpose other
than the proper performance of his BCLC duties? If so, provide details of such use.

No, I have not.
Is there any other conduct that he has engaged in that may require immediate action by
BCLC? This could include, for example, the disclosure of information or statements made
to any third parties that could reasonably risk the on-going investigations and operations
of BCLC, GPEB, FSOC and any gambling services providers or the disclosure of personal
information of individuals to any third parties.

No, there is not.

I trust that the aforegoing is a comprehensive response to the inquiries made in your letter of
October 11, 2017. If there are any follow-up questions, Mr. Alderson will be pleased to respond
to them through me. Furthermore, Mr. Alderson has advised me that he undertakes to preserve
any and all documentation or records in his possession and control that are in any way related
to BCLC.
Finally, there is one matter that Mr. Alderson wishes to address, and it relates to the review
ordered by the Attorney General regarding the Gaming Industry in British Columbia. Mr. Alderson
believes that it is his duty to speak to the Chief Investigator, Peter German, and the review team
at some point, and disclose the unique knowledge he has of the industry.
Mr. Alderson hereby requests that BCLC provide its approval in writing, through me, that he be
authorised to meet with Mr. German at the appropriate time.
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I invite you to contact me by telephone, or in writing to discuss any matters arising from this
letter.

RJ/sm

cc: client
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Remarks given by Attorney General David Eby at the
Anti-Coruption Law Program Colloquium: Making Progress against Corruption
(check against delivery)
Fri., Dec. 1, 2017

Thank you for inviting me here to speak today. I'd like to begin by recognizing that we are
gathered on the traditional territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleilwauth peoples.
It's a great honour to be here with you today. It's a privilege to be with so many policy leaders
on the issue of anti-corruption, transparency, accountability and good governance. And it's
timely.
When our Premier John Horgan appointed me Attorney General, he gave me a special role in
the government. The traditional role of the Attorney General is an important one, and a dual
role. There is a political aspect - I am part of the executive committee, the cabinet, of our
government. I participate with colleagues in political decisions on policy direction around the
cabinet table.
However, I also have another important role. As Attorney General, it is my role to ensure that
our government adheres to the rule of law. That government, as much as any other person or
group in our society, must follow the law.
I interpret this important responsibility broadly.
Our government has a duty not just to follow the black letter law, but also to take, I believe, our
governance responsibility in this respect to the next level.
It is not our role to sit back and say, "Well, the current law permits us to act in a manner that is
clearly illegitimate or improper," to participate in a grey market, to engage in willful blindness
about how our system is being used. It is not government's role to sit back and permit freeriders to exploit weaknesses in enforcement, oversight or legislation at the expense of the
entire province.
I say this because I am concerned our province under the last administration has gained an
international reputation as a scofflaw. As a jurisdiction where the rules do not apply to white
collar crime, fraud, tax evasion, and money laundering, where even if the rules do apply,
enforcement is absent.
It is clear, in my opinion, that the previous administration was aware we had a serious and
growing reputational issue. It is also clear to me that they evaluated the costs of cracking down
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on white collar crime, on fraud, on money laundering, and determined that the benefits of
inaction outweighed the costs of action.
Because they did not take the actions required to address the issues we have.
It is hard for me not to speculate that some may gone further and seen a lax approach to
money laundering, fraud, corporate transparency, land title registry transparency, as a
competitive advantage, or a budgetary advantage, for the province.
But, of course, nobody wrote this down. I'm just speculating.
If anyone did see a lax approach to white collar crime, tax evasion and money laundering as a
net benefit to BC, they were dead wrong. The chickens have now come home to roost, and our
international reputation is on the line.
I do not make this assessment lightly.
I would like to catalogue for you the reasons that I have come to these conclusions, and I would
like to recognize at the outset that despite my commitment, shared with you, to transparency,
my comments are limited by my obligations to prevent inadvertent harm to law enforcement
investigations.
As a result, much of my information presented to you today will come entirely from open
source information. Some of it is informed by my personal experience since becoming Attorney
General. A bit of it is new information, that I share for the first time with you today.
Arriving as Minister

On arriving as a new Minister, freshly appointed, staff from various areas of the public service
and our crown corporations and regulators come to brief you on the files you have inherited.
I was sat down by members of BC's Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch. One of the members of
the public service said, "Get ready. I think we are going to blow your mind."
He was right. While I cannot share all of the details, I can advise you that the briefing outlined
for me allegations of serious, large-scale, transnational laundering of the proceeds of crime in
British Columbia casinos.
I've tried a couple of times to express to people how surprising it was to see such a frank
admission of this problem come from the public service given that I was the critic on this file for
a number of years, and had often raised concerns about money laundering given the size and
volume of large cash transactions passing through BC casinos.
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Since these matters have become more public, in part due to the efforts of my office, and in
significant part due to the efforts of reporter Sam Cooper of the Vancouver Sun, many people
have said to me, "Well, of course you knew that this was going on, you asked the government
about it."
It's not quite so simple. My many, many queries to the previous government on these cash
transactions were met by flat denials of any serious, let alone transnational criminal, issue.
At this briefing, surrounded by members of the public service and a representative of the RCMP,
I felt a bit like a UFO-ologist being invited to the Roswell military base and being introduced to
an alien.
We knew there was something strange going on, but, my God, we had no idea it was this big.
In response to this briefing, I released a secret report on the issue in full, a report commissioned
by the Ministry of Finance under the last government, but never released.
I hired someone who knew more about the field than I did to tell me how we could best clean
up this mess. I am grateful to Dr. Peter German for taking on this responsibility, his
investigation and review is currently underway and his report to me will be complete by March,
2018.
I have reason to believe that these matters might be linked to other areas of BC's economy, and
I have asked Mr. German to examine these connections as well.
He has provided me with early recommendations that I have presented to BCLC and the
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch, recommendations that I will be releasing on Tuesday of
next week.
That's some of the new information I'm sharing with you.
The back story of how we got to this point in our casinos is significant, and interesting.

History of the casino issue
In 2009, the province's integrated gambling policing team produced a report. The report said,
according to the Vancouver Sun, that quote "known gangsters were gambling in BC casinos."
The report detailed links to extortion, prostitution, loan sharking and kidnapping, as well as
links to various organized crime groups including the Hells Angels, Asian organized crime groups
and Italian crime groups operating illegal gambling sites.
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Reforms were proposed to address the identified need, and to improve the ability of the
existing policing team in identifying and prosecuting offenders.
In response to this startling report from the police about the need to increase enforcement, the
Province of BC, under the oversight of then Minister Responsible Rich Coleman, defunded the
policing team, shutting it down.
Fast forward to March 2016, where a memo to the former Finance Minister, Mike Dejong, who
had seen massive increases in provincial gambling revenue, identified, again according to the
Vancouver Sun, that there had been "a significant increase in the use of illegal gaming houses in
the province and the legitimization of proceeds of crime through BC's gaming facilities."
This was not the first report received by the then Finance Minister on the problem, there were
countless red flags from regulators, just the most explicit. It is important to note that this same
period was a period of exceptional growth in the province's gaming revenues.
Although the activity behind the scenes in government was remarkable, in the legislature, you
would never have guessed there was a problem.
A month after receiving that report about the significant increase in the legitimization of
proceeds of crime through BC's gaming facilities, the former Finance Minister told the
legislature, on April 4, 2016, quote "I can tell you this. We take very seriously the obligation that
we have to British Columbians to ensure that the activities that take place within regulated and
lawful gaming establishments are being conducted with proceeds that are not - I repeat not the result of criminal activity."
Given this gap between public statements by government, and the reality on the ground, on
becoming Minister, in addition to hiring Dr. German, I took steps to release key documents so
that the public would understand the extent of the challenge we face.
The public is no longer in the dark about what is going on. And they shouldn't be.
And there is surely more to come.
For example, in one of the more disturbing moments of the many briefings I have received on
this issue, I was advised that the particular style of money laundering in BC related to BC
casinos is being called quote, "the Vancouver Model" in at least one international intelligence
community.
I'd like to underline this point.
The previous adminstration's lax attitude towards this issue means British Columbia has
apparently developed its own, internationally recognized, model of money laundering.
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This has a major and serious consequence for our international reputation, and also for the
encouragement of whatever illegal activity might be generating these proceeds of crime.
Problems outside casinos too

I was not the only person inheriting problems as we took power.
My colleague, Carole James, as Finance Minister, was inheriting responsibility for a program
called Advantage BC. Advantage BC was a tax scheme that exempted employees, and profits,
from provincial taxes for financial corporations who work internationally.
While at first blush it sounds like an interesting, and fairly common, way to increase
competitive advantage for local financial firms competing with others in low-tax jurisdictions,
the system was set up and the benefits administered by a private society who refused to name
who received the administered tax benefits, and what the value was of the tax benefit they
received.
The consequences of this lack of transparency and accountability for Advantage BC was not just
bad policy- banks in BC making record profits already got income tax free status for their
profits from international currency exchanges for their customers, work they would have done
anyway- but it was also bad international news for BC's reputation.
A major player in Advantage BC, a full member of the society, was a firm called PacNet. PacNet
is a payment service provider that does international transactions. They enjoyed provincial tax
subsidies to engage in this business.
On September 22, 2016, the Treasury Department of the US government issued a press release
calling PacNet a "Significant Transnational Criminal Organization." They alleged PacNet
accepted and deposited millions of dollars from elderly and vulnerable victims of mail fraud
scams. PacNet allegedly took a cut and then returned the rest to the alleged fraud artist via
wire transfers from a holding account alleged to obscure the source of the funds.
The connections between Advantage BC and PacNet, and that PacNet had chosen Vancouver as
their headquarters to run this alleged transnational criminal organization, was noticed by the
New York Times.
In a May, 2017 article, New York Times reporter Dan Levin wrote, "British Columbia is well
known for its spectacular landscape and outdoorsy living ... A fact not so well known? It has a
sweet deal for businesses, offering them tax breaks in an unusually opaque agreement," the
article listed PacNet, China Poly Group, and the Bank of China as members who received
benefits of unknown value under the scheme.
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The new Finance Minister, Carole James, to her credit, cancelled the Advantage BC program as
one of her first acts in introducing the interim budget of our government.
Questions remain about PacNet's activities, but regardless of the merit of the serious
allegations made against this firm, there are some obvious reasons why a transnational money
laundering organization might choose to locate in British Columbia, and it's not just because of
the tax benefits the previous government offered without any measure of transparency or
accountability.
Why criminal organizations might consider locating in BC

A great benefit to a company seeking to evade accountability to legal or tax authorities is a lack
of transparency related to ownership.
Transparency International Canada has rightly noted that British Columbia's corporate registry
does not require declaration of beneficial ownership of companies in our province. Alberta,
right next door, does; however, there is no shortage of companies in our province where the
sole director of the company is a lawyer, (in addition to law firms). These are firms where the
sole director is a lawyer, one could argue, in order to shield the true owners of the company
from disclosure. That is certainly the effect.
Frustratingly when I was in opposition, seeking to identify directors of companies with political
links to the governing party, I was unable to search the registry by director, only by corporate
name.
Opposition MLAs, journalists, and others who seek to hold companies and political parties
accountable, should be able to search a corporate registry by director. The absence of a search
tool like this is an anti-transparency problem, and is conspicuous in the Google era as appearing
to be a deliberate or grossly negligent decision that limits transparency, a benefit to firms and
individuals who wish to evade accountability.
Another great benefit to a company seeking to evade accountability is an enforcement regime
that does not produce significant consequences for company principals in the event of
detection.
Just last week, gaps in enforcement of securities laws in British Columbia were exposed by a
series of articles by Vancouver Sun reporters. In particular, headlines reading "Hundreds of
Millions of Penalties by BC Securities Commission going unpaid," were matched with striking
statistics about less than 2% of penalties and fines being collected by the Commission.
The Securities Commission in BC hears allegations around what is generally known as white
collar crime. Ponzi schemes. Fraud. Investment rip offs.
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There is no question about the fact that BC as a jurisdiction has preferred to proceed in cases of
fraud by Securities Commission investigation and penalties over police investigation and
criminal charges. Major cases involving fraud in the millions of dollars regularly proceed in the
Securities Commission forum instead of a criminal trial.
The advantages of this approach are clear. They include a tribunal like the Securities
Commission evaluating cases on a balance of probabilities standard of proof instead of the
more challenging proof of an offence beyond a reasonable doubt; tribunals offer a faster
process with more relaxed rules of evidence ensuring a reduced time gap between offence and
decision.
The downsides are equally obvious. Penalties at tribunals like the Securities Commission are
less serious for individuals and companies than criminal convictions. For a senior who has been
cheated out of his or her retirement savings, a tribunal penalty seems like a shallow
consequence, or a cost of doing business, for what makes a much bigger difference to their life
than a petty theft that might result in a criminal record for the perpetrator.
The trade-off of administrative process over criminal charges is made to ensure consequences
for bad conduct, not alleviate or prevent consequences.
I don't want to discount the difficulty in recovering penalties and fines from individuals who
have designed their business to avoid accountability. This is difficult work. My collegue the
Finance Minister could put significant effort and resources into this file and not significantly
increase our collection of penalties and awards.
But with fewer than 2% of penalties and fines collected, and limited criminal charges going
ahead, the message is obvious to those who might wish to participate in white collar crime.
You'll have a better chance to get away with it in BC.
This message is not acceptable, and our government will be receiving proposals from the
Securities Commission to improve enforcement. I am engaged in conversations with Ministry
staff around how to increase the likelihood of fraud, money laundering and tax evasion cases
being treated with the prosecutions that they deserve.
That work is ongoing.
A final and more notorious benefit to an individual or corporation seeking to avoid the law and
accountability in British Columbia is the fact that you can put your money into housing here
without having to give up your name or identity.
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There is growing outrage among people in the lower mainland that their housing market has
transitioned from one that is rationally connected to local incomes, to one that has no
connection to local wages.
Reports released from distinguished economists like Richard Wozny and Tom Davidoff make
inescapable arguments that taxable incomes reported to Revenue Canada have no connection
to real estate values in Metro Vancouver until you get out to the distant suburbs of Vancouver.
The question that flows from this economic reality is quite simple. Where is the money coming
from?
Groups like Transparency International Canada in their recent report, authored by Adam Ross,
point out that we don't even know who the actual owners are of almost half of Vancouver's
most expensive properties because of a lack of transparency in our land registry about
beneficial ownership. Offshore and domestic trusts, numbered companies and stand-in owners
like students and housewives obscure the source of funds in our real estate market.
Others have pointed out that for luxury and commercial properties, transfer taxes are avoided
through a non-transparent transfer of trust benefit rather than a sale of the property itself.
Such a transfer results in no change in ownership being registered in the public registry.
Unacceptable.
And we are moving to address these issues as quickly as we can.
But the previous administration was well aware of these issues. They were aware of these
issues through the work of investigative journalists like Sam Cooper, Kathy Tomlinson, and Dan
Levin. They were aware of these issues because of the work of Transparency International
Canada and other non-profit accountability groups. They were aware of these issues because
their staff told them these were issues.
And the consequences of not acting are very apparent now.
Our own internationally recognized model of money laundering.
Articles in the New York Times outlining a cozy and opaque tax break program exploited by an
alleged transnational criminal organization, and an out of control political donation system.
A preference for administrative penalties over criminal charges for white collar crime, but
penalties that go uncollected.
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A total lack of transparency around who owns half of the 100 most valuable real estate
properties in our biggest city, and real estate values completely disconnected from local wages
reported for tax purposes.
Time for action

Our government has only been in power for six months.
In that time we have ended the big money donations running our political system. Two bills,
one for municipal and one for provincial political parties became law yesterday when they
received royal assent. No more donations from corporations or unions. No more donations
above $1200 for individuals effective January 1. No more donations from outside BC.
We have cancelled the Advantage BC program.
We have begun the work of reforming our Securities Commission's collection processes.
We have opened the eyes of the public to the disturbing activities taking place at BC casinos
and launched an investigation and review by an esteemed former senior police officer and
expert on anti-money laundering policies. We will implement his recommendations.
My colleague Carole James has already passed measures in the budget to enable information
sharing to modernize our tax system and respond to the problems in housing values departing
from reported taxable incomes. She is doing the policy work required to reform our land and
corporate registries to increase transparency.
So it's not that government responses were impossible, and some are not even particularly
difficult.
Even the most basic measure of adequate whistleblower mechanisms for government
employees and crown corporation employees was not implemented by the previous
government.
You may be aware that before the election, the government reported an $11m shortfall at ICBC.
This shortfall was actually $900m for the fiscal period, 9000% higher than reported to the public.
A whistleblower employee from ICBC came forward in the media to allege that, while it was not
the whole problem, that his concerns about abuses and fraud on the system by some auto body
repair shops were ignored by ICBC management.
There was no mechanism for this individual to report outside of ICBC.
A similar situation happened in relation to documents obtained by reporter Sam Cooper at the
Sun. An individual with access to internal gaming regulatory documents, and obviously
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concerned about lack of action on ongoing money laundering concerns, released those
confidential internal documents to Mr. Cooper.
To provide an avenue to employees in these situations, we will be introducing a whistleblower
protection program for the BC government and crown corporations. Concerned public servants
will be able to report to an independent third party outside of their direct employment group.
We expect to introduce this long overdue legislation next year.
You cannot build a strong home for British Columbians on a foundation of illegitimate activity.
Thanks to the work of many of the people in this room, we have the policy tools and
information we need to give us a head start to check some big items off the list.
But we know that fraud, tax evasion, money laundering, and corruption do not sleep - we will
continue to need your assistance in identifying reforms required to combat this type of crime
that costs so many people so much, and we will ask for your support when we implement
measures that will disrupt business as usual for those who rely on a lack of transparency.
I thank you very much for your work, for your reports, for your advocacy. Keep it up. I look
forward to spending much of today with you to learn more about how we can get our province
back on track, and earn a new reputation.
A reputation as a leader in transparency, in accountability and in anti-corruption initiatives, a
reputation as a leader in the fight against money laundering, tax evasion and white collar crime.
We can do it together.
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Affidavit No. 1 of Robert Kroeker
sworn remotely before me this
15th day of January, 2021

……………………………….………………….
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits etc.

GPEB1469.0001

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
2019-02-21

On this date, ADM Executive Assistant Jamie LEWIS forwarded to
S/Cst. SKRINE an email complaint received in the complaint inbox.
The email was originally received on February 20, 2019 at 1040 hours
by Administrator Marie GARVER and forwarded to LEWIS on this
date. The content of the email and complaint were as follows;
From: Ela Amit
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 10:40 AM
To: Branch, Gaming GPEB:EX
Subject: Be Gaming
I have information that Robert Kroeker, vp compliance bclc instructed
bal Bamra, Ross Anderson and Daryl Tottenham to ease up on the bclc
cash conditions on players and slow down the process of targeting
suspicious buy ins
This occurred at bclc Vancouver office during a meeting involving
AML. this suggests pressure was put on the bclc management team to
allow dirty money to flow into casinos The persons involved should be
able to provide further detail if handled with the utmost confidentiality
particularly as Bamra and Tottenham are still gaming workers
employed by Bclc. Please treat seriously
At 1314 hours on this date, SPPD Director Rachel CHENG, another
recipient of the email solicited clarification on whether or not the
information should be forwarded to the AMLS tip line or would it be
investigated by GPEB. ADM Sam MacLEOD advised the matter
would be investigated by GPEB and requested the email not be
distributed any further.
At 1715 hours, S/Cst. SKRINE confirmed that he would look further
into the matter. S/Cst. SKRINE discussed the matter with ADM
MacLEOD and both agreed additional details were required from the
complainant to determine if an investigation was warranted and confirm
the matter fell within the mandate of the GPEB Enforcement Division.

2019-02-22

S/Cst. SKRINE sent a follow up email to the Com soliciting an
opportunity for follow up. The following email was sent;
Ela Amit,

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0002

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
Thank you very much for your email outlining your concerns. I am very
interested to speak with you and would like to know how best to reach
you. I'm traveling today and will be back in my office Monday. Is there
a number I can call you at so we can discuss this matter further?
Cary

2019-02-27

On this date the anonymous complainant responded;
From: Ela Amit <
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 2:15 PM
To: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX <
Subject: Re: BC Gaming
Hello Mr Skrine,
Thank you for your email. I am genuinely concerned for my safety and
my job and do not wish to disclose my identity. I saw W5 and have read
the recent stories and there is much discourse at bclc. Please follow up
with the witnesses and you will conclude that what I have stated in my
original is absolutely true. I believe you have all the information you
need for an investigation. Please treat my complaint seriously.
I hope you can appreciate how sensitive this is but it is rotten what has
happened

2019-03-06

S/Cst. SKRINE responded to the anonymous complainant advising that
without further information the matter would be concluded. The
following message was sent;
From: "Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX" <
Date: March 6, 2019 at 3:57:37 PM PST
To: 'Ela Amit' <
Subject: RE: BC Gaming
To whom it may concern,
While I can understand your safety concerns, you must also understand
I have the responsibility of ensuring any investigation undertaken by my
Division is initiated on a firm set offacts. I require additional
information in this matter if we are to entertain an investigation. Ifyou
are unable to provide this information, then I will consider this matter
closed.

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0003

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
I can assure you the Branch is taking the concerns outlined in the W5
program very seriously and are working on multiple initiatives in
response to the recommendations made by Dr. German in his "Dirty
Money" report.
Ifyou change your mind in the future, please do not hesitate to contact
me direct.
Cary

2019-06-18

As the result of a Freedom of Information request made by Global
Reporter Sam COOPER to the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch and
a nil response returned by the Branch, Ross ALDERSON, ex BCLC
Director of AML, sent correspondence to Associate Deputy Minister
Doug SCOTT questioning how he could trust government when the
Branch had provided a nil return on an FOI request and he had received
evidence from COOPER to the contrary. Correspondence as follows;
From: Ross Alderson <
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 8:41 AM
To: Scott, Douglas S AG:EX <
Subject: Re: Resolution Items

Hi Doug,
I wanted to draw this to your attention as the government head of the
BC gaming Industry.
I received this information from Sam Cooper yesterday. At this stage I
am not sure what he intends to do with it. I have declined an interview.
This appears to be evidence of a formal and documented denial by a
government agency of the existence of an actual real complaint.
This has not increased my trust in the process or that this government is
sincere in addressing allegations of wrongdoing.
ALDERSON provided a copy of the original anonymous complaint
provided to GPEB and a copy of the Branches response to the Freedom
of Information Request.

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0004

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
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Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures

ARCS: 292-30
File: MAG-2019-92731
June 17, 2019

Sent via em.ail:

Sam.Cooper
Global ews
1400-40 Elgin Street
Ottawa O KIP 5K6
Dear Sam Cooper:
Re: Request for Access to Records
Frudo,n of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA)
I am \\ntmg funhe:i: to your request received by the Ministry of Attorney General. Yom request
is for:
Pl=e provid" any complaints whm-Jwr substantiated or not, sourced or anonymous, rec(l;ived by
the Ministry ofAttorney General or the BC Gaming Policy Enforcement Br=h, alleging
mis<::onduct by BCLC e:ucutives with regards to responsibilizy for Anti Mo,uzy Lawuk.ring duties
or monitoring ofpatrons. Thefocus can be on high-valuepaJron.s. Includ/J all related
investigation reports, emails, notes, or records. (Date Range.for Rl!C.ord Search: From
01/ 01/2019 To 0i/0312019)

Although a thorough seaicb was conducted, no records v.=e located in response to your request
Your file is now closed.
If you h:n.·e any questions regarding yo1ll" request. please contact Elizabeth Hom. the analyst
assigned to your request, at 250 387-9172. This ll1llllber can be reached toll-free by calling from
Vaoc.ouver, 604 660-2421 , or from elsewhere in BC, 1 800 663-7867 and asking to be
11ansferred to 250 387-9172.

...n.

Sent from Ross's iPad
Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0006

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures

ADM MacLEOD, who was apprised of the situation by Associate
Deputy Minister SCOTT, requested SKRINE make another attempt to
reach out to the original complainant to determine if they were now
willing to cooperate with the investigation. (Note: The details of the
correspondence with Associate DM SCOTT were not shared with
SKRINE at this time. A copy of the correspondence was later provided
to SKRINE on July 4, 2019)
2019-06-20

S/Cst. SKRINE sent follow up correspondence to the anonymous
complainant;
Ela Amit,
Further to my previous email. I require additional information to help
determine if an investigation is warranted and falls within our
mandated responsibilities. Please advise how you wish to proceed.
Cary

No reply was received.
2019-06-24

S/Cst. SKRINE forwarded a request to S/Cst. Mark FENTON, a LMD
Investigator with online investigation expertise, asking him to conduct
open source queries on both the name used in the anonymous complaint
email along with the email itself;
From: Skrine, Cary J GPEB:EX
Sent: June 24, 2019 6:28 PM
To: Fenton, Mark GPEB:EX
Subject: Open Source Query

Mark,
Name: Ela Amit
Email:
Cary

2019-06-25

S/Cst. FENTON replied with a nil return on his searches;

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0007

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures

Afternoon Cary,
Not knowing the context of this request I am going to assume, based on
my findings (or lack thereof) that this is related to some kind offraud.
EMAIL
The mail is "live" in that you can send emails to it.
It was created at a free anonymous email service meaning you will
never see who is behind the email.
The first part of the email: aaronkenady (Aaron Kenandy) is obviously
not the same name as the one you provided me with - Ela Amit. This
possibly indicates the following:
The
The
The
The

person slipped up and used a real name
person made up a name
person used someone else's name
person took over this email account

There are some Aaron KENNEDY's around your part of the world but
none that would match this email.
The email does not show up on any sites I use to search emails.

USERNAME
The first part of the email is often a person's name and or online
username.
There is nothing online where the names; aaronkenandy or Aaron
Kenandy are being used.
As far as I can tell this is a fictious name.

NAME
I believe that the name Ela Amit is also a fictious.
Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0008

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures

This name does not show up anywhere online. However, there was a
F acebook account with this name of an Asian female.
Sorry Cary, looks like a dead end.
Mark

S/Cst. SKRINE discussed the findings of this inquiry with ADM
MacLEOD and shared that no reply had been received from the
anonymous complainant. ADM MacLEOD confirmed through
discussions with Associate Deputy Minister SCOTT that ALDERSON
had confirmed that he was the "Ross Anderson" identified in the
original complaint letter. It was decided that S/Cst. SKRINE would
pursue ALDERSON for a witness statement.
2019-07-02

BCLC announced publicly that "Mr. Kroeker, BCLC's former VicePresident for Legal, Security, Compliance & Chief Compliance Officer,
left the Corporation effective immediately". At this point KROEKER
was no longer accountable to his obligation under the Gaming Control
Act or Gaming Control Regulations because he was no longer employed
as a gaming worker within the industry. However, S/Cst. SKRINE
decided the investigation still fell within mandate because the matter
occurred while employed as a gaming worker, other gaming workers
were potentially implicated in improper conduct ifKROEKER's
comments proved true and finally BCLC as a corporation could be
found non-compliant with gaming regulations if the due diligence
processes were altered on KROEKER's direction.

2019-07-04

S/Cst. SKRINE received the aforementioned email originally delivered
to Associate Deputy Minister SCOTT and he reached out to
ALDERSON through the email he had used in the communication. The
following message was sent;
Ross,
I don 't know ifyou remember me but I believe we had one or two
interactions when I held either an investigator position or Regional
Director position in Kelowna. I'm now the Executive Director of the
Enforcement Division which was formed in December, 2018. The
specific contents ofyour email correspondence with Associate Deputy
Minister Scott (below) was just recently brought to my attention and I

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0009

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
would like an opportunity to speak with you about the matter ifyou are
willing. I have plans to travel to the Lower Mainland next week and
could be available to meet you on Wednesday July 10 if this works for
your schedule. Please let me know.
Cary

ALDERSON responded the same day indicating a willingness to meet;
On Jul 4, 2019, at 8:32 PM, Ross Alderson
<
wrote:
Hi Cary,
Thanks for the email. Yes I do remember you from my time in the
industry. Be happy to meet up.
Unfortunately next Wed is not a good day for me unless it's later in the
evening. (After 6)
Otherwise next week I am available Monday after 2.30 pm and Tuesday
and Thursday after 5pm. Friday I am also not available.
Hopefully we can find something that works
Regards
Ross

Arrangements were made to meet on July 9, 2019 in New Westminster,
BC.
2019-07-09

S/Cst. SKRINE met with Ross ALDERSON at a Starbucks on E.
Columbia Street and Nelson's Court. The men made introductions
inside and then sat outside on the patio to talk. The conversation took
place from 1650 hours to 1740 hours and the following was discussed
(S/Cst. SKRINE made notes regarding the conversation 27 min after the
meeting was complete;
•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

Both engaged in general conversation surrounding
ALDERSON's involvement in a youth tennis camp that he had
organized and was helping teach at.

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0010

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SKRINE and ALDERSON talked about ALDERSON's time as
a policeman with the Victoria State Police in Australia and
SKRINE shared contacts with this force that ALDERSON may
be familiar with.
SKRINE shared that he had lectured in Australia on many
occasions as part of the Victoria State Police's Level 4 Human
Source Management Courses. SKRINE shared that he lectured
on interview and interrogation techniques.
ALDERSON suggested that the Money Laundering and
Proceeds of Crime legislation in Australia and New Zealand was
far superior to Canada's because there was a reverse onus on the
subject to prove their source of funds/source of wealth.
ALDERSON mentioned the positive relationship he had with
Paul DADWAL who was the NCO i/c of JIG IT at the time he
was he Director of AML for BCLC. SKRINE shared the close
working relationship he had with Paul DADWAL and his
experiences with him on the Interview Team and more recently
in project E-N ationalize.
SKRINE addressed the mistrust ALDERSON had expressed to
Associate Deputy Minister SCOTT as a result of GPEB' s
response to the FOI request. SKRINE took full responsibility
for this and explained why the record was not considered when
the request was first made.
Upon explanation, ALDERSON expressed that he felt there was
enough information in the original anonymous complaint.
SKRINE advised he respected ALDERSON's opinion but it was
SKRINE's decision to make. SKRINE assured ALDERSON
this was not done to cover something up or to avoid a politically
sensitive investigation.
ALDERSON advised he did have trust issues but he decided to
meet with SKRINE because he felt he could be trusted based on
previous endorsements he had received form Paul DADWAL.
ALDERSON shared that it has not been easy on him and his
wife since he went public with his concerns. He feels he has
been hung out to dry, ridiculed for his decisions, and been under
a great deal of stress.
ALDERSON asked SKRINE ifhe had seen the 8 page letter that
he had provided_to Associate DM SCOTT. SKRINE confirmed
he had not. i
PII - Ongoing Investigation

PII - Ongoing Investigation
Investigator: Cary Skrine

Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0011

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division
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PII - Ongoing Investigation
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

ALDERSON explained that this was part of the reason he did
not trust government to be transparent. He had shared the
information with Associate DM SCOTT and he did not appear
interested. i
PII - Ong<?.J~_g__ l_~_y-~stigation
i
PII - Ongoing Investigation
: The fact Associate
DM SCOTT was in charge of gaming and was not interested left
him feeling uneasy.
ALDERSON carried on to express he was concerned the
Associate DM had mixed motives because he had been the
ADM in charge of gaming from 2013-2015.
SKRINE acknowledged ALDERSON's suspicions and assured
him he would carry out a thorough transparent investigation into
the allegations ifhe chose to cooperate as a witness. SKRINE
assured ALDERSON he did not have any political aspirations
and nothing would prevent him from being unbiased in his
investigation.
ALDERSON advised that he was friends with Sam COOPER.
He advised as a member of law enforcement he was taught not
to trust the media but he had found COOPER, Kevin NEUMAN
from W5 and others some of the most honest, hard working
people he had every met. He advised COOPER had plans to
write a book.
SKRINE explained to ALDERSON that ifhe decided that he
was going to cooperate with the investigation he had a condition
that the ongoing investigation could not be shared with
COOPER.
SKRINE explained that in his opinion, ALDERSON's
credibility had taken a hit by choosing to take this matter to the
media instead of reporting things internally. ALDERSON
recognized this. SKRINE committed to working to corroborate
everything he shared as a result. ALDERSON committed to not
sharing with COOPER. He admitted COOPER was well aware
of his meet with SKRINE but he would inform him he would
not share.
ALDERSON advised that all of his notebooks had been retained
by BCLC and he wasn't sure if they still had them.
ALDERSON advised there was a late night alarm one night after
he left. He became aware of this because contacts with BCLC
advised of an internal memo from CEO Jim LIGHTBODY
Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0012

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Enforcement Division

INVESTIGATIONAL LOG: INV# 103684
RE: Kroeker - Allegations of Inappropriate
lnterference with BCLC AML Policies and Procedures

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

advising of the matter and the internal investigation that was
initiated.
ALDERSON advised that Darryl TOTTENHAM was a stand up
guy and he believed he would tell the truth. He hoped that Bal
BAMRA would as well but acknowledged that she had a long
history in the industry and her husband was employed by one of
the SPs
ALDERSON began to share with SKRINE the events that had
been outlined in the anonymous email and again advised he had
shared all of the details with Associate DM Doug SCOTT.
SKRINE interrupted and advised that if ALDERSON intended
to cooperate it was his intention to pursue a formal statement.
ALDERSON in tum advised he would cooperate if SKRINE
committed to conducted a timely, thorough investigation.
SKRINE inquired if ALDERSON would feel most comfortable
working directly with him for the time being and he said yes.
Both men committed to moving the investigation forward.
ALDERSON returned to general conversation around the impact
of the situation and the positive place he was now in enjoying
time with his child.
A formal interview was scheduled for July 19, 2019 at 1730
hours and ALDERSON advised he would be comfortable with
attending the Kingsway office if it was after hours.
SKRINE asked for copies of the email correspondence he shared
with Associate DM SCOTT and ALDERSON advised he had
prepared an email the night before in anticipation of their
meeting and would share immediately, sending the email from
his phone.
SKRINE wrapped the meeting assuring ALDERSON that ADM
MacLEOD was leading GPEB in a very positive direction and
the misgivings he carried from his previous experiences should
be alleviated by this fact.
ALDERSON advised that as an ex-law enforcement officer he
could not believe how many ex law enforcement officers were
treating their GPEB positions as a retirement job. ALDERSON
admitted that he threw GPEB under the bus in his interactions
with the police and he is certain this did not make him very
popular with GPEB.
SKRINE complimented ALDERSON for having the courage to
bring this matter to light and again committed to investigating it
fully.
Supervisor:

GPEB1469.0013
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Excerpt of a letter ALDERSON had sent to Associate Deputy Minister
SCOTT on April 1, 2019, outlining in general terms the meeting
between Rob KROEKER, Darryl TOTTENHAM, and Bal BAMRA
which is subject of the complaint;

1. In 2017 members of the BCLC AML Intelligence Unit met with real estate regulators
providing details of suspicious activity and were told by the regulator that they were
unable to pursue any compllex investigations. regarding suspicious mortgages or
property deals.
2. It wa,s also around this time that the BCLC VP for Compliance stated in an AML
meeting to myself and two AML Managers that ".it would be ok if we took a softer
respons,e to the conditions progr:am." I was quite shocked to hear this from my
supervisor and I took this (as did my managers) as a not too subtle request to ease
off placing players on cash conditions. I don't recall specifically if financial impact
was mentioned but thait's how I interpreted it. Both managers present at that
meeting met with me immediately afterwards and voiced their concerns about what
was said. My response to them was "take detailed notes, ;gnore it and to continue
doing whot yO!l ore doing ,and f w,O!Jfd deoJ with ,Ony faff 01,.1t."

3. While there was significant positive change in the indlustry, particularly with JIGIT's
invo lvement, some industry execUJtives still appeared more concerned with revenue
losses to casinos from the impact of illegal gaming than stopping the flow o.f
suspicious cash, At least one service provider executive stated to me he believed it
was up to the courts to prove any funds were proceeds of crime.

2019-07-18

S/Cst. SKRINE conducted an audio and video recorded statement with
ALDERSON within the VPD Headquarters on Gravely Street. S/Cst.
AKIN was also in attendance and observed the interview from a
monitor room. He did not have contact with ALDERSON. The
interview initiated at 1531 hours and concluded at 1612 hours. The
following is a synopsis of the information provided (for a detailed
account one must review the audio recording);
•
•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

SKRINE and ALDERSON had general conversation over a
tennis clinic he just finished coaching and tennis in general.
SKRINE outlined the purpose of the interview as previously
outlined during their meeting at Starbucks and advised
ALDERSON that the interview was being recorded.
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ALDERSON confirmed that he did recall the meeting referred
to by the anonymous complainant.
ALDERSON advised that he received the anonymous complaint
and GPEB's response to the related FOI request from Sam
COOPER on the same day or day before he sent the information
to Associate Deputy Minister SCOTT.
SKRINE set expectations for the interviewing, asking for the
smallest details as ALDERSON provided his account and he
committed to investigating the information provided.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON to outline his career with BCLC.
ALDERSON advised that he moved to Canada from Australia in
September 2008 and he started with BCLC in November 2008 in
an investigator's position within the Richmond office. He began
by processing lottery claims and dealing with complaints against
lotter retailers. Online gaming then ramped up and
ALDERSON was asked to also conduct e-gaming
investigations. He held this role for 2.5 years and then sought a
new challenge and applied for a casino investigator's position.
In early 2011, he obtained one of the positions and was assigned
to the River Rock and the Hard Rock casinos. He reported to
John KARLOVCEC.
ALDERSON advised he worked with Steven BEEKSMA and
Rick PINU (sp ). ALDERSON replaced Mike HILLER in this
position. He held this position until March, 2012.
In March 2012, ALDERSON was asked to replace Gordan
BOARD as an acting Manager within Lotteries. He and the
existing manager divided the work up placing ALDERSON in
charge of e-gaming and building security. At the time, BCLC
was also initiating a business relationship with Manitoba and
because of his online background he became the business
security liaison with Manitoba.
At the end of 2012, early 2013, ALDERSON received a
permanent position as a manager. Courtenay ROBINSON, Rob
STRATFORD and Dwayne SEABROOK worked for him. He
could not remember the names of the other investigators.
ALDERSON described a very combative relationship between
BCLC and GPEB at the time.
In 2013, Brad DEMARAIS was hired to replace Terri TOWNS
as the VP Compliance with BCLC and ALDERSON was
promoted to Senior manager. ALDERSON advised he was well
respected and the VP of PlayNow, Rhonda GARVEY, really
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pushed ALDERSON into management. ALDERSON attended
the UBC School of Business at this time and was actively
looking outside of BCLC for work as he had some morale
conflicts with his role in BCLC.
ALDERSON advised he met Fred PINNOCK around 2010 and
through this contact and PINNOCK's involvement with Lyons
Gate he decided to pursue and received his private investigators
licence.
The Compliance area went through restructuring on several
occasions and around this time John KARLOVCEC was moved
in charge of AML and Darryl TOTTENHAM, who joined as an
investigator around the same time as ALDERSON, joined
KARLOVCEC.
Around 2011-2012 Rob KROEKER was commissioned to write
a report on cash alternatives. KROEKER was the director of
civil forfeiture at the time.
Around 2014, Jim LIGHTBODY became the CEO ofBCLC and
they felt BCLC had too many employees and offered early
retirement to anyone who was close to 50. KARLOVCEC
accepted this package and left his position as manager of AML.
Brad DEMARAIS then created a Director of AML position and
asked ALDERSON to take the position. In April, 2015,
ALDERSON became the Director of AML but he did not focus
in this area until May, 2015 when his position in E-gaming was
backfilled. ALDERSON advised he was reporting to Kevin
SWEENEY at the time of his departure from the Lotteries
Division.
ALDERSON advised that Kathy GUILLIETTA, Brad RENICK!
and Darryl TOTTENHAM were on the team when he first
started. RENICK! and GUILLIETTA were analysts and
TOTTENHAM was the AML specialist. Bal BAMRAjoined
the team from the Casino Division to help moved the cash
alternatives initiative forward.
ALDERSON advised when he first started DEMARAIS was
promoted to the VP of Human Resources to replace Peter
CHARLETON who had been caught up in a bit of a scandal. As
a result he didn't see much of DEMARAIS because he was
focused on the HR turmoil that flowed.
Early he was responsible or AML and Kevin SWEENEY was
responsible for casino investigations but they were intertwined
on issues all the time because the investigators were the ones
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working on AML items. So it was decided it made more sense
for casino investigations to report to ALDERSON.
SWEENEY and ALDERSON then worked on cross training
lottery and casino investigators so they could more easily adapt
to the competing pressures that arose.
In May, 2016 all investigations and AML was moved under
ALDERSON. He had 33 staff and a contractor that handled
their mystery shop program. TOTTENHAM, Kris GADE and
BAMRA were the three managers that reported to him. GADE
had an assistant manager, Bruno GATTO. ALDERSON moved
the analysts to report to BAMRA. ALDERSON maintained this
role until he resigned in December, 2017.
ALDERSON advised BCLC restructured when Jim
LIGHTBODY was promoted to the CEO position. He had been
the VP of Casinos so they promoted DEMARAIS into this
position and then hired external for the VP Compliance and
Corporate Security and hired Rob KROEKER who had been the
VP Compliance for Great Canadian Casinos in September, 2015.
ALDERSON advised that when KROEKER arrived in his new
role, ALDERSON wrote a report for him that has since been
released to the public making a number of recommendations he
felt were necessary for the industry. ALDERSON provided the
report to KROEKER on September 8, 2015 and he believes
KROEKER started a week later.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON what prompted him to prepare the
report. ALDERSON advised he found DEMARAIS very
supportive, however, they did not always see eye to eye.
ALDERSON advised that when he was an investigator at the
River Rock he was shocked at the bags and bags of cash that
were coming in. He heard every excuse in the book for why it
was not appropriate to ask where the cash was coming from. He
was told it was insensitive to Chinese culture, that they would
lose face, that the patrons are super wealthy and this was normal
for the casino industry. ALDERSON advised they were
pounding out the Suspicious Transaction Reports but he felt
there was a lot of shenanigans going on that were not being
addressed. ALDERSON advised things were being escalated to
his management but it was seen as most important to maintain a
relationship with Great Canadian.
ALDERSON advised that on one hand BCLC was hiring expolice officers to investigate these matters but all they were
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doing was filling out reports. ALDERSON described this as
like "putting lipstick on a pig"
ALDERSON advised that he also had multiple interactions with
the GPEB investigations and did not feel they were taking things
very seriously. He did not know what was going on behind the
scenes but it seemed like nothing was being done.
ALDERSON advised when DEMARAIS came along he stated
in several meetings that the money was most likely coming from
underground banking system, that it was likely legitimate and
there was no evidence to support that it was proceeds of crime.
ALDERSON explained that he respected DEMARAIS opinion
because his background was proceeds of crime but he looked at
it like you don't know what you don't know. He understood
that there may be safety issues with pushing too hard to
determine where the money came from but he was tired of all
the excuses.
ALDERSON advised he decided at this point that he was going
to strive to change the industry and he recognized things could
get very difficult for him.
GPEB was going through a restructure at the time and Len
MEILLEUR was the new ED Compliance. ALDERSON and
MEILLEUR knew each other through online gaming so the first
thing they did was coordinate an AML Summit. The summit
allowed for ALDERSON to meet all the top brass in the RCMP.
ALDERSON took the opportunity to set individual meetings
with all the RCMP managers and at that point advised them the
gaming industry is a dirty industry and he would do everything
possible to clean it up. ALDERSON encouraged the RCMP to
get involved and he committed to share information to help them
in the endeavor. He shared that the industry was full of
criminals such as Quoc TAM who was recently exposed in the
paper.
ALDERSON advised there was a $50,000 threshold that became
very well known at the River Rock. If under this amount it
wasn't considered suspicious, even if the denomination was a
bundle of $20s. These transactions were accepted and not
reported to FINTRAC even though reportable.
ALDERSON described referring these matters to GPEB
investigators and was advised that there was no appetite from
the GPEB Senior management to investigate. This was in 2012.
ALDERSON advised that a week after he meet with RCMP
senior management, he was invited to meet with the
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investigators on EPIRATE. He was invited into their "war
room" and exposed to all their investigative charts and
ALDERSON gave them information. The RCMP was getting
STR's since 2008 and they were not analyzing them so they
needed a nudge.
ALDERSON advised that Supt. Cal CHRUSTIE was originally
put off by the fact that ALDERSON, as a civilian, was included
but the EPIRATE investigators considered ALDERSON one of
them. CRUSTIE took position that they weren't going to share
everything with him.
CHRUSTIE then met with ALDERSON the day later and shared
with ALDERSON that their investigation had a confirmed link
to dirty money going into the River Rock, money exchanged at
the Costco parking lot. ALDERSON advised on this day
everything changed. There had just been a terrorist attack in
Paris and CHRUSTIE had suggested it was possible that all this
money was being funnelled over to Europe to fund terrorism.
ALDERSON felt the whole matter was going to blow up.
ALDERSON followed up with MEILLEUR to share the
information and suggested MEILLEUR contact CHRUSTIE.
MEILLEUR did so and called him back advising he had briefed
ADM John MAZURE and he planned to brief the minister.
MEILLEUR suggested ALDERSON brief LIGHTBODY and
the other BCLC leaders. Everything changed from this day
forward and under DEMARAIS' direction, they started doing
some deeper analysis and began banning people with some
consistency from a program perspective.
ALDERSON advised they identified I O patrons they considered
as risks associated to criminality and they moved to man them.
Most of those players were from the River Rock. KROEKER
was the VP of Compliance with GCGC so they met with him
and the General Manager of the River Rock, Terrance DOYLE,
and advised them they were moving to ban these players. They
were big players, one of which had a room built for him at the
River Rock he was such a big player. SKRINE asked what their
reaction was to the news and ALDERSON stated "what are they
going to say?" They were supportive.
ALDERSON advised they next met with the compliance leads
with all of the service providers to inform them of their
intentions and got them on board. They maintained the
decisions would be evidence based and defendable.
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ALDERSON maintained they had to do the right thing or
everything was going to blow up in their face.
ALDERSON asked GADE and GATTO to put a process
together including a plan to interview patrons. This had never
been done before the SPs were not keen. They were worried
about the impact to business and wanted to be part of the
interviews. ALDERSON maintained their actions would be
independent of the SPs.
ALDERSON advised that some patrons refused to be
interviewed and faded away while others were very open with
where they got their money and even named Paul JIN.
SKRINE asked if the patrons involved were all Chinese
nationals and ALDERSON advised some were Canadian
citizens. ALDERSON advised they gave copies of all the
interviews to DEMARAIS and then KROEKER, when he took
over, and pointed out they now had proof of what they thought
was going on all along, the money was tied to criminality.
(2015)
ALDERSON advised that in 2012 as an investigator at the River
Rock, he interviewed a player and was told off because of it by
Terry TOWNS. The player attended with $100,000 in $20s, and
some chips, bought in for a short period and then was paid out in
$100. Nothing reported in the ITRAK. The player came in the
next day, and ALDERSON ordered that the transaction be
rejected and he announced a plan to ban. The GM of the River
Rock was livid and claimed he had overstepped. ALDERSON
in tum threatened to quote the GM in his Suspicious Transaction
Report to FINTRAC and he backed down. It was TOWN's
position that their job was to report not investigate.
ALDERSON advised his experience in 2012 strongly influenced
his position and actions in 2015 as the Director of AML.
SKRINE refocused ALDERSON and asked him to reflect on his
time working for KROEKER as the VP of Compliance with
BCLC. ALDERSON advised that he and KROEKER never
discussed the report once KROEKER started but there was 7
recommendations, one of the recommendations surrounded the
need for source of funds, similar to GERMAN's
recommendation 2 years later.
ALDERSON advised anytime they banned someone or put them
on cash conditions they built a dossier on them. He advised it
became abundantly clear these people were into other
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illegitimate business in other industries, real estate, luxury cars,
etc.
ALDERSON advised that when KROEKER started he was
getting a bit weary. He advised he was at the River Rock when
KROEKER was quoted as saying there is no money laundering
in the casino. ALDERSON advised he did not believe
KROEKER was quoted fairly, what he was trying to say was
that it was very difficult to launder money in a casino in a
traditional sense and this was true.
ALDERSON advised that GADE had difficulties with
KROEKER when he was employed as the VP of Compliance at
the River Rock. GADE had put a proposal together to start
identifying patrons in mandatorily in the Salon Prive and
KROEKER was quoting all the privacy legislation that
prevented them from doing so. ALDERSON did not buy this.
ALDERSON reviewed surveillance footage and saw suspicious
activity in the Salon Prive day and night and either KROEKER
turned a blind eye to it or didn't pay attention to it.
ALDERSON advised that KROEKER did tell him once that
proceeds of crime are inevitable and he felt he was speaking
from his experiences in civil forfeiture. KROEKER pointed out
the benefit of the money entering the casino industry because the
money would go back to the government and be used to build
schools etc. ALDERSON advised he challenged him on this and
pointed out the opioid crisis and the cost of housing.
ALDERSON advised that he passed this information on to
COOPER and BCLC denied this.
ALDERSON advised this shaped his relationship with
KROEKER for awhile.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON to outline other situations that he
interacted with KROEKER that stood out. ALDERSON
advised that they had a meeting once every two weeks or once a
month with KROEKER but he didn't talk to him everyday.
ALDERSON advised that he got to know KROEKER better as
time wore on and he liked him.
ALDERSON advised he knew through conversations with
MEILLEUR that there were challenges with KROEKER from
time to time. ALDERSON advised that KROEKER did act
quite arrogant at times. I used to laugh that he suffered from
short man syndrome. He advised they weren't the closest of
friends but up until he made the comment he never saw any
integrity issues with him.
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SKRINE and ALDERSON shared general conversation
surrounding the belief of some that ALDERSON described that
this was a form of taxation but ALDERSON pointed out the
social issues that came with the money laundering activity were
expansive.
ALDERSON described his relationship with KROEKER as fine.
They had some common interests, their relationship was
professional, no performance issues or conflicts, they didn't
hang out on days off but they didn't have any conflict.
ALDERSON expressed the knowledge that he would be labeled
as just a disgruntled employee, this had already come up after
his W5 interview but he thought he proved his credibility and
would take a polygraph to show he was telling the truth.
ALDERSON advised when he took over AML the group had the
lowest staff engagement and after he took over they had the
highest. They were fed up with the status quo and liked that
they were making effective change.
ALDERSON provided examples of how he achieved success
which ranged from conducting one on ones with staff to
identifying problems with front line management and holding
them accountable.
SKRINE asked if ALDERSON ever ran into resistance from
upper management in his intended implementation of strategies
to combat money laundering and ALDERSON said no. He said
that DEMARAIS asked that he be looped in if a big player was
involved but in no time was he told to stand down.
ALDERSON continued to describe the support he received in
outlining a situation where he and one of his analysts had
uncovered the location of an illegal gaming house from a photo
received from Terrance DOYLE, RRCR. ALDERSON
provided the information directly to the RCMP in Richmond and
refused to provide the information to Dereck DICKSON of
GPEB because there had been a leak on a previous search
warrant. ALDERSON advised that Supt. Paul DADWAL had
confirmed this. ALDERSON received support from KROEKER
who also advised he did not want to know for fear of being
accused of being a leak.
ALDERSON advised that he was treated well by KROEKER.
He acknowledged that KROEKER had his issues with GPEB
but he also understood that those issues calmed down over time.
ALDERSON advised that he and KROEKER didn't have a lot
of time for GPEB. ALDERSON advised he shared this with
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Bob STEWART and Scott McGREGOR who were setting up
the GPEB Intelligence Unit at the time and they understood
where he was coming from.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON to outline the circumstances
behind the meeting in question with KROEKER. ALDERSON
advised that the managers in AML would meet every month.
BAMRA set the meetings up and then every month or every
quarter KROEKER and ALDERSON would meet with BAMRA
and TOTTENHAM. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss
trends and ensure a consistent message back to the service
providers.
Generally TOTTENHAM would do a power point advising the
number of people that were on cash conditions, the trends, the
financials, and the programs that were happening.
ALDERSON speculated that the meeting in question most likely
happened in 2017, in the Spring, most likely in April. He
advised the meeting took place in room R2, on the main floor.
TOTTENHAM would usually also provide handouts.
ALDERSON advised the purpose of the meeting was to bring
KROEKER up to speed as he was the Chief Anti Money
Laundering Officer in the Corporation and this was a
requirement of FINTRAC.
ALDERSON speculated that TOTTENHAM was in the left
comer and he was outlining those that were on conditions. At
that point, KROEKER came out with a comment that took them
all aback, ALDERSON could not remember the exact words but
it was along the lines of it would be okay if they took it a bit
easier. ALDERSON speculated that it was because they were
preparing for something, possibly Chinese New Year, or some
time like that where they expected big players to come in.
ALDERSON advised that he had never heard KROEKER say
anything like that before. He interpreted it to mean that
KROEKER wished them to take it easier for the next period of
time because he did not want them to hurt the bottom line.
ALDERSON advised that BAMRA was shocked and just looked
at him and TOTTENHAM kept a poker face. KROEKER did
not try to correct himself or advise that we had taken him out of
context.
Immediately after, ALDERSON doesn't remember if it was his
office or the room, TOTTENHAM and BAMRA approached
him and said what was that. ALDERSON advised them to
ignore what was said, to take detailed notes and that was it.
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ALDERSON felt this wasn't right. He advised his staff didn't
take it well coming from the Vice President. He didn't get a
chance to talk with them further but knows they were bothered.
ALDERSON advised in hindsight he probably should have
escalated it but he didn't trust anybody at BCLC, he didn't trust
the board, he didn't have a great relationship with GPEB and he
wasn't sure what to do, KROEKER was his boss.
ALDERSON advised that KROEKER wasn't really in touch
with what they did day to day so he felt because they were
gaining momentum that they should just keep going.
ALDERSON said it really changed his perspective on
KROEKER.
ALDERSON described having difficulty with the corporate spin
because he was to report out to the police on how safe the
casinos were and he didn't believe it but he was expected to be
the corporate man.
ALDERSON advised that BCLC had no clue about the
conversations he was having with police. He advised that when
JIG IT first started he provided a USB full of information to Paul
DADWAL and BCLC had no clue. ALDERSON advised he
gave a whole list of players to Ken ACKLES along with their
financials and BCLC didn't know anything about it.
ALDERSON advised he was contributing. He advised to make
real change he was in the front row seat.
ALDERSON advised that this incident was the first time that he
began to question KROEKER's motives. ALDERSON advised
he didn't like that in their compliance meetings the first thing
they discussed were the financials. ALDERSON advised that
one of the recommendations he gave to Peter GERMAN when
he met with him was to separate the Compliance section from
reporting to the CEO, that Compliance should report directly to
the Board and their should be no performance incentives, no
bonuses, no nothing.
ALDERSON advised if you look now, they have DEMARAIS
as the acting VP of Compliance while he is the VP of Casinos,
this is a total conflict of interest.
ALDERSON advised there was no doubt there was pressure to
make money. He advised that after EPirate and the illegal
casinos, he had a manager of finance come to him and tell him
how much she felt this was going to hurt the bottom line. She
told ALDERSON that this was driven by government.
ALDERSON advised one of the employees had to put a report
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together for government outlining how much they expected to
lose. ALDERSON advised he didn't "give a shit" he had a
responsibility to stop dirty money from coming in and that was
his only role.
ALDERSON advised he related more closely with the police
and with GPEB then he did his own organization.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON what lead to his departure.
ALDERSON advised that he had to be careful legally but he
disclosed information to Sam COOPER. ALDERSON advised
he met him when on the Board of Directors for A CAMS
Vancouver. COOPER did a presentation on real estate.
COOPER was working for Kim MARSH on an immigration
scheme, doing a lot of work in this area. ALDERSON advised
he wanted to blow up the industry, so he waited for the right
time and disclosed information.
ALDERSON advised that he admitted this to BCLC on October
4, 2017 and he gave his resignation the next day. ALDERSON
advised he didn't really have a choice in the matter. He had one
of two choices and chose the latter hoping it may help him
downstream.
SKRINE asked further questions about the meeting.
ALDERSON advised there were no meeting minutes for the
meetings but the presentations were kept on file so these would
help SKRINE identify the dates of interest.
ALDERSON advised he suspected that TOTTENHAM would
have notes. ALDERSON took notes and he turned them over to
BCLC at the time of his departure. ALDERSON advised he did
not know where his notebooks were now.
ALDERSON advised there were no policies around note taking
at BCLC. It was personal preference. ALDERSON speculated
that both BAMRA and TOTTENHAM took notes.
ALDERSON advised there was no changes made to their
procedures on the heals ofKROEKER's comment.
ALDERSON advised that both TOTTENHAM and BAMRA
were seeking his direction upon hearing KROEKER's comment
and ifhe would have told them to ease off he was sure that
TOTTENHAM would have taken him to task and they would
have had an argument.
ALDERSON advised that the day he left he called Kevin
SWEENEY and told him what he had done. ALDERSON was
of the belief that ifhe had not had the conversation with
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CHRUSTIE and learned what he learned no one would have
been placed on cash conditions. Ifhe had not shared this with
GPEB they would have never been aware of the (E Pirate)
investigation. This was the true catalyst for change.
ALDERSON advised he knew there was claims that July 2015
was the period of the highest amount of $20s being received by
the casinos so they did a review, but he knows from talking to
Ken ACKLES that GPEB only conducted this review after
receiving the information from him about the (E Pirate)
investigation.
ALDERSON advised he has completed a number ofFOI
requests in preparation for the public inquiry and there is no
evidence BCLC was even looking at the $20s prior to 2014.
ALDERSON advised he could not speak for GPEB.
ALDERSON advised the $50,000 threshold was still in place
when he became Director and the first thing he did was ask
BAMRA to track the incoming $20s as he wanted a report every
month. Then he and TOTTENHAM put a stop to it and the
focus was placed on the indicators for money laundering
identified by FINTRAC.
ALDERSON advised they reviewed reports going back a year
and reported 366 additional STRs that had not been reported.
FINTRAC did not require them to go back further because it
was a huge job.
ALDERSON estimated that through 2012 to 2016 they were
under reporting by 20%. ALDERSON advised this caused him
to be wary of KROEKER because he was a money laundering
expert and this was happening right under his nose.
ALDERSON gave KROEKER the benefit of the doubt until that
meeting.
ALDERSON advised he took the position that he could push for
change under KROEKER and DEMARAIS noses and they
wouldn't really know.
ALDERSON advised the only thing DEMARAIS ever did that
caused him some concern was interview a patron Casey WADE
(sp) outside of protocol. ALDERSON advised GPEB
investigated the matter.
ALDERSON was the Director of AML at the time and he asked
DEMARAIS to provide him a report on that. DEMARAIS was
the VP of Casinos. DEMARAIS used Lisa GAO as a translator
and he had real concerns about her. ALDERSON did not know
what DEMARAIS motivations were.
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ALDERSON advised that he is not suggesting DEMARAIS did
anything nefarious, but he left himself vulnerable to criticism.
ALDERSON advised the reason he hung onto the meeting
(KROEKER information) is he always felt it was information he
would provide an inquiry. He had hoped there would be more
information to come out of the Peter GERMAN report. He was
disappointed with it.
ALDERSON advised he received a copy of the initial draft
because he had been interviewed and he provided his feedback.
Some changes were made but he was surprised by some of the
conclusions reached.
ALDERSON advised that GERMAN had applied for the VP of
Compliance at BCLC and lost out to DEMARAIS. He knew
Jim LIGHTBODY and all these guys. He had done previous
work for both GPEB and BCLC on Sect.86 so he already had
been in the industry. Jerome MALISH, GERMAN's associate,
is friends with KROEKER. ALDERSON advised that at his
meeting with GERMAN he asked him if he knew KROEKER
and he advised they worked together at Great Canadian and they
were buddies. ALDERSON advised he wasn't going to say
anything negative to them about KROEKER.
GERMAN went out of his way to say KROEKER was a great
guy in the report. It was because of these relationships.
ALDERSON advised he always felt that they shouldn't have
brought someone in that held a senior position with the RCMP
in this province, that there would be some bias. He felt they
should have brought someone in from the outside.
SKRINE asked if ALDERSON had any other interactions with
BCLC management that gave him pause or left him with the
impression he should tum a blind eye. ALDERSON said "No".
ALDERSON told SKRINE that if he talked to TOTTENHAM
and BAMRA they will corroborate him, he honestly believes
that. ALDERSON advised that former associates have told him
that BCLC is positioning themselves to suggest that
DEMARAIS and KROEKER got together and saved the
industry in 2014. ALDERSON advised if SKRINE talked to
TOTTENHAM or his staff they will tell him otherwise. Bruno
GATTO and Kris GADE will also confirm the change was never
driven from the top down.
ALDERSON advised there is a certain level of irony over the
fact they have over 500 people on cash conditions. They
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(casinos) had relationships with some of them for over 10 years.
BCLC was now in a position where they had to do it.
ALDERSON went on to advise that BCLC claims they put Paul
JIN on cash conditions in 2012. In doing that why didn't they
start interviewing the people that were receiving cash drops
from JIN, they didn't do that. There was always excuses, it was
up to the police to prove that.
ALDERSON advised in the first meeting he had with Paul
DADWAL, he met with him and Kevin HACKETT after a
formal meeting at BCLC, DADWAL asked him what he thought
of GPEB and ALDERSON advised he thought GPEB brought
nothing to the industry. ALDERSON recommended they bring
in a "fly in" squad and they go right through the casino and send
a message.
ALDERSON advised he also went public because the RCMP
have some real issues and they need to have a hard look at
themselves. That was their AML expert and could not get past
their civil forfeiture test. They screwed up E Pirate.
SKRINE asked about ALDERSON's relationship with
BAMRA. ALDERSON advised that after he resigned he met
with TOTTENHAM and told him what he had done.
TOTTENHAM was supportive. ALDERSON met with
GATTO, GADE, Laird ROBINSON, he wasn't sure if
SWEENEY was there, the GPEB guys were there, ACKLES
was there. He also met with BAMRA. BAMRA struggled with
it a little bit more and she claimed they were fixing things and
ALDERSON claimed things would never be fixed.
ALDERSON advised his wife is best friends with someone in
BCLC marketing and he talks with her from time to time to get a
flavor of things. He advised he caught wind a year ago that
BAMRA thought ALDERSON had some sort of mental health
issues. This is the only way she could rationalize it.
ALDERSON advised he stands by what he did. It has been a
shitty ride.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON if he had any negative experiences
with GPEB. ALDERSON advised that they never tried to
suppress what he was doing but some of the investigators had an
ex-cop arrogance about them and they never made any real
effort to learn the Gaming Control Act. They cherry picked the
files they investigated and usually selected the easy ones.
ALDERSON advised that he had a bit of a battle with Bill
MULCAHY because he wanted all this information on an online
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cheat at play. A husband and wife and the allegation was one
lost $3 purposely to the other so they could keep playing.
ALDERSON told MULCAHY he had hundreds of thousands of
dollars of twenties and who is being cheated in the online file.
ALDERSON advised he was involved in a mess of intimidation
on the Sabotich file (sp ). He signed a non disclosure but there
was a bunch of information in reports that was never said.
ALDERSON said that GPEB annual reports were embellished.
Police Services got involved and ALDERSON was asked to
provide a folder of information and he believes this is why Joe
SCHALK and Larry VANDERGRAFF were let go. It had
nothing to do with money laundering.
ALDERSON advised in the annual reports you would see that
GPEB was getting thousands and thousands of files reported to
them and not one charge. Either you are completely
incompetent, you are lying about what you are doing or you are
getting information that is useless and that is the issue he had
with GPEB.
ALDERSON advised that for years GPEB had misquoted Sec.
86 of the Gaming Control Act suggesting they must report
matters that may be a criminal offence. He pointed this out
during a joint meeting with MEILLEUR and members of his
team saying, "come on you have one act to consider, let's try
and get it right."
SKRINE clarified what ALDERSON was talking about earlier
when he suggested he had signed a non disclosure. He had
provided information to government to have the matter
investigated and he had signed a non disclosure agreement.
ALDERSON advised the Sabotich (sp) investigation was an
identity theft investigation and play now was targeted. Stolen
credit cards were used. GPEB said they wanted to lay an
information and began investigating this. BCLC gave GPEB
reems of information. John McDOUGAL was the investigator
who told him that charges had been laid. ALDERSON
contacted the Crown directly and learned that no charges had
been laid and the Report to Crown Counsel was the worst report
he had ever seen. One of his investigators, Courtney
ROBINSON, rewrote the report and this brought to a head the
issue of having to work more effectively together rather then
butting heads all the time and lying to each other.
ALDERSON advised when he was an investigator he asked Rob
BARBER what they did with all the information that was being
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reported to them in Sec. 86 reports and he admitted they just
copied the information into their own reports and passed it on to
the police, the same organization that BCLC was reporting to.
ALDERSON advised when MEILLEUR came in he did see a
little bit of change. When Anna FITZGERALD took over it was
a very big deal because she was the first non-law enforcement
person in the role.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON about an alarm he mentioned the
first time they had met. ALDERSON advised when he was first
placed on leave the VP ofHR, Jamie CALLEHAN, came to his
house to collect his cell phone and laptop. ALDERSON then
met with CALLEHAN and LIGHTBODY and they mentioned
there was an additional USB and he told them there was no
USB.
SKRINE asked why they were bringing this up and
ALDERSON advised he didn't know. ALDERSON suspected
he was being set up for something.
ALDERSON had learned through Kevin SWEENEY, the
Director of Compliance and Privacy, that Mark LANE, the
Manager of IT Security, had been directed by LIGHTBODY to
investigate who had accessed the building on the night of
October 4 th , 2017. KROEKER was on holidays at the time.
Mark LANE was to investigate who entered the Compliance
office in the Vancouver office in the early morning hours of
October 4, 2017. ALDERSON explained that you need an
employee card to access the office and every card is unique so
they would be able to determine who entered.
ALDERSON advised that he was told by SWEENEY that when
he was on holidays, they entered his office and took a bunch of
stuff out. ALDERSON advised they made sure that people
knew that.
ALDERSON asked his lawyer if GPEB or anyone else had
become aware of his disclosure and learned that BCLC had
disclosed his actions to GPEB in December, 2017.
ALDERSON advised when he met with "them" they also
accused him of accessing ITRAK after he had been let go and he
explained this was impossible. He suspected someone may have
used his ID. ALDERSON advised this also led him to be
suspicious that he was being set up.
ALDERSON advised that his relationship with LIGHTBODY
was amicable when he left.
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ALDERSON advised that his relationship with KROEKER
always remained professional.
ALDERSON advised KROEKER that he had provided
information to Sam COOPER. He told him that he had given
COOPER a Notice of Claim for the Siddoway (sp ). It was a
public document. He told him out of guilt. This was the first
story that COOPER told. He also told KROEKER that he had
shared details of a report with COOPER just before KROEKER
went to Italy.
ALDERSON met with COOPER on September 21, 2017 and his
first story came out September 27, 2017. As a result of that he
came in on the weekend because he was asked to produce a
whole whack of information so that Bud SMITH could take the
information to David EBY. The irony was that BCLC believed
the government and GPEB were controlling all the information
and BCLC was getting a rough deal. Secretly, ALDERSON
thought that KROEKER was happy he was talking to COOPER
because this would balance the scales.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON what he wrote in his notes after the
meeting in question with KROEKER. ALDERSON advised he
would have wrote down what he said.
SKRINE asked if ALDERSON shared internal messaging or
emails with BAMRA, TOTTENHAM or anyone else. He
advised that was possible. He did recall discussing it with
SWEENEY. SKRINE asked ALDERSON to provide more
detail about that.
ALDERSON advised that either the day it happened or within
days he sent a message to SWEENEY and told him what
KROEKER had said. ALDERSON couldn't remember what
SWEENEY's reaction was. ALDERSON advised he had not
spoken with SWEENEY in over a year. Last December, he sent
SWEENEY a message asking that ifhe went public would
SWEENEY support him and SWEENEY told him that
personally and professionally he could not get involved.
ALDERSON then apologized for getting him involved.
ALDERSON advised that SWEENEY is pretty good at keeping
everything and speculated he may have the message.
ALDERSON wanted it on record that the information he
provided SKRINE, he had previously provided to the Associate
Deputy Minister in writing and parts of it to the Attorney
General in writing because he felt quite aggrieved after the
German Report came out because he was the one driving the
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change in the industry and the report was a white wash.
Therefore ALDERSON is looking forward to a public inquiry.
ALDERSON advised that he told Sam COOPER that he met
with SKRINE and he was putting trust in him. He told
COOPER he wasn't going to share with him and after SKRINE
spoke with others and they gave their stories then COOPER
could FOI the investigation.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON if he ever had any performance
issues raised with him or ifhe had raised any issues with anyone
he had mentioned. ALDERSON claimed he had a good record.
SKRINE asked ALDERSON about his relationship with John
KARLOVCEC and he advised he thought KARLOVCEC was a
good soldier. ALDERSON advised that he has always felt that
Terry TOWNS, Gord FRIESEN and KARLOVCEC never did
enough.
ALDERSON explained that there was a quote attributed to Rich
COLEMAN where he stated these guys aren't money
laundering, if they were money laundering they would be the
worst money launderers in the world because they are losing all
their money. ALDERSON believed this was the belief many
had. This is where the ex-RCMP guys, TOWNS, FRIESEN and
KARLOVCEC who were all ex drug cops lost their credibility.
ALDERSON advised that he will soon be meeting with the
Victoria Police as a consultant. Victoria is paranoid about these
issues. ALDERSON said when you look at
a
mayoral candidate in Richmond, he was told by a Richmond
RCMP member that she was Paul JIN's lawyer, a real estate
lawyer. ALDERSON also brought up
and
the fact his actions looked a little suspicious. He advised they
were all interacting. ALDERSON always suspected there were
people within the industry that were helping facilitate JIN's
business.
ALDERSON advised that during E Pirate he was asked to try to
determine who made a phone call from the Grand Villa to Paul
JIN, this is in his report from September 8, so, it was not just the
River Rock. ALDERSON opined there is no doubt people in the
industry were involved.
ALDERSON advised he was asked by Associate Deputy
Minister SCOTT why he went to the media and why he didn't
take this to the BCLC Board of Directors who were AML
trained. ALDERSON advised the Board of Directors knew all
about the money, in fact, he is sure the $500k buy in was
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prepared for viewing by the executive and set to the Benny Hill
soundtrack.
ALDERSON advised that in February 2015, LIGHTBODY
went on record with the Times Columnist advising he knew they
players were bringing in large amounts of cash but they knew
everything about them. ALDERSON advised they didn't have a
clue who they were dealing with. ALDERSON speculated that
LIGHTBODY wishes he hadn't said that.
ALDERSON maintained that the meeting he participated in did
take place. He didn't suspect anyone would go to jail over it,
but he had faith that TOTTENHAM would be honest about it, he
hoped that BAMRA would be honest about it and people may
interpret it the way they want but he was there, and he knows
what was meant.

SKRINE concluded the interview at 1812 hours.
2019-09-01

SKRINE sent an 86(1) GM Demand to BCLC AML Director Kevin
DeBRUYKERE seeking;
•
•
•

2019-09-04

a copy of ALDERSON's 2017 notes and any meeting minutes
that relate to these regular scheduled (AML) meetings in 2017,
any BCLC policies on the creation and retention of notes made
by AML staff,
confirmation of the alarm incident, including specific details,
and all documentation that relates to any internal investigation
of the incident.

DeBRUYKERE responded on this date;
Cary ...
Further to our discussion, I have retrieved Ross Alderson's notebooks
and they are secured in my office. I have also secured the minutes of
the STR Committee meetings that appear to be the meetings referred to,
however, given the amount of patron information referenced in the
material the records should be uploaded to the secure drive for retrieval.
Alternatively, I can have the documents available for your review next
week.
There is no specific policy for the creation and retention of notes made
by AML staff The only reference to notebooks is in the "Records
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Search" policy relating to FOI requests which states that records can
include, "Paper Records, including handwritten notes, notebooks, day
planner, sticky notes."
I'm in the process of making enquiries to confirm the details related to
the "late night alarm" and will advise you of the results accordingly.
Feel free to call if you have any questions.
Thanks, Kevin
SKRINE opted to attend in person to review the notes and meeting
minutes on a later date.
2019-09-04

SKRINE sent interview invites to TOTTENHAM and BAMRA
scheduling their interviews for September 12, 2019. SKRINE also
made arrangements to review ALDERSON's notes and STR meeting
minutes on the same day.

2019-09-12

SKRINE and AKIN attended BCLC Headquarters and were provided
ALDERSON's notebooks and meeting minutes for STR meetings
conducted from late 2016 through to ALDERSON's departure in
October 2017 by DeBRUYKERE. SKRINE and AKIN were given a
boardroom and privacy to review the documents. DeBRUYKERE also
advised he still had not been able to uncover any evidence of the
reported alarm. Kevin SWEENEY had provided some emails from the
period of ALDERSON's departure and there is one reference to
LIGHTBODY ordering an internal audit, but it was believed the
notation was in reference to the leak of information to the media and not
an alarm. DeBRUYKERE planned to dig deeper. DeBRUYKERE
advised that all information that related to the leak of information from
this time period was in the possession of their legal team currently.
0919

SKRINE conducted a review of ALDERSON's notebook initiated on
March 7, 2016 and ending on April 10, 2017. SKRINE took photos of
all the STR Meeting notes and follow up notes he located. SKRINE
could not locate any notes supporting ALDERSON's concern over
KROEKER's comments. AKIN noted that one of the nine notebooks
that was supposed to be in the package provided was not present. He
brought this to DeBRUYKERE's attention and he initiated an inquiry
with Nicole WU who had custody of the items. It appeared the
notebook dated April 10, 2017 to the day of ALDERSON's departure
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from BCLC was missing. SKRINE noted there were three STR
meetings during this period where both KROEKER and ALDERSON
were noted as present in the meeting minutes, July 19, 2017, August 16,
2017 and September 21, 2017.
SKRINE reviewed all STR meeting minutes and again could not find
any notations that supported ALDERSON's claim. SKRINE noted that
AKIN inventoried all the notebooks that were provided and re-reviewed
the relevant sections of ALDERSON's notebook confirming there were
no entries that corroborated ALDERSON's claim.
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SKRINE and AKIN met with Nicole WU briefly. She checked her
records and confirmed that she had sent 9 notebooks to records and
there were now only 8 in their possession. In comparison to the
document detailing the contents of the package the notebooks were in,
one of the 2017 notebooks was missing. She advised she would make
further inquiries.

1007

SKRINE and AKIN conducted an audio recorded interview of Daryl
TOTTENHAM inside DeBRUYKERE's office at BCLC HQ. The
interview was initiated at 1007 hours and ended at 1120 hours. The
following is a synopsis of the interview (for a detailed account one must
review the audio recording);
•

•

•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

SKRINE set some expectations for the interview and clarified
the history on the allegation being investigated. Before entering
in to the subject matter he asked TOTTENHAM to provide a
background on his employment history and roles with BCLC.
TOTTENHAM completed 28.5 years with the New Westminster
PD. The last 10-12 years were in specialty units as a Sergeant,
the Property Crime Unit, Drug Unit, and then a combination of
both including the Undercover Unit. Went back to patrol prior
to the Olympics and was then involved in the Olympics and
retired shortly after.
TOTTENHAM joined BCLC as an investigator shortly after
leaving the New Westminster PD and was deployed at the
Starlight Casino. He spent the first year and a half learning the
industry and then, due to his inquisitive nature, he became
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intimately familiar with the FINTRAC expectations and by year
two he was getting internal questions thrown his way.
When Brad DEMARAIS took his role as VP Compliance, he
brought John KARLOVEC as the Director/Lead for AML and
then KARLOVEC pulled him in as the Investigative Specialist
for AML. They had the services of Brad RUDNICKI and Cathy
from Kamloops. They were a four person unit and built the
program from the ground up.
When KARLOVEC was ready to retire, Ross ALDERSON took
over and then they expanded and brought investigations in.
They also added another analyst and then a year ago they hired
another investigator and another analyst. TOTTENHAM
advised it was his intention to hire another investigator and
another analyst and this would give them the compliment of
resources that they need.
SKRINE and TOTTENHAM bonded further over the
similarities in their transition from policing to the gaming
industry. AKIN also chimed in and the three discussed mutual
police contacts they all knew.
SKRINE asked TOTTENHAM what he felt the purpose of the
interview was. TOTTENHAM advised he is assuming it is to
validate comments made by KROEKER to them on how they
should treat VIP clients at a specific period. TOTTENHAM
advised he didn't know the time period or the specific comments
that have been alleged, he knows the general context of what is
being suggested.
SKRINE clarified the purpose of the interview by outlining the
details of the anonymous complaint. He then asked
TOTTENHAM to provide details of any meetings that came to
mind relative to the complaint.
TOTTENHAM advised that there is no doubt the complainant is
referencing an STR meeting because of the specific people that
are mentioned. Most other meetings had multiple staff involved
but the STR meeting including the four mentioned. This was a
monthly meeting that was high level and their one chance to get
updates and give updates to KROEKER. They would not
usually get into the day to day operations, but rather higher level
strategies and potential information needed by KROEKER for
government or the board.
TOTTENHAM speculated the anonymous complainant was
someone that attended the meeting and didn't suspect it would
be KROEKER. He alluded to the possibility it was
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ALDERSON because of his close relationship with Sam
COOPER but admitted he didn't know for sure. SKRINE
advised the identity of the complainant had not been established.
TOTTENHAM advised that he had a lot of respect for
ALDERSON, he was a very good boss and allowed him to do
pretty much anything he wanted in his role. He rarely received
push back.
TOTTENHAM described ALDERSON as "morphing" in the
end but before this he was sure he was being groomed by
KROEKER to take over his job one day. He had this belief
given the amount of support ALDERSON was given and the
involvement he had in higher level meetings involving
KROEKER.
TOTTENHAM advised the KROEKER had full trust in
ALDERSON at the time.
TOTTENHAM surmised it all went sideways when
ALDERSON started becoming enamoured with the position that
he had and the role he played and started to do some silo work.
Previously, when the Director of AML had meetings with other
stakeholders, for instance with the police at Green Timbers or
other stake holders, they would always go together. For two to
three years TOTTENHAM was the after hours contact for AML
to set up operations with stakeholders that required immediate
attention. When ALDERSON took over, he became the primary
contact for these matters and TOTTENHAM and others were no
longer directly in the loop. ALDERSON then became
overwhelmed with all the demands on him and TOTTENHAM
surmised he had a melt down.
TOTTENHAM and others offered to take matters off
ALDERSON's shoulders and he refused the offers of help.
TOTTENHAM advised when ALDERSON left in October there
was no information shared and everyone in BCLC was led to
believe he was being well taken care of When anyone solicited
information on his whereabouts or his wellbeing they were
advised they weren't allowed to talk to him but didn't know
why. The evolving sentiment was ALDERSON was being
treated like shit after all he had done because no one knew the
truth.
TOTTENHAM advised that after he was officially let go, they
were told they could reach out and he went for lunch with
ALDERSON. TOTTENHAM advised he was totally different.
All he could talk about was being a martyr and having to stand
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up. He admitted that everything that was on his "Z" drive was
on his home drive and that he had been talking to Sam COOPER
and trusted him. ALDERSON maintained that even ifhe lost
his job someone had to stand up and save the industry.
TOTTENHAM pointed out to ALDERSON that he was the
Director, he was driving the bus, everything that they wished to
do had to go through him. He was in a position where anything
he wanted to do he could do. TOTTENHAM was in countless
meetings with ALDERSON where they decided to do countless
things, and some were very cutting edge in comparison to the
rest of the industry. TOTTENHAM advised ALDERSON never
got push back.
TOTTENHAM advised that if SKRINE could meet with all the
individuals he had provided presentations to and all the
stakeholders that had attended the various meetings he was
referring to, they would all support the fact that he had always
maintained that from the top down BCLC had never obstructed
their AML plans and procedures. TOTTENHAM advised this
was significant given in the first year they lost $55 million in
revenue due to their policies.
TOTTENHAM advised ALDERSON he didn't understand his
martyr stance. He had never been in a meeting with
government, management or anyone where ALDERSON had
received resistance. ALDERSON maintained that from day one
he had received push back and was beaten down.
TOTTENHAM noted this was a common theme in all his
interviews in the media.
SKRINE explored the possibility that TOTTENHAM was
unaware what ALDERSON was facing because he had siloed
himself as TOTTENHAM had described. TOTTENHAM
advised ALDERSON could have had private meetings with the
CEO or KROEKER but in all the meetings he was present with
he never saw it.
TOTTENHAM advised he had a good relationship with
KROEKER and he knew he had I 00% confidence in
ALDERSON right up until the end. ALDERSON was already
looked after by KROEKER.
TOTTENHAM advised a couple of things they wanted to do
that were way over the top, things like carded play and everyone
providing receipts for all levels of play, did not receive push
back internally, they didn't proceed because of the significant
impact to the service providers in resourcing and service
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delivery. The assessment was these actions would grind the
industry to a halt.
SKRINE explored the relationship between TOTTENHAM and
ALDERSON given ALDERSON had taken away external
contact responsibilities from TOTTENHAM. TOTTENHAM
maintained this did not affect his relationship with ALDERSON,
that he had an excellent relationship with him. TOTTENHAM
advised he did tell ALDERSON on a couple of occasions that he
could step in to assist and ALDERSON maintained he was
good.
TOTTENHAM boiled it down, advising that ALDERSON
placed himself in "the center of the universe" in BCLC AML
and then went around complaining that he was super busy in this
position but was not willing to "let it go" because he liked being
in "the center of the universe". TOTTENHAM shared in his
view ALDERSON liked the attention this brought and
considered it resume padding. He surmised, in part, this was
due to the fact he was earmarked for KROEKER's position
when he left.
TOTTENHAM maintained that when ALDERSON, during his
media interviews, claimed that he received push back at every
tum that was not true. TOTTENHAM advised there was only
one such incident, and he suspects ALDERSON will refer to it
during the inquiry, it was with Terry TOWNS when
ALDERSON was an investigator.
TOTTENHAM advised when Michael GRAYDON and Terry
TOWNS were one, two in the organization they started to see
the money flow into the casinos and it was a constant
conversation at their investigator meetings. There was a
constant theme of whether they should look closer. One of the
investigators, Mike HILLER, had a real bee in his bonnet over
this and would not let it go. He felt very strongly they should be
digging deeper with the patrons. TOTTENHAM advised they
were all ex cops, they all strongly suspected it had to be coming
from illegitimate means and they felt they had an obligation to
investigate it. GRAYDON and TOWNS believed if cash is
coming in and they don't know it is criminal and they don't
know anything untoward then it was fine to accept, it is a cash
business and the money supported the greater good. This was
the party line.
GRAYDON and TOWNS obtained a couple of professionals to
come in and tell everyone there was a possibility that all this
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money was being smuggled into Canada from China in luggage.
TOTTENHAM said this was what they were facing as
investigators, it was the nature of the beast. The government of
the day had no issue accepting large amounts of cash if they
could deny knowledge that it was criminal or tainted. This was
occurring late 2011, early 2012.
TOTTENHAM and KARLOVEC were focused on finding ways
to dig down to determine where these patrons were sourcing
their cash. TOTTENHAM advised that early on they had come
with a list of questions that they wished patrons to be asked as a
means of determining the source of their funds. This was shut
down by TOWNS. TOWNS was adamant that they take the
cash, this is what they do, this is a business and unless they
know (it's criminal) this is what they do.
TOTTENHAM told a story about ALDERSON interviewing a
patron surrounding his source of funds when he was an
investigator at the River Rock and TOWNS threatened
ALDERSON to never do this again or he would lose his job
after the patron complained. This sent a shock wave through the
investigative group.
TOTTENHAM advised he and KARLOVEC kept pushing for
the need to interview the patrons and with the new regime at the
helm, Brad DEMARAIS who had a very different attitude and
lots of money laundering experience, they were supported in
doing this along with getting the police involved. Interviewing
of patrons really took off and now it is one of the core
components of what they do, and they do a lot of them. They
get a ton of intel and it is great because they can inform the
police.
Early intel surrounded the MSBs, that were taking the Electronic
Fund Transfers over seas and using them to get rid of small bills
out of their stores and keeping the big bills for their cash
customers. They knew the MSB would come to the casino and
the small bills would be absorbed into stock for chips. This
explained the high increase in $20 bills and they know that
many of the MSBs were suspect.
TOTTENHAM later learned the MSBs were even worse then
they thought they were and they began de-risking them. They
understood this process, they understood there was underground
banking occurring and they knew some was coming from
criminal organizations. They took the matter to CFSEUBC and
were shut down, they took the matter to Richmond and were
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shut down and then finally they took it to FSOC and they
initiated an investigation and later got a charge (Epirate).
TOTTENHAM anticipated it would take investigators three
weeks to gather the evidence to confirm the criminality and this
is exactly what happened. During this time they were providing
lectures and attending countless meetings with industry partners
in Canada and the United States and they can't believe the
matters that they (BCLC) are putting in to play. ALDERSON
was the guy making these decisions, he was the one doing the
lectures, and in a room full of people he was outlining all the
cutting edge things they were doing. This all flies in the face of
his statements he is now making to the media. His position of
being suppressed by management all comes down to the one
incident ALDERSON had with TOWNS.
SKRINE confirmed that ALDERSON was an investigator at the
time of the TOWNS incident.
TOTTENHAM advised that at TOWNS' retirement, investigator
Mike HILLER confronted TOWNS over his inadequate
response to the criminality they had uncovered. The
conversation got nasty and it was a scene.
TOTTENHAM advised ifhe is called to testify at the inquiry it
could get nasty. Bottom line, at the time they were instructed to
accept the money if there wasn't absolute proof of criminality
and at the same time the position did not make sense.
TOTTENHAM advised they did not jump on it fast enough and
then when the JIN information surfaced and they (BCLC) began
to push it, law enforcement did not react soon enough. If they
would have reacted earlier, it would have been a game changer,
but they literally said it is not "sexy". One guy put it they were
used to guns, gangs, seizures, charges and weapons and they
weren't into civil forfeiture and proceeds of crime applications.
TOTTENHAM advised that law enforcement senior
management attempted to shut down E-Pirate when it was first
initiated. SKRINE clarified the file was handled by FSOC, not
CFSEUBC (SKRINE's background), so he wasn't aware of the
details.
SKRINE joked with TOTTENHAM that his providing a
statement seemed therapeutic for him.
SKRINE clarified that after TOWNS left, TOTTENHAM and
his team were successful in putting a Source of Funds
questionnaire into place but it wasn't at the level that GERMAN
later recommended.
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TOTTENHAM advised that he and KARLOVEC successfully
implemented a questionnaire and then began tracking the results
on a spreadsheet. Soon they had 40-50 names on the list and
they began to consider cash conditions on these people. The
message to these people was they did not believe the source of
funds were legitimate, so they were going to put them on
conditions and then they began tracking these people on a
separate list.
TOTTENHAM said they began looking at house wives and
students, because they were getting a lot of patrons identifying
as such and through conditions they were told that the source of
funds and source of wealth would have to be proven and if they
didn't follow through they would be banned from gaming
province wide.
TOTTENHAM advised they ended up with three different
spread sheets, source of funds/source of wealth concerns, cash
conditions, students/house wives. The first person they put on
cash conditions was Shia GAO, in July, 2015, and he was the
biggest player in BC at the time. TOTTENHAM advised GAO
was bringing in million dollar bank drafts at the time. SKRINE
confirmed there was no push back from senior management at
the time.
TOTTENHAM anticipated push back and there was none. He
was congratulated for his efforts internally. TOTTENHAM
advised at the time they had identified three potential loan
sharks, JIN, Jack QUINN and Quoc TAM. TOTTENHAM
advised that at the time they thought TAM worked for JIN but it
turned out TAM was way above.
SKRINE confirmed that TOTTENHAM and his fellow
investigators felt a level of push back from management at
BCLC during TOWNS and GRAYDON's tenure but in his
AML role while working for DEMARAIS, KROEKER and
LIGHTBODY he never received push pack on any initiative
they wished to employee or any investigative follow up they
wished to execute.
TOTTENHAM advised ifhe would have met that resistance or
ALDERSON would have received that direction and shared with
him he would have "lost his nut".
TOTTENHAM advised that of the 673 patrons they currently
have on cash conditions, the majority of them are all their top
players. TOTTENHAM advised that if one reviewed a graph of
the individuals on cash conditions from 2015 to today, one
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would see steady growth and any direction to ease up, if
followed, would show on this graph because of the significant
number of patrons added each month.
SKRINE asked TOTTENHAM directly if KROEKER ever told
him to ease up on cash conditions, even in gest, and
TOTTENHAM answered emphatically "never".
SKRINE exposed the fact he had interview ALDERSON and
outlined the account that he had provided suggesting
KROEKER had made the alleged statement and he was present.
TOTTENHAM remained adamant this did not happen.
SKRINE referred to Chinese New Year in 2017 as the potential
period this occurred to add context. TOTTENHAM remained
adamant it never happened and added that with Chinese New
Year approaching at the time of the Source of Funds
implementation in 2018 they were rushed to get it into play
because of the number of seasonal players that would be
attending the cash they would bring. They wanted to get the
message out and be very proactive so that they could suppress
the problem effectively. If they didn't, they anticipated at the
point they tried to prevent the cash from coming in the players
who had accessed this level of cash would find other ways to get
it into the casinos. They wanted to send a message.
SKRINE asked TOTTENHAM to ascertain if he had any notes
surrounding the STR meetings in question. TOTTENHAM
committed to looking.
AKIN asked if TOTTENHAM experienced a situation as
described would he remember it and would he have made notes
and TOTTENHAM confirmed "yes" to both questions.
SKRINE asked TOTTENHAM if he would have felt
comfortable confronting KROEKER ifhe had said something
like that. TOTTENHAM explained that when KROEKER
shared an opinion he was usually pretty adamant about it and it
was usually grounded in his legal interpretation so he was
difficult to move off the point. However, ifhe approached him
with an alternate point of view a couple days later he would
usually agree because it was less confrontational.
TOTTENHAM confirmed he would have confronted
KROEKER in this way potentially.
TOTTENHAM went further to advise if KROEKER provided
that direction and brought that to his staff there would have been
a revolt.
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AKIN asked TOTTENHAM how he felt when it was exposed
that ALDERSON had leaked information to COOPER.
TOTTENHAM admitted this was a sore point with him because
when the information broke and it was unclear who had
provided the information, he spent countless hours of his own
time at ALDERSON's request to try and suss out the source.
Then later finding out it was ALDERSON himself that had
provided information to COOPER. He was not impressed.
TOTTENHAM advised during this period ALDERSON even
indicated it was Len MEILLEUR from GPEB.
TOTTENHAM advised he did know at one point that he had
met COOPER through ACAMS because ALDERSON was the
western Canadian president for ACAMS.
TOTTENHAM advised even worse when ALDERSON was
released and they weren't given any information he approached
KROEKER and expressed concern over how ALDERSON was
treated and he plead for permission to meet with ALDERSON
but was denied by KROEKER and was told the truth would
soon come out.

SKRINE and AKIN conducted an audio recorded interview of Bal
BAMRA inside DeBRUYKERE's office at BCLC HQ. The interview
was initiated at 1131 hours and concluded at 1200 hours. The following
is a synopsis of the interview (for a detailed account one must review
the audio recording);
•
•

•
•

•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

SKRINE and BAMRA had a general conversation to open and
SKRINE set some ground rules for the interview.
AKIN clarified that BAMRA was not the subject of the
investigation being conducted. This was important to
understand in relation to her registration as a gaming worker.
BAMRA clarified that she was currently the manager of AML
Intelligence.
SKRINE asked BAMRA what she felt the purpose of the
interview was. BAMRA advised it was to find out if
KROEKER had instructed them to hold off on anti-money
laundering measures.
SKRINE then provided the details of the anonymous complaint
received that initiated the investigation. He then asked BAMRA
to provide a history of her employment and reflect on any
conversations that she feels is relevant to the issue at hand.
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BAMRA advised she has been with BCLC for 21 years. She
started as a gaming control manager when BCLC first took over
casinos in 1998. Then she was a gaming specialist and then a
casino side operations manager. Then she was a bingo regional
manager and then when they combined she became the casino
and bingo regional manager. In 2015 she left the casino side of
the operations and moved over to the money laundering unit.
She went from trying to make money to we can't take your
money. In 2016, the LCS went through an org change and she
became the manager of AML Intelligence and took over the
analytics unit.
SKRINE then asked BAMRA if anything came to mind and she
said no. She did clarify, based on the information she was
provided, that they did have regular STR meetings involving the
people mentioned in the complaint. They would discuss reports
submitted and patrons that were in question. BAMRA said the
conversation provided by the complainant never happened. She
advised if it had her and TOTTENHAM, who are very tight and
work closely together, would have gone back to their desks and
said what the hell was that. They never did, the conversation
never happened.
SKRINE advised BAMRA he was aware that the media had
reached out to her about the allegation. She advised it was
pretty cryptic when it came in because she was away on
holidays. When it came in, she reached out to DeBRUYKERE
and he filled her in. With context the message made more sense
but it never happened. She would never respond to the media
but there was nothing to share. SKRINE just wanted to clarify
that the media never got the information from GPEB in case she
was worried this was the case.
SKRINE explored with BAMRA further if KROEKER had ever
shared information like what was provided by the complainant,
even in jest and she responded no. BAMRA advised they had
always enjoyed support from KROEKER and the rest of the
executive on any strategies they wished to implement.
SKRINE explored further, considering the fact BAMRA
admitted the shift in thinking from her previous roles as a money
maker to her current role where revenue can be negatively
impacted, if management had ever questioned the actions they
wished to take. BAMRA advised management would challenge
them to ensure they were complying with privacy laws and
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FIPPA, etc but never with a focus on ensuring greater revenue
generation.
AKIN then asked BAMRA if there was ever a situation where
even though official policy stated they take affirmative action
the unwritten rule was they looked at things with less scrutiny.
BAMRA denied that was ever the case.
SKRINE asked BAMRA what she deduced when considering all
the currency entering the casino in 2015 when she first started
her role in AML. In 2015, BAMRA explained that she was left
outside of the circle when she first came to the unit. She further
explained that she was approached by ALDERSON as her direct
supervisor when she first started that she was not going to be
provided access to shared drives where all the information was
housed because she had come in from an outside unit.
ALDERSON claimed he had been told that he had to hire her.
BAMRA advised she had to prove herself and she was really put
through the ringer in the first 6 months. BAMRA was very
emotional about this time in the unit.
BAMRA explained that it was a very difficult time because she
came into an environment of ex-cops and it was "a boys club",
she was kept out of the investigations. They started dialing her
in about a year later after she approached ALDERSON and
advised that he might as well remove her from the unit because
he was not using her to her full potential. She was only working
on cash conditions and they took a long time to implement so
there were other things she could offer to the unit.
ALDERSON began trusting her and encouraged her to stay.
Then in 2016 she took over the analytics unit in the restructure.
In 2015 she would only get snippets. ALDERSON admitted
that he hadn't been fair to BAMRA because she wasn't a cop.
The other reason she was kept out of the loop is because
DEMARAIS had introduced her as a key player in a cooperative
effort with GPEB and ALDERSON didn't trust that.
BAMRA advised her relationship with ALDERSON improved
but he would still make offhanded comments to her that she
shouldn't tell her husband. No one else was being singled out
and told they shouldn't tell their spouses.
SKRINE asked BAMRA what her relationship was like with
KROEKER and she advised it was very good. In fact, she had
shared the negative culture that existed in his work environment
without naming names and he was very sympathetic and assured
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her he would look into any matters she brought to his attention
because he would not tolerate the described behavior.
BAMRA advised that KROEKER always treated her like an
equal.
SKRINE again confirmed that nothing had come to mind.
BAMRA confirmed this. SKRINE then shared the information
shared by ALDERSON and gave greater context to the alleged
comments.
BAMRA was adamant this never happened. She shared that she
went back to her notes when the article was published in the
paper at July on this subject. She takes immaculate notes and in
the case of the STR meetings she transcribed all her notes into
the meeting minutes. Upon review she could not find any notes
that supported the comments published.
SKRINE asked BAMRA if she could provide her notes. She
advised she would scan what she had but the notes surrounding
the STR meetings were placed in the meeting minutes.
SKRINE and AKIN further probed if there were any similar
conversations. BAMRA advised she racked her brain and she
would remember if a conversation such as this had occurred.
BAMRA was adamant it didn't happen. BAMRA also
confirmed if the conversation had taken place she definitely
would have documented it to cover herself.
BAMRA maintained they had never received any resistance and
all the programs they had implemented were on an upswing.

SKRINE spoke with Nicole WU. She advised that through further
inquiries she determined that she requested ALDERSON's notebooks
on February 20 th , 2019 from their records department and received them
on February 25 th , 2019. When she received them she confirmed there
was 9 notebooks. She then turned them over to KROEKER. SKRINE
asked WU to provide a detailed account of her findings via email. She
later provided the following;
Cary,
Please kindly find the timeline and details of Ross Alderson's
notebooks whereabouts as below:
January 10, 2018 - nine (9) notebooks of Ross Alderson (found left in
his office) were sent to Records Management department in BCLC
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records storage;
Sometime in February 2019 - the nine (9) notebooks were ordered by
Rob Kroeker to be retrieved from Records Management;
February 25, 2019 - the nine (9) notebooks were received by Nicole
Wu at BCLC Vancouver office in a sealed security pouch and all
counted in good order. They were given to Rob Kroeker immediately
after. Rob mentioned to Nicole that he would have AML team read
through the notebooks.
Sometime between May and June 2019 Bal Bamra returned the
notebooks in a plastic bag to Nicole. Rob instructed that the notebooks
should be locked in security filing cabinet. The notebooks were locked
away by Nicole immediately in the security filing cabinet while still in
the same plastic bag.
Sometimes in August 2019 Kevin deBruyckere inquired about the
notebooks with Nicole. Nicole went together with Kevin to the locked
filing cabinet and took the notebooks out (in the same plastic bag) and
they were given to Kevin.
Let me know if you may have further questions.
Best regards,
Nicole
DeBRUYKERE was cc'd on the email and later advised he was
initiating an internal investigation in order to locate the notebook. He
surmised the notebook could be with the other documents held by legal
surrounding the leak of information to the media.
2019-09-13

BAMRA emailed SKRINE to advise that she had searched for possible
notes and confirmed that the only notes she retained had been
transcribed onto the meeting minutes for each STR meeting. She then
discarded the written version.

2019-09-25

At 1133 hours, SKRINE contacted ALDERSON to update him on the
status of the investigation. The following was shared;
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SKRINE advised ALDERSON he reviewed his notes and could
not find any notes that corroborated his account.
SKRINE advised that both BAMRA and TOTTENHAM
adamantly denied that the conversation with KROEKER ever
occurred.
SKRINE advised he reviewed BAMRA's notes (captured in the
meeting minutes) and he was awaiting word from
TOTTENHAM on his notes.
SKRINE advised he reviewed the meeting minutes for the STR
meetings in and around Chinese New Year in 20 I 7 and there
were no notations supporting ALDERSON's account of events.
ALDERSON expressed disappointment and suggested BAMRA
and TOTTENHAM were lying possibly out of pressure from
BCLC. ALDERSON was especially surprised by
TOTTENHAM.
SKRINE shared that TOTTENHAM spoke highly of
ALDERSON and ALDERSON's relationship with KROEKER.
There wasn't an identifiable reason for TOTTENHAM to lie
about the incident.
SKRINE shared and reflected on the fact he had previously
shared that his opinion didn't matter. The case facts needed to
speak for themselves and outside of his account and the account
of an anonymous complainant, there was no other evidence to
support his claim.
SKRINE clarified that he was providing an interim update at this
time, that he had another interview to conduct next week and
more records to review. SKRINE committed to providing a
final update.
ALDERSON again expressed deep disappointment and shared
that he had an inquiry to get ready for (Cullen Inquiry on Money
Laundering) and he really hoped he would get an idea of what
he was walking in to. ALDERSON advised SKRINE that
KROEKER would be coming after GPEB. SKRINE
acknowledged this may be the case and that if mud slinging
occurred that would be an unfortunate reality of the inquiry.
SKRINE shared that he hoped the inquiry would produce
constructive advice, so the industry was never again in the
predicament of the past.
ALDERSON inquired with SKRINE if any other information
had surfaced about him. SKRINE attempted to flesh out what
ALDERSON was focused on. ALDERSON again focused on
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the inquiry and indicated he hoped to gain insight into what he
was going to be facing.
SKRINE shared that TOTTENHAM and BAMRA shared the
same cultural view on BCLC that he had. They shared that in
the AML role neither ALDERSON, TOTTENHAM, nor
BAMRA ever received resistance from BCLC Sr. Management
of the day (KROEKER, DEMARAIS, LIGHTBODY) on the
strategies they wished to implement. They spoke highly of the
support received regardless of the negative financial impact their
strategies had on revenue.
SKRINE shared that TOTTENHAM and BAMRA both advised
that if Sr. Management did stand in the way of an initiative, they
felt was required to maintain the integrity of the industry that
ALDERSON, TOTTENHAM and BAMRA would stand up and
not tolerate it. They were all passionate about their role.
ALDERSON confirmed this was truly the case and they did
have management support, therefore the one comment made by
KROEKER stood out.
SKRINE again advised there was nothing independent that was
identified to support his claim, including his notes.
ALDERSON again maintained that he had made notes in his day
book. SKRINE asked ALDERSON to describe his day books
and confirmed that the items ALDERSON described were the
same items reviewed by him and AKIN.
ALDERSON asked if any of his notes were missing and
SKRINE advised the only notebook he was not able to review
was the last notebook he produced prior to his release. SKRINE
shared it was his belief based on discussions with BCLC that
this notebook may be in the possession of legal because they
retained everything that related to the leak of information that
was ultimately attributed to him. SKRINE advised this
notebook fell outside of the relevant dates provided to him but
there were continuing efforts to confirm it's location and review.
ALDERSON did not suggest the missing notebook had
relevance to this matter.
SKRINE shared that he recently read that ALDERSON and
three others were to participate in oral hearings in front of the
Cullen Commission in order to establish standing. ALDERSON
advised he has managed to arrange for a private vs public
hearing on the issue. He was pleased this would give him an
opportunity to say his piece but was second guessing whether he
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truly wanted to testify at the public inquiry at this stage or just
put the matter behind him.
SKRINE again committed to providing another update when the
investigation was complete. ALDERSON thanked him for his
efforts.

2019-09-26

SKRINE followed up with TOTTENHAM to inquire if had located any
relevant notes and he advised he did not keep any notes in relation to
these meetings and found no notes of relevance in and around the
meetings

2019-09-30

SKRINE conducted a telephone interview with Kevin SWEENEY from
I 000 hours to I 020 hours this date. Purpose of the interview was to
discuss ALDERSON's claim that he had shared KROEKER's comment
with SWEENEY after they had been made. SKRINE also wished to
explore the investigation launched into the late night access of the AML
unit that had been launched by LIGHTBODY to obtain any background
information. The following information was shared during the
conversation;
•
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•

•

•

•
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SKRINE shared general conversation with SWEENEY and then
shared the background on the allegation that had been received.
SKRINE asked SWEENEY if ALDERSON had ever shared a
comment of this nature with him. SWEENEY denied this ever
happened.
SWEENEY advised the only thing that came to mind was
KROEKER's request on behalfofhimself and DEMARAIS that if
they were taking any investigation or AML actions against VVIP
players that they wished a heads up. SWEENEY explained this was
not so they could interfere or scrutinize the measures taken but rather
so they could prepare to defend the measures taken with the rest of the
executive who would sometimes question the actions because of the
revenue impact. SWEENEY described their intent as supportive to
their role.
SWEENEY and ALDERSON were present together for the noted
conversation and at no time did he recall ALDERSON sharing
direction received from KROEKER at an STR meeting that gave him
pause.
SWEENEY offered to review his notes to determine ifhe was missing
anything and SKRINE asked ifhe could review from late 2016 to
October, 2017, when ALDERSON left the organization
SWEENEY did complain to him at some time during his tenure that
the information he had provided for presentations made by
KROEKER was not being presented as it was intended but he did not
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provide him any specifics on the reasons for his concerns. He recalled
this comment being made in passing after one of the events they had
attended.
SKRINE asked SWEENEY ifhe recalled sharing with ALDERSON,
after he had departed, that there had been a late night alarm or late
night entry into the AML unit and it was being investigated on the
request of LIGHTBODY. SWEENEY did not recall ever having this
conversation with ALDERSON
SWEENEY explained he had provided emails to DeBRUYKERE
surrounding an internal audit that had been ordered by LIGHTBODY
after ALDERSON had departed and it related to the leak of
information. He didn't know the exact concern as he wasn't involved
in the audit decisions, but he thought it related to the desire to ensure
ALDERSON was the only one that had leaked the information
received by the media.
SWEENEY confirmed he would review his notes and advise SKRINE
if he had any notes of relevance or any other information to share.

SWEENEY later messaged to advise he had reviewed his notes and had
no notations of a conversation with ALDERSON surrounding the
alleged comment made by KROEKER or the audit.
2019-10-01

SKRINE followed up with DeBRUYKERE to obtain an update on his
internal investigation into the location of ALDERSON's last notebook.
DeBRUYKERE advised he had confirmed that Nicole WU had counted
all nine notebooks when she received them from records on request
from KROEKER. BAMRA had advised that when she received the
notebooks for review in relation to the leaked information, there were
only 8 notebooks and she just assumed the last notebook had been
retained by ALDERSON. She did not realize there was supposed to be
9 notebooks in the package she received. DeBRUYKERE advised he
still had to follow up with legal and believed there was still a good
chance they retained the notebook and all relevant information
surrounding the leak because of the potential liability the organization
was exposed to through ALDERSON's actions. DeBRUYKERE
advised he had a meeting lined up soon and would follow up with
SKRINE once complete.

2019-10-03

SKRINE copied the DVD, scanned the rough notes from the
ALDERSON, TOTTENHAM, BAMRA interviews and a copy of the
STR meeting notes reviewed on 2019-09-12 into the electronic file.
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2019-10-11

Yesterday, SKRINE reached out to DeBRUYKERE to determine ifhe
had any update on the missing notebook. He advised he had not
uncovered any new information but had identified contacts with
Kamloops records and would be following up. SKRINE expressed an
interest in interviewing KROEKER and asked DeBRUYKERE ifhe
could assist in making contact. DeBRUYKERE advised he would
reach out and have KROEKER contact SKRINE.
At 2330 hours, last night, KROEKER sent an email to SKRINE asking
what he would like. SKRINE sent an email today offering KROEKER
an opportunity to participate in an interview.

2019-10-14

On this date, KROEKER responded to SKRINE's request for an
interview. He was not willing to participate in a face to face interview
but was willing to answer questions in writing. He advised;
HiCary
I appreciate you making contact. I am certainly willing to assist with
GPEB's inquiries.
Given the Commission ofInquiry into money laundering now underway,
and the publication of all manner of information in the media in regard
to the matter you are now investigating, I need to make sure there is no
opportunity for further miscommunication, misunderstanding or
misinterpretation of anything I say. I am certain you can appreciate
the current situation and climate.
I ask that you please submit any questions you have of me in writing in
a Word document. I will then provide written responses to your
inquiries and I will commit to doing so on a timely basis. If there is
material you think would help inform my responses, please include that
with your questions so that I might review it before providing responses.
It is regrettable that we have to proceed in this manner, but given the
way this matter has unfolded there really is little other choice.
I trust you will find this satisfactory.
Regards,
Rob Kroeker
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SKRINE responded with;

Rob,
Thanks for your response. I had hoped to share a bit more background
into the investigation in person but understand you position and your
concerns.
I have interviewed all other parties named in this allegation or
identified during the course of this investigation. I have also reviewed
individual's notes, meeting minutes and relevant data captured during
the time period in question. I am satisfied that no improper action was
taken as a result. It's an unfortunate reality that words can be twisted
and context can be lost in matters such as this. It has been my goal to
nail down what was said, the intent behind what was said, and the
context within which it was said. Please take time to reflect before
responding.
It is also my understanding from talking to others that notes taken
during your tenure with BCLC are considered corporate property. Any
assistance you can provide in identifying the location ofyour notes
would be greatly appreciated.
Hope all is well.
Cary
He then provided a pure version question for KROEKER to respond to;

1)

Our investigation has revealed that during your tenure as the
Chief Compliance Officer for BCLC, you held regular meetings
(referred to by some as STR meetings) with your AML team. It
is alleged that during one of these meetings, in anticipation of
an uptick in business, you instructed your Director ofAML,
Ross Alderson, and AML staff members Daryl Tottenham and
Bal Bamra to ease up on cash conditions and slow down the
process of targeting suspicious buy ins. Tell me about these
comments and the context within which they were shared.

SKRINE is awaiting a response.
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2019-10-21

On this date, SKRINE received KROEKER's response through his
lawyer, Marie HENEIN. The following information was provided (for
a detailed account of the information provided one should review the
letter dated this date from Henein Hutchison LLP Barristers - Kroeker 20191021 - Ltr to C Skrine_GPEB.pdf);
•

•

•

Investigator: Cary Skrine

With respect to the comments attributed to KROEKER, Ms.
HENEIN advise that he did not give, and has not given, that
instruction to anyone. She therefore cannot shed light on the
context or provide any details.
In respect of the "STR meetings", Ms. HENEIN advised as
follows. Upon taking on the role of Chief Compliance Officer
for BCLC in September 2015, KROEKER conducted a general
review of programs, processes and procedures - across all
program areas falling within his purview, including anti-money
laundering. He noted there was no formalized procedure for the
periodic review and assessment of the operational anti-money
laundering controls, and transaction reporting. Accordingly,
KROEKER directed ALDERSON, BAMRA and
TOTTENHAM (collectively the AML Management Team), to
set monthly meetings for the three of them and him, to provide a
routinely scheduled and structured review of anti-money
laundering operations, and specifically to review transaction
reporting, trends, and identify issues or matters requiring more
detailed attention, inquiry or response.
BAMRA and TOTTENHAM were responsible for setting the
date and time of the monthly meetings in coordination with
KROEKER's Administrative Assistant, Mrs. Nicole WU.
BAMRA and TOTTENHAM were also responsible for building
each meeting agenda (any items beyond standing items),
preparing analytical information, charts and graphs, as well as
any other material for discussion or attention. They had
complete freedom to create the agenda and there were no filters
or screens placed on what could be put on the agenda. BAMRA
and TOTTENHAM were also responsible for taking any needed
notes during the meeting and capturing any matters that required
follow up or action. In this regard, BAMRA and TOTTENHAM
were responsible for creating any corporate records that were
appropriate and necessary in relation to these meetings.
ALDERSON was responsible for supervision of this work and
ensuring all matters and materials needed for each meeting were
prepared and ready in a timely manner.
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•

•

•
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Ms. HENEIN advised there was one occurrence of which
KROEKER became aware - that occurred prior to KROEKER' s
tenure at BCLC - where a member of BCLC's AML
management directed AML and Investigations personnel not to
take action in accordance with BCLC's anti-money laundering
controls. In 2015, BCLC AML and Investigations personnel had
the authority to make inquiries in regard to conducting due
diligence on casino customers, including conducting inquiries
into a customer's source of wealth and source of funds. This
compliance personnel had authority to refuse a transaction or put
a customer on restrictions that prohibited the customer from
using cash for casino transactions or ban them completely from
coming into BC casinos. After KROEKER took up his position
at BCLC, AML and Investigations staff brought to his attention
that on Thursday, May 14, 2015, ALDERSON wrote an email to
all BCLC AML personnel and the managers responsible for
BCLC's Investigations Unit, giving direction to them that
removed their independent ability to refuse transactions or to
place a customer on restrictions. In that email, ALDERSON
endorsed requesting further employment clarification and noting
it on a player's iTrak profile, and having a discussion regarding
whether a player should be interviewed, but he cautioned against
suspending, barring or putting conditions on any of the VIP
players "which may impact revenue" before discussing the
matter with himself and Kevin SWEENEY. In that same email,
ALDERSON went on to instruct those staff reporting to him that
this matter was not to be discussed via email.
Staff advised KROEKER that, in addition to the email,
ALDERSON in conversation made it clear to them that they
were no longer permitted to refuse any transaction or place
conditions on a customer and if they had concerns about a
customer, they were to discuss it with him.
Upon learning of this direction to staff, KROEKER gave followup direction to ALDERSON and the AML Unit, that the AML
staff and any Investigator had full and unconditional authority to
refuse any transaction or to place any customer on transaction
restrictions, or ban a customer where they felt it was warranted.
From September 2015 onwards, the number of customers placed
on cash restrictions, banned, and the number of transactions
refused by AML and investigations staff increased dramatically.
BCLC has quantified data and an evidenced-based trending
analysis that will substantiate these results.
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•

With respect to ALDERSON's email of May 14, 2015, BCLC
will have a copy on its servers. If the original email cannot be
located, Ms. HENEIN advised that KROEKER saved a copy of
this email on his personal drive (Z Drive) on the BCLC system,
and the email would have the document date and be labeled:
"Ross Alderson to AML team - hold off on cash conditions".
The current Director of the AML Unit at BCLC, Mr. Kevin
DeBRUYKERE, with assistance from Mrs. WU, should be able
to locate and provide SKRINE with a copy of this email as Mrs.
WU always had access to the records KROEKER compiled
when at BCLC.

2019-10-23

SKRINE followed up with DeBRUYKERE with an 86( 1) GM Request
seeking the email referenced in KROEKER's response.

2019-10-24

DeBRUYKERE responded to the GM Request and provided a copy of
the email correspondence referred to by KROEKER.
From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:49 PM
To: AML <
Kris Gade <
Bruno Gatto
<
Subject: VVIP Players and sanctions
Hi Guys,
I have been following the email chains over last couple of days regarding
some of the actions of the VVIP
players.
I have no concerns about requesting further employment clarification and
noting it on a player's iTrak
profile, nor having the Investigations Management and AML Specialist jointly
discussing whether a
player should be interviewed, so Investigators can then be provided with that
instruction.
However in the absence of any written escalation procedures right now,
before we contemplate
suspending, barring or putting conditions on any of the VVIP players which
may impact revenue (similar
to GAO} please bring Kevin and myself into the loop in the form of arranging a
teleconference or
preferably a joint meeting so we can get an overall picture.
Ultimately we will have to brief Brad. Being mindful that email is not always
the best method of
communication in these sensitive matters lest it be misinterpreted.
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I would classify any player who has $SOOK+ of buy in's as a VVIP player which
is consistent with our AML
documentation.
Many thanks
Ross Alderson CAMS
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
C
F
T

2019-10-25

ALDERSON contacted SKRINE on today's date and requested an
update on the investigation. SKRINE contacted ALDERSON by phone
and shared the results of his interview with SWEENEY and his written
interview with KROEKER and response from his attorney. SKRINE
shared the content of the above email that had been referenced by
KROEKER and, although it's relevance to this investigation was
questionable, gave ALDERSON an opportunity to respond.
ALDERSON speculated that the message was sent at a time when he
was trying to establish protocol and process. ALDERSON explained
that there was a lack of coordination in their response. ALDERSON
asked that SKRINE share the message with him and he offered to
provide a written response. SKRINE sent the body of the message to
ALDERSON on this date.

2019-10-25

On this date, ALDERSON responded to SKRINE's inquiry. The
following information was provided;
Hi Cary,
Obviously this was 4 and a halfyears ago and I don't have access to my
notes but here is my recollection.
I believe GAO is referencing Jia GAO who was denied
gaming privileges because of concerns that immerged regarding his
background. He may in fact be the first person that was placed on cash
conditions in April of 2015. (According to the BCLC cash condition list
on BCLC.com there was one individual around April 14,2015)
At the time of this email I was Director for about two weeks and was
managing both the Playnow Investigations and supervising the AML
team. My recollection is that GAO was denied a lottery retailer licence
(GPEB may have intel on that)and there was other information that
came to light which made him unsuitable. This then included a casino
ban.
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As GAO was a big casino patron rated as a 'VVIP' his banning was a
big deal at the time. I believe he was a regular patron at the River Rock
so that likely had a significant impact for them and I believe Great
Canadian were very upset by the decision. More so because they were
not provided with much detail or rationale for the ban. I believe that
the term 'VVIP' was defined by BCLC at the time by players who
regularly bought in for around 500K so that's probably why I reference
that threshold in my email around 'documentation. ' (I do recall a power
point produced by the AML group prior to my appointment as Director
which has a pie chart with 'VVIP "players buy ins.)
When I became Director in May 2015 there was no formal process to
interview players. BCLC Investigations created a document in 2015
which I signed off on but the interview protocol and process for cash
conditions wasn't established until around August/sept 2015 after my
meeting with RCMP in July re; Paul JIN and ePirate. Bruno, Daryl and
Kris put that interview document together.
I recall when I became Director I was asked by Brad Desmarais to
ensure any AML decisions regarding high value players were run by
him as it impacted revenue and he had to have those discussions with
the Service Provider as it ultimately impacted their bottom line. That
wasn 't at all interference by Brad but rather he wanted to be able to
provide an explanation, to Great Canadian and River Rock in
particular, a sound evidence based decision on why their customer was
banned. I think that was entirely reasonable. It was also a case that I
was brand new in the role and I think Brad wanted to ensure I was
making sensible decisions. In a short period in time Brad trusted me to
make those decisions myself and communicate directly with the Service
Provider.
Again going off my recollection I think my reference to keeping off
email was that for GAO there was an email chain between the AML
specialist (TOTTENHAM) and the investigators that was likely
inappropriate. It may have had references to criminal associations or
allegations that were not substantiated. You may be able to retrieve
those emails. I do recall myself and Kevin specifically talking about
that. Kevin was responsible for the Investigations Division at that time.
I recall Kevin, Kris GADE and Bruno GATTO complaining to me that
the AML Specialist was instructing the investigators to make decisions
when he was not their supervisor. If someone was being banned it was
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necessary for both the AML team and the Investigations team to know.
The investigators in particular were in the casinos and often bore the
brunt of questions from the service provider so it was important they
were informed as were their management team. This was really an issue
with the BCLC Corporate Security structure at the time and was one of
the reasons we restructured the division in 2016 and I took over the
Investigations group and I made Daryl a manager. The AML
investigators then reported directly to him and it worked much
smoother. I do recall talking to Daryl TOTTENHAM about being
careful on what he put on email in light that anything could be FOI'ed
and Daryl had a tendency to put stuff in emails containing
unsubstantiated allegations, comments and statements that could be
misinterpreted. I believe the GAO email chain was probably an example
of that.
In summary I believe my email was to the team to say: essentially ifyou
are going to make a decision please loop Kevin SWEENEY and I in as
we have to provide rationale to Brad who then has to have that
conversation with GCGC. I believe the GAO ban was relatively ad hoe,
involved poor communication and created a number of headaches. The
process which I later established in 2015 involved Investigators
escalating players of concern to AML Specialist (Daryl) who then made
a recommendation of banning etc. I ultimately then made the decision
as it was generally up to me and/or Brad to communicate that to the
service Provider. Kevin was also looped in as he was responsible for
Compliance and Investigations and he also needed to inform his team.
Kevin and I wanted to insure that we had an evidence based approach
to decision making and we could not be accused by the service provider
of making "rogue" decisions. There was certainly a feeling at the time
that the service provider had little respect for the BCLC Compliance
folks so we wanted to make sure we came from a solid position and they
were way more comfortable with a Director making decisions that
impacted their bottom line than a manager or investigator. Through
2015 in particular you will note that all the directives around cash bans
came from me (The emails from Aug 5 and Sept 11 which Cc'ed GPEB
are examples) However as the AML program evolved through 20152017 I passed the "cash ban" decision making responsibility on to the
Manager for AML, which was Daryl when he was promoted in
2016. By that time the cash conditions program was well and truly
established so generally there was no puhback from the sevice provider.
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There were quarterly AML/Compliance meetings established in 2015
with service providers to ensure they were aware that players would be
cash banned. Of note myself (and Brad) met with KROEKER and
Terrence DOYLE in late July/early August 2015 to inform them we
were going to cash ban players due to ePirate. We told them Police had
established a link between proceeds of crime and casino buy ins and
that we would be cash banning players. Both KROEKER and DOYLE
stated they were supportive
That is about all I can recall. It is pretty ironic that the lawyer would
point to this as some sort of evidence of misdoing from me considering
it was generally Great Canadian (including KROEKER) who
challenged BCLC on AML decisions. I would also point you to my
internal BCLC report ofSept 8, 2015 to KROEKER containing a
number of recommendations which were not implemented. That
document is now in the public arena having been FOI'ed and quoted in
the media repeatedly.

Feel free to contact me ifyou need any clarification or have any further
concerns
Regards
Ross
SKRINE is of the opinion ALDERSON has provided a reasonable
explanation for his email correspondence and the original
correspondence falls short of indicating that ALDERSON was
inappropriately interfering with the investigator's actions.
2019-11-01

On this date, ALDERSON forwarded further correspondence to
SKRINE, he continued relevant to the earlier inquiry;

Hi Cary,
As an additional follow up to the email obtained by Mr. Kroeker's
lawyer I think this is relevant too for context considering he was head of
compliance for GCGC at the time. I was not at the November 2014
meeting referenced in the report but Global obtained the notes. I am
sure this media report and the 10 month gap before the cash conditions
program officially started in August 2015 will form part of the
conversation for the casino piece of the public inquiry.
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What I also find interesting is that I have requested a number of my own
emails from bclc through FOI and they have not been forthcoming.
Regards
Ross
https:Ilglobalnews.ea/news/ 4905 610/river-rock-casino-paul-king-;in/
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Upon review SKRINE did not find this information relevant to his
investigation into KROEKER's actions as alleged by the anonymous
complainant in this matter.
20191128

SKRINE contacted TOTTENHAM, BAMRA and SWEENEY to advise
them of the results of this investigation.
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2019-11-29

On this date, DeBRUYKERE confirmed their efforts to locate
ALDERSON's missing notebook had been exhausted. The notebook
has not been located;

RE: Ross Alderson Notebook- 2017
Cary ...
Further to our discussions on the number of notebooks reviewed by
GPEB pursuant to the Section 86 Request ofInformation provided to
BCLC, this confirms that BCLC is in possession of eight of Ross
Alderson 's notebooks. As noted in the attached document, nine
notebooks were removed from Alderson 's office, including three ending
in dates in 2017. There are now two notebooks ending in 2017.
Searches were conducted in both Vancouver and Kamloops offices with
negative results. Feel free to give me a call ifyou require additional
information.
Kevin
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Considering the facts provided by ALDERSON, SKRINE is satisfied
the missing notebook falls outside of the date range in question and
therefore the content would not be materially relevant to this
investigation.
2019-12-20

SKRINE left a message with ALDERSON to advise his investigation
had been concluded.
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Conclusion: On February 21 si, 2019 an anonymous complaint was
received alleging that KROEKER had counselled BCLC AML staff "to
ease up on the bclc cash conditions on players and slow down the
process of targeting suspicious buy ins". No time period or context was
provided in the complaint and the anonymous complainant refused to
meet with SKRINE to provide further detail. The matter was closed
soon after. On June 18, 2019, it came to light through correspondence
between ALDERSON and Associate Deputy Minister SCOTT, that
ALDERSON was aware of the anonymous complaint and questioned
the government response to a related FOI request made by Sam
COOPER. As a result, SKRINE reopened the inquiry and attempted,
once again, to contact the anonymous complainant to no avail.
SKRINE then reached out to ALDERSON and he agreed to provide a
witness statement.
ALDERSON corroborated the information provided by the anonymous
complainant. He added that; i) he felt the conversation occurred around
Chinese New Year in 2017 during a regular STR meeting, ii) BAMRA
and TOTTENHAM approached him after the meeting seeking further
direction and he advised to make no changes to their practices and to
document the matter in their notes, iii) he noted the conversation in his
notebook, iv) he discussed the conversation with SWEENEY, and v) no
action was taken and no other conversations of this nature were had
with KROEKER or any other member of the management team at
BCLC. ALDERSON maintained that, outside of this one conversation,
he never received any internal resistance to any AML program
implementation or action his team wished to take.
SKRINE and AKIN examined ALDERSON's notes for the time period
in question and could not find any notations corroborating
ALDERSON's recollection. They interviewed TOTTENHAM and
BAMRA and they denied the conversation ever took place. Neither
party had any notes reflecting the comments. A review of the meeting
minutes for the STR meetings in this period also failed to produce any
corroborative evidence. SKRINE interviewed SWEENEY and he had
no recollection of ALDERSON sharing the information with him. He
also confirmed he had never received direction of this nature from any
of the Executive at BCLC during his tenure.
SKRINE solicited a written statement from KROEKER on this matter.
Through his counsel, KROEKER denied making the statements
attributed to him.
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All avenues of inquiry have been exhausted in this matter and there is
no evidence to support ALDERSON's recollection of this conversation.
The anonymous complaint received carries little to no weight for this
purpose as SKRINE was unable to confirm the origin of the information
shared. By all accounts, the comments attributed to KROEKER run
contrary to his historical views and actions on matters of this nature
while employed by BCLC.
This matter is unsubstantiated/unfounded.
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